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THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND THE SECRET SOCIETIES OF
THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS.

By Franz Boas.

PREFACE.

The following paper describes and illustrates the collections of the
U. S. National Museum referring to the social organization and secret
societies of the Indians of the coast of British Columbia. It is based
on studies made by the author during a series of years. The great body
of facts presented here were observed and recorded by Mr. George
Hunt, of Fort Rupert, British Columbia, who takes deep interest in
everything pertaining to the ethnology of the Kwakiutl Indians and to
whom I am under great obligations. I am indebted to him also for expla-
nations of ceremonials witnessed by myself, but the purport of which
was difficult to understand, and for finding the Indians who were able to
give explanations on certain points.

My thanks are due to Mr. C. O. Hastings, of Victoria, British
Columbia, who took a series of photographs, reproductions of which
will be found in this report. A series of phonographic records of
songs belonging to the ceremonials were transcribed by Mr. John C.
Fillmore and myself. I also had opportunity to verify many of the
phonographic records by letting the Indians repeat the songs two years
after the records had been taken.

I have also to thank Prof. A. Bastian, director of the Royal Ethno-
graphical Museum at Berlin, Sir Augustus W. Franks, keeper of the
ethnographical department of the British Museum, Mr. Franz Heger,
director of the ethnographical department of the Imperial Royal
Museum of Natural History at Vienna, and Prof. F. W. Putnam,
curator of the department of anthropology of the American Museum
of Natural History at New York, for permission to use specimens con-
tained in the collections of these museums for illustrating the present
report.
The following alphabet has been used in transcribing Indian words and names:

a, e, i, o, u, have their continental sounds (short).

ä, ö, ü, long vowels.

" not articulated, but indicated by position of the mouth.

é obscure e, as in flower.

â in German Bär.

â aw in law.

ö o in German roll.

ê e in bell.

ì i in hill.

- separates vowels which do not form diphthongs.

aï i in island.

au ow in how.

l as in English.

aí posterior, palatal l; the tip of the tongue touches the alveoli of the lower jaw, the back of the tongue is pressed against the hard palate, sonant.

l the same, short and exploded (surd).

q velar k.

š velar g.

k English k.

k palatized k, almost ky.

g palatized g, almost gy.

x ch in German Bach.

X x pronounced at posterior border of hard palate, between x and x'.

x- palatal ch in German ich.

s as in English.

c English sh.

} as in English, but surd and sonant are difficult to distinguish.

} as in English.

} as in year.

} as in English.

, a pause; when following a consonant combined with increase of stress of articulation.

accent.

The texts of Indian songs, phrases, and legends do not lay any claim to philological accuracy. They are merely inserted here as authenticating the translations and the material presented in this paper. It may be that a further study of the songs will modify the translations in many respects. The obscurity of the songs is often very great,
and my knowledge of the language is not sufficient to overcome the difficulties of an adequate translation.

I. THE INDIAN TRIBES OF THE NORTH PACIFIC COAST.

The Pacific Coast of America between Juan de Fuca Strait and Yakutat Bay is inhabited by a great many Indian tribes distinct in physical characteristics and distinct in languages, but one in culture. Their arts and industries, their customs and beliefs, differ so much from those of all other Indians that they form one of the best defined cultural groups of our continent.

While a hasty glance at these people and a comparison with other tribes emphasize the uniformity of their culture, a closer investigation reveals many peculiarities of individual tribes which prove that their culture has developed slowly and from a number of distinct centers, each people adding something to the culture which we observe at the present day.

The region inhabited by these people is a mountainous coast intersected by innumerable sounds and fiords and studded with islands, large and small. Thus intercourse along the coast by means of canoes is very easy, while access to the inland is difficult on account of the rugged hills and the density of the woods. A few fiords cut deep into the mainland, and the valleys which open into them give access to the heart of the high ranges which separate the coast from the highlands of the interior, forming an effectual barrier between the people of the interior and those of the coast. These fiords and their rivers and valleys offer comparatively easy access to the coast, and along these lines interchange of culture has taken place. Extending our view a little beyond the territory defined above, the passes along which the streams of culture flowed most easily were Columbia River in the south and the pass leading along Salmon and Bella Coola rivers to Dean Inlet and Bentinck Arm. Of less importance are Chilkat Pass, Stikine River, Nass and Skeena rivers, and Fraser River. Thus it will be seen that there are only two important and four less important passes, over which the people of the coast came into contact with those of the interior. Thus they have occupied a rather isolated position and have been able to develop a peculiar culture without suffering important invasions from other parts of America.

As the precipitation all along the coast is very great, its lower parts are covered with dense forests which furnish wood for building houses, canoes, implements, and utensils. Among them the red cedar (Thuja gigantea) is the most prominent, as it furnishes the natives with material for most manufactures. Its wood serves for building and carving; its bark is used for making clothing and ropes. The yellow cedar, pine, fir, hemlock, spruce, yew tree, maple, alder, are also of importance to the Indians. The woods abound with numerous kinds of berries, which
are eagerly sought for. The kelp and seaweeds which grow abundantly all along the shore are also utilized.

In the woods the deer, the elk, the black and grizzly bear, the wolf, and many other animals are found. The mountain goat lives on the higher ranges of the mainland. The beaver, the otter, marten, mink, and fur seal furnish valuable skins, which were formerly used for blankets. The Indians keep in their villages dogs which assist the hunters.

The staple food of the Indians is, however, furnished by the sea. Seals, sea lions, and whales are found in considerable numbers; but the people depend almost entirely upon various species of salmon, the halibut, and the oulachon or candlefish (Thaleichthys paecijevus, Girard), which are caught in enormous quantities. Various specimens of cod and other sea fish also furnish food. Herrings visit the coast early in spring. In short, there is such an abundance of animal life in the sea that the Indians live almost solely upon it. Besides fish, they gather various kinds of shellfish, sea urchins, and cuttlefish.

The people are, therefore, essentially fishermen, all other pursuits being of secondary importance. Whales are pursued only by the tribes of the west coast of Vancouver Island. Other tribes are satisfied with the dead carcasses of whales which drift ashore. Sea lions and seals are harpooned, the barbed harpoon point being either attached to a bladder or tied to the stern of the canoe. The harpoon lines are made of cedar bark and sinews. The meat of these sea animals is eaten, while their intestines are used for the manufacture of bowstrings and bags. Codfish and halibut are caught by means of hooks. These are attached to fish lines made of kelp. The hook is provided with a sinker, while the upper part is kept afloat by a bladder or a wooden buoy. Cuttlefish are used for bait. The fish are either roasted over or near the fire or boiled in wooden kettles by means of red-hot stones. Those intended for use in winter are split in strips and dried in the sun or over the fire. Salmon are caught in weirs and fish traps when ascending the rivers, or by means of nets dragged between two canoes. Later in the season salmon are harpooned. For fishing in deeper water, a very long double-pointed harpoon is used. Herring and oulachon are caught by means of a long rake. The oulachon are tried in canoes or kettles filled with water, which is heated by means of red-hot stones. The oil is kept in bottles made of dried kelp. In winter, dried halibut and salmon dipped in oil is one of the principal dishes of the tribes living on the outer coast. Clams and mussels are collected by the women; they are eaten fresh, or strung on sticks or strips of cedar bark and dried for winter use. Cuttlefish are caught by means of long sticks; sea eggs are obtained by means of round bag nets. Fish roe, particularly that of herring, is collected in great quantities, dried, and eaten with oil.

Sea grass, berries, and roots are gathered by the women. The sea grass is cut, formed into square cakes, and dried for winter use. The same is done with several kinds of berries, which when used are dissolved in water and eaten mixed with fish oil. Crab-apples are boiled
and kept in their juice until late in the winter. They are also eaten with fish oil. The food is kept in large boxes which are bent of cedar wood, the bottom being sewed to the sides.

In winter, deer are hunted. Formerly bows and arrows were used in their pursuit, but these have now been replaced by guns. The bow was made of yew wood or of maple. The arrows had stone, bone, and copper points. Bows and arrows were carried in wooden quivers. Deer are also captured by being driven into large nets made of cedar bark, deer sinews, or nettles. Elks are hunted in the same way. For smaller animals traps are used. Deer and bears are also caught in large traps. Birds were shot with arrows provided with a thick blunt point. Deer-skins are worked into leather and used for various purposes, principally for ropes and formerly for clothing.

The natives of this region go barelegged. The principal part of their clothing is the blanket, and this was made of tanned skins or woven of mountain-goat wool, dog's hair, feathers, or a mixture of both. The thread is spun on the bare leg and by means of a spindle. Another kind of blanket is made of soft cedar bark, the warp being tied across the weft. These blankets are trimmed with fur. At the present time woolen blankets are most extensively used. At festive occasions "button blankets" are worn. Most of these are light blue blankets with a red border set with mother-of-pearl buttons. Many are also adorned with the crest of the owner, which is cut out in red cloth and sewed on to the blanket. Men wear a shirt under the blanket, while women wear a petticoat in addition. Before the introduction of woolen blankets, women used to wear an apron made of cedar bark and a belt made of the same material. When canoeing or working on the beach, the women wear large water-tight hats made of basketry. In rainy weather a water-tight cape or poncho made of cedar bark, is used.

The women dress their hair in two plaits, while the men wear it comparatively short. The latter keep it back from the face by means of a strap of fur or cloth tied around the head. Ear and nose ornaments are used extensively. They are made of bone and of abalone shell. The women of the most northern tribes (from about Skeena River northward) wear labrets.

A great variety of baskets are used—large wicker baskets for carrying fish and clams, cedar-bark baskets for purposes of storage. Mats made of cedar bark, and in the south such made of rushes, are used for bedding, packing, seats, dishes, covers of boxes, and similar purposes.

In olden times work in wood was done by means of stone and bone implements. Trees were felled with stone axes and split by means of wooden or bone wedges. Boards were split out of cedar trees by means of these wedges. After the rough cutting was finished, the surface of the wood was planed with adzes, a considerable number of which were made of jade and serpentine bowlders, which materials are found in several rivers. Carvings were executed with stone and shell knives.
Stone mortars and pestles were used for mashing berries. Paint pots of stone, brushes, and stencils made of cedar bark formed the outfit of the Indian painter. Pipes were made of slate, of bone, or of wood.

Canoes are made of cedar wood. The types of canoes vary somewhat among the different tribes of the coast, depending also largely upon whether the canoe is to be used for hunting, traveling, or fishing. The canoe is propelled and steered by means of paddles.

The houses are made of wood and attain considerable dimensions. The details of construction vary considerably among the various tribes, but the general appearance is much alike from Comox to Alaska, while farther south the square northern house gives way to the long house of the Coast Salish. A detailed description of the house will be given later on.

The tribes comprising the North Pacific group speak a great many different languages. From north to south we find the following linguistic families, which are subdivided in numerous dialects, as follows:

I. Tlingit, inhabiting southern Alaska.
II. Haida, inhabiting Queen Charlotte Islands and part of Prince of Wales Archipelago.
III. Tsimshian, inhabiting Nass and Skeena rivers and the adjacent islands.
   2. Gyitkca’n, on upper Skeena River.
   3. Ts’E’mcian, on lower Skeena River and the adjacent islands.
IV. Wakashan, inhabiting the coast from Gardiner Channel to Cape Mudge, the region around Dean Inlet excepted; Vancouver Island, except its southeastern part, from Comox to Sooke Inlet; and Cape Flattery.
   A. Kwakintu’ group.
      1. Xa–isla, on Gardiner and Douglass channels.
      2. Hë’iltsiuq, from Gardiner Channel to Rivers Inlet.
      3. Kwakintu’, from Rivers Inlet to Cape Mudge.
   B. Nootka group, inhabiting the west coast of Vancouver Island and Cape Flattery.
V. Salishan, inhabiting the coast of the mainland and the eastern part of Vancouver Island south of Cape Mudge, the southern part of the interior as far east as the Selkirk Range, and the northern parts of Washington, Idaho, and Montana; also the region of Dean Inlet.
   A. The Coast Salish.
      1. Bi’lxula, on Dean Inlet and Bentinck Arm.
      2. Çatö’lx, at Comox and Toba Inlet, formerly north of Cape Mudge.
      3. Pe’nltx, at Comox.
      4. Si’c’lax, on Jervis Inlet.
      5. Sqxó’mic, on Howe Sound and Burrard Inlet.
      6. Qau’etein, on Cowichan River and lower Fraser River.
7. Lku'ŋe'n, on the southeastern part of Vancouver Island. This dialect is nearly identical with the S'ā'mic, Sèmi̱a'no, XLu'um, and La'lam, the last of which is spoken south of Fœca Strait, while the others are spoken east of the Gulf of Georgia.

8. Nsqoa'lı and affiliated dialects of Puget Sound.


10. Sqan'elitsk, on Cowlitz River.

11. Sā'tsep, on Chehalis River.

12. Tsxel'is, on Greys Harbor.


14. T'ilé'muke, south of the mouth of Columbia River.

B. Salishan languages of the interior.

1. XLak'apamuX, on the canyon of Fraser River and the lower course of Thompson River.

2. SLa'liumX, on Douglas and Lillooet lakes.

3. SEXu'apamuX, from Ashcroft to the northern extremity of Okanagan Lake, the Big Bend of the Columbia, and Quesnelle.

4. Okināq'é'n, with the closely related Kalispelm, Spokane, Flatheads.

VI. Chemakum, south of Cape Flattery and near Port Townsend.

VII. Chinook, on Columbia River.

Among these languages, Tlingit and Haida on the one hand, Kwakiutl, Salishan, and Chemakum on the other, show certain similarities in form which induce me to consider these groups as more closely related among themselves than to the other languages.

The physical characteristics of the Indians of this region show also that they are by no means a homogeneous people. So far as we know now, we may distinguish four types on the coast of British Columbia: The northern type, embracing the Nisqa' and Tsimshian; the Kwakiutl type; that of Harrison Lake; and the Salish of the interior, as represented by the Okanagan, Flathead, and Shuswap. The following measurements show the differences of types:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Northern type</th>
<th>Kwakiutl</th>
<th>Harrison Lake</th>
<th>Salish of the interior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stature</td>
<td>mm.</td>
<td>1,670</td>
<td>1,644</td>
<td>1,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of height, sitting</td>
<td></td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of head</td>
<td></td>
<td>195.5</td>
<td>(196)</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth of head</td>
<td></td>
<td>101.5</td>
<td>(101)</td>
<td>104.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of face</td>
<td></td>
<td>120.5</td>
<td>129.1</td>
<td>115.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth of face</td>
<td></td>
<td>156.5</td>
<td>150.4</td>
<td>151.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of nose</td>
<td></td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth of nose</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length-breadth index</td>
<td></td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial index</td>
<td></td>
<td>77</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal index</td>
<td></td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The types expressed by these figures may be described as follows: The northern Indians are of medium stature. Their arms are relatively long, their bodies short. The head is very large, particularly its transversal diameter. The same may be said of the face, the breadth of which is enormous, as it exceeds the average breadth of face of the North American Indian by 6 mm. The height of the face is moderate; therefore its form appears decidedly low. The nose is very low as compared to the height of the face, and at the same time broad. Its elevation over the face is also very slight only. The bridge is generally concave, and very flat between the eyes.

The Kwakiutl are somewhat shorter, the trunks of their bodies are relatively longer, their arms and legs shorter than those of the first group. The dimensions of the head are very nearly the same, but the face shows a remarkably different type, which distinguishes it fundamentally from the faces of all the other groups. The breadth of the face exceeds only slightly the average breadth of face of the Indian, but its height is enormous. The same may be said of the nose, which is very high and relatively narrow. Its elevation is also very great. The nasal bones are strongly developed and form a steep arch, their lower end rising high above the face. This causes a very strongly hooked nose to be found frequently among the Kwakiutl, which type of nose is almost absent in all other parts of the Pacific Coast. This feature is so strongly marked that individuals of this group may be recognized with a considerable degree of certainty by the form of the face and of the nose alone.

The Harrison Lake type has a very short stature. The head is exceedingly short and broad, surpassing in this respect all other forms known to exist in North America. The face is not very wide, but very low, thus producing a chamaeprosopic form, the proportions of which resemble those of the Nass River face, while its dimensions are much smaller. In this small face we find a nose which is absolutely higher than that of the Nass River Indian with his huge face. It is, at the same time, rather narrow. The lower portion of the face appears very small, as may be seen by subtracting the height of the nose from that of the face, which gives an approximate measure of the distance from septum to chin.

The Salish of the interior have a stature of 168 cm. Their heads are shorter than those of the tribes of Northern British Columbia or of the Indians of the plains. Their faces have the average height of the Indian face, being higher than that of the northern type of Indians, but lower than that of the Kwakiutl. The nose is high and wide, and has the characteristic Indian form, which is rare in most parts of the coast.

The social organization of the tribes of the coast shows considerable variation. The tribes of the northern parts of the coast have a maternal organization, while those in the south are purely paternally organized. The central tribes, particularly the Kwakiutl, show a peculiar transitional stage.
The Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, and Heiltsuq have animal totems. The first of these have two phratries, the raven and wolf among the Tlingit, raven (Q'oa'la) and eagle (G'itkan') among the Haida. The Tsimshian have four totems—raven (Qanha'da), eagle (Lanski'yeq), wolf (Laxk'ebö'), and bear (Gispawaduwe'da); the Heiltsuq three—raven (Qo'ix-tënnôk), eagle (Wir'k'oaq'x-tënnôk), and killer whale (Ha'lx-aix-tënnôk); the Xa-isla' six—beaver, eagle, wolf, salmon, raven, killer whale. Animal totems in the proper sense of this term are confined to these five groups or tribes. They are not found among the Kwakiutl, although they belong to the same linguistic stock to which the Xa-isla and Heiltsuq belong. The clans of the northern tribes bear the names of their respective totems and are exogamous.

It must be clearly understood, however, that the natives do not consider themselves descendants of the totem. All my endeavors to obtain information regarding the supposed origin of the relation between man and animal have invariably led to the telling of a myth, in which it is stated how a certain ancestor of the clan in question obtained his totem. The character of these legends is uniform among all the peoples of this region; even farther south, among the Kwakiutl and the northern tribes of the Coast Salish, who have no animal totem in the restricted sense of this term. The ideas of the Kwakiutl regarding these matters will be described fully later on. As these legends reveal the fundamental views the natives hold in regard to their totem, I shall give abstracts of a few of them.

The following is a legend of the Tsimshian:

The Bear Clan.—An Indian went mountain-goat hunting. When he had reached a remote mountain range, he met a black bear, who took him to his home, taught him how to catch salmon, and how to build canoes. For two years the man stayed with the bear; then he returned to his own village. The people were afraid of him, because he looked just like a bear. One man, however, caught him and took him home. He could not speak and could not eat anything but raw food. Then they rubbed him with magic herbs, and gradually he was retransformed into the shape of a man. After this, whenever he was in want, he called his friend the bear, who came to assist him. In winter when the rivers were frozen, he alone was able to catch salmon. He built a house and painted the bear on the house front. His sister made a dancing blanket, the design of which represented a bear. Therefore the descendants of his sisters use the bear for their crest.

It is evident that legends of this character correspond almost exactly to the tales of the acquisition of manitows among the Eastern Indians, and they are evidence that the totem of this group of tribes is, in the main, the hereditary manitow of a family. This analogy becomes still clearer when we consider that each man among these tribes acquires a guardian spirit, but that he can acquire only such as belong to his clan. Thus, a person may have the general crest of his clan and, besides, use as his personal crest such guardian spirits as he has acquired. This accounts partly for the great multiplicity of combinations of crests which we observe on the carvings of these people.
The more general the use of the crest in the whole clan, the remoter the time to which the clan legend is ascribed. In many cases the incidents are considered comparatively recent, and are then confined to the descendants of the person whom the legend concerns. The extreme case is the narrative of acquisition of one of the crests of the clan by a single person.

These ideas necessitate that we find the clans or phratries subdivided and that there exists a multiplicity of crests for each phratry. As an illustration of this phenomenon, I will give a list of the crests and clans of the Stikine tribe of the Tlingit:

Crests of the raven phratry: Raven, frog, goose, sea lion, owl, salmon, beaver, codfish, skate.

Crests of the wolf phratry: Wolf, bear, eagle, killer whale, shark, auk, gull, sparrow hawk, thunder bird.

The phratries of the Stikine tribes are subdivided as follows:

Families of the raven phratry:
- Qas\'xagn\'edé. Crest: Raven.
- K\'iks\'a\'dé. Crest: Frog.
- Qate\'a\'dé. Crest: Raven.

Tiv hit tan (=bark house clan). Crest: Beaver.

D\'Lqo\'dë (=people of the point). Crest: Raven.

Qagan hit tan (=sun house clan). Crest: Raven.

xëLqoan. Crest: Beaver.

Families of the wolf phratry:
- Nana\'ri or siknax\'a\'dë (corresponding to the Kagontä\'n of other Tlingit tribes), subdivided as follows:
  - Harà\'c hit tan (=porch house clan).
  - Tos hit tan (=shark house clan).
  - Q\'ët gô hit tan.
  - xüts hit tan (=bear house clan).
  - Xóqë\'dë. Crest: Killer whale.

The list is probably not complete, but it shows the character of these subdivisions. Similar subdivisions, although less numerous, are found among the Tsimshian.

The crest is used for ornamenting objects belonging to a member of the clan; they are carved on columns intended to perpetuate the memory of a deceased relative, painted on the house front or carved on a column which is placed in front of the house, and are also shown as masks in festivals of the clan. It is impossible to draw a sharp line between the pure crest and figures or masks illustrating certain incidents in the legendary history of the clan. In order to illustrate this point, which is of great importance in the study of our subject, I will describe a few examples observed among the Nisqa' Indians.

The Gispawaduwèda, the bear clan of the Nisqa', use a headdress representing the owl (maskutgunu'ks) (Plate 1), surrounded by many small human heads called gyad em Laqs (claw men). This is worn in potlatches, and commemorates the following tradition:

A chief at Tèmlax'ä'mt had a son who was crying all the time. His father became impatient and sent him out of the house, saying, "The
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1.

NiSQA Headdress representing the White Owl.

The headdress is made of maple; eyes, tongue, eye ornament on wings, and ornament at base of the wing feathers inlaid in Haliotis shell. Wings and eyebrows of owl, and eyebrows, eyes, and noses of the surrounding men painted black; margin of beak and body of the owl except knees and talons, mouths, arms, and legs of the surrounding men, and the broad band surrounding the owl's body painted red. 6½ inches wide, 7½ inches high. (Collected by Franz Boas.

(American Museum of Natural History, New York.)
NISQA' HEADDRESS REPRESENTING THE WHITE OWL.
white owl shall fetch you." The boy went out, accompanied by his sister. Then the owl came and carried the girl to the top of a tree. The people heard her crying, and tried to take her down; but they were unable to climb the tree. After a while she ceased to cry, and told the owl. They had a son. When he grew up, she told her husband that she desired to send her son home. Then the owl made a song for him. His mother told him to carve a headdress in the shape of an owl for use in his dance, and to sing the song which his father had made for him. She bade him farewell, telling him that her husband—the owl—was about to carry her to a far-off country. The owl carried both of them to the old chief's house. When the wife of the latter saw the unknown boy, she was afraid; but her daughter reassured her, and told her that the boy was her grandson. Then the old woman took him into her house, while the owl and the boy's mother disappeared. When the boy was grown up, his mother's brother gave a festival, and before presents were distributed among the guests the boy danced, wearing the owl headdress and singing the following song which his father had composed for him:

I. e. O my brother! this white owl has given me this tree for my seat.
When the Gitxq"ad6'q branch of the Qanha'da have a festival, three masks make their appearance, one of which has a mustache and represents a young man named Gitgo'o'yim (Plate 2, upper figure), while the other two are called C'ae'a (Plate 2, lower figures). They represent the following tradition:

While the people were staying at the fishing village Gulg-e'ul, the boys, under the leadership of a young man named Gitgo'o'yim, made a small house in the woods behind the town. They took a spring salmon along and played with it until it was rotten. They caught small fish in the creek and split and dried them. They made small drums and began to sing and to dance. For four days they stayed there, dancing all the time. Then they became supernatural beings. Gitgo'o'yim's hair had turned into crystal and copper. The people were about to move to another camp and went to fetch the boys, whom they heard singing:

That is: Where the copper hair, where the ice hair is spread out, is the supernatural being.

As soon as the people approached them they disappeared and were seen at once dancing and singing at a distant place. The people were unable to reach them. Then they returned, and since that time the Gitxq'ad6'q have used the song and dance of these boys.

As an example of the use of the crest, viz., of the legend of the clans in the erection of memorial columns, I will give the following: A man had the squid for his protector. After his death his son gave a festival, in the course of which the ground opened and a huge rock which was covered with kelp came up. This was made of wood and of bark. A cave was under the rock and a large squid came out of it. It was made of cedar bark and its arms were set with hooks which caught the blankets of the audience and tore them. The song of the squid was sung by women who were sitting on three platforms in the rear of the house:

Qagaba'xske laxha' háyáï, qagaba'xske laxha' háyáï.
It shakes the heaven háyáï, it shakes the heaven háyáï.

NLqak'sl qa'dik'sl wi' maxno'q log'igna'del ts'á'gal aks
For the first time comes the great supernatural being in living inside the water
dem in lisá'yíll. am gig'at.
to look at the people.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 2.

Masks of the Clan Qanha'da.

Fig. 1. GITGO'O'YIM. Height, 9 inches; lips and nose red; face not painted.
(Cat. No. $^{\text{?}}$, American Museum of Natural History, New York.)

Fig. 2. CA'CÁ. Height, 7$\frac{1}{2}$ inches; red, blue, and black.
(Cat. No. $^{\text{?}}$, American Museum of Natural History, New York.)

Fig. 3. CA'CÁ. Height, 7$\frac{3}{4}$ inches; black and red.
(Cat. No. $^{\text{?}}$, American Museum of Natural History, New York.)
Masks of the Clan Qanha'da, Nisqa'.
After the squid and the rock had disappeared again, a man wearing the sun mask appeared in the door, and when the people began to sing his song, a movable sun which was attached to the mask began to turn. The sun belongs to the G·ispawaduwe'da; the squid commemorates the misfortunes of one of the ancestors of the deceased, who, when hunting squids at ebb tide, was captured by a huge animal. His friends tried to liberate him, but were unable to do so. When the water began to rise, they pulled a bag of sea-lion guts over his head, hoping that the air in it might enable him to survive, but when they looked for him at the next tide they found him dead.

After the festival a memorial column was erected. It represented, from below upward, first four men called Łóayó'qs, or the commanders. These are a crest of the G·ispawaduwe'da. Tradition says that one night some men for some purpose dug a hole behind a house near a grave tree. They saw an opening in the woods and a fire in the middle of it, around which ghosts were dancing. They were sitting there as though they were in a house, but the men saw only a pole where the door of the house would have been. Four men called Łóayó'qs were standing at the door, and called to them nagwí't! (to this side). Since that time the G·ispawaduwe'da have used these figures.

On top of the four men was the sea bear (medi'ek em ak's) with three fins on its back. Each fin has a human face at its base. The tradition of the sea bear tells how four brothers went down Skeena River and were taken to the bottom of the sea by Hagulá'q, a sea monster, over whose house they had anchored. His house had a number of platforms. Inside were the killer whales, Hagulá'q's men. He had four kettles called Lukewarm. Warm, Hot, Boiling, and a hat in the shape of a sea monster, with a number of rings on top. The name of his house was Helahá'ideq (near the Haida country). He gave the brothers the right to use all these objects and with them their songs, which are sung at all the great ceremonies of the clan. The song of the house is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q &= 96, \\
&\text{milá yè čq - děs - ku nā dé} \\
&\text{qa - a - mila yè děs - ku - nā dé hēla - hai - degi} \\
&\text{yè déya gö ē - nu - ēl - wi hagulaq aya gö.}
\end{align*}
\]

That is: My friend, walk close to the country of the Haida, the great Hagulá'q.
Hagulâ'q also gave them two cradle songs, which are sung for the children of the clan, and also at funerals:

\[
\text{Algwa'sem gunâ't, Algwa'sem gunâ't, Algwa'sem gunâ't.}
\]

\[
\text{O real strong friend, O real strong friend, O real strong friend.}
\]

MaâXluwilwetx'ul Lgök-camxk' Lguts'alt Lguyo'haq'ala'X yažaba't.

Where he came from with his little black little face with his little club running down.

And the other one:

\[
\text{Gunâ'det, gunâ'det, gunâ'det, gunâ'det.}
\]

\[
\text{O friend, O friend, O friend, O friend.}
\]

Wulni'nó'ólë, semlí'a'n, hanxsâ'nó, hangâ'óksgó.

They are very white the real elks, which he won which he found when gambling they drifted down to him.

II. THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF THE KWAKIUTL.

The Kwakiutl are divided into a great many tribes, which are in their turn subdivided into septs and clans. Each clan of the Kwakiutl proper derives its origin from a mythical ancestor who descended from heaven, arose from the under world, or emerged from out of the ocean. Their crests and privileges, which will be discussed later on, are based upon the adventures of their ancestors, from whom they are supposed to have descended.

First of all, I will give a list of the tribes and their subdivisions:

A. XA-ISLA' DIALECT.

1. Xa-iska'.

Clans: Beaver, eagle, wolf, salmon, raven, killer whale.

2. Xana'ks'iala, called by the He'iltsuq Gî'manoitx.

B. HE'ILTSUQ DIALECT.

1. Xa'extaës. Chinaman hat.

2. He'iltsuq. Bellabella.


Clans: 1. Wi'k'óxténôx, eagle. 2. Qo'ó'tënôx, raven. 3. Ha'lx'aix-tênôx, killer whale.


Clans: 1. Sô'mexulitx. 2. Ts'é'oknimiX or Ts'é'uitx.

4. Nô'xunts'itx. Lower end of Aw'k'ênôx Lake.

5. Aw'k'ênôx. Rivers Inlet.

C. KWAKIUTL DIALECT.

a. Koskimo Subdialect.

1. L'a'sq'enox (=people of the ocean.) Klaskino Inlet.
   Clans: 1. Pe'pawilénôx (=the flyers).
   2. Te't'anele'énox.
   3. O'maniits'ênôx (=the people of Ŭ'manis, a place on Klaskino Inlet).

2. Gu'a'ts'enôx (=people of the North country). Northern side of entrance to Quatsino Sound.
   Clans: 1. Xámanaa.
   2. Gua'ts'ênôx.

   Clans: 1. Gr'ôp'ênôx.
   2. Qô'le'énox.

   2. Naé'nsx-a (=dirty teeth).
   3. Grë'xsems'anál (=highest chiefs).
   4. Tsë'tsa.
   5. Wôxua'mis.
   6. Grq'ô'leqa.

b. Newettee Subdialect.

1. Naqo'mgilisala (=always staying in their country). Cape Scott.
   2. Naé'nsx-a (=dirty teeth).

2. La'Lasiqoala (=those on the ocean). Newettee.
   Clans: 1. Gr'g'ilqam (=those who receive first).
   2. La'laulilela (=always crossing the sea).
   3. Grë'xsem (=chiefs).

c. Kwakiutl Subdialect.

The tribes speaking this dialect call themselves Kwâ'kuak'êwak'a. Slight variations of dialect are found among the different tribes of this group.

   Clans: 1. Gr'g'ilqam (=those who receive first).
   2. Si'śinlaē (=the Si'nlaēs).
   3. Qô'mk'ūtis (=the rich side).

   2. Si'śinlaē (=the Si'nlaēs).
   3. Tsitsimē'leqla (=the Tsimé'leqlas).
   4. Wā'las (=the great ones).

Clans: 5. TE’umltemlels (＝those under whom the ground shakes).
6. Kwá’kók’úl (＝the Kwakiutl).

3. Kwakiutl (＝smoke of the world). Fort Rupert, Turnour Island, Call Creek. This tribe consists of four septs.

3a. Gué’txela (=northern people) or Kué’xámut (=fellows of the Kué’xa).

Clans: 1. Maa’mtag’ila (=the Ma’tag-ilas).
2. Ku’kwá’kum (=the real Kwakiutl).
3. Gú’xsem (=chiefs).
4. Lá’alaxsént’alá (＝the Lá’laxsént’aláos).
5. Si’šinlaé (=the Si’nlaéś).

3b. Qó’moyué (the rich ones). War name: Kué’xa (the murderers).

Clans: 1. Ku’kwá’kum (=the real Kwakiutl).
2. Hát’analénóx (=the archers).
3. Yaai’x’aqemaé (=the crabs).
4. Haá’lak’emáé (=the shamans) or Lá’xsé (going through).
5. Gú’gilq’amu (=those who receive first).

3c. Qó’mk’utis (=the rich side).

3d. Wa’las Kwakiutl (=the great Kwakiutl). Nickname: Lá’kuilila (=the tramps).

Clans: 1. Ts’E’nts’enx’qaió (=the Ts’E’nx’qaiós).
2. Gú’xsem (=chiefs).
3. Wa’ulipoé (=those who are feared).
4. Lé’q’em.
5. Lé’Lqét’ (=having a great name).


Clans: 1. TE’umltemlels (=those under whom the ground shakes).
2. Wé’wamasq’em (=the noble ones?).
3. Wa’las (=the great ones).
4. Ma’maléq’em (=the Ma’léeq’em).

5. Qoé’xsóf’énóx (=people of the other side). Gilford Island.

Clans: 1. Naxná’xula (=rising above other tribes?).
2. Me’mogg’ins (=having salmon traps).
4. Né’nélpaé (=those on the upper end of the river).


Clans: 1. Si’sinlaé (=the Sinlaéś)
2. Nú’nimaseqális (=old from the beginning).
3. Lé’Lqét’ (=having a great name).

*This is the etymology given by the Kwakiutl themselves, from goax’i’la, smoke. It seems to me that the derivation from Guak’utis = beach at north side of river, from gua= north, -k’ut = opposite, -is = beach, is more likely.*
   Clans: 1. Tsëtsëlo’ałaqemæc (=the famous ones).
          2. Lalelæ’mín (=the supporters).
          3. G’i’g’ilqam (=those who receive first).
          4. St’ínlæc (=the St’ínlæcs).
          5. Nê’melk’ènòx (=people from the head waters of the river).
8. Ts’ena’xtax. Knight Inlet.
   Clans: 1. Y’ama’mantelal (=the Y’ama’mantelals).
          2. G’èxsem (=the chiefs).
          3. Qòq’oaainòx (=people from the river Qoa’is).
          4. Yaai’x-aqemæc (=the crabs).
          5. P’èqulænòx (=the fliers).
9. A’wa-ìlala (=those inside the inlet). Knight Inlet.
   Clans: 1. G’i’g’ilqam (=those who receive first).
          2. Ts’ò’tse’na (=thunder birds).
10. Ts’awalænòx (=people of the oulachon country). Kingcombe Inlet.
    Clans: 1. Lèléwag’ila (=the heaven makers—mythical name of raven).
           2. G’i’g’eqemæc (=chiefs).
           3. Wì’qemæc (=whom no one dares to look at).
           4. G’ag-g’ilak-a (=always wanting to kill people).
           5. Qà’qawatilik-a (=the Qa’watiliqalas).
    Clans: 1. G’i’g’ilqam (=those to whom is given first).
           2. Kwì’kouènòx (=those at the lower end of the village).
    Clans: 1. G’i’g’ilqam (=those who receive first).
           2. G’èxsem (=the chiefs).
           3. Haài’alik-anàe (=the shamans).
13. Lèkwiltòq. From Knight Inlet to Bute Inlet and on the opposite part of Vancouver Island. They consist of the following septs:
    13a. Wì’wèqaè (=the Wè’qaès).
         Clans: 1. G’i’g’ilqam (=those who receive first).
                  2. G’èxsem (=the chiefs).
                  3. ?
         4. Wì’wèqaam (=the Wè’qaès).
    13b. Xà’xamatses (=old mats, so called because slaves of the Wì’wèqaè). Recently they have taken the name of Wà’etakisa (=the great ones).
         Clans: ?
    13c. Kuè’xa (=the murderers).
         Clans: 1. Wì’wèqaam (=the Wè’qaès).
                  2. Qò’omoyne (=the rich ones).
                  3. Kuè’xa (=the murderers).
13d. Laa'luis.
13e. Q'ō'm'enóx.

This list is not quite complete, but very nearly so. A number of the clans are subdivided into smaller groups, but it is very difficult to ascertain these subdivisions. Thus the Naqõ'm-g-ilisala embrace a subdivision called Me'emaqana, who are, however, not considered a separate clan. The Lā'la-nilela of the La'tasiqoala are divided into two divisions—the G'eq'gō'te, the descendants of G'eq'te, and the Hā'eq'qoala, the descendants of Hā'qoala. The Lā'alaxsent'aiō of the Kwakiutl proper consist of three divisions: The Lā'alaxsent'aiō proper, the A'lk'unwe (=lower corner, speakers of the first division), and the He'cha'me'tawē, the descendants of Ha'me'tawē. The Ts'e'nts'enx-qaio of the Wā'las Kwakiutl are divided in two divisions—the Ts'e'nq'am and Hai'maaxstō. These divisions are given merely as examples, as I have not been able to discover all the subdivisions of the different clans and tribes.

The recent history of these tribes and clans explains the development of this exceedingly complex social system. Historical tradition has it that the Gu'te'la and the Qo'moyu, both septs of the Kwakiutl, not very long ago formed one tribe. At one time a quarrel arose between them, in which Lā'qoag-ila, the head chief of the Gu'te'ta, was killed. Then they divided, and since that time form two septs. There is a saying indicating the close relationship of the two, to the effect that the Gu'te'ta and the Qo'moyu are twins—the former suckled at the mother's right breast, the latter at the left.

Still another tribe, which, however, I have not included in the above list on account of its recent origin, has branched off from the Kwakiutl. These people call themselves Mā'tilpe, i.e., the highest Maa'mtag-ila, and include the septs Maa'mtag-ila, Gō,xsem, and Ha'aiłak-emaê, all of which are found among the Gu'te'ta and Qo'moyu.

While in these two cases new tribes were formed by a process of division, in one other case, at least, a tribe has recently become a clan of another tribe, namely, the Laa'luis of the Lē'kwiltōq, who have joined the Kū'xa of the same group and form a fourth clan of the latter. The event happened during the great war with the southern Salishan tribes, which was waged in the middle of this century, the cause of the amalgamation being the great reduction of the tribe. The Qo'm'enóx have become entirely extinct. Another tribe which lived near the Qo'sqénox, of which, however, we have only traditional reports, the Xoyā'les, have been exterminated by the Qo'sqénox.

These few authentic facts show that the numbers of tribes and of clans have undergone considerable changes during historical times. This conclusion is corroborated by the distribution of clans among various tribes, and by the meaning of their names. We may distinguish three classes of tribal names and of clan names, viz., such as are collective forms of the name of the ancestor, names taken from the
region inhabited by the tribe or clan, and names of honor. There is a
decided tendency to substitute names of the last class for others.
Thus the name Q'o'moyuči (the rich ones) is new. The Xa'xamatses
took the name Wa'litsum (the great ones) only twenty-five or thirty
years ago. I presume that the names G'q'ülqam (those who receive
first), G'e'xsem (chiefs), T'ul'lelemel (those under whom the ground
shakes), were adopted in a similar way. Other changes of names
occur. Thus the Nimkish call themselves recently Lao'koatx, which
is the name of one of the tribes of the west coast of Vancouver Island,
and the Lau'itsis are adopting the name Ts'a'mac, which is the name
of the Songish in the Comox dialect.

The geographical names are more suggestive. We find among the
Nimkish a clan called Xeq'nelk'ecnöx, the people from the head waters of
Nimkish River. This would seem to indicate that the head waters of
the river was their ancient home, and that they have joined the rest
of the Nimkish. The same may be said of the O'manitssehenöx clan of
the Va'sq'ecnöx, the Qe'qoaainöx of the T'ena'xtax, and the Xeq'nelpač
of the Qe'xso'tecnöx.

In all cases where the clan name or the tribal name is a collective
form of the name of the ancestor, we may assume that the group
formed at one time a single community. How this unit may be broken
appears in the case of the Mā'tilpē. We observe that quite a number
of such clan names are common to several tribes. Thus the Si'smulač,
the descendants of Si'mlač, are found among the Goaši'la, Na'qoaqtoq,
Gně'tela, Lau'itsis, and Nimkish. The Yaai'xaqemač, the descend-
ants of Yix'āqemač, are found among the Q'o'moyuči and T'ena'xtax.
I believe that in all these cases part of the original clan has drifted
away from its original home, keeping its old name. This view is sus-
tained by the tradition that the clans were divided at the time of the
great flood, one part drifting here, another there.

Still another case that gives evidence of the gradual development of
the present system of clans and tribes is furnished by the Mā'malele-
qala and Wî'wėqāč. Both these names are the collective forms of
the names of the ancestors. Nevertheless the Mā'maleleqam and Wî'wec-
qam, the Mā'lēleqala group, and the Wî'quč group appear as subdivi-
isions of these tribes. It seems to me that this proves that these
subdivisions must have formed the original stock, which the other clans
joined in course of time.

All this evidence proves that the present system of tribes and clans
is of recent growth and has undergone considerable changes.

The traditions of the clans show clearly what we must consider the
original unit of society among the Kwakiutl. Each clan derives its
origin from a mythical ancestor, who built his house at a certain place
and whose descendants lived at that place. In a great many cases these
places prove to be old village sites. In some, large accumulations of
shells are found, which show that they have been inhabited through
long periods. We conclude, therefore, that the clan was originally a village community, which, owing to changes in number or for purposes of defense, left their old home and joined some other community, retaining, however, to a certain degree its independence. This corresponds exactly to the social organization of the Salishan tribes of the southern portion of Vancouver Island, and of all the coast tribes of Washington and Oregon. The simple division into village communities which seems to have been the prevalent type of society along a considerable portion of the Pacific Coast has, among the Kwakiutl, undergone such changes that a number of tribes which are divided into clans have originated.

While it would be natural that in the former stage the child should be considered a member of the village community to which his father or mother belonged, we may expect disturbances in the organization which developed among the Kwakiutl. Among the village communities of Oregon, Washington, and southern Vancouver Island the child belongs to the father's village, where the married couple generally live, and it seems that among many of these tribes the villages are exogamic. Among the Kwakiutl the clans are also exogamic, and certain privileges are inherited in the paternal line, while a much larger number are obtained by marriage. The existence of the former class suggests that the organization must have been at one time a purely paternal one. Three causes seem to have disturbed the original organization—the development of the more complex organization mentioned above, the influence of the northern tribes which have a purely maternal organization, and the development of legends referring to the origin of the clans which are analogous to similar traditions of the northern groups of tribes. Taking up the last-named point first, we find that each clan claims a certain rank and certain privileges which are based upon the descent and adventures of its ancestor. These privileges, if originally belonging to a tribe which at one time has been on the paternal stage, would hardly have a tendency to deviate from the law governing this stage. If they have, however, originated under the influence of a people which is on a maternal stage, an abnormal development seems likely. In the north a woman's rank and privileges always descend upon her children. Practically the same result has been brought about among the Kwakiutl, but in a manner which suggests that a people with paternal institutions has adapted its social laws to these customs. Here the woman brings as a dower her father's position and privileges to her husband, who, however, is not allowed to use them himself, but acquires them for the use of his son. As the woman's father, on his part, has acquired his privileges in the same manner through his mother, a purely female law of descent is secured, although only through the medium of the husband. It seems to my mind that this exceedingly intricate law, which will be described in detail in the course of this paper, can not be explained in any other way than as an adaptation of
maternal laws by a tribe which was on a paternal stage. I can not imagine that it is a transition of a maternal society to a paternal society, because there are no relics of the former stage beyond those which we find everywhere, and which do not prove that the transition has been recent at all. There is no trace left of an inheritance from the wife's brothers; the young couple do not live with the wife's parents. But the most important argument is that the customs can not have been prevalent in the village communities from which the present tribal system originated, as in these the tribe is always designated as the direct descendants of the mythical ancestor. If the village communities had been on the maternal stage, the tribes would have been designated as the descendants of the ancestor's sisters, as is always the case in the legends of the northern tribes.

Names and all the privileges connected with them may be obtained, also, by killing the owner of the name, either in war or by murder. The slayer has then the right to put his own successor in the place of his killed enemy. In this manner names and customs have often spread from tribe to tribe.

It remains to substantiate what I have said by telling the legends of a few clans. I shall give a fuller account of these legends later on, while at this place I will merely refer to such passages as are of importance in our present consideration. The clan O'manits'enox of the L'a'sq'enox derive their origin from Ts'i'lxal solemn, the husband of L'ce'selaqa (Sun woman). The former came down from heaven while his wife stayed there because she had to attend to the moving sun. He was accompanied by his children Se'paxaes (=Shining down), Ya'q'ent'emae (=First speaker), Gr-e'xden, and Da'doquaqa (=Seeing from one corner to the other). From these the clan originated (Appendix p. 665).

The following genealogy of the clan La'lauxlela of the La'lasiqoala is a still better example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nōmasē'nxēlis (descended from heaven)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lēx'x'ālix-ilā'yun ġ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omalixstō ġ Wa'lixōna or Tse'seläso ġ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wālas Nēmō'gwis ġ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tse'pā'xioala ġ, Yā'nmēq'ana ġ, T'koā'yu ġ, Alē'xōatas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A great number of examples of this kind might be given. It is true that these traditions are probably not very old, and have been modified with the changing social life of the people; but from what we know of the development of myths we should expect to find in them traces, at least, of the old maternal institutions, if they had ever existed. The fact that they invariably and always are explained by genealogies, such as the above, seems to my mind conclusive proof that a paternal organization of the tribe preceded the present one.
I referred several times above to the fact that the clans have certain rights in which the others do not share. These are mainly the use of certain crests and of semi-religious performances. All of these are acquired by marriage, as described above. In the village communities of the southern tribes we find no trace of a crest, while among the Kwakiutl it is not strictly hereditary, but descends through marriage in the female line, in a similar way as the crest of the northern tribes descends. The legends of the acquisition of the crest are also similar to the northern legends on the same subject, and I conclude, therefore, that the present stage has developed through contact of these two cultural areas. I do not mean to say that the ideas have been bodily borrowed by the Kwakiutl, but that their manifestation in the social organization of the tribe is largely due to suggestion on the part of the northern tribes. The American idea of the acquisition of the maniton was evidently also fundamental among the Kwakiutl, as all their tales refer to it, and, as we shall see later on, the whole winter ceremonial is based on it. But it has assumed a peculiar form in so far as the maniton was acquired by a mythical ancestor and is now handed down from generation to generation, and the connection has in many cases become so slight that the tutelary genius of the clan has degenerated into a crest. This degeneration, together with the descent through marriage, I take to be due to the influence of the northern totemism.

I give a few stories illustrating the acquisition of the crest through the ancestor, which will bring out the close analogy with the acquisition of the maniton, and also show the manner in which the crest is used for adorning persons and utensils.

The legend of the O'amanits'énóx, which I quoted above (Appendix, p. 665), goes on to tell how Grê'xden fell in with a number of killer whales, which had assumed the shape of men, and were mending their canoes. Their chief gave him the quartz-pointed whaling harpoon, his names, and the right to use the painting of the killer whale on his house front.

Another good example is the following tradition of the clan Lâ'xse of the Qô'moyün or Kuâ'xa. I give here a translation:

The first Kuâ'xa lived at Tsâ'Xoyô. Their chief, Ye'iqotolasilamé, went bear hunting up the river of Li'Xsi'wé until he came to Sâ'x-sox. After he had been away four days, he saw the Ho'Xhôq (a fabulous bird, supposed to be similar to the crane) and heard its cry. It was larger than a man. Then Ye'iqotolasilamé hid. The Ho'Xhôq tried to find him, and finally discovered the place where the chief was in hiding at one side of a cedar tree. It tried to peck him with its beak, but missed him. Ye'iqotolasilamé merely jumped to the other side of the tree, and the Ho'Xhôq could not kill him. He came home at night. Then he carved the crane out of yellow cedar, and now it is the carving of his clan (Plate 3). He invited all the tribes, and gave away cedar-bark blankets, all kinds of skins, canoes, and slaves. Then he placed the image of the Ho'Xhôq on top of a pole outside of his house.
This monument is six feet in height and was carved from red cedar bark. On the stomach of the bird is a carving representing a face. Originally the wings were painted in black, representing feathers, but only faint traces of color now remain.

Later on, a chief of the Qoc'sotsot'enox wanted to have the carved Hó'Xhóq. His name was Lek'amá'xót. He tried to find out how to obtain it, and learned that he had to marry the daughter of Ycé'iqolallasame in order to obtain it. Then he engaged himself to marry Málaxlaynqon, that chief's daughter. Ycé'iqolallasame agreed, and they were married. Still later Néqá'p'ènk-em, chief of the Kwakiúkum of the Guc'tëla, obtained the Hó'Xhóq from the Qoc'sotsot'enox by marriage.

The first part of this legend shows again the close analogy to the acquisition of the manitou; the end shows how the privilege of using the carving was acquired, first by one tribe, then by the other.

It is not necessary to multiply these examples. There exists, however, another class of traditions, according to which the crests or emblems of the clan are not acquired in this manner, but brought down by the ancestor of the clan from heaven or from the underworld or out of the ocean, wherever he may have derived his origin. This is the case with the Si'siwla, whose emblem is the sun (fig. 1). Here also belong the numerous tales of ancestors who came down from heaven, took off their masks, and became men, for in all these cases the mask has remained the crest of the clan. To this class belong the traditions of the Gí'g'ílquam of the Qó'móyné, of the Ts'ë'nts'ënx'qaió, and many others.

There is still another class of privileges connected with these traditions, to which, however, I will only briefly refer at this place, as I have to treat them more fully later on. I mean the membership in secret societies. Many ancestors, when obtaining their manitous, were given the right to perform certain dances, or they were given secret songs, or the power to eat human flesh. These rights also have become hereditary, but they differ from the crest in so far as the character of the initiating spirit (the manitou) has been more clearly preserved. Each individual, who by descent or marriage is entitled to membership in one of the secret societies, must nevertheless, be initiated by its presiding spirit before joining the society.

In all festivals references to these traditions are very frequent, and it is quite necessary to be acquainted with them in order to understand the proceedings and speeches, as will appear in the further progress of this description.

Summing up the preceding considerations, we may say that the Kwakiutl consisted in olden times of a series of village communities among which descent was counted in the paternal line, and the members of each community were considered descendants of one ancestor. These communities combined in groups, but the composing elements of the groups kept a certain degree of independence and continued to be considered as relatives. Each clan, as we may call the composing elements of the tribe, developed a clan tradition, which was founded upon the acquisition of a manitou by the mythical ancestor, the manitou...
becoming hereditary in the clan. Owing to the influence of the northern tribes, this manitou became attenuated to a crest, which, in consequence of the same influence, no longer descends in the male line, but may be given in marriage, so that it descends upon the daughter's children.

So far we have considered the clan as a unit. The individuals composing the clan do not form, however, a homogeneous mass, but differ in rank. All the tribes of the Pacific Coast are divided into a nobility, common people, and slaves. The last of these may be left out of consideration, as they do not form part and parcel of the clan, but are captives made in war, or purchases, and may change ownership as any other piece of property. The clan of the Kwakiutl is so organized that a certain limited number of families are recognized. The ancestor of each of these families has a tradition of his own aside from the general clan tradition, and, owing to the possession of the tradition, which almost always concerns the acquisition of a manitou, he has certain crests and privileges of his own. This tradition and the crests and privileges connected with it descended, together with the name of the ancestor, upon his direct descendants in the male line, or, as indicated above, through marriage of his daughter, upon his son-in-law, and through him upon his grandchildren. But there is only one man at a time who personates the ancestor and who, consequently, has his rank and privileges. The individuals personating the ancestors form the nobility of

---

Fig. 1.

POST OF CLAN S'SINLAE OF THE NIMKISH AT ALERT BAY.

(a) The post represents the sun surmounting the speaker of the clan. The upper part is carved in the shape of two coppers, the lower one being painted with the design of a bear. The lower portion of the pole has a rectangular cross-section, and is painted with figures representing coppers.

(b) Side view of sun mask on top of pole.

From a sketch made by the author, December, 1886.

1 See page 314.
the tribe. The number of noblemen is therefore fixed. They are not equal in rank, but range in the manner in which their ancestors were supposed to range. At all festivals they sit in the order of their rank, which is therefore called the "seat" of the person (m'á'qoé). The legend says that the order of seats was given by the deity at a festival of the tribes, at the time when animals were still able to speak. The noblest clan, and among them the noblest name, is called the "eagle" (kuc'k') of the tribe. In order to show the complexity of this system, I give a list of the nobility of one tribe:

TRIBE, MA MALÉLEQALA.

I. KUC'K'.

1. Lasoti walis.
2. Ô'ts'êéstalis (creating trouble all around).
3. Anxwé't.
4. Nemoqulag'ilis'te (the great one always alone on world).
5. Lalak'uts'ats'e.

II. TEMLEMELIS.

1. Mo p'ënqam (four fathom face).
2. Kwá's'êstala (having smoke all around).
3. Aná Xulu. (making potlatch dances all the time).
4. q'a'qoats'é (great copper).
5. Yá'qolasa'maé (from whom property comes).
6. Wá'k'am.
7. Yáqołas (giving wealth).
8. G'ëxsistalisamé.
9. Ha'mts'ide (giving food).
10. L'âisk'as'o (real whale standing on beach).
11. MáXuàlag-ilis (giving potlatch everywhere).
14. Së'wit'e (to whom people paddle).
15. Yá'qalémala (whose body is all wealth).
16. Quvxilag'ilis (always rolling down).
17. Hë'masken.
18. Dâ dants'ide.
19. Yá'qustulag'ilis.
20. Yá'yagilis.
22. G'ë to.
23. A'takìla.
24. Qoayólélas.
25. Má'Xuà.
26. Negr'ësts'e (great mountain).
27. Male'ts'as.
29. O'la Nëmôgwis (the great one).
30. Wá'xwida jëmë.
32. È'wanuX.

III. WÉWAMASQEM.

1. Së'wit'e (to whom people paddle).
2. Wá'gidis [great (whale) lying on ground].
3. MáXuàyalits'ê.
4. Ka'mëdë.
5. Xo'smanda'as.
6. tãqamatt (piec of copper).
7. G'ët'ë (throwing away property).
8. Wílosistala.
10. Wá'lowé'té (from whom presents are expected).
11. MáXuàyalis.
12. Yëqók'ua lag'ilis (about whose property people talk).
13. L'â'qoats'ë (great copper).
15. Yáxigaqs (whose property is eaten in feasts).
16. Ha yukwis.
17. Nëmôqwists'ë (the great one).
18. Wi ts'ëkwla lasu.
19. Wá'nuis (catching salmon).
20. Xo'smanda'as.
IV. WĀ'LAS.

1. Xc'xana-ns.
2. Lagesiawā.
3. Gë'xk'inits'e (too great a chief).
4. A'mawiyus (always giving potlatch).
5. Wā'las Kwā'xī-lanokumā.
6. Xāqalaqat (copper dance).
7. Lā'gqtas (from whom coppers are obtained).
8. Ha'itaqam.
9. Q'umx-ìlag'illH (always rolling down).
11. Xo'samda'as.
12. Ma'Xuag-ilais (giving potlatch).
13. Kō'a'maxa'las (around whom people sit).
14. Lā'gqoqamc (from whom presents are expected).
15. Lā'kainx'idē (giving food).
16. Mä'Xmawisaqamc (always giving blankets away while walking).
17. Lā'g'xol (too great a chief).
18. Dā'qoatsa (to whom people paddle).
19. Mōnakuł (loaded canoe moving).
20. Wā'las (the great one).
21. Qoniy'mts'à (copper maker).
22. Xo'samda'as.
23. Ha'itaqam.
24. Ha'itiisdē (giving food).
25. Lā'lbax'salag'ilis.
26. La'g'qamē (chief).
27. G'c'soyakālis.
28. Xāx'qog'-ila (giving wealth).
29. Ovōgwegāla.
30. Mōp'enqum (four fathom face).
31. Wi'xāmaq (giving soft food).
32. Ya'qoL'Enala (whose body is all wealth).
33. K'ori'inaxa'lās (around whom people sit).
34. Ya'qoL'Enala (whose body is all wealth).
35. G'xk'in (too great a chief).
36. G'c'soyakālis.
37. Ya'qoL'Enala (whose body is all wealth).
38. G'c'soyakālis.
39. K'ori'inaxa'las (around whom people sit).
40. Ma'Xnag-ilais.
41. Lā'kainx'idē (giving food).
42. Wā'las (the great one).

These names are acquired by different individuals, but they are not necessarily retained through life, as with a new marriage a new name may be obtained from the new wife’s father. The series is not beyond all doubt, since in many instances the Indians are not now-a-days quite certain as to the order of names. This is due to the fact that there are not enough individuals in the tribes to occupy all these places.
Before proceeding any further it will be necessary to describe the method of acquiring rank. This is done by means of the potlatch, or the distribution of property. This custom has been described often, but it has been thoroughly misunderstood by most observers. The underlying principle is that of the interest-bearing investment of property.

The child when born is given the name of the place where it is born. This name (g-\text{"i}u\text{\text{"a}}lax\text{"i}c) it keeps until about a year old. Then his father, mother, or some other relative, gives a paddle or a mat to each member of the clan and the child receives his second name (n\text{"a}map\text{"a}xl\text{"e}ya). When the boy is about 10 or 12 years old, he obtains his third name (s\text{"o}miatsex\text{"a}l\text{"a}cy\text{"e}). In order to obtain it, he must distribute a number of small presents, such as shirts or single blankets, among his own clan or tribe. When the youth thus starts out in life, he is liberally assisted by his elders, particularly by the nobility of the tribe.

I must say here that the unit of value is the single blanket, nowadays a cheap white woolen blanket, which is valued at 50 cents. The double blanket is valued at three single blankets. These blankets form the means of exchange of the Indians, and everything is paid for in blankets or in objects the value of which is measured by blankets. When a native has to pay debts and has not a sufficient number of blankets, he borrows them from his friends and has to pay the following rates of interest:

For a period of a few months, for 5 borrowed blankets 6 must be returned (L\text{"e}k\text{"o}); for a period of six months, for 5 borrowed blankets 7 must be returned (m\text{"a}\text{"a}lxsa L\text{"e}k\text{"o}y\text{"o}); for a period of twelve months or longer, for 5 borrowed blankets 10 must be returned (d\text{"e}\text{"i}da or g\text{"o}\text{"i}La).

When a person has a poor credit, he may pawn his name for a year. Then the name must not be used during that period, and for 30 blankets which he has borrowed he must pay 100 in order to redeem his name. This is called q\text{"a}q\text{"o}ax\text{"o} (selling a slave).

The rate of interest of the L\text{"e}k\text{"o} varies somewhat around 25 per cent, according to the kindness of the loaner and the credit of the borrower. For a very short time blankets may be loaned without interest. This is designated by the same term.

When the boy is about to take his third name, he will borrow blankets from the other members of the tribe, who all assist him. He must repay them after a year, or later, with 100 per cent interest. Thus he may have gathered 100 blankets. In June, the time set for this act, the boy will distribute these blankets among his own tribe, giving proportionately to every member of the tribe, but a few more to the chief. This is called L\text{"a}x\text{"i}uit. When after this time any member of the tribe distributes blankets, the boy receives treble the amount he has given. The people make it a point to repay him inside of a month.
Thus he owns 300 blankets, of which, however, he must repay 200 after the lapse of a year. He loans the blankets out among his friends, and thus at the close of the year he may possess about 400 blankets.

The next June he pays his debts (qoana') in a festival, at which all the clans from whom he borrowed blankets are present. The festival is generally held on the street or on an open place near the village. Up to this time he is not allowed to take part in feasts. But now he may distribute property in order to obtain a potlatch name (p'â'tsaxlâyê). This is also called la'X'uit.

At this time the father gives up his seat (la'Xoc) in favor of his son. After the boy has paid his debts, the chief calls all the older members of the tribe to a council, in which it is resolved that the boy is to receive his father's seat. The chief sends his speaker to call the boy, and his clan go out in company with the speaker. The young man—for henceforth he will be counted among the men—dresses with a black headband and paints long vertical stripes, one on each side of his face, running down from the outer corners of the eyes. The stripes represent tears. He gives a number of blankets to his friends, who carry them into the house where the council is being held. The speaker enters first and announces his arrival. The young man follows, and after him enter his friends, carrying blankets. He remains standing in front of the fire, and the chief announces to him that he is to take his father's seat. Then the boy distributes his blankets among the other clans and sells some for food, with which a feast is prepared. His father gives up his seat and takes his place among the old men (No'matscil). The blankets given away at this feast are repaid with 100 per cent interest. In this manner the young man continues to loan and to distribute blankets, and thus is able, with due circumspection and foresight, to amass a fortune. Sometimes it happens that the successor to a man's name (lawn'qame) already has a name of his own. In all such cases (also when the name is acquired by inheritance) the successor gives up his name and his property to his own successor.

Possession of wealth is considered honorable, and it is the endeavor of each Indian to acquire a fortune. But it is not as much the posses-
sion of wealth as the ability to give great festivals which makes wealth a desirable object to the Indian. As the boy acquires his second name and man’s estate by means of a distribution of property, which in course of time will revert to him with interest, the man’s name acquires greater weight in the councils of the tribe and greater renown among the whole people, as he is able to distribute more and more property at each subsequent festival. Therefore boys and men are vying with each other in the arrangement of great distributions of property. Boys of different clans are pitted against each other by their elders, and each is exhorted to do his utmost to outdo his rival. And as the boys strive against each other, so do the chiefs and the whole clans, and the one object of the Indian is to outdo his rival. Formerly feats of bravery counted as well as distributions of property, but nowadays, as the Indians say, “rivals fight with property only.” The clans are thus perpetually pitted against each other according to their rank. The Kwakiutl tribes are counted as the highest in the order given in the above list. In intertribal rivalry they do not strive against each other, but the

Gw’otala against the Ma’maldeqala.
Q’omoyuq against the Qox’sotcenox.
Q’omkutsis against the Nu’miqe or lao koats.
W’alas Kwakiutl against the lan’itsis or Ts’a’mas.

I referred several times to the distribution of blankets. The recipient in such a distribution is not at liberty to refuse the gift, although according to what I have said it is nothing but an interest-bearing loan that must be refunded at some future time with 100 per cent interest. This festival is called p’a’sa, literally, flattening something (for instance, a basket). This means that by the amount of property given the name of the rival is flattened.

There is still another method of rising in the social scale, namely, by showing one’s self superior to the rival. This may be done by inviting the rival and his clan or tribe to a festival and giving him a considerable number of blankets. He is compelled to accept these, but is not allowed to do so until after he has placed an equal number of blankets on top of the pile offered to him. This is called dapantsqala and the blankets placed on top of the first pile are called dā’pānō. Then he receives the whole pile and becomes debtor to that amount, i.e., he must repay the gift with 100 per cent interest.
A similar proceeding takes place when a canoe is given to a rival. The latter, when the gift is offered to him, must put blankets to the amount of half the value of the canoe on to it. This is called dā'gōt, taking hold of the bow of the canoe. These blankets are kept by the first owner of the canoe. Later on, the recipient of the canoe must return another canoe, together with an adequate number of blankets, as an “anchor line” for the canoe. This giving of a canoe is called sā'k'a.

Still more complicated is the purchase or the gift, however one chooses to term it, of a “copper.” All along the North Pacific Coast, from Yakutat to Comox, curiously shaped copper plates are in use, which in olden times were made of native copper, which is found in Alaska and probably also on Nass River, but which nowadays are worked out of imported copper. The typical shape of these copper plates may be seen in figs. 2 and 3 and Plate 4. The T-shaped part (qa'lä's), which forms two ridges, is hammered. The top is called “the face” (o'nuxlemē), the lower part the hind end (o'nutsxestē). The front of the copper is covered with black lead, in which a face, representing the crest animal of the owner, is graven. These coppers have the same function which bank notes of high denominations have with us. The actual value of the piece of copper is small, but it is made to represent a large number of blankets and can always be sold for blankets. The value is not arbitrarily set, but depends upon the amount of property given away in the festival at which the copper is sold. On the whole, the oftener a copper is sold the higher its value, as every new buyer tries to invest more blankets in it. Therefore the purchase of a copper also brings distinction, because it proves that the buyer is able to bring together a vast amount of property.

Each copper has a name of its own, and from the following list of coppers, which were in Fort Rupert in 1893, the values attached to some of them may be seen:

Ma'xt'sōlem (= all other coppers are ashamed to look at it), 7,500 blankets.  
Lā'xolamas (= steel-head salmon, i.e., it glides out of one’s hands like a salmon), 6,000 blankets.  
Lo'pēlīla (= making the house empty of blankets), 5,000 blankets.  
De'nt'ulayō (=about whose possession all are quarreling).  
Mā'ak'ā (=sea lion).  
Qau'lo ma (=beaver face).  
Le'ita (=looking below; namely, in order to find blankets with which to buy it).  
Nu'se (=moon; its engraving represents the half moon, in which a man is sitting).  
Gā'waqa (=a spirit. He'ilt'suq dialect, corresponding to the Kwakiutl Ts'ō'nōqua. See p. 372).  
Nu'lqemāla (=day face).  
Xe'nuqemāla (=bear face).  
Kā'na (=crow; He'ilt'suq dialect).  
Qoay'i'm (=whale).  
Mā'cēmōx (=killer whale).  
Qoay'i'mk'in (=too great a whale).  
Wīna (=war, against the blankets of the purchaser).  

1 This copper has two crosspieces.
COPPER PLATE WITH DESIGN REPRESENTING THE HAWK.

The design is etched and dark portions are painted black. Only the head and the feet of the bird are shown. The latter are laid under the beak.

\[\text{\textcopyright, American Museum of Natural History, New York.}\]
VIEW OF FORT RUPERT, LOOKING WESTWARD, SHOWING BLANKET POSTS (a, b).
The purchase of a high-priced copper is an elaborate ceremony, which must be described in detail. The trade is discussed and arranged long beforehand. When the buyer is ready, he gives to the owner of the copper blankets about one-sixth of the total value of the copper. This is called "making a pillow" for the copper (q'umilha); or "making a feather bed" (talqoa) or "the harpoon line at which game is hanging" (dô/xsmt), meaning that in the same manner the copper is attached to the long line of blankets; or "taken in the hand, in order to lift the copper" (dâ'gilèlem). The owner of the copper loans these blankets out, and when he has called them in again, he repays the total amount received, with 100 per cent interest, to the purchaser. On the following day the tribes assemble for the sale of the copper. The prescribed proceeding is as follows: The buyer offers first the lowest prices at which the copper was sold. The owner declares that he is satisfied, but his friends demand by degrees higher and higher prices, according to all the previous sales of the copper. This is called g'i'na. Finally, the amount offered is deemed satisfactory. Then the owner asks for boxes to carry away the blankets. These are counted five pairs a box, and are also paid in blankets or other objects. After these have been paid, the owner of the copper calls his friends—members of his own tribe—to rise, and asks for a belt, which he values at several hundred blankets. While these are being brought, he and his tribe generally repair to their house, where they paint their faces and dress in new blankets. When they have finished, drums are beaten in the house, they all shout "hi!" and go out again, the speaker of the seller first. As soon as the latter has left the house, he turns and calls his chief to come down, who goes back to where the sale is going on, followed by his tribe. They all stand in a row and the buyer puts down the blankets which were demanded as a belt, "to adorn the owner of the copper." This whole purchase is called "putting the copper under the name of the buyer" (Lâ'sa).

In this proceeding the blankets are placed in piles of moderate height, one pile close to the other, so that they occupy a considerable amount of space. In Fort Rupert there are two high posts on the beach bearing carved figures on top, between which the blankets are thus piled (Plate 5). They stand about 40 steps apart.

On the following day all the blankets which have been paid for the copper must be distributed by the owner among his own tribe, paying to them his old debts first, and, if the amount is sufficient, giving new presents. This is called "doing a great thing" (wâ'lasila).

Coppers are always sold to rivals, and often a man will offer his copper for sale to the rival tribe. If it is not accepted, it is an acknowledgment that nobody in the tribe has money enough to buy it, and the name of the tribe or clan would consequently lose in weight. Therefore, if a man is willing to accept the offer, all the members of the tribe must assist him in this undertaking with loans of blankets.
Debts which are repaid in the wa'lasila were mostly contracted in this manner.

In order to better illustrate this curious proceeding, I will describe the sale of a copper which took place in the winter of 1894-95.

First, a feast was celebrated, in which the Ma'malëleqala offered the copper Mä'xts'ölém for sale to the Kwakiutl. Mä'Xua, chief of the clan Maa'mtag'ilá, invited all the tribes to his house. Then he spoke: "Come, tribe, to my house. This is the house of the first Mä'Xua at G'ágaxsdals.

"This is the feast house of Mä'Xua here.
"This is the house to which Mä'Xua invited at Ëgïisbalis.
"This is the house to which Mä'Xua invited at Qalo'gwis.
"This is the feast house of Mä'Xua at G'á'qis.
"This is the house to which my father invited at Tsä'xis.
"I take the place of my father now.
"I invited you, tribes, that you should come and see my house here.
"I am proud to speak of my ancestor, the chief who in the beginning of the world had the name Mä'Xua."

Then Mä'Xua turned to his own tribe and said: "Yes, K'ësoyag'ïlis. Yes, Mä'Xuag'ilá. Let me speak of my ways, Wa, wa! thus I speak, my tribe." Then he turned again to the other tribes and told them to sing, saying: "Go on, tell the whole world, tribes! go on and sing; this was given to our ancestors in the beginning of the world by Knëknaxa'oë!"

Now Mä'Xua stopped speaking, and Qoayó'illas, chief of the Ma'malëleqala of the clan Wå'las, spoke: "Yes, Chief! it is true what you said. I thank you for your words, Chief! Our ways are not new ways. They were made by our chief (the deity) and marked out for us when he made our ancestors men. We try to imitate what our ancestors were told to do by the creator. Keep in your old ways, Kwakiutl; keep in the ways of your grandfathers, who laid down the custom for you." Then he turned to his own tribe and said: "That is what I say, Wå'kas. That is what I say, Negö'. The word of the chief shall not hurt me." Now he took the copper (Plate 6) and said: "Now sing my song!" His tribe sang, and after they had finished Qoayó'illas spoke again: "Yes, my tribe! I can not help how I feel; I have nothing against the way, Kwakiutl, in which you treat me and my tribe. Now I will promise blankets to you, Kwakiutl, blankets to you, Guëtëla, blankets to you, Q'ô'möynë, blankets to you, Q'ô'mk'üts, blankets to you, Wå'las Kwakiutl; this copper belongs to Tsä'xts'ágits'ëmqa, the son of Wå'las Nëmo'gwis. Now take care, great tribe! This great copper has a high price; its name is Mä'xts'ölém (the one of whom all are ashamed). Now I am going to lay it down before you, Kwakiutl. Do not let me carry it myself, la'bid! Take it to the chiefs."

Chief holding his Copper.
Then Lā'bid arose and spoke: "Say this again, my chief! Now look out, chiefs of the Kwakiutl, this is Sē'ixtigila Mā'ixts'ōlem. This I will bring to you."

Then he stepped toward the Kwakiutl, and put the copper on the floor where they were sitting. Now Owaxālag-ilis arose, took the copper, and spoke: "Thank you, Wālas Nēmo'gwis. Come now, salmon, for which our forefathers have been watching. This is Mā'ixts'ōlem. I will buy this Mā'ixts'ōlem. Now pay me, Kwakiutl, what I loaned to you, that I may buy it quickly, in order to keep our name as high as it is now. Don't let us be afraid of the price of Mā'ixts'ōlem, my tribe, wa, wa! Now put down the dishes, that our tribe may eat."

Owaxālag-ilis sat down, the young man distributed the dishes, and all the tribes ate. Now Mā'Xua stepped up again and spoke kindly to the eating people. "Go on," he said, "eat. Wālas Nēmo'gwis; eat. Hē'lamas; eat, Neg'č; eat you, Ma'malalqala; eat, Lā'qo'las; eat, G'o'te, you Ne'mqic; eat, Sē'wit'e; eat, È'wanuX; eat you, Lau'itsis; eat, Wā'kas; eat, Pō'tlidé, you, Mā'tilpē; eat, Wāts'e; eat, Hē'was, you Tēna'xtax. Eat, all you tribes. Now it is done. I have already told you of my grandfather. This food here is the good will of our forefather. It is all given away. Now, look out, Kwakiutl! our chief here is going to buy this copper, and let us help him, wa, wa!" Then spoke Hā'mesk'inis and said: "Your words are true, Chief! how true are your words. I know how to buy coppers; I always pay high prices for coppers. Now take care, Kwakiutl, my tribe, else you will be laughed at. Thus I say, Ö'ts'ěstalis; thus I say, Wa'nuk; thus I say, young chiefs of the Kwakiutl; thus I say, Tsō'palis; thus I say, Ö'gwila; thus I say, Ö'mx'it, young chiefs of the Qo'moyuč; thus I say, Qo'emalastšč; thus I say, Yeqwawit, chiefs of the Qo'mukutis; thus I say, Qoayō'Llas; thus I say, Wā'kidis, young chiefs of the Wālas Kwakiutl. This is my speech for our children, Mā'Xuaqila, that they may take care, wa, wa!" Then Qoayō'Llas stood up again and said: "Thank you; did you hear, Lā'bid? Ho, ho, ho, ho, uo, uo, uo. [The "ho" means the lifting of the heavy copper from the ground; the "uō" is the cry of the Tsō'nōqoa.] Now let me invite them, Ma'malalqala; I believe they want to buy my copper. Now I will invite them." Then his tribe said: "Do it, do it," and he continued: "Now, Gu'ē'tela, behold the dance of Lāqo'agilayūko, the daughter of Wālas Nēmo'gwis. Now, Qo'moyuč, see the dance of Xōmōla, the daughter of Wālas Nēmo'gwis. Now, Qo'mukutis, see the dance of Mā'mxoyūko, the daughter of Wālas Nēmo'gwis. Now, Wālas Kwā'kiutl, see the dance of Mā'Xualagilis, the son of Wālas Nēmo'gwis. These are my words, wa, wa!"

Then all the guests went out. Later on Owaxālag-ilis invited all the Kwakiutl, Ma'malalqala. Ne'mqic, Lau'itsis, Tēna'xtax, and Mā'tilpē, because he intended to buy the copper Mā'ixts'ōlem that

---

1 The one who makes thirsty and of whom all are ashamed.

2 See page 372.
morning on the beach. Then all the tribes assembled. Ōwaxa'lag-ilis stood on the beach and spoke. He said:

"Now, come, chiefs of all the tribes. Yes, you come, because we want to do a great work. Now, I am going to buy the copper Mā'xts'ōlem, of Wālas Nēmō'gwis. Only don't ask too high a price for it. And you, young chiefs of the Kwakiutl, take care and help me. Go now and bring the blankets from my house."

Then the young men went and piled up the blankets on the beach. Mā/Xua and Otą'sestalis counted them. One man of the Ma'mal'cleqala, one of the Nimkish, one of the Tān'itsis, kept the tally.¹

Mā/Xua spoke: "It is my office to take care of the property of our chief. It was the office of my forefathers. Now I will begin." Then he counted one pair, two pairs, three pairs, four pairs, five pairs, six pairs, seven pairs, eight pairs, nine pairs, ten pairs. As soon as ten pairs were counted, he said aloud, "ten pairs," and the counters repeated, "twenty blankets," and put two stones aside. When Mā/Xua had counted another ten pairs, the counters said, "forty blankets," and put two more stones aside. They continued to put aside two stones for each ten pairs of blankets (Plates 7 and 8). Two men kept on piling up the blankets, and when they had piled up 1,000 blankets, Mā/Xua said aloud, "One thousand blankets." The blankets were piled up alongside of a carved beam standing on the beach (Plate 5). When the pile was high enough, a new one was begun right next to the first pile.

Then Ōwaxa'lag-ilis arose and spoke: "Tribes, I buy the copper Mā'xts'ōlem with these 1,000 blankets. I shall not give any more unless the chiefs of all the tribes should ask for more, wa! That is my speech, chiefs of the Kwakiutl." Now he sat down and Wālas Nēmō'gwis arose. He said: "Ya, Ōwaxa'lag-ilis! are your words true? Did you say it was enough?" Then he turned to his tribe and said, "Ya, Olsi'wit! Now rise, chief, and speak for me. That is what I say, Lā'bidē."

Then Olsi'wit arose (see Plates 9 and 10) and said: "Are those your words, Kwakiutl? Did you say this was all that you were going to give for the copper? Are there 1,000 blankets?" The counters replied, "Yes, there are 1,000 blankets." Olsi'wit continued: "Thank you, Ōwaxa'lag-ilis, Chief. Do you think you have finished? Now take care, Kwakiutl! You, Chief, give twenty times ten pairs more, so that there will be 200 more." Then he turned to his tribe and said, "Chiefs of the Ma'mal'cleqala! Now, I have said my words, Chief Wālas Nēmō'gwis."

Then Ōwaxa'lag-ilis arose and said: "Your speech, Olsi'wit, is good. It pleases my heart." And he said to the young men: "Go and bring 200 blankets from my house." They went at once and brought those blankets.

Then Mā/Xua arose and counted the blankets. He called out how

¹ Every tribe has a man to count blankets. This office is not hereditary. When coppers are traded, the song makers count blankets.
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many there were. He said: "There are 1,200 blankets in a pile here, chiefs of all the tribes, wa, wa!"

Now Olsi'wit arose and said: "Thank you, Kwakiutl. Verily, I got all I asked for in my speech and we Ma'maleleqala are pleased, wa, wa!"

Again Walas Nemo'gwis arose and spoke: "Thank you, Owaxa'lag-ilis, thank you, Chief. It will not be my desire if all the chiefs of my tribe ask for more blankets. I am satisfied." Now he turned to his tribe and said: "Now we must speak, my tribe. Arise, G'e'g'eslen. Speak, Chief! Speak more strongly."

Then G'e'g'eslen arose and said: "How nice it is, tribes! I thank you for your words, Owaxa'lag-ilis. Yes, Chiefs, that is our way, to which you must conform. You were not provident when you resolved to buy this great copper. My heart is well inclined toward you, Chief! You have not finished; you will give more. The price of the copper must correspond to my greatness, and I ask forty times ten blankets, that is 400 blankets more, Chief. That is what I mean, forty. Wa, Chief. I shall not speak again if I get what I ask from you." Then he turned to his own tribe. "Chief Walas Nemo'gwis, I have done what you asked of me. You asked me to speak strongly to that chief, wa, wa!"

Then Owaxa'lag-ilis arose and spoke. He said: "Yes, Chief, your speech was good. You have no pity. Have you finished now asking for more, if I am willing to give your chief 400 blankets more? Answer me now!" Now G'e'g'eslen spoke: "I shall not try to speak again." Owaxa'lag-ilis sent two young men. They brought the blankets and put them down. Again Ma/Xua took the blankets and spoke:

"Ya, tribes! Do you see now our way of buying? The Kwakiutl, my tribe, are strong when they buy coppers. They are not like you. You always bring the canoes and the button blankets right away. Now there are 1,600 blankets in this pile that I carry here." He turned to the Kwakiutl and said: "That is what I say, Chiefs of the Kwakiutl, to those who do not know how to buy coppers. Now I begin again." He counted the blankets and went on in the same way as before. As soon as ten pairs of blankets were counted, they said aloud, "ten pairs," and the counters said aloud how many tens of blankets had been counted. When he had counted all, Ma/Xua spoke: "Wa, wa! Now I say to you, chiefs of all the tribes, it is really enough! I have pity upon my chief. That is what I say, chiefs."

Then Owaxa'lag-ilis arose and spoke: "Wa, wa! I say it is enough, Ma'maleleqala. Now you have seen my name. This is my name: this is the weight of my name. This mountain of blankets rises through our heaven. My name is the name of the Kwakiutl, and you can not do as we do, tribes. When you do it, you finish just as soon as you reach the 1,000 blankets. Now, look out! later on I shall ask you to buy from me. Tribes! I do not look ahead to the time when you will buy from me. My chiefs! that is what I say, O'ts'estalis: that is what I
say, Wā'kīdis; that is what I say, Mā'Xualag-ilis; that is what I say, Mā'Xuayalisame. That is what I say for all of you from whom coppers may be bought, by the chiefs of these our rivals, the Ma'malēleqala, Wa, wa!"

Then Wālas Nēmō'gwis arose and spoke: "Yes, Chief, your speech is true, your word is true. Who is like you, Kwakiutl, who buy coppers and who give away blankets. Long life to all of you, chiefs of the Kwakiutl. I can not attain to your high name, great tribes." Then he turned to his tribe and said: "That is what I said, chiefs of the Ma'malēleqala, that we may beat these Kwakiutl. They are like a large mountain with a steep precipice. Now arise, Yā'qalenlis, and speak, Chief! Let me see you that I may look up to you, Chief! Now call your name, Ts'ō'nōqoa, you, Chief, who knows how to buy that great copper. You can not be equaled by anybody. You great mountain from which wealth is rolling down, wa, wa! That is what I say, my tribe!"

Then Yā'qalenlis arose and uttered the cry of Ts'ō'nōqoa: "hō, hō, hō, hō!" and he acted as though he was lifting the heavy weight of the copper from the ground. "You all know, Kwakiutl, who I am. My name is Yā'qalenlis. The name began at the time when our world was made. I am a descendant of the chiefs about whom we hear in the earliest legends. The Ḥo'Xhoq came down to Xō'xop'a, and took off his bird mask and became a man. Then he took the name Yā'qalenlis. That was my ancestor, the first of the Quē'xsō'tenox. He married Lā'qoag-ilayūqoa, the daughter of Wālas Nēmō'gwis, the first chief of the great clan Wewamasqēm of the Ma'malēleqala. That is the reason why I speak. I know how to buy great coppers. I bought this copper Mā'xts'ōlem for 4,000 blankets. What is it, Chief? What is it, Owaxa'lag-ilis? Come! did you not give any thought to my copper here? You always say that you are rich, Chief. Now give more, that it may be as great as I am. Give only ten times 100 blankets more, Chief Ōwaxa'lag-ilis. It will not be much, give 1,000 more for my sake, wa, wa. This is what I say, Hā'wasalāt; that is what I say, Hē'Xuayus; that is what I say, Wawila'pašā; that is what I say for all of you, chiefs of the Ma'malēleqala, Wa, wa!"

Then Ōwaxa'lag-ilis arose and spoke: "Yes, yes, you are feared by all, Great Chief! Do not show mercy in your speech. Now I am going to ask all of you, chiefs of the Ma'malēleqala, will you stop talking if I give you these 1,000 blankets in addition to the 1,600 blankets on this pile? If you say it is not enough after I have added the 1,000 blankets, then I will not force the purchase of the copper.

"Now answer me, Wālas Nēmō'gwis. I have seen no one giving 1,000 blankets more. I should tell a lie if I should say I had ever seen it done, as you demand, wa! That is what I say, chiefs of all the Kwakiutl."}

Now Wālas Nēmō'gwis arose and spoke: "Chiefs, it is not my desire; it is the desire of all those chiefs who asked for more; I have enough.
Bring now the 1,000 blankets for which Chief Ya'qa'sén'lis asked, wa, wa! That is what I say, Ma'maléeqala, wa!"

Now Owaxá'lag-ilis sent the young men to bring these 1,000 blankets. They brought them and Ma'Xua arose. He counted the blankets and called out every ten pairs. Then he made a speech: "Ya! tribes, have all the blankets here been counted?" The people replied, "Yes, yes. Do not maintain, Chief, that we lost run of the number of blankets." Then Ma'Xua continued: "There are 2,600 blankets. I am a Ma'amtag-ila, whose strength appears when they buy coppers. Take care, Chief Owaxá'lag-ilis, else we shall be laughed at. Do not give in! Do not weaken, else you will not get that copper."

Then Owaxá'lag-ilis arose and spoke: "Your words are good, Ma'Xua. It is good that you strengthen my heart. Now speak, Wálas Némo'gwis! Speak, Chief, and tell me your wishes, else I shall be too much troubled. Now say your price and I will take it. That is what I say, Wá'kidis; that is what I say, Tsópá'lis, wa, wa!"

Owaxá'lag-ilis sat down, and the tribes were silent. Nobody spoke, and Wálas Némo'gwis lay down on his back, covering his face with his blanket. For a long time nobody among all the men spoke. Then Yéqok'ua'lag-ilis, the younger brother of Wálas Némo'gwis, arose and said: "Chiefs of the Kwakiutl, I know what makes my brother here sad. Try, chiefs, that your speech may please the heart of my chief here. That is what I say, chiefs of the Ma'maléeqala, Wa, wa!"

Then Ha'mts'it arose and spoke: "Kwakiutl, I am afraid of the way in which my chief here is acting. He is making us asleep and all the tribes are asleep. That is always the way of the great chief. Now, Owaxá'lag-ilis, try to please him!"

Then Owaxá'lag-ilis arose and said: "Ha'mts'it! you said enough. Too many are your words. Let only him speak who knows how to buy that copper, Wálas Némo'gwis! Do not let these children speak. That is what I say, Kwakiutl, Wa, wa! Now look about in my house, if you find something to please the heart of this chief. Go! young men. They went, and soon they came back carrying blankets, which they put down. Owaxá'lag-ilis arose at once and asked the young men how many blankets they had brought. They replied: "Six hundred blankets." He continued: "Is it true what you said? Now, chiefs of the Kwakiutl, I thank you for your words. Ma'Xua! Chief! count them!" Ma'Xua arose and counted the blankets. Then he said: "Ya! tribes, have you counted these blankets, also? There are now 3,200. Look out! chiefs of the tribes! for I shall ask you to buy our coppers also! That is what I say, Négô'; that is what I say, E'wannXts'es, wa, wa! that is what I say, chiefs of the Kwakiutl, wa, wa!"

Now Wálas Némo'gwis arose and said: "Now take care, Ma'maléeqala! Now, I take that price for our copper. Now give the boxes into which we may put the blankets. We need 50 boxes, and each will be worth 5 pairs of blankets."

Then Owaxá'lag-ilis arose and spoke: "Thank you, Wálas Némo'gwis,
for your speech. You say you take the price. Now go, chiefs of the Kwakiutl, and bring the boxes! They will be 500 blankets' worth, to be paid in canoes." Then the young men went and brought short split sticks. They brought 5 sticks. Mā'Xua took them and spoke: "Ya! tribes! truly, you do not think that your words are hard against Owaxā/lag-ilis? Truly, you get easily what you ask for, chiefs of the Ma'mal'leqala. This canoe counts for a box worth 150 blankets. This canoe counts for a box worth 150 blankets. This canoe counts for a box worth 100 blankets. This canoe counts for a box worth 60 blankets. This canoe counts for a box worth 40 blankets, wa, wa! Enough, chiefs of the Ma'mal'leqala. Now take pity on our chief here. That is what I say, Kwakiutl." Then Owaxā/lag-ilis arose and spoke: "Ya, son Wālas Nēmō'gwis, I think your heart is pleased. Now there are 3,700 blankets. There are 700 of the fourth thousand. Come, Wālas Nēmō'gwis, and you, chiefs, arise, that I may adorn you." Then Wālas Nēmō'gwis arose and spoke: "Come, Mā'Xmawisaqamayē! Come, lā'bid! Come, Kwā'x-ilamokumē! Come, Nēmō'kwag'gilis! Come, Hā'wasalāl! Come, Xuā'x-sistala! Come, Ōlsiwit! Come, Gē'gēslen! Come, Yā'qalenlis! Come, Wā/k'asts'e! Come, Hā'misalāl! Come, Tsō'xtsais! Let him who brought our copper look at us! Come, chiefs of the Ma'mal'leqala." Then all the thirteen chiefs stood in a row, and Wālas Nēmō'gwis spoke: "This, Kwakiutl, is the strength of the Ma'mal'leqala. These whom you see here are your rivals. These are the ones who have the great coppers which have names, and therefore it is hard work for you to rival them. Look out! chiefs of the Ma'mal'leqala! in case they should bring us the copper Mā'xts'ōlem, which we now sold, that one of you may take it up at once, or else we must be ashamed. That is what I say, chiefs of the Ma'mal'leqala, Wa, wa! Now go on! Chief Owaxā/lag-ilis!" Then Owaxā/lag-ilis arose and spoke: "Yes, Wālas Nēmō'gwis, and you other good chiefs who are standing over there. Now, chiefs of the Kwakiutl, scurry about in my house for something with which I may adorn the chiefs." Then the young men went. Soon they came back, carrying 200 blankets and two split sticks, on which five straight lines were marked with charcoal.

Then Mā'Xua arose, took the split sticks, and said: "Thank you, chiefs of the Ma'mal'leqala, for the way in which you act. It must be true that you are pleased with the way of our chief here. Now listen, chiefs! Adorn yourselves with this canoe, which is worth 50 blankets, and with this canoe, which is also worth 50 blankets, and with these 200 blankets here. Now there are 4,000 blankets in all. Wa, wa! Let me say, it is done!"

Immediately Wālas Nēmō'gwis made a speech, and said: "I take this price, tribes! Thank you, Chief Owaxā/lag-ilis; thank you, Chief; thank you, Kwakiutl."

Now Owaxā/lag-ilis arose and spoke: "Ya, Wālas Nēmō'gwis. Have you taken the price, Chief?" Wālas Nēmō'gwis replied: "I have taken
the price." "Why, Wālas Némō'gwis," said Ōwaxā'lag-ilis, "you take the price too soon; you must think poorly of me, Chief! I am a Kwakiutl; I am one of those from whom all your tribes all over the world took their names. Now you give up before I finished trading with you, Ma'maleleqala. You must always stand beneath us, wa, wa! Now go, young men; call our chief here, that he may come and see the tribes. Bring lā'qoag-ilak." Then the young men went, and soon they returned. The sister of Ōwaxā'lag-ilis followed them, carrying 200 blankets. Ōwaxā'lag-ilis spoke: "Ya, tribes, come here! This is Lā'qoag-ilak. That name comes from the oldest legends. Now, take her clothes and you, Ma'Xua, give them away!" Now Ma'Xua counted the blankets. There were 200 blankets of the fifth thousand. There were 4,200, "Wa, wa! Chiefs of the Ma'malēleqala," said he. Then Wālas Némō'gwis spoke: "Thank you, chiefs! Now, Ma'malēleqala, we will divide the property to-morrow, wa, wa!"

It was described above how a boy is introduced into the distributions of property going on among the tribe. It remains to state how he acquires his first copper. When the young man has acquired a certain number of blankets, one of his older friends invites him to take a share in the purchase of one of the cheaper coppers, which may have a value of, say, 500 blankets. The boy contributes 200 blankets as his share and the other man purchases it, announcing the young man as his partner in the transaction. The copper is delivered to the young man, who becomes a debtor to his partner for the amount of blankets contributed by the latter. He announces at once that he will sell the copper the following year, but that he is willing to deliver the copper on the spot. With these words he lays it down before the tribe. One of the chiefs of a rival tribe takes the copper and pays as a first installment 100 blankets. Then the boy promises a distribution of blankets (tsō'Xua) for the following year and loans out the 100 blankets which he has received. The next year he calls in his outstanding debts and invites all the neighboring tribes to a feast, to which his own tribe contributes food and fuel. In the course of the festival he pays the chief who took his copper 200 blankets, being the value of the 100 blankets received the previous year, together with 100 per cent interest (see p. 341). Then the purchaser pays the sum of 750 blankets for the copper, including boxes and belt, as described above. Of this amount 700 are distributed on the following day in the prescribed fashion among the neighboring tribes. Now the young man proceeds to loan out his blankets until within a few years he is able to repay the share of his partner who first helped him to buy the copper. When the time has come for this transaction, his partner pays him double the amount of what he (the partner) has contributed, and the young man returns to him double of this amount.

The rivalry between chiefs and clans finds its strongest expression in the destruction of property. A chief will burn blankets, a canoe, or
break a copper, thus indicating his disregard of the amount of property destroyed and showing that his mind is stronger, his power greater, than that of his rival. If the latter is not able to destroy an equal amount of property without much delay, his name is "broken." He is vanquished by his rival and his influence with his tribe is lost, while the name of the other chief gains correspondingly in renown.

Feasts may also be counted as destruction of property, because the food given can not be returned except by giving another feast. The most expensive sort of feast is the one at which enormous quantities of fish oil (made of the oulachon) are consumed and burnt, the so-called "grease feast." Therefore it also raises the name of the person who can afford to give it, and the neglect to speedily return it entails a severe loss of prestige. Still more feared is the breaking of a valuable copper. A chief may break his copper and give the broken parts to his rival. If the latter wants to keep his prestige, he must break a copper of equal or higher value, and then return both his own broken copper and the fragments which he has received to his rival. The latter may then pay for the copper which he has thus received. The chief to whom the fragments of the first copper are given may, however, also break his copper and throw both into the sea. The Indians consider that by this act the attacked rival has shown himself superior to his aggressor, because the latter may have expected to receive the broken copper of his rival in return so that an actual loss would have been prevented.

In by far the greater number of cases where coppers are broken the copper is preserved. The owner breaks or cuts off one part after the other until finally only the T-shaped ridge remains. This is valued at two-thirds of the total value of the copper and is the last part to be given away. The order in which the parts of the copper are usually broken off is shown in the accompanying illustration (fig. 4). The rival to whom the piece that has been broken off is given, breaks off a similar piece, and returns both to the owner. Thus a copper may be broken up in contests with different rivals. Finally, somebody succeeds in buying up all the broken fragments, which are riveted together, and the copper has attained an increased value. Since the broken copper indicates the fact that the owner has destroyed property, the Indians pride themselves upon their possession (see Plates 11 and 12).
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The rivalry between chiefs, when carried so far that coppers are destroyed and that grease feasts are given in order to destroy the prestige of the rival, often develop into open enmity. When a person gives a grease feast, a great fire is lighted in the center of the house. The flames leap up to the roof and the guests are almost scorched by the heat. Still the etiquette demands that they do not stir, else the host's fire has conquered them. Even when the roof begins to burn and the fire attacks the rafters, they must appear unconcerned. The host alone has the right to send a man up to the roof to put out the fire. While the feast is in progress the host sings a scathing song ridiculing his rival and praising his own clan, the feasts of his forefathers and his own. Then the grease is filled in large spoons and passed to the rival chief first. If a person thinks he has given a greater grease feast than that offered by the host, he refuses the spoon. Then he runs out of the house (gê'ê'ëmx'it=chief rises against his face) to fetch his copper "to squelch with it the fire." The host proceeds at once to tie a copper to each of his house posts. If he should not do so, the person who refused the spoon would on returning strike the posts with the copper, which is considered equal to striking the chief's face (ki'1lx). Then the man who went to fetch his copper breaks it and gives it to the host. This is called "squelching the host's fire." The host retaliates as described above.

The following songs show the manner in which rivals scathe each other.

First Neqâ'penk-em (=ten fathom face) let his clan sing the following song at a feast which he gave: 1

1. Our great famous chief is known even outside of our world, oh! he is the highest chief of all. [Then he sang:] The chiefs of all the tribes are my servants, the chiefs of all the tribes are my speakers. They are pieces of copper which I have broken.

[The people:] Do not let our chief rise too high. Do not let him destroy too much property, else we shall be made like broken pieces of copper by the great breaker of coppers, the great splinter of coppers, the great chief who throws coppers into the water, the great one who can not be surpassed by anybody, the one surmounting all the chiefs. Long ago you went and burnt all the tribes to ashes. You went and defeated the chief of all the tribes; you made his people run away and look for their relatives whom you had slain. You went and the fame of your power was heard among the northern tribes. You went and gave blankets to everybody, chief of all tribes.

2. Do not let us stand in front of him, of whom we are always hearing, even at the outermost limits of this world. Do not let us steal from our chief, tribes! else he will become enraged and will tie our hands. He will hang us, the chief of the tribes.

[Neqâ'penk-em sings:] Do not mind my greatness. My tribe alone is as great as four tribes. I am standing on our fortress; I am standing on top of the chiefs of the tribes. I am Copper Face, Great Mountain, Supporter, Obstacle; my tribes are my servants.

At another feast he let his people sing: 2

1. Do not look around, tribes! do not look around, else we might see something that will hurt us in the great house of this really great chief.

1 See Appendix, page 667. 2 See Appendix, page 668.
2. "Do not look around, tribes! do not look around, else we might see something formidable in the great house of this really great chief. His house has the Tsö'noqoa. Therefore we are benumbed and can not move. The house of our double chief, of the really great chief, is taking our lives and our breath."

3. "Do not make any noise, tribes! do not make any noise, else we shall precipitate a landside of wealth from our chief, the overhanging mountain."

4. [Neqä'pEnk-Em sings:] "I am the one from whom comes down and from whom is untied the red cedar bark for the chiefs of the tribes. Do not grumble, tribes! do not grumble in the house of the great double chief, who makes that all are afraid to die at his hands, over whose body is sprinkled the blood of all those who tried to eat in the house of the double chief, of the really great chief. Only one thing enrages me, when people eat slowly and a little only of the food given by the great double chief."

While these songs are merely a praise of the deeds of the singer, the following reply by He'nak-alasö, the rival of Neqä'pEnk-Em is bitter to the extreme. In it the singer ridicules him for not yet having returned a grease feast.

1. I thought another one was causing the smoky weather? I am the only one on earth—the only one in the world who makes thick smoke rise from the beginning of the year to the end, for the invited tribes.

2. What will my rival say again—that 'spider woman'; what will he pretend to do next? The words of that 'spider woman' do not go a straight way. Will he not brag that he is going to give away canoes, that he is going to break coppers, that he is going to give a grease feast? Such will be the words of the 'spider woman,' and therefore your face is dry and moldy, you who are standing in front of the stomachs of the chiefs.

3. Nothing will satisfy you; but sometimes I treated you so roughly that you begged for mercy. Do you know what you will be like? You will be like an old dog, and you will spread your legs before me when I get excited. You did so when I broke the great coppers 'Cloud' and 'Making Ashamed,' my great property and the great coppers, 'Chief' and 'Killer Whale,' and the one named 'Point of Island' and 'The Feared One' and 'Beaver.' This I throw into your face, you whom I always tried to vanquish; whom I have maltreated; who does not dare to stand erect when I am eating; the chief whom even every weak man tries to vanquish.

4. Now my feast! Go to him, the poor one who wants to be fed from the son of the chief whose own name is 'Full of Smoke' and 'Greatest Smoke.' Never mind; give him plenty to eat, make him drink until he will be qualmish and vomits. My feast steps over the fire right up to the chief.

In order to make the effect of the song still stronger, an effigy of the rival chief is sometimes placed near the fire. He is lean, and is represented in an attitude as though begging that the fire be not made any hotter, as it is already scorching him (Plate 13).

Property may not only be destroyed for the purpose of damaging the

---

1 A fabulous monster. See page 372.
2 The war chief and potlatch chief.
3 The emblem of the winter ceremonial. See page 435.
4 This refers to the fact that he killed a chief of the Awi'k'ênóx in a feast.
5 See Appendix, page 669.
6 Namely, by the fire of the grease feast.
7 The first grease feast went as far as the center of the house. As Neqä'pEnk-Em did not return it, the second one steamed forward across the fire right up to him.
IMAGE REPRESENTING THE RIVAL CHIEF.
From A. Bastian, "Northwest Coast of America."
Original in Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin.
HOUSEPOSTS REPRESENTING ANIMALS HOLDING COPPERS.
prestige of the rival, but also for the sole purpose of gaining distinction. This is done mainly at the time when houses are built, when totem poles are erected, or when a son has been initiated by the spirit presiding over the secret society of his clan, to which ceremony reference has previously been made. It seems that in olden times slaves were sometimes killed and buried under the house posts or under totem posts. Later on, instead of being killed, they were given away as presents. Whenever this was done, the inverted figure of a man, or an inverted head, was placed on the pole. In other cases coppers were buried under the posts, or given away. This custom still continues, and in all such cases coppers are shown on the post, often in such a way that they are being held or bitten by the totem animals (Plate 14). At the time of the initiation of a member of the clan slaves were also killed or coppers were destroyed, as will be described in greater detail later on. The property thus destroyed is called the ō'ayū, the price paid for the house, the post, or for the initiation.

The distribution or destruction of property is not always made solely for the purpose of gaining prestige for one’s self, but it is just as often made for the benefit of the successor to the name. In all such cases the latter stands during the festival next to the host, or, as the Indian terms it, in front of him, and the chief states that the property is distributed or destroyed for the one “standing in front of him” (lawulqame), which is therefore the term used for the chief’s eldest son, or, in a more general sense, for the heir presumptive.
At all these festivals masks are occasionally worn which represent the ancestor of the clan and refer to its legend. I will give one example: In the potlatch of the clan K'kw'mamun of the Q'w'moye, a mask representing one of the forefathers of the present clan (not their first ancestor), whose name was Nô'lis or Wa'tse appears,—a double mask, surmounted by a bear (fig. 5). The bear broke the dam which prevented the property of Nô'lis going up the river. The outer mask shows Nô'lis in a state of rage vanquishing his rivals; the inner side shows him kindly disposed, distributing property in a friendly way. His song is as follows: 1

1. A bear is standing at the river of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
2. Wild is the bear at the river of the Wanderer who traveled all over the world.
3. A dangerous fish is going up the river. It will put a limit to the lives of the people.
4. Ya! The sî'simut is going up the river. It will put a limit to the lives of the people.
5. Great things are going up the river. It is going up the river the copper of the eldest brother of our tribes.

Another song used in these festivals is as follows: 2

1. The heat of the chief of the tribes will not have mercy upon the people.
2. The great fire of our chief in which stones 4 are glowing will not have mercy upon the people.
3. You, my rival, will eat what is left over when I dance in my grease feast, when I, the chief of the tribes, perform the fire dance.
4. Too great is, what you are doing, our chief. Who equals our chief? He is giving feasts to the whole world.
5. Certainly he has inherited from his father that he never gives a small feast to the lower chiefs, the chief of the tribes.

The clan Ha'a'nalen have the tradition that their ancestor used the fabulous double-headed snake for his belt and bow. In their potlatches the chief of the gens appears, therefore, dancing with a belt of this description and with a bow carved in the shape of the double-headed snake. The bow is simply a long carved and painted stick to which a string running through a number of rings and connecting with the horns and tongues of the snake is attached. When the string is pulled, the horns are erected and the tongues pulled out. When the string is slackened, the horns drop down and the tongues slide back again (Plate 15).

IV. Marriage.

Marriage among the Kwakiutl must be considered a purchase, which is conducted on the same principles as the purchase of a copper. But the object bought is not only the woman, but also the right of membership in her clan for the future children of the couple. I explained

1 See Appendix, page 670.
2 See page 371.
3 See Appendix, page 671.
4 Stones heated in the fire for boiling the food to be used in the feast.
DANCE OF THE CHIEF OF THE HAA'NALINO CLAN.
before that many privileges of the clan descend only through marriage upon the son-in-law of the possessor, who, however, does not use them himself, but acquires them for the use of his successor. These privileges are, of course, not given as a present to the son-in-law, but he becomes entitled to them by paying a certain amount of property for his wife. The wife is given to him as a first installment of the return payment. The crest of the clan, its privileges, and a considerable amount of other property besides, are given later on, when the couple have children, and the rate of interest is the higher the greater the number of children. For one child, 200 per cent of interest is paid; for two or more children, 300 per cent. After this payment the marriage is annulled, because the wife's father has redeemed his daughter. If she continues to stay with her husband, she does so of her own free will (wuło't, staying in the house for nothing). In order to avoid this state of affairs, the husband often makes a new payment to his father-in-law in order to have a claim to his wife.

The law of descent through marriage is so rigid that methods have developed to prevent the extinction of a name when its bearer has no daughter. In such a case a man who desires to acquire the use of the crest and the other privileges connected with the name performs a sham marriage with the son of the bearer of the name (Nuó'sa; Newettee dialect: da'xsitsent=taking hold of the foot). The ceremony is performed in the same manner as a real marriage. In case the bearer of the name has no children at all, a sham marriage with a part of his body is performed, with his right or left side, a leg or an arm, and the privileges are conveyed in the same manner as in the case of a real marriage.

It is not necessary that the crest and privileges should be acquired for the son of the person who married the girl, but they may be transferred to his successor, whoever that may happen to be.

As the acquisition of the crest and privileges connected with it play so important a part in the management of marriages, references to the clan traditions and dramatic performances of portions of the myth are of frequent occurrence, as may be seen from the following descriptions:

I will describe first the marriage of a Ma'maleleqala Chief.

Némö'kulag'ilists'c called all the young men of all the tribes to come to his house. After a second call all the young men came. Then he arose and spoke: "Thank you, my brothers, for coming to my house. You know what is in my mind—that I want to marry to-day. You know that I wanted you to come that I might ask my brothers to invite all the people. Now dress yourselves; there is the paint and the eagle down."

The La'g'uns arose and spoke: "Yes, Némö'kulag'ilists'c, these are your words. I and my friends will go now to make war upon the daughters of all the chiefs all over the world. Now take care, my friends!"
young chiefs of all the tribes; paint yourselves and put down on your heads." Then the young men painted themselves and put down on their heads, and went out to the north end of the village. First they went into the house of Hā’masaqa. As soon as they had entered they all said, "Listen!" and Lā'gus spoke: "Hear me, tribes! go and help to bring my bride into my house." Here he stopped, and one of the men living in the house said: "We will do so." Now they went from house to house and spoke in the same way. Then they all went back into the house of NEmo'kulag-ilists'e. Then they went at once to call the tribes, and they all came. Now Wālas NEmo'gwis spoke: "Come, chiefs of all the tribes, to hear the words of our chief. We will make war upon the tribes. Something great is in the door of the house of our future wife. That is all." Then Wālas NEmo'gwis counted the blankets and the counters kept tally. When 200 were counted, he said: "We pay for our wife these 200 blankets here." Then he counted 100 blankets more, and said: "With these 100 blankets we will lift her. We must lift a heavy weight for the son of Ḭā'lawig-ila." All the men replied: "True, true are your words, chief." Wālas NEmo'gwis counted 100 blankets more, and said: "These are intended for calling our wife. Wa, chiefs! there are 400 blankets here, by means of which we are trying to get the daughter of Ḭā'lawig-ila."

Then Ḧē'Lamas arose and spoke: "Yes, son, your speech is good. All our tribes heard what you said. Now take care, else a mistake might be made. Thus I say, chiefs of all the tribes. Now arise, ṭā'qōlas, and you, Mā'Xmawisaqamaē, and you, Yā'qaLenis, and you, Mā'Xuayalits'e; we want to go to war now. Now ask if it is all right." They gave them each a single blanket to wear. Then these four men arose and went to the house of Ḭā'lawig-ila. They sat down in the doorway, and ṭā'qōlas spoke: "We come, chief, to ask you about this marriage. Here are 400 blankets ready for you. Now we are ready to take our wife. That is all."

Then spoke Ḭā'lawig-ila: "Call my future son-in-law, that he may come for his wife; but let him stay on the beach. You all shall stay there; only the blankets shall come into my house." Then Yā'qaLenis spoke: "Thank you, Chief, for your words. Now let us tell our chief." Then they went to the house of NEmo'kulag-ilists'e. They went in, and ṭā'qōlas told the answer of Ḭā'lawig-ila to the chiefs of all the tribes, saying: "He told us to come soon to take our wife." Then all the young men took the blankets. They put them on the shoulder of other young men and all walked out. They put the blankets down on the beach. Then Ḧē'Lamas arose and spoke: "All the tribes came; I came, Ḭā'lawig-ila, to take from your arms your daughter to be my wife. Now count the blankets which we brought."

Then Wālas NEmo'gwis arose. He took the blankets and spoke: "Yes, chiefs of all the tribes, I am not ashamed to tell about these blankets. My grandfather was a rich man. Therefore I am not
ashamed to speak." "True, true!" said all the men, "who would gain-
say it, Chief?" Wālas Nemo'gwis counted the blankets. When five
pairs of blankets were counted, he put them on the shoulder of one of
the four men, who carried them into the house of Lā'lawig-ila. Thus
they did until 200 blankets were counted and carried into the house.
He said: "With these blankets they are married. Now we will try to
lift our wife from the floor." He took the blankets and said: "With
these we lift her from the floor." He counted again five pairs, put
them on the shoulder of one of the young men, who carried them into
the house, until 100 were counted. Then Wālas Nemo'gwis said:
"There are 100, as we told you, chiefs! Now we will call our wife." He
took a blanket and said: "We call her with these," and counted in
the same manner as before. When 100 blankets had been counted, he
said: "There are 100 blankets here." When the four men had carried
all into the house of Lā'lawig-ila, he came out and said: "That is what
I wished for. All the tribes came to marry my daughter. Let my son-
in-law hear it. He shall come into my house if his heart is strong
enough, wa wa!" As soon as his speech was finished, eight men
brought burning torches of cedarwood. Four stood on the right-hand
side of the door and four on the left-hand side. They put the burning
ends of the torches close together, just wide enough apart for a man to
pass through.

Now Ma'Xua arose. He was to pass through the fire. He ran up
to it, but as soon as he came near it, he became afraid and turned back.
Now he called Nemo'kulag-ilists'ē: "Hear it! his heart must be strong
if he wants to accomplish what I attempted in vain." Nemo'kula-
g-ilists'ē arose and said: "Yes, Ma'Xua, your word is true. Now look
out, chiefs! else we shall not get my wife and I shall be ashamed of it.
That is the legend which my father told me, how the daughter of
'īnemasqā was married at Dā'zaxsdalis. A fire was at the door of
her house. Now arise, Lā'LiliLa, take two pairs of blankets and give
them to him whose heart is strong, else our friends will try in vain to
get my wife." Then Lā'LiliLa arose, took the blankets and carried
them to Wālas Nemo'gwis, who spoke: "Tribes! Let him whose heart
is strong go up to that house. These two pairs of blankets are for him
who will go there." Then Ma'Xuag-ila the Koskimo arose and spoke:
"I am not frightened. I am LE'Lpēla. This name comes from the oldest
legend. He knew how to jump into the fire. Now I will go, you beat
the boards!" As soon as the men began to beat the boards he ran up
to the fire, and although the torches were close together, he ran through
them into the house. He was not hurt. When he got into the house,
Nemo'kula'g-ilists'ē said: "Ho, ho, ho, ho. He has succeeded! Thank
you, my tribe." As soon as MāXuag-ila had entered the house the fire
disappeared. Lā'lawig-ila came out and spoke: "Come now and take
your wife, son-in-law!" They brought out blankets and Lā'lawig-ila
said: "Now I give you a small gift, son-in-law. Sell it for food. There
are 200 blankets." Then Wālas Nēmō'gwis arose: "Don't sit down, tribes. Let us sing a song of joy! Take care, chiefs of the Ma'ōmelēqala, we will make fun of the Kwak'īntl. My chief has again given blankets. The name of my tribe is Ma'ōmelēqala, who vanquish all. I am feared by all the tribes. I can not be lifted. I know how to buy great coppers. I make chiefs out of poor men. Whenever I give away blankets, I do so in Tsā'xis on account of the legend of Ma'īleqala, who was first transformed into a man at this place."

Thus spoke Wālas Nēmō'gwis and all arose and sang:

1. The deer went on the water, and tried to make war on his younger brother.
2. Knēkua'x'ok gave up the chase, trying to make war on his younger brother.
3. Only I do this way. Only I am the great one who takes away the daughter of chiefs, the younger brother of Knēkua'x'ok.

When they stopped singing, Nēmō'kulag'ilists'ē said, "Ho, hō, hō, hō," and he promised to give away blankets. He said: "These are blankets for you, Gnō'tela; blankets for you, Qō'mōyu; blankets for you, Wālas Kwak'īntl; blankets for you, Qō'mkūtis. They belong to qā'qoqa, the daughter of Nēmō'kulag'ilists'ē," and he said, "Now go to take my wife and the blankets."

Then the men went to the house of Lā'lawig-īlā, and after a short time they came back. Tsā'its'alkalois, his daughter, was among them. Then all the men went home. He did not give away the blankets at once. She went to live with her husband.

Here is the description of another marriage: The successor of Mā'Xua, chief of the Gua'ts'ēnōx, was engaged to marry Hō'nēnedimis, daughter of Ya'qalašame, chief of the Qō'sqēmumx. Then Mā'Xua sent four men—Kasā'lis, A'witē, Nēmē'mālas, and Ya'zidē—to ask if Ya'qalašame agreed to the marriage. As soon as the four men entered his house, Kasā'lis spoke: "I come, chief! sent to you by the son of Mā'Xua. He has 400 blankets ready to be given to you to buy in marriage your daughter, and also to take home your daughter, Ya'qalašame. We beg of you, O, Chief! to bend your heart to our wishes, for you have nothing to complain of. We all are of one descent. We are sent by your uncle, chief, and by your great-grandson, the successor to Mā'Xua. Thus I say, Nēmē'mālas. Now we have said our speech, A'witē, Ya'zidē. Now, A'witē, you speak to our uncle here." Then A'witē spoke: "Let me speak next, Kasā'lis. I came, sent as a messenger by your uncle. Let us try to get our relative. Now, Ya'zidē, you speak next." He said: "I am the double-headed snake. There is nothing in the world that I am unable to obtain. Now move your tongue, and give us an answer."

Then Ya'qalašame spoke: "You have finished your speeches that you were to deliver to me, chiefs of the Gua'ts'ēnōx. Only let your tribe take care, A'witē. Now you may have my daughter. Come here to-morrow, but strengthen your hearts. Now go and tell Chief Mā'Xua

1 See page 371.
that I will show my legend—the fire in the house. If you do not run away from the heat of my fire, you may have my daughter. Now go, masters!"

Then the four men left the house. They went and reported the words of Ya'qalasamē to Mā'Xua, who prayed his tribe not to fear the fire.

As soon as they had left, Ya'qalasamē carved a large mask representing the "Sea Bear," the mouth of which opened, and attached it to a bear skin which his dancer was to wear. Then he took a basket and went to the graveyard, where he took seven skulls and other bones, which he carried home in his basket. Then he opened the mouth of the bear mask and put the skulls and the other bones into it. Next he prepared the seats for Mā'Xua and his friends close to the fireplace. He poured several bottles of grease into a wooden box and built up a high pyre, on top of which he placed the box containing the grease.

On the following day Mā'Xua called his tribe, and all prepared to go to Ya'qalasamē's house. When they entered, Mā'Xua said: "Now be very careful, my tribe! Do not forget how kindly I feel toward all of you. If ever you ask me to help you, I do not spurn you, but I feel proud of your kind feeling toward me. Now chiefs! Á'wité, and you, Némē'malas, and you, Yā'qidē, do for me as I have done toward you. I fear he will show his great fire, then let us take care, my tribe! The first Gua'ts'ènôx were never afraid; they never fled from anything. Therefore we, our present generation, must not fear anything, wa!"

Then Yā'qidē spoke: "Let us stand by our chief, Gua'ts'ènôx! Let us stand by our chief! The name Mā'Xua comes from the time long before our grandfathers. Now our generation is living. Take care, Mā'Xua, and you, my grandson, yā'xàxidalatō, for the people of our tribe have seen your kind heart, wa!"

Then they loaded four canoes with the blankets, for it is a long way from the village of the Gua'ts'ènôx to that of the Qō'sq̕emux̕. They paddled, and when they arrived at the village of the Qō'sq̕emux̕, Á'wité arose in the canoe and said: "Now, show yourselves, Qō'sq̕emux̕! I am of the Gua'ts'ènôx tribe and come to get Hé'nedemis, the daughter of your chief, Ya'qalasamē, as wife for my grandson, yā'xàxidatalō. Now, Nëgë'tšē and Á'wité, count the blankets!" Now they counted the blankets. As soon as there were five pairs of blankets, Á'wité said: "Ten I am paying for my wife," and when another five pairs were counted, he said so again, and so on until all the blankets were counted. Then Ya'qalasamē went out of the house and said: "Come, Gua'ts'ènôx, come up from the beach into my house." Then they all went ashore and entered Ya'qalasamē's house. When all were in, Goax'q̕ilatsē spoke: "Welcome, Gua'ts'ènôx! Come, Mā'Xua; come, Yā'qidē; come, Némē'malas; come, Á'wité; come, Kā'tsalis. Thank you for coming, Chief L'É'nk'alas. Now take care, Gua'ts'ènôx, for here is the Qō'móqa, a sea monster, who swallows everything, and there in
the rear of the house is he who devoured everyone who tried to marry the daughter of Ya'qalasamè, and this fire has hurt everyone who tried to marry He'nedemis. Now, Chief Ya'qalasamè, light your fire and let the chief get our daughter here."

Then Ya'qalasamè lit the fire and all the Gua'ts'enóx sat down close to it. When the fire was burning, Ya'qalasamè spoke: "Now take care, Gua'ts'enóx, for I intend to try you. You said you were not afraid of Ts'o'nóqoa? Now I will try all of you, chiefs of the Gua'ts'enóx. On account of this fire nobody can get my daughter."

When the grease began to burn, all the Gua'ts'enóx lay down on their backs and their blankets were searched. Now the fire died out, and then Kasâ'lis spoke: "Ya, Qo'sqémuX! This is my way. I am afraid of nothing. Even if you should begin to murder us, I should not run away. Now, Gua'ts'enóx, we have our wife. Here, Chief Ya'qalasamè! Look at our blankets which we are giving you." Then Ya'qalasamè spoke: "Chiefs of the Gua'ts'enóx, I have seen you are really a savage people, and everyone fears you. I am afraid of you, for you are the first ones who have not run away from my fire. If you had run away, you would not have obtained my daughter for your wife." Then he shouted: "Take her, Gua'ts'enóx! Now you, devourer of all tribes, step forward, that Ma'Xua and qa'saxídaláte may see who has eaten the suitors of my daughter. Now look, Némmé'málas; look, À'wité; look, Ya'ëSidé; and you, Kasâ'lis, and see the devourer of the tribes." Then Ya'qalasamè took a pole and poked the stomach of the devourer of the tribes who had come forward. Then the mask vomited the seven skulls and the other bones and Ya'qalasamè continued: "Now look at it, Gua'ts'enóx. These are the bones of the suitors who came to marry my daughter and who ran away from my fire. The devourer of tribes ate them. That is what he vomited. Now come, He'nedemis, and go to your husband!"

Then she came and went into the canoe of the Gua'ts'enóx. They all went into the canoe and returned home.

I will give still another example, namely, the marriage ceremony of the L'ásq'ënóx, which is founded on the following tradition: A chief of the L'ásq'ënóx speared a sea otter which pulled his canoe out to sea. He tried to cut the line, but it stuck to the canoe. Finally the mountains of his country went out of sight. After a long time he saw a black beach, and when he came near, he saw that it was the place where all the coal of fires goes when it drifts down the northward current of the sea. He passed this place and came to the place where all the dry sand is drifting to and fro. The sea otter continued to pull him on, and he arrived at the place where the down (of birds) is drifting on the water. He passed those and came to the place where the toilet sticks are going. Finally he discovered a village on a beach. The sea otter jumped ashore and was transformed into a man, who entered the chief's

---

\(^1\) Cedar splints used in place of toilet paper.
house. The chief's speaker invited the man to enter, and asked him what he wanted. The person who sees peoples' thoughts sat to the right of the door and said: "He comes to get a magical treasure." Then the chief of the sea otter, for it was he whose house he had entered, gave him a harpoon and said: "You will be the chief of the world. Do you want anything else?" "Yes," replied the man, "I want to marry your daughter." She was sitting on a platform in the rear of the house. He married her, and the chief gave him four men to show him the way home. The girl's names were Tsê'saqa (sea otter pup woman) and Gà'lx-a-is (first to receive gifts). When they approached the village of the L'à'sq'enôx, Tsê'saqa commanded her husband to throw the man who was sitting in the bow of the canoe into the water. He made him lay off his mask and threw him into the water. His name was Xa'yâ'la (sound of stones rolling on the beach). Then the sea began to roll in heavy waves. The woman ordered him to throw the three other men into the water. He did so, and they were tranformed into three islands, which protect the beach of the L'à'sq'enôx village. Since that time the L'à'sq'enôx use four masks representing these men in their marriages.

The bridegroom's tribe go in canoes to the girl's house. When they arrive in front of her house, four old men who wear the masks representing the four men referred to step ashore. They walk four steps and then perform a dance. They look at the girl's tribe and point toward the house as though directing their friends. Then they go back into the canoe and take their masks off. Figure 6 represents the mask of Xa'yâ'la. I have not seen the three other masks belonging to the ceremony. The broad band on top of the mask represents the head ornament of cedar bark which Xa'yâ'la is said to have worn. The four men receive in payment of their dance a blanket each from the bridegroom.

At this place I can describe only a portion of the ceremonial prescribed for the return of the purchase money and the delivery of the crest to the son-in-law, as it is in most cases performed as a part of the winter ceremonial and must be treated in connection with the latter subject. (See p. 421.) The return of the purchase money is called qaute'n-xà, and the particular manner of return, which will be described here, Lene'mNs'a.

The people are all invited to assemble in the house of the wife's father.
When all the guests have assembled, the father-in-law of the young man enters, accompanied by his clan. Four of them are carrying the mast of a canoe, one holding it at the top, another one at the butt, and two at intermediate points. They walk to the right and stand on the right-hand side of the door on the front side of the house, facing the middle. Then the wife's father calls his son-in-law, who steps forward and stands in the right-hand rear corner of the house. The other speaker tells him that the mast represents lids of boxes (g'i'sexstila, see p. 421) tied together (Leak\(^b\)), and that they contain everything that he owes his son-in-law. The latter replies, asking if the coppers, house, its posts, and his father-in-law's names are in it also. Even if the old man should not have intended to give all of this, he must comply with this demand and promise to give it all to his son-in-law. Next, the young man's wife is sent by her father to fetch the copper. She returns, carrying it on her back, and the young men of her clan bring in blankets. All of this is given to the young man, who proceeds at once to sell the copper offhand. This is called "holding the copper at its forehead" (dā'g'i'ne). In such a case less than one-half of the actual price is paid for the copper. If it is worth 6,000 blankets, it will bring only 2,500 blankets. The buyer must pay the price on the spot, and the blankets which the young man obtains in this manner are distributed by him right away. By this distribution he obtains the right to live in the house which his father-in-law has given to him.

Although in most marriages the house and name of the bride's father are promised to be transferred to the young man, this is not necessarily the case. The dower agreed upon may consist only of coppers, canoes, blankets, and the like.

I learned about a curious instance how a man punished his father-in-law who had long delayed the return of the purchase-money and was evidently evading the duty of giving up his name and home to his son-in-law. The latter carved an image representing his wife and invited all the people to a feast. Then he put a stone around the neck of the image and threw it into the sea. Thus he had destroyed the high rank of his wife and indirectly that of his father-in-law.

V. The Clan Legends.

It appears from what has been said before that, in order to fully understand the various ceremonies, it is necessary to be familiar with the clan legends. In the following chapter I will give a selection of legends which will make clear their connection with the carvings used by each clan and the ceremonials performed on various occasions.

It seems desirable to introduce at this place a fuller description of

---

1The positions in the house are always given according to the Indian method: The fire is the outer side (tā'asak), the walls the back side (ā'ta). Thus right and left are always to be considered the corresponding sides of a person who is looking toward the fire from the front or rear of the house.
the plan of the house than has heretofore been given. The houses of
the Kwakiutl form a square, the sides of which are from 40 to 60 feet
long. (Figs. 7 and 8.) The door (D) is generally in the center of the
side nearest the sea, which forms the front of the house. The latter
has a gable roof, the ridge of which runs from the front to the rear.
The walls consist of boards, which are fastened to a framework of poles.
The sides of the door are formed by two posts (A) from 6 to 8 inches in
diameter and standing about 4 feet apart. Over the door they are con-
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**Fig. 7.**

**GROUND PLAN OF KWAKIUTL HOUSE.**

nected by a crossbar (B). (Fig. 8.) Sometimes the framework of the
door is made of heavy planks. The framework of the house front con-
sists of two or three vertical poles (C), about 3 inches in diameter, on
each side of the door. They are from 8 to 10 feet apart. Their length
diminishes toward the sides of the house according to the inclination of
the roof. These poles are connected by long crossbars (E), which are
tied to their outer side with ropes of cedar bark at half the distance
between the roof and the ground. The framework of the rear part is
similar to that of the front, but that of the sides is far stronger, as it
has to support the roof. Two heavy posts (F), about 9 inches in diameter, are erected. Their heads are cut out and a beam of the same diameter is laid over them. At the joints it is cut out so as to fit into the heads of the posts. On both sides of the door and in the corresponding part of the rear side, about 3 feet distant from the central line of the house, the supports (U) of the roof are erected. These form the principal part of the framework, and are the first to be made when the house is built. They stand about 3 feet from the wall, inside the house. These uprights are about 2 feet in diameter and are generally connected by a crosspiece (G) of the same diameter. On each side of the crosspiece rests a heavy beam (H), which runs from the front to the rear of the house.

Sometimes these beams are supported by additional uprights (U'), which stand near the center of the house. The rafters (R) are laid over these heavy timbers and the beams forming the tops of the sides. They are about 8 inches in diameter. Light poles about 3 inches thick are laid across the rafters. They rest against the vertical poles (C) in the front and rear of the house. After the heavy framework which supports the central part of the roof is erected, a bank about 3 feet in height is raised all around the outlines of the house, its outer side coinciding with the lines where the walls are to be erected. Long, heavy boards 4 or 5 inches thick are implanted lengthwise along the front of the house, their upper edges standing 2\frac{1}{2} or 3 feet above the ground. Then the earth forming the bank is stamped against them, and thus a
platform is made running along the front of the house. Later on this is continued all around the house. The framework of the front is the next to be erected. The poles (C) stand in the dirt forming the platform. The upper edges of the front boards which were implanted into the ground are grooved, and in this groove the boards forming the front wall stand. They are tied or nailed to the crossbar (E) and to the foremost rafter, which is connected with the framework of the front. The next thing to be done is to make the rear wall and the sides. The former exactly corresponds to the front, the door only being wanting. The boards forming the side walls are implanted in the ground, standing vertically, their upper ends being tied to the beam forming the top of the framework. The platform running along the inner sides of the walls is finished by stamping the earth against the side walls. The roof consists of a peculiar kind of boards, which run from the gable to the sides of the house. They lap on their edges like Chinese tiles. This arrangement has the effect that the rain runs from the roof without penetrating into the house. The house front is generally finished by cutting the boards off along the roof and by finishing them off with a molding. A few logs are placed in front of the door, forming steps (T) that lead to the platform. Steps of the same kind lead from the platform to the floor of the house. The board forming the inner side of the platform slopes slightly inward. The house has no smoke escape, but several of the boards forming the roof can be pushed aside. During the night these openings are closed, but in the morning one board over every fireplace is pushed aside by means of a long pole. As it is necessary to look after the roof from time to time, a stationary ladder is leaned against the side of the house. It consists of one-half of the trunk of a tree or of a heavy board, into the upper side of which steps are cut.

The house is inhabited by several families, each of whom has a fireplace of its own. The corners belonging to each family are divided off from the main room by a rough framework of poles, the top of which is used for drying fish or other sorts of food. On each side of the fire stands the immense settee (fig. 11), which is large enough for the whole family. It has no feet, is about 7 feet long and 4 feet deep, and its sides slope slightly backward, so as to form a convenient support for the back. Boards are laid along the base of the rear and front platform and on the side of the fire opposite the settee. The arrangement is sometimes made a little different, the settee being wanting, or in some instances standing on the rear side. Often long boards are placed edgewise near the fire, serving as a back support. They are supported by plugs which are rammed into the floor and lean slightly backward, thus forming a convenient back support. The bedrooms have the form of small houses which are built on the platform running around the house. Most of these bedrooms have gable roofs, and their fronts are finished off with moldings. The section c-d (fig. 8) explains the
arrangement better than any description can do. Sometimes these rooms are enlarged by adding a low extension to the house, the floor of which is elevated as high as the platform. In the center of such rooms there is a small fireplace. The plans of the houses of the separate gentes show slight differences. In some instances the heavy beams (H) rest on the uprights (U), the crosspiece (G) being wanting (fig. 9). In other instances there is only a single timber resting on the crosspiece (G). When festivals are celebrated, all the partitions, seats, and fires are removed, and one large fire is built in the center of the house. For such occasions the floor is carefully leveled and swept. Each house has its name, as will be seen from the view of the village of Xumta’spe (fig. 26, p. 391), in which the names of four of the houses are given. In front of the village the bight Ōkninā’Le is seen, bounded by the narrow point Lā’sōta, on which the natives grow some potatoes in a small inclosure. Behind this point the hills of Galiano Island, Kaxaxlā’ and Wē’xōeoa, are seen, which are frequently mentioned in the legends of these tribes. The island is divided from Hope Island by the Strait of Ōxsā'.
The houses generally face the beach and are built in a row. (See fig. 26, p. 391.) In front of the town there is a street, which is carefully leveled, the lower side being supported by an embankment of heavy logs. From here steps lead down to the beach, where the canoes are lying. Oppo-

site to the houses, on the side of the street toward the sea, there are platforms; summer seats, on which the Indians pass most of their time, gambling and conversing. The platform rests on a framework of poles and on the embankment of the street, as shown in fig. 26.

I proceed now to a discussion of the clan legends.

First of all, it is necessary to describe and enumerate a number of supernatural beings who may become the supernatural helpers of man, as they appear over and over again in the clan legends. Besides a number of animals, such as wolves, bears, sea lions, and killer whales, which, however, do not play a very important part as protectors of man, we find principally a number of fabulous monsters whose help was obtained by the ancestors, and who therefore have become the crest of the clan.

Perhaps the most important among these is the si'siul, the fabulous double-headed snake, which has one head at each end, a human head in the middle, one horn on each terminal head, and two on the central human head. (Fig. 10.) It has the power to assume the shape of a fish. To eat it and even to touch or to see it is sure death, as all the joints of the unfortunate one become dislocated, the head being turned backward. But to those who enjoy supernatural help it may
bring power; its blood, wherever it touches the skin, makes it as hard as stone; its skin used as a belt enables the owner to perform wonderful feats; it may become a canoe which moves by the motions of the si'isiul fins; its eyes, when used as sling stones, kill even whales. It is essentially the helper of warriors.

I give here a few forms in which the si'isiul is represented (figs. 11, 12. See also, figs. 166-169, pp. 514, 515, Plate 15). In fig. 12 only one-half of the si'isiul is shown. The terminal head, with its horn laid backward, is plainly seen. The upper line behind the head designates the body, from which downward and forward extends one leg, the foot of which is quite clear. One of the central horns is shown over the point of attachment of the leg.

Another being which figures largely in the clan legends of the Kwakiutl is the Ts'ó'noqoa, a wild woman who resides in the woods. She is represented as having enormous breasts and as carrying a basket, into which she puts children whom she steals in order to eat them. Her eyes are hollow and shine with a wild luster. She is asleep most of the time. Her mouth is pushed forward, as she is, when awake, constantly uttering her cry, “ú, hu, ú, ú.” This figure belongs to a great many clan legends, and is often represented on house posts or on masks (figs. 13, 14).

The following tradition describes this spirit quite fully:

The first of the L'a/sq'énox lived at XánX. On the one side of the river lived the clan Wi'sents'a. One day the children went across the river to play there. They made a house of fir branches and played in it. One of the boys went out of the house and he discovered a giantess who was approaching the house. He told his friends, who came running out of the house. The giantess was chewing gum which was as red as blood. The children wanted to have some of the gum. Then she called them and gave them some. They asked her: “Where do you get your gum?” “Come,” she replied,
"I will point it out to you." Then the children crept into the basket which she carried on her back and she went into the woods. She was A'o'xlaax (or Ts'o'noqoa). She carried them far into the woods. Then she put the gum on their eyes and carried them to her house. She was a cannibal. Among the children were two sons of the chief of the W'i'nts'a: L'o'pek'axsteli.\(^1\) was the name of the chief. His wife was Le'wag-ilayuqoa. Then she cried, and sometimes she would blow her nose and throw the mucus on the ground. Suddenly she discovered a little boy lying on his back on the floor. He had originated from the mucus of her nose. She took the boy up and carried him into the house. He grew very quickly; after four days he was quite strong. Then he asked for a bow and two arrows. Now he was called Le'ndeqoayats'eil. When he had received his bow and arrows, Le'wag-ilayuqoa asked him not to go across the river, but he did so against her request. He followed the trail which he found on the other side. He came to a house and entered. There he saw children sitting on the floor, and a woman named L'o'pek'axsteli, who was rooted to the floor. The latter spoke: "Don't stay long, Chief! She is gone after water; if she should come back, she will kill you." Then he went out and followed the trail. All of a sudden he saw the Ts'o'noqoa coming. She carried a bucket in each hand. The little boy climbed a tree, in order to hide in its branches. The Ts'o'noqoa saw his image in the water and made love to him. She looked up and discovered him. Then she called him to come down. Now he came down to her and that woman asked him: "How does it happen that you look so pretty?" The boy said: "I put my head between two stones." She replied: "Then I will take two stones too." He sent her to fetch two stones and soon she came back carrying them. She put them down. The boy said: "Now lie down on your back." Then the boy put the one stone under her head and told her to shut her eyes. Then he took the other stone and dropped it as hard as he could on her head. Her head was smashed and her brains were scattered. She was dead. The boy broke her bones with the stones and threw them into the water. Then he went into her house. As soon as he had entered, the woman who was rooted to the floor said: "Now do not stay long. I know that you have tried to kill the Ts'o'noqoa. It is the fourth time that somebody tried to kill her. She never dies; she has nearly come to life. There in that covered hemlock branch (knothole?) is her life. Go there, and as soon as you see her enter shoot her life. Then she will be dead." She had hardly finished speaking when the Ts'o'noqoa came in, singing as she walked:

I have the magical treasure,
I have the supernatural power,
I can return to life.

That was her song. Then the boy shot at her life. She fell dead to the floor. Then the boy took her and threw her into the hole in which she

---

\(^1\)This does not seem quite clear. The name means: "Rooted to the floor," and appears farther on as that of a woman living in the Ts'o'noqoa's house.
was going to roast the children. He washed their eyes with urine and took them home to XanX. They were all alive again. Then Le’nde-
qoayats’ewal went back to heaven.

Of less frequent occurrence is the spirit of th ese, Q’o’möqoa, the protector of the seals, who kills hunters. There are a number of tales relating how he took the ancestor of a tribe to the bottom of the sea and gave him his crest. I will give here a legend of the clan G’ëxsem, of the La’tasìqoqa, which shows how they came into the possession of the Q’o’möqoa carving: Ö’meal, the Raven, the ancestor of the clan G’ëxsem, had a daughter named Há’taqa. One day the crow, who was Ö’meal’s sister, and Há’taqa went down to the beach to gather sea urchins. Soon they had filled their baskets. The crow carried them into the woods, broke the shells, and prepared them. Then she offered some to Há’taqa, who refused them, for fear of her father. The crow, however, promised that he would not tell on her, and prompted Há’taqa to eat of the sea urchins. She had hardly begun to eat when the crow jumped upon a log of driftwood, shouting, "Qäx, qäx, qäx, qäx! Há’taqa is stealing sea urchins." Há’taqa asked her, "Please stop, and I will give you my blanket." The crow, however, did not cease shouting, although Há’taqa offered her her bracelets of abalone shells. But already Ö’meal had heard what the crow said. He was enraged, and ordered his tribe to load their canoes and to extinguish the fires. Then he and his whole tribe left Há’taqa all alone in the deserted village. Há’taqa’s grandmother, however, had pity upon the girl, and before she left she had hidden some fire in a shell. A dog and a bitch were the only living beings that were left in the village besides Há’taqa. As soon as the canoes were out of sight, the dog, by dint of scratching and howling, attracted her attention to the shell. She found the glowing embers and started a fire. She built a hut of cedar twigs, in which she lived with her dogs. The following morning she sent them into the woods and ordered them to fetch withes. They obeyed, and Há’taqa made four fish baskets. At low water she placed them on the beach, and at the next tide she found them full of fish. But on looking more closely she discovered a man in one of them. Aik’a’a’yôlisâna, the son of Q’o’möqoa. He came from out of the basket, carrying a small box. He said to her, "Carry this small box to your house. I came to marry you." Although the box was small, Há’taqa was unable to lift it, and he had to carry it himself. When he arrived in front of the house, he opened it, and behold! a whale was in it. Aik’a’a’yôlisâna built a large house and married Há’taqa. Then he invited all the tribes and distributed the whale meat. His descendants use his mask (fig. 15), and when it is shown, sing as follows:

It is a tale which came down to us from the beginning of the world. You came up, bringing the house of Q’o’möqoa, you "Growing rich," "Wealth coming ashore," "Covered with wealth," "Mountain of property." "Really great Mountain." It is a tale which came down to us from the beginning of the world.1

1 See Appendix, page 673.
Whatever the tradition of the clan may be, the figures with which house and implements are ornamented refer to this legend. I am not familiar with all the legends, which often are quite trivial, merely stating that the ancestor met such and such a being. I give here a number of figures, which will illustrate the connection between the clan legend and the ornamentation of various objects. Fig. 16 shows the house front of the clan G-e'xsem of the la'tasiqoala. It represents the thunder bird squatting over the door, and the sun at each side. While the former belongs to the G-e'xsem, the sun was obtained from the clan Q'ô'm. k-utis of the Goasi'la. Fig. 17 shows the house front of the clan G-i'g'ilqam of the same tribe. The bears on each side of the door are the crest of this clan, which was obtained by their ancestor Knâ'xagâlila, the son of Hâ'taqa. (See p. 374.) Around the door is the crest of the mother of the house owner, who belonged to the Goasi'la tribe. It represents the moon, G-ã/loyaqamê (=the very first one), and inside the ancestor of the clan, LE/Inakulag-îlak-as'ô, who was taken up to the moon by G-ã/loyaqamê. The feet of this figure are drawn like frog's feet, but I did not learn any particular reason for this fact. Fig. 18 shows the house front of the clan G-i'g'ilqam of the Nimkish. It represents the...
thunder bird lifting a whale, which is its food, from out of the water. According to the clan tradition, the G·i'g·ilqam are the descendants of the thunder bird. This house front was excellently painted, but has been whitewashed, owing to the misplaced zeal of a missionary. The beak was carved and fastened to the house front. The owner had one of his coppers tied to the pole on top of the house. In fig. 20 is shown a house post which represents a sea lion. I was not able to learn to what clan it belongs. It is found in a house at Xumta'spé with the post shown in fig. 36, p. 414. The owner belongs to the clan G·e'xsem, of the Naqó'mg·ilisala. The carving is said to have come from Yá'qal'nala (Hope Island), which is the territory of the La'Lasiqoala. When the Naqó'mg·ilisala moved to the present village of Newettee they brought it with them. Fig. 19, which represents a statue in a house at Xumta'spé, has a curious explanation. It belongs to the subdivision Me'emaqáæ (Me'emaqana in the Naqó'mg·ilisala dialect) of the Naqó'mg·ilisala. These are the descendants of Lē'Laxa (= coming often from above) the son of Q'e'q'a·qauaquis, whose legend will be found below (p. 416). Their original home is the island G·ig·ílem, one of the small islands southeast of Hope Island. Léla'k·en was a later chief of the clan. His daughter was Lao'noquméqa. They moved to the island Q'oa'sqemulis and built a village. The chief made a statue like the one represented here. It is hollow behind and its mouth is open. In the potlatch the chief stands behind the mouth of the statue and speaks through it, thus indicating that it is his ancestor who is speaking. Léla'k·en had one dish representing a wolf, another one representing a man, and a third one in the
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House Front of the Clan G'p'halqam, La'lasqala.

From a sketch by the author.
Fig. 18.
HOUSE FRONT OF THE CLAN G'TG'ILQAM, NIMKISH.
From a photograph.
Columns in Fort Rupert.
From a photograph.
shape of a bear. As the man who made the present statue was too poor to have all these carvings made, he had them carved on the statue instead.

Figure 21 represents a totem pole, which was standing until a few years ago in front of a house in Xumta'spē (Newetee). The crest belongs to the subdivision G'g'emalsile of the clan G'g'ilqam. According to the legend, these people are the descendants of G'g'ote, the son of K'epusala-qua, the youngest daughter of K'epa-xagila, the son of Hātaqa, the daughter of O'meqal. (See p. 374.) They have the Ts'ōnoqoa, a man split in two, another man, wolf, beaver, and the sea monster Ts'e'qic for dishes. A man named Ne'mqEmalis married a daughter of the G'g'g'ote chief, and he had all these dishes made. Later, a man named Qoyongo'Emalis married Ne'mqEmalis's cousin. Then he was told to unite the dishes and to carve a totem pole. He did so. The second figure from below is placed upside down because the dish was in the back of the man, while all the others were in the bellies of the carvings. This history may also explain the fact that all the figures are separated on this column, while in most other totem poles they overlap, one holding the other or one standing on the other.

From the same clan was obtained the crane surrounding the speaker on the post farthest to the right on Plate 16.

The three posts in figs. 22 and 23 are the front and rear posts of the house Qoa/qoak-imilas of the clan G'g'xesem of the Naqo'mgilisala. The posts

Fig. 19. STATUE FROM HOUSE IN XUMTA'SPE.
From a sketch by the author

Fig. 20. HOUSE POST REPRESENTING A SEA LION.
From a sketch by the author
were on exhibition at the World’s Columbian Exposition and were transferred to the Field Columbian Museum. The name of the house was given by Q’a’nig’ilak", the great transformer, who, it is said, made two houses of dirt, one for himself, one for his brother Nêmô’gwis. He blew upon them and they grew large. He called the first Qoā’qoak-imililas (so large that one can not look from one corner across to the other), the

other Yuiba’lag-ilis (the wind blowing through it all the time). He carved four men of cedar wood, and called them Töxtowa’lis, Qälqap’alis, K’oetoqalis, and Bêbekumlis’la. He made them alive and they lived in his house. Three of these men are represented on the posts. There was another post, on which the fourth one was carved, but it was so rotten that the owner of the house removed it. Post No. 1 (fig. 22) represents on top Qälqap’alis, below a Ts’ô’noqoa, which the owner
Statue representing the Killer Whale.
Fort Rupert.
From a photograph.
had obtained from the G'i'g-ilqam of the La'lahiqaqala, who have inherited it from Ku'xag'ila. Post No. 2, of the same figure, shows K'i'etoq'aliis on top. The heads underneath represent two slaves which were sold for the post (o'ma'yu), its price. The figure underneath is a bear (nun), which belongs to the clan La'lahiqaqala of the same tribe. Figure 23 shows the only preserved rear post in the same house. On top the figure of Bébekumlis'ila is seen. The bear underneath was obtained from the clan Kwá'kók'óul of the Na'q'oaqtoq. The broken copper which it holds is the price paid for the post.

Plate 17 shows a wood carving which stands on the street of Fort Rupert. It represents the killer whale, a crest of the clan Lá'alaxsent'aił. A very characteristic tradition is that of the clan Núnesem-eq'aliis of the Lan'itsis:

In the beginning Númasë'nxelis lived at Á'giwa'laa, in front of Tsá'xis. He had a house there. His son was Lá'qoaq-ilaqemäeñ. Númasë'nxelis came up with his copper. It is said that in the beginning he lay on it with his knees drawn up, and therefore his child was called Lá'qoaq-ilaqemäeñ. Then Yix'a'qemäeñ, Númasë'nxelis's uncle, asked him to get a wife for him. Yix'a'qemäeñ lived at LiXsi'wañ. He induced Númasë'nxelis to come there and live with him. His son was to marry the daughter of Sá'giyè. Yix'a'qemäeñ desired to have Sá'giyè's house and carvings, therefore he wanted to marry his daughter. A killer whale was the painting of the house front. Gulls were sitting on its roof. Various kinds of carvings were in the house. Then Númasë'nxelis went out of the canoe to speak. He took his staff (fig. 24); therefore his staff has a hand on top of it, because he carried there on his hands the chief's daughters of all the tribes. Then he got the daughter of Sá'giyè. Only Númasë'nxelis and Yix'a'qemäeñ lived in that house. Now, when it was time to go to Tsá'watè, they made themselves ready. Númasë'nxelis wanted to give a feast from the sale of his copper. They paddled and stopped at Lá'qoaq-xstelis. There he wanted to take a stone and put it into his house. They tried to take the stone into the canoe when they were

1 Namely, to fish for oulachou.
going to Ts'ā'watē. They were not strong enough to take it. Then he put his copper under the stone. Therefore the stone received the name "copper under it." Then he said he had received the stone as price for his copper. Now they arrived at Ts'ā'wate. Then he used his staff with a copper on top. A hand was on top also. Then he gave a feast to many tribes, and changed his name and took the name Knax'ilanō'kumē. Lā'ī/qoag-ilα-qəmač was now the name of his successor; Ts'ā'mā was the name of another child of his. That is the end. (Appendix, p. 673.)

There is one legend which is of importance in this connection, because the rank of the various names and the laws governing potlatch and feast are derived from it. I give here a version of the tale, which, however, is not quite complete and requires some additional remarks. It is the legend of Ō'maxt'ā'laLē, the clan legend of the G-ī'gilqam of the Q'o'moyūč:

A bird was sitting on the beach at Ts'ā'nis. He took off his mask, and then his name was Nēmō'gwis. He became a man. Then he moved to K'ā'qa. He had a son whom he named Ō'maxt'ā'laLē. The child grew up fast; he became a real man. He was very strong. He walked with his uncle Lō'La'watsa on the beach of Ts'ā'xis and clubbed seals. They were walking back and fro clubbing seals. Then Nēmō'gwis spoke to his younger brother Lō'La'watsa: "Friend, don't let us go on in this manner. Let us try to arrange that our son may go out to sea." He desired to have more game than the sea otters and seals which they were able to club on the beach of Ts'ā'xis. Therefore they wanted to go to the islands. Then Nēmō'gwis and his younger brother burnt the inside of a cedar and burnt its ends, thus making a canoe. They finished it. Then they launched the canoe that they had made for the child. They tried the canoe that the child was to use when going to Deer Island. Ō'maxt'ā'laLē was annoyed, and when he came back, his canoe was full of sea otters and seals. He kept on going out every day and caught many sea otters and seals. Then he said: "Let us try to discover how many tribes there are. Let someone go and call them." Then Nēmō'gwis's younger brother Lō'La'watsa paddled. He was going to La'la'tē to call Hai'alik-awānē. Then he arrived at Qag'āxste'is and called Mā'tag'īla. He arrived at G'o'taqa'la and called
Meanwhile the child of Nemö'gwis was clubbing and harpooning seals for his father's feast. His house was already full of sea otter furs, which were used for blankets by the people of old. They were sewed together. Now the tribes gathered. He met his guests and distributed seals among them. He gave them their seats and gave his gifts to the chiefs. Nemö'gwis kept for them the belly part. He gave the hund legs to the chiefs of another tribe. He gave the flippers to the second-class chiefs, and the bodies to the common people. He gave each clan its place. He gave the bellies to the highest chief. He bit off these parts and had messengers to pass them on to his guests. It is said he bit off whatever he gave to his guests. Then he was called Wálas Nemö'gwis and he called his successor O'maxt'a'aláš. Then he gave out the blankets to all the clans, giving the law for later generations. Some of the guests stayed with him and became his tribe.

Now O'maxt'a'aláš said to his father: "I shall go a little farther this time. Do not expect me; but first I will go bathing." Then O'maxt'a'aláš went in the morning. After he had bathed he heard the sound of adzes. He made up his mind to look where the sound came from, because the sound was near when he first heard it. But it moved away as he followed it and O'maxt'a'aláš came to a pond. He bathed again and the sound came still nearer. He followed the sound, which was going before him. He came to another pond and bathed again. Then the sound of adzes came still nearer. He followed it as it went before him. Now he found still another pond. He bathed, and the sound came still nearer. He went toward it and now he saw a canoe. A man was sitting in the canoe working on it with his adze. In the bow of the canoe lay a harpoon shaft and two paddles. O'maxt'a'aláš stood behind the man. He was the grouse. Then O'maxt'a'aláš spoke: "Thank you, that I have found what you are working on." The grouse looked at him and disappeared. Thus O'maxt'a'aláš found the canoe, the harpoon shaft, and the paddle.

Then he put his nettle line into his canoe. He and his uncle Lō'La'awatsa went out. He went across the Sound trying to reach Noomas Island. Then he saw a canoe coming from YaaiXuigwano. They met at Noomas Island, and held the sides of each other's canoe.
“Good day, brother,” said O’maxt’a’laLe to Q’a’watiliqala, “I do not come without purpose. My father sent me, because you are the only one whose daughter I will marry.” Q’a’watiliqala replied: “Paddle behind me and follow me to my house.” O’maxt’a’laLe said: “I will give you my harpoon line, friend, my nettle line, my harpoon shaft, and my mat.” Q’a’watiliqala then gave his leather line to his brother and they exchanged their canoes and everything in the canoes that they used. Then O’maxt’a’laLe said: “Let us go back. That smoke belongs to our house.” “No,” replied Q’a’watiliqala, “Let us go on to my house. You said you wanted to be engaged to my daughter.” Then the two paddled side by side together. They reached the lower part of the river at Gua’c. “Take care, brother, when we enter my house. When we enter my house, follow close on my heels,” said Q’a’watiliqala. He told his brother that the door of his house was dangerous. They walked up to the door together. The door had the shape of a raven. It opened and they jumped in and the raven snapped at him. All the images in Q’a’watiliqala’s house were alive, the posts were alive, and the si/siut beams. Then O’maxt’a’laLe married Wilx-staslayuqoa, the daughter of Q’a’watiliqala. The house and the images and all kinds of food were given him in marriage, and blankets of lynx, marmot, wolverine, mink, and dressed elk skins. Then his father-in-law and his tribe brought him home. They brought everything, also the house. He built a house at K’r’a’qa. That is why the place is called K’r’a’qa, because logs were placed all around for the foundation of the house which he had obtained in marriage. Then Omaxt’a’laLe invited all the tribes with what he had obtained in marriage from his wife. (See Appendix p. 675.)

In the feast referred to in the preceding legend Némö’gwis is said to have given each of his guests his seat, which their descendants have retained. He also arranged how the parts of the seal with which he fed his guests were to be distributed. The chest was given to the head chief, the next in rank received the hind flippers, and the young men of the nobility the fore flippers. He also instituted at the feast the laws according to which blankets are given away and returned later on.

This legend is so important that I will give another version which I obtained at Fort Rupert:

Némö’gwis lived in a village at Wêkawayasaas. He was the ancestor of the Gwi’gilqam of the Q’ôm’ôyqê. He wore the sun mask on his face. He had a slave named Wô’matasa and had a boy. This son was growing up quickly and he came to be a man. Now Némö’gwis took a walk and saw a village at Tâ’yagul. There he saw a man who wore a bird mask sitting on the ground. The mask had a small hooked nose. Then Némö’gwis spoke to him: “O brother! thank you for meeting me here. Who are you?” The other one replied, “I am Ts’ë’nXqiao, brother.” Then Némö’gwis asked Ts’ë’nXqiao: “Who is living in the house beyond?” Ts’ë’nXqiao replied: “I do not know him.” Némö’gwis walked on to the east end of Tâ’yagul, where the other house was
standing. He discovered an old man sitting outside the house. He wore a bird mask. Nemo'gwis spoke: "O, brother! thank you for meeting me here. Who are you?" The old man replied: "I am La'ilaXsent'aió." Then Nemo'gwis asked him: "Who is living in the house at the river?" La'ilaXsent'aió replied: "I do not know him." Then Nemo'gwis walked on and arrived at Tsä'xis. There he beheld a man sitting on the summer seat outside the house, and Nemo'gwis spoke to him and said: "O, brother! thank you for meeting me here. Who are you?" The man replied at once: "I am Kuax-ilano'kumë and my tribe are the G'i'g'ilqam." And he asked Nemo'gwis: "Who are you, brother? Where is your village?" Nemo'gwis replied: "I am Nemo'gwis. My younger brother is Bo'nakwala. We and my son, we three, live in my village, Wekawayuas." Then spoke Kuax-ilanó'kumë: "Thank you, brother, for meeting me here." And Nemo'gwis went home to Wekawayuas. When he arrived there, he told his younger brother and his son what he had seen.

He spoke to his son: "O, child, see the sea otters, the seals, and the sea lions on Shell Island." Then his son wanted to go there. Bo'nakwala and to'tatsa rolled a drift log into the water. The son of Nemo'gwis was to use it in place of a canoe. They brought it to the beach in front of Nemo'gwis's house and showed it to the young man. He sat on top of it and went to the island in order to club sea otters and seals. When he arrived at the island he began clubbing the sea otters and seals. He finished, and put them on his drift log. Then he went home. Bo'nakwala and to'tatsa met him on the beach and they unloaded the log. Nemo'gwis spoke: "O, child, now your name is O'm.axt'á'lälé on account of your game." He invited Ts'ë'nXqiao and La'ilaXsent'aió and Kuax-ilanó'kumë and Mä'tag'ila. The four men came to the house and sat down. Then Bo'nakwala put stones into the fire and singed the seal. When he had done so, he cut it up. He filled the kettle with water and then threw the red-hot stones into the water until it began to boil. Then he put the pieces of seal meat into the boiling water and added more red-hot stones. After a short while the seal was done. Bo'nakwala took the meat out of the water, and Nemo'gwis took the breast piece first. He bit it and gave it to Ts'ë'nXqiao, saying: "You shall always be the first one to receive his share, and you shall always have the breast piece." Next he took the hind leg and gave it to Kuax-ilanó'kumë, saying: "You shall always have this piece, and it shall be given to you next to Ts'ë'nXqiao." Then he took up the foreleg of the seal, bit it, and gave it to Mä'tag'ila, saying: "You shall always have this piece." Then he gave a whole seal to Ts'ë'nXqiao, Kuax-ilanó'kumë, and Mä'tag'ila, and told them the name of his son. He said: "I invited you to show you my son. This is O'maxt'á'lälé," Bo'nakwala now addressed the guests. Therefore the people nowadays make speeches in their feasts, because Nemo'gwis began making speeches and distributing blankets and canoes among all the tribes.
After the feast they all left the house. Bō'nakwala looked for a good log of cedar wood. He found one and brought it to the beach in front of Nēmō'gwis's house. When the tide had fallen, he burnt its ends and the middle, thus hollowing it out. It was to be the canoe of O'maxt'ā-lālē. As soon as it was completed, he gave it to O'maxt'ā-lālē. The latter went at once to Shell Island and clubbed sea otters. He did not club any hair seals. When he came home, Bō'nakwala and 7o'tatsa skinned the sea otters. Then Bō'nakwala spoke: "O, child! O'maxt'ā-lālē! I will go now. Do not feel uneasy if I should stay away long." O'maxt'ā-lālē replied: "Go on, but take good care of yourself." His uncle Bō'nakwala went and came to Gā'yux. At night he bathed in water and rubbed his body with hemlock branches. On the following morning he went on and heard the sound of an adze close to where he was. He went up to the sound. Then it stopped, and reappeared a long ways off. Then Bō'nakwala went again, and bathed in the water and rubbed his body with hemlock branches. He went on and again he heard the sound of an adze near by. He went to see what it was, and again the sound stopped and reappeared a long ways off. He went at once to the water and bathed again and rubbed his body with hemlock branches. He went on and heard again the sound of an adze near by. When he went up to the sound it stopped, and reappeared a long ways off. Again he bathed and rubbed his body with hemlock branches. When he had finished, he went on and suddenly he beheld a pretty hunting canoe lying on the ground. He went up to it and pushed it into the water, into the river of Gā'yux. He went in it down the river. In the canoe were two paddles and a harpoon. He rested at the mouth of the river and then paddled home to Wekawayaaas. When he arrived at the beach of Nēmō'gwis's house, O'maxt'ā-lālē came down to meet him. Then Bō'nakwala spoke: "O, child, I obtained a canoe for you." O'maxt'ā-lālē made ready at once to go to Shell Island and asked the slave 7o'qatsa to steer the canoe. They started, and when they arrived at Shell Island, O'maxt'ā-lālē clubbed the sea otters. Then he loaded his canoe, which was full of sea otters. When they were going home, the slave said: "O, master, let me see how you spear a sea otter with your harpoon." Then O'maxt'ā-lālē said: "Steer toward that sea otter and I will spear it." The slave turned the bow of the canoe toward the sea otter and O'maxt'ā-lālē threw and hit it. Then they returned home. When they arrived at the beach, Bō'nakwala came to meet them. They unloaded the canoe, and Bō'nakwala and 7o'qatsa skinned the sea otters and stretched the skins. After that they ate. Then O'maxt'ā-lālē spoke: "O, father! I will go and see who lives east of us." Nēmō'gwis replied: "Child, beware of storms when you cross the sea. Go, and take 7o'qatsa along." Early the next day O'maxt'ā-lālē and 7o'qatsa started. They spread the sea-otter skins over the bottom of their canoe and paddled straight across to the north end of the island at the month of Knight Inlet.
When he approached YaaiXugiwano, he saw a canoe with two men coming up. Ō'maxt'ā'laLē paddled toward this canoe. When the canoes were side by side, the men took hold of each other's gunwale and Ō'maxt'ā'laLē said: "Where are you going, brother?" The one in the bow of the other canoe replied: "Brother, I am hunting among these islands here. I thank you for meeting me here. I am Qa'watiliqala. Who are you, brother?" Ō'maxt'ā'laLē replied: "Thank you, brother, for meeting me here. I am Ō'maxt'ā'laLē. Let us go to my house, the smoke of which we see there on the other side. It is not far. Come, take my canoe; it is yours now." Then Qa'watiliqala spoke: "Brother, now this my canoe is yours and everything that is in it." He meant the mountain goat skins with which it was covered and his harpoon. But Ō'maxt'ā'laLē's canoe was all covered with sea-otter skins. His blanket was made of sea otter and his harpoon line of the guts of the sea lion, while Qa'watiliqala's line was of cedar bark and his blanket made of mountain goat skin. Ō'maxt'ā'laLē spoke: "Thank you, brother. Now come across to your canoe and let me go into the canoe you gave me." Qa'watiliqala arose and went into Ō'maxt'ā'laLē's canoe, and Ō'maxt'ā'laLē arose and went into Qa'watiliqala's canoe. This was as though they had exchanged their hearts so that they had only one heart now.

Then Qa'watiliqala spoke: "That is done. Now, brother, come to my house. It is beyond this point." They paddled on, and when they had nearly reached Qa'watiliqala's house, he said: "Brother, take care. When I jump into my house, you and your slave must jump in at the same time." Now they arrived at the beach in front of the house of Qa'watiliqala. They went ashore and walked up to the house. When they arrived in front of the house, the mouth of the door of Qa'watiliqala's house opened. They jumped in all at the same time and it bit only a corner of Lo'Latsa's blanket. Then the posts at the sides of the door spoke, and the one to the right-hand side said: "You made them come to your house, Qa'watiliqala;" and the post on the left-hand side said: "Now spread a mat and give your guests to eat, Chief." It is said that the cross-beams over the rear posts were double-headed snakes (sī'siul), which were constantly playing with their tongues. The posts in the rear of the house were wolves, and a grizzly bear was under each of the wolves. Carved images were all round the house. Ō'maxt'ā'laL and Lo'Latsa were sitting in the house and were given mountain goat meat to eat. When they had finished eating, the speaker of the house said: "What do you want here?" Now Ō'maxt'ā'laLē beheld the daughter of Qa'watiliqala, who was sitting in the rear of the house. He thought: "I will say that I came to marry her." Then the thought bearer of the house spoke: "Chief Ō'maxt'ā'laLē came to marry Qa'watiliqala's princess." Qa'watiliqala said at once: "O, brother! thank you that you want to marry my daughter. It has been my desire that you should marry her, brother Ō'maxt'ā'laLē. Now you marry my princess and you shall have this house for your house as a gift from your
wife and the great wolf dance Walas'axa'. Its names are G'algalailis and G'alqemalais and Qemó'ta'yalis and Qemotilelag-ilis, and your summer names will be Negē' and Negē'tse and Qoax'o'L and G'ig'eselem. The great dance Walas'axa' has forty songs. You will use this house for the celebration of the winter ceremonial, my son-in-law. That is all."

Thus spoke Qä'watiliqala to O'maxt'ā'laLē. The latter replied: "Thank you, Chief Qä'watiliqala. I am glad on account of your speech, father-in-law. Now teach me the songs of the dance Walas'axa', for I will at once invite all the tribes when I reach home." Thus spoke O'maxt'ā'laLē.

The speaker of the house said: "O, Chief Qä'watiliqala! Let us have the winter ceremonial to-night, that our son-in-law may see our ways." Qä'watiliqala answered: "My speaker, your advice is good," and, turning to the wolf posts of the house, he continued: "Now take care, friends, you, Qemó'ta'yalis, and you, Qemotilelag-ilis. Howl, that our friends G'alalalilila and his children may come." When he had finished, O'maxt'ā'laLē said: "O, father-in-law! I now invite you and your tribe to bring my house, myself, and my wife to my place. I can not withstand your words, father-in-law! I say, thank you! Now let me watch your supernatural dances to-night, else I shall not know what you are doing in this great dance."

At night the speaker of the house said: "Now, magicians, howl! that G'alalalilila and his children may come." Then Qemó'ta'yalis and Qemotilelag-ilis, the posts of the house, howled four times each. At once a howl like theirs was heard back of the house. Then Qä'watiliqala called his tribe, the ancestors of the Ts'ā'watečinóx. They entered their chief's house, and as soon as they had assembled the wolves came in. All the men cried: "Yihii, hū, hū, hū, hū!" Four times they did so, and then they sang:

I.

1. He was made to sit between the wolves, hai.
2. He was taken around the world by Lalulalaqa, the wolf, hai.

II.

For four years I was coming home. Then Má't'ém took me away.

III.

1. My poor younger brother, tāunkuędanulas, who lives on the other side, lies ihi a, for you said long ago that he was the first to show the wolf dance, my younger brother, tāunkuędanulas, who lives on the other side, i hayo ihi, iyihō o, ihi, iyihō, o iy, hayo, o, ihi, iyihō, o.
2. My poor younger brother ōmatatila the T'enaxtax, lies, ihi a, for you said that long ago he was the first to show the wolf dance. My younger brother, ōmatatila, the T'ena xtax, i hayo ihi, iyihō o, ihi, iyihō, o iy, hayo, o, ihi, iyihō, o, iy, iyihō, o.

IV.

1. Come, come, come, come and make love to the son of the wolf! Come! yihii, yihii, i̓i, wa o o o o o o.
2. Lalalačinóx, the wolf, has been all around the right-hand side of the world.

See page 477.
These are all the songs I know. If you will go to the Ts'á/wataniqóx you can learn all the forty songs of the Wálas'áxa'.

When the dance of the wolves was at an end, Qá/watiliqála said: "O, friends, I invited you, my tribe, that you may know that I give my daughter in marriage to O'maxt'á'lalé, chief of the Gí'gí'gilqam on the other side. Now let us go and take our son-in-law, his wife, and his house home. And he shall take this great dance. Let us go tomorrow!" Then the people left the house and the next day they made ready to start. They went across, taking the house and Qá/watiliqála's daughter. They stopped at Gá/yunX. They built a foundation of drift logs. In four days they finished the house.

Then O'maxt'á'lalé went to tell his father Némó'gwís. He entered the house and said: "Come, father! Let us go to my house at Gá/yux. I have married the daughter of Qá/watiliqála. I brought my father-in-law and his tribe, and also the house and the great dance Wálas'áxa', and a great box and three baskets. I do not know what is in them." Némó'gwís replied: "Let us invite Ts'én'xqáio and Lá/laxsent'aió and Kuax'ilanókumaé, that they may see your house." And he sent Bó'nakwala to invite the tribes. Then O'maxt'á'lalé and his father went, and O'maxt'á'lalé said: "Take care, father! As soon as I jump through the door of my house you jump with me." When they arrived at the house, the mouth of the door opened and the father and son jumped in. Then the posts said: "Go on! greet them who come into your house, Chief!" Némó'gwís spoke: "Welcome, Brother Qá/watiliqála. I have heard about you. I thank you for having given your daughter and your house to my son." Qá/watiliqála replied: "O, brother, I am glad that I have seen you. From now on your name will be Great Némó'gwís (Wálas Némó'gwís). This box filled with curried skin blankets is for you, and the basket filled with marten skins, the one filled with mink skins, and this one filled with lynx blankets." Then O'maxt'á'lalé left his house, because he heard men speaking outside. He saw his uncle Bó'nakwala and the guests whom he had invited. Then O'maxt'á'lalé said: "Now let us jump into my house all at the same time." When they were all ready, the door opened and they all jumped in. Then the posts spoke: "Go on! greet them who come into your house, Chief!" The guests sat down, and were given to eat. When they had finished, they performed the winter ceremonial. O'maxt'á'lalé showed the Wálas'áxa'. Afterwards he gave sea otters to Qá/watiliqála's tribe, and he gave blankets made of curried leather, marten blankets, mink blankets, and lynx blankets to Ts'én'xqáio, Lá/laxsent'aió, and Kuax'ilanókumaé. His winter dance lasted four days. He was the first who gave away blankets to all the tribes, and who gave a seal feast. That is the end.

Before leaving this subject I must mention that all the clans authenticate the claim to their rank and to the greatness of their ancestor by telling of a meeting between him and one of the two deities which prevail in the mythology of these tribes, Qá/níg-ilákú in the Newettee
group, and Kwekuaxà’oë among the other tribes. The Lā’lauilela of the La’lasiqoalal, for instance, say that their ancestor, Nomasënxelis, knew that Q’a’nig-ilakº was coming. Then he told his son Lexxa’alixìla’yu to go to Xu’spalis (Newettee Bar) and there to await Q’a’nig-ilakº’s arrival. He himself remained, and was transformed by Q’a’nig-ilakº into a stone, which may still be seen on Hope Island. Lexxa’alixìla’yu went to Xu’spalis, but Q’a’nig-ilakº did not molest him, because he was afraid of him.

The Gî’gilqam of the same tribe say that he met Q’meâl, who pointed his forefinger at him when he saw him coming. At once his head was perforated. Q’a’nig-ilakº retaliated, and they saw that they were equally strong.

I do not need to enter into these legends any farther, because they are all of the same character and are merely intended to show that the ancestors of these clans were present at the time of the transformation of men into animals, and that they were as strong as the deity himself. For the details of the Q’a’nig-ilakº legend I refer to my book.¹

With this I will leave the clan legends and their connection with the crest and the pot-latch. Incidentally I will mention here that figures commemorating distributions of property, the breaking of coppers, and grease feasts are often placed on top of the house or on the poles. To this class belongs the statue of the speaker under the sun mask (fig. 1, p. 338), and the speaker on top of a house in Alert Bay (fig. 25). Other statues of the same class are shown in Plate 18, representing a chief who gives away coppers in a feast, and Plate 19, representing a chief breaking a copper. This last figure is placed on top of the house at the time when the father-in-law refunds the purchase money with which his daughter has been bought.

In order to convey a better idea of the arrangement of the whole village, I give here a sketch of the village of Newettee as it appeared in 1886 from a sketch taken by myself at that time (fig. 26). The names printed in Roman letters designate the names of the houses, those in Italics names of mountains on Galiano Island, and the one in Italic capitals is the name of the bay. The house Wà’tsuxnàxoa will be recognized as fig. 17 (p. 377). The post in front of it is shown in fig. 21 (p. 380).

I have referred several times to the fact that the clans also have peculiar carvings which are used as dishes. A few of these are represented on Plates 20 and 21 and in figs. 27–34. The dish shown in the upper figure of Plate 20 represents the Ts’o’noqoa (see figs. 13 and 14.

Plate 18.

Statue of Chief Selling a Copper.

From A. Bastian, "Northwest Coast of America."

Original in Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin. Collected by A. Jacobsen.
STATUE OF CHIEF BREAKING A COPPER.

From A. Bastian, "Northwest Coast of America."

Original in Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin. Collected by A. Jacobsen.
Carved Dishes used by the Fort Rupert Indians.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 21.

1  2  3  4  5

CARVED DISHES OF THE FORT RUPERT INDIANS.

Fig. 1. Representation of the Sea Otter.
(IV A 1520, Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin)

Fig. 2. Representation of the Crane.
(IV A 1523, Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin)

Fig. 3.
(IV A 1525, Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin)

Fig. 4. Representation of the Bear.
(IV A 1527, Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin)

Fig. 5. Representation of a Man.
(IV A 1528, Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin)
CARVED DISHES USED BY THE FORT RUPERT INDIANS.
Fig. 26.
VIEW OF THE VILLAGE OF XUMTA'SPÉ.
p. 372). That shown in the next figure on the left of the same plate represents a man and a snake.

From the fact that so many carvings have reference to the clan totem we must not conclude that each and every animal or human figure found on any implement has the same meaning. It seems to me that the strong impulse which the art of these people received from the development of totemistic ideas must have resulted in the general application of animal designs for decorative purposes. That this is the case may be seen particularly in the case of dishes. The most favorite designs for dishes all over the cultural area to which the Kwakintl belong are the seal and the canoe. The seal is not a totem animal, but merely the symbol of plenty, as no animal of its size furnishes a larger amount of meat and fat. Therefore the seal feast is also reserved for the highest tribes of the Kwakintl. The seal design is used by each and every tribe and by each and every clan. The same is often the case with the sea-lion design. I have selected a number of the most characteristic seal dishes (figs. 28, 29, 30), and also a sea-lion dish (fig. 31). The dish represented in fig. 30 shows the very characteristic change of style which takes place in the extreme north, beginning at Yakutat. The deep, round forms become flatter and wider and the carving is less elaborate. The idea underlying the canoe dish is evidently that a great abundance of food, a canoe load, is to be given to the guests (figs. 32, 33, 34). The canoe dish develops into a number of animal forms, mainly through the influence of canoe decorations. The canoe is often painted so as to represent a whole animal. This ornamentation was transferred to the dish and has influenced its form considerably, as may be seen in fig. 34. I merely adduce these examples in order to show that not all animal forms have necessarily a totemistic origin. I think, however, that in the course of the development of this culture the preponderance of animal designs which were originally founded on totemism must have by
a process of euhemerism contributed to the prolific growth of the totem. We have seen that the tendency to decorate objects with animal designs was fostered by an art which was applied almost exclusively to representations of the totem. Thus the animal became the dominating decorative element. The force of analogy must then have induced the people to interpret certain animal figures which were originally only decorative on the principle of totemism.

Other objects, such as drums (fig. 35, p. 395), boxes, house posts, etc., seem to be exclusively decorated with designs representing the totem.

VI. THE SPIRITS PRESIDING OVER THE RELIGIOUS CEREMONIAL AND THEIR GIFTS.

It is a common feature of all the legends referred to heretofore that the supernatural powers which were obtained by the ancestors became the crest of a clan, and that there is no mention of an immediate relation between the descendants of the ancestor and his crest. We have to deal only with legends commemorating the early history of the clan. They do not indicate that the being which helped the ancestor continues to protect his descendants.

We have now to deal with another class of legends which relate entirely to spirits that are still in constant contact with the Indians, whom they endow with supernatural powers. In order to gain their help, the youth must prepare himself by fasting and washing, because only the pure find favor with them, while they kill the impure. Every young man endeavors to find a protector of this kind. It is clear that this idea corresponds exactly to the manitou of the Algonquin Indians, and that we have to deal here with the elementary idea of the acquisition of a guardian spirit, which has attained its strongest development in America. Its specific character on the North Pacific Coast lies in the fact that the guardian spirit has become hereditary. This is the case among the northern tribes of British Columbia. It is also the case among the Kwakiutl and among the Chinook. When the youth prepares to meet a guardian spirit, he does not expect to find any but those of his clan. This is probably the reason for the relatively small number
of such spirits—for among the Indians of the plains, among whom each man has his individual spirit, their number is unlimited—and it has also given occasion for the development of a more elaborate mythology relating to these spirits.

I shall give a list and brief descriptions of these spirits and of their gifts.

1. Wina'lag-ilis (=making war all over the earth). The descriptions of this being are very indefinite. He is a warrior and lives in the far north. He travels about constantly and never leaves his canoe. So far as I am aware he is never represented in masks or other carvings. By obtaining his protection a youth may acquire one of the following powers. He may become a—

1) To'X'uit, who is invulnerable and has power over the sî'siml, which assists him and his friends on war expeditions.

2) Mâ'maq'a. The mâ'maq'a has the power to catch the invisible disease spirit, which is constantly flying through the air in the form of a worm. He is able to throw it into his enemies, who die from its effects at once.

3) Hawi'nalaL (=war dancer), who by the help of Wina'lag-ilis is insensible to the pain of wounds and can not be killed, may he be ever so severely wounded.

II. Baxbaku'alannXsî'waâ (the first one to eat man at the mouth of the river, i.e., in the north, because the ocean is considered a stream running northward). He is a cannibal living on the mountains who is always in pursuit of man. Red smoke rises from his house. His servant (or wife) is Q'o'minôqas (=the rich woman), who procures food for him. He has a female slave, K-i'nqalauala, who also procures food for him, by catching men and gathering corpses. Near the door, in his house, sits his slave Qoa'xqoáxnalannXsî'waâ, the raven, who eats the eyes of the people whom his master has devoured. In his house live also the hō'Xhôkân, a fabulous bird, with an immensely long beak, which lives on the brains of men, whose skulls he fractures with his beak, and the
cannibal grizzly bear. Hai'aliq'ilaL is described as one of his friends. A person who meets him or one of his suit may become a—

1. Hai’mats’a, a cannibal, into whom he instills the desire of eating human flesh, and who devours whomsoever he can lay his hands upon.

2. Ha’ushamtsèes, a cannibal of less violent character.

3. No’ntsistalal, who is able to devour and touch fire with impunity.

4. Na’nuè s Baxbakuålunexusi’wač, the grizzly bear of the cannibal spirit, who delights in killing people with his strong paws.

5. K’i’nqalalala, who procures human flesh for the ha’mats’a.

6. Q’omínóqa, who also procures human flesh for the ha’mats’a.

7. Ho’Xhok’a, who breaks the skulls of men.

8. Hai’aliq’ilaL.

9. Na’naquaalil (=sunrisedance), which is given by Baxbakuålunexusi’wač and Hai’aliq’ilaL jointly.

III. Mátém, who lives on the top of steep mountains. It is a bird, and bestows the faculty of flying.

IV. The ghosts who bestow the power of returning to life after the person has been killed.

There are a considerable number of others of less importance which I will not enumerate here, because in many cases it is difficult to
describe in what the gift of the spirit consists. This difficulty appears even in the preceding list of the most important spirits.

Owing to the fact that these spirits are hereditary, their gifts are always contained in the legend detailing their acquisition by the ancestor of a clan. The principal gifts in these tales are the magic harpoon which insures success in sea-otter hunting; the death bringer which, when pointed against enemies, kills them; the water of life which resuscitates the dead; the burning fire which, when pointed against an object, burns it; and a dance, a song, and cries which are peculiar to the spirit. The gift of this dance means that the protegé of the spirit is to perform the same dances which have been shown to him. In these dances he personates the spirit. He wears his mask and his ornaments. Thus the dance must be considered a dramatic performance of the myth relating to the acquisition of the spirit, and shows to the people that the performer by his visit to the spirit has obtained his powers and desires. When nowadays a spirit appears to a young Indian, he gives him the same dance, and the youth also returns from the initiation filled with the powers and desires of the spirit. He authenticates his initiation by his dance in the same way as his mythical ancestor did.

The obtaining of the magical gifts from these spirits is called Lō'koala, while the person who has obtained them becomes naun'alak", supernatural, which is also the quality of the spirit himself.

The ornaments of all these spirits are described as made of cedar bark, which is dyed red in the juice of alder bark. They appear to their devotees only in winter, and therefore the dances are also performed only in winter. For this reason they may conveniently be called the winter ceremonial. I shall revert to this subject more fully later on.

The following legend of the origin of the hā'mats'a (told by the Na'q'oaqtóq) will make clearer what I have said:

The first of the Aw'k'énóx lived at Wa'walala. Their chief was Na'nwaqawé. He had four sons who were mountain-goat hunters. At one time the members of his tribe were disappearing one after the other and he did not know what became of them. Na'nwaqawé wanted to eat mountain-goat meat. His sons offered to go out hunting. These are the names of the sons of Na'nwaqawé: Ta'wix-amayé and Qo'qoasillilag'ilis, and Ya'qois, and the name of the youngest was NūTilokuc. The young men made themselves ready, and then Na'nwaqawé advised them. He said: "Do not enter the house the smoke of which looks like blood, else you will never return home. It is the house of Baxbakualamuxsi'waē. The smoke of the house of the goat is white; go there when you see it. Do not go to the house the smoke of which is grey on one side; it is the house of the grizzly bear. Else harm will befall you. Now go, my sons, and mind what I told you." Ta'wix-amayé replied: "We will try to avoid misfortune." The young men left early in the morning. About noon they discovered the grey smoke of which their father had spoken. Ta'wix-amayé spoke: "Now let us see if our father's advice is good.
Only take care, dear brothers, that no harm may befall us." They went on and soon they met the grizzly bear. They fought with him and he almost killed them, but finally they overcame the bear and killed him. The brothers went on. At night they slept. In the morning Yá'qoís awakened his brothers. They went on for a long time; then Ta'wix'amayé said: "My dear brothers, do you see that smoke over there? That is what our father meant when he spoke of the bloody smoke of the house of BaxbakuálanuXi'waé. Let us go there!" They walked on and came to the door of the house. It was open and the brothers entered. As soon as they came in, a woman called them. Ta'wix'amayé stepped up to her and the woman said: "I am rooted to the floor. I will help you. This house into which you came belongs to BaxbakuálanuXi'waé. Now do as I tell you and take notice of what you will see. Dig a deep hole in that corner of this house. Then put stones into the fire, and when they are red-hot put them into the hole." When the brothers had done so, she continued: "Now cover the hole with boards. As soon as BaxbakuálanuXi'waé comes home he will dance, wearing his mask on his forehead." As soon as the brothers had finished their work a whistling sound was heard. Then the woman said: "Now sit down. I will say that I found food, that he may not see what we have planned." BaxbakuálanuXi'waé entered crying "háp." Then the hó'Xhok a and Qóaxqoa álanuXi'waé began to shout. BaxbakuálanuXi'waé lay on his back. His body was covered all over with mouths. Then he arose. He became excited and went four times around the house crying "háp." Then he went into his bedroom (má'wíl). As soon as BaxbakuálanuXi'waé had gone in there, the raven with feathers on his head which reached down to his waist came out and danced, going around the fire. The raven went back into the bedroom. Then Qóaxqoa álanuXi'waé came out crying "háp, háp, gó'ú, gó'ú!" and danced around the fire. Then he went back into the bedroom and out came BaxbakuálanuXi'waé crying, "háp." He danced around the fire and went back into his bedroom. Then came the hó'Xhok a crying "Háp, háp, hô, hô." He danced around the fire and went back into his bedroom. Now BaxbakuálanuXi'waé and his four kí'nqalatala, and the four qó'minoqa came out. "Háp, háp," said BaxbakuálanuXi'waé. The kí'nqalatala sang and said "hóip," and sometimes the qó'minoqa sang "hai, hai, hai, hai." BaxbakuálanuXi'waé danced. As soon as he came to the hole which the men had dug, Ta'wix'amayé pulled away the boards with which it was covered. BaxbakuálanuXi'waé was looking upward while he was dancing. Then he fell into the hole upon the red-hot stones. Then they covered the hole up. Now he was dead. As soon as he died all the kí'nqalatala and qó'minoqa died also. The singers also fainted. While they were unable to see, Ta'wix'amayé took off all their ornaments of red cedar bark. He took the masks and the hámats'a pole and the whistles. The old woman told him what to do. She taught him the song of BaxbakuálanuXi'waé.
When Ta'wix'amayé came home, he told his father Ná'nuqawaqué what had happened. Ná'nuqawaqué went at once to see BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač's house. He followed his sons. When they arrived at the house, the woman who was rooted to the floor gave them food and spoke: "My dear, Ná'nuqawaqué, you shall dance and keep the ha'mats'a mask, the raven mask, and the hó'Xhokʷ mask, and the BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač mask, and all the different kinds of red cedar bark. The q'o'mínóqua shall have red and white cedar bark mixed, and the "Bear inside the door of this house" shall have whistles. The nô'ntstisítałít shall have two whistles and red and white cedar bark. You shall also see how the bedroom (má'wil) and the ha'mats'a pole are made. You see it there, extending through the roof. Here, take the whistles of BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač." Thus spoke the woman to Ná'nuqawaqué. Now the woman taught them the songs. She sang the song of the head mask.

This is the song:

1. The ha'mats'a mask of the forehead, the ha'mats'a mask of the whole world, the pretty mask of that real BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač. The ha'mats'a mask of the forehead, the ha'mats'a mask of the whole word, the pretty mask, a ma ma ma me ha mé.
2. The hó'Xhokʷ mask of the forehead, the hó'Xhokʷ mask of the whole world, the pretty mask of that real BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač. The hó'Xhokʷ mask of the forehead, the hó'Xhokʷ mask of the whole world, the pretty mask, a ma ma ma me ha mé.
3. The raven mask of the forehead, etc.
4. The cannibal mask of the forehead, etc.

Then the woman spoke: "These are the songs of the ha'mats'a mask of BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač. Now listen to the song of q'o'mínóqua. You shall know that she always goes to get food for BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač.

This is the song:

2. We are afraid of Q'o'mínóqua's body which is covered with blood. Hi'ai, hi'ai, ai, ai, hi'ai, hi'ai. Q'o'mínóqua is feared by all because her body is terrible. Hi'ai, hi'ai, ai, ai, hi'ai, hi'ai.

Then the woman spoke again: "That is the song of q'o'mínóqua. Thus you shall do whenever you initiate a ha'mats'a; then the q'o'mínóqua shall carry a corpse on her arms and she shall feed it to the ha'mats'a." Then Ná'nuqawaqué spoke: "My dear, go and teach us all you can. Tell us what BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač was doing, and tell us all his names." Then the woman spoke: "Now listen, these are his names: Qoa'launk-aslag-ilis (eating alive on earth), and No'Xdana (eating one man), and Tá'nis (ha'mats'a) and Ná'wikº (having eaten one), and Lá'wëckº (having swallowed), and Laxlawëckº (swallowing while standing), and Hó'kwetasó (wishing to be tamed), and xoqamgasàlag-ilis (swallowing skulls on earth), and xo'qametàlag-ilis k-asó BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač (the real BaxbakuñaluñXi'si'wač, swallowing skulls
on earth), and Qedana (eating many). And these are the names of the q'o'minöqa: Nā'wis (alone on earth), and Lawis kaso Baxbakułalamu-
Xsi'waে (the real BaxbakułalamuXsi'waে, standing on earth).

"All red shall be the cedar bark of the hā' mats'a, and white and red
shall be the cedar bark of the q'o'minöqa.

"And this is the song of the k'i'nqalałala." Then the woman sang:
1. Oh, how nicely you heal your hā' mats'a by your song, by your magical means of
healing, ma mē hama hamē.
2. Oh, how nicely you sing your secret song for your hā' mats'a, your magical secret
song, ma mē hama hamē.
3. Oh, how nicely you sing your winter ceremonial songs for your hā' mats'a, your
magical winter ceremonial song, ma mē hama hamē.

Then the woman stopped singing and spoke: "This is the song of
the k'i'nqalałala." Then Nā'nwaqawē asked the woman: "My dear,
now tell me who you are?" Then she laughed: "Do you not know who
I am? I am your daughter. Therefore I resolved to teach you all the
secrets of the ceremonial of BaxbakułalamuXsi'waে." Then Nā'nwaqawē
spoke: "O, my dear! Thanks, that I have seen you again. Now let us
go home." Then the woman spoke: "It is impossible for me to go home,
because I am rooted to the ground from my backside. I know it is
impossible for me to get up from this floor, but you must come some-
times to see me." Then Nā'nwaqawē replied: "Do not say that, child,
for I can not leave you behind." Nā'nwaqawē tried to dig out the
root, but it became the thicker the deeper he dug. Then Nā'nwaqawē
gave up digging and thought he would cut the root, but the woman
said: "Do not do that, my dear, else I must die. It is best that you
come sometimes to see me." Then Nā'nwaqawē gave it up and the
woman spoke: "Now let me sing the song of the nō'nltsistalal." Then she sang:
1. You frightened everyone by your gifts, magical Nō'nltsistal dancer, hia, hia, hia, ya.
2. You made everyone feel uneasy by your wild cry, magical Nō'nltsistal dancer, hia,
hia, hia, ya.
3. You go all around the word, magical Nō'nltsistal dancer, hia, hia, ya. You drive
away everyone by your gifts, magical Nō'nltsistal dancer, hia, hia, ya, ya, hia,
yo, ya, hia, hia, hia, ya.

The woman stopped singing and spoke to Nā'nwaqawē: "As soon as
you get home, give a winter dance. Let Ta'wix-amayē disappear, he
shall be hā' mats'a; then four days later Qöq'qasiliqag'iís shall dis-
appear. He shall be q'o'minöqa and get food for that hā' mats'a. Four
days later Nū'Liloqoė shall disappear. He shall be nō'nltsistalal, and
you, Nā'nwaqawē, shall be the 'bear of the door of your house.' You
shall have two whistles. And the dancers shall wash every fourth day,
and after they have washed four times every fourth day they shall wash
every sixth day. After they have washed four times every sixth day
they shall wash every eighth day. After they have washed four times
every eighth day they shall wash four times every twelfth day. For
four years the Hā'mats'a shall do no work, else he will die early. Now
you know the names of all your dancers. Now go home and take the name of the house of BaxbakuulanunXsi'waec. This is its name: 'Place of red cedar bark' (Lúqakwatse). That shall be the name of your house." Now Na'nwaqawë and his sons went home. When they arrived, he invited his tribe, and after they had eaten Ta'wix'amayé disappeared. Then Na'nwaqawë's tribe tried to find him who was to be a hâ'mats'â. Na'nwaqawë did all the woman had told him. He and his sons were the first to celebrate the winter ceremonial. That is how we know about the dances and the different kinds of cedar bark. That is the end.

There exist several versions of this important legend, and I will record here another which I obtained from the Awík'ènòx. The beginning is the same as that of the preceding version; but when they reach the cannibial's house, it continues as follows: They met a woman who was rocking her baby. Opposite her a boy was sitting whose head was enormously large. The four brothers went near the fire and sat down on a box. When they did so, the eldest one hurt his leg so that the blood oozed out of it. Then the boy nudged his mother and said: "Mother, I want to lick the blood," but his mother restrained him. The boy began to scratch his head and finally commenced licking the blood notwithstanding his mother's order. Then the eldest of the brothers nudged the youngest one and said: "Oh, why did we not follow father's advice?" The boy continued to lick the blood. Then the eldest brother took his bow and shot an arrow out of the house through the door. He asked his youngest brother to go and bring it back. As soon as he had left the house he ran homeward as fast as he could. Soon the eldest brother took another arrow and shot it through the door. He asked his next youngest brother to fetch it, and he also took the opportunity and escaped. Finally he shot a third arrow, and the next brother went to fetch it. He also ran homeward as fast as he could. Then the boy began to cry. The woman asked the only remaining visitor: "Are not your brothers coming back?" and he replied: "They only went to fetch my arrows." Then he shot a fourth arrow and went himself to fetch it. As soon as he had left the house he ran homeward. When after some time the brothers did not return, the woman knew that they had escaped. She stepped out of the house and called her husband: "BaxbakuulanunXsi'waec, I have allowed our good dinner to escape." BaxbakuulanunXsi'waec heard her, although he was far away. He pursued the boys, crying "ham, ham, ham" (eating, eating, eating). The four brothers heard him crying, and ran as fast as they could. The eldest brother carried a whetstone, a comb, and a bottle of hair oil. When BaxbakuulanunXsi'waec had come near them, he threw his whetstone over his shoulder, and behold! it was transformed into a mountain which compelled the pursuer to go round about it. But soon he drew nearer again. Then the young man poured the hair oil over his shoulder. It was transformed into a lake and the pursuer had to
go around it. But again he came near the flying youths. Then the young man threw his comb over his shoulder. It was transformed into an impenetrable thicket. The pursuer had to go all around it, and meanwhile the three brothers came home. Their father let them in and bolted the door. Soon BaxbakuálanuXsi'wae arrived and demanded admittance. Nío'aqaua killed a dog, cut it to pieces, and gathered its blood in a dish. Then he invited BaxbakuálanuXsi'wae to come to a knot hole in the wall of his house and offered him the full dish, saying, "This is the blood of my sons. Take it and carry it home to your wife. Come back tomorrow and I will feed you." BaxbakuálanuXsi'wae took the dish and went home. Then Tsó'éna, Nío'aqaua's wife, made a deep ditch and built a huge fire. She put stones into it which when red-hot, she threw into the ditch. Then a skin was stretched near the fire so as to conceal the ditch. Soon BaxbakuálanuXsi'wae and his wife arrived. He had brought his four children. When they went into the house, he left his youngest child on the beach to watch the canoe. There Tsó'éna made them sit close to the fire, their backs turned to the skin which concealed the ditch.

Then BaxbakuálanuXsi'wae spoke to Nío'aqaua: "You know how everything happened in the beginning of the world. Tell me!" Nío'aqaua replied: "I shall tell you. What shall I tell you about what happened in the beginning of the world, grandchildren? A cloud was on the mountain. Soon you will be asleep." When he had sung so twice, BaxbakuálanuXsi'wae and his whole family were asleep. Then Nío'aqaua and Tsó'éna drew the back of their seat and they fell into the ditch. They threw the red-hot stones on top of them. Twice BaxbakuálanuXsi'wae cried "ham, ham!" then he was dead. After some time they pulled out the bodies. Nío'aqaua cut them to pieces and scattered them in all directions, singing: "BaxbakuálanuXsi'wae, you shall pursue man." They were transformed into mosquitoes.

Here is another legend explaining the initiation of the Oe'alitx, a subdivision of the Hé'íltsun.

A woman named Ts'u'mkwa'laqas came to the Stikine River. There she gave birth to a boy who was at once transformed into a stone. It is now a large mountain at the Stikine. It has a name, but I do not know it. She had two brothers whose names were Wák'as and Dó'kwalesa living in a village at Goose Island. She wanted to go to see her brothers. She went on in her canoe and came to the Skeena River. There she gave birth to a boy. He was also transformed into stone. It is now a large mountain at Skeena River named Kuga. Again she was with child. She came to Xá'exaës. There she gave birth to a boy, who was also transformed into stone. It is now a large mountain at Xá'exaës named Gugasp'its'awé. Again she was with child. She started in her canoe and came to Dá'yasiowé. There she built a house of cedar bark. After four days she gave birth to dogs.

Then she used to go digging clams on the beach in front of her house.
to get food for her children. Now the young dogs began to grow up. At night when it was low water, she went down to the beach carrying a torch, and dug clams. Then she heard a sound like the singing of many children. Ts'u'mkwalaqas wanted to know who the children were. She put her digging stick into the ground, took off her cape, and hung it over the stick. Thus she made it look like a person. Then she went to see who was singing. She looked through a hole and saw now that her children were all boys. Then she was watching them and learned their song, and the song is sung in the Hé'itsuq language:

1. Spread on the floor, Aiha!
2. Down the stream of the world. Aiha!

Now she jumped into the house and said: "You have no father and you are men. I must always work hard to gather food for you." Only the youngest one put on his dogskin in time before the woman had taken the skins and thrown them into the fire. Then the eldest spoke: "Don't let us sit like fools; let us begin to work and help our mother." He continued: "What work shall I do for my mother? I shall be a wood carver." The second brother said: "I will be her canoe builder." The third brother said: "What work shall I do for my mother? I will be the killer of monsters." Then the dog spoke: "I will be her dog and watch that no sickness comes near her. I shall bark when an invisible spirit approaches." Now it grew dark. On the following morning the wood carver carved figures of men and he carved house posts of different forms—in the shape of all kinds of fish and land animals. It is said the posts were as long as a forefinger. He made eight houses, and then he made one more house. He made it pretty; it had a front carved in the shape of a raven. He built another one with the front carved in the shape of Wiganx-tx, and he made still another one—eleven houses in all. And the canoe builder built toy canoes. He made many.

At night the wood carver took the houses and put them on the ground on each side of his mother's house. The large house was in the middle of that village. Then the canoe builder put his toy canoes in front of the houses. In the morning Ts'u'mkwalaqas went out. What should she see but many people and large canoes. Now she was rich. The wood carver went to the small river near by and made a salmon trap. He carved salmon of alder wood. Therefore the flesh of the salmon is red. On the following day he went to look after his salmon trap. He found one fish in it and gave it to his mother, who cut it open and dried it. On the following day he went again to look after his salmon trap. He found eight salmon. He went home, carrying them on his finger, and gave them to his mother. Then he told his mother to look after the trap from time to time. The killer of monsters had killed by this time all the monsters living in the sea near the coast.

Then the brothers said they would go into the woods. In the morning they went, and the wood carver was the leader. At night they
rested under a cedar tree. It had not been dark very long when they heard a sound far away, "Wamó-mó-mó-mó-wamó-mó-mó-mó." That means: River, river, run, run, run, run. The three brothers were frightened. Now the sound came closer, closer, and closer. They heard it four times, and every time nearer. They did not know what made the sound. Then they heard another noise, "háhi, hi, hi, ahí. háhí, hi, hi, ahí, hi, hi, hi, hi." (This is the cry of Q'ó'minóqa.)

They heard the cries four times, and they came nearer every time. Then the wood carver said: "I wonder what produces this sound," and the canoe builder said: "Do not talk too much; are you not afraid?" Then they heard a sound again, "hap, hap, hap, hap, hap, hap." (This is the cry of BaxbakuálánuXsi'waé.) They heard the sound four times, and it came nearer every time. Now the sound stopped close to the place where they were sitting. Then the killer of monsters said: "Let us go and see what makes the noise." They all went, and after a short time they saw a large house. Sparks were coming out of the roof. They entered, and a man came and told the brothers to sit down on the right-hand side of the house. Then the speaker of the winter ceremonial said: "Now watch, brothers; now you will get a magic treasure." Then the Nó'nLemg'ila came in and danced. It was he who always said "wamó-mó-mó-mó." As soon as he had finished, the speaker of the winter ceremonial said: "Watch his dance. We call him Nó'nLemg'ila. It shall be your dance." Next Q'ó'minóqa came and sang "háhi, hi, hi, hi, ahí. háhí, hi, hi, ahí!"

Then she danced. When she had finished, the speaker of the winter ceremonial said: "It shall be your dance. Her name will be Gat-giyots'énóx, or invisible spirit. Now take care of that dance." Thus spoke the speaker of the winter ceremonial to the brothers: "White and red is her dancing ornament." Then the brothers heard far off the há'mats'a's cry "hap, hap." Now it sounded near the door of the dancing house. BaxbakuálánuXsi'waé came in and cried "hap" in the doorway of the house, and the people sang for him. This is his song:

1. The whole world speaks of the strength of the mouth of BaxbakuálánuXsi'waé.
   Hamai, hamamai, hamai, hamamai.

2. Frightened is the whole world of the mouth of BaxbakuálánuXsi'waé. Hamai, hamamai, hamai, hamamai.

3. For four men searched the strength of the mouth of BaxbakuálánuXsi'waé.
   Hamai, hamamai, hamai, hamamai.

I do not know the song of Nó'nLemg'ila and Q'ó'minóqa. Now the brothers came home. Then the wood carver disappeared. He was taken away by BaxbakuálánuXsi'waé. After four days the canoe builder disappeared. He was taken away by Nó'nLemg'ila. That is how the winter dance of Oč'álitx originated. That is the end.

I will give still another legend of an initiation by BaxbakuálánuXsi'waé. It belongs to the clan GČ'xnéem of the T'ena'xtax.

The first of the T'ena'xtax lived at Lč'kwadé. Their chief was
Hao, gao, and gao, he had, and gao, he me tighter. His arm was put over his waist and put his arm around her waist. As soon as he had finished, he saw a woman with a large head and matted hair and with a face which was full of scratches. La'wag-is went up to her and put his arm around her waist. The woman with the great head recovered and spoke: "I am the crier of the woods. Now let me go and I will help you to obtain everything easily. I will be your magical helper. You shall obtain easily all kinds of property." La'wag-is only held her more tightly. Then she spoke again: "I will raise property for you." But he held her still tighter. Then she spoke again: "I will give you the water of life. Let me go." But he held her still tighter. She spoke again: "Let me go. Take my name, it shall be yours. You will be Qoï'dasgamáis. I will give you the apron that burns everything." Then he let her go. She disappeared at once. She only left the four gifts, which she had given him, on the ground. Then La'wag-is took his magical treasures. He went on and tried his apron against the trees of a mountain. Immediately they were burnt, and you can see even now that the mountains of Ts'á'waté are burnt. Now he was glad. He hid his magical treasures under a cedar tree and went on. He arrived at the village where his sweetheart was living. She asked him: "Why did you not come sooner?" He replied: "I lost my way." That night they went to bed and played together. After a short time he was poked in the side through a hole which was in the boards of the house. He arose and went to look. As soon as he went out his face was covered and he was led away by a man. He did not dare to speak and to ask, but he knew that he was led three times up a mountain and three times down. During all this time his face was not uncovered. Then he knew they were going up a mountain again, and he heard a cry, "hap, hap, hap; haö, haö; gao, gao" (the cries of the ha'mats'a, the ho'Xhok, and of the raven.) Then the man spoke: "My dear, do not be afraid. I want to give you magical power. This is my house. I am BaxbakualaniXsi'wae. You shall see everything in my house." They entered, and he uncovered the face of La'wag-is. "Now look, friend!" said BaxbakualaniXsi'wae. You shall have my name, Wilgasi'lag'ilis, and your name shall be Ha'mats'a. Now watch the dance of the ha'mats'a." Then he heard the cries, "hap, hap, hap; haö, haö; gao, gao." Then the raven that was painted on the front of the ha'mats'a's secret room opened its mouth and the ha'mats'a came out, vomited by the raven. Then he danced. La'wag-is did not
see the singers. After the first song the hâ'mats'â went back and the ho'Xhokâ came out and danced. After one dance he went back and the raven came out and danced. With the next song the hâ'mats'â came out carrying a corpse in his arms, which he ate. When he had eaten it, he danced again and went back. He had four songs. BaxbakuáláníXsi'waë spoke: "This shall be your hâ'mats'â, your name shall be Wilgasâlag'ilis, and Hamigâlagalits'akâ and Naxnawisâlag'ilis. Don't forget the head masks of the ho'Xhokâ and of the raven and the painting of the secret room. He called Lâ'wag-is to see a ditch that was in the rear of the house. Then he went and saw it. Something like a rainbow was standing in the hole. Lâ'wag-is looked down and saw all kinds of animals and fishes in the hole. BaxbakuáláníXsi'waë spoke: "This is the cannibal post of the dancing house. This shall be your magical treasure. Then he taught him his song:

1. You are the great BaxbakuáláníXsi'waë, to whom every one looks up, aho, ö, ö, ö, hêm, aem.
2. This is the way of the true BaxbakuáláníXsi'waë, aho, ö, ö, ö, hêm, aem.
3. Ö, nobody can live before the great BaxbakuáláníXsi'waë, aho, ö, ö, ö, hêm, aem.
4. Who came out of the woods to me, aho, ö, ö, ö, hêm, aem.

Now he had learned the one song and BaxbakuáláníXsi'waë taught him the second song:

1. You are looking for food, you great magician, mahamai, hama, hamamai; yi hama ma mai hama.
2. You are looking for men whom you want to eat, great magician; mahamai, hama, hamamai; yi hama ma mai hama.
3. You tear men's skins, great magician, mahamai. You try to eat many men, great magician, mahamai, hama, hamamai; yi hama ma mai hama.
4. Everybody trembles before you, you great magician. You who have been to the end of the world, mahamai, hama hama mai; yi hama ma mai hama.

After the song BaxbakuáláníXsi'waë called Lâ'wag-is and asked him: "Don't you want this harpoon shaft? It kills everything. Now it is yours, and also this red cedar bark and the fire with which you may burn everything, the water of life, and the quartz for killing your enemies." Then Lâ'wag-is went home. That is the end.

The following legend belongs to the Nimkish:

There were two friends. One of them had gone into the woods to be initiated by the spirits of his clan, while the other one was not yet prepared to meet these spirits. Nevertheless he went to search for his friend and after four days he found him. When he returned, his father asked him where he had been, and he told him that he had found his friend who was being instructed by the spirits. Then his father struck him, saying: "Do you not know that it is forbidden? I shall be killed on account of you." Then the youth became sad. At night he put on his ornaments, which were made of abalone shells, and went into the woods. He went up the river and washed with hemlock branches. The following morning he went on, and the next day he washed again. Then he heard the voice of BaxbakuáláníXsi'waë. At the end of the
fourth day he came to a precipice and lay down at its base to rest. Early in the morning he saw the rock open and out came Baxbak-
uālanuXsi'wae. He hid, and the spirit flew away over his head. His body was all covered with red cedar bark. Four days the boy stayed there. On the fifth morning when BaxbakūlanuXsi'wae came out again, he followed him, and saw how he took off his cedar bark ornaments on the bank of a pond and went to swim in it. When he dived, the youth jumped forward and put on the cedar bark ornaments. Now the spirit emerged. When he saw the boy decked with his cedar bark ornaments, he said: “You have done well to take my ornaments. Now I can do you no harm.” He took him along to his home inside the rock. There he asked him: “What do you want to have? Do you want this harpoon? Do you want the water of life? Do you want the death-bringer? Do you want my hā' matsa?” He gave him all of these. The youth stayed with him for four days. Then he was able to fly. Then BaxbakūlanuXsi'wae instructed him to fly to a place where his father was accustomed to fetch water for cooking. Soon his younger brother came, and when he saw him, he discovered that he had been away a long time. What had seemed to him four days were actually four years. He asked the young boy: “How is father? I am your elder brother. Go and ask father to clean his house.” The boy went back and told his father, who beat him for speaking of his dead son. Then the boy ran back and complained to his brother that his father had beaten him for carrying the message. The elder brother sent him back to the house, asking him to repeat his request. The boy obeyed and when his father had heard the message again, he went out to see by himself. As soon as his eldest son saw him he grew excited. He flew across the river to the graveyard, tore corpses out of their coffins and devoured them. Then he flew into his father’s house and bit everyone whom he saw.

There are a number of tales referring to the acquisition of the hō’Xhok⁴. The Naqō’mg-ilisala have the following legend on this subject:¹

A number of women went to the island Yū’Lo to dig fern roots. They put some dried whale meat over the fire and a red-breasted owl came and picked up some of it. It is said that there are many red-breasted owls there. Then all of a sudden came the hō’Xhok⁴ and alighted on top of a tree. He came downward, pecking the tree. He came down to the bottom of the tree, but it was hard on his beak. Now he walked up to the women. He covered his nose and was transformed into a man. He reached a woman who put some dry whale on the fire. She laid a mat before him and put the whale meat on it. The hō’Xhok⁴ said: “I do not eat whale meat, I eat only man's brain.” So saying, he pecked the woman’s head, broke her skull, and ate the brain. One of the women had hidden when he came down. She went home and told the tale. Then the Naqō’mg-ilisala resolved to make war upon the hō’Xhok⁴. Qō’mg-ustals and Waxalalaa took the blood of a woman

¹ Appendix page 680.
and washed themselves. Then they made war on the ho’Xhok. Now they went to where the women had been. They put whale meat on the fire. At once many owls came there and the ho’Xhok allighted on the tree. Now he came downward, pecking the tree. When he came to the foot of the tree, he jumped. His beak stuck in a crack of the tree. Then Q’o’mkilig-a and Waxalalaa ran up to him and broke off his nose and pushed him into the fire. He was dead. That is the end.

The following tradition of the Awík’énóx referring to the ho’Xhok is of interest because it indicates the ceremonial or dance performed by every novice initiated by this being:

A young man named Q’o’mkilig-a went into the woods to fetch cedar bark. There the ho’Xhok scented him. He found that the youth was clean, and therefore rushed down upon him in order to abduct him. When Q’o’mkilig-a heard the spirit coming, he trembled with fear. He hoped to master his fears by smoking, but he failed. He fainted and lay like one dead. The ho’Xhok came down to him and imbued him with his powers.

When the youth did not return, his friends went into the woods to search for him. They found him lying in a deep swoon. They sprinkled him with cold water, but he did not awake. They carried him back to the village. When his father saw him, his heart was sad. But soon he noticed that he was still alive. He called a shaman and bade him heal his son. The shaman ordered the house to be swept and the floor to be strewn with sand. He took the youth into the woods and stayed there for four days. Then he returned. After four days more Q’o’mkilig-a also returned. He had received the name Qoalqoal’oq.

He sang of the ho’Xhok, and suddenly he jumped up in order to devour his father, who was sitting on the opposite side of the fire. He had the cedar-bark ornaments of the ha’mats’a around his neck and head. His head ring slid down and fell right over his mouth, so that instead of biting his father he bit a piece out of his ring. His grandfather took a large black blanket which he wound around the youth’s head. He tore it with his teeth. Then the people wound a rope over his mouth; he tore it. Nobody was able to subdue him. All the people fled out of the door for fear. They heard him singing in the house and looked through the chunks and through the knot holes to see what he was doing. They saw him climbing the posts and pushing the roof boards aside. He wanted to pursue the people. Then they stationed two men at the doors, and others held the roof down so that he should not escape. Others entered and threw a bear skin over him. But he crept about in the house and his skin was so slippery that nobody could hold him. In the evening he quieted down and lay so still that the people thought he might be asleep. They made a jacket of cedar bark in which they tried to catch him. But as soon as they approached he jumped up and ran out of the house. On the island Xalkuitxoi’as there were a number of women engaged splitting salmon. He scented them and jumped into the water to devour them. They escaped in their canoe when they saw him coming.
At last Qo'masdox recovered his senses. He spoke to his father: 
"When I grow excited again, do not try to defend yourself, I shall do you no harm." After a short time he fell again into a state of ecstasy. He lay flat on the floor, his face downward. The people threw a net made of cedar bark over him, in order to catch him. Sometimes they succeeded in placing a foot on his neck, but they were unable to hold him, not even by winding his long hair around their hands. He escaped, and nobody knew what had become of him. He ran about in the woods and when he came back to the village he bit whomsoever he met. When he recovered his senses, he asked his father to boil oulachon oil and to give it to him as soon as he fell into a renewed ecstasy, as this would restore his senses. Once when he was excited, he scented the mussels in a canoe which was approaching the village, but which was still far away. He ran down to the beach and as soon as the canoe landed he ate all the mussels that were in it. Then he became quiet.

Another group of initiating spirits are the ghosts; their protégés are the ghost dancers. Following is a legend of the L’a’sq’enox regarding the origin of the ghost dance: 

Goa’xLa and his children lived in a village in heaven. His sons were Qo’masdóx, the eldest one, Hai’aqoálal, the next, Nólakás the following, and A’nqolakás. His rival was TsilqoaloLEla. He had three sons, Sepa’xis and Yaqanlamaye and G-e’xdén. Then TsilqoaloLEla wanted to come down to our world. He made a copper ladder on which he was going to climb down with his children. His rival wanted him to pay for it. (?) Now Goa’xLa heard what TsilqoaloLEla had said. Then he walked and walked for four days. All of a sudden, he saw a mountain growing up from this our world reaching up to the sky. Then he went home and told his sons. They got ready and came to the place where he had been before. After a little while they saw the mountain rising up again. As soon as it reached heaven Goa’xLa said to his sons: "I shall not follow you. Go now and call your tribe the Pë’pawilenox. You shall take my dancing implements." Thus he spoke to his sons. Then Qo’masdóx and Hai’aqoálal and Nólakás and also A’nqolakás came down to Raspberry Beach. Then they went on looking for a river. They were walking in the woods and came to Cape Cook. Then Qo’masdóx and Hai’aqoálal went back, keeping close to the beach. They came to Otso’lis and went to the head of the bay. There they saw smoke. They came up to it and saw a house, which they entered. There were two women who were roasting clams. Then Qo’masdóx and Hai’aqoálal asked the women: "Where do you come from?" The women replied: "We came from the upper world and we have no husbands." Then Qo’masdóx said, "We have no wives. How did you come down?" Then Wi’yolénêqa, one of the women, spoke: "These geese brought us down here and we came to be your wives." The brothers were glad on hearing this and they went home with their

1 Appendix page 681. See also page 335.
wives, Wi'yoleneqa and Wiyolasoguilak*. When they came to Raspberry Beach, the women were with child. They gave birth to boys, and Qo'masdox gave his son the name Lā'qoasq'em. The boys grew up quickly. One day the children were playing at the river at one end of Raspberry Beach. Then Lā'qoasq'em fainted on that side of the river. The other boy went back to tell Qo'masdox. He came at once to look after his son, and really, he was dead. He buried him immediately. In the evening the boy returned to life, but what could he do? He was inside the coffin box. At night he heard people talking to each other. Then he was able to open the cover of the box. Right away he was called and they went to a house in which beating of boards was heard. Three ghosts were asked to take care of the boy. Then they led him into the dancing house, but they did not go to the rear of the house. They sat in the middle of the right hand side. Now they spoke to Lā'qoasq'em: "Now take care, remember what you see and the songs which you will hear. Don't eat of the food they offer you." There was a chief standing in the house holding a rattle. His name was Hā'mamamaxayals. He was chief of all the ghosts. He said, "Come, let my boy go to the rear of the house." But the three ghosts replied, "He is alive." They finished their dance. The boy felt uneasy. Then Hā'mamamaxayals said: "Take care, my tribe. We will take that little boy to his house." Then all the ghosts took some moss and put it on their heads. Then the little boy also put some moss on his head. At once he sat on the ground of our own world. A shaman named He'Lilalag-ilis was told to take some urine to wash the people. Then all the ghosts cried "hamamā" where he was sitting. Qo'masdox and his wife were eating when they heard the sound, "hamamā', hamamā'," He ran out of his house to look, and there he saw his son sitting on the ground. He called his wife, "Come." His wife came to see and recognized her own son. Then Lā'qoasq'em called his father, "Go and take some urine to sprinkle your people with." Qo'masdox brought his chamber. Then the whole tribe came. But the ghosts opened their mouths. As soon as a person passed their mouths while they were saying "hamamā" he died. Then Lā'qoasq'em shouted, "Sprinkle some urine on the people." As soon as it was done all those who had been dead resurrected. Then he entered his father's house and with him came the noise of the ghosts. The boy was singing their song and the tribe learned it from him. Thus they learned the song of the ghosts. Now listen to the song of the boy! His name was NenLaxstals, now that he was ghost dancer. No other kind of dance and carving came to him. This is his song:

1. Ya xamamē, ya xamamē, ya xamamē ya.
   Now ghosts, go all to that upper world!
2. Ya xamamē, ya xamamē, ya xamamē ya.
   For great is your wealth in the ground, ghosts!
3. Ya xamamē, ya xamamē, ya xamamē ya.
   For great is your fire and many your hot stones, ghosts!
The origin of the sunrise dance is given as follows:

Kuexala'lag-ilis and his tribe, the first of the G-o'p'enôx, were living at Gë'damis. At that time it was always dark and it never grew daylight. The first G-o'p'enôx were sad. Then Nag-ësilakna invited his tribe. As soon as they had all assembled in the chief's house he spoke: "G-o'p'enôx! I did not invite you to eat. I will talk about our world. It is not good that it never gets daylight. Now deliberate, councilors of the G-o'p'enôx, how we can obtain the daylight for our world. That is what I wanted to say." He stopped speaking and an old man named Yaquantayig-ilak⁴, the father of Kuexala'lag-ilis, said: "Ya, G-o'p'enox, let us try to find where Nënalaats'eqa is living and let us go to her. Then another old man said: "My tribe, she is living at Xua'tis; and it is said that she keeps the sun in her box. Let us go and make war upon the Koskimo, for Nënalaats'eqa is of their tribe. Let us take away the daylight that she is keeping in her box." With this the old man stopped speaking. Then Kuexala'lag-ilis, who had magical powers, said: "My tribe, you all know I am Kuexala'lag-ilis; I have magical powers. Do not make war upon the Koskimo, for I will go to Nënalaats'eqa with my friend Ts'eqaxsdö'kuilak⁵. Now, make yourself ready, my friend! Let us go to Xua'tis. But you, my tribe, take care lest misfortune should befall me." Then all the people said: "We are gladdened after having been downcast, because you have magical powers and therefore you always succeed in your undertakings." Now Kuexala'lag-ilis and Ts'eqaxsdö'kuilak started. The former said to his friend: "We will not go right to Xua'tis. I will go to the woods and try to find a really supernatural power. Do not get out of patience if you have to wait for me for a long time, else we shall not conquer Nënalaats'eqa. Hide here and do not let anyone see you." Then he left the canoe and went into the woods at night. After a short time he discovered the squirrel. Kuexala'lag-ilis spoke to him and asked: "What are you doing here, friend?" The squirrel replied: "I am picking crab apples." He asked in his turn: "What are you doing here?" Kuexala'lag-ilis replied: "I am trying to bathe in that lake, that I may obtain possession of the box in which is our sun, and which Nënalaats'eqa is keeping." The squirrel said: "Do you not know how to transform yourself into a baby and enter Nënalaats'eqa's womb? Then, when you are born, you must cry for the box." Then Kuexala'lag-ilis was glad to have the advice of his friend the squirrel. He went to his canoe and told his friend: "You may go home. I am not going with you, and do not worry if I stay away long." He pushed the canoe into the water and Ts'eqaxsdö'kuilak paddled home to Gë'damis. He told the G-o'p'enôx what had happened.

Then Kuexala'lag-ilis walked until he saw the village at Xua'tis. There he saw Nënalaats'eqa sitting in her house, eating salmon. Then he transformed himself into a baby and entered her womb. She vomited at once. Her belly swelled rapidly and after four days she
gave birth to a boy. When he was one day old, he was able to walk, and the following day he began to talk. When the child was four days old, it began to cry for the box. Then Nenalaats'eqa gave it to the boy. He stopped crying at once. On the following day the child went playing in the canoe. Then Nenalaats'eqa told her speaker to push the hunting canoe into the water. The boy went aboard the canoe and then he began again to cry for the box. His mother told her speakers to put the box into the canoe. Then the boy stopped crying. He pushed off the canoe and went far away from the shore with the tide. Then an old man said to Nenalaats'eqa: "What have you been doing? Is that the box in which the day is that is now in the bow of the canoe of that child? Do you not know him? That is Kuexala'lag-ilis." Thus spoke the old man. As soon as Kuexala'lag-ilis had rounded the point, he opened the box. Then he took out the sun and removed his sis'ilu mask. It grew light at once. The sun spoke: "O, friend! do not keep me! Let me go to the upper world, for now I will try to benefit our world. It will be day now. You have my sis'ilu mask." Thus spoke the sun. Then Kuexala'lag-ilis replied: "Do not go just yet, friend! You may go to the upper world when we arrive among my own tribe at G-w'damis. They all will praise you." Then he paddled home. The sun said: "My friend! treat my sis'ilu mask well. You may show it during the winter dance, and also the sunrise mask. Its name shall be Exts'umatsis'lag-ilis (abalone shell from one end of the world to the other). That is all." Thus spoke the sun and bid farewell to Kuexala'lag-ilis. Then he went to the upper world.

In this manner the G-ep'cnox obtained the sunrise mask (na'xnakakaqeml) and its red cedar bark. It was inside the box. That is the end. (See figs. 129-133, p. 484.)

The Mātem ceremonial derives its origin from the following legends of the Nimkish:

At Papēk'in, above Nimkish Lake, lived a young man named O'meamelmac. He was always playing with other children. One night he was very hungry. He took salmon roe out of a box and roasted it. When the roe burst, some of it jumped against the neck of the boy's father, who was sitting near the fire warming his back. He grew angry and struck Mātem with a stick. The boy became sad and went into the woods. After walking a long time he came to a place where there was a jam of driftwood in the river. He wanted to die, and he jumped into the water above the jam, but he came up again below, none the worse for his long dive. He came to a second jam and jumped into the river above it, but he came up below hale and well. Then he arrived at a steep cliff. He climbed up and flung himself down the precipice, but he did not hurt himself. He went on and soon he arrived at a mountain which was resplendent with light. It was the cliff Na'olakoa. There it was raining quartz all the time. He took up four crystals and placed them in a row on the medial line of his head. He climbed the moun-
tain and his whole body was covered with crystal. Soon he became aware that with the crystal he had attained the power of flying. Then he flew all through the world. He believed that he had been absent for four days, but in reality there had been as many years. Finally he returned to his village. His clan happened to be at Nê'nêl'k-as fishing on the lake by the light of torches.

Then he appeared in the shape of a white eagle and quartz was raining down where he was seen. He alighted on a tree and sang—

\[
\text{Ha-a ha a ha a ha ha a nā hā a a a nē.}
\]

Then the people knew that he had returned and that he had obtained magical power from Mātem. They bathed and went down to the shore, each carrying a staff to which a crystal had been fastened. But Ō'nealemæ, whose name was now Mātem, smelled them and did not allow himself to be caught. When it grew dark, he was soaring over the houses. In vain the people tried to catch him. One of his old playmates was very anxious to catch him. He made a loop of cedar bark rope and succeeded in throwing it over the bird’s head. The latter continued soaring about. The youth, who now received the name Mā'taanoē, followed him. He asked the people to sweep the house and to place a plank on the roof. When they had done so, Mātem alighted on the plank. Three times he flew up again, but the fourth time he came down into the house, accompanied by Mā'taanoē.

Later on Mātem went out with his slaves to cut wood. His canoe capsized and he descended to Bē'benaqana. There he saw many dances and he received the lolō'lałal, the ghost dance, and the name Lo'lemaē.

I obtained another version of this tale from a Kwakiutl, although the tale belongs also to the Nimkish:

A youth was in the habit of spending his time with his sweetheart and notwithstanding the urgent appeals of his mother he refused to marry. Late one night he came home and asked his mother to prepare food for him. She was angry and said: “Go back to the place where you came from and get your food there. I shall not give you anything.” Then the youth was sad. He lay down and remained in bed four days without partaking of any food. His mother began to worry and asked him to rise, but he did not listen. Then she called the youth’s sweetheart to call him, but he did not listen to her either. At last, after four days, he arose and went into the woods without knowing where he went. He had lost his senses. He came to a lake. There he threw off his clothing and swam and dived in the lake. He remained under water for a long time. When he came up again, a totem pole rose with him. He said, “I do not want you,” and thought, “I will go
on." After some time he came to another lake. Again he swam and dived. When he came up, a seal harpoon came up with him, but he did not want to have it. He was trying to find the bird Mā'tem. He came to a third and to a fourth pond, and after having bathed he knew that he would find the bird. He put on his blanket and went on. Soon he saw the bird, which was flying ahead of him. He threw off his blanket in order to be able to follow him more rapidly. Suddenly the bird turned and called, "What do you want of me?" The youth replied, "My mother maltreated me. Now I came to find a magical treasure." The bird retorted: "Do you see you mountain? That is my abode. Let us climb it!" He flew ahead and the youth followed him. When they had arrived at Mā'tem's house, the bird gave him quartz and other things, the water of life, the fire of death, and the seal harpoon. He put the quartz crystals into the youth's joints and thus he obtained the power of flying. He sent him to the mountain "sī'lk-impæ (feathers on top) in the far north, in order to get eagle down for his dances. The youth started on his journey. When he approached the mountain, it was snowing, hailing, and raining. The people who lived near the mountain keep great fires burning in order to see and to catch everyone who comes to the mountain wanting to get eagle down. But by the help of the quartz the youth passed them without being seen. He gathered the eagle down, and thus obtained the power of assuming the shape of a bird. Then he returned to his own village in the shape of a bird. When his younger brother saw the bird approaching, he laid a snare to catch it. The bird put the snare over its own neck and resumed his human shape. He sent word to his father, asking him to clean his house. When this was done, he came home in the evening and danced as Mā'tem. On the following morning the bird Mā'tem brought a totem pole and threw it down in front of the youth's house.

The Mē'ila is a legend which belonged originally to the Hē'ıltshuq and Awī'k'ê'nóx. I obtained the following tale from the Awī'k'ê'nóx regarding its origin:

A young man named Mē'ila went ten times inside of one year up to the sky. On his first visit he found a gull, which he brought down. On his second visit he found a puffin (?); on his third visit the salmon berries, then a diver (a bird) and the bird xē'xē'cē. After his sixth visit he brought the bird atë'mkulí. But when he had gone up the tenth time he did not return again. His mother, Lēclalaq̓s, and his father, Q̓omxto-is, mourned for him. Finally they fell asleep. His mother thought that in her dream she saw a beautiful house, but on waking she recognized that what she believed to have been a dream was real. The house was near by, and her son Mē'ila was sitting in front of it. She awakened her husband that he might see him. They jumped up and ran toward the house. But it retreated from them, and finally they saw that it was in reality up in heaven. Then they sat down and cried, singing "Our son is in heaven playing with Nūshū'sélis (the moon),
Never will he return to us.” When they were thus singing, their niece passed by them, and they told her that they had seen Mē'ila playing in front of the moon’s house. Their niece said, “Let us make him appear in our dances.” The parents of the boy agreed and let their niece Qōqmē'tsēmqa perform the Mē'ila dance. They gave her his name.

In a number of cases the dance or the powers obtained by the ancestor are also represented on the totem carvings. I will give a few examples of this kind:

There were the first of the Qōe'xsot'cnōx at Hē'qams. Lā́līlīlax came to be their chief. Now, he said he wanted to go to the river of Gā'yx to see if the sockeye-salmon went up the river. He went far up, but did not find a single salmon. Then he forgot why he had gone up the river. He felt dizzy. All of a sudden he saw a pretty man sitting on a stone. His face was like that of a bird. The man did not see Lā́līlīlax. The latter went up to him and stood behind him while the other was not turning his head. He said, “Friend, what are you doing here?” Now the man turned his head and spoke: “Thank you, friend, that you came so that I could see you. I am the one who thunders from the one end to the other end of the world.” Lā́līlīlax replied: “O, master, I came here for your sake. Now give me a magic treasure.” Then the man spoke: “Make a house and invite all the tribes.” He showed him the carving of the thunder bird, with two spread legs. They say it was as long as a forefinger. The man spoke: “Its legs are the door of the house. This is my ornament of red cedar bark around its head. The heads on it were given to me by my father that I should eat them. This image of a man you shall place in the rear of your house. It is the image of my father. (Plate 22.) In the coming
POSTS IN HOUSE OF QOE'XSOT'ENOX.
night this shall be in your village. These shall be your magic treasures: the water of life, the death bringer, and the fire bringer which will destroy your enemies, and the property bringer. Now you are a chief. You will be a thunder dancer, and your name shall be KukunXpalisila, the one who thunders from the one end of the world to the other, and human heads will be on your cedar bark rings and on your neck ring, and your chief's name shall be Ya'qalelelis (property on body). Then the man disappeared. Lā'ılılax went home. His wife tried to give him food, but he did not take it. His tribe thought that he had obtained a magic treasure. At night his people slept. In the morning they came into his house. Then Lā'ılılax looked at his house. He saw the post of his house, and then he sang his secret song. He was glad that he had received this house, because all had come what the man had told him. This is the secret song of Lā'ılılax:

My name will be: property drifting toward me on account of my property-bringer. Yao, yao, yao, ha, yao, ha, yao.

The coppers all drift to me on account of the copper bringer. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, oh, oh, ho, ho, ho, oh, oh.1

Then Lā'ılılax told his tribe to invite all the tribes. The speakers went out between the legs of the thunder bird, which formed the door of the house, and he gave a winter ceremonial. He was the thunder dancer. He owned the red cedar bark of the thunder bird and his name was Ya'qalelelis. All the tribes who were invited came, and he gave away sea-otter blankets, lynx skins, bear skins, marten skins, mink skins, and all kinds of skins. His clan were the G'ë'xsem of the Qo'xsō'tenox. Then Gedē', chief of the La'utsis, engaged himself to marry Lā'ılılax's daughter. Her name was Á'o-mit; he agreed, and very soon Gedē' married her. He gave his house and his name to his son-in-law, and Gedē' invited all the tribes when he got the house and name. Gedē' clan were the Si'sealae. Then Yë'qung'alagilis, chief of the Q'ō'moyuē, engaged himself to marry the daughter of Gedē'. The latter consented, and Yë'qung'alagilis married the daughter of Gedē', who gave him his

1This is the call of Ts'o'noqoa; it means that he is lifting his heavy property from the ground, as though ridiculing his rival.
house and his name. His clan were the Läxsê of the Kuć'xa. Then Yë'qung'alag'ilis invited all the tribes to a feast which he gave with what he had received from his father-in-law; the coppers, canoes, slaves, boxes, covers, and names. Now Yë'qung'alag'ilis took the name Lë'rililax and the name for the winter ceremonial that belongs to it. That is the end.

The following legend belongs to the subdivision Me'emaqqa of the Naqomgilisala and explains the post shown in fig. 36 (see also pp. 332 and 376):

A man lived in a house at Grigê'Lem. He tried to find the st'siuL for his magical treasure, but he was unsuccessful. He only died. Then his tribe put up a false grave for him. But he had found a magical treasure and went up to heaven. Blood was put on his false grave, and a sun was painted on it. After four days it began to thunder. Lë'laxa thundered. He came down to the beach early in the morning in the shape of the thunder bird. He took off his mask, and they recognized Lë'laxa. Then he showed his magical treasures; the thunderbird mask, the two-face mask, and the morning mask. He was ma'maqa. He threw the worm against his enemies (see p. 485). He was ts'ê'koi's and se'lis. He had the frog, and the ma'maqa who carries spear points. He was cannibal and pa'xala. He was tê'nqoa. The thunder-bird mask belongs to the no'nlem, the other to the winter ceremonial. That is the end.2

The clan Y'a'mș'amtalal of the Ts'awatechnox has a number of carvings and ornaments, the use of which is authorized by the following tradition, which tells of the meeting of the ancestor of the clan with the deity:

Y'a'mtalal was the name of the chief who lived on one side of the river Ts'awate. Xi'nt'alaqa was the name of his wife. B'a'lalag'ilak was his son. Nau'alagumqa and Ts'ê'stalisa were his daughters.

Y'a'mtalal was making a salmon trap. A man came and looked at him and his hammer fell into the water. But Y'a'mtalal just said "hoi'p," and the hammer floated. It was Qä'niqilak who was watching

---

1These will be described later. See page 493. 2See Appendix, page 685.
him and who made the hammer fall into the water. Twice the hammer fell into the water, but when he said "hoi'p," it floated. Then Qa'niqilak spoke to 1'y'a'mtalal: "Who are you?" "I am 1'y'a'mtalal." Then Qa'niqilak said merely: "O, friend." Now 1'y'a'mtalal asked in his turn: "Who are you, friend?" and Qa'niqilak replied, "I am Qa'niqilak, friend." Nan'alagunqa knew Qa'niqilak's thoughts. She went to her house and closed all the chinks and holes. She knew that Qa'niqilak was going to make a flood. She and her sister finished closing the chinks and holes of the house. Qa'niqilak spoke: "Is it true that you are a shaman, friend?" It is said that 1'y'a'mtalal's face was almost covered by his head ring of red cedar bark. "Give me some of your cedar bark, 1'y'a'mtalal," said Qa'niqilak. Then 1'y'a'mtalal tore a piece of bark from his ring and gave it to Qa'niqilak. Now Qa'niqilak made the tide rise, but 1'y'a'mtalal merely said "hoi'p," and the water ceased rising. Then Qa'niqilak said: "Truly you can work miracles." Now 1'y'a'mtalal sent his children home. They left their father. As soon as they arrived in their house, our Lord Qa'niqilak made a flood. Then 1'y'a'mtalal died. Then B'a'Lalag'ilak took the place of his father. When the tide had gone down, he saw an oulachon in the river. He did not know what kind of fish it was. Then he went home with his sisters. He asked his mother: "What is swimming in the river here? It looks like worms." She replied: "Those are oulachons. They are fat. Make a trap at the point on the beach where the drift logs are and make a string of grass and try to fish."

Then he went back to the river and saw a canoe coming. It stopped on the beach in the same place where B'a'Lalag'ilak was sitting. Wë'qae was in the canoe. He spoke: "What are you doing at my river?" B'a'Lalag'ilak replied: "Is that your river? Then tell me what kinds of fish go up the river?" Wë'qae said: "These are the kinds of fish that go up my river: Steelhead salmon, spring salmon, silver salmon, dog salmon, humpback salmon, trouts, that is all." Then B'a'Lalag'ilak replied: "Is that all that goes up the river?" Wë'qae said: "That is all." But B'a'Lalag'ilak added: "Oulachon go up my river." "Oh, I forgot that. Let us go ashore. I want to take that boy into my canoe," said Wë'qae. B'a'Lalag'ilak asked his sisters to stay where they were. He was taken and tied in Wë'qae's canoe. He made him a slave. Now they went down the inlet and came to Döx'ulits'ëna. Then B'a'Lalag'ilak moved in the canoe and flew away. In vain they tried to catch him with their paddles. He flew home. Wë'qae traveled on and came to Qa'qiten. There he saw the thunder bird sitting on a rock. He landed under the mountain where the thunder bird was sitting, but he did not go out of his canoe. Then the thunder bird sent the wind maker to hear what they said. He went down and heard Wë'qae saying: "I thought he always made it hail." Then the wind maker went back to tell the thunder bird what he had heard. Now the thunder bird arose and went into his house. He put on his eagle dress and came out again.
Right away there was thunder and lightning and a hail storm and a
gale was blowing in Ts'ä/waté. Then We'qae was blown up the inlet.
In this manner the Lë'kwiltóq obtained the oulahon.

Figures 37 and 38 show y'a'mtalal, who came down in the shape of a
thunder bird from heaven, took off his bird mask, and became a man.
Figures 39 and 40 show his cedar-bark ornaments.

VII. The Organization of the Tribe during the Season of
the Winter Ceremonial.

In the preceding chapter I have described a number of spirits which
appear to the Indians and are supposed to bestow supernatural powers
upon them. From the legends which I have told, it appears that these
spirits appeared first to the ancestors of the clan; and I have stated
that the same spirits continue to appear to the descendants of these
mythical ancestors. The number of spirits is limited, and the same one
appeared to ancestors of various clans of different tribes. But in these
cases he gave each of his protégés his powers in a slightly different
form. In fact each name of the nobility (as described on p. 338) has a
separate tradition of the acquisition of supernatural powers, and these
have descended upon the bearers of the name. As indicated in some of
the traditions, the spirits give new names to the men to whom they appear,
but these names are in use only during the time when the spirits dwell
among the Indians—that is, in winter. Therefore, from the moment
when the spirits are supposed to be present, all the summer names are
dropped, and the members of the nobility take their winter names.

It is clear that with the change of name the whole social structure,
which is based on the names, must break down. Instead of being
grouped in clans, the Indians are now grouped according to the spirits
which have initiated them. All those who are protected by Baxbaku-
álanu Xs'í/wač form one group; those who stand under Winá/lagílis
form another group, etc., and in these groups divisions are made
according to the ceremonies or dances bestowed upon the person.

Thus, at the time of the beginning of the winter ceremonial the
social system is completely changed. The period when the clan sys-
tem is in force is called bá/xus, which term also designates those
who have not been initiated by any spirit, and might be translated
"profane." The period of the winter ceremonial is called ts'é'nts'áeqa,
the secrets, which term designates also the ceremonial itself. It is
also called ts'é'qa (singular of ts'é'nts'áeqa); aik'é'gala (making the
heart good); and g'á'xaxaak'a (brought down from above). The In-
dians express this alternating of seasons by saying that in summer
the bá/xus is on top, the ts'é'nts'áeqa below, and vice versa in winter.

During this period the place of the clans is taken by a number of
societies, namely, the groups of all those individuals upon whom the
same or almost the same power or secret has been bestowed by one of
the spirits. Thus the hā'mats'a, nú'lmał, bear dancers, etc., form each
one society, which consists of a limited number of names, because the
members of the society derive each their membership from the initiation of one of the ancestors of the nobility. These ancestors have each only one representative at a time. But many of them are grouped together, as will be presently described.

It follows from these facts that a new member of a society can be admitted only when another one is dropped, whose place he then takes. The custom is analogous to the transfer of a position in the nobility to a youth; the old member transfers his rights to a young man and drops out of the ranks of the society.

The dancers (or societies) are arranged in two principal groups, whose names among the Kwakiutl proper are the seals (mē’énqoat) and the que’qutsa. The former embrace a number of dancers and societies of dancers—the hā’matsa, hā’mshamses, k’iŋqalalala, nō’ntsistalal, qō’qoasalal, qī’minōqa, nā’né, nū’lmal. They are the highest in rank. All the others are que’qutsa. These are subdivided in smaller groups according to age and sex, as follows:

**Males.**
1. Naane’Nsok’a, boys.
3. D’ō’d’ópa (rock cods), young men, about twenty-five years old.
4. L’e’l’exen (sea lions), older men.
5. Qo’qoim (whales), chiefs.
6. Qō’qoqimo (Koskimos), old men.
7. Hē’mełk (eaters), head chiefs.

The number of these societies has undergone frequent changes, but the Maa’mx’cnóx, D’ō’d’ópa, L’e’l’exen, and Qo’qoim have always remained. The present societies of the women are quite new, as is shown by their names—hens and cows. The former were called until about twenty years ago wa’xwaxoli.

The La’Lasiqoala are divided in the following way: The group corresponding to the seal group is called qā’q’anas (a small black shell-fish). They embrace the hā’mats’a, mā’maq’a, t’o’x’ul (o’dala), ha’lalik-ilal, ts’ē’koisc, sē’lies, ts’ē’koatā’, yiya’lal.

The societies corresponding to the que’qutsa divisions are the following:

**Males.**
1. Xv’x’itpa (puffins), little boys.
2. Ll’a’lk’ō (mallard ducks), boys.
4. G’a’g-imola (halibut hooks), young chiefs.
5. Nā’ntsae (red cod), third-class chiefs.
6. L’e’l’axan (sea lions), men about 30 years old.
7. Mō’ongvanālc (anchor lines of tribes), old chiefs.

**Females.**
8. Hā’i$xasqunāc (eating first), girls.
9. Ts’ets’āxšasq (a species of birds), women.
10. Bā’bałc (albatrosses), old women.
The Nāq’oqtōq are divided as follows: The group corresponding to the seals are called wu’n’awunx-is, the troublesome ones. They embrace hāmats’a, bear, and nā’maq’a. I have not a complete list of the subdivisions of the que’qutsa.

L’o’L’epaua (cormorants) are the chiefs, ēselālīltswē qoay’im (the whales for whom one waits), are the young men, tśē’tśeq’inaka (gulls), the elder boys.

The group corresponding to the seal group is called among the Koskimo tśē’qołag’i’lilis, and embraces wolves and hāmats’a. The chiefs among this tribe are called t’ō’t’opa (rock-cods), and the higher chiefs nā’nē (bears). The middle-aged men are called guq’gusō (pigs).

The que’qutsa groups of all these tribes embrace those individuals who, for the time being, are not possessed by the spirits. A member of the que’qutsa may at any time be initiated by a new spirit and then he or she leaves their ranks. Or he may become possessed of his spirit and show his dance or ceremony. Then he is for the time being not considered as one of the que’qutsa, but simply as one of these dancers. Therefore the que’qutsa correspond very nearly to the group of people who have resigned their places in favor of younger ones, as these also may reenter the ranks of the nobility by marrying and thus obtaining a new name.

The seal society are subdivided into two groups: The la’xs’i (gone into the house), those who have gone through the house of Baxbakułanu Xsī’waē and learned all his secrets, and the wī’xsā (not gone into the house), those who have only “leaned against its walls.” All the dancers who are instructed by Baxbakułanu Xsī’waē, the hā’mats’a, ha’mshamtses, Baxbakułanu Xsī’waē’s grizzly bear, k’imqala’lala and qō’minōqa belong to the la’xs’i; the others are wī’xsā.

Each dance (lē’d’a) has two names belonging to it—the dance name (lē’lēnē’lā’i’ya) and the que’qutsa name (que’tsexlā’i’ya) which latter the individual assumes when giving up his dance in favor of a younger man, or which he has when not performing his dance or ceremony.

The two groups, the seals and the que’qutsa, and the corresponding ones among the other tribes, are hostile to one another. The seals when excited attack and torment the que’qutsa: the latter, on the other hand, tease and torment the members of the seal society. While most of the dancers join during the greater part of the tsē’ts’aēqa season the que’qutsa and perform their dances only at certain occasions, the members of the seal society, particularly the highest ones, the hā’mats’a, must stay with their society, and even when they intend to give up their dance the que’qutsa try to prevent them by all possible means.

It will be noticed that most of the subdivisions of the que’qutsa have animal names. For this the Indians give the explanation that the ceremonial was instituted at the time when men had still the form of animals; before the transformer had put everything into its present shape. The present ceremonial is a repetition of the ceremonial
performed by the man animals (nu'xne'mis) or, as we may say, a dramatization of the myth. Therefore the people who do not represent spirits, represent these animals.

As might be supposed from the laws governing the clan system, the "dance" is principally acquired through marriage. Together with the house, the carvings, and names of the father-in-law, the young man obtains his dance name and qué'tqutsa name, but not for his own use. They are given to his successor (Lawn'hlqamő), who is initiated in the prescribed way and then performs the ceremony. But the son-in-law of the former owner controls the dance. It can be shown only with his consent, and, when another man marries his daughter, he may take it away from his successor and give it to this person, who then owns and controls it.

By means of marriages with the Awí'k'čnox and Hé'iltsuq the number of dances of the Kwakiutl has been materially increased.

I can now describe the manner in which these privileges which are obtained by marriage are transferred by a man to his son-in-law. I stated previously (p. 359) that according to the number of children of the couple the purchase money which was given by the young man to his father-in-law at the time of marriage is returned with from 100 to 300 per cent of interest. As the time approaches when this money must be returned, the father-in-law calls in all his outstanding debts and gathers all his property, until he has a large stock of food, blankets, boxes, dishes, spoons, kettles, bracelets, coppers, and the ceremonial box lids (g'-i'sexstäla or koqē'tayá'nō). These are old lids of boxes, some evidently of very great age. Their shape is the same as that of the lids which are still in use, but the front part is much higher and painted with designs representing faces and set with sea-otter teeth (fig. 41). The bracelets are tied to sticks, ten to each stick; besides the large coppers, small ones, about an inch or two in length, are used. Four of these are tied together and to the end of a stick. When the father-in-law has collected the necessary amount of property, he is ready for the ceremony of the return of the purchase money (qua'tex-a). This may be done either in the bā'xus season or during the ts'ō'ts'aeqa. The ceremonies at both seasons are much alike. I will describe here the former, as the latter form a part of the winter ceremonial. The father-in-law calls his clan together.1 They all come, and

1Saying to his messengers, Haga Lé'lala xels de'mün'uta.
at this meeting he informs the people what amount of property he is going to give to his son-in-law, and what names the latter is to receive from him; also if he is going to receive his house, his carvings, and his dance. The clan offer the father-in-law their help if he should not have enough property. On the following morning the father-in-law and the son-in-law each call their clan. The young man assembles his people in his house and tells them what he expects his father-in-law to give him, and requests the people to dress as nicely as they can. They put on their button blankets and down and paint their faces. They remain in front of their house while the father-in-law’s people take the ceremonial box lids and place them on the beach in the form of a square, the sides of which are about 100 feet long. This is called the canoe (mā’wa), and all the property that is to be given to the son-in-law is placed in this enclosure. From one or two corners of this “canoe” cedar bark ropes are stretched to the front corners of the young man’s house. All the spoons and dishes which the father-in-law is going to give away are tied to them. They are called the anchor line of the canoe. The father-in-law calls his clan inside the square. They all carry staffs. One of them sings out “hū, hū, hū!” and all respond, wi! This is repeated four times. The clan of the son-in-law, who are on the summer seat in front of the house, repeat the cries. After this each party sing ten songs in turn. Then the wife of the son-in-law steps out of the canoe dressed in her best. She wears a blanket set with abalone shells. A large abalone shell is fastened to her nose by strings which pass over her ears, as the shell is too heavy to be worn suspended from the septum. For the same reason her earrings are worn suspended from the hair. She performs a dance, after which her ornaments are given to her husband.

The mother-in-law is also in the “canoe.” It is customary that during the time preceding this festival people of her own and other tribes send her small presents of food or help her carry water. In return, she gives those who have been kind to her bracellets from out of the “canoe.”

Now the speaker of the father-in-law calls the son-in-law, saying: “Come, take care of yourself, else you will have bad luck.” He calls four men of his own clan and says to them: “Come! take hold of our property that we have in our canoe.” Then turning again to the son-in-law, he continues: “I made an anchor line of spoons. I pay you

---

1 Wā'x'amis qa'tax qādaXLOL; C'ux'naadaxlax. Never mind you dress to the highest pitch: stride on the tips of your toes.
2 Qe'la'daxla hau'guxsa. Come go into the canoe.
3 Wē'gra, yā't'slax, negō'mp! Yā'lā'nō a'las a'mē'la. Come, take care, son-in-law! Take care else you had luck.
4 Qe'la'daxla, hau'gans da'daxsilax'itaans sā'xens mem'wāle qans. Come! go our we handle many things of our our loaded canoe.
5 La'men mō'kumāla nex ka't'smaq. 1 anchor line these spoons.
capital and interest with these button blankets. This is grease, my son-in-law! This is food for your feast. Your name will be (Mā'nakula). When we turn to the ts'ētsa'qqa your name will be (He'iLtsaqolis)."1

When enumerating the blankets, grease, and food, the speaker does not point at them, but takes up sticks which represent these presents.

Then the speaker takes up a box in which the badges and whistles of the winter dance are tied up. The box must be hidden under the blanket, because it is bā'xus season and nobody must see it. He says: "Come, son-in-law, and take my box."2 The young man takes it and hides it at once under his blanket, saying: "I shall hide this. Thank you."3 He carries it to his house at once. Then the father-in-law's speaker takes up the copper. If the father-in-law has, at the time when he married, given as many as four coppers, he will sing out:

The speaker holds up the copper and says: "Son-in-law! Now I give you the mast of my canoe (the copper). Its name is (Mā'mokulelag-a).4 The son-in-law carries it to his house, and when he comes back, the speaker says: "And now I give you boxes from out of my canoe."5

After all the presents have been given, the son-in-law and a few of his friends go to his house. The rest of his friends go up behind the houses and walk secretly up to the end of the village. When they have assembled there, they suddenly rush down to the "canoe" and with an ax split one of the box covers forming a corner of the canoe. While they are doing so the men who went into the house are beating time and the members of the secret societies utter their cries, although it is bā'xus season. This is called "sinking the canoe" (tsō'kansa). The man who split the box cover says: "Now our loaded canoe is

---

1 La'mana wugelēk'ila lexēx da kōkuxētāla. Et'ōltēla'i negumpaqi' l'ēnēqai'.
2 Qē'ila, ax'āl'atgō in gūltastik'.
3 A'yeq lo'qā'ī'tit laqak'. Qē'lak'asa. Only I hide this red cedar bark. Thanks.
4 La'men lak'ēya'kaxeqai', negumpaqi' gat Mā'mokulelag'a'.
5 Then I give out of son-in-law boxes.
broken;"¹ and the son-in-law replies: "Let us be glad."² Then he sings the following song of joy:

I will go and tear to pieces Mount Stevens, I will use it for stones for my fire,
I will go and break Mount Qa'tsta'a's, I will use it for stones for my fire;
Wealth is rolling down to him from the great chiefs,
Wealth is rolling down to him from all sides; all the chiefs go to him for protection.

The breaking of the canoe indicates that all the property given to the young man will be at once distributed among the tribe. This is done on the subsequent day.

There is still another way by which a dance may be obtained—the same as the crest and bā'xus (clan) names—namely, by killing its owner. It is said that many dances were introduced among the Kwakiutl and related tribes in this manner. I will give a few examples of this custom, to which I briefly alluded at a former place, but which I could not treat fully there, because the custom is so intimately connected with the winter ceremonials. The first instance about which I learned is the following:

Formerly the Mā'tilpē had no hā'mats'a, but only ha'mshamtses, and the other tribes would not allow them to obtain one through marriage. At one time a canoe of northern tribes passed near the village of the Mā'tilpē. Two young men observed it, and they saw that there were four men and two women in the canoe, one of whom wore the badges of the hā'mats'a. Then the two Ma'tilpē youths determined to kill the hā'mats'a in order to obtain his dance. They paddled up to the strangers, who asked the two young men to direct them to a camping place. They did so. Then they hid their guns in the bushes near by, and told the strangers that they were on their way to look after their traps. They asked for the loan of the strangers' guns. When they had received them, they went to the place where they had hidden their own weapons, loaded them and shot the four men and the two women. One of the youths took the cedar bark ornaments of the hā'mats'a. He found his whistles in a bag. At once he began to utter the hā'mats'a's cry "hāp, hāp," for now he had the right to use the dance owned by the man whom he had killed. He also took two coppers which he found in the canoe. This method of obtaining a dance and other objects is called kuč'xanem, obtained by killing.

It is the same when a novice who is being initiated is found in the woods—the person who finds him may kill him. The murderer then obtains his dance, and the relatives of the novice are not allowed to take revenge.

¹ Laxsalē guns mō'qamēx'tik. This is broken on the water.
² We'g'ax'sins mōlx'ità. Let us be glad.
The following very characteristic descriptions were given to Mr. George Hunt in the summer of 1895. He tells them as follows:

I was walking on the street of the Nimkish village when I saw He'x'hak'-en, who was sitting on his summer seat. He called me and said: "O, my dear! Your days, young men, are good. But our past ways were evil when we were all at war against each other. I mean you have no trouble nowadays. I was three times pursued by northern Indians at the time when we were still naked." Then I asked He'x'hak'-en, "Where did this happen?" And he said, "At Ga'wíde. We were in two canoes harpooning porpoises. I was in the one, my friend, NëmoxtsaXqó'lag-ilis, was in the other one. I had killed two porpoises. When it got day, I saw four canoes, and I told my friend. He said to me: 'I will go to the island Ga'wíde'; and I said, 'I will go to Ō'gwamalis. Take good care of yourself. Good bye?' Then I paddled away. My canoe was flying like a bird. Two of the canoes pursued me, but they could not overtake me. Then I looked back and I saw that they could not catch up with my friend, who had nearly arrived at Ga'wíde. Then I watched them and I saw how the warriors were looking for my friend. It grew night and I felt badly, for I saw that the warriors had a fire on the beach. I asked my steersman: 'What do you think? Shall we look after my friend and see if they have enslaved him?' He agreed, and we paddled to the island. When we arrived there, I took my gun and went ashore. I went to where the fire was burning on the beach and saw that the warriors had unloaded their canoes. I said to my companion: 'Take care, my dear, I am going to shoot them.' We hauled up our canoe and hid. As soon as we reached there, we sat down close to them. They were eating. There were five men in line from my seat and my friend said that there were three in line from his seat. We put thirty balls of buckshot each in our guns and fired both at the same time. I had killed three and wounded the two others. My friend had killed two and wounded the third man. And I saw two more men running away. Then we ran to the wounded ones and killed them. One man and four women we took alive and made them our slaves. We took the property of the northern people. I looked into a large box, and when I opened it I saw much red cedar bark and abalone shells which were attached to it, and whistles of a ha'mats'a. I asked one of the women: 'What is that in this box?' She only replied: 'Hōm, hōm, hōm, hōm, hōm, hām, hām, hām, hu, hu, and she bit her own arm. Then I knew that one of these men whom we shot had been a ha'mats'a. I cried hap right away. There were also two coppers in the bottom of that box. Then we came here to Alert Bay in the canoe of the dead men. Here we were met by our tribe, the Nimkish. We were invited at once by Chief Koax-ilanó'kumë, together with our slaves. He gave us dried halibut to eat. As soon as we had eaten, the chief spoke and said: 'My dear, tell us where did you get these women?' Then I spoke to him and told what
had happened. But first I asked: 'Has my friend Xemoxtsaqo'lag'ilis come yet? He was pursued by those northern people and some others whom I killed, toward Gā'wide. Then I saw these people landing and thought they might have caught my friend. We went to Lasig'alis and watched them. We saw them making a fire on the beach. As soon as it was night I went to Gā'wide, because I was troubled on account of my friend who was on the island. Then we paddled to the east side of Gā'wide, for the northern people were staying on the north side. I went ashore and secretly went up to where they were staying. They were just getting ready to eat. Then I went back to my canoe and told my companion that they were just getting ready to eat. I said: 'What do you think? Let us kill them. Let us have our own way with them and shoot them from a distance. I do not see any danger in it.' He agreed. Then we shot many of them. I have done well.' Thus I spoke to the Nimkish. And I said: 'Now, there is some more red cedar bark for us; this box is full of various kinds.' I took up the coppers and said: 'I obtained these two coppers. The name of the one shall be Knexānīm (obtained by killing), and that of the other Nāldgemala (day on its face). Then Luwaxilag'ilis arose and spoke: 'Thank you, cousin! Now you obtained by killing this red cedar bark and what is in this box. Now take care, Chief! You must show it in the coming winter ceremonial. Now you know what we have done. You may tell it when a person asks where we obtained these dances. Now let all the profane go out of the house that you may see the red cedar bark, else you might say that I invented it. Now you shall know it, chiefs of the Nimkish, and you, young men of the Nimkish.'

'Then Lāgesawa spoke: 'Truly now I believe that our chief has done well. Now you, young men, go out of the house! Only our chiefs shall stay here.' Then all the men went out and only six chiefs stayed in the house. Then we bolted the door of my house and I opened the box. I put around my neck the ring of red cedar bark and I put the headring on my head. Then I took the whistles and showed them to all the chiefs and I cried 'hāp' as the hā'mats'a cries now-a-days. I spoke: 'Now look at me, Nimkish chiefs. This cedar bark ornament I obtained by killing its owner. Therefore you must not say anything against me. Examine it closely, else you will say later on when I give my winter dance that I invented it.' Then Lāqotlas said: 'Chief, what can we say against you since you killed these men? You have obtained this ornament from the man whom you have killed, therefore it is called obtained by killing. It is the same as though you had obtained your hā'mats'a through marriage. Now go on and give a winter dance. Why should we not do it in the right way? Then my brother's son disappeared right away, and when he came back in winter he was my hā'mats'a. That is what I did in the past. Now you know it.'

It is stated by the testimony of all the older Indians that the whole
hä'mats'a ceremonial was obtained in this manner by killing a great number of Hé'iltsunq. The war in which this happened is one of the most famous ones in the history of these tribes. I give here a version obtained by Mr. Hunt.

The Bi'lxula made war upon the Qoè'xsot'ènöx. It was autumn. They landed above the village Qoä'ylastém and hauled their canoes ashore. Late in the evening they sent spies out to examine the village. About midnight, when all the Qoè'xsot'ènöx were asleep, the Bi'lxula launched their canoes and divided. One-half went to the east end of the village, and one-half to the west end. They stayed in their canoes not far from the beach until it was almost daylight. It was foggy. As soon as it grew daylight they landed and many men went to the rear of the houses. As soon as they were ready the most courageous warriors broke into the doors of the houses and speared men, women, and children. Whoever tried to escape through the rear door was speared by the men stationed there. Others of the Bi'lxula looked after the valuable property and put it into their canoes. Now the Qoè'xsot'ènöx were all killed. Only seven men and five women were left. Then the Bi'lxula set fire to the houses. Their canoes were deeply loaded with men's heads. They went home. At that time people of different tribes had stayed at Qoä'ylastém; Ma'malëleqala, Lau'ìtisis, Nimkish, and Nà'qoaqtòq, all guests of the Qoè'xsot'ènöx. They were all slain by the Bi'lxula and also some who belonged to the Kwakiutl. Then four men came and told what had happened to Neqä'p'enk-Em, chief of the Kwakiutl, who was Qoè'xsot'ènöx by his father's side. Then he called the Kwakiutl and asked them to go to war against the Bi'lxula. Then four men were sent to ask the Ma'malëleqala, Nimkish, and Lau'ìtisis to go to war also. And they also asked the La'lasiqoala and the Nà'qoaqtòq. Four very strong men were selected, and after six days they came back again. When they came back to Tsäxis, Neqä'p'enk-Em invited them and when they were seated in his house, he called all the Kwakiutl to hear the reports of the messengers. When the people had come, he asked them to be silent and to listen to the words of the messengers. One of them said: "In four days they will all be ready to come, men and women. All decided to go to war against the Bi'lxula." Then Yä'xlen said: "Now go, Kwakiutl! Prepare to go, that we may not stay another night when they come. And let our wives wash for four days that we may have good luck. After they had eaten, the men who were going to war took seaweed and blew it into it until it nearly burst. Then they made neck rings out of it. When they had done so, Neqä'p'enk-Em invited all the men and women to his house. He told them what to do, for he knew all the customs of ancient times. He spoke: "Thank you, Kwakiutl. thank you and your beloved wives. Now Kwakiutl, we will soar up and catch in our talons the Bi'lxula. We will be the great thunderbird. We will revenge our fathers, our mothers, our uncles, our aunts, our sisters, and our younger brothers,
and also the chiefs, our grandfathers, Ya'qa'lalalists'ē and Lek'amāxōt. Therefore, I call you to make war upon the Bi'lxula, for they have our names and our red cedar bark. Now, take great care, else we shall not get back our dancing masks. Now we will go and take back the names of our dancing masks. For these we will fight against the Bi'lxula. Now go to-morrow morning and rub your bodies with hemlock branches. You men go altogether to one place. And you women go to another place and rub yourselves also with hemlock branches, for we shall meet later on as though we were fighting. Do not laugh, you women, but carry your kelp in which the breath of your husbands is enclosed. Throw it at your husbands, and when we finish, go into the water. When a kelp tube bursts, its owner must not accompany us, for he would never return.

Then Yeq'qlalasamē arose and spoke: "My tribe, I am glad on account of your speech. I heard it said that we are going to war. What tribe are we going to make war upon?" He pretended not to know. Then Yā'xleñen replied: "Chief, we are going to make war upon the Bi'lxula." Then the great warrior uttered the hā'mats'a cry and said: "That was my desire, for that is the only tribe in whose blood I did not dip my hands. Thank you, Kwakiutl, but take care! You must arise in the morning before the crow cries. Do not wear blankets, but you women wear the kelp rings. That is all I want to tell you." Then the men left the house and went to sleep. On the next morning the great warrior Yeq'qlalasamē himself awakened them before the crows were stirring. Then all the men and women arose. Only those who were menstruating were not allowed to go. First the men went to get hemlock branches, then the women did the same. Then they all went into the sea and sat down crying, "hū, hū, hū." They rubbed their bodies with hemlock branches. When they came out of the water, their bodies were all red. They wiped themselves and then men and women met. Now the hā'mats'a, bear dancers and nū'limat, and all the other dancers, became excited. The women did the same, and then men and women pretended to fight. The women threw the kelp rings at their husbands, who tried to catch them. When a man missed his kelp ring or when it burst, he was not allowed to go on the war expedition. For four days the men and women continued to do this. When they had finished, they prepared their weapons. After five days the Ma'malēqala arrived in four canoes, the Ninkish in six canoes, the Lau'itsis in two canoes, the Ts'ā/watečnōx in eight canoes. Then Neqā'p'ēnk-em invited all the tribes. When they were in his house, he gave them dried salmon and afterwards clover root. Before they finished this course Neqā'p'ēnk-em arose and said: "Fathers, uncles, brothers, children, thank you that you have come. Now let us go and look for our exterminated tribe, the Qoč'xso't'ēnōx, who were eaten by the Bi'lxula. Let us make them vomit our tribe." And all repeated his words and said: "You have said it. We will do it." But Neqā'p'ēnk-em did not
stop speaking. He continued: "Therefore I called you to make war upon the Bi'lxula. My tribe, the Kwakiutl, have eight canoes; the Q'O'moyñé have four canoes; the Walas Kwakiutl have two canoes; the Q'O'mkùtís two canoes. We have sixteen canoes. Nobody whom we meet hereafter shall live. That is all." Then Mä'Xua, chief of the Ma'maleleqala arose and spoke: "You are good, you are great, Kwakiutl. What is it you are saying? Do you say we intend to go to war?" Neqá'p'ënkw-'em replied: "Yes; we will go to war." Then Mä'Xua said: "Thank you, friend. Thank you, Kwakiutl. Look at the tears on my face which I wept for the Qoe'xso'ténóx, for our lost names. Now take care, warriors of the Mä'maleleqala, and you Nimkísh, Lau'itsis, Maa'mtag-ila, and Ts'a'wate'enóx, else we shall not get any heads. Let us start early in the morning. And I will be your guide, for my ancestor was the killer whale. Therefore I am not afraid of anything, neither of war nor of distributing property." Then they left the house.

Early the following morning they started. When all the tribes had come to the island opposite Gna'qts'e, Neqá'p'ënkw-'em and Ye'qalala-samé arose and the former spoke, "Friends, now our season will change from bá'xus to ts'é'ts'aqqa as soon as we cut off the head of a man. Then our bá'mats'a, bears and námlal, the hawi'nalal, and all the other winter dancers, will become excited. Now let spies go ahead in four canoes. Now we are no longer men, we are killer whales. When you see a canoe, fire a gun that we may know it. Then take hold of the canoe, but do not hurt them until we come." Neqá'p'ënkw-'em finished speaking and sat down. Then one canoe of the Kwakiutl, one of the Ma'maléleqala, one of the Nimkísh, and one of the Lau'itsis went ahead. They steered to G'i'lsg-iltEm. When they had passed the island, the other war canoes followed. At night they stopped at Nux'saqo'il. Early the next morning Ye'qatalalasamé sneezed. Then he awakened all the men and said, "Slaves! I sneezed with my right nostril. To-day we shall stain our hands in blood." Then the four spies started again. They did not see canoe nor smoke and all the warriors became sorry. Now they arrived at the mouth of Rivers Inlet. Then Mä'Xua, chief of the Ma'maléleqala spoke, "Listen to me, friends. My heart feels badly, because we have not yet seen anyone whom we might slay. Let us play with the Awí'k'énóx, the tribe of this place, to gladden my heart." The warriors did not want to do it, and while they were still talking the report of two guns was heard. "Now, slaves, paddle. Those were our spies." Then all the men paddled on. The Kwakiutl came to a place where six canoes of He'iltsuq were lying and the four canoes of their spies. The Nimkísh were the next to arrive. Then came the Lau'itsis, and far behind the others the Ma'maleleqala. The He'iltsuq were telling about their voyage and also that the Bi'lxula had barricaded their houses. Then Ye'qatalalasamé said, "Friends, ask the He'iltsuq who is their chief." Then Kalam asked
for the chief of the He'iltsuq. One man by the name of Yeimats'alis replied, "All these men are chiefs of the O'yala-itx. That is the custom of the He'iltsuq when they distribute blankets, all their chiefs go inviting. Now I will give you the names: This is O'mx'-it, this Wi'k-as, this Ha'mts'it, this Goxsema'kula, this La'iqoaq'ila, Wa'waxamis, Do'koaya-isala, Ha'masila'k, Ya'kal'ama, Han'yuos, Quina, Gu'e-tok', Ga'idc, La'Lilila, and Kala'guyuwis; they are all chiefs." Then La'laLanam spoke; "How do you feel now? You said before you would not have mercy even on your relatives. Now here are all the chiefs of the He'iltsuq." Then O'mx'-it untied the cover of his box and took out his whistles. He gave them to his son Wi'k-as, and O'mx'-it himself took the La'oflaxa horn and blew it four times, and Wi'k-as blew the ha'mats'a whistles. Then Ya'exlen arose and said, "Don't let the voice of the ts'etsa'eqa sound too loud. You heard it. We cannot hurt the red cedar bark that sounded before all of you. Let us meet them with our ts'etsa'eqa at the dancing season. We will rival with the dances of our brother O'tse'stalis, O'mx'-it, Wa'k-as, and Quina. We cannot kill the He'iltsuq. Let us go to war against the Bi'lxula." He was just speaking so when the Ma'malelekala came in sight around the point of the bay. They saw the canoes drifting, and MaXua arose at once and said; "Why do you let your canoes drift about?" And Ya'yaqadalal took up his lance and killed the steersman of one of the He'iltsuq canoes. As soon as he had done so he cried, "hup, hup, hup." Then all the tribes attacked the He'iltsuq. Only O'mx'-it was not killed. As soon as the ha'mats'a killed a man he cried, "hup, hup, hup," the bear growled, and every dancer became excited as soon as he killed a man. When all the He'iltsuq were dead, they took their freight and divided it. But the red cedar bark and the whistles of the ha'mats'a and of the La'oflaxa were given to the war chiefs. All the chiefs of the He'iltsuq were ha'mats'a. Now, O'mx'-it was a slave of MaXua, the chief of the Ma'malelekala. Then Neqai'p'enk-em said: "Friends, what do you think? Shall we go on to the Bi'lxula? Think of it, friends! We have done a great thing. The chiefs O'tse'stalis, Ba'salal, Wixwaqoquamaya, and Wi'yats'ula have not come here. They are near relations of those whom we killed. Are you not afraid of them? Then there are all the sons of O'tse'stalis. I think we ought to go home." Then they all returned. They had obtained all the names and all the dances of the dead chiefs of the He'iltsuq. Since that time the tribes have the cedar bark ornaments of the He'iltsuq and their names. They obtained them by spilling the blood of these men in war.\(^2\)

I have given these reports in some detail, as aside of the light they throw upon the acquisition of names and dances by war, they show

\(^1\)See p. 621.

\(^2\)See a Bi'lxula version of these wars in the Seventh Report of the Committee on the Northwestern Tribes of Canada, British Association for the Advancement of Science. 1891, p. 16.
also that the societies are recognized on war expeditions. I shall revert to this subject later on.

Notwithstanding the fact that each and every dance must be obtained by means of a marriage or by killing its owner, there are a number of offices connected with the ceremonials of the societies which are strictly hereditary in the male line and remain, therefore, always in the same clan. To this class belongs the office of the master of ceremonies, the officer who has charge of the drum, of the batons, of the eagle down, and others which will be set forth in the description of the ceremonial (Chapter IX). This is another argument in favor of the theory expressed above that the institutions of the Kwakiutl were at one time paternal, but were later on modified by the influence of the northern tribes, who are on a maternal stage.

VIII. The Dances and Songs of the Winter Ceremonial.

The object of the whole winter ceremonial is, first, to bring back the youth who is supposed to stay with the supernatural being who is the protector of his society, and then, when he has returned in a state of ecstasy, to exorcise the spirit which possesses him and to restore him from his holy madness.

These objects are attained by songs and by dances. In order to bring the youth back, members of all the secret societies perform their dances. It is believed that they will attract the attention of the absent novice, until finally one of the dances may excite him to such a degree that he will approach flying through the air. As soon as he appears his friends endeavor to capture him. Then begins the second part of the ceremony, the exorcising of the spirit; or, as the Kwakiutl call it, the taming of the novice. This is accomplished by means of songs sung in his honor, by dances performed by women in his honor, and by the endeavors of the shaman. After the novice has thus been restored to his senses, he must undergo a ceremonial purification before he is allowed to take part in the ordinary pursuits of life. The strictness and severity of this purification depend upon the character of the dance. Novices must drink water through the wing bone of an eagle, as their mouths must not touch the brim of the cup; they must suck
no more and no less than four times. They must not blow hot food, else they would lose their teeth.

The songs mostly consist of four verses. Each novice, viz, member of a society, has his own songs. They open with a burden which varies according to the society to which they belong. This burden is sung in order to indicate the tune. Then follow the words, which, however, are interspersed with repetitions of the burden. The words are called "the walk of the song" (or, as we should say, the words go this way). Each song is accompanied by beating of time with batons, and by a drum. The beating is sometimes so loud that it almost drowns the song. The rhythm of the tune, as well as of the beating, is exceedingly complex; but the most striking characteristic is the fact that the beating is always syncopated. The arm is raised when the tone is uttered and falls quickly afterwards. In all songs of the winter ceremonial the beating begins several bars before the singing. It is the reverse in profane songs. The beating is an intrinsic part of the songs and can not be separated from it.

The dances of the various societies differ in character, and will be described in the course of this chapter. They have all this in common, that the dancer on entering the door turns once to the left at a place
between the door and the fire. Then he dances toward the right, leaving the fire at his left. In the rear of the fire he turns again to the left, and after having made a complete turn continues his course. Every time he reaches the front or the rear of the fire, he makes a turn and then continues his way in the same direction. Each dance consists of four circuits around the fire. The motions of the feet follow the rhythm of the beating, not of the song.

When a mistake is made in these songs or dances which are intended
to pacify the novice, the effect is not only a renewed ecstasy of the novice, but it also excites all the older members of the various societies and thus produces a general ecstasy.

Errors in rhythm, turning the wrong way in a dance, smiling, and chewing gum are counted as mistakes. The error must be atoned for by an initiation of the person who made the mistake. When the members of the seal society observe a mistake, they jump from their seats and bite and scratch the person who made the mistake. He drops down at once and pretends to faint, and while the excited dancers surround him he disappears. This means that a spirit has taken him away in order to initiate him. The members of the seal society sit on the platform of the house or stand during the dances, that they may be certain to discover mistakes. The seal society attack and maltreat throughout the ceremonial the que'qutsa. At the close of the winter ceremonial they must pay an indemnity for all the damage that they may have done.

No greater misfortune, however, can happen than for one of the
dancers who performs his ceremonial dance to fall. In the course of the winter ceremonial quite a hole gradually develops at the two places where the dancers turn, and it is here that they are most likely to stumble and fall.

When a hā'mats'a falls in his dance, he must lie down as though he was dead. Then the master of ceremonies calls a man whose name is E'k'istolís (sand in eyes, i. e., a drowned person), whose office is hereditary. He is a qe'qutsa, and as an officer he is called ts'a'ts'exsílačnós (doing secretly). He carries a large staff (k'č'lag'ain), which is split like a pair of tongs, and in the interior of which some blood is hidden. With this staff he takes hold of the neck of the hā'mats'a and apparently blood is seen to flow from it. Then all the he'lig-a (see p. 438) lift the hā'mats'a, put him on their mat, and carry him four times around the fire. After they have gone around the fire four times his whistle is heard in the woods. When the mat is put down, it is seen that he has disappeared and that only his blankets and ornaments are left behind.

He stays away for four days and his father must make a new festival for him. When the hā'mats'a falls, everybody puts his hand over his eyes and drops his head, crying hā. As the expense of such a festival is very great, the amount equaling the return of the marriage money, but few persons are able to afford a second initiation. While nowadays every effort is made to enable the hā'mats'a's father to give the new festival, it is said that in former times the unfortunate one was killed by the other hā'mats'a, the bear dancers, and the nū'lmal, often at the instance of his own father.

When a hā'mats'a falls in his dance, it is considered an evil omen, indicating that he will die at an early date.

---

1 With sinking tone.
The view taken by the Kwakiutl is evidently that the falling of a hà'mats'a or of another dancer is an indication of either ill will on the part of the spirit, or as a defeat of their spirit by that of another tribe. Thus I was told that at one time the Kwakiutl had invited the Ma'malëqala for a winter ceremonial. When one of their dancers fell, their own mà'tlmal tried to kill him, and he was rescued with difficulty by the quê'quêsa. The song which was used during his dance was never used again. They believed that the event was proof that the spirit presiding over the winter ceremonial of the Ma'malëqala was stronger than their own.

When one of the dancers of an inferior society falls, he disappears also to be initiated, but his father does not need to go to the expense of a complete festival, as these initiations are much less expensive.

The paraphernalia of the dances consist largely of ornaments made of cedar bark, which is dyed in the juice of alder bark; of masks, whistles, and carvings of various kinds. All of these must not be seen by the profane. If any of these happened to see them, they were killed without mercy. As an example of this, I was told the following incident:

One of the quê'quêsa was preparing a carving to represent the sî'sîut. His daughter happened to see him at work. Then he called her into his room and dug a hole right under the fireplace. He asked her to put her head into his lap, pretending that he wanted to lose her. Then he killed her with a hammer. He put her body into the hole, covered it, and replaced the ashes. His wife looked for the girl, but he did not tell her of what he had done until the following summer, when he fell sick. Then he asked his wife to bury the remains of their daughter. As a survival of this custom, the saying remains which is used by the initiated in warning away the profane: "Go away, else we shall bury you."¹

By far the greater portion of the winter ceremonial is performed in

¹ Hà'gà' quê'tax à'lanòx tsànem'sol.
a house set apart for this purpose. It is called ḥo'pekə (emptied) because it is emptied of everything that is profane. Only when dances are performed, are the uninitiated or the profane allowed to enter the house. They must stay at the left-hand side of the entrance.

Most of the dances are performed in connection with feasts. Others are shown in connection with distributions of property. As during the ceremonial the clans are suspended, the order of seats which prevails in summer is also suspended, and a new arrangement takes place. The seal society have the seats of honor in the rear of the house, and among them the highest ha'mats'a has the first seat, in the middle of the rear of the house. At both sides of the ha'mats'a society sit the bear dancers and other members of the seal society. At the extreme ends of this society sit the nū'limal, the messengers of the ha'mats'a. The killer whale and rock cod societies sit in front of the seal society. They are the singers.

The ḥe'melk and the whale society sit next to the nū'limal—the former to the left of the ha'mats'a, the others to his right. The Koskimo sit next to them near the front corners of the house. The women sit all along the sides of the house in the rear row, the chicken society farthest in the rear, the dam society and the Ke'ki'xalak° in front. The person who gives the feast and all his relatives are in the "kettle corner," the right-hand front corner of the house. The profane sit on the left-hand side of the door. When one tribe has invited another one, all the members of the invited tribe sit in the front part of the sides of the house. The seal society of the hosts sit in the rear, and their singers as described heretofore. The rest of the inviting tribe are in the kettle corner.

Sometimes at such occasions all the members of the seal society and of the corresponding societies of the other tribes sit in the rear of the house. Then the ha'mats'a of all the tribes sit in the middle—first those of the Kwakint'l, at each side those of the Ma'malecleqala, at their sides those of the Nimkish and Lau'tisis. The other groups arrange themselves in the same manner, the Kwakiutl members sitting in the rear row nearest the rear of the house; then toward the door follow the Ma'malecleqala, continuing in the next row nearer the fire. Then follow the Nimkish and Lau'tisis.
The singers sit so arranged that the rear rows are facing the fire while the front rows face backward. In their midst sits the song leader (nā'qate) and his two assistants (gu'nuleme=sitting at his sides). It is the duty of the song leader to make new songs, to compose new words to old tunes, to learn quickly the songs of the returning novice, and to teach them to the singers. He also gives signals for changes in rhythm and starts the tunes. His office is hereditary in the male line. His assistants call out the words for each verse. The singers are so seated that in front of the board which serves for their back support they can spread their mats, and, when kneeling on these, have in easy reach long planks on which they beat the rhythm with batons. These are generally of split pine wood and are made at the time of opening the feast. They are about 1 ½ feet long, and the singers before using them roughly smooth one end, which is used as a handle. They either beat downward, holding the baton in their hands stretched forward, or they hold it like a pestle and thump the plank with it. In former times when wood was not easily split on account of lack of steel axes, they kept the batons, which were in consequence also more nicely finished. Nowadays only the song leader and his assistants have carved or painted batons. (Figs. 42-50.) The ordinary crude batons are generally split up at the end of the festival and used as torches for lighting the way home through the darkness of the street. It is a very pretty sight to see the numerous guests going home, each carrying his torch and lighting up the logs and canoes on the beach on the one side and the dark row of houses on the other.

I will now proceed to describe the ceremonies of various societies.

Baxbaku añan̓ Xşi'wae, as stated above, initiates several dancers, the most important of which is the ha'mats'a, or the cannibal. He is possessed of the violent desire of eating men. The novice is taken away by this spirit and is supposed to stay at his house for a long time. The period of his absence extends over three or four months, during which time he actually stays in the woods. In the middle of this time

---

**Fig. 54.**

**RATTLE OF HÉLIGA, SET WITH RED CEDAR BARK, REPRESENTING A CONVENTIONALIZED FACE.**

Front and rear views. Height, 11 ½ inches.


---

**Fig. 55.**

**RATTLE OF HÉLIGA, SET WITH CEDAR BARK, REPRESENTING A CONVENTIONALIZED FACE.**

Height, 10 inches; black.

he reappears near the village and his sharp whistle and his cries, "hap, hap, hap" (eating, eating, eating), are heard. Then he comes back to fetch his k'i'nqalaLaLa, who must procure food for him. (See p. 399.)

The k'i'nqalaLaLa is always one of his female relatives. Finally he returns and attacks every one upon whom he can lay his hands. He bites pieces of flesh out of the arms and chests of the people. As soon as he arrives, the servants of the ha'mats'a, the her'lig'a (healers) or s'a'latila, of whom the Kwakiutl have twelve in all, run up to him,
swinging rattles, the sound of which is supposed to pacify the hā'mats'a. This office is hereditary in the male line, and either four or six of them must accompany the hā'mats'a whenever he is in an ecstasy. They surround him in a close circle in order to prevent him from attacking the people and utter the pacifying cries "hō'p, hō'p." The rattles of the he'di'g-a are always carved with a design which originally represented a skull. Figures 51 and 52 show this design clearly, but it often degenerates into the representation of a conventional face, and in some cases it has simply a rounded shape, and an animal is carved on its face. (Figs. 53–59.) I do not know if the beautiful rattles which are used by the he'di'g-a of the Kwakiutl, but which were made by the He'li'tsuq and represent the thunder bird on a round rattle (fig. 60), had originally a different meaning. In olden times, when the hā'mats'a was in a state of ecstasy, slaves were killed for him, whom he devoured. The following facts were observed by Mr. Hunt and Mr. Moffat in the early days of Fort Rupert: When a hā'mats'a had returned from the woods, a slave, a man of the Nanaimo tribe, named Xu'ntém, was shot. They saw him running down to the beach, where he dropped. Then all the nū'lmal of the Ku'x'a tribe went down to the beach carrying knives and lances. The bear dancers and the hā'mats'as followed them. The nū'lmal cut the body with their knives and lances and the hā'mats'as squatted down dancing and crying "hāp, hāp." Then the bear dancers took up the flesh and, holding it like bears and growling at the same time, they gave it to the highest hā'mats'a first and then to the others. In memory of this event a face representing Baxbaku'lanuXsī'wac was carved in the rock on the beach at the place where the slave had been eaten. The carving is done in sandstone, which was battered down with stone

---

1 Mr. George Hunt, who told me this story as reported to him by his father, who had been an eyewitness, added the following remarks, which are of interest as elucidating some of the views of these tribes. The slave's wife was at that time in the fort. She went out on the gallery and called out to the hā'mats'a: "I will give you five years to live. The spirit of your winter dance ceremonial is strong, but mine is stronger. You killed my husband with gun and bullet, and now I will kill you with the point of my tongue." After five years all those who had taken part in the murder were dead.
hammers (Plate 23). Near this rock carving there are a number of others and much older ones (Plates 24-26, fig. 61). The Indians have no recollection of the incidents which they are to commemorate. They say that they were made at the time before animals were transformed into men.

I received another report of the killing of a slave. A female slave was asked to dance for the hā'mats'a. Before she began dancing she said: "Do not get hungry, do not eat me." She had hardly said so when her master, who was standing behind her, split her skull with an ax. She was eaten by the hā'mats'a. This happened in Newettee, and Q'ōma'na'kula, who participated in the performance, was living until a couple of years ago. He told me that it is exceedingly hard to eat fresh human flesh, much more so than to eat dried corpses.

The bones of the killed slaves were kept at the north side of the house, where the sun does not shine upon them. During the fourth night they were taken out of the house, tied up, weighted with a stone, and thrown into deep water, because it is believed that if they were buried they would come back and take their master's soul.

When the hā'mats'a had bitten a piece out of the arm of one of his enemies, he drank hot water after having swallowed the flesh. It was believed that this would result in the inflammation of the wound. Nowadays, when the ceremonies have lost much of their former cruelty, they do not actually bite the piece of flesh out of the arm, but merely pull the skin up with their teeth, sucking hard so as to remove as much blood as possible, and then with a small sharp knife cut off secretly a piece of skin. This is not swallowed, but hidden behind...
ROCK CARVING ON THE BEACH AT FORT RUPERT, REPRESENTING THE FACE OF BAXBAKUALANUXSI'WAÉ.

From a photograph.
ROCK CARVINGS ON BEACH AT FORT RUPERT, REPRESENTING THE SEA MONSTER JAK'IM AND A NUMBER OF SMALL FACES.

From a photograph.
Rock Carvings on Beach at Fort Rupert, representing a series of faces.
Rock Carvings on Beach at Fort Rupert, representing a Series of Human Faces.

From a photograph.
PlATE 27

Tree Burial in Fort Rupert.
From a photograph.
the ear until after the dance, when it is returned to the owner, in order to assure him that it will not be used against him for purposes of witchcraft.

Besides devouring slaves, the hā'mats'as also devour corpses. When a new hā'mats'a, after being initiated, returns from the woods he will sometimes carry a corpse, which is eaten after his dance. The bodies are prepared for this ceremony. The skin is cut around the wrists and ankles, as they must not eat the hands and feet. It is believed that else they would die immediately. The hā'mats'a must use for this ceremony the corpse of one of his deceased relatives, which the hē'lig'a must prepare. The Kwakiiutl used to bury their dead on trees. The body was placed in a box, and these boxes were placed on branches a considerable distance up a tree. There the boxes were piled one on top of the other (Plate 27). The bodies, when so exposed to the action of the freely circulating air, mostly mummify. A corpse is taken down from the tree and is soaked in salt water. The hē'lig'a takes hemlock twigs, the leaves of which have been removed, and pushes them under the skin, gradually removing all the decayed flesh until nothing but the skin remains. After this is done the body is placed on top of the small hut in which the novice (g'i'yakila) is living while he is staying in the woods. The hands of the body hang down. Its belly is cut open and spread with sticks. The hā'mats'a keeps a fire under it and smokes it. Four days before he returns to the village he sends for all the old hā'mats'as. When they come, he tells them: “These are my traveling provisions, which I received from Baxbaku'alamuXsi'wač.”¹ He asks them to point out what shares they desire to have when he will return. They take the body down and place it on a clean mat. Each points out what he desires to have. His return will be described later on (p. 527). His k'i'nqala'lala returns with him. She carries the corpse which has been prepared. She goes backward, facing the hā'mats'a. When she reaches the right side of the fire, the hā'mats'a enters the house. He stoops so that his face is close to the ground. On entering, he turns four times, descends to the middle of the house, and when he is four steps away from the door, he turns again four times. When the

¹G'amen g'iwu'lkda da g'u'ila yis Baxbaku'alamuXsi'wač.
This my traveling provisions, the food given by Baxbaku'alamuXsi'wač.
ki'iqalalala reaches the rear of the house, she turns again. A drum is placed in the middle of the rear of the house, bottom up. The ki'iqalalala pretends to put the corpse on the drum, but walks past it, the ĥa'mats'a following her. At the door she turns again, proceeds around the fire, and when she reaches the drum a second time, she turns again and pretends to put the body down. At this time all the old ĥa'mats'as, who have been outside the house, jump down from the roof and rush in through the doors. They are all naked and follow the ki'iqalalala in a state of high excitement. When they have run around the fire four times, the body is put down on the drum.

The master of ceremonies (see p. 501) begins to cut it and distributes the flesh among the ha'mats'a. But first the ki'iqalalala takes four bites. The people count how many bites each of them swallows. They are not allowed to chew the flesh, but they bolt it. The ki'iqalalala brings them water to drink in between.

After this part of the ceremony is finished, the hê'läg'a rise, each takes one ha'mats'a at the head, and they drag them to the salt water. They go into the water until it reaches up to their waists, and, facing the rising sun, they dip the ha'mats'a four times under water. Every time he rises again he cries hap. Then they go back to the house. Their excitement has left them. They dance during the following nights. They look downcast and do not utter their peculiar cries, hap, hap. They do not dance squatting, but in an erect
position. After the close of the ceremonial the hā'mats'a by the payment of blankets indemnifies those whom he has bitten and the owner of slaves whom he has killed.

The ceremonial of the return of the hā'mats'a will be described later on, when an account of the whole winter ceremonial will be given. My object here is to describe the manner of dancing, so that I do not need to refer to the subject again later on.

The hā'mats'a has two ways of dancing—one representing him in a stage of greatest excitement, the other when he is becoming pacified. His first dance and sometimes part of the second are danced in the former position, the others are danced in the second position. The first dance represents him as looking for human flesh to eat. He dances in a squatting position, his arms extended sideways and trembling violently (fig. 62). He first extends them to the right, then to the left, changing at the same time the position of the feet so that when extending his arms to the left he rests on his left foot and the right foot is extended backward; when extending his arms to the right, he rests on his right foot and the left foot is extended backward. Thus he moves on slowly with long steps. His head is lifted up, as though he was looking for a body that was being held high up in front of him. His eyes are wide open, his lips pushed forward, and from time to time he utters his terrible cry, hap. His attendants surround him, and two of them hold him at his neck ring that he may not attack the people. When in the rear of the house, he suddenly changes his position, putting his hands on his hips and jumping in long leaps with both legs at the same time, his face still bearing the same expression. In this position he turns in the rear of the fire. Thus he continues his four circuits, changing
from time to time from the slow trembling movement to the long leaps. During this time his k'i'pqalaLala—if he is a novice—dances backward in front of him. She stands erect and holds her hands and forearms extended forward as though she was carrying a body for the ha'mats'a to eat. Then his eyes are directed to her hands, which she keeps moving up and down a little with each step. Her open palms are turned upward. In his second dance the ha'mats'a dances standing erect. While in his first dance he is naked, he is now clothed in a blanket. Now he holds his forearms upward, the elbows being near his flanks, the palms forward, the fingers lightly bent. His hands are still trembling violently. His dance consists of rhythmical steps coincident with the beats of the batons. He takes very high steps, so that his knees almost touch his chest. When raising one foot, he bends at the same time the knee of the other leg, and thus drops his trunk considerably without changing his position (Plate 28). He always puts down the whole sole of his foot.

When he first returns from his initiation, he wears a head ring, neck ring, waist ring, bracelet, and anklets made of hemlock branches. The form of these rings varies according to the legend from which the ha'mats'a derives his origin. While most of them have plain hemlock rings, one ha'mats'a of the Koskimo has his set with small rings of white peeled twigs, which set off clearly against the dark green ring of balsam pine (see p. 595).

The painting of the face of the ha'mats'a also depends upon the legend from which he derives his origin. Most of them have their faces painted black all over, while others have two curved red lines on each cheek running from the corner of the mouth to the ear in a wide curve
Dance of the Ha'mats'a.

The peculiar head and neck ring of the dancer were obtained from the Tlingit, his grandmother being of the Tongass tribe.

From a photograph.
which is concave on the upper side. This, it is said, is where Baxbaku-alanuXs'wač rubbed off the hā'mats'a's skin, or to indicate that they are living on blood. According to the legend, the various hā'mats'as become excited by seeing certain objects or by hearing them mentioned. All of these refer to death. The exciting object for one hā'mats'a is the ghost or corpse; for another one, skulls; for still others, "a head cut off" or maggots or x:a’wayu (open door). Whenever any of these words occur in a song, or when a dance, figure, or painting is shown representing these objects, the hā'mats'a who, according to his legend, is affected by them falls into a state of ecstacy.
If the dancer is not a novice, he dances the first dance with his cedar bark ornaments, which the new há'mats'a does not wear until his fourth dance. These consist of a heavy crown of plated cedar bark and a neck ring to correspond, anklets, and bracelets (figs. 63-68).

The head ring fig. 63 is set with four crosspieces. These crosspieces designate the gifts of the spirits who have initiated the cannibal. The front piece represents the milky way, the cannibal pole of Baxbakualanuxsi'waé, the two lateral pieces represent the hó'Xhok^n. The rear crosspiece is said to be merely an ornament. Some há'mats'as wear a bear skin which is set with the scalps of the slaves whom he has eaten or of the enemies whom he has slain. The symbolic meaning of a number of crosspieces will be described in detail further on (p. 449).

During the dances of the há'mats'a whistles are heard (figs. 69-74), which represent the voices of the spirits. Most of these whistles are small. They are made of red cedar. A few are made of bone.

After his first dance, the há'mats'a disappears in a room set apart for this purpose in the rear of the house. It is called the mā'wil, and is supposed to be the house of Baxbakualanuxsi'waé. Its front is painted with designs which represent either the face of Baxbakualanuxsi'waé himself or that of his servant the raven. The top of the front is set with fringes of red cedar bark (fig. 75). The room is always so arranged that when the há'mats'a reappears, he comes out of the mouth of the painting on its front. Plate 29 shows the há'mats'a coming out of the secret room, which is painted with the design of the raven. His attendants, as soon as he appears, run up to the secret room and hold the há'mats'a at his neck ring. Then he comes forward and performs his dance.

This room is used only by the novice. For him also a high pole is erected in the middle of the rear of the house. It is called the ha'msp'eq, the cannibal pole. It is a mast from 30 to 40 feet high, which is wound with red cedar bark. At the top is a short crosspiece about 4 feet in length. The cedar bark extends up to it so that it forms a triangle at the top of the pole. Sometimes a triangle painted with the face of Baxbakualanuxsi'waé is fastened to it instead.

As mentioned before, the novice after his first dance disappears into his secret room. Soon his cries are heard again, and he is seen coming out backward at the side of the mā'wil. He wears the mask of the raven, Qo'aiqoaxualanuxsi'waé (fig. 76), which it is supposed is growing
HÁMATS'A COMING OUT OF SECRET ROOM.
From a photograph of a group in the U. S. National Museum.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 30.
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MASKS REPRESENTING BAXBAKUÅLANUXSI'WAÉ.

Fig. 1. Length, 17 inches; height, 15 inches; width, 18¼ inches; black, red, and green.

Fig. 2. Painting on lower side of the mask represented in Fig. 1.
   (Cat. No. 112, American Museum of Natural History, New York.)

Fig. 3. Length, 17½ inches; black and red.

Fig. 4. Painting on lower side of the mask represented in Fig. 3.
   (Cat. No. 113, American Museum of Natural History, New York.)
out of his body. He now personates the slave of BaxbakualamuXsi’-waé. Actually, it is not the same person who is wearing this mask, but somebody else who dances in his place. He crouches so that the long beak of the bird is close to the ground and turns his head with sudden jerks to the right and to the left. Both his hands are hidden under his blanket and with them he pulls strings which make the jaw of the mask open and shut very rapidly, thus producing a loud clapping

noise. As soon as the mask appears, the singers begin the following song:

Wa! Everybody is afraid of the t’sé-ts’áqwa mask of BaxbakualamuXsi’waé.
Wa! Everybody is afraid of the cannibal mask of Qoá’qoaXualamuXsi’waé.
His hooked-beak mask causes fluttering of the heart.
His hó’Xhok’a head mask causes fluttering of the heart.¹

After the dancer has moved around the fire four times, he disappears behind the mā’wil. Then the há’mats’a comes forward again out of the mā’wil and dances in a squatting position as before, but perfectly naked. He disappears, and next a dancer, the same one who wore the first mask, appears, coming out backward at the side of the mā’wil. He wears the mask of BaxbakualamuXsi’waé himself, and dances and moves in the same position as the Qoá’qoa-

XualamuXsi’waé. (Fig. 77 and Plate 30.)

It will be noticed that some of these masks are set with skulls carved of wood. These have various meanings. They may indicate that the mask was obtained in war, or that as many slaves were killed for the novice as there are skulls attached to the mask, or finally they may belong traditionally to the particular há’mats’a. Throughout these ceremonies it must be borne in mind that the different há’mats’as have

¹See Appendix, page 686.
each a separate tradition, and, therefore, their masks and ornaments differ. While the dancer who wears the mask of BaxbakułanuXsi'wač is dancing, the singers sing the following song:

He is carrying the hà'mats'a head mask which he obtained from BaxbakułanuXsi'wač all around our world.¹

After he has danced around the fire four times he disappears, and then the hà'mats'a comes again from out of the mā'wit, dressed in his ornaments of red cedar bark and dances in an erect position.

When an old hà'mats'a performs these dances, the masks do not appear, but he dances four times in succession, first in the squatting position, then the latter part of the second dance and his third and fourth dances erect.

The Nā'q'oaq-tóq use for the novice the two masks represented in fig. 78 and Plate 31. The legend of their hà'mats'a was told in the preceding chapter (p. 396). The mask which appears first is the raven mask; then the dancer performs his second dance, wearing the ornaments shown on figs. 79 and 80. His third dance is that of the hō'xhok (Plate 31). His cedar bark headdress for the first dance is shown in fig. 79, for the last dance in fig. 80. In both dances he wears the neck ring fig. 81.

The raven mask (fig. 82) belonged originally to a hà'mats'a of the Hē'iltsuq, from whom the Kwakintł obtained it by marriage. When in use, a sleeveless waist of eagle skins which reaches down to the hips is attached to it. The arms of the dancer are tied with red cedar bark above the elbows and at the wrists. He wears an ordinary neck ring. He also wears bands around knees and ankles and a waistband, all made of red cedar bark similar to those worn by the dancer represented in Plate 31. The legend from which the mask derives its origin is as follows: A chief

¹ See Appendix, page 687.
Raven Mask and Dress of Red and White Cedar Bark, worn by the Hā'mts'a of the Nā'q'oaqtōq.
was deserted on an island by his slaves. He thought he would have to die of hunger. He sat down and covered his face with his blanket and cried. Then he heard his name being called. He looked up, but did not see anyone. He covered his head again. Soon his name was called a second time, but he could not discover anyone. The same happened a third time. Then he bit a hole in his cedar bark blanket and peeped through it. Soon he saw a mouse coming out of a hole and calling him. He threw off his blanket and spoke to the mouse, who invited him to enter. She warned him, however, to take care of the door. The chief followed her. She led him down the rock to Q'o'moqua'e's house. The door of the house was the raven, Qoa'qoaXualamuXsi'wa'e, who snapped at everybody who entered the house. The chief jumped through the door when it opened. Q'o'maqua'e gave him the hâmats'a dance and the raven mask.

In order to explain the meanings of the crosspieces on the head rings and of the attachments to the neck rings of the hâmats'a, I must insert a few traditions referring to this subject:

Following is the legend of the origin of the G•aggraënôx:

The first of the A'wa-ilala lived at Ts'a'watê. Their chief was Gu'mg•ila. His sons were Qoa'wilpê and Xa'niats'amg-ilak. They were always very happy, because their tribe was numerous. One night they were attacked, and Gu'mg•ila and his two sons alone were saved. When the day came Xa'niats'amg-ilak felt very ill at ease and told his father: "I will go into the woods. Do not try to see me, my dear!" His father replied: "Only take care, my son, lest something might happen to you. Do nothing that is wrong, because you intend to go and obtain a magic treasure. Rub your body for four days with hemlock branches, else you will smell like man." Then they separated. The young man
went into the woods at once and rubbed his body with hemlock branches for four days. He did not speak to anybody. Then he walked up the river Ts'awatê and came to a lake. A loon swam to the shore and asked him: “What are you doing here?” Xa’niats’amg’ilak replied: “I am looking for a magic treasure.” “Take my name,” said the loon. “Your name is now Ta’l-ts’aas.” Then the loon flew away and Xa’niats’amg’ilak left the lake and went up the river. He arrived at the next lake and sat down on the shore. Now he saw a seal coming ashore. The seal said: “What are you doing here?” He replied: “I am looking for a magic treasure.” The seal said: “Take my name. Your name is now Lâ’delaweqame.” The seal left him, and he walked farther up the river. Now he arrived at the great lake. There he sat down. Then he saw a sea lion, which swam up to the place where he was sitting. He asked: “What are you doing here, my friend?” Xa’niats’amg’ilak replied: “I am looking for a magic treasure.” and the sea lion said: “Take my name. Your name is now Mo’nakoala.” Then the sea lion left him.

He went farther up the river and arrived at a very large lake. There he sat down. Then he saw a whale emerging and coming up to him. The whale asked: “What are you doing here?” He replied: “I am looking for a magic treasure.” Then the whale said: “Take my name. Your name is now Ya’qaLnala and Qoayi’mts’e and Gê’maxalas and a La’J^ayegalise. Then the whale left him. Xa’niats’amg’ilak still felt badly and cried. There were no more lakes and he wanted to kill himself. For four days he stayed there and washed and rubbed his body with hemlock branches. Then he went to the top of the mountains. He came to the top of the great mountain Dã’duqola. He did not see anything there, and walked to the great mountain Nóla. He did not
see anything there. Therefore he felt badly and was about to turn homeward. Then he discovered steam rising halfway down the mountain. He went to that place. It was evening when he arrived there. He saw a lake with steep precipices all around it, like to a washtub. He tried to find a way to go down to the lake. He slept during the night. In the morning he twisted cedar twigs. He made four long pieces so that the end reached down to the water. Now he saw a small island floating on the lake. He climbed down the cedar rope and came to the lake. Then the fishes in the lake covered his whole body and sucked at it. After he had bathed he climbed up the rope again. The fishes had sucked at his body so that it was all covered with blood. In the evening he climbed down again. The fishes tormented him in the same manner. Then he climbed up again and sat on the ground. The following morning he saw a cloud descending to the lake. When the cloud lifted, what should he see? There was a canoe on the lake with fifteen men in it. Fourteen were paddling and one was standing in the bow of the canoe. He carried a spear in his hand. They kept close to the island. Three times they went around it. Then Xa'niats'amgilak climbed down his rope. As soon as he reached the water he dived and swam to the island. When he was near it, he raised his head. After a short time the canoe came to the place where he was in hiding. He took hold of the canoe under its bow. Then the men became afraid and rushed to the stern of the canoe. The chief of the men said: "Look what stops our canoe!" One of the men saw
Xa'niats'amg'ilak holding the bow of the canoe. He told the other men, and their chief said: "O Lord, let go! I will give you the water of life." But Xa'niats'amg'ilak only lifted the bow of the canoe higher. Then the men spoke: "O Lord, I will give you the fire that burns everything." Xa'niats'amg'ilak only lifted the canoe still higher.

Then the man spoke: "O Lord, let go, I will give you the death bringer." He only lifted the canoe still higher. "O Lord, let go, and this my canoe which moves by itself shall be yours and my winter dance names, A'myax-it and Ts'eg-eLilak. I am the harpooner of heaven." Then Xa'niats'amg'ilak let go the canoe. The harpooner and his crew went out of the canoe. He took the water of life, the death bringer, and the fire, and put them into the canoe. Then he took the canoe and squeezed it in his hands, so that it became small, and he put his cedar bark ornaments on the head of Xa'niats'amg'ilak. Then the harpooner told him what to do. He said: "Take care! Sprinkle the water of life on him whom you want to resuscitate. If you show your fire whatever you point at will be burnt, however far it may be; and when you go to war, take the death bringer, and all your enemies will die. And you will kill all the sea monsters and all kinds of animals. When you want to go anywhere in your canoe, just put it into the water, go aboard, and say, 'paddle.' Then its paddles will move by themselves, Its name is 'Paddle side canoe.'"

Then the man disappeared and Xa'niats'amg'ilak went home. When he was near his home, he took the fire and tried it on the mountains on the one side of the house of Gu'mgila. They burnt right away. Then he was glad. Now Gu'mgila saw the mountain burning and spoke to his other son: "O dear! your brother has done well," for he thought that it was he who made the mountain burn. Not long after Xa'niats'amg'ilak entered his father's house. They gave him to eat and he told everything to his father, about his red cedar bark and about
the names. After he had told his father, he said: "Now let us make war upon all the people of the world. Take a good canoe. We want to find them who killed all our friends."

His father said: "Yes, my son; I think you have obtained magic power. Let us go to-morrow. Only take care of the sea monsters." Then Gu’mg-ilak cleaned a good canoe and put the mats and paddles into it in the evening. The next morning he launched the canoe. Then Xa’niats’amg-ilak said himself ready and went aboard. He called his brother Qo’a’wilpe, and he went aboard also. Gu’mg-ilak stayed ashore. Then Xa’niats’amg-ilak said to his brother: "I do not like our canoe, and I will change it." Then he took his small stick out of his head ring and put it into the water. At once it became a canoe with five paddles on each side. He jumped into it and called his brother. He also jumped aboard. Then Xa’niats’amg-ilak took off his cedar bark ring and took out the wood carving in shape of a beaver. He said to his canoe "yi i i," and he pointed the firebringer to the upper end of the village and it caught fire; then to the lower end of the village, and it also caught fire.

Now he told his canoe: "Paddle!" and it paddled. Then Gu’mg-ilak was glad to see that his son was a magician. They were going to Ga’yux, and there they met the monster sea otter. He struck it with the death bringer, and it was transformed into a stone. He arrived at Ga’yux. Then he saw the village and went ashore. He was invited and the people fed the two brothers. After they had eaten, Xa’niats’amg-ilak asked his host: "Who are you, brother?" He replied: "I am Nenālagila, and this is my wife, Yo’lagilayūkoa."

Then Xa’niats’amg-ilak said: "Thank you, my brother. I am Xa’niats’amg-ilak, the son of Gu’mg-ilak. This is my elder brother, Qo’a’wilpe." Then Nenālagila asked: "Where are you going?" He replied: "We will go up this river." "Don’t do that, master, else you will have bad luck, because there are monster herrings there." Xa’niats’amg-ilak replied: "Don’t you know the monster at TsaXuala where canoes cross the inlet? I vanquished it." Then he called his elder
brother and said: "Now I will change your name." He took his brother's hands and rubbed the death bringer over them. They were turned into stone, and he spoke: "Now your name shall be T'et'ësumx-tsatsana." Nenâ'ilag'ila said: "O, master! you are not a common man. Now I see what kind of a man you are. You will make war upon the monster herrings of whom we are afraid; but be careful." The canoe paddled, and he arrived at that lake. When they were in the middle of the lake, the monster herrings came. He struck his fire at them, but it did not kill them. They jumped into the canoe and it foundered. Then Xa'niats'amg'ilak and his brother were dead. That is the end.

Figures 83 to 91 represent the cedar bark ornaments of Xa'niats'amg-ilak. In fig. 83 is shown the head ring which he wears in his first dance. The upright piece in front represents the magic canoe which he obtained in the lake, as related on page 452. The upright pieces at both sides of his second head ring (fig. 84) represent the fire bringer. The crosspiece on the forehead of his third head ring (fig. 85) represents the death bringer. Figure 86 shows his first neck ring, which has four rings attached to it. By these the attendants hold him when he is dancing the hâ'mats'a dance. The front crosspiece of his second neck ring (fig. 87) designates that he has the powers of a shaman, the other one that he was made a hâ'mats'a by encountering the spirits. Figures 88 and 89 are the rings which the dancer who personifies Xa'niats'amg-ilak wears in feasts during the winter-dance season. There are still two other rings worn by the dancer which refer to a portion of the legend not contained in the preceding version. The crosspiece on the head ring (fig. 90) represents the death bringer which he obtained in the lake, while the crosspieces and the front of the neck ring (fig. 91) represent the sî'sinl which he obtained from Ts'â'eqame.

Figures 92 to 95 are the ornaments of Lexx'â'lix'ilagû. According

1Owing to an oversight the one lateral horn has been pulled out. The loose end should have been pushed down into the ring.
to tradition, N̓əmase'nxelis, an ancestor of the Naq̓o'mg-ilisala had a son named L̓exx-a̓/lix-ilag̓ (p. 335), who obtained his dances from the sʔs'iul and from the wolves. His first head ring (fig. 92) shows six crosspieces in front. These are the death bringers, and the upright piece on top is the fire bringer, while the square behind represents the bucket containing the water of life. In his second head ring (fig. 93) only four death bringers are shown. This ring is worn in his second dance. As will be described below, the Naq̓o'mg-ilisala and La'Lasiqoala take off some of the symbols which designate the supernatural powers of the dancer after each dance. The ring shown in fig. 94 is stripped of all these crosspieces and is worn by the dancer in feasts. The dancing neck ring (fig. 95) has two crosspieces on the sides. These symbolize the gifts of the sʔs'iul, while the gifts of the wolves are symbolized by the attachments in front and in the back.

Another h̓a'mats'a of the La'Lasiqoala, on returning from the woods, dances four nights with wreaths of hemlock branches; the following four nights (the fifth to the eighth) without any ornaments; then four nights (the ninth to the twelfth) with ornaments of red cedar bark. He wears eight bundles over his forehead, which are called k̓-a̓/siwə, and four on each side. The next night, after he has finished dancing, one of the k̓-a̓/siwə is taken off, which is publicly announced the following morning. The fourteenth night two more of these bundles are taken away; the next, two more; and finally, the sixteenth, one more, which is also publicly announced each morning. The seventeenth night a black line is drawn over his face from the left side of his forehead to the right side of his chin, and then he rises to bite people. Later on he is excited by mistakes and by songs of the ghost dancer. The head ring is meant to symbolize the moon, and the decrease in the
size of the ring is said to signify the waning of the moon. When the hā'mats'a returns, a bloody line runs over his face, beginning on the cheeks, curving up toward the nose, which it crosses in its upper portion. It is said to designate the moon. The line is made by rubbing the face with dogfish skin. It is said that this line indicates the effect of Wina'lag-ilis's canoe, which rubbed against the face of the novice.

Each hā'mats'a has eight songs of his own, which are composed for him by the nā'qate at the time of his return from the woods, and are sung whenever he dances.

A young man who first becomes a member of a secret society can not join the hā'mats'a until after a number of years. For seven years he must have been a member of societies of lower rank. Then in the eighth year he may become a hā'mats'a.

The hā'matsa's first initiation is called g'i'yak-ila. After four seasons he may be given another hā'mats'a by his father. This is called tā. After he has been initiated four times (yuduXp'ēna tā= three times gone into it), he may leave the ranks of the hā'mats'a and become a quē'qutsa. This is called "locking the whistles into the box." This is accomplished in the following way: When the master of ceremonies assembles all the people (qap'e'k", see p. 502), all the hā'mats'as stand up; then the one who desires to join the quē'qutsa says: ¹ "I will not stand up before you. I want to be quē'qutsa." He is asked why he desires to do so, but only replies; ² "I have finished being hā'mats'a." Then the people reply: ³ "Let your whistles be quiet," and he says: ⁴ "I will keep my whistles quiet." The same statements must be made by other members of the seal society who desire to become quē'qutsa.

On the following day the master of ceremonies sends his messengers to invite to the qap'e'k". The man who desires to become a quē'qutsa

---

¹ K'ē'slen lā'x'nil. Quē'qutsallsen. Not I stand in house. I shall be quē'qutsa.

² La'men qo'il hā'mats'a. I have finished hā'mats'a.

³ Àrng'a amā awi'lalex qas k'ē'sa'āos q'oa'tsēowil. Really strong (real) not you cry inside.

⁴ Q'ilalen k'ēlen q'oa'tsōowil. I will not I cry inside (whistles).
must join them. He is painted with the particular design which used to Excite him—a head, maggots, the raven, the x'a'wayu, or the corpse. When painting them, the people hold them tight and torment them. The skull is painted black on the hā'mats'a's face; the maggots are represented by numerous little dots, and the x'a'wayu is indicated by a rope. The painting representing the corpse are feet, because when the hā'mats'a enters the house carrying a corpse, its feet are always visible under the blanket.

Painted in this manner he accompanies the messengers, who carry long staffs (quē'spēq). The hā'mats'a pretends that he can not do the work assigned to the messengers properly. When they call a name, they always strike the threshold with their staffs. The hā'mats'a stands in their midst and they strike his feet with their staffs when calling a name. In short, he is maltreated in all conceivable ways, particularly by his rival. If he can not endure the torments longer, he will rush to the seat of the seal society. Then the people pull him back, push him, and tear his clothes. Then he gets excited and bites the people.

Following are a number of songs of the hā'mats'a:

hā'mats'a song composed recently by Qoayó'stētsas. 1
1. I am going all around the world eating everywhere with BaxbakuulananXsi'wač.
2. I give you no time to escape from me when I go with BaxbakuulananXsi'wač.
3. I am at the center of the world; for me BaxbakuulananXsi'wač is crying hap.
4. I am at the post of the world; for me BaxbakuulananXsi'wač is crying hap.

When the hā'mats'a moves his trembling arms from right to left, he indicates by gestures the contents of the song. In the preceding song the gestures are as follows: With the words “I am going,” the arms are stretched out to one side; “all around the world,” the arms swing around in a wide circle; “I,” the shoulders are alternately brought

---

1 Appendix, page 688.
forward and backward—this means that the dancer himself is being referred to; "eating everywhere," the right hand stretches far out, as though it was taking food, and is then brought to the mouth, while the left describes a wide circle, indicating everywhere; "BaxbaukulanuXsi'waē," both hands are bent inward and the finger tips moved toward the mouth, meaning the eater.

I did not see the dance of the second line. In order to explain the gestures of the third line, I must give a literal translation: "I went, you cried 'hap' for me, BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē, at the center of the world." "I went," gesture as above, "you cried 'hap' for me, BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē," both hands bent inward move to the mouth, as above, designating the cannibal spirit; then the arms are stretched far backward, the palms turned downward, and the head is lowered, this being the cannibal spirit's attitude when crying hap. The same attitude is taken by the dancer wearing the mask (fig. 77) when he clatters with its movable jaw, at the same time crying hap. "At the center of the world." When these words are sung, the dancer is in front of the fire and looks up to the rear of the house in BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē's attitude, as before, because then he is looking at the center of the world. The last line is the same as the third.

Hā' mats'a song composed recently by He'iltsaquls.1

1. Ham ham a'mai, ham ham a'mai, hamai, hamaina mā'mai, hamai hamamai. Ham hamām ham am ham amāmái hamēi hamā'mai.
2. Ham ham a'mai. Utter the hā' mats'a cry, utter the hā' mats'a cry, the cry of the great spirit who dwells at the north end of the world.
3. Ham ham a'mai. Utter BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē's cry, BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē's cry, the cry of the great spirit who dwells at the north end of the world.
4. Ham ham a'mai. Utter the raven cry, the raven cry, the cry of the great spirit who dwells at the north end of the world.

---

1 Appendix, page 689.
The mention of the north refers to the fact that the composer is a descendant of the Tongass by his mother's side. He claims to have obtained his hā'mats'a from her tribe.

**HĀ'MATS'A SONG COMPOSED ABOUT FIFTY YEARS AGO.**

1. Food will be given to me, food will be given to me, because I obtained this magic treasure.
2. I am swallowing food alive; I eat living men.
3. I swallow wealth; I swallow the wealth that my father is giving away.

The presents given away at the time of the initiation of the hā'mats'a and at his later dances are said to be swallowed by him. The song means, therefore, that through his ecstasy his father was compelled to give away much wealth.

**HĀ'MATS'A SONG OF THE LAU'ITSI.**

1. I went all around the world to find food.
2. I went all around the world to find human flesh.
3. I went all around the world to find human heads.
4. I went all around the world to find corpses.

**HĀ'MATS'A SONG OF THE KOSKIMO.**

1. You will be known all over the world; you will be known all over the world, as far as the edge of the world, you great one who safely returned from the spirits.
2. You will be known all over the world; you will be known all over the world, as far as the edge of the world. You went to BaxbakualanuXsi'wač, and there you ate first dried human flesh.
3. You were led to his cannibal pole in the place of honor of his house, and his house is our world.
4. You were led to his cannibal pole, which is the milky way of our world.
5. You were led to his cannibal pole at the right-hand side of our world.

This song was sung for a youth who had taken the place of another one who had died. Therefore the song says that he safely returned from the spirits. The text says: "You returned from La'lag'ilis," which is another name for the spirit of the winter dance. The milky way is the cannibal pole of BaxbakualanuXsi'wač; in other cases (see p. 405) it is the rainbow.

**SECRET SONG OF THE HĀ'MATS'A WHO CARRIES A CORPSE.—AWUK'ENÖX.**

Now I am going to eat.
My face is ghastly pale.
I shall eat what is given to me by BaxbakualanuXsi'wač.

**HĀ'MATS'A SONG OF WA'NUK COMPOSED ABOUT EIGHTY YEARS AGO.**

That is the way of the real BaxbakualanuXsi'wač.
Are you the real BaxbakualanuXsi'wač?

This refers to Wa'nuk's war expedition. He had cut off the head of his enemy, and, holding it with his teeth, he said: That is the way

---

1 Appendix, page 690.
2 Appendix, page 691.
3 Appendix, page 692.
of Baxbaku'alanuXsi'waè! And turning to his dead enemy he mocked him, who had also been a hā'mats'a, saying: "Do you think you were the real Baxbaku'alanuXsi'waè?" thus implying that he was more powerful.

FEAST SONG USED IN A FEAST GIVEN IN HONOR OF THE HĀ'MATS'À.1

1. I came to your dancing house to eat my fill.
2. The heat of the whirling flames scares me, frightens me to enter your dancing house, where everybody warms himself. Wa ha hai, waiya wai.

FEAST SONG USED IN A FEAST GIVEN IN HONOR OF THE HĀ'MATS'À.1

1. I came to your dancing house to eat my fill.
2. It does not matter if your fire hurts me, and if I vomit all kinds of food that you set before us in your dancing house—you to whom everybody goes to get food.

HĀ'MATS'À SONG, LA'LASIQOALA.1

1. The hō'Xhok'a's voice is heard all over the world. Assemble at your places, dancers! at the edge of the world.
2. The raven's voice is heard all over the world. Assemble at your places, men! at the edge of the world.
3. The hā'mats'a's voice is heard all over the world. Assemble at your places, men! at the edge of the world.

HĀ'MATS'À SONG, LA'LASIQOALA.2

1. Truly! He goes around the whole world, the great hā'mats'a, looking for food everywhere, the great hā'mats'a, on both sides of the world.
2. Truly! He wants to eat plenty, the great hā'mats'a. He is trying to eat all himself, the great hā'mats'a, but he did not reach the food that he was going to obtain at the edge of the world.
3. He wants to eat with both hands, the great hā'mats'a, at the house of the one who is trying to eat all himself all over the world; but he did not reach the coppers that he was going to obtain at the edge of the world.

This translation is not quite certain. The song refers to the Goasi'la who in olden times had many dances and did not want to give them to the other Kwakintu tribes, who desired to obtain them through marriage. The La'Lasiqoala heard that the Goasi'la intended to invite them to their winter dance. They were invited and started to go, but their chief was afraid, it seems, and returned back without attending the feast.

K'ǐNGALALALALA SONG BELONGING TO THE HĀ'MATS'À SONG (p. 459, No. 1).2

1. I hold down your furor, great hā'mats'a.
2. I hold down your whistles, great hā'mats'a.
3. I appease your voracity, great hā'mats'a.
4. You are looking for food all the time, great hā'mats'a.
5. You are looking for heads all the time, great hā'mats'a.
6. You devour wealth, great hā'mats'a.

1 Appendix, page 692. 2 Appendix, page 693.
K'i'NQALALALA SONG.¹
1. Begin! You whose eagle down which is strewn all over her body, fills the house, who brings all the people together from all over the world.
2. Begin! You who make the people weak, tempting with food those who ate too much, whose body makes the people of the whole world oversatiated.
3. Begin! You who pile the red-hot stones up to the roof of the house all over the world.

The girl who danced this k'i'Nqalalala was a prostitute in her tribe. She is scourged in this song. The composer meant by the eagle down and the piles of red stones the young men who came in crowds to her house. The meaning of the second verse becomes also clear from this point of view.

K'i'NQALALALA SONG.²
1. BaxbakualanuXsi'wae cries hap for me; he utters the h'amats'a cry for me. I have the great supernatural power.
2. BaxbakualanuXsi'wae and his companion have thrown the sound of whistles, the sound of the magic power into me. I have the great supernatural power.
3. I reached the place where the exciting cry of BaxbakualanuXsi'wae and his companion is heard. I have the great magical power.

K'i'NQALALALA SONG.³
1. The sounds of the winter dance are heard wherever you are, great one.
2. H'amats'a cries are heard wherever you are, great one.
3. You went right up to the raven, and the sound of fighting ravens is heard wherever you are.
4. You went right up to the shutting mouth, and the sound of the h'o'Xhok⁵ is heard wherever you are.
5. You went right up to him who carries one corpse on each arm for you.

The h'amats'a cry “hap” was obtained by the Kwakiutl through intermarriage with the Awi'k'-enox. The dancer was by descent partly Awi'k'-enox. Therefore the song says that he carried the h'amats'a cry through the world. (Line 4, shutting mouth = the h'o'Xhok⁵.)

K'i'NQALALALA SONG.⁴
1. I have the winter dance song, I have magic powers.
2. I have the h'amats'a song, I have magic powers.
3. I have BaxbakualanuXsi'wae's song, I have magic powers.
4. Your magic power killed the people, and therefore they all hide before you, fearing your great power.

This song belonged to a man who had killed a chief of the Qoe'xsot'-enox, and the song refers to this fact. Later on he was killed by a Qoe'xsot'-enox, who now owns the song.

K'i'NQALALALA SONG OF THE NIMKISH.⁵
1. I tame the wildness of BaxbakualanuXsi'wae when I see it.
2. I cut the veins of the wild monster in the north when I see it.

¹ Appendix, page 693.
² Appendix, page 694.
³ Second song of the same dancer who owns the preceding song. See Appendix, page 694.
⁴ Appendix, page 695.
⁵ Appendix, page 695.
The k'i'nqalalala to whom belonged this song, used the rattles shown in figs. 96, 97. Each rattle represents a raven with a skull on its back; a fish is shown on its stomach. The skull indicates that the hā'mats'a is filled with the desire of eating skulls. The form of the rattle is evidently suggested by the beautiful northern raven rattles. (See pp. 623, 629.)

This song was also made for a girl of ill repute who had spread the syphilitic contagion among her tribes. To this refers the remark: "I cut the veins of the wild monster." The singers mean that she is infecting everybody, even the wild monster.

q'o'mīnōqā.

The q'o'mīnōqā dance was obtained recently, through intermarriage, from the La'Lasiqalala. The novice also disappears in the woods to be initiated by BaxbakualanuXi'swae. When she is brought back by the tribe, her hair is falling out, and because it is torn by BaxbakuālanuXi'swae. She is carrying a skull in each hand. As soon as she is seen, the hā'mats'as begin to cry hāp and dance squatting with trembling hands up to her, full of desire to devour the heads which she is carrying. The other q'o'mīnōqas and those who have formerly been q'o'mīnōqā join her dance and move as though they were carrying heads. Thus she dances into the house, always surrounded by the hā'mats'as, who finally take the skulls out of her hands and lick them and eat the maggots and the dry skin that is still attached to them. When returning, the q'o'mīnōqā is dressed in hemlock in the same way as the hā'mats'a. Loose hair is placed on her head and alder juice is streaming down her hair, giving the appearance as though she was bleeding profusely and as though her hair was falling out, being torn off by BaxbakuālanuXi-
si'waē. In the dances performed in the night of her return and later on she wears head ring, neck ring, anklets, and bracelets of red and white cedar bark mixed.

**Q'o'minoqa Song.**

1. Q'o'minoqa went with me all around the world.
2. Q'o'minoqa walked with me all around the world.
3. Q'o'minoqa's left side is foreboding evil.
4. Q'o'minoqa's right side is foreboding good.

By the La'lasiqoala the q'o'minoqa dance is sometimes called yiaiatalaL. Among them she has the ornament shown in fig. 98. One of her songs is as follows:

1. Truly, the people join your dance.
2. Because you are carrying a rattle in your hand while you dance, they join in your praise.
3. On account of all that you are carrying in your hand, they join in your praise.

**The Ha'mshamtses.**

The Kwakiutl state that before obtaining the ha'mats'a from the Hec'iltsuq they had only the ha'mshamtses, who is also initiated by Baxbakułanu Xsi'waē. Nowadays he is considered as inferior to the ha'mats'a, and the dance belongs almost exclusively to women. The ceremonial following the ha'mshamtses's return from his or her initiation is the same as that of the return of the ha'mats'a. The ornaments are also of the same description, except that his cedar bark is not twisted and plaited, but simply wound around his head, neck, wrists, and ankles. He does not use a mā'wil. His cry is not hāp, but wiP. He does not dance in a squatting position, but always standing, his forearms stretched forward, the elbows close to his sides. His hands are trembling. After his first dance, which, as all others, consists of four rounds, he reappears wearing a mask. This is either a head mask, similar to the Qaqoqa Xualanu Xsi'waē mask described on page 447 or it is a full face mask. Almost all of these represent animals, the protectors of the dancer. It has not become clear to me why it is that so many different animals may become the protectors of the ha'mshamtses.

I will describe a few of these masks and give the songs which belong to them. Figure 99 is a ha'mshamtses mask, the outer figure of which represents the grizzly bear. The inner face represents Baxbakułanu Xsi'waē. The red rim around the mask is blood, which is shown because the bear is cut open in order to make the inner face visible.

---

1 Appendix, page 695.
2 Appendix, page 686.
The painting of the face represents parts of his body. The chin tuft is at the same time the uvula. It is the opinion of the Kwakiutl that the uvula is the cause of hunger, and that Baxbakualunuxsi'wač has a very large uvula, which is the cause of his voracity. The mustache represents his legs; the green blots on the cheeks, his body. The ears are painted over the eye, and have the shape of a raven's ears. The blue ornament on the forehead is merely painting, intended to fill a gap that did not please the artist. The peculiar shape of the nose is called "voracious nose," and is meant to indicate that he can scent man a long distance off. The name of the owner of this mask, as a member of the "seal society," is always Na'wis. After he joins the quē'qutsa, his name is Qalē'sēmakw (=quartz sound in front of him). Following is his song: ¹

1. He is looking for food all over the world, hamāma, āna, āna, mai, hamā, mai.
2. He is looking for men all over the world.
3. He is devouring living men all over the world.
4. He is looking for heads all over the world.

SONG OF HA'MSHAMTSSES.

The following song is sung in connection with the mask shown in fig. 100: ²

1. He will sing the great dancing song of our supernatural friend whom everybody tries to imitate.
2. He will cry ēp on the beach, our supernatural friend whom everybody tries to imitate.
3. We shall see his mask which makes him go all over the world, our supernatural friend whom everybody tries to imitate.

¹ Appendix, page 697.
² Appendix, page 698.
The next song belongs to the mask shown in fig. 101:

1. Famous are you, your fame reaches the end of the world.
2. The people try to imitate you, even at the end of the world.
3. We shall see you dancing in our house.

The mask (fig. 102, p. 467) represents a sea monster called la/k-im (badness). It opens, and the inner face represents the killer whale.

The dorsal fin is shown on the inside of the top flap, the fins on each side flap, and the tail on the lower flap. The song used in connection with this mask is as follows:

1. You were wandering in valleys and over mountains, you great supernatural one.
2. Farther and farther you went, led by your supernatural power.
3. You went to the end of the world, led by your supernatural power.
4. You will sing your secret song. Everybody will imitate your hā'mats'a cry. You were the first to utter the hā'mats'a cry, you great supernatural one. You were the first one into whom BaxbakuālanuXsi'wač threw his power. Your power is desired even at the edge of the world. Everybody desires to possess your powers.

In connection with the mask shown in fig. 103 (p. 468) the following song is sung:¹

1. "I went all around the world with my protector, looking for food on the beach."
2. "Thus I went and he took his cedar bark ornaments from his body and hung them on to me." Therefore everybody wishes to have your power, but nobody in the whole world can imitate you.
3. "For me cried the raven. His cry put into my mouth the great Qoā'xqoaXuāla-nuXsi'wač.

Figures 104 to 110 (pp. 469-473) show some additional ha'mshamtsEs masks.

NŌ'NTSISTĀLAL.

This dance is also said to have been obtained comparatively recently by marriage from the Aw'l-k'enedox. The novice is also initiated by BaxbakuālanuXsi'wač, and has the power to handle fire with impunity. In his ecstasy he takes up glowing coals, puts them into his mouth, and throws them upon the people. At the end of the dancing season he must pay for all the damage done in this manner. His ornaments are made of red and white cedar bark. Following is a song of the NŌ'NTSISTĀLAL:

1. The gift of the spirit that destroys man's reason, O, real supernatural friend! is making the people afraid.
2. The gift of the spirit that destroys man's reason, O, real supernatural friend! scatters the people who are in the house.

NĀ'NE, THE GRIZZLY BEAR.

There are two degrees of this society, BaxbakuālanuXsi'wač's grizzly bear and the ordinary grizzly bear. The former is the higher in rank. Both are among the most important members of the seal society. While all the preceding ones belong to the l̓axs̓a, they are w̓i'xs̓a.² Therefore at the time of the initiation they are not taken away by the spirit, but are only hidden in a corner of the house, whence they come

¹ Appendix, page 705.
² See page 420.
DRESS OF WALAS NÄ'NE.

From A. Bastian, "Northwest Coast of America."
forward when they are ready, to show that they have been initiated. They are perhaps the most dreaded helpers of the ha'mats'a, as it is their duty, in conjunction with the nū'lmał, to punish all transgressions of laws referring to privileges of the ha'mats'a, or to the winter ceremonial in general. I stated before that the penalty of some mistakes was death. The unfortunate ones were killed by the grizzly bears and nū'lmał. They are also the watchers of the dancing house, and often with the other members of the seal society assemble on the roof, and by their wild cries and threatening attitude frighten away everybody. They always wear bear's claws on their hands, and sometimes appear clad in bearskins. Their faces are painted in imitation of an immense month of a bear. Their head rings and neck rings are made of red and white cedar bark. Each of these is twisted in a tight rope. Then they are twisted around each other and tied at their ends.

(figs. 111, 112, pp. 473, 474). Their circuit around the fire can hardly be called a dance. In the first and the third dances the dancer wears his cedar bark ornaments. The dances consist in violent motions of the body, imitating the actions of a bear who sits on his haunches. Every now and then the dancer growls and scratches the ground with his paws. In the second and fourth dances he appears clad in a bearskin, walks on hands and feet, and paws the ground, imitating the motions of an angry bear.

SONG OF A BEAR DANCER NAMED WALAS NĀ'NE (GREAT BEAR). 1

1. How shall we hide from the bear that is moving all around the world?  
2. Let us crawl underground! Let us cover our backs with dirt that the great terrible bear from the north end of our world may not find us.

1 See Plate 32, and Appendix, page 705.
ANOTHER SONG OF A BEAR DANCER, LA’LASIQDALA.

Haióó’ haióó! Let your great name be called, Great Bear!
You will go at once to the chiefs of the tribes, whom you will make your slaves,
Great Bear!
Then we shall have war!
Then we shall have trouble!

THE NÚ’LMAL.

The noó’nlelama (pl. of nú’lmal) or “fool dancers” are also messengers and helpers of the hamat’sa, who help to enforce the laws referring to the ceremonial. Their method of attack is by throwing stones at people, hitting them with sticks, or in serious cases stabbing and killing them with lances and war axes.

The noó’nlelama are initiated by a fabulous people, the X’lasimk’, who are believed to live near a lake inland from LiXsi’waè. Their village is believed to be on an island floating on the lake. They have enormous noses and their bodies are covered with snot. In olden times a man went beaver hunting and fell in with these people. He came back exhausted and “crazy.” His nose was running all the time; he ate the mucus and smeared it all over his body. He urinated and defecated in the house, and only after a long time did the people succeed in restoring him to his senses.

From him the noó’nlelama are said to derive their origin. They are supposed to be out of their senses and to have long noses. They are as filthy as the first nú’lmal is said to have been. Some of them when initiated are taken away by the X’lasimk’; others are initiated in the house. The noó’nlelama are wî’xsâ. Those who are to be initiated in the house will all of a sudden begin to scratch their heads and bodies. They scratch more and more violently. This indicates that they are

\[1\]Appendix, page 705.
THE NOO'NLEMALA.
From a photograph.
Plate 34.

**Mask of Nûlmal.**

British Museum.
possessed by the winter dance spirit. After four days they are confined in the corner of the house, and appear as noo’ulemala at the time of the next dance. When a young man is to be initiated in this order, the old noo’ulemala will throw mucus from their nose on to him and thus “throw the spirit of the winter ceremonial into him.”

The nu’lmaL, according to what was stated above, is filthy and acts as though he was out of his senses. His cry is we, we, we. Paintings of fool dancers are shown on Plate 33. They do not dance, but, when excited, run about like madmen, throwing stones, knocking people down, and crying. They turn to the right instead of to the left, and make the circuit of the fire turning to the left. Then the quc’qutsa try to correct them, but they grow only the more excited. They dislike to see clean and beautiful clothing. They tear and soil it. They break canoes, houses, kettles, and boxes; in short, act the madman in every conceivable way. At the close of the dancing season they must indemnify the owners for all the property destroyed.

The noo’ulemala wear lances and war clubs during the ceremonials, with which they kill the offenders of the hā’ums’a (figs. 113–116, pp. 475, 476). Many of these lances are carved and painted with the design of the raven. The noo’ulemala wear rings of red cedar bark, which is simply tied around their heads and hung around their necks. It is not plaited.

When they first appear after their initiation, and also when performing their ceremonial dance they use masks. All these masks are characterized by long noses of curiously round shape. The face is surrounded by a red ring which represents the red cedar bark. The type of these masks has not changed during the last century. There is one in the U. S. National Museum that was collected by the Wilkes Expedition (fig. 117, p. 477). Another old specimen is in the British Museum (Plate 34). The similarity of this type of mask and of the newer ones collected of late years will be noticed (figs. 118–122, pp. 477–479). Any mention of a long nose excites the nu’lmaL. He does not allow his nose to be touched.
SONG OF NÛ'LMAI.¹

Go on! go on! go on! you great one! Do you not see the curdled blood on the water, the blood on the water of the many foes whom I killed and cut to pieces? I shall be the greatest nû'lmal.

Fig. 105.

MASK OF HA'MISHAMTSES.

The upper portion represents the raven, and the lower portion the wings of the raven, on the outside, and the šà'sànt inside. The smaller figure shows the profile of the lower face. Length, 10 inches; black, white, red.


The name of the dancer to whom this song belongs is Nû'LElag'ilis as a member of the seal society, and Tsauxstâ'lag'ilis as a member of the quë'qutsa.

¹Appendix, p. 706.
SONG OF NÜ'LMAL.¹

1. Ha! The great madness came down and is disturbing our friend.
2. (Nü'Lmal says:) "The weapon flew into my hands with which I am murdering, with which I am cutting off the heads."
3. Ha! The great madness entered our friend and he is killing old and young.

SONG FOR PACIFYING THE EXCITED NÜ'LMAL.¹

1. Great is the fury of these supernatural ones.
2. He will carry men away on his arms and torment them.
3. He will devour them skin and bones, crushing flesh and bones with his teeth.

SONG OF NÜ'LMAL, LA'LASIQOALA.²

1. Oh wonder! He is making a turmoil on the earth.
2. Oh wonder! He makes the noise of falling objects on the earth.
3. Oh wonder! He makes the noise of breaking objects on the earth.

There is a chief Nü'Lmal, who is called G-e'qameq'oLEla or O'maq'qoLEla. It is stated that nine generations ago Tsex'we'te, chief of the St'sinlač, had a son who was a nü'Lmal. He gave a feast and said that he wanted to make his son chief of all the noo'nLE-maLa and call him G-e'qameq'oLEla. He sent him to be initiated as a nü'Lmal once more, and when he came back, he distributed an immense amount of property, sea-otter skin blankets, canoes, slaves, coppers, etc. As he was unable to bring all this property into the house, he scattered eagle down, which symbolized the property, all over his guests. Since that time "property is the lance of the G-e'qameq'oLEla," and the father of a new G-e'qameq'oLEla must distribute all his property at the time of the initiation of the novice.

The Há'wayadalaL is one of the highest fool dancers. He carries a knife in his right hand, and moves it along his neck as though he was cutting it. Then he changes the knife to his left hand, and repeats the same motion. In doing so he stabs himself, or pretends to do so, actually stabbing his neck ring, which is filled with a bladder containing blood.

NÄ'NAQAUALIL.

The dance of the Na'naqaualil consists in very rapid motions of the body from right to left, according to the rhythms of the song. The trunk is slightly inclined forward, the hands are open and held upward,

¹Appendix, page 706. ²Appendix, page 707.
with the palms toward the front and at about the height of the shoulders. The dancer wears a blanket which is ornamented with feathers sewed all over it at regular intervals of about 10 inches, and a head mask with a long beak surmounting his forehead (figs. 124 and 125, p. 479).

The dance is sometimes also called "the dance of the wind." The lively motions of the blanket are supposed to be caused by the winds of the higher regions of the atmosphere (Plate 35). The dancer is initiated at BaxbakuâlanuXsi'waê's house. He is wi'xsa.

**SONG OF NĂ'NAQAUALIL.**

1. The people gather all around you to see your dance, great supernatural one.
2. Many gather to see you, great supernatural one.
3. They walk right up to your house, great supernatural one, asking you for food.

**SONG OF NĂ'NAQAUALIL.**

1. Rows of wealth are standing across the floor of the house. That is your song.
2. Everybody will obtain wealth from you. Everybody will obtain blankets from you. That is your song.

**SONG OF NĂ'NAQAUALIL.**

The Awî'k'ënox first obtained the mask (fig. 126, p. 480) from the Hë'^iltsnuq. Q'ô'menakula, a chief of the La'Lasiqoala clan Gê'^xsem, married an Awî'k'ënox girl, and obtained in this way the right to the mask. The Hë'^iltsnuq, however, did not

---

1Appendix, page 707.
2Appendix, page 708.
NA’NAQUALIL DANCE.
From a photograph.
want the La'Lasiqoala to have it. They invited the Awí'k'ênóx to a place named Qoá'qmec, under the pretext that they were going to give a feast. When the Awí'k'ênóx came, they killed many of them, among others the father of Qó'menakula's wife. Thus the He'iltsuq recovered the mask, and Qó'menakula could not obtain it. Later on he obtained it by marrying the daughter of the He'iltsuq who had killed his father-in-law. The mask is called by the Awí'k'ênóx ha'mtsetso-wé. It represents the raven and the ho'Xhok.

Its name and song show its connection with the hā'mats'a ceremonies. The skulls which are attached to the mask commemorate the war which was waged on account of it.

1. I am coming, crying hup on the beach! I, the supernatural one.
2. I am coming out of Winalag-ilis's canoe, the hā'mats'a mask on my forehead, the winter dance mask on my forehead.

Figs. 127-128 show masks very much like the preceding one. They also belong to the dance Na'aqaualal. On page 410 was told the legend of the origin of the sunrise dance of the Koskimo. Figs. 129 to 133 (pp. 484-486), show the masks and ornaments which the KuGxala'lag'ilis obtained from Nenalats'eqa.

Fig. 134 (p. 488) shows the ornaments of another Na'naqualal.

Hā'amaa.1

This mask was purchased from the La'Lasiqoala, who called it qé'sqeskânc, the panther. They obtained it by marriage from the Kwakiutl, who used it in the winter ceremonial. It represented the fabulous being hā'amaa, a voracious carnivorous monster which lives

---

1 See fig 135, p. 489, and Appendix, page 708.
in the woods. The novice who is to acquire this dance disappears in the woods. When he returns, he bites the people, not like the hā'mats'a, but imitating the voracious hā’maa. His cedar bark rings are like those of the bear dancer, but smaller. His cry is “hup! hup!” When returning from the woods, he does not wear hemlock, but red cedar bark ornaments. The dancer’s name as member of the seal society is K'ē'k’alēlayu (of whom all are afraid); his quē’qutsa name is Āltsala (coming ashore from the middle of the lake). His song is as follows:

1. There is hā’maa. We shall not live, for he is there.
2. Where he is, there is danger.
3. Where shall we hide?
4. Let us hide underground. Let us cover ourselves with dirt, for the terrible hā’maa is going around the world.

Fig. 112.

HEAD RINGS AND NECK RING OF THE BEAR DANCER, KOSKIMO.

a, First head ring; b, head ring worn in feasts; c, neck ring.


THE SALMON.¹

This dance belongs to the la’Lasiqula. The novice disappears and stays in the woods several months. When he is brought back, the

¹ See fig. 136, page 490, and Appendix, page 709.
people hide all the eagle down, the symbol of wealth, but put it on when he enters, indicating that the salmon brings affluence. He is greeted with the cry "haioho!" The amount of property distributed by the dancer’s father is as large as that needed for initiating a hā’-mats’a. His dance is intended to imitate the motions of the jumping salmon. He holds his head sideways and dances with stiff legs, the feet remaining at the same spot, the body turning first to the right then to the left. His forearms are bent upward, the open palms stretched forward. Following is his song:

1. Many salmon are coming ashore with me.
2. They are coming ashore to you, the post of our heaven.
3. They are dancing from the salmon’s country to the shore.
4. I come to dance before you at the right-hand side of the world, overowering, outshining, surpassing all; I, the salmon.

**SONG OF A SALMON DANCER.**¹

1. The salmon came to search for a dancer.
2. He came and put his supernatural power into him.
3. You have supernatural power. Therefore the chief of the salmon came from beyond the ocean. The people praise you, for they cannot carry the weight of your wealth.

**THE SALMON WEIR DANCE.²**

The weir in the legends of the Kwakiutl is a toy of the salmon. The salmon weir dancer is initiated by the salmon. The dance begins at present to the Maa’m-tag-ila, who obtained it by marriage from the Aw’-k-enox. The novice remains in the woods for about one month. When he returns, he is naked. His body is smeared with the juice of a plant, which makes it very slippery. His cedar bark ornaments are similar to those of the hā’-mats’a, but much smaller. The dancer first rests on one leg, his body bent almost horizontally at one side, the other leg extended to the other side. Then he changes to the other leg, bending his body to the other side and extending his other leg. Here is his song:

1. I went to work at my salmon weir. When I took out the salmon, their eyes were picked out by the crows.
2. (Speaking to the chief of the tide:) Stand still, chief! You who makes the tide rise, who causes whirlpools where the tides meet, whose skirt of seaweeds makes the tide rise.
3. (Chief of the tide says:) Cry hap! supernatural one! Cry hap!

¹ Appendix, page 709.
² Appendix, page 710.
WASP DANCE—HA'MASELAL.\(^1\)

According to the legend, this dance belongs originally to the Ts'e'nts'enx-q'ain, to one of whose ancestors the chieftainess of the Wasps appeared. There is only one person at a time owning this dance. I obtained only one line of the song:

1. Do not let the house of the wasp. There is great danger.

KU'NXULAL, THUNDER BIRD DANCE.\(^2\)

1. You are swooping down from heaven, pouncing upon a whole tribe.
2. You are swooping down from heaven, burning villages, killing everything before you, and the remains of the tribes are like a rest of your food, great thunder bird; great thunderer of our world.
3. You are swooping down from heaven, going from one tribe to the other. You seize with your talons the chiefs of the tribes.

KU'NXULAL, LA'LASIQOALA SONG.\(^3\)

This will be the dance of the thunderbird. Wonderful will be the dance of the thunder bird.

\(^{1}\)See fig. 137, page 491, and Appendix, page 710.
\(^{2}\)The wasp nest.
\(^{3}\)Appendix, page 711.
\(^{4}\)A species of eagle.
THE WALAS'AXA'.
The whistle (fig. 139, p. 492) is used by the dancer to imitate the sound of the bird represented by the mask (fig. 138, p. 491).

**THE WOLF.**

1. I go to the seat of the chief of the wolves. Yihiih ahahi.
2. I am taken to the middle of the rear of the house of the wolves. Yihiih ahahi.
3. Thus I obtained all the supernatural powers of the wolves. Yihiih ahahi.

**WOLF SONG, LA'LASIQOALA.**

1. I come barking on the beach. I make the noise of distributions of blankets, for you will be as great as your ancestor, the first one of all the chiefs.
2. Wonderful are the words of our chief, the wolf. It is said: We shall assemble with our children, asking him to give blankets, to give blankets to each tribe, even to all the tribes of the world. Yihii.
3. Let us try to pacify our chief, else he will swing his death bringer and cut short our lives, and we shall fall before the chief of the wolves. Yihii.

**WALAS'AXA.**

The Walas'axa is a peculiar wolf's dance. It belongs to the legend of O'maxt'alaL (see p. 382), who obtained it by marrying the daughter of Qawatiliqala. The Walas'axa is danced in the following way: All the men of the tribe dress in blankets and headdresses representing the wolf. They hide behind a curtain which stretches across the rear of the house, and when the singers open their song, come forth from the right-hand entrance of the curtain. There are two criers are stationed, who hold staffs and announce their arrival. As soon as a dancer appears, he turns and proceeds on a march around the fire. The fists are held forward, the thumbs erect (Plate 36). When the dancers arrive in front of the door, they turn once and then proceed around the fire, disappearing again behind the curtain, at the left-hand side. When all have disappeared, two more circuits are made in the same manner. In the fourth circuit they stop when all have come out. They squat down on hands and feet, imitating the motions of wolves. They rest on their toes and knuckles and turn their heads to the right and to the left.

In fig. 140 (p. 493) and in Plate 37 a number of the masks used in the Walas'axa are shown. Some of these claim particular interest, as they

---

1 Appendix, page 711.
2 The great one from above.
were collected on Cook's expedition, and show that no change of the type of these masks has taken place during the last century. The teeth of the mask (Plate 37) are made of dentalia, and the trail is carefully worked of cedar bark.

**THE LÖ’KOALA.**

There is still another wolf dance, which is derived from traditions of the initiation of men by the wolves. The tradition underlying this dance is that of Mink and the wolves. The sons of the chief of the wolves were preparing to be initiated. Mink found and killed them and thus obtained their names and places. He came back wearing the wolf's scalp as a head mask. Three times he danced around the fire, covering his face and his head with his blanket. Then the fourth time he uncovered it and thus showed that he had killed the wolves. All the animals tried to kill him, but were unable to do so. I shall give the full legend later on. Mink, whose que'qutsa name is K-ëx', thus obtained the wolf's name, Nûn, as a member of the seal society, and also the wolf's Lô'koala or supernatural power. This tradition belongs to the clan La'alaxsent'aiô, and K-ëx' and Nûn are the two names of the Lô'koala dancer. When he appears as que'qutsa, he wears the frontlet (x-is'i'waë) representing the wolf, nûnqêml or Lô'koalaqêml (fig. 140, p. 493). His
Plate 37.

Wolf Mask. Collected by Captain Cook.

View from below.
song is intended to excite the nū̄'ulemala, who are considered as the friends of the wolf chiefs whom K'ēx had killed. They are excited by the mention of the words "middle of the face," i.e., nose, in the following song:

Mink put on his head the middle of the face of Nō't'ā-qālāg'ilis.¹

Before singing, the dancer goes three times around the fire, covering his head with his blanket. Then he unfolds it. He wears the headdress. His cheeks are each painted with a black circle, the inside of which is red. He puts his hands flat to his nose (both in the medial line, one close to the other), dances, and sings the preceding song. Then the nū̄'ulemala all try to attack him while the quē'qutsa protect him.

**Ts'ō'noqoa.**

Although the Ts'ō'noqoa is not an animal, but a fabulous being, as described before, this seems the most appropriate place to mention her dance and songs. She is a member of the seal society. She is represented as always asleep. When the dancer enters the house, a rope is stretched from the door to her seat, along which she feels her way. She does not dance, but walks once around the fire, attired in the complete skin of a bear, which fits over her body and to which her mask is attached. Figs. 13, 141-144 (pp. 372, 494-496) represent a series of typical Ts'ō'noqoa masks. The last one was obtained from the La'Lasiquaala. Her song is as follows:²

1. I was a little too late to witness the blood of his victims, to see the putrid heap of those whom he had killed, to see the remains of the food of the warrior of the world.
2. He was made great; he was made wild by his father.³ He will not take pity. He will kill. He comes to make poor the tribes.

¹ This is the name of a nū'ulmal. The name of the person who is to be excited is inserted here. See Appendix, page 712.
² Appendix, page 713.
³ When his father caused him to be initiated.
Following is another Ts'ó'noqoa song of the Kwakiutl:  

1. She is the great Ts'ó'noqoa who is trying to carry men on her arms, who is causing nightmare, who is making us faint.  
2. Great bringer of nightmares! Great one who makes us faint! Terrible Ts'ó'noqoa

Fig. 126.  
HEAD MASK OF NÁ'NAQUALIL.  
Length, 27½ inches; black, white, red.  

1A'K'IM.  

The 1a'k-im (badness) is a water monster which obstructs rivers, and endangers lakes and the sea, and swallows and upsets canoes. I did not learn any details in regard to its dance. The 1a'k-im appears also on ha'mshamtsës mask, for instance on the mask shown in fig. 102, p. 467. The form in which it is represented is quite variable because all sea monsters are called by this term. Fig. 102 is the wide mouthed mon-
ster ts'è'gic which destroyed whole tribes. In other legends monsters are described which are called "sea bears," "monster herrings," and

many others. Fig. 145 (p. 496) represents the mask of the la'k'lm. Its song, which was obtained from the La'Lasiqoala,1 is given on p. 482.

1 Appendix, page 713.
SONG OF THE IA'K-IM.

1. The great la'k-im will rise from below.
2. He makes the sea boil, the great la'k-im. We are afraid.
3. He will upheave the seas, the great la'k-im. We shall be afraid.
4. He will throw blankets from out of the sea, the great la'k-im.
5. He will distribute blankets among all tribes, the great la'k-im.
6. We fear him, the great la'k-im.

SONG OF THE SÍ'SIUL DANCE, LA'LASIQOALA.¹

1. Great is the sí'siul dance of our chief.
2. They say by his dance he will cut in two a whole tribe.²

AO'MALAL, OR CHIEFTAINESS DANCE.

I did not see the dance and do not know any details as regards initiation, etc. I received the following description: The Ao'malal is said to sit on a stage in front of the mā'wil. She has the chieftainess's ornaments of abalone shells in her ears and attached to her nose. She does not move, but is merely shown behind the curtain while the people sing her song.¹ It is probable that this dance is a recent introduction from the north. In the winter ceremonial of the Tsimshian the dancer appears in the manner here described on a stage, and after the song the stage is hidden again behind a curtain.

SONG OF AO'MALAL.

1. We are told that our great chief lets his daughter dance as chieftainess.
2. Great is the song of the chieftainess, great is the ha'mats'a song of the supernatural chieftainess.
3. At the place of the great supernatural chieftainess is heard the sound of copper, the ringing of copper.

GHOST DANCE.

I stated in Chapter VI³ how the ghost dance of the L'a'sq'ênôx originated. There are a number of traditions of similar character explaining the origin of the ceremony among various tribes. All these traditions contain descriptions of a visit to the world of the ghosts, which is believed to be located under our world. Then the visitor was given the secrets of the ghost dance and other magical gifts. This dance is a mimical representation of a visit to the lower world. The dancer wears the head ring and neck ring, figs. 146, 147⁴ which are set with skulls, indicating that the ghosts have initiated him. Elaborate preparations are made for this dance. During the days preceding it the members of the seal society hold close watch that nobody enters the dancing house in which they remain assembled. Then a ditch is dug behind the fire, and speaking tubes made of kelp are laid under the floor of the house so as to terminate in the fire. The ghost dancer appears, led by a rope by one attendant. He goes around the fire four times, summoning the ghosts. After he has made the fourth

¹ Appendix, page 713. ² He will destroy them. ³ Page 408. ⁴ Page 497.
circuit he slowly disappears in the ditch near the fire. The people try to hold him by the rope, but apparently he sinks out of reach. Then many voices are heard coming from out of the fire—actually the voices of people hidden in the bedrooms who speak through the kelp tubes. It is announced that the ghosts have taken the dancer away, who will return after a certain number of days. When the time of his return is at hand, another dance is held. A carving representing a ghost is seen to rise from out of the ground carrying the dancer.

SONG OF THE GHOST DANCER.

1. I went down to the underworld with the chief of the ghosts. Therefore I have supernatural power.

2. The chief of the ghosts made me dance. Therefore I have supernatural power.

3. He put a beautiful ornament on to my forehead. Therefore I have supernatural power.

The ghost dancer of the La'Lasiqoala wears a head ring set with four feathers and a thick veil of cedar bark falling over his face (fig. 148, p. 501).

I have two of his songs:

I.

1. I came to see you. Why are you making an uproar, ghosts? you who take away man's reason. You are coming up from the sea and call our names in order to take our senses, you famous ones who take away man's reason.¹

II.

1. You sent us everything from out of the under world, ghosts! who take away man's senses.

2. You heard that we were hungry, ghosts! who take away man's senses.

3. We shall receive plenty from you, ghosts! who take away man's senses.²

MÄ'TEM.

I have told the legend of the Mä'tem in the preceding chapter. The dancer, when his song is sung, appears first on the roof of the house, perfectly naked. Five pieces of wood, which are covered with mica and cut in the form of hexagonal prisms in the shape of quartz crystals, are fastened along the medial line of his head. They are attached to a thin wooden frame, which is shaped according to the curvature of the head and hidden in the hair. The frame consists of a medial piece which is attached to a ring and held by two crosspieces. All of these

¹ Appendix, page 714. ² Page 411.
are given their proper shape by means of steaming. As the song proceeds, the dancer jumps down from the roof to the top of the bedrooms in the rear of the house, and from there to the floor. He holds his hands close to the back of his thighs and runs with short steps around the fire.

Here is a song of Má'tem.

1. I was taken to the foot of the quartz mountain.
2. I was taken to the foot of the mountain from where the quartz came rolling down to me.
3. It flew with me and took me to the end of the world, the cloud, the child of Má'tem.

The following song of the clan Ts'ê-t'sê-loolalaqame, the origin of which is derived from a tradition, is said to refer partly to Má'tem, although the connection has not become clear to me.

1. I will tell about olden times. Long ago Wina'lag'ilis took me to see the thing upon which he was blowing water.
2. Therefore I tell with a loud voice: Long ago Wina'lag'ilis took me to see the thing upon which he was blowing water.

**NA'XNAK-AQEMLI AND ME'ILA.**

Two dances derive their origin from the heavens,—the Na'xnak'aqeml and Me'ila. I have already told the legend of both (p. 413). The Me'ila dance and the ornaments of the dancer are shown in Plate 38 and fig. 149 (p. 501). His club (kuc'xayu), the gift which he received in heaven, represents the si'siul. His cedar bark ornament is made of red and white cedar bark. The large flat attachments in front represent the Pleiades. He carries in place of a rattle a small clapper (fig. 150, p. 502).

The Na'xnak'aqeml wears an immense mask, the mouth of which is made so that it can open wide. Therefore it is also called ha'x-ilâqam (the yawning face). The opening mouth means that the day is yawning when the dawn appears. A mask of this kind was among the collections at the World's Columbian Exposition, and has been transferred to the Field Columbian Museum. The song belonging to this mask is as follows:¹

1. You will arise, you who you are known all through the world.
2. You will arise, you who you are famous all through the world.
3. You will arise; before you sinks down your rival.
4. It is said that I buy food for my feast even from my rival.

¹Appendix, page 714.
Dance of Me'ila.
From a photograph.
The opening phrase of this song means that the dancer for whom the words of this song were modified had taken the place of her deceased brother, who, therefore, in her had resurrected.

Finally, I will describe the dances instituted by Wina'lag'ilis, namely the mā'maq'a, t'o'X'uit, hawi'nalat, and ā'ndlala. All of these wear ornaments of hemlock; no red cedar bark. They are all considered war dances.

mā'maq'a.

The mā'maq'a, or thrower, performs a dance in which he is supposed to throw disease into the people. He enters the house naked except for a head ring, neck ring, waistband, bracelets, and anklets of hemlock. His hands are laid flat to his haunches. Thus he runs with short, quick steps around the fire, looking upward with sudden movements of his head, first to the right, then to the left. When doing so, he is looking for his supernatural power to come to him. All of a sudden he claps his hands together and holds the palms flat one to the other. Thus he moves his hands somewhat like a swimmer, up and then in a long circle forward, downward, and, drawing them close to his body, up again. Now he is holding his supernatural power, “the worm of the mā'maq'a,” between his palms. During all this time he is continuing his circuit in short, quick steps, but he no longer looks upward. Gradually he takes his palms apart, and between them is seen the “mā'maq'a’s worm.” This is either a small carved sisiuL, or snake, or it is a stick which is covered with bark. The stick consists of several tubes which fit into each other, so that the dancer can lengthen and shorten it. While the worm is thus seen to increase and decrease in size, the mā'maq'a resumes his motions of throwing, moving the closed palms in circles, as described above. Suddenly he seems to throw the implement which he is holding. At once all the people stoop and hide under their blankets. The implement has disappeared. He repeats the performance. The second time when he throws the worm, it is
seen to fly in the air. Actually there is a second one of the same shape as the implement that was seen in the mā/maq’a’s hands. This is attached to a long string, which is stretched across the rear of the house where the seal society are sitting. Two men are holding the string, one on each side of the house, and hidden in the bedrooms. By pulling the rope and tightening and slackening it the worm is seen to fly up and down and from the right to the left. While it is lying there the mā/maq’a moves to the right and to the left in front of it, his hands stretched forward, the palms upward, the elbows to the side, always moving with short, quick steps. Finally the flying worm disappears and the mā/maq’a catches it again. Then he resumes his motions of throwing and finally seems to throw it into himself. He almost collapses, and tries to rid himself of the disease-bringing object by vomiting. Blood is seen to flow from his mouth and down his whole body. This is sometimes procured by biting the inside of the cheek or by breaking a small bladder containing blood which the dancer holds in his mouth. After prolonged efforts he vomits the worm. At once he is hale and well and proceeds in his dance. Now he throws the fourth time. The worm flies into some of the people, who at once jump up and rush toward the fire, where they fall down lifeless. Blood is streaming out of their mouths. The mā/maq’a continues to dance around them, blows upon them until finally they are carried away like dead. The mā/maq’a follows them and either he or the shaman restores them to life. During all this ceremony the singers beat the boards rapidly and silently, only stopping when the mā/maq’a does not dance. His song is sung after he has finished his dance. At the close of the dancing season the mā/maq’a indemnifies his victims by the payment of a few blankets.

Sometimes instead of throwing the disease, he throws a harpoon head. There are also two of these used in the ceremony. One is held and shown by the mā/maq’a. It is a real point of a sealing harpoon. The other has no blade, but is provided with two hooks to hook it to the
skin. The person with whom the mâ'maq'a has an understanding, hooks this second harpoon head to his skin and opens at the same time a small bag containing blood, which seems to flow from the wound. Later on the mâ'maq'a pulls it out and exchanges it quickly for his own harpoon head.

There are still other performances of the mâ'maq'a, one of which consists in throwing a number of ducks into a kettle that is filled with water. I am told that wooden carved ducks are tied to the bottom of the kettle and released by a helper as soon as the mâ'maq'a throws.

MÂ'MAQ'A SONG.†

1. Go and look everywhere for his supernatural power, for his supernatural power.

Among the La'Tasiqoala the mâ'maq'a wears cedar bark ornaments as shown in figures 151, 152, pp. 502, 503. His dance is the same as that of the Kwakiutl mâ'maq'a. Following is one of their mâ'maq'a songs:

1. Behold his great supernatural power; ëë.
2. Be careful in swinging your sacred implement.
3. Truly it kills the people, so that they have no time to escape.
4. Truly the supernatural power cuts short their lives.

T'Ô'X'UÎT.

The t'ô'X'uit is almost always danced by women. The dancer is decorated in the same way as the mâ'maq'a. She enters singing the t'ô'X'uit cry:

\[ \text{Ya ya ye} \]

She holds her elbows close to her sides, the forearms forward, palms upward. She walks around the fire limping, raising both hands slightly with every second step, as though she was trying to conjure something up from underground. She is followed by four attendants. Her spirit is in most cases the si'siúl, and him she is conjuring. She moves around the fire four times, and now the ground opens in the rear of the house and out comes a huge si'siúl. Its horns are moving and its tongues are playing. This carving is either raised by means of strings which pass over the beams of the house or by men who lift it from underneath. A carving of this sort was exhibited at the World's Columbian Exposition, and has been transferred to the Field Columbian Museum. As soon as it appears there is a great commotion in the rear of the house so that it can not be seen very distinctly. After it has disappeared again the singers begin its song, which is as follows:†

1. Let us show what we gained by war!
2. (Winîlagîlis says:) I did not turn my face backward to look at those who were bothering me when I went to make war on you, friend.

†Appendix, page 715.
3. Throw your power that is killing everybody, throw your fire of death, throw what makes them turn their faces downward, throw it against them who went to make war upon you.
4. I surpass them, they are the lowest of the whole world.
5. I pulled them into my canoe to be my slaves, that they may bail out the war canoe.¹

Another t'o'X'uit will take a stick, a lance, or a paddle, and, after having conjured up the si'siuł, split it in two. This is done with a smaller carving, which consists of two parts that can be separated and joined again by means of strings. A si'siuł of this kind was collected by Mr. Hunt for the Anthropological Department of the World’s Columbian Exposition, and is now in the Field Columbian Museum. Its song, which is four generations old, is as follows:²

1. I have been on the other side of the world, I, the great supernatural being.
2. There I obtained all the supernatural power.
3. I bring with me all the supernatural power.

Still other t'o'X'uit will conjure up a small si'siuł, which flies through the air like that of the mā'maq'a. At other times the t'o'X'uit will succeed in bringing the si'siuł up just far enough for its horns to show. She tries to grasp it and it takes her down to the under world. Then her friends try to hold her, but she disappears. Her attendant, who holds on to her, sinks into the ground with his forearms and seems to

¹This song is a modified form of an older song belonging to the Si'sintač of the Kwakiutl. It was given this form at a time when the Nimkish had invited the Kwakiutl to a feast. It is aimed against the Nimkish. The references to war mean here only the rivalry in distributions of property, and the song intimates that the Kwakiutl are superior to the Nimkish. The dancer is called "friend" because when the song was sung first he had not received his new name yet. In line 3, "makes them turn their faces downward," means that the Nimkish are lying flat on the ground and the Kwakiutl are stepping over their backs. Line 4, "the lowest of the whole world," means again the Nimkish, exaggerating their inferiority.

²Appendix, page 716.
be carried all through the house by the woman who is moving underground. He is plowing the floor with his arms. This is done by burying a stout rope about 8 inches below the surface and covering it with loose dirt. The man pulls himself along this rope (see p. 604).

Still other t'o'X'uit invite the people to kill them. The dancer says "hup, hup," moving the edge of her palm along her throat, meaning "Cut my neck!" or she moves the tips of the fingers of both hands down her stomach, meaning "Open my belly!" or she moves them along her head, shoulders, or other parts of her body. Finally, she is placed on a seat behind the fire and one of her attendants complies with her request. He will appear to drive a wedge through her head from one temple to the other. The wedge is first shown to the people and then secretly exchanged for another one, which consists of two parts attached to a wooden band that is slipped over her head and covered with hair. Thus it seems that the butt is standing out on one side, the point having passed through her skull. At the same time bladders containing blood, which are attached to the band, are burst, and the blood is seen to flow down her face. She also bites her cheeks or bursts a small bag containing blood which she holds in her mouth, so that it flows out of her mouth. A pair of seal's eyes are hidden in her hair and let down over her own eyes when the wedge is driven in, so that it looks as though her eyes were coming out of their sockets. Then she rises and walks around the fire to show the wedge sticking in her head. After one circuit she is seated again, the wedge is removed, and she is hale and sound. On other occasions the head or shoulder is struck with a paddle which seems to split it, and on being withdrawn leaves a bloody line, which looks like a wound. In this case the paddle is secretly exchanged for another one which is so notched as to fit her head or shoulder. She walks around the fire showing it, and then it is removed.

Other t'o'X'uit request their attendants to kill them with a spear.
She is seated in the rear of the house, and the spear which has been shown to the people is secretly exchanged for another one the point of which can be pushed into its shaft. The spear is put under the arm of the T'o'X'nit, and apparently pushed slowly into her body. As it enters, blood is seen to flow from the wound. The blood is in this case also kept in a small bladder, which is attached to the skin. When it seems to have entered the full breadth of the body, the skin on the opposite side is seen to be pushed out by the point, and blood flows also from that point. As a matter of fact, a hook which is attached to the hemlock ring on the dancer's arm is fastened to the skin, which is pulled up by a slow motion of the arm. At the same time the hook breaks a bladder containing blood.
D'E'NTSIQ.
In some dances the head of the dancer is cut off, and the person who cuts it shows a carved human head bearing the expression of death, which he holds by its hair. These heads are as nearly portraits of the dancer as the art of the carver will permit (figs. 153, 154, pp. 503, 504).

Sometimes the to'X'uit is burnt. A box which has a double bottom is prepared for this performance. The dancer lies down flat in the rear of the house and the box is laid down sideways, so that she may be pushed into it from behind. At the place where she is lying down a pit is dug, in which she hides, while being concealed from the view of the people by the box which stands in front of her. After the pit has been covered again, the box is raised, closed, and thrown into the fire. Before the box is brought in, a skeleton has been put between its two bottoms. While the box is burning, the song of the dancer is heard coming from the fire. From the pit in which she hides a speaking tube of kelp is laid under the door to the fireplace, and through it she sings. When the fire has died down, the charred bones are found in the ashes. They are collected, laid on a new mat, and for four days the people sing over them. The mat is so placed that it lies over the mouth of another speaking tube. The shaman tries to resuscitate her, and after four days a voice is heard coming forth from the bones. Then they are covered with a mat. The woman crawls up from out of a ditch, into which the bones are thrown, while she lies down in their place. She begins to move, and when the mat is removed, she is seen to have returned to life. In many of these dances, after the performer has been killed, the d'E'nts'iq (Plate 39 and fig. 155) arises from under ground. It consists of a series of flat, carved boards connected on their narrow sides by plugs which pass through rings of spruce root or through tubes cut out of cedar. The joints are somewhat loose, so that the whole can be given an undulating motion forward and backward. It has two

---

Fig. 137.
MASKS OF WASP DANCER.
Height, 6½ inches; blue, black, red.

Fig. 138.
MASK OF Qox'olc.
Length, 14 inches.
or three points on top, and mica is glued on its painting. It is intended to represent the si'siuł, but I am not able to interpret the carving in detail. The characteristic figure of the si'siuł certainly does not appear on it.

Other t'o'X'uit, instead of conjuring the si'siuł, bring up the nó'n-lemg'ila (making foolish) (figs. 156-158), a small human figure with movable head and arms. It dances about, and then one or two birds are seen to fly down from the roof and alight on its head. In fig. 158 the bird is seen sitting on the figure's head. Fig. 159 represents a bird which is let down by means of strings, at the same time flapping its leather wings. Often the bird takes hold of the figure's head and carries it away, to return it after a while. The face of the nó'n-lemg'ila is always painted in the same manner. It is white, and two black lines, on to which mica is glued, run downward from the eyes. The head is set with tufts of human hair. The figure is also worked from underground. In some dances only the head of the nó'n-lemg'ila is used (fig. 160, p. 510). It is worn by a dancer who wraps a blanket over his head and carries the head in front of his stomach.

The t'o'X'uit is supposed to be able to make every object he touches rattle. A stone, a staff, a pipe, etc., is handed him by any member of the audience, and, when he shakes it, it rattles. He wears a small rattle concealed under his hemlock bracelet, which produces this sound.

The La'Lasiqoala call the t'o'X'uit o'lala, and have special names for the various performances. They use ornaments of red cedar bark. The ring of the o'lala is shown in fig. 161 (p. 510). The o'lala, when returning from the woods, has many bloody lines on his cheek, "the rubbing of Winālag'ili's canoe." Four horizontal lines run over each cheek, nearly reaching the nose. Above these is one just under the eyes crossing the bridge of the nose, and two short vertical lines run down the temples outside the eyes. Another painting of the o'lala consists of one pair of parallel black lines running from one cheek over the upper part of the bridge of the nose to the other cheek, and of a pair running horizontally across the middle of the forehead. Following is one of the o'lala's songs: ²

1. (O'lala sings:) The world knows that I have reached the dancing pole of our world.
2. (The people sing:) Hold upright the great post in the middle of the world.
3. You who holds up the world.
4. You keep the sky from falling down like a foundation built of interlocking logs.

⁠¹Pages 501-509. ⁡²Appendix, page 716.
A modification of the o'lala is the ts'è'k'ois, who it is believed has many birds in his stomach, the voices of which are heard constantly. He holds small whistles hidden in his mouth, which he exchanges from time to time, and thus produces the various sounds. His ornaments are shown in fig. 162 (p. 511). His painting consists of groups of three parallel short black lines. There are five such groups of vertical lines distributed irregularly over each cheek. Three longer lines occupy the middle of the forehead, running almost vertically from the hair to the nose. Three more lines occupy the chin—one running from the middle
of the under lip downward; the other two, one from each corner of the mouth downward. Following is one of the songs of the ts'ë/k'ois:¹

1. Keep silent the sacred voices which we hear proceeding from your body.
2. Everybody knows your name. Keep your sacred whistles quiet.
3. Everybody knows your name, great healer!

The si'lis (snake in belly) is believed to have a snake in his stomach. He hides a piece of kelp in his mouth, which during his dance he blows up so that it grows out of his mouth like the tail of a snake. His ornaments are shown in fig. 163 (p. 511). Following is his song:¹

The people sing: How great is our famous one!

How great is his name!

The dreaded spirit is coming in his canoe!

How great is his name!

Si'lis sings: Do not be troubled! Do not be afraid on account of the storm caused by my great protector.

My protector the si'sim, goes right up to the greatest chiefs.

The people sing: How great is our famous one!

Si'lis sings: He said to me: "You will take counsel with Winâlag'ilis.

He said to me: "You will be friend to Winâlag'ilis.

The people sing: How great is our famous one.

The Ā'nulala is also initiated by Winâlag'ilis. He is not counted as a member of the t'o'X'nit, but performs a separate dance. His head ring and neck ring are made of hemlock. He wears a club, the end of which is set with long thorns (fig. 164, p. 512). After several circuits around the fire, he presses these thorns into his head, and blood is seen

¹Appendix, page 716.
to flow freely. Then he presses them into his neck. His rings are made of hemlock branches, in which a tube of kelp is hidden. The tube is filled with blood. The thorns are pushed into the kelp, out of which the blood runs over the face and down the body.

The last of the dances, the origin of which is ascribed to Wi'nálag-ilis, is the hawi'nalal, the war dance. The legend of this dance belongs to the clan Maam'tágila. In the beginning of the world there was a man named Wi'naXwina-g-im, who was a great warrior. He wanted to go on war expeditions all the time. The people who desired to have peace tied him with strong ropes. He, however, broke them without difficulty. He held a knife in his hands, the handle of which represented the si'sium, and ran out of the house, and killed everybody who set his foot on the street. The blood ran in streams down to the water. The people finally took hold of him again, cut holes through his thighs and through his back, and pulled ropes through them. Thus they hung him onto the beam of the house and began to sing songs which they hoped would appease him. While he was swinging from the beam he still held his knife, and as he could not cut anyone else, he cut his own head. His wounds did not hurt him; on the contrary, he enjoyed them. After a while he became quiet. Then they took him down. Later on, whenever he came back from war, he asked the people to pull ropes through his back and to haul him up to the roof.
They tied to his back a si'siul carving to which ropes were fastened, stretched a heavy rope from the beach to the roof of his house, and pulled him up. They carried him around the roof and let him down again.

The performance of the hawi'nalal is a repetition of the deeds of this man. When he is being initiated, he fasts in the woods until he grows very thin. When he comes back, he wears ornaments of hemlock branches. Small thin slabs of wood carved in the shape of paddles (fig. 165, p. 513) are sewed along his arms and legs, across his chest, and down his sides. Then a rope of red cedar bark is stretched from the roof of the dancing house to the beach. Nobody is allowed to go under it, and no canoe must pass in front of it. If a canoe should transgress this law, it is seized, carried into the house, and slung to the beams, where it remains for four days. When he hawi'nalal dances in the house, his legs and his back are cut and ropes pulled through the holes, which are held by two men. The painting on a bedroom (Plates 40, 41) shows this very well. The hawi'nalal pulls on the strings as hard as possible, so that his flesh is pulled far out. He stretches his arms backward, crying "ai, ai!" which means that he desires his leader to pull on the ropes. Then he looks upward and points up with his first fingers, crying "ai, ai!" which means, "Hang me to the beam!" He carries a belt or neck ring carved in the form of the si'siul. Fig. 166, p. 514, shows a neck ring of this kind, which is jointed and hinged with leather so that it can be hung around the neck. A string runs along the opening sides of the joints. When it is pulled, the neck ring straightens and is used by the hawi'nalal as a sword or lance to hurt himself. The belt of the hawi'nalal has si'siul heads (fig. 167, p. 514). His knife, which he carries in his hand (q'ē'layu), shows the same design (figs. 168, 169, p. 515). While the hawi'nalal is making his circuits, moving his hands, and crying as described above, and making high steps, he cuts
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 40.

1 2

Paintings on the Sides of a Bedroom.

Fig. 1 shows a picture of a wolf swallowing a man, and of the hawi'nalal with his two assistants. The Hawi'nalal has a sisint belt, and is stabbing himself with a knife. One of his assistants is holding him by a rope passing through the skin of his legs, and the other by a rope passing through the skin of his back.

Fig. 2 is a picture of a man squatting over a whale.

Paintings on the sides of a bedroom.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 41.

Painting on the Front of a Bedroom.

Over the door is the sī'sīnt. being attacked by birds. To the left the crane is represented, and below this the thunder-bird. The upper right-hand figure represents the eagle, and the lower figure on the same side the raven. Two men whom the sī'sīnt. has killed are shown near the bottom of the door.


Plate 41.

Painting on the front of a bedroom.
his head with his knife, and finally with a sudden jerk tears his flesh so that the ropes drop down. Then he disappears in his room in the rear of the house. At other times ropes are passed through his back and thighs and he is pulled up to the beams hanging by the ropes. He carries his knife and cuts his head while being suspended there. As soon as he is being hauled up, the nōō'nlemala take their lances and crowd under the place where he is hanging, holding the points of their lances upward, so that he would drop right on to them if the ropes should give way. The bears stand around waiting to tear him if he should fall, and the hā'mats'as squat near by, because they are to eat him if he should fall upon the lances of the nōō'nlemala.

Here is a song of the hawi'nala:

1. They tried to hang me and to kill me in war.
2. But the water where they tried to kill me only turned into curdled blood.

I also give (figs. 170, 171, p. 516) the mask of the earthquake dancer (Xoā'èxōè). He wears a rattle consisting of a ring on which perforated shells are strung (fig. 172, p. 516). His dance is believed to shake the ground and to be a certain means of bringing back the hā'mats'a who is being initiated.

I will add here a song of a mask in regard to which I have not been able to obtain any definite information. It is called Hai'ālik'iml and belonged originally to the Gē'xse̊m of the Naqó'mg-ilisala, whose ancestor, Hèl'ig-ilisala, it is said to represent. The dancer is initiated in the house. In his first and third dances he wears ornaments of red cedar bark which have a horn on each side, one behind, and a flat crosspiece in front. In his second and fourth dances he wears a curious mask.

After the mask has disappeared, the people sing:

1. Everybody goes to him to obtain dances.
2. In the beginning the never stopping one spread his wings over your head.

1 Appendix, page 717.
2 The never stopping one, Wina'lag-ilis.
It may be that the following song belongs to the same mask: ¹

1. Aia haia! Sing Haialik-ala'la, sing winter dance songs, great supernatural spirit!
2. Aia haia! Then the people will ask you to fulfill their desires, great supernatural spirit.
3. Aia haia! Then they will take the cedar bark ornaments out of your hair, great supernatural spirit.
4. Aia haia! Then they will ask you to give them plenty to eat, great supernatural spirit.

The dance Ha'alik-auaé of the various tribes belongs here, but I have not been able to collect any of the songs belonging to it. Figs. 173-177 (pp. 517-520) show the ornaments of the Kwakiutl dancer; figs. 178-180 (pp. 521-523), the ornaments of Ha'alik-auaé of the Nimkish; and fig. 181, p. 54, the L'u'sq'enôx.

The ring of the shaman (fig. 182) is figured on page 525.

The La'Lasloqoala embrace all those who are for the first time initiated as winter dancers in one group, who are called wâ'tanMÉm, the lowest grade of the winter dance societies. Their head ring is shown in fig. 183 (p. 525).

The same type of ring, but somewhat larger, is used by the chief of the killer whale society of the Kwakiutl (fig. 184, p. 526).

Following is a wâ'tanMÉm song: ²

1. You do not go into Wina'lagilis' canoe, you who are known everywhere.
2. You do not go into Wina'lagilis' canoe, you whose name is known everywhere.
3. You, who will be feared by all the supernatural beings
4. You, great one, who will be feared by all the supernatural beings.

The head ring worn by the quc'qutsa is shown in fig. 185 (p. 527). When a person is to be initiated for the first time, he receives among the Kwakiutl the rings shown in figs. 186, 187 (pp. 527, 528).

It remains to give a list of the dances according to their rank. There are many among them, about which I have no further information than that contained in the following list. I also give the number of songs which belong to each dancer, his whistles, and secret songs, which are sung by the dancer himself. This order has reference, of course, only to the Kwakiutl proper:

1. Awílóllal, four songs; four whistles; secret song. Hemlock rings. (Dancers who have acquired ha'mats'a, ha'alic'ilal, t'o'Xuit.)
2. Ha'mats'a, eight songs; four whistles. Red cedar bark.
3. Ha'mshamtses, two songs. Red cedar bark.
4. No'intstitala, four songs; two whistles. Red and white cedar bark. (Obtained from Awík'čé'nôx.)
5. Qó'qoqoala, four songs; two whistles; secret song. Red and white cedar bark. (Obtained from Awík'čé'nôx, beggar dance.)
6. Mè'ila, two songs; two whistles; Red and white cedar bark. (Obtained from Awík'čé'nôx.)
7. Nà'a's Baxbakualanuxsi'wac, two songs; two whistles; secret song. Red and white cedar bark. (Bear of Baxbakualanuxsi'wac.)
8. T'o'Xuit with frog, one song; two whistles; secret song. Hemlock.

¹ Appendix, p. 717.
² Appendix, p. 718.
9. T'o-X'ut with bird, one song; two or more whistles. Hemlock.
10. K'i'nuqalaLa, two songs. Red cedar bark.
14. Hawai'yalal, one song. Red and white cedar bark. (A nu'xmai.)
15. G'éqemèqolela, one song. Red and white cedar bark. (A nu'xmai.)
16. Ne'mqolela, one song. Red and white cedar bark. (Bear nu'xmai.)
17. Nu'mal, one song. Red cedar bark.
18. Khuxulal, one song; one deep whistle. Red and white cedar bark. Thunderbird dance.
22. Xuí'xuclia, one song; one whistle. Red and white cedar bark. Wolf dance.
24. Há'maa, one song. Red and white cedar bark.
25. X'mala, two songs. Hemlock.
28. Qoqox'ilal, one song; one deep whistle. Red and white cedar bark. Whale dance.
29. Yiya'g-adelal, one song. Red and white cedar bark. Sea monster dance.
32. Á'omalal, one song. Red cedar bark. Chieftainess's dance.
33. sala'koala, one song. Red Cedar bark. Board dance.
34. Ná'naquali, two songs. Red Cedar bark. Sunrise dance.
35. Ma'mtsálal, one song; two small whistles. Hemlock. Mink dance.
36. A'míta, one song. Red and white cedar bark.
37. Female Mó'ila, one song. Feathers.
38. Má'tcm, two songs. Hemlock.
40. Núlméista, two songs. Red and white cedar bark.
41. Hats'e'xulal, two songs. Red and white cedar bark.
42. Hamie'yalal, two songs. Red cedar bark and feathers. Salmon dance.
43. Walas'axía'k, two songs. Red and white cedar bark. Great from above.
44. Leló'talal, two songs; one large whistle. Red and white cedar bark. Ghost dance. Has no whistle in Newetee.
46. Nó'lem, one song. Red and white cedar bark.
47. Pá'xalalat, two songs. Red cedar bark. Shaman's dance.
49. Qó'lo, one song; one whistle. Red and white cedar bark. An eagle.
50. Winálag'ilis, one song. Red cedar bark.
51. Qante'maxaxa kwa, one song. Red and white cedar bark. Distribution of property from above.
52. Si'siyualal, two songs. Red cedar bark. Si'sin dance.
53. Qa'mxulal, one song. Down. Down dance.

The classification and order of dances varies considerably among the various groups of tribes. The order given above belongs to the Kwakiutl, Ma'maleleqala, Nimkish, and Lau'itsis.
The Ts'ä/watečnóx, Guat'äčnóx, Haxnu'mis, T'ena'xtax, and A'wai-lela have the following order so far as I have been able to learn:

1. Mä'maq'a.
2. Há'mats'a.
3. Ha'aq'antxalal (speaker dance).
4. Ha'wèxaqüal, who induces chiefs to destroy property, coppers, etc.
5. Wałas'axa'atl.
6. Han'aialalalal (a fool dance).

Among the Koskimo, G·ó'p'ènénx, L'à'sq'éenóx, and Guat'sèenóx the t'o'X'uit is first in rank. Next is the mä'maq'a, and then follows the há'mats'a.

The La'Lasíqoala, Naq'óm-gílisala, Nà'qoaltaqtoq, and Gwa'si'la do not include all the dances enumerated above in the winter ceremonial (ts'è'ts'æqa). A large number, particularly the fool dancers, the hawì'-nalał, and all the animals, are included in a ceremonial called mò'nle'm, which is neither bá'xus (secular or profane) nor sacred. Songs belonging to both seasons are used in this ceremonial. I shall discuss this ceremonial more fully later on (Chapter XII, p. 621). The number of members of the ts'è'ts'æqa is consequently small. They are arranged in the following order, beginning with the highest:

1. Mä'maq'a.
2. Há'mats'a.
3. Hau'mats'ëq. This is a hámats'a who is not taken away by BaxbaknálanáBaxbaqwu, but only dreams of him. Consequently his initiation is performed in the house. He has neither the hámats'a cry (hâp) nor the ha'mshamutsæ cry (huwap). His song has words only. His badges are like those of the hámats'a.
4. Ts'è'kkois.
5. Ts'è'koon'tâ.
6. Ha'alik'wanac.
7. O'lala (corresponding to the t'o'X'uit).
8. Lolo'talalal.
9. Yinaitalalal, or Q'ò'mínqisal.
10. Pa'xalalalal, shaman dance.
11. Wa'tanem. These are the novices who have just entered the ts'è'ts'æqa. After the hámats'a has been initiated four times he is wa'tanem—that means, pulled out of the dancing house. He becomes a qutè'qutsa. During this transitional period he is wa'lawë, i.e., wa'tanem in a transitional stage. When a bá'xus offends the q'à'q'anas, which include the above dancers, he is made wa'tanem. He dances in four houses and becomes a novice. The following year he will be initiated in one of the higher societies.

IX. The Winter Ceremonial of the Kwakiutl.

I can now proceed to describe the ceremonial at which all these dancers perform their ceremonies. Generally it is connected with the refund of the purchase money for a wife, the qutè'xà, as described on page 421.

I will describe first the great ceremonial which is the same for all the laxsà, but most elaborate for the initiation of a hámats'a. The whole
The Master of Ceremonies, Nū’xnémis, and his Speaker, Hū’lelīte.
The figure to the right represents the master of ceremonies.
From a photograph.
ceremonial is in charge of a master of ceremonies, whose name is Nuxxemis and Lemwala, while his profane name is O'mx'it; the winter name of his speaker is Ho'lelité. A number of further officers will be described in the course of this chapter. All these officers and the names of the officers derive their origin from a myth telling how the animals held their first winter ceremonial. I shall relate the myth later on (page 538). Plate 42 represents the present master of ceremonies and his speaker.

At the time of marriage the bride's father has promised to transfer his membership in one of the secret societies to one of his son-in-law's children. When a son of the latter has reached the age of 10 or 12 years, or even earlier, he is initiated in one of the lower secret societies, through which he must pass before he can become a member of the ha'mats'a society. As soon as he is entitled to become a member of this society, his father invites the three principal chiefs of the tribe to his house and informs them that he desires his father-in-law to make his son a member of the secret society. The celebration of this event is exceedingly expensive, and for this reason the three chiefs investigate the debts and the property of the man and of his father-in-law, in order to make sure that they can meet the expenses incidental to the ceremonies. If they find the amount of property sufficient, they give permission for the celebration of the festival. In this case they order the father to invite all the chiefs of the tribe to meet on the fourth day. When they assemble, the three head chiefs inform the young chiefs of the plan, and the latter give their consent.

At this meeting, the man who gives the dance notifies his father-in-law that he desires to have the blankets which he paid for his wife returned, and that he wants to have the box containing his father-in-law's dance.
Then the chiefs order the man to invite the whole tribe to a meeting which is to be held four days later. The three head chiefs inform the tribe, in a speech made in a low voice, of their intention to hold a winter dance, and the young chiefs request all to prepare themselves for this festival. In particular, they are asked to clean themselves, and to refrain from intercourse with women, as the spirit Winâlagâlis, who has his home in the north, but dwells among the Indians during the dancing season, dislikes people who are unclean, or such as have had intercourse with women. The young man who is going to give the winter ceremonial is called the yâ'wixâ-ila.

At this meeting, the father-in-law calls one of his speakers, who must step into the middle of the house, holding a pole, which is from 6 to 8 feet long. It is called the winter-dance pole.

The speaker delivers a speech, in which he sets forth the amount of property represented by the pole, and announces the intention of the father-in-law to give it to the young man. He asks the latter to step up to the pole and touch it, as a sign of acceptance. The whole assembly join in this demand, and the young man, accompanied by a chief—who is paid for this service later on—steps up to the pole. The chief who speaks for the young man asks the father-in-law what the pole represents, and the latter's speaker sets forth once more the amount of property, such as blankets, copper bracelets, food, and grease, which is to be used in the dance.

Then the chief representing the young man takes the pole, lays it over his shoulder, and runs around the fire, stooping and crying, “Whoo! whoo! whoo!” The meaning of this action is that the weight of the property represented by the pole is too heavy for him to carry. Then he sings the following song:

\[\text{The Spirit of the Winter Dance came down,}\]
\[\text{The Spirit of the Winter Dance came down and stays here with me.}\]

Then the master of the ceremonies rises and orders everyone to bathe early in the morning for four days before the crows begin to cry.

\[\text{Appendix, page 718.}\]
and thus to prepare to meet Winālag-ilis. At this time the winter-dance whistles are heard for the first time. These whistles represent the voices of the spirits of the winter dance. When first heard, they appear to be far away from the house in a northerly direction. The second time they come nearer the house, and thus they are heard four times, nearer and nearer. This indicates that the spirit approaches the village from the north. Finally, the whistles of the spirit of the cannibal society are heard near the house. Then the sound is heard on the roof and moves around it four times. At this time the son of the man who gives the festival suddenly disappears (x'is'i't), and a few minutes later he is heard to cry in the woods "hāp, hāp, hāp," the sound which is ascribed to the cannibal spirit BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē. The master of ceremonies asks the people if they know the meaning of all this, and another chief replies that BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē has taken the young man to his house to initiate him in the cannibal ceremonies. To this the master of ceremonies replies that after four days the people are to assemble again, to receive the ornaments of cedar bark. He asks them to sing their summer songs during this time, to use their summer names, and to make merry, because as soon as the four days are over they will be forbidden to use their summer names and to sing their summer songs. On the following morning when the crows begin to cry, everybody, young and old, takes a bath in the sea. They rub their bodies with hemlock branches, in order to clean themselves preparatory to the advent of the spirit Winālagilis. On the evening of the third day the master of ceremonies distributes plain head ornaments and neck rings of cedar bark among twelve messengers, who must blacken their faces and go to the houses of the people in order to invite them to the meeting to be held the following day. They receive in payment a button blanket from the master of ceremonies, which is not returned. Their offices are not hereditary. Persons who have good voices are selected to act as messengers. They carry in their hands staffs about 8 feet long.
When they come to a house, they open the door and invite the people, the women first, one of the inmates of the house prompting the speaker. When they call the names, they stand in the door and strike the threshold with their staffs. After the women, the hā'mats'a is called, and then the other men, the quē'quts'a last. Then the speaker of these twelve men says, "Is that all?" The people reply, "That is all." Then they call a certain relative of the master of ceremonies who has the name Ts'ix'ā'xtolse'lās. All the property given away by the master of ceremonies is given in honor of this relative, who consequently is of high rank. He or she receives this name anew every year. After the messengers have called the people by their winter names, they are not allowed to use their summer names again until the ceremonies are ended.

By this time the people begin to arrange themselves in groups, which are divided according to sex and age. These take the place of the clans, as described before.

On the following morning before daylight, the same twelve men visit all the houses and call to everybody: "Don't sleep! Go and bathe in the sea. We are walking around again to call you." The people rise and at once plunge into the sea, in order to clean themselves for the qap'ēkʷ or assembly, which is the formal beginning of the winter ceremonial.

Then they go to the house of the master of ceremonies, which is called the assembly house. The house has been prepared for this purpose. A heavy cedar plank has been laid along the rear wall of the house, and another one along each side. These are used for beating time. The door is surrounded by a ring of hemlock branches which is covered with eagle down, so that everyone who steps into the house must pass through it. When passing through it, the people turn to the left, step through it with the right foot first, and then turn again.

The members of the seal society do not enter the house, but assemble in another house. During this day the people sing and make merry until after dark. Then the master of ceremonies rises and calls four officers to go and invite the seal society. These offices are hereditary, and the men who perform the ceremonies have certain names which

---

1. They say, laqoisēxai (follows the name).
2. Lamm wiš'la?
3. Laam wiš'la.
4. qa Ts'ix'ā'xtolse'lās.
5. Wā qa'ūra'axa qa s gi'kint'ła x'vitaos. La'menoX qa't'isistā'ī.
6. Qāp'aya tsc.
7. Me'emuquot.
belong to the offices: X-i’x-iqala, of the Gwé’tela tribe; Qé’q’aqanalas, of the Walas Kwakiutl tribe; Lóxsá’, of the Hál’alik-anáé clan, and Á’Ló’lséla, of the Qo’moynú tribe. The last is their leader. They are called pii’paxamé (head paxalas). One of these men must be a “paxala” (shaman). When starting each takes a round rattle. They blacken their faces, put on their head rings and neck rings of red cedar bark, and cover their heads with eagle down. Then their speaker, Á’Ló’lséla, says, “We are going to fetch our friends.” Then they go around the fire four times, singing as follows: 2

O friend, O friend, O supernatural friend (meaning Winálag-ilis).

Then they go to the house in which the seal society is waiting for them. Meanwhile, the master of ceremonies calls up four other officers to invite the highest members of the seal society, the hámats’as. These offices are also hereditary. The names of the officers are: K-á’qamé, of the Kńe’xa tribe; M’é’goatéxstála, of the same tribe; Kéx, of the Ma’mtag’ila clan; and Na’wulqalag-ilis, of the Kńe’xa tribe. The first three names are qué’qutsa names, the last is a ha’mushamts’es name. He is the leader of these four messengers. They are also called pii’paxamé (head paxala), and there must be one “paxala” (shaman) among them.

The master of ceremonies gives them tallow. The ha’mushamts’es puts some of it into his mouth, chews it, and then rubs it all over his face, while the others simply rub it on their faces without chewing. Each is also given a cedar bark ring, charcoal, feathers, and a round rattle. They all wear qué’qutsa rings. After they have received the ornaments, they say, “We will go and fetch our great friends.” Then they walk four times around the fire, singing: 3

You said, Winálàlag-ilis, that I should capsize in rough weather. Your friend stayed here long in my canoe near the beach. You said that I should capsize in rough weather, but your friend capsized sleeping while it was rough weather. 5

Then they walk around the fire, go on their errand, and after about fifteen minutes the eight men who were sent to fetch the seal society and the hámats’as return, and Á’Ló’lséla sings: 6

BaxbakanáannXi’waac told me about the great supernatural means of killing people with my teeth.

---

1 La’ménoX lá, pé’paxalá’, axlexans nónemókwa.
   We go, shamans, we fetch our friends.

2 Appendix, page 718.

3 La’ménoX lá, pé’paxalá’, axlexans nónemóntsé.
   We go, shamans, we fetch our great friends.

4 Appendix, page 719.

5 This song refers to a man named Eix’u’g’ida’lag-ilis who met Winálág-ilis. The latter asked him: “Are you a shaman?” He replied in the affirmative, and continued: “Can you cross here without upsetting your canoe?” “Yes,” retorted Winálág-ilis. “Then let me see,” said the former. “If you succeed, I will cross next.” When Winálág-ilis tried to cross, he capsized. Then Eix’u’g’ida’lag-ilis sang the above song. A translation is very difficult, and the sense is by no means certain.

6 Appendix, page 720.
The four men who went to fetch the seal society enter first. Those who went to fetch the hā'mats'as follow them. Before they enter, the people who are assembled in the house clear their throats, as they are not allowed to cough or to laugh after the seal society have entered. When the messengers enter, Ā'lo'lsēla says, "Our friends are coming."

Now Nāwulqā'lag-ilis says, "Take care, our great friends are coming."2

Then the four men who called the seals sit down in the left-hand front corner of the house, the others in the right-hand front corner. Now everybody looks at the door where the fool dancers (nōō'alemala) enter first. They strike the door with their swords or lances, open it, and stand in the doorway. Their faces are blackened, they wear torn and soiled clothing. Their heads are strewn with eagle down. If anyone laughs or coughs, the fool dancer steps up to him and threatens him with his sword or lance. Then the fool dancers turn one by one, go to the right around the fire, and sit down on their seats. Their places are at both ends of those of the seal society, as they are the guards of the society. Then all the other members of the society enter, each group by themselves, and each dressed in their proper ornaments of red cedar bark. They stand in the doorway for a short time, and then go to their places, turning to the right and going around the fire. The hā'mats'as are the last to enter. They are preceded by the grizzly bear dancers, whose faces are blackened. They wear blankets, and bear claws on their hands. If there happens to be an odd number of these, one of their number goes to the rear of the house. The others remain at the door and look around among the assembly. Then they divide into two parts, forming two rows, one on each side of the door. Now the hā'mats'as enter and pass between the two rows of bear dancers, which close behind. The hā'mats'as step up to the fire and, standing side by side, face the rear of the house. There they stand for about ten minutes, during which time nobody is allowed to move. Then the master of ceremonies rises and makes a speech in a very low voice, in which he warns the people to be careful and not to offend the hā'mats'as. The latter turn to the right and walk slowly to the rear.

1Gś'x'am gins nēnemō'kuiX, pēpaxalai'.
2We, q'ā'qamelāx, pēpaxalai' gś'x'am gins nēnemōktsek'.
of the house, holding their blankets in a fold over their arms, which are held at some distance from their chest. If any one coughs after the hā'mats'as have entered, the bear steps up to him and threatens him. The offender must give a feast to the seal society; sometimes also to the quē'qutsa. The hā'mats'as sit down in the middle of the rear of the house. Next to them on both sides sit the bear dancers; next to these the other groups of the seal society. Then the master of ceremonies asks the four messengers who went to invite the members of the lower grades of the seal society to fetch tallow and white cedar bark. The four men rise together and X'Loi'sela says: "We go to lift our grandfather from the floor."

All the ceremonial objects which are acquired by inheritance are called "grandfather." They are kept in four boxes in the right-hand front corner of the house. When the men lift them, the tsā'eqa spirits enter them, making them hungry. This is expressed in their song, which they sing while walking around the fire and carrying the boxes containing the tallow and cedar bark:

This is what makes us confused.

They carry these boxes four times around the fire and then stop in front of the hā'mats'as, to whom they give some tallow and cedar bark. They continue to distribute it, two men going to the right and two going to the left until they meet at the door.

Then the master of ceremonies calls the same messenger who went to fetch the hā'mats'as: "Come, friends, and lift from the floor your grandfather."

They rise, walk around the fire four times, and, standing close to the door, the speaker says, "We are going, friends, to lift our grandfather," which means in this case the drum. Then they turn to the right and walk out of the house. After about ten minutes, they are heard to return singing, and enter holding each one corner of the drum. They sing:

BaxbakuálanXsi'wa'c said he would make me go through his own house.

1 LaménoX làl dág'ililat granóX qa'qempk'a.
2 Appendix, page 720.
3 Qe'lag'a némenó'kə citalax qa s làos là'xis qa'qempdaóxoís.
4 Come, friends, again off floor for go your to your grandfather.
5 LaménoX làl némenó'kə qa g'ā'xlag'isensa qa'qemp.

Appendix, page 721.
They remain standing near the doorway, then turn to the right and go four times around the fire, and put down the drum. As soon as they do so, the small (tsë' tsẽ'qa) winter dance whistles are heard to blow. The men say, "That is a good sign for us, friends."\(^1\)

The master of ceremonies next calls the four men who called the seal society, saying, "Come, friends, go and fetch our batons."\(^2\) They do not reply, but begin to sing their secret song, going around the fire four times and swinging their rattles:\(^3\)

I am the only one who owns the winter dance.

They walk out of the house and continue to sing until they come back, carrying the batons on their left arms. They go around the fire and put the batons down in front of the people, beginning with the hâ'-mats'as, and continuing on both sides until they reach those who sit nearest the door.

Then the master of ceremonies calls upon the four men who fetched the hâ'-mats'as, saying, "Come, friends, take up our red cedar bark here."\(^4\) They rise, and their speaker replies in a low voice, "Now I am going to take up this red cedar bark, your great real friend."\(^5\) They all sing together:\(^6\)

Baxbakulánuxsi'wae made me a winter dancer.
Baxbakulánuxsi'wae made me pure.
I do not destroy life, I am the life maker.\(^7\)

Then they walk out singing, and come back singing the same song and carrying the red cedar bark under their left arms. They bring it in a long bunch, about 12 feet in length and more than a foot thick. One man carries it in front, two in the middle, one at the end. They carry their rattles in their right hands. On entering, they turn round

\(^1\) Hailaxálíx̣óḷem neñemö'ká.
\(^2\) Qe'laXdaóX la'g-a neñemö'ká qans t'a'miayula.
\(^3\) Appendix, page 721.
\(^4\) Qe'laq'a neñemö'ká dàg'íliłax xg'íns l'a'qaqik.
\(^5\) Eisma'íilen dàg'íliłax g'as l'a'qaq g'as neñemöuxtsek'as.
\(^6\) Appendix, page 722.
\(^7\) This song is also used by the pa'xálás in their incantations.
together so that the cedar bark makes a full turn, go round the fire to the right, and turn again in the rear of the fire. Thus they go around the fire four times. They stop in the right-hand front corner of the house.

The master of ceremonies now proceeds to prepare the floor of the house for the ceremonies, or "to put the nanulak into the floor." He gives slow jerks downward with his round rattle, saying with each movement, "ôp," and stooping down to the floor. This is the song of Hai'aliik-nawê, the first shaman. Thus he goes around the fire once, and then he sings his secret song:1

1. My mind is not strong enough (to lift it).
2. My mind is afraid of it.2
3. I have seen the winter ceremonial.

After he has finished his song, Na'wulqalagilis stretches his hand backward, and somebody puts, unnoticed, a knife into it. This he gives to the master of ceremonies, who steps up to the four men who hold the cedar bark. Three times he pretends to cut it, and after each cut makes one turn to the left. The fourth time he really cuts through it, and at the same time the sound of whistles is heard proceeding from the cedar bark. After it is cut, the master of ceremonies distributes it, giving the ha'mats'as first their part, then to the other members of the seal society, and finally to the que'qutsa.

He then calls to the men who brought the members of the seal society, "Bring us our down, friends."3 They then bring the dishes, each man carrying one dish. Then he sends them in the same way to bring the tallow. After he has received all the dishes, he calls up the four men again and sends them to all the people who are assembled in the house, in order to ask if there is anyone who desires to join in the celebration of the winter dance—that is to say, if there is another man ready to act as ye'wix-ilais during the same ceremonial. He asks, "Who is the one to whom the seal society will go?"4

The notice in the beginning of the festival is given in order to enable

---

1 Appendix, page 723.
2 Meaning the cedar bark ornaments, in which the power of the winter ceremonial is vested.
3 Gr'ax'lam'ins qa'muxhalxem nêhémo'kë.
4 A'angu'la š'ita lawultsiném'la'sa le laënë'nok'.
the people to get ready for a ye'wix-ila. The celebration is not considered perfect unless a number of men—among the Kwakiutl one of each tribe—act as ye'wix-ila in the same ceremonial. When a man expresses his readiness to join, the people go to his house after the qap'ê'k'a. Then one of the relatives of the second ye'wix-ila is taken to Wina/lag'is by the hâ'mats'a, as will be described later on. There are as many feasts that day as there are new ye'wix-ila.

To return to the qap'ê'k'a. The master of ceremonies takes one of the dishes with feathers and, singing his secret song,—

1. My mind is not strong enough,
2. My mind is afraid of it,
3. I have seen the winter ceremonial,—

goes around the fire four times, followed by the four men, who carry the dishes with down. In the rear and in the front of the fire they all turn once. Then the master of ceremonies returns the dish to the four men and orders them to distribute the feathers: "Go and feather our great friends."²

The men begin again with the hâ'mats'a and feather the heads of the people, beginning in the middle and proceeding toward both ends. Then they distribute tallow and batons in the same way.

Now the master of ceremonies puts on his head ring, which consists of a flat strip of cedar bark, to which a long trail of the same material is attached. Again he sings his secret song and goes around the fire four times swinging the rattle, which he holds approximately at the height of his head. During this song the people bend their heads down and move on their seats in order to gain a convenient position. They hold their batons ready for use. After the master of ceremonies has gone around the fire four times, he stops in front of the hâ'mats'as and says "wai, wai," at the same time thrusting his rattle forward. At this signal the people look up and begin to beat the boards for about ten minutes, during which time the master of ceremonies shakes his rattle.

¹ See page 509.
² Hâ'g'a qa'mx'uit xans nenêmo'xtsc.
Then he swings the rattle in a wide circle, thus giving a signal for the people to stop. During the following minutes not a sound is heard except from the shamans, who utter from time to time the sound "h,h," deep from the throat. This means that they are watching to see if the people make a mistake or transgress any of the rules. After about ten minutes the master of ceremonies gives a new signal for the people to beat the boards. After ten minutes more they stop again. Then everyone begins to sing his own secret song, all at the same time, which is a sign that the spirit of the winter dance has entered the house. Then all the q'q'utsa divide according to their societies.

After this the master of ceremonies gives another signal and all the men begin to beat the boards again as hard as possible and at the same time the bear dancers utter their cries. The fool dancers are heard to cry "wai! hai! hai!" throwing stones and swinging their swords and lances at the same time. The master of ceremonies gives a new signal, and all the people stop at once beating the boards. Then the bear dancers and fool dancers look down, and all the q'q'utsa sing again each their own secret song. When the master of ceremonies gives the fourth signal for beating the boards, the whistles of the ha'mats'as are heard in the house. Then all the ha'mats'as, bears, and fool dancers rise and drive the people before them. While they are doing so they take hold of a child of the second ye'wix-ila; the child drops his cedar bark ornaments and blankets and disappears in the woods. Then the members of the seal society go out of the house followed by the people. Now the second ye'wix-ila cleans his house and invites all the people to enter. He puts down boards in front of the people and distributes
batons among them. At the same time trumpet whistles are heard to blow in his bedroom. When the people have assembled in his house, the master of ceremonies says, "Let us try, friends, to drive away the supernatural being. He has carried away enough of our number." The people reply, "Come, friend, no one is stronger in supernatural power than you are." Then all the other men say one after the other, "Let us go on the floor and beat time." Then they all (men, women, and children) get ready to sing the old song which is supposed to drive the spirits away. They cry "ye heee hu hu hu ye heee!" This is the song of the wolf. After this song the master of ceremonies says, "That is wrong." Now they utter the bear's cry: "Hamama ma ma, hamumai." Again he says, "That is wrong." The people next utter Hai'alik-ana't's sound, "wó ip kwó-ip kfi wó-ip" (kf blown upward). They continue this for about five minutes. The whistles continue to blow, and the master of ceremonies says again, "That is wrong! That is wrong! Let us sing another song." Now they sing "wó, wói, wói," which is also Hai'alikanac's song. After this song the whistles stop, and at the order of the master of ceremonies they sing the first song of the winter dance:

Wó, wói, ai, a, ai, really tormenting, ai, ai really tormenting.

Just before the end, the master of ceremonies joins the chorus, crying "ó hu," and all the people shout "wá!" hitting the boards together, which is believed to be a means of driving away the spirits. This song is sung four times. Then the speaker of the second ye'wixila says: "Friends, be happy. I received the name —— from the supernatural being." Then all the people reply: "You received your great name from the supernatural being." After this the speaker continues, saying that the people ought to be glad to hear the old songs and to have seen the

---

1. We'g'a x'ins gwa'ux'ita, né'nemök, la'mëns hë'jëqas yisoq mä'waknek, Let us try, friends, we he has enough this nau'alak. La më'sens we'g'il'tsens qa'qemp, We will try our grandfather.
2. We'g'a, aic'i, wë'g'a qast'o nau'alakoaqálasös. 3. We'g'a ha'g'ilit la a'ma. 4. La'më le'qoa. 5. Appendix, page 728. 6. Wa né'nemök! ãlag'a ama x'i aik'ë's né'nóqëx'daöx. Nō'gua am —— Wa, friends! Only be happy your hearts. I am ——
7. G'á'g'ax'as naun'alk. Sotsiï, g'á'g'ax'as naun'alk. La'më q'a'palot. You great coming from nau'alak. It hit you.
red cedar bark, and says, "Let us tame our friends, else we can not eat in peace." Then the people sing the song which is supposed to tame the n'ilmal and the bears.

1. Great is the fury of these great supernatural ones.
2. He will carry men on his arms and torment them.
3. He will devour them skin and bones, crushing flesh and bone with his teeth.

After the song the ye'wix-ila makes another speech, and promises to give a feast early the next morning, saying: "Friends, how beautiful have I been made by the supernatural being. I shall give dried salmon for all of us and for our women." And all reply "wá, wá." Early the next morning he calls the people into his house. They take their seats, and are first given a meal of dried salmon and grease

---

1. Wéga x'ins yó'l'ít lax g'ins néñemó'kua, á'le'ms k'cés lax n'gámensela lax Go on! We tame then our friends, else we not swallow straight ha'má'p lax.
2. Appendix, page 706. See also page 471.
3. Wa, néñemók', l'eto'west'a g'á'k'asas naù'alakua. Tc'ilahsa
   Wa, friends! how nice I am he came to me naulak. Dry salmon soaked in water qasii néñemokü'i; maxulalama lensüi la'wuns alé'k'ilaxá.
   for friends; all of us and our those in back (women).

---
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we always do; please, friends, pay the small debts which are due me and refund the amount I gave for my wife. That is all."

In this feast he gives a new name to his relative who had been taken away by the hā'mats'a. On the same day the people, who are divided according to the societies enumerated above, go to every house, and keep on feasting and singing until morning.

During this time the hā'mats'as are in a state of excitement, and occasionally bite some of the people. On the following morning the

first yē'wix-ila invites the people to a feast. He sends the maa'mx'enox as his messengers, who dress up and go to every house, where they call the women first, then the seal society, and finally the quē'qutsa. After they have gone through the whole village, the dō'd'opa (p. 419) are sent to go to every house to invite the people again. Next the Lalalgū (?) repeat the invitation. When they come back, they say, "No one took notice of us." Then the yē'wix-ila says "I will send the

Koskimo." They dress and tie their blankets high up so that they do not quite reach to their knees, leaving the right arm and shoulder free, the blanket being thrown over the left shoulder. They blacken their

1Wa nēnemō'kʷ haq'ā'maaxs  Ṣoč'kʷ alase. Lāxdaox ems nēnemō'kʷ
   Friends, that is the way we always do, speaking You friends
   waax'aitasen gā'g-iměól lawun ts'ā'ts'ōmayō'en qa en qenē'm; hāmēcqā'i.
   please pay my small debts and my what I gave for wife small my wife; that is all.

2Calling in the door of each house: Ėtsestaa'i.

3K'č'tsemenōx q'ā'tseyà.
   No one us take notice.

4Lā'laax'a Qō'qōskimmX.
faces, take their staffs (quē'sp'eq) and call in a loud voice, striking the walls of the houses with their staffs. "The Koskimo want to eat." They walk through the village, driving the people before them with their staffs, until they reach the house of the ye'wix-ila.

As soon as all the quē'qutsa have assembled there, the master of ceremonies rises and asks if they are all in the house. He sends one man out to see, saying "Go and see." The messengers return and some will say, "They are not all here," referring to the absence of the seal society, while others will say, "Don't let them come, else we shall be troubled." The people reply, "Lock the door against them," and they send the chief of the Koskimo, the Qoē'same (chief quē'qutsa), to shut the door. After he has done so he returns, and the people say, "Are you not afraid of the ha'mats'as?" He says, "No, why should I be afraid of them?" But as soon as he has said this, all the ha'mats'as are heard on the roof of the house, and the people cry, "Let us go out."

---

1Sä L'ënk'a gā'nm Las'g' qōqūskimox',
2Ah, situated will be these Koskimo here.
3Hā'g'a dō' X'uit.
4Qoë't. tsā sīg'ā'xa, ā' lens që'q'ā'qalala.
5Lānek'ō xīlāg'qeq'.
6Aisās ki'lela sā mō'emqoat? K'ẽ'sen; or: mā'tse'lnēlita gilelal'es?
7Wai'g'a xīns ha'qu'elsa.

Let us go out.
They rush to the door, but as soon as it opens the bears and fool dancers come in and prevent them from leaving the house. The people ask each other where these people came from, or, "You ugly thing, where did you come from?" and try to hit their noses with sticks. The bears wear head rings of red and white cedar bark. Their faces are painted black, showing an enormous mouth set with teeth and stretching from ear to ear. They have bear's claws on their hands. The fool dancers have their faces blackened all over. They wear red cedar bark. Their clothing is ragged and torn.

Now the people say, "Let us drive them out!" As soon as they try to do so, the hā'mats'as jump down from the roof and drive the people before them. The bears and fool dancers get excited at the same time, and finally drive the people out of the house and down to the beach. The hā'mats'as, bears, and fool dancers pursue them. At last they drive them into the sea and keep them standing in the water until they promise them the best food they have in their house. Then the seal society return to the lō'bek or the house of the first ye'wix'-ila, while the quē'qutsa enter the house of the second ye'wix-ila. Here the men take their seats according to the societies to which they belong. When they are giving a feast here, they send four dishes of each course to the hā'mats'as. This is called making the hā'mats'as eat first. The food is carried to the hā'mats'as by four messengers, who are what is called qo'̱tsč'sta; that means people who were seals, and try to become quē'qutsa. They alone are allowed to enter the lō'bek.

The people are not allowed to eat until these messengers come back and report that the hā'mats'as have eaten. If anybody desires to give a feast, he announces this by calling upon one of his children to dance a winter dance, and says, "Come, my

---

1 MainoxtsosX?
2 Witses tsol tsās.
3 Waig'xa' x'ins k'ayuwnulsoq. Let us drive them out.
4 G-ilq'asāmās laxa hā mats'a.
children; come to the fire, that you may help the people swallow their food by your dancing."

If in any of these speeches a man should use a bā'xus (profane) name of a person, all the people cry out at once, and he must sit down. He may even be punished by the fool dancers.

The promised feast is given in the evening. The host sends the ma'mx'enox to call the people to come to his house on the following morning. They rise early and go in a body from house to house calling everybody until all the people are assembled in the house of the second yē'wix-ila. The host sends the same four messengers with four dishes of each course to the seal society or ts'ā' ts'āqamts'en (i. e., the ts'ē' ts'ēqa people), and the people ask him to send them quickly that all may get their food. 2 The host sends four of the Koskimo with the food.

The hā'mats'as will keep these messengers waiting for hours to tease the people. Then four more Koskimo are sent to see what the first four are doing, and finally they all come back and report that the seal society kept them, pretending that they had stolen part of the food which they were sent to bring them. The people inquire if their master (g'i'g'i), meaning the hā'mats'a, has eaten the food which was sent to him. When they hear that he has eaten, they begin to eat also. After the first course they sing four more songs, and send four dishes of the second course to the ts'ā' ts'āqamts'en. They are not allowed to begin their

---

1 Qe'lag'a xōmō'k, a qe'lag'a (Goa'yuqulag'îlis) l'āstilax qa's yīxoa mensi'ita-us sāx gins nenēmo'kna.
Come, child; come (Goa'yuqulag'îlis), come to fire outside for to dance, awaiting for our friends.

2 Yix'ark'asnà tson qaxg'anux pō'sq'ěk'.
Quick, for we hungry here.
meal until they have learned that the hā'mats'as have eaten. For the whole dancing season this rule must be adhered to.

During all this time the father-in-law of the first ye'wix ila has been gathering all his property, principally food, blankets, boxes, dishes, spoons, kettles, bracelets, coppers, and box lids, in order to refund (qautē'x-a) to his son-in-law the amount promised at the marriage of his daughter (see p. 421).

When he assembles his clan to announce his plans, the members of the seal society must not come. This is the only time when the clans are recognized during the winter season. He informs the people what amount of property he is going to give to his son-in-law, what names he is going to have, and how many songs he has had made for him. The son-in-law assembles his clan in the dancing house (lōbēk⁴), and lets them paint their faces with charcoal. Meanwhile the canoe of g-i'se̱xstāla is built, as described on p. 422. All the speakers' staffs which are carried at the festival are ornamented with red cedar bark. The dances that are sung all belong to the winter dance, only hā'mats'a songs are not used. When the daughter of the father-in-law dances, she is also dressed in cedar bark ornaments. The description of the ceremonial will be found at the place referred to above (p. 421).

After the whole amount of property has been turned over to the son-in-law, the father-in-law calls the master of ceremonies and, pointing to the box containing the winter dance implements—masks, whistles, and ornaments of red cedar bark—he says, "Come, I am afraid of this box here; you are the only one who is not afraid of it, because you went through the whole ceremonies of the winter dances." To this the master of ceremonies, who carries a small cane, replies, "Let me go there. Yes, your word is good, friends.

---

1 Qē'lag'a Lē̱m'wala, gīle̱'len las g'ada gīlāsēk' qax̱s nēmō̱'Xma'qos na'lā-
Come Lē̱m'wala, i am afraid of this box for you alone you not
qak' qa x̱ lasāx̱ex la'xoa la'a'qaquix'.
afraid of it for you went through it in the red cedar bark here.
It is good that you say I am the highest among you."

With this he lifts the box, hides it under his blanket, and begins to sing his secret song, as follows:^

O friend, O friend, O supernatural friend.

Then he calls the son-in-law, saying, "Stand up; it may be that this box is intended for you." The young man rises and replies, "Hold it awhile until I dress up." Then he goes to the house, and after a few minutes returns without blanket, having his face blackened. He presents himself to the master of ceremonies: "Here I am, friend;" who asks him once more to be ready: "Go on, get ready, son-in-law." Then he gives him the winter names which belong to the contents of the boxes. He receives both the mē'emqoat name and also the quē'qutsa name. He asks him to step near. The young man turns to the left and walks slowly down to the beach where the master of ceremonies is standing. The latter takes his neck ring off and, holding it, sings his secret song:

1. My mind is not strong enough (to lift it).
2. My mind is afraid of it.
3. I have seen the winter ceremonial.

Then he turns around and gives the young men the neck ring to which the arm rings and leg rings are tied. He turns again and takes off his head ring. The young man's wife, who stands next to the master of ceremonies, gives her dancing apron to the latter, who turns once and puts it onto her husband. Last of all, he gives him the box. Then the master of ceremonies says "hōp ṭop" four times. (This is the sound of Hail'aklic-ana'e). The master of ceremonies continues:

"Wait a while, son-in-law, you have no name for your kū'nuqalalala, but I have seen what carried away our son. Her name is ———." With this he secretly puts a whistle into the hand of the son-in-law. The latter turns to the right and calls "h! h!" (deep from the throat).

---

1 O lā' lax-in laq, qā'las aix'mis walqemūs nēnemō'k, wā wiqumā'xen. Let me go there it is true good your word friends good that you pretend to place me highest.

2 Appendix, page 718.

3 Lā'xoala negu'mp, qō sō'tax la'laa laxs g'ada gi'lt'as. Stand up son-in-law may he for you going to this box.

4 Dala la gaq, qan lé q'oa'lax'it. Hold it awhile,_forme to go dress up.

5 G'āxmen, qāst.

6 Wā'g'a qa'rollers negu'mp. See page 500.

7 Qi'lag'a negu'mp.

8 See page 500.

9 Lā'xoala lagqo'stā's negu'mp, k'c'ō'tsōem kū'nuqalaleloqs qa xg'n. Stand there a while son-in-law, you have no (name) for your kū'nuqalala for I have seen what carried our child away. (Right maker of Baxbaka'nulunanuxs'wa'ta.)

Baxbaka'nulunanuxs'wa'ta.)
He turns around to the left, stooping down, and walks in zigzag way up to the house. When he approaches the house, he cries "hap! hap!" and all the people of his clan gather the property which has been given him and follow him. As soon as he cries "hap hap," his son (the g'i'yakila), who is in the woods, is heard to reply with the same sound.

Now, four men of the ye'wix-il'a's family go down to the square, carrying an ax, and split the box cover forming one corner of the square. This is called "sinking the canoe" (tsō'kuns'a), and means that the son-in-law must distribute among the tribe everything he has received from his father-in-law. When the people reach the house, the son-in-law gives them some food and gives notice that in four days he intends to try to bring his son back from the woods. The next three days are spent in feasting and dancing. In the evening of the third day the young man calls all the people to go into the woods in order to make eight new songs for the hā'mats'a and two for the k'i'nqatala, the servant of the hā'mats'a. The singing master and his assistants go into the woods early in the morning, while the maan'nx'enox go in the evening. The old chiefs go last, and sit by themselves. They give orders to the que'qutsa, telling them what they have to do during the festival when the hā'mats'a is expected to come back.

While learning the songs the people sit promiscuously, not arranged according to the societies to which they belong. Those who have good voices sit near the singing master. They always select a certain clearing in the thicket for this purpose (Plate 43). No women are allowed there. The hā'mats'a and the k'i'nqatala who are in the woods listen
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SECOND HEAD RING OF HAI'ALIK'AUAÉ.
Worn at the beginning of the fourth day after the return of the novice. The crosspieces indicate the powers of the shaman.

Fig. 177.
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1La mens gu'nux'itel k'i'k'ilnalal.
We will try to bring him back.
PLATE 43.

PLACE WHERE THE SECRET MEETINGS OF THE WINTER CEREMONIAL ARE HELD.

From a photograph.
unseen to the songs, as they must dance to them when they first appear in the house. The people sit arranged in a square. At some distance from each corner a fool dancer is placed, to watch that no uninitiated person comes near. If, nevertheless, one of these should see what is going on he is captured by the fool dancer, taken into the square, and he is initiated.

After all have learned the new songs, they scatter and go home singly in order not to attract the attention of the other people. Each family takes supper alone, then they get ready for the dance. When it gets dark, the yōwix-ila sends four messengers to invite the people to the dance. He gives each of these a button blanket, a head ring and a neck ring of red cedar bark, and eagle down to strew on their heads. They walk out of the house to one end of the village and go into the door of the last house, in order to invite the people. Each of them has a set speech. The first says, "Let us try shamans!" The second, "We shall try in vain to bring back what makes us remember our friends!" The third, "Bathe, Ga'pelalalai! Bathe, Yaqoisai'!" calling the names of dancers. The fourth, "Rise, friends!" also naming the dancers.

In inviting the people, they begin with the women and mention the name of everybody living in the particular house, continuing with the names of the ha'mats'a and calling finally the names of the qu'qutsa. After the messengers have gone through the whole village, they return to the house of the yōwix-ila saying: "We have been outside to the end of the village." ¹

¹The first man says: La mens heinax'alalai pepaxalai'. We will try shamans.

The second says: La mens wun'alalai nehemokoai' k'ike'lala'xens. We will try for nothing friends to bring back our q'alamalai'.

The third says: Laams xoset'elai Gyepelalai. Laams xoset'elai Yaqoisai'.

The fourth says: Laams lax'oitelai qasta'x Nāxdanai'. Ready you rise friend One man eater.

²LamentoX la'pelsa.
Then the ye'wix-ila asks four other people to act as his messengers. Again he gives each a button blanket, a head ring and neck ring of red cedar bark, and eagle down for the head. They go to all the houses and invite the people to come at once. They go to each house and say, "Walk back."

As soon as the people begin to enter the house, the ye'wix-ila beats time on a board, in quick measures, concluding with a sharp rap and the call, "hai, hai."

The Koskimo are the first to enter. Each man carries as many hemlock wreaths as he has killed enemies during war expeditions. They also carry bows and arrows. Then they step up to the middle of the house and throw one wreath after the other into the fire, calling the name of the enemy whom it represents. As soon as a wreath is thrown into the fire they call "ye," and all repeat this cry. At the same time they shoot arrows into the fire. This ceremony is called yi'ixo, which means placing the head of an enemy on a pole. The fire is called Nusx'ila, which means fighting place. The whole ceremony is called a'Xts'ali'l wâl'lastem (carrying blood into the house and giving away much property) or kâ'g'euLaxstâ'la (sharp edge of knife). At present the wreaths represent the number of coppers which a man has given away. They have taken the place of heads, because, according to the usages of the Kwakiutl, a man who has given away a copper by doing so becomes a victor over his rival. They also throw paddles into the fire, the meaning of which is that they send a canoe to call their rivals to a festival, in which they are going to show their greatness.

After the Koskimo have entered, the maa'mx'enôx come in. Pieces of board representing dorsal fins are attached to their backs. They carry wreaths of hemlock branches in their hands. Their arms are stretched back and they make the motions of swimming, blowing from time to time like whales. They drop their wreaths in the rear of the house, go out again, take their fins off, and reenter. Then the people beat time, and the maa'mx'enôx, holding their blankets stretched out backward, enter. They take up their wreaths, and call the name of the copper or other property that they are going to give away. Then they

1Qatsësta'.
Kue'qol. They throw the wreaths into the fire. This means that they are going to rival the other tribes in the amount of property that they will give away.

The wives of the Koskimo, the qan’qot saxsem (?), are the next to enter. Each of them carries a number of sticks, which represent the amount of property which they are going to give to their husbands. Each says what amount of property these sticks represent. They are followed by the qa’qo and k’ek’esałala, the wives of the maam’x’énóx. They also carry sticks and state how much property they are going to give away.

Last of all the meséq, or Sea-egg, enters. Sharp sticks about 3 feet long are fastened to his clothing. Two men accompany him. When he comes to the rear of the house, all the sticks are pulled out from his clothing, and at the same time the names of all the coppers which were given away during the past year are called. Everyone who has given away blankets has one stick contributed to the ornaments of this peculiar dancer. The sticks are then thrown into the fire, while all sing out, “ye!”

The maam’x’énos and d’ó’d’opa then arrange themselves behind the fire, facing the rear of the house. The singing master stands behind them, facing the door and looking at the singers. The Koskimo and hé’mélk siton each side of the house, the women in the rear row. (See p. 436.)

Finally the seal society enter in the same manner as described above p. 506).

While they are going to their seats the singers slip out singly through the secret door. Then suddenly they all reenter the house with great noise, and the people say: “The great maam’x’énóx have become excited.”1 They go around the fire slowly, holding their blankets spread out. Sometimes they are led by one of the mé’emqoat. Then they pretend to pursue the latter.2 If the member of the seal society should happen to be a fool dancer, they endeavor to hit his nose, and as soon as they succeed in doing so he gets excited and stabs the people. During all this time the singing master remains in his place.

1 Kue’qoł la g’a maam’x’enmxts’!
Wild these, the great maam’x’énos.

2 They act according to their names. The maam’x’énóx are killer whales, while the mé’emqoat are seals, who are the prey of the former.
After the singers have rearranged themselves in the rear of the fire, two of their number are sent to the door. Each has a rattle. They are the heralds who announce the dances which are to be performed that night in order to bring about the return of the novice. When the singers and the members of the seal society are in their places, the people slip out singly and return to perform their dances. On this evening they do not show the highest dances which they possess, but those which they owned when they were children. On the whole the lower grades of dances come in first, the higher ones later on, but there is no strict order. As soon as one of them approaches the house, the heralds shake their rattles, and upon this signal the singers begin to beat the boards rapidly, and continue to do so during the dance, at the end of which they sing one song of the dancer. The character of these dances was described in the preceding chapter.

When about one-half of all the dances have been shown, and particularly after a dance that has been well performed, two messengers (hō'laq'is, listeners) are sent out by the speaker of the master of ceremonies to listen if no sign of the hā'mats'a's return can be heard. They go out, listen, and come back saying that they have not heard anything.

While the people are waiting for the dancers to come in, raillery is going on. The speaker of the ye'wix'ila sends the heralds: "Go to our friend (the bear dancer) and see if he has not washed." The herald goes out, after turning in the door. When he comes back, and the next dancer is to be a woman, he may say: "She will not come; she is fighting with her husband;" or, "She will not come; she and her husband are kissing each other."

The dances continue until early in the morning, when the ghost dancer appears. As soon as the people sing his song, all the old hā'mats'as, who have not entered the house so far, get excited, their whistles are blown by the hē'lig-a, and they enter the house from all sides—through the roof, through the front door, and through the secret doors in the rear of the house. They jump down on the floor, squat, and, looking up, cry "hāp hāp!" They jump around the fire four times, looking up and crying "hāp!" all the time. Their cries are supposed to be heard by the novice in the woods, who is heard all of a sudden on the roof of the house. He runs around four times. Three times he pushes the boards of the roof aside, and then he jumps down. The

1 Ha'g'a laxen hes'mō'kua (na'nē). E'sac xo'sit. Go to our friend (bear). Not he washed.
people surround him and try to hold him. He runs around the fire four times, but all of a sudden he has disappeared again, having made his exit through the secret door in the rear of the house. Only the hemlock branches with which he was adorned remain in the house. As soon as the people see that he has disappeared, they say that somebody has made a mistake which angered the hamats'a and caused him to leave the house again.

Not always is the hamats'a induced to return in the manner described here. Sometimes the xo'xoc dances and the earthquake that is thus produced brings him back, or the dance of the to'X'uit may bring him back.

In some instances a particular officer, the Lelé'la'ménónx, must try to call the novice. He is considered the chief of all the que'qutsa. He wears a rough head ring and neck ring of red cedar bark which is twisted four times. His face is blackened. He enters carrying a baton and stops in front of the fire. If anyone should laugh, he points at him, and the person who is thus singled out must look downward. He goes around the fire singing his secret song, as follows:  

Ah, ah, supernatural power! Ah, ah, ah, supernatural power! Hoo!

In the rear of the house he turns once, cries "hu!" and stoops down to listen. Then he continues his circuit and repeats this action in front of the house. While he is doing so the hamats'a appears on the roof, in the rear right hand corner of the house, runs around the roof, and opens a hole on the left hand front corner and looks down into the house. From here he rushes to the rear left corner of the house. Then he runs to the rear right corner, and to the front right corner, pushes the boards aside, and looks down into the house. Then the people take a number of blankets, spread them out tight, and hold them under the place where the hamats'a is looking down. Finally he jumps down into the blankets in the front right corner of the house. They try to hold him, and slowly go around the fire trying to lay their hands upon him, but he disappears again. Only his hemlock branches are left in the hands of the people.

1 Appendix, page 721.
Then the Lelé/L'alenóx says that the laughing of the person whom he pointed out in the beginning was the cause of the disappearance of the hâ'mats'a. The laughter must call his daughter to dance, and he must take a staff (the feast pole qâ'sōp'eq) in his hands and promise to give a feast after her dance.

If any other mistake should have been made, the Lelé/L'alenóx points it out in a similar way. When, for instance, a woman has brought her uninitiated children into the house, he will say on entering, "I smell someone who is profane;" and the people will reply, "Important is your word." Then he asks for red cedar bark, which is given to him. He makes a neck ring and a head ring (figs. 186, 187, pp. 527, 528). He asks one man to beat time. Then he sings his secret song, and suddenly the voices of birds (whistles) are heard on top of the house. He holds the red cedar bark in front of his face, pushing it forward with every step and crying, "ō, ō, [op, [op." Then he puts the cedar bark on the child's head. The birds' voices suddenly disappear, and are heard on the roof of the house of the child's father. Then that child must disappear, it being supposed that he has been taken away by these spirits.

After the novice has disappeared again, the chief's speaker asks all the people to make themselves ready to expect the novice on the following morning. All this time his whistles are heard in the woods. Then the people go to their houses and have a short rest, but after about an hour or two the ye'wix-ila calls them to his house and asks them to try to catch the new hâ'mats'a. He says: "Take care! we want to save our great friend." Then the master of ceremonies requests the seal society to assemble, and the què'qutsa to follow them. He says, "Gather seals!"
The k'i'nqalala lead the way, each singing her secret song. All the people follow them toward the beach. The first k'i'nqalala sings:

Yiya ham yiyaha. I am the real tamer of Baxbakualamlux'si'wač.

Yiya ham yiyaha. I pull the red cedar bark from Baxbakualamlux'si'wač's back.

Then the second one sings:

It is my power to pacify you, when you are in a state of ecstasy.

They go westward, and as soon as they come to the place called Nau'alak'us (place of supernatural power), about one-eighth of a mile west of the village, four sons or relatives of the yő'wix'ila are sent out to gather hemlock branches. During this time the singers sing the new songs which were made on the preceding day in the woods, in order to enable the other people to learn these songs. Now, the boys return, bringing the hemlock branches, which are used for making head and neck rings for the people. All the quő'qutsa form a row and take each others' hands. They sing the new songs and go forward. The old hā'mats'a and the other members of the seal society go before them. Then all of a sudden the new hā'mats'a appears, and is surrounded by the people, but he disappears again. It is not the novice himself who appears at this time, but some other man who looks like him, and who while being surrounded by the "seals" takes off his hemlock dress and dresses in red cedar bark like the other seals, so that apparently the hā'mats'a has disappeared again, leaving only his hemlock dress. Suddenly the novice is seen again in front of the village. Everybody runs to take him, but he disappears again in the same manner as before. After a short time he is seen again at Nau'alak'us. He is surrounded, but disappears a third time. Then all the people form a row, take each others' hands, and each begins to sing his own secret song. Thus they approach the village, where the hā'mats'a is seen again. One man strips off his clothing and goes in front of the people. He is called the bait of the tribe (tő'lem). As soon as the hā'mats'a sees him he rushes up to him, seizes his arm, and bites it. Then the

1 Appendix, page 724.  2 This is the secret song of all the hə'lign'a.
people catch him and lead him toward the house, singing the new songs. (Plate 44.) The heg'iga sing their secret songs, and the uninitiated cry "hoi'p." By this means they attempt to tame the h'amats'a. The people lead him to the house of the ye'wix-ila, who, on their approach, steps out of the house with his whole family, dressed in red cedar bark ornaments and button blankets. Their faces are marked with black spots. Their heads are covered with down. They dance in front of the house, accompanying the new songs. Some of the ye'wix-ila's relatives go down to the people, who lead the h'amats'a, and hold boards in their hands for the people to beat time on. Then the latter begin to sing as follows: "Woe! you are making your parents poor, naualak!" Then they walk into the house. After they have all entered, the new k'inaqalala who returned with the h'amats'a from the woods, and who, during the ceremony, is entirely naked, begins to sing her new song. She enters the house going backward, facing the h'amats'a, whom she desires to lead into the house. The h'amats'a, however, is apparently unwilling to enter, and stays for about half an hour in the door, where he turns four times, the he'liga surrounding him all the time. During this time the people raise the h'amsp'eq and the ma'wil. As soon as it is completed, the h'amats'a leaves the door, goes to the right until he comes to the rear of the house, and climbs the h'amsp'eq. He ascends the roof of the house, runs around once, and returns, descending the h'amsp'eq, or he jumps down from the door of the ma'wil. As soon as he jumps down he rushes to one man and bites his arm. He goes around the fire once, holding him in this way. Then he climbs the h'amsp'eq again, runs around the roof, and after he comes down again bites another man. This is repeated four times. The people during this time sing the new songs, and the h'amats'a dances around the fire, but not properly, as he is supposed to be still out of his senses. After he has danced around the fire the fourth time, he goes into the ma'wil. Then all the people take off the hemlock branches and throw them into the fire. This is called smoking the wildness of Baxbaku'alann Xi'waé out of the h'amats'a. Then they arrange themselves according to the societies to which they belong. The ye'wix-ila who stands at the left-hand side of the door says:  

1Wös sis wun gil môwélös na'[MAXEL] woe woe!  
Woe you make poor men you naualak woe woe.
The return of the Hā'mats'a.

From a photograph.
The yë'wix ila turns everything over to the master of ceremonies or to one of his own relatives, who in their turn distribute the property among the assembly, giving the women first, then the "seals," and lastly the quë'qutsa, each person receiving one stick of bracelets and one stick of copper. After the property has been distributed, the people go home and take their breakfast in their own houses.

In the evening the yë'wix ila again requests four messengers to invite the people. He tells them the names of the new hā'mats'a and k'īnqalalala, and tells them to call the people to come to his house, in order to tame the new hā'mats'a and k'īnqalalala. Each of these messengers receives one button blanket. They go to the various houses and say:3

"Shamans! We will pacify this supernatural one. We will soften (Tse'mqok'ala)4 by means of our songs. Friends! We will pacify this supernatural one. We will restore to her senses (Hë'lig'ixstég'ilisa).5 Let us go into the dancing house before dark!"

After they return to the dancing house, the yë'wix ila calls four more messengers, who also receive a button blanket each in payment for their services. They must go to the end of the village, and beginning at the last house they must say: "We come back to call you. The fire is going out. We have no fuel. Come quick, shamans!"6 The people follow them at once, and all enter the dancing house.

1No'guam Hë'iltsaqolis. Që' laxdaox lag'a nënemôk' k' qas axë'vidax' os sâ'xa
I am come, friends, for you to give the
k'o'kuLé lewa lâ'qónsenq qas ìa'x'uitasas.
bracelets and copper that you give them away.

2La'mënëx iâ'x'uit, nënemôkô' grå'nix grâyamënx lâ'xëno'x
We will give away, friends this what we got from there we
qig'utaas, from whom wife was obtained.

3La'mëns yó'talai' pëpaxalai' laxoa lôkoalaxai'. La'mëns tamałqalalai'
We will tame paxalas this supernatural one. We will make soft inside by
means of songs,
lâx Tse'mqok'alaï. La'mëns hëlëk'alai' nënemôkoal' la'xoa lôkoalaxai',
on "sound of swallowing." We will tame friends at this supernatural one.
La'mëns hâ'ñàq'matalai' pëpaxalai' lâx Hë'lig'ixstég'ilisai'. Namerâms'äemlensai'.
We will restore to his paxalas on Tamer of (Hâmats'a's) We will all go in before
senses month.

4Name of the hâmats'a novice.
5Name of the k'înqalalala novice.

6Qåtsësdlaai' lâ'am k'îly'ètdé da lenox; k'ë'osanux lequilai'; wâ hâ'lag'ilel.
We walk back going out the fire; not we firewood; wâ hurry
lax pëpaxalai'.

paxalas.

NAT MUS 95—34
During the whole day the whistles of the hā'mats'a were heard in the house. Then the speaker of the yē'wix ila says as follows: "Friends, do as I desire! Try to pacify our friend! Let all the women dance!"

This is a request to the women to dance with the hā'mats'a in order to tame him. The master of ceremonies calls upon all the hā'mshamatsés, the hai'alikilal, the tō'X'uit, and the kā'nqalala to dance with the hā'mats'a. They blacken their faces, put eagle down on their heads, and begin to dance. Then the hā'mats'a shakes the hā'msp'eq and comes out of the mā'wil. At once the people begin to beat the boards, but do not sing. The hā'mats'a goes around the fire once and disappears again in the mā'wil. The master of ceremonies says: "Somebody must have made a mistake," and calls up the paxa'la-lal—that means the shaman dancer. He steps forward, calls for a round rattle, and as soon as the master of ceremonies has given it to him he begins to sing the song of the paxa'la-lal.2 "You took me around the world, BaxbakulalamaXsi'wae." He goes around the fire and then enters the mā'wil at the same place where the hā'mats'a went in. He stays there for about ten minutes and then reappears, saying that the people have made too much noise, and that they did not have enough down on their heads, and that the hā'mats'a had disappeared again for these reasons. The master of ceremonies calls for four dishes of eagle down. Then four men come out of the right hand front corner of the house carrying the dishes and saying that they were waiting for the orders of the master of ceremonies. He sends the four men to feather the heads of the people, beginning with the hā'mats'a, continuing with the other "seals," and finishing with the quē'quets. Then the master of ceremonies says that the eagle down brought into the house supernatural power (which is not supposed to be present where there is no down).

Now the hā'mats'a is seen to leave the mā'wil again. He jumps down, goes around the fire once, and disappears again. Again the paxa'la-lal is sent to discover if a mistake has been made which induced the hā'mats'a to leave again. He sings the same song as before, enters the mā'wil, where he stays for some time. He reappears and says that the hā'mats'a was displeased because the hē'lig-a did not sing their secret song. Then four hē'lig-a are sent into the mā'wil. The yē'wix ila gives four button blankets to the master of ceremonies and requests him to do with them whatever he pleases. The master of ceremonies gives them to the hē'lig-a, who then begin to sing: "Wa

---

1Ha naa'X' la'ams waxe'dexda'nX, gr'xen qas gu'm'x'idaoas li'ula xens
2Yam ha mām ha mai yë, humah'mai ha'ma.
3La'X'ede'X daqii' yixoa'xdo'nX, BaxbakulamaXsi'wae.
They all have one song in common.
ha wa ha wa ha wa ha hai ya yé hé ya yé ya ya wa ha wa ha hai ya yé hé ya yé ha yé ha, hoip."

Now they enter the māwil, and after a short time bring out the hā'mats'a, who bites the arm of one of them. As soon as they approach the door of the house, the ha'mats'a lets go his hold, turns around, and bites a second one in the same way. They continue their way, and, when they reach the māwil, the hā'mats'a disappears once more. The hē'lig-a follow him, and soon he reappears, biting the third one. As soon as they come to the door, he lets go his hold and bites the fourth one. When they reach the rear of the house again, the hē'lig-a do not allow him to reenter the māwil. The people beat time rapidly. During these ceremonies the hā'mats'a is entirely naked, with the exception of a wreath of hemlock branches which he wears around his neck, one around his head, one around the waist, and bracelets and anklets of the same material.

Now the people begin to sing the new songs which were made for the hā'mats'a. After the first song has been sung, he disappears in the māwil, and immediately the mask of QoāqoaXālananXsi'waē, the raven, appears. After the mask has disappeared, the hā'mats'a appears again, entirely naked. When he has finished his dance, the mask of BaxbakkālananXsi'waē comes out (see p. 446). The mask disappears in the māwil, and the hā'mats'a comes out again dancing slowly. He wears a crown of red cedar bark on his head, a wide neck ring of the same material, anklets, bracelets, a dancing apron, and a bear skin. Then the people continue to sing the new songs which were made for him. The master of ceremonies spreads a new mat in the middle of the rear of the house in front of the singers. After his dance the hā'mats'a sits down on this mat, facing the rear of the house. Then the k'i'nqalālala comes out of the māwil singing her new secret song. After she has finished, the people sing the new songs which were made for her in the woods. She dances until the two songs are finished. Then the master of ceremonies calls up a man named Tsē'qamē (quē'qutsa name); "Come, friend, try if you can reach our friend."¹ This is the request to him to tame the hā'mats'a. Tsē'qamē asks for four pieces of white soft cedar bark, which are given to him by the yē'wixila.² Tsē'qamē takes them, crying "hoip, hoip." That means that he is putting the secret of the winter dance into the bark. He asks for a pole (about 6 feet long), which is given to him by the yē'wixila, or by the brother of the latter, who is looking after the fire. Tsē'qamē ties the four pieces of cedar bark to the end of the pole. Each piece is about 8 feet long. He tells the people to be ready to beat time when the signal is given. He asks one of the k'i'nqalālala to take off the clothing of the hā'mats'a.

¹Qelag'á adhí', qás gu'nixa'itaqó dō'qōal. qás goayō'lasos ax g'ins nemo'xtsek, Come, friend, for to try see that you reach our friend.
²He says: Ax'ē'ta g'ax k'atsekoqan'ax; moxsa'xe'me. Give white cedar bark me four pieces only.
The k' воккакко goes around the fire saying "hoip, hoip, hoip, hoip," and then takes the ha'mats'a's clothing and cedar bark ornaments off. Then Ts'e'qame gives the signal to the people to begin beating time, and as soon as they begin he puts one end of the cedar bark into the fire. He runs around the fire until he comes to the place where the ha'mats'a is sitting. Here he swings the burning bark over the ha'mats'a's head, and at the same time the latter turns around squatting and crying "hap, hap, hap." Ts'e'qame goes around the fire once more, and keeping his eye on the ha'mats'a until he reaches him the second time he swings again the burning cedar bark over his head. This is done four times. This is called nawa'qamâ. Then the hêlig'a lift the ha'mats'a, lug him around the fire, and take him into the māwî. The master of ceremonies now calls the ye'wix-ila and asks him to pay Ts'e'qame for his work. The ye'wix-ila goes into his bedroom and brings out a button blanket, which he gives to him. Then the ye'wix-ila asks the master of ceremonies or one of his relatives to distribute the rest of the brass bracelets, coppers, and button blankets among the people. Each person receives one stick of bracelets, one stick of coppers, and one button blanket.

Now all the profane must leave the house. The door is closed and the purification of the ha'mats'a begins. Four men must take part in this ceremony,—the kue'ts'enóx or the washer, the qa'nenóx or the rubber, the ts'e'silaénóx or the tongs maker, and the t'a'mtsê- nóx or the time beater. Whatever these men ask for incidentally to the ceremony must be given to them, and they retain it as their personal property. When everything is quiet, the ts'e'silaénóx asks for a piece of cedar board about 6 feet long, for a wedge, and for a stone hammer. After this is brought to him, the t'a'mtsê-nóx sits down in his place ready to beat time. Then the ts'e'silaénóx asks for a belt. After he has received it, he puts it on, goes around the fire four times, carrying a rattle in his hand, while the t'a'mtsê-nóx is beating time. He does not sing, but says "hoip, hoip." After he has gone around the fire four times, he stops, puts his rattle down, and stoops three times, as though he was going to take up the hammer and wedge, but he does not really take it until he stoops down the fourth time. Every time he stoops the t'a'mtsê-nóx gives a short rap on the board. Then the ts'e'silaénóx goes around the fire until he comes to the place where the board is lying on the ground. He steps up to it, turns once to the left, puts his wedge against the board, and pretends to drive it in with his stone hammer, but he takes it off again, turns once more to the left, and places it a second and third time against the board. The fourth time he really, with one hard blow, drives the wedge into the board and splits it. Then he asks the ye'wix-ila for a knife, and after it is given to him he makes a pair of tongs out of the cedar board. Then he asks for a clean mat and for a piece of soft white cedar bark. He takes it up with his tongs, goes around the fire, and gives it to the
qa'nēnōx. Every time these men go around the fire the t'a'mtsēnōx must beat the boards.

Then the qa'nēnōx takes the mat and spreads it on the floor at the left-hand side of the door, and lays the cedar bark on it. He begins to rub the bark and to cut it. When cutting, he draws his knife three times, pretending to cut, and every time he does so he turns to the left. The fourth time he really begins to cut the bark. One of the pieces which he cuts is about 6 feet, and two other pieces about 2 feet long each. A knot is tied in the middle of the long piece, which is then tied in shape of a ring, the ends crossing each other and leaving about 1 foot free. The two shorter pieces are tied near the middle of the long piece, so that the whole forms a ring with two ends on one side and two ends near the middle. The ring represents the body, the knot the head, the upper ends the arms, and the lower ends the feet of a person.

Now he rises and gives a signal to the t'a'mtsēnōx to beat time. He goes around the fire once and stops near the tongs which the t'sē'silaēnōx made. Then he puts the ring down. Now the t'sē'silaēnōx rises. He spreads the tongs with a small stick. Three times he pretends to take them up, turning each time. The fourth time he really takes them and goes toward the ring of white cedar bark, the qa'nā'yu. At this time the t'a'mtsēnōx begins to beat time again. The t'sē'silaēnōx goes around the fire with the tongs in his hands and keeps his eye on the qa'nā'yu all the time. When he comes to the mat on which it is lying, he pretends to take it up with the tongs, but he does not touch it. Then he turns around to the left and extends his arms toward the place of the rising sun. Every time he does so the t'a'mtsēnōx gives a hard rap on the board, and the people cry "wa!" This is repeated three times; the fourth time he takes the qa'nā'yu, and goes around the fire four times until he arrives at the east side of the house.

Then he pushes up the tongs three times. The fourth time he turns them around and places the handle under the roof of the east side of the house. He goes around the fire four times. Then he pretends to take up four stones with his tongs. He does not really take them until the fourth time. During this time the t'a'mtsēnōx beats again. Then the knētsēnōx asks for a new dish, which is put on the floor. He asks for water, which is brought to him in a bucket. When he takes the latter, he gives a signal to the t'a'mtsēnōx to beat. He walks around the fire with the water, while all the people say "wa wa wa." Every time he comes to the point where he started, either opposite the door or in the rear of the house, he turns and lifts his bucket toward the sun. Every time he does so the t'a'mtsēnōx stops with a loud rap. After he has done so four times, he goes to the dish, which is standing at the left-hand side from the door. Three times he pretends to pour out water, and the fourth time he empties it into the dish. After this has been done, the new hā'mats'a is called to come out from the mā'wit. He and the k'i'nqalałala come out entirely naked. A new mat is put
down for them next to the dish. The qa'ñenóx holds the mat in his hands, turns, and pretends to put it down. After he has done so three times, he really puts it down. Every time he turns he says, "hoi't'o." The fourth time, after putting down the mat, the ki'nuqālala sings the hēligā song. The ki'nuqālala goes four times around the fire singing. The ha'mats'a must follow her, and every time the ki'nuqālala turns he must turn too. They turn whenever they reach the point opposite the door and in the rear of the house. After they have made four circuits, they sit down, the ha'mats'a looking wild all the time, as though he wanted to bite the people. The qa'ñenóx rises and goes around the fire after signaling the ta'mtsēnóx to beat time. He takes a small stick, and places it in the wall of the house a little below the tongs on which the qa'ñāyu is hanging, but before really placing it there he pretends to make the motion three times, turning after each motion. Then he attempts to take the qa'ñāyu from the tongs, but he really does not take it down until after he has made the motion three times. As soon as he really takes it, the ta'mtse'nóx gives a loud rap, and says "ya." Then the qa'ñenóx turns once and puts the qa'ñāyu on the short stick. Again he goes around the fire while the ta'mtsēnóx is beating time. He goes to the tongs, turns around once, and takes them down.

He goes around the fire holding the tongs downward. During this time the ta'mtsēnóx beats time. The qa'ñenóx stops at the door and holds the tongs toward the door. Then the ku'ets'enóx rises, and with a common baton he strikes the small stick which spreads the tongs, thus throwing it out of the door. If the stick should happen to strike the walls of the house and not hit the door, it forebodes short life for the ha'mats'a. Then the tsē'silēnōx turns and goes around the fire. Three times he pretends to take the stones out of the fire, every time extending the tongs towards the sun. The fourth time he really takes the stones up. Then the people cry "wa wa." He turns, goes around the fire four times, and stops near the dish containing the water. Three times he pretends to throw the stones into the water, and every time he does so the ta'amtsēnóx beats time. The fourth time he throws them into the water.

This ceremony is performed with each stone singly. Then he goes again around the fire and puts the tongs back under the roof in the same place where they were before.

Now the ku'ets'enóx rises. He goes around the fire stretching his right hand backward and shaking it. This is the signal for the ta'amtsēnóx to beat the board as hard as possible. Every time he reaches the east and the west side of the fire he turns around and the beater gives one short rap. Every time he comes to the turning point he extends his hands toward the qa'ñāyu as though he was going to take it down. His hands are shaking all the time like those of Bax-

---

1 It is my power to pacify you (see page 527).
badaalunXsi'wač. The fourth time he really takes the qa'ná'yu down. Its "head" is in his left hand, its lower end in his right hand. He holds his left hand stretched forward. He goes around the fire, and at the turning point extends the ring toward the sun. Every time he does so the t'a'mtsēnōx gives a short beat.

He walks around the fire four times, and finally stops near the há'mats'a. Then the qa'nēnōx calls the kuets'ēnōx to come to the há'mats'a. The kuets'ēnōx goes around the fire four times, stops at the dish holding the water, and scoops down three times, intending to dip water out with his hands. He does not really take it until the fourth time. He holds the water in his two hands, goes around the fire, lifts it toward the sun, turns around, and puts it on the head of the há'mats'a, softly stroking the latter. Then he takes more water, puts it again on the há'mats'a's head in the same manner. This ceremony is also repeated four times. The k'i'mqalašala sits next to the há'mats'a. The kuets'ēnōx turns around and puts four handfuls of water on her head in the same way as he put it on that of the há'mats'a. Then the qa'nēnōx rises again and the t'a'mtsēnōx beats time. He goes around the fire carrying the ring, and on the west side he extends it toward the sun. Then he walks around to the há'mats'a, turns slowly, and puts the ring over the há'mats'a's head, doubling it up and wiping his whole body. The há'mats'a first extends his right arm, then his left arm, through the ring. When the ring comes down to his feet, he raises his right leg first, puts it down outside the ring, turns all around on his right foot, then takes up his left foot, and sits down on the mat, facing east. The qa'nēnōx takes the ring up, turns around, and drops his left hand and raises his right hand alternately.

Again the há'mats'a extends his right arm, and he rubs him in the same way as the first time. This is repeated four times. Then the qa'nēnōx goes around the fire and performs the same ceremony with the k'i'mqalašala. Then the people sing: "In olden times you went all around the world with the supernatural being."¹

The qa'nēnōx takes the tongs down from the roof and takes up the qa'ná'yu, while the t'a'mtsēnōx is beating time. He goes around the fire swinging the ring, turns in the front and in the rear of the house, raising the ring toward the sun. After he has gone around the fire four times, he swings the ring over the fire until it ignites. Then all the people say "wa wa." He walks out of the house, and burns the ring on the street. Then he burns the tongs in the house. Then all the people are allowed to enter the house.

After the song has been sung, the há'mats'a gets excited, leaves the house, and runs around the village.

The yē'wix-ila now brings all his dishes and kettles, spoons and mats, and distributes them among the people of his tribe, the people going to the pile and each taking one piece. This celebration lasts until it is nearly daylight.

¹Appendix, page 724.
About this time the four officers, the kuč’ts’enóx, the qa’nēnóx, the ts’ē’si’læc’nóx, and the t’a’nts’enóx, leave the house, the last named carrying the baton. Then they say: 1 "Here is food for you quē’qutsa."

This is the notice for the last great feast in the winter dance ceremonies. At this time they count up all the mistakes made by the ha’mats’a. 2

For four days after this the ha’mats’a runs about biting the people. On the fourth night the ye’wix-ila calls his society and tells them that the ha’msp’eq is to be burnt. A messenger belonging to his society is sent out to call all the people together. He is given a button blanket and a new head ring and neck ring. This messenger goes to every house and says: 3 "Friends, we will tame our great friend ————.

Then the whole tribe, men, women, and children, assemble. They sing the ha’mats’a songs, and during the ensuing day the ye’wix-ila pays them for their bites, the price being one canoe for each bite. The women who danced receive bracelets; the men who sang, button blankets. These presents must be returned with interest when the receivers give a festival another year.

All the quē’qutsa must now leave the building. The fool dancers and bears are also required to go out. Only the ha’mats’a, ha’mshamtses, nō’ntsistałal, qoe’qo’sełal, nā’ne of BaxbakualanXLsi’wae, and ki’nqalaLala; the läxsâ, stay. They nail the door up and close all the chinks and holes in the walls. The ki’nqalaLala take the batons, then all the ha’mats’as begin to cry "hāp, hāp." The ha’mshamtses cry "wip, wip, wip," and all the others utter their peculiar sounds. The ki’nqalaLala beat time, and each sings his own song. During this time the ha’mats’a gets excited, goes around the fire and around the ha’msp’eq four times. Then they lift the ha’msp’eq and pull it down, laying it so that it slants down from the roof. During this ceremony all the ha’ma’ts’as are naked. Four times they go up and down the ha’msp’eq while it is in this position, crying "hāp, hāp." Then the ha’msp’eq is taken down entirely. The ha’mats’as cut it into four pieces, while the ki’nqalaLala and the others who are present make as much noise as possible. Then four ha’mats’as carry each piece. They carry it around the fire, turning in front and in the rear of the house, and crying "hāp" all the time. Then they throw the pieces into the fire. Next, the mā’wil is pulled down and burnt with similar ceremonies. For four days they remain in the house singing the new ha’mats’a songs. On the fourth day they dress in red cedar bark, strew their heads with feathers, and blacken their faces. Then the wālēqa—the first meal of the ha’mats’a

1 Hamāyaai’ qa s quē’qutsai’. Food for your quē’qutsa.
2 Qa qemxsâlé For turning to left in qa’ñ’yu. qa kuxwultsewê qa dā’daltsâlé For falling out of qa’ñ’yu. for laughing through qa’ñ’yu.
3 Lamsun la’atai’, nenmōkoi’, laxan na’moxtso’ (Xaunquq’eskil’sil’isk’as’ó We will tame friends our great friend (Real skull eater).

BaxbakualanXLsi’wae).
after his return from the bush—is celebrated. The kí'nuqalala leaves the house, followed by the há'mats'a, each singing his own song. They go into four houses and are fed by the people. The há'mats'a must eat all that is given to him. Then they walk into the next house, where they are fed again.

Now the whole tribe assembles again in the house of the ye'wilxila. A canoe mast is put up in the middle of the house, and the master of ceremonies asks, “Who will take the red cedar bark off from the people and keep it until next winter?” Whoever intends to give a winter dance the following winter must step up and take hold of the stick. Then all the people take their rings off and throw them into the fire. Four only are kept until the next year. The people tie handkerchiefs around their heads in place of the cedar bark.

Then “the sound of the batons is driven out of the house.” The people beat time four times and then throw all the sticks into the fire. This is the end of the winter dance.

After biting persons, and particularly after eating slaves or bodies, the há'mats'a must observe a great many rules. Immediately after they have eaten of a corpse, the hé'lig'a brings them salt water, of which they drink great quantities in order to produce vomiting. If they do not vomit as many pieces as they have swallowed, their excrements are examined in order to ascertain if all the pieces of human flesh have passed the body. The bones of the body that they have eaten are kept for four months. They are kept alternately four days in their bedrooms on the north side of the house where the sun does not strike them, and four days under rocks in the sea. Finally they are thrown into the sea.

The há'mats'as are not allowed to go out of the house door, but they must use the secret door in the rear of the house only. When one of them goes out to defecate, all the others must go with him, each carrying a small stick. They must all sit down together on a long log. They must rise again three times, and do not sit down until the fourth time. Before sitting down they must turn four times. Before they rise they must turn four times. Then they go back to the house. Before entering they must raise their feet four times. With the fourth step they really pass the door. They go in, the right foot first. In the doorway they turn four times and walk slowly into the house. They are not allowed to look back.

For four months after eating human flesh the há'mats'a uses a spoon, dish, and kettle of his own, which are thrown away after the lapse of the prescribed time.

He must wear soiled cedar bark. He must stay alone in his bedroom. A grizzly bear dancer is placed in the doorway to see that no one enters.

Before taking water out of a bucket or before dipping it out of a brook he must dip his cup three times into the water. He must not take more than four mouthfuls at one time.
He must carry a wing bone of an eagle and drink through it, as his lips must not touch the brim of his cup. He also wears a copper nail to scratch his head with, as his nails must not touch his skin, else they would come off. For sixteen days after he has eaten human flesh he must not eat any warm food, and for four months he is not allowed to blow hot food in order to cool it. For a whole year he must not touch his wife, nor is he allowed to gamble or to work. When the dancing season is over, he feigns to have forgotten the ordinary ways of man, and has to learn everything anew. He acts as though he were very hungry all the time.

The whole ceremonial of bringing back the novice is, according to the ideas of the Kwakiutl, a repetition of the same ceremonial performed by the wolves who attempted to bring back their novices; and the following tradition, which, however, is not complete in all its details, is made to account for its origin:1

Mink made a salmon trap back of Qā'logwis, the village of the Kwakiutl. The different tribes held a winter ceremonial, and the sons of the chief of the wolves had disappeared in the woods. While there they spoiled Mink's salmon trap. For three days they did so. Then Mink became angry. He made up his mind to watch who was tampering with his salmon trap. He went there in the evening and hid near his salmon weir. Now the four sons of the wolf, who had disappeared in the woods, came. They went right up to the salmon weir and took out the salmon that had gone into it. Then Mink said to himself, "You are the ones who tampered with my weir." They sat down and ate the salmon raw. Mink crawled up to them from behind and killed them with his club. He cut off their heads, and went home carrying the four heads. Nobody knew that he had killed them; even his mother did not know it.

Now the wolves were going to bring back their novices after two days. When the time came for bringing the novices back, Kuč'kauxače was master of ceremonies. Mink closed all the holes and chimks of his own house, and tied ropes of cedar around it to strengthen it.

Before daylight Mink went in his canoe to Mḗmkwumlis. He made a salmon weir of stones. Then he went and sat down on a rock. He looked at his weir. "What fish is in my trap?" he said. "A small bull head," replied the trap. Then he scratched his head. "Oh, that is pretty: I am working hard looking after my trap! Throw it into the water!" He asked again, "What fish is in my trap?" It replied. "A small flounder." He threw it into the water, and then the trap had caught first an eel, then a dogfish, a perch, a silver perch, a cohoe salmon, a dog salmon, a humpback salmon, a steel-head salmon, a spring salmon, and finally a si'siul. Then he said, "That is it; that is it!" and he was glad. He took the si'siul out of his trap and put it down on the rock. He broke off hemlock branches, laid them into his canoe, and put the fish on top of them. Then he went home to his house at

1 Appendix, page 725.
Qa'logwis. He went ashore to his house. His mother was lying down. Then Mink spoke: "Don't stay here, grandmother, but carry my fish into the house." His mother went down to the beach. She went to the canoe and looked in vain for the fish. Her body became contorted; her head looked backward, because she had seen the si'siul. Mink waited for his mother a long time. Then he arose and went to look for her. He found her, and saw that her whole body was contorted. "That is the way, grandmother! Are you so glad?" He took her and straightened her body. He carried the si'siul himself from the beach to the house. He put it into a box. It became evening. The people intended to bring back the novices that night. In vain they beat the boards for the expected ones. They had been killed by Mink.

The people were still singing in the house. One of the chiefs said, "Let us try, dancers, to bring back our novices." But when they did not come after numerous attempts, one of them spoke: "Dancers, we are not going to succeed in bringing back our novices." One of them replied, "Wash yourselves, friends." Then the last one spoke: "You who are not initiated, turn your faces toward the rear of the house. We will go in before dark." Then the people thought they would have to give up trying to bring back their novices. They listened, but did not hear the arrival of the supernatural power.

Up to this time Mink had not made his appearance. Then the people said, "What is the matter with our chief K'ëx' (mink)?" They went to fetch him. Now Mink, and his cousins the raccoon, the killer whale, and the squirrel, did what they had planned. His sister Ts'E'stayukoa and the raccoon went and pulled out a board in the rear corner of the dancing house. The raccoon sat down in that corner. Now K'ëx' came in. He danced a little while and went out again. Then he came in and danced again with his sister. He sang,—

Spread your legs, Ts'E'stayukoa,
Spread your legs, Ts'E'stayukoa,—

and jumped through between the spread legs of his sister.

Then he came in again. He wore the heads of the wolves for his mask. But he was hiding them behind his blanket. He sang:

Mink is wearing the middle of the face of the sons of the chief of the wolves.

He went out again; and when he came in, the heads of the wolves were attached to his blanket. Now the people tried to kill him, because they saw that he had killed the sons of their chief. Then he went out of the doorway in the rear while his friends the squirrel and the raccoon were beating the drum. He came in again wearing the si'siul mask. As soon as he entered the door he uncovered the mask, and all the people died in convulsions when they saw it. Then K'ëx' selected all his relatives and the people whom he liked and resuscitated them. That is the end.

The initiation of members of the lower grades of the ts'ë'tsäëqa is not attended with as elaborate ceremonies as that of the la'xsâ.
Their initiation is called kuč’xalak’. Those who are initiated by the kuč’xalak’ ceremonies are called gixsèg’i, that means, leaning against the wall of the má’wil. In most cases they return from their initiations during the festivals celebrated to bring back a novice of the la’xsá. Sometimes, however, while the people are assembled at a feast, the wi’xsá or kuč’xalak’ novice is taken away by the spirits, and then his father announces that four days hence he will be brought back. He calls the master of ceremonies of the kuč’xalak’, who wears a head ring ornamented with five feathers—one in front, one on each side, and two in the back. His face is painted red. He enters and begins to go around the fire, swinging his baton from the elbow. When he reaches the rear of the house, he turns around, swinging his stick, and then gives one rap on a board, crying at the same time “ha’mamamama” (very rapidly). As soon as he does so, all the people strike the boards. Meanwhile the master of ceremonies turns around, strikes the board again, crying “hamamai.” Again all the people strike the boards together and cry “ha’mamamama.” These cries represent the sounds made by the ghosts. The master of ceremonies continues his circuit, swinging his baton all the time. When he reaches the door, he turns again and proceeds. When he reaches the rear of the house the second time, the same ceremony is repeated. He continues his circuit in the same way as before. When he reaches the rear of the house the third time, he turns and cries “yēhē’” and gives a rap on the boards; then all the people cry “yēhē’hōōō.” This represents the sound of the wolf. While the people are beating time the master of ceremonies turns again and then strikes the boards, crying “yēhē”, drawing out the last syllable as long as possible. Then the people strike the boards all at the same time and repeat his cry.

The master of ceremonies goes around the fire the fourth time, and when he reaches the rear of the house, he turns and cries “wōwōwō” or “wōō’p.” Then the people beat time and say “kf” (the f drawn out very long). This is the sound of Hai’alik-ila. During this time the whistles of the ghosts are heard continuously.

When the master of ceremonies turns the last time, he smiles at the people, strikes the board, and cries “wō,” to which all the people reply “hātt.” The ceremonies of this evening are called lōl.

Now the chief steps forward and says, “This is finished, friends; bring in your boxes.”1 While he remains standing, those people who are willing to bring boxes leave the house and soon return carrying them on their shoulders. The lids and ropes of the boxes are thrown into the fire. The boxes are placed in a row in the rear of the house, the openings turning backward. Then the yē’wix-ila asks one of his relatives or his daughter to dance. He holds a large staff in his hand, which is called qa’sop’eq or “feast staff.” He promises to celebrate the winter dance; and calling up his father-in-law says that he was compelled to

1Wa nēnemo’k, gr’ā’xlan’iis tā’miatsé laōs nēnemo’k’.
celebrate the winter dance without having had previous knowledge of
what was coming, and requests his father-in-law to repay him for the
property with which he was presented at the time of the marriage of
his daughter. The father-in-law rises, asks the young man to give
him the staff, which he grasps in the middle, holding it horizontally.
Then he calls his friends to take hold of the staff with him. By doing
so they pledge themselves to help the old man to repay his son-in-law.
He says how much he is going to pay to his son-in-law and returns the
staff to him. Then the latter takes it and carries it, pretending that it
it is exceedingly heavy, saying, "o, o, o, o!" It is supposed that the
property is attached to the staff.

The father-in-law asks: "When will you want me to pay you all this
property?" And the young man says that he wants it by the third day.
The following days the people are invited to feast and to dance in the
chief's house. A sail is stretched across the rear of the house. The
seal society have their seats close to this sail.

Now the master of ceremonies rises and calls one man (the mà'me-
nats'énọx), whose office it is to look after the drum. This office is
hereditary. The master of ceremonies says: "Go and bring your
inheritance." The man rises, steps up to the fire, goes around it, leaves
the house, and soon returns carrying the drum on his shoulder. He
stops in the doorway, turns around silently, and walks around the fire
four times. He stops finally in the left-hand rear corner of the house,
where he puts down the drum on its flat side. He carries a small
whistle in his mouth and every time he pushes the drum he blows the
whistle. It is of course supposed that this sound is produced by the
drum. Then he says, "It is done; I have brought my inheritance."
The master of ceremonies asks, "Did you bring the baton with you?"
To which the man replies, "My grandfather has been dead so long
that I forgot this part of my inheritance." He is sent to fetch it, and
walks out of the house and returns in the same way as the first time.
He deposits the batons in the middle of the rear of the house, and
every time he moves them he blows another whistle.

Then the master of ceremonies calls another man, whose office it is
to look after the eagle down. This office is also hereditary. He goes
out in the same way as the other officer, and soon returns, carrying a
painted bag filled with down. He says, "Here is the bag which my
grandfather left for me to take care of." He walks around the fire
four times, turning in the front and in the rear, and finally deposits it
in the right hand front corner of the house. Then four men take four
dishes, each takes one handful of down out of the bag, and puts it into
dish. The down is pulled apart so that it fills the dishes entirely.
The owner of the down shakes his bag, which then appears to be
quite full again, and carries it back. It is supposed that the bag
always remains full. Then the master of ceremonies takes up one of
the dishes and asks his brother, who is chief of the qu'qutsa, to take
another one. The name of this office is dâ’sqamê xa kâ’xalak$a, holder of the kâ’xalak$.

The officer has the name Q’e’utq’atas. Two other men take the other two dishes and they walk around the fire once. Then they begin to strew the down on the heads of the people. The master of ceremonies begins either with the ha’ushamtsès or with the bear-fool dancers (he’q’o’likla) (see p. 199 No. 16). Then he gives eagle down to the fool dancers and to all the other dancers.

Then the master of ceremonies goes around the fire again, swinging the baton. He stops in the rear of the house and strikes a box. All the people imitate him. Then a number of women, who are hired for the purpose, begin to dance. The people sing one song for each of the women. After this dance the chief of the qu’qutsa promises a feast for the next day, and the people go home.

The next morning a number of qu’qutsa go around from house to house to invite the people for the feast. The same women who danced the first night, dance this evening. Again a feast is announced for the following day. On this day all the dancers who are allowed to wear masks enter first and arrange themselves behind the sail, wearing their masks. Then the people enter, last of all the master of ceremonies, wearing his cedar bark ring, his face painted red. Again he swings his stick from the elbow, turns in the house, and says “wôi wôi,” and strikes the box. Then all the people beat the boxes for about ten minutes. Suddenly the master of ceremonies stretches out his arm and swings the baton slowly all around. The people stop beating time at once. He continues swinging his baton, and swings it faster and faster. Finally he beats the box again, and again all the people begin to beat time. Now the dancers are heard behind the curtain, each with his peculiar sound. The curtain begins to shake and is lowered, all the masks standing behind it. This is the end of the celebration of the third night. Again a feast is promised for the next day. This evening the same ceremony is repeated, but after all the masks have appeared in the rear of the house, the young person who had disappeared in the beginning of the ceremonies comes out from the right hand rear corner of the house. He sings his new song and dances. Then his father brings out all the property given to him by his father-in-law and distributes it among the people. Bracelets, coppers, and spoons are given to the women and children. Silver bracelets, kettles, and box covers are given to the men. Before the people go home the chief promises another feast.

The following day the people assemble again, and a feast is celebrated, in which everybody takes part. Before they begin to eat, the host brings all the button blankets which he has received from his father-in-law and distributes them. The women receive white blankets.

According to tradition, the first man of this name invited the people to a feast, but, instead of feeding them, only taught them four songs. The name means, eating songs.
This is called a present to wipe the mouth with (dā'yaxstanó). Each person receives one dish and spoons, which they take home after the feast. After this feast the novice receives his name. Then the people leave the house. The purification of the novice is performed in the same way as described above (see p. 532).

Sometimes the knē'xalakʷ begins with a curious contest between the ts'ē'tsāeqa and the profane. This ceremony is used by the Kwakiutl, Ma'mal'eqala, Nimkish, lau'itsis, T'enā'xax, Tsā'watšənōx, Axuamis, Qoë'xsōt'čnōx. The tribes forming the Newettee and Koskimo group use the ghost dance in its place. Mr. George Hunt told me the following instance of the performance of this ceremony:

The Qō'mk-útis, Walas Kwakiutl, and Kuë'xa had celebrated the ts'ē'tsāeqa without inviting the Gnē'tela, the highest of the Kwakiutl tribes. Then the chief of the last-named tribe called all his people together into his house. He put up a long pole, the "winter dance pole," leaning it against the beam of his house, and asked his people, "Are you glad to hear the winter dance going on at the other end of our village while you are asleep in your houses? If you want to remain bā'xns, do so. If you want to join the winter dance, then one of you step up and touch this pole." As nobody stepped up to touch the pole he put his hand on it himself and said: "I will be the yē'wix-ila; but first let us all turn ourselves into dogs" (wā'tsē; in the ordinary language, waō'tse). Then all his people took off their clothing, even their earrings and anklets, the women keeping only a small petticoat. They blackened their faces and hands and painted men's and dogs' faces all over their bodies. Then they cut the winter dance pole in pieces about a fathom in length each. The chief ordered them to cut a hole in the rear wall of the house. After this was done, they went out secretly and from the rear approached the house in which the other tribes were celebrating their winter dance. Then they barked like dogs, broke through the rear wall of the house, and drove out all the dancers, including even the hā'wats'ā. They broke the canoes and all the belongings of the dancers. This was their revenge for not being invited to the festival. This ceremony is called wā'ts'axt, which means, dogs running from one house to the other.

Now the ts'ē'tsāeqa assembled on one side of the street, while the "dogs" or the bā'xns assembled opposite them. The chief of the Gnē'tela, standing in front of his tribe, asked the yē'wix-ila of the other tribes, "Can you throw the supernatural power among us?" Then the ts'ē'tsāeqa began to beat time, the quē'qutsa and mē'emqot all standing together. Then the tō'X'uit with the frog stepped out from among the ts'ē'tsāeqa and danced like the mā'maqa, trying to catch his supernatural power. After some time she apparently caught it in her hands and threw it against the "dogs." The first throwing is called the daē'lkʷ (dēdā'lelāl, Newettee dialect), which means laughing. The dogs laugh and bark all at the same time.
Then the ts'et'sačqa beat time again. Again the dancer caught his supernatural power, went four times forward and backward, turned around, and threw it against the dogs. Then they sat down, still laughing, and began to scratch their heads. Again they barked. The ts'et'sačqa beat time for a third time, and the dancer caught the supernatural power again. She went forward and backward with quick steps, turned around, and threw it again. Then the dogs rushed into the water, scratching and rubbing their bodies, which means that they are removing the bā'xus from their bodies. They barked and came out again.

Now the quē'qutsa of the other tribes assembled in a group by themselves and sent four men to the dogs, apparently to send some message, but actually in order to carry to them some red cedar bark. After they had returned, the dogs in their turn sent four of their number to fetch some more cedar bark. This is repeated four times, and is called ts'ä'tsëxśila—that is, pretending to carry messages.

Now the chief of the quē'qutsa spoke to his people: "Take care; don’t give in, and remain what you are." All his people arose. Then the quē'qutsa beat time again, and the dancer continued her dance. Suddenly she was seen to hold red cedar bark in her hands. Four times she went backward and forward holding the cedar bark and moving her hands up and down. She turned four times, and every time stretched her hands out as though she was going to throw the cedar bark against the "dogs." The fourth time she really threw it. Then all the people stooped, and when they arose again they had cedar bark rings on their heads.

Then the hāmats'a, nū'łamal, nā'nē, and the other me'ë'moqat of the Guē'tela began to get excited. The chief pushed his son toward them. They surrounded him and dragged him around until all of a sudden he disappeared. Then it was said that the supernatural power had taken him away from the hā'mats'a. This novice was now kuē'xalakʷ. The chief next invited all the "dogs" and the ts'et'sačqa into his house and announced that after four days he was going to try to bring the novice back. This is called wā'sdana qap'èkʷ, or short assembly, and takes the place of the qap'èkʷ ceremony described above. The kuē'xalakʷ then continues as described before.

X. THE WINTER CEREMONIAL AT FORT RUPERT, 1895-96.

In the preceding chapter I have given a general description of the ceremonial of the initiation of a single novice. When the ceremony is actually in progress, there are several novices to be initiated, feasts are being held, and numerous incidental ceremonies are performed which depend upon circumstances, such as atonement for mistakes, rivalry between chiefs, and so forth. In order to make clear the character of the ceremonial, I will describe in the present chapter the ceremonial as it actually took place and so far as I witnessed it in the winter of
1895-96. At that time three tribes had assembled at Fort Rupert (Ts'éxis)—the Kwakiutl, the Koskimo, and Ná't'q'aqtoq. The Koskimo included also the G'o'ép'enóx, L'a'sq'enóx, and Gwa'ts'enóx. I reached Fort Rupert on November 15, 1895, and shall record here what I saw.

On the 16th of November one of the Ná't'q'aqtoq gave a feast. The Kwakiutl had their seats in the rear of the house, the Koskimo at the right hand side, the Ná't'q'aqtoq on the left hand side. When all had assembled, the chief speaker of the Ná't'q'aqtoq said: "Welcome, friends. Now that you have all come in, take the handles of your batons and sing." Then the batons were distributed. Planks were laid for beating time. While the people were still coming in, one of the qué't'séem (qué'qutsa) began to tease a fool dancer, who intended to give up his dance and to become a qué'qutsa. He pulled his nose, rubbed it with snow, and threw snowballs at it. As stated before, the fool dancer is supposed to have a long nose, and to resent all allusions to the nose. He does not allow it to be touched. The qué'qutsa tried in this manner to excite him so as to prevent him from leaving the seal society and becoming a qué'qutsa. Finally, a number of qué'qutsa joined the first qué't'séem. They pulled the nose of the fool dancer, spat on it, and smeared it with grease, notwithstanding his endeavors to escape them. Finally, they tied him to one of the house posts and continued to maltreat his nose. Now the Kwakiutl sang two songs. They were followed by the Koskimo, who sang two songs in their turn. Meanwhile the meal, which consisted of soap-berr}-ies, had been prepared, and the speaker held up a dish which was intended for the first há'mats'a. He shouted: "This is the dish of Yaqois."

The dish was carried to him. The members of the seal society received their shares in order, next the women, and finally the qué'-qutsa. Now the host turned to the fool dancer who was tied to the post, and whom the people were teasing again. He said: "I will ask your friends to stay at their places for a little while because I am cooking for you, and wish to feed you." Then several of the fool dancers came to his assistance. They licked the grease off from his nose, untied him, and took him back to his seat. As soon as the dishes were distributed, the host's assistants began to prepare the second course, which consisted of rice. While the people were eating, the different societies uttered their cries:

"The hens are pecking!"  
"The great seals keep on chewing."

1G'éxméns náménó'ku wíłáčlela, Waig'a d'axlälállaxs t'a'miayu qás  
We came friends all in the house, Go on! take at the handle the batons for to
l'ág'ustálagraós, náménó'ku, la'ígi útiláxará,  
go upward (sing), friends.

2L'ó'qulas Yá'qois.  

3qénlá'így a qaqaqós'.

4Yá'íixołox, qamk'óal'ga m'é'émkoatsé'ík.  
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"The food of the great killer whales is sweet."  
"The food of the foolish boys is sweet."  
"The great rock cods are trying to get food."  
"The great sea lions throw their heads downwards."  

The Mosmos said: "It will be awful."

When uttering these cries, the members of the societies lifted their spoons and seemed to enjoy the fun. Next, the Koskimo (tribe) lifted their spoons and all cried "yú." Then they ate as quickly as they could, and all the different qué'qutsa societies vied with each other, singing all at the same time.

Next, a man arose who acted as though he was a Haida. He delivered a speech, during which he made violent gestures, imitating the sound of the Haida language. An interpreter who stood next to him translated the pretended meaning of his speech, which was supposed to be of the nature of thanks to the host for the soap berries, because they were one of the principal food articles of the Haida, and because the speaker was pleased to eat the kind of food to which he was accustomed in his own country. He continued, saying that he carried a box filled with food which he was going to give to the person who would pronounce his name. Then the host's daughter was called upon, and was asked to say his name. He began, Ga'atsō, which she repeated: Sé'as, which she also repeated; then followed, spoken very rapidly, Qoagā'n Gustatē'n Gusgitatē'n Gusoa't Qoag'ē'ns Qaqā'xsl.ā Then she said: "I can not say this; I must go to school in order to learn it." The Haida asked her to go to school with him for four nights; then she would know it. The girl's father interrupted them, saying that he wanted to wash his daughter before she went to school with him.

Now the Kwakiutl and the Koskimo sang two songs each, before the rice was dished out. After the songs the host's father-in-law, who had contributed the rice for the feast, spoke as follows: "O, friends! I have not finished giving food for the marriage of my son-in-law to my daughter," and turning to his son-in-law, he continued: "Don't say that word. Don't refuse my kind offer, else I shall be ashamed. I do not do the same as other people, who only pretend to give feasts, giving only to those who have to buy my property from me." 

---

1 Q'a'xaax'wist'ag'aa maam'x'enóxtsek!  
2 Q'a'xaax'wist'ag'aa naame'Xsóknx!  
3 Ya'latxolak hámek'qal'g'a t'ó't'opatsé!  
4 T'a'wiqasg'a l'ó'wëxëntsé!  
5 A'dzeg'amant'sé!  
6 This joke has been known for about eight years, and is often repeated.  
7 The son-in-law had hesitated to accept the rice for this feast and the old man referred to this fact.  
8 Q'å'le,b, bëñèk'k, g'å'ma, wë së'ñ wi'wosilaq'a, g'å'le, b k'ë'tse'në wå'laqo'ala  
9 Yes I friends, for this reason not I poor, as I finished  
10 wå'wa2gila xên megumpe, Qo'la nèk'k'ol, Qo'la nèk' sës wå'ldëmens, giving food at the time of my son-in-law. Don't say, don't speak that your word, marriage to
While the rice was being eaten a man arose and announced that he was going to buy a copper from E'wanuXtse. The latter replied, but in his speech he made a mistake, naming the summer name of a person. He was interrupted at once and compelled to sit down.

November 18.—In the morning the Kwakiutl assembled in their secret meeting place in the woods. A new bear dancer and fool dancer were to be initiated in the evening and the plan of the festival was laid out. At the same time the song makers taught the people the four new songs which the father of the new bear dancer had bought from them, and which were to be sung in the evening. Then ʔa/lsaxola, who was going to give the dance, made the following speech:

"Now come, my tribe, come Nu'xnemis, come Ho'lelitē, come LE'mg'ala, xi'xak'ala, and Nenau'alakuēla. Now I will make my speech on this place of my friends. I will let you know my heart, friends. We will begin to beat the boards this night. You shall begin the songs, De'mis, and you Wakszanulisax, and you NaXualisax, you song makers. That, Ts'a'qamē and Gō'koayū, is all that we say to our friends."

Then Nēmsqemūt arose and answered: "I am the one who was struck by the words of our friend." All the men who were sitting on the ground, said: "Go on!" He continued: "Now come! Listen to the speech of our friend on this ground and take care else the secret of our song makers will be known. I say this, Nu'xnemis and Ho'lelitē. Take care, friends. I say this, LE'mg'ala, I say this. xi'xak'ala."

Then the song makers sung and put words into the old songs. Now the song maker finished. Then the men who gave the ceremonial told how many dancers there were to be and how many songs. Now he finished. Then the song maker took as many sticks as there were to be dancers, and gave them to him. Then the man who gave the ceremonial named each dancer and said: "This will be the song of Gā'yaxstalasas," and pushed one stick into the ground. Then he called the name of another one and put a stick into the ground. He put down as many sticks as there were women who were to dance.

When he had spoken, LE'mg'ala arose and asked his tribe: "How will you dress?" The chief of the killer whales, Qā'qulayi, arose and said he would go with his friends, and the chief of the policemen, Gū'kwayu, arose and said he would go with his men and they would dress. LE'mg'ala was standing all the time while the people were speaking. After they had finished, he said: Now, Qā'qulayi, now Gū'kwayu, you have finished your speeches. I thank you. Why should you be

Qoā'la Lā'qoa x'en nā'qac qa s'len ama'xtsala. K'ēser he'qag'ilē da begwā'ne-
Don't push back my heart for else I ashamed. Not I do thus the (other)
maxs k'ue'k'uxalāe lawis ta'walaqālut. Ho'imeq nēnemō'kā
men who merely pretend to do and the one who has to buy my wealth. That is it friends
(qants me'k'una. Wā!)
we say. Wā!
ashamed, friends? We do not need to be ashamed of what we are doing here in the woods."

He continued: "Now take care, members of the seal society! put on your painting of charcoal. Take good care of what we are doing in the house; if anything should happen to one of our masks you must get excited. Wa, wa!"

After their return they were invited by one man of the tribe to a seal feast in which the Nā'q'o'aqtōq and Koskimo did not take part, because seal feasts are considered a privilege of the noblest tribe, namely, the Kwakinti. The seal was singed and boiled. Then the skin with the adhering blubber was cut spirally all around the body, and handed to the men who stood up all around the house. They received about a yard of blubber each. Then the host made a short speech; and after the four feast songs were sung, they all fell to. After the blubber was dispatched, the meat was distributed in dishes and eaten.

In the evening the father of the new bear dancer gave a feast. The Kwakinti sat in the rear of the house, the Koskimo on the left hand side on entering, the Nā'q'o'aqtōq on the right hand side. When all had entered, the members of the seal society came in—first the bears dressed in button blankets. They had bears' paws on their hands, put on likenmittens. They remained standing in the door and looked around wildly. The next to enter was the Tsō'ō'qoa, who, according to the tradition, is sleeping all the time. She had her eyes closed and attempted to go to the rear of the house, turning to the left, while the customary circuit is to the right. One of the messengers who was stationed in the door took her by the arm and led her to the right. A rope was stretched from the door to her place, along which she walked to her seat in the rear of the house, feeling her way by means of the rope. The next to enter were the fool dancers. While they were going to the rear of the house a loud noise was heard outside. They pretended to be afraid, hid their faces among the people, and hastened to their seats in the rear of the house. The noise came nearer, the door opened, and in came the killer whales, young men and boys, dressed in blankets and having long carved fins attached to their backs. Some of these consisted of a sheath in which a carved board was placed so that it could be pulled out and dropped back by means of strings, thus giving the appearance of a fin which was alternately lengthening and shortening. The men came in stooping down low, so that the fins stood upright. They blew like whales, turned in front of the fire, and slowly went to the rear of the house, leaving the fire to their left, stopping and blowing on their way. After they had made one circuit they disappeared again. Next, a number of people came in, spreading their blankets and imitating motions and voices of ducks. They went to the rear of the house. As soon as all had assembled the people began to sing. Suddenly a man holding his young son on his arms rushed out of the right hand rear corner of the house, ran around the fire uttering the cries of the nu'L-
mal "hi, hi, hi!" and pushing right and left with a dagger which he was carrying. At the same time he smeared his son's face with the mucus of his nose, thus "imbuing him with the sacred madness of the nūl'mal." The poor child was frightened, and cried piteously during the ceremony. This was his initiation in the nūl'mal society. It happened during an interval between the four songs which were sung before the meal.

After the people had eaten, the bear rushed out of the same corner whence the fool dancer had come. He was dressed in a bear skin and came out on all fours, pawing the ground, growling, and looking wildly upon the spectators. The people began to sing the first of his new songs, and eighteen women danced accompanying the song, in order to appease his holy wrath. The songs pacified him, and he disappeared again in the corner of the house from which he had come and where he is supposed to be initiated. After this the second course was served, and then the people dispersed, each lighting his torch and wending his way home along the dark street or down along the beach and up the narrow bridges which cross the stream leading from the beach to the street. Soon the glimmering lights disappeared in the houses, where the fires were tended before everybody went to his bedroom to enjoy the rest.

On the 19th of November the first hā'mats'a gave a feast of salmon and berries. Early in the morning he himself, accompanied by the seal society, went from house to house, their faces blackened, and dressed in their various ornaments—the fool dancers with their lances, the bears with their enormous paws. The fool dancers knocked at the doors with their lances. Then they entered and invited the people with the same words as are used at ordinary occasions. But they did not raise their voices; they uttered the invitation in a low growling tone. Whenever the name of a person was mentioned the meaning of which in some way offended the bears, they pushed the speaker—one of the fool dancers—so that he almost fell down. While the names were being called, the members of the seal society looked around angrily.

Generally four calls are necessary to convene the people, but the seals do not allow them to tarry. After they had called the first time, they went around apparently offended by the tardiness of the people. They carried a long rope, entered the houses, and the fool dancers pushed the people from their seats with their lances. The bear dancers scratched them and drove them towards the rope, which was stretched tightly. Then the members of the society who held the rope pushed the people out of the house on to the street. After having arrived on the street, they drove them before the rope until they reached the dancing house. Thus it did not take very long to bring the people together. About 3 o'clock in the afternoon they began their second call, and at 4.30 p. m. all the people were assembled. As the host belonged to the Kwakiutl tribe, the Koskimo and the Nāq'oaqtoq
had the seat of honor in the rear of the house where the seal society is generally sitting. The Kwakiutl sat to the right and to the left of the door. The members of the seal society and the relatives of the host were standing near the door tending the fire and preparing the food. As soon as all the people were assembled, the seals placed two logs in front of the door, over which they laid a plank. The hā'mats'a and two fool dancers took their seats on the plank, thus preventing any of the guests from leaving the house.

About this time Hō'lelitē, the speaker of the Gwetela, arose and asked his debtors to pay his debts. He said: "Now I beg you to please me and to pay my humble debts," then calling the names of those whose debts were due. One of the latter arose and promised that all would pay on the following day. These debts had been contracted a year before the feast, and therefore became due by this time.

Hō'lelitē continued speaking. In behalf of the seal society he thanked the people that they had come to the feast. He called up four men to distribute eagle down. Then they took up the down, which was placed in four dishes, and put it on to the heads of the assembly. Now he asked the people to sing and to beat time, and four young men distributed the batons. The seeds continued preparing the food, while the Koskimo and Na'qoaqtōq sang two songs each. The bears had their paws on; the fools carried their lances while they were preparing the food. One of the bear dancers was being led by a rope which was held by one of the fool dancers, in order to prevent him from getting excited and attacking the people. During their songs one of the Na'qoaqtōq women danced in the rear of the house.

After they had finished singing, the speaker of the Na'qoaqtōq arose and said: "The Kwakiutl do not look properly after the winter ceremonial. But now they shall see that we know well how to arrange our ceremonials." He took off his head ring, called his cousin Qā'snōmalas, and gave him the ring, asking him to go around the fire and to look for someone who had no red cedar bark ornaments. Qā'snōmalas took the ring and went around the fire, turned once in front of the door, and continued his way to the rear of the house. There he put the ring around the neck of his cousin, Ne'nsqemk'ala, who had just arrived from the Na'qoaqtōq village, and who therefore had not taken part in the opening ceremonies, when everybody received his ornaments of bark. As soon as he had received the neck ring, he arose and danced as

1'na'Xts'ālītī qōqu'nā = standing in the middle of the house asking for payment of debts.

2E'smačen hawā'x'alōl qa s wā'c'̓dāqs gā'x'en lā xe'n gā'g'̓imāl. MaamXuiti' Not now I beg you for to please you me to my small debts MaamXnit

1895. The opening ceremonies, when everybody received his ornaments of bark. As soon as he had received the neck ring, he arose and danced as
ha'mshamtses. After he had danced, his father, Tê'têsunmx-tsana, arose and promised to distribute blankets. Ne'msqemkala's wife asked her speaker, Qe'neqoi. to speak for her. He held a silver bracelet in his hands and promised in her behalf that she would give to her husband four sticks of silver bracelets, ten bracelets to a stick, and button blankets as many as were needed for a festival which he was going to give. Then Qâ'snomalas took the blanket and Tê'têsunmx-tsana took the bracelet. The latter spoke: "This is my way. No other clan can equal mine; no chief can equal me. I always distribute all my property." Then Qâ'snomalas interrupted him and said: "Don't say too much! You have made me your speaker and taught me not to mind others in what I am doing. You have made me happy. Therefore I shall sing." Then he sang two songs which expressed his happiness. After his songs he said: "That is enough. I sing two songs for what you have promised me to-day. I shall sing four songs when you will promise me a copper." He thanked his uncle's wife for considering the noble position of her husband and helping him to keep that position. He announced that he would distribute the bracelets and button blankets among the four tribes of the Kwakiutl. "Ya Koskino," he said, "follow this way, follow my way. Don't lock up your boxes; keep them open as I do. Thus I have become higher than any other man. I always put my property into a box with red-hot bottom. 1 Let both our tribes strive against the Kwakiutl, so that we may take off two finger widths of their highness."2

By this time the salmon was done and was put into long flat dishes and fish oil poured upon it. The fool dancers and bear dancers distributed the dishes and the wooden spoons, every three or four people receiving one dish. The Koskimo and Nâ'qoqtôq were given first, the Kwakiutl last. Etiquette demands that the guests eat as quickly as possible. Whenever the bear dancers and fool dancers saw a person eating slowly, they went up to him and pushed and scratched him. During all this time a huge fire was being kept up in the middle of the house and grease was poured into it. The flames leaped up to the roof of the house, which every now and then caught fire, so that a man had to be sent up to extinguish it. It is considered improper for the guests to mind such fires, and apparently no notice is taken of them until the host decrees it proper to send up to the roof. He sometimes disregards the fire until it has attained quite considerable dimensions.

As soon as the people had finished eating, the chief fool dancer, who is the speaker of the ha'mats'a, tried to deliver a speech. But it is

---

1That means, as water is scattered by being poured upon red-hot stones, thus his blankets are scattered among the tribes as soon as they fall upon the red-hot bottom of his box.

2The Kwakiutl are counted as high as four finger widths, as they consist of four tribes. The other tribes are each only one finger width high. Of these, the Nâ'qoqtôq and Koskimo wanted to have each one, in order to become as high as the Kwakiutl.
customary to interrupt him. Whenever he made an attempt to speak, the people raised a great din, which compelled him to stop. He pretended to get angry and threw stones at the people. At this time he ordered the members of the seal society, of which he himself is a member, not to eat of the salmon, as a number of fish were set aside for them. When a number of fool dancers and bears began to eat, notwithstanding his commands, some of the other members of the seal society took the food away and pulled them back. After all the guests had eaten, a large dish was placed on the plank which was laid in front of the door. The hā'mats'a ate out of the dish, while the other members of the seal society ate out of large kettles which were standing near the fire. Then all the people laughed at them because they ate after the others had finished, although they are the highest in rank among the whole tribe and ordinarily receive their share first. When the people were teasing them, the friends of some of the members of the seal society stepped before them, spreading their blankets, thus hiding them from view, so that the people should not see them eating.

Now Hō'lelite arose again and spoke: “This is the way of my chief. He gives a large feast on account of the nobility of my tribe.” He asked the people to take the batons and to sing. The Nā'qoaqtóq commenced and sang two songs. The Koskimo followed with four songs. In the fourth song the word “raven” occurred. As soon as it was heard, one of the hā'mats'as of the Koskimo became excited. He jumped up, crying “hāp, hāp, hāp,” trembling all over his body. His attendants rushed up to him, the people beat time violently, and the drummer beat the drum, while the hā'mats'a tried to rush up to the people and to bite them. But he was held back by his six attendants. Slowly he moved to the rear of the house, where he went once to the left, once to the right, then continuing his course around the fire. When he came to the door, he went out, followed by his attendants. Then the Koskimo called four times, “yū!”

While this was going on, Nēg-č'tsč, speaker of the Koskimo, arose, and as soon as quiet was restored, he spoke: “Take care, my tribe; the supernatural power has entered our hā'mats'a Nau'aqis;” and turning to the Kwakiutl, he said: “Be ready, friends, you on both sides of the house; we will try to tame our hā'mats'a.” This was said at the moment when the hā'mats'a ran out of the door. His attendants returned after an absence of about ten minutes.

Now a number of large carved dishes were brought in, one representing a bear, the other a sea lion, and others other animals. They were placed in a row in front of the fire. Then Hō'lelite arose again and with him Amā'x-dayu, an old speaker of the Gwē'tela. Hō'lelite spoke, calling the host's bā'xus name, Nēmō'gwis, and pointing to the bear dish said: “This is Nēmō'gwis's dish, which was used by the first Nēmō'gwis when he gave a grease feast. He used a dish like this one. He also used this second bear dish and a wolf dish and a killer whale
dish.” Then he called up No’Lq’aulela, the father of Nemö’gwis. “Speak yourself regarding your own dishes.” No’Lq’aulela called up his mother, Mo’sqemXlala. He asked her to give to his son some of her father’s dishes. Then she pointed out a bear dish and a dish representing the sea lion’s stomach. He continued, asking her for some of her mother’s dishes. Then she pointed to a killer whale dish and to a wolf dish. He spoke: “Friends, my mother has some more carvings, but I do not want to give them to my son as yet. First I want to give another feast; then I shall give them to my successor. That is all.”

Then Ho’LElite spoke again: “Did you hear what my chief said? He said that he wants to use the dishes before giving them to his son. That means he is going to give another feast. Hu, hu, hu, hu, hu,” and all the people repeated this cry. The fool dancers and bear dancers took the dishes and carried them to the guests. Ho’LElite called: “This is the dish of the troublesome ones. This is the dish of Ts’e-qolag-ilis. This is the dish of the cormorants. This is the dish of the rock cods and bears. This is the dish of the whales for whom one waits. This is the dish of the gulls. This is the dish of the pigs.”

After all the large dishes had been distributed, the small dishes were carried to the women and to the young people. While all were eating, Ho’LElite remained standing and asked the Kwakiutl to sing. They assembled in the door, and after having placed a plank on two logs they sang, standing, the feast song of the winter dance. As Nemö’gwis had no daughter, his grandmother and his father danced, accompanying the song.

After they had finished singing, Ho’LElite spoke: “Ya, friends, this is the way of my chief. He does not only this time to show his greatness, but he always acts this way. Eat and swallow what is given to you as well as you can; eat it all. Bring our food and we will feed the chiefs.” Then the members of the seal society brought a barrel filled with berries and placed it in front of Ho’LElite. While carrying it they cried, “u, u, u, u, u,” indicating that the barrel was exceedingly heavy. Then they brought a number of large wooden ladles. Ho’LElite dipped berries out of the barrel, and said, “Now sip, Né’msqemk’ala,” and the ladle was taken to him. He drank, and when he was unable to empty it he poured the rest of the food into his dish. Thus the ladles were carried to all the chiefs. After all had received their share, Ho’LElite spoke: “Oh, tribes! I do not do so once only; I often give feasts of this kind. That is why we are called Kwakiutl—that means the smoke of

1 Wu’n’awumx’is, the society of the Ná’q’oaqtóq, which embraces the secret societies ha’mats’a, bear, and m’a’maq’a, and corresponds to the seals of the Kwakiutl.
2 The wolves and ha’mats’a of the Koskimo.
3 T’ó’t’epána, chiefs of the Ná’q’oaqtóq.
4 T’ó’t’ópa, ná né, chiefs of the Koskimo.
5 Esqilàliitsawé qoay’im, the young men of the Ná’q’oaqtóq.
6 Ts’ê’t’s’ég’inaqa, elder boys of the Ná’q’oaqtóq, who fetch fuel, etc.
7 Gú’esgus’ó, eaters, middle-aged men of the Koskimo.
8 La’amxs Xu’mt’élax Né’msqemk’ala.
the world. All the tribes try to imitate us, but I have not seen anyone who has been able to do as we do.” Then all the people said, “True, true!” Next Nemo’gwis’s father, No’lq’amaeleta, spoke: “Look at me; look at my son! You shall not call me chief on account of what I am doing, but call my son chief, because I am doing it for his sake. I am working for him; I want to make him heavier all the time.”1 Then he asked one of the Nā’q’oaqtōq chiefs, who had expressed his intention to leave, “Is it true that you are going to leave? If you intend to do so, wait four days longer, because my brother is going to give away blankets within a few days,” and he continued: “Ma’malèleqala! my son is ready for you. He intends to give blankets to you. My brother-in-law Kule’m is also ready for you, and Añlistalitsa intends to give blankets to you.” Then the Nā’q’oaqtōq, who intended to leave, arose and said: “I wish there were two men like you in Tsā’xis (Fort Rupert). You are the first who treated me well; you who asked me to stay here.”

November 20.—In the afternoon the Koskimo sent their messengers to invite to a feast. About 6 p.m. the people had assembled in their dancing house. First a Nā’q’oaqtōq distributed blankets among the people, and then one of their number arose, holding a copper in his hands. He spoke about its value, and said that he was going to buy it. Suddenly whistles and noise were heard outside, and the Koskimo hāmats’a, who had disappeared the preceding night, entered, accompanied by his attendants. He danced around the fire once and disappeared again. Then the speaker of the Koskimo asked the Kwakiutl and the Nā’q’oaqtōq to sing. The Kwakiutl sang their two songs. The Nā’q’oaqtōq followed, but when in their first song they got out of time Yā’qois, the principal hāmats’a of the Kwakiutl, got excited. He jumped up, crying “hāp, hāp, hāp.” His nine attendants rushed up to him, and while he was trembling violently they moved once to the right, once to the left behind the fire, then around the fire, and when they reached the door, they went out. During all this time whistles were heard proceeding from the circle of the attendants. While the Koskimo chief was continuing his speech the whistles and the howling of the hāmats’a was heard on the street. Soon he returned, dressed only with a dancing apron, two rings of cedar bark worn crosswise over his shoulders, and a heavy ring of red cedar bark worn on his head. The first circuit he danced in a squatting posture. When opposite the door, he was for a short time carried by his attendants. In the rear of the house he turned once. The second circuit he danced standing, and the songs which were sung during this time were in a five-part measure. His feet were put down with the beats of the batons. The knees were lifted high up for each step, while the trunk moved downward at the same time. After he had gone around the fire twice, his father dressed him with a fine Chilcat blanket and an apron and leggins of the same make, with which he made two more circuits around the fire. Then he disappeared, utterly

1That means he wants to make his ornaments of red cedar bark more valuable.
exhausted, in one of the small bedrooms. During the dance he had apparently become quieter and quieter as time went on. Then Yā'qois's father arose and distributed a few blankets which had been fetched during the dance of the hā'mats'a. They were given as an earnest of the blankets with which he promised to pay for the ecstasy of his son.

Now at last the Koskimo began to prepare the feast. While they were engaged in this work, one of them shouted, all of a sudden: "Listen! What is going on outside?" Everyone was quiet, and suddenly the roof of the house shook violently. At the same time a boy was seen in the entrance of the house being wafted up and down. He hung perfectly limp while he was flying to and fro. Then the people pressed up to him and placed themselves so that the boy was in the dark. Suddenly he had disappeared. After a short time his bloody clothing and his head ring of red cedar bark fell down through the roof, and a short time after the bloody clothing of a girl also fell down. Then the speaker of the Koskimo said: "Three of our youths have been taken away by the spirits. Now our winter ceremonial shall begin." Great excitement prevailed, as this was quite unexpected to the other tribes. Then food was distributed, during which time speeches of welcome and of thanks were made. This was the end of the festival.

November 21.—Early in the morning the old hā'mats'a of the Koskimo, with three attendants, was seen on the beach pursuing a number of women. It appears that they had taken some of the food that was intended for him, which had excited his wrath. He ran after them, trying to bite them, and they escaped into the water, which the hā'mats'a is supposed to dread. There he kept them for a long time; whenever they made an attempt to escape, he tried to bite them and drove them back.

In the evening the father of Yā'qois gave the promised feast, in which he was going to pay for the ecstasy of his son. The blankets which he was about to distribute actually belonged to his mother. When the people were assembled in the dancing house of the Kwakiutl, she came in first, crying "hū, hū, hū," which indicates the weight of the blankets which she was going to distribute. She was followed by the father of Yā'qois, who entered singing his secret song.1 He was followed by his son Yā'qois, the hā'mats'a, and by his sister La'ristolas, who is the kūnqalaLala of the former. Then the members of his clan followed, carrying the blankets which he was going to distribute.

The speaker of the clan Si's̱inLala arose and said: "Look at me, friends, look at me well. This is my way of acting for my children." Then he turned to the Kwakiutl and said: "Yes, my friends, here I am again. I can not let you rest, for we must try to pacify our great friend.2 Now arise! and take the handles of your batons," and turning to the Nā'qoaqtōq and Koskimo, he asked them to help pacify the

1Hē'lig'a yē'laqula.
2Meaning the hā'mats'a Yā'qois, who became excited the preceding day.
hā'crast’a. He said: “We have tried to tame him, but we can not do it. I am too insignificant as compared to him.” “True, true,” said all the people. Then they began to sing:

I have been all around the world eating with Baxbakualanuxsi wa
I give nobody time to escape me, going around in the house with Baxbakualanuxs’iwaç.

You Baxbakualanuxsi’waç, center of the earth, you were crying hap for me:
You Baxbakualanuxsi’waç, post of the world, you were crying hap for me.¹

Ya’qois and his k’i’uqalaLala danced, accompanying the song. First two songs were sung for the hā’mats’a, then two for the k’i’uqalaLala, one of which was as follows:

1 keep down your wrath, Great, real Cannibal!
I keep down your whistles, Great, real Cannibal!
I keep down your voraciousness, Great, real Cannibal!
You are always looking for food, Great, real Cannibal!
You are always looking for heads, Great, real Cannibal!
You are always devouring property, Great, real Cannibal!²

Then the speaker of the Koskimo arose and said: “Ya, Koskimo! Ya, Kwakintl, Ya, Nā’q’oaqtog. This here is my hā’mats’a.³ I sold a copper for 1,000 blankets and he swallowed it.⁴ I sold a copper for 1,200 blankets and he swallowed it. At another time I bought a copper for 1,200 blankets and threw it into the fire for the sake of his name. Now look out! I may do the same again this year. I want to make him as heavy as I can on my part. His father is doing the same for him.” Then Ya’qois’s father arose and the people shouted: “Speak, Chief; speak yourself; not through a speaker.”⁵ Then he said: “Friends, look at me; look at me well, because I want to tell you who I am! This is my way of doing. Five years ago you heard much about what I was doing. Then I gave my hā’mats’a first to Ya’qois. Ten times I gave blankets to the Koskimo. I want you to come to my house ten times this year, so that I may reach to the beams of my house. This is not my way of doing. Chief NEqeq’penk’em, my father,⁶ and A’wat’e taught me this way and I followed them. My name is qā’qong’ila on account of the copper which I had from my grandfather. My name is Q̱am̱qoq on account of the ermine and abalone shells which I have from my grandfather. Do you want to know how I obtained my hā’mats’a? I opened my box and took out my dances, which I received from my brother-in-law, Q’uli’s.⁷ Therefore I am not ashamed of my hā’mats’a. Now I ask you one thing—do not call me Gue’tela bidō.⁸ It

¹ Appendix, page 688.
² Appendix, page 693.
³ He had given his hā’mats’a to Ya’qois at a former time.
⁴ That means he gave it away.
⁵ Wai, ya’q’eq’atax, q’aquaq, xa’mastala.
⁶ He merely called him father.
⁷ Or Nu’xnēmii.
⁸ Son of northern tribe, because his mother belonged to one of the northern tribes of the coast.
is well when I live like one of you, and it is well if I act like one of the northern tribe, because my mother was of high blood among her tribe. I do not give this festival that you may call me a chief. I give it in honor of these two who are dancing here, that the words of their enemies may not harm them. For this purpose I build an armor of wealth around them." Then his speaker continued: "You have finished. I am proud of you. Yours is the right way of speaking. There is nothing wrong in what you said." Then he turned to the Na'q'oaqtoq, addressing their chief, K-ak-xâ'lasô: "Did you hear what my chief said? He did not speak against you; he did not speak against the Koskimo, and he did not speak against us. He shall be the speaker of the clan Së'tlem. Do not speak behind our backs, calling us sons of northern tribes. Our hâ'mats'a is making us tired. Now, take care! Look after your batons and speak carefully, and see that food is given in the proper way to our great friend. He has many fathers. If one of them has not enough property at hand, another one is ready to pay for his ecstasies. Hö'lelite! Come and do what you like with these blankets here. They fell from the red cedar bark of Ya'qois."

Hö'lelite arose and with him Amâ'xidayu. He praised No'Lq'auLela, the father of Ya'qois, and said: "O Na'q'oaqtoq. This is the first time that such a thing is done. His property runs from him in streams, and if one of his rivals should stand in the way he would be drowned by it."

Then he began to distribute the blankets, beginning with the mâ'-maq'a of the Na'q'oaqtoq. Sometimes he did not know the proper order and rank of the different names. Then he inquired of the people, and they called to him, trying to help him. Some even threw stones at him in order to attract his attention. After the first pile of blankets had been distributed among the Na'q'oaqtoq, he took up the second pile and distributed it among the Koskimo, beginning with their hâ'mats'a. After he had distributed all, he said once more: "Be careful; the supernatural power never leaves our hâ'mats'a; if you should make a mistake, he will become excited again." After his speech, the Na'q'-oaqtoq and Koskimo sang a song on account of the distribution of blankets, and one of the Koskimo said: "I begin to be afraid of the manner in which we are being treated here. The property which is being distributed here reaches up to my throat. I will not blame No'Lq'auLela. My grandson is a hâ'mats'a, and neither he has received a blanket nor have I received one." It so happened that his name had been forgotten in the distribution. Then No'Lq'auLela took the button blanket which his mother was wearing and gave it to the speaker, who thanked him for it. Next a Na'q'oaqtoq arose and said: "No clan has ever been known to do what you have done to-day, and I am afraid of you. Kwakiutl,
you had a chief before this time, but now you have no chief."1 Upon this all the Kwakiutl said: "True, true; we can not deny it."2

After these speeches were finished, food, which consisted of crab apples mixed with grease, was distributed among the guests.3 When the people had almost finished eating, one of the Na'q'oaqtóq gave a button blanket to his son-in-law as a promise of a great number of blankets which he was to give him at a later time. Then the recipient thanked his father-in-law. He took his staff, which he held horizontally on his shoulder, and which he carried as though he was loaded down with the gifts of his father-in-law. Slowly he went around the fire singing his secret song—a t'o'X'uit song, as he was a member of that society. He turned when he came to the front of the house and when he reached the rear of the house. While he was still singing, all the Na'q'oaqtóq singers assembled near the door. They held a plank to beat time on and began to sing. The man danced while they sang. After the second song, he put on the button blanket and danced, accompanied by the third song. During the fourth song he took up some burning coals and laid them before one of the men. This was to indicate that he had power over the fire. Then he took another piece of burning coal between his hands, rubbed it, and, swinging his closed hands forward and backward, he all of a sudden threw them forward, and as they parted the coals had disappeared. He had transformed the coal into a supernatural object which was to fly around the whole world to see if there was a chief greater than his father-in-law. In four days he said it should return and bring him answer. Then he announced that he would keep the blanket which he had received, and that he would not give it away, and the people replied: "Do as you say."

In the evening the Na'q'oaqtóq held their kuć'xalaké. When all the people had assembled, the speaker thanked them that they had come, and turning to his own tribe, he said: "Keep your batons in readiness!" As soon as he had said so, the door opened and two men came in wearing large blankets and imitating the motions of cormorants. They entered by twos and threes and gathered in the rear of the house, standing in a row. When all had come in, the speaker asked the first of the birds: "What is in your stomach?" He replied: "Kwakiutl." Then he asked the next one: "What is in your stomach?" He replied: "Four tribes," meaning the four tribes of the Kwakiutl. Turning to the third one, he asked: "What is in your stomach?" He replied: "The Kwakiutl, the Koskimo, and all other tribes." When he asked the next one, he acted as though he was vomiting. This means that he was vomiting the property that was to be distributed at night. The fifth one said to the speaker that he had gone from tribe to tribe through

---

1 Meaning that Na'la'qanalela, by his numerous distributions of blankets, had become greater than all the other chiefs.
2 K'esnoX he'Xoa.
3 The crab apples are picked while they are unripe, boiled, and kept in water.
the whole world swallowing the tribes. 1 After the speaker had asked every one in this manner, he thanked the cormorants for coming, and said: "I am glad that you are not light cormorants, but that you are heavy with property."

Another signal was given to the singers to beat time, and in came the killer whales. They also entered by twos and threes. They had fins made of wood tied to their backs, and came in blowing. They moved in a bent position, so that the fins stood upright. Blowing, they went around the fire, where they remained standing next to the cormorants. Now the speaker said: "Do you know why we open our ceremonial with the entrance of the cormorants and of the killer whales? In olden times, when Kucknuaxa'oč traveled all over the world in his canoe Dā'dalala, he came to Goā'ļgoal'ā'lalis, where the village of the Na'q'oaqťoq is standing. There the Na'q'oaqťoq and the killer whales were living at that time. Kučkuaxa'oč left them and went to Ya'xoeštem. After he had left, difficulties arose between the Na'q'oaqťoq and the killer whales. When Kucknuaxa'oč heard of this, he transformed part of the whales into birds, others into sand. For this reason the sand of the beach Goā'ļgoal'ā'lalis is sounding when it is stepped upon."

After he had finished his speech, the women came in, dressed as birds. They danced around the fire and stopped next to the cormorants and killer whales. Then the speaker continued: "Do you know what this means? The birds were living at Ya'xoeštem when Kucknuaxa'oč arrived there. They were living in a cave. Kučkuaxa'oč painted them different colors. The crows and the cormorants wanted to be made prettier than all the others, and waited until the last, but then they found that Kučkuaxa'oč had used all his paint and had only some charcoal left, with which he painted them. Therefore they are black. After the birds had been painted, they came dancing out of the cave. At that time Kučkuaxa'oč's canoe was burned. If you do not believe what I said, Koskimo, come and visit me and I will show you the place." After this speech, the Na'q'oaqťoq distributed their blankets among the Kwakiutl and Koskimo.

After this was done, a messenger entered the house and said: "Some strangers are on the beach." The speaker of the Na'q'oaqťoq sent a man out, who took a torch and went down to the beach. Soon he returned and informed the speaker that some white men had landed and asked to be permitted to enter. The speaker sent for them, and the messengers came back leading a young Indian girl, who was dressed up in European costume, with a gaudy hat, a velvet skirt, and a silk blouse. Then they asked Nō'ļq'aul'ela what he thought of her; if he thought she was wealthy. They asked him to send her back if she should be poor. He looked at her and said: "I can easily distinguish rich and poor and I see she is wealthy. Let her stay here." Then the speaker

1 That means giving away blankets. When blankets are given to a tribe, it is called swallowing the tribe.
looked at her and said: "Oh, that is Mrs. Nu'lce." They led her to the rear of the house and asked her if she carried anything in her pocket. She produced a roll of silver quarter dollars, which the speaker took and distributed among the people. By this time it was near midnight.

Now the speaker said: "Let us take up the object of our convention." The festival was to be the initiation of a new q'ó'minaqa. About a fortnight before the festival the host's daughter, who was a q'ó'minaqa, had died, and he wanted to let his niece take her place. The festival was to be her initiation. She had been hidden in a secret room in the rear of the house, and when the singers began the songs of the dead girl she appeared wearing a blanket, dancing apron, a round neck ring, and a high head ring which was covered all over with down. She danced very slowly around the fire, accompanied by two attendants. Her hands trembled. They were held horizontally forward, lightly bent, her elbows resting on her sides. When she appeared, three women began to dance in the rear of the house in order to appease her. After four circuits she disappeared in her room, followed by her two attendants and the three dancers. When the second song was struck up, she reappeared and danced in the same manner as before. At the end of the song she went back to her room. During the third and fourth songs she grew quiet and danced like other women. When she appeared for the fourth time, she wore a huge round head ring. She was accompanied by an old woman, the aunt of the deceased girl, who wore no ornaments, and whose disheveled hair hung loosely over her face. This indicated that she was in deep mourning.

Soon after the end of the ceremony the song of a man was heard in front of the house. He approached slowly. Now the door opened and a naked person, wearing only an apron, and a head ring of red cedar bark, arm rings, and anklets of the same material, appeared. He stayed in the doorway for a long time, singing his secret song. Then he came forward, looking upward, his hands laid flat to the back side of his thighs. With short quick steps he ran around the fire. The audience became restless, because they feared him, the mā'maq'a, the thrower of sickness. When he entered, all the hā'mats'a had to leave the house. As soon as he began his circuit, a man holding a rattle ran up to him and followed all his movements. As soon as the mā'maq'a came to the rear of the house he gave a high jump. The drummer beat the drum rapidly and all of a sudden the mā'maq'a had caught his magical stick, which he held between his palms, drawing it out long and shortening it again. Suddenly he threw it into himself. The staff had disappeared and he fell backward in frightful contortions. Blood came pouring out of his mouth and out of his chest. After some time, he pulled the stick out of his mouth, recovered, and continued his dance. He tried to catch the stick again, looking upward and holding his hands close to his thighs. As soon as he had caught it all the people arose, and when he threw it, they stooped down, hiding in their blankets and crying, "wā." The first time he threw his stick it did not
hit anyone, but when he threw the second time two young Na’q’oautōq rushed forward, blood pouring out of their mouths. After some contortions they lay there dead. The man who had accompanied the mā’maq’a’s dance with his rattle was acting as though the stick had entered his throat and was suffocating him. As soon as the mā’maq’a had thrown the second time, he disappeared in the secret room in the rear of the house. Soon he reappeared, singing over the dead, who were carried into the secret room. Shamans were called, who sang over them and cried “hoip,” while the mā’maq’a danced a third and a fourth time, catching and throwing his stick, without, however, hitting anyone. This was the end of the ceremony.

November 22.—In the morning the Koskimo held a secret meeting, at which it was decided that Qe’q’anqoala was to show the dance Bā’baqoayñl (soul catcher). In this dance, which will be found described on page 575, the dancer pretends to capture the soul of one of the audience; but a certain amount of property is made to symbolize the soul. When therefore a dancer catches a soul, it means that he takes away from the owner a certain amount of property, which is to be distributed among the guests. Therefore the speaker asked at this meeting: “Qe’q’anqoala is going to show his dance. I want to know if anyone wants him to catch his soul.” Whoever intended to distribute blankets offered his soul, saying: “Qe’q’anqoala, catch my soul, for I want to give away blankets to our rivals.” The speaker thanked them for their offer. The soul is represented in the dance by a small ball of eagle down, which is attached to a string. As many balls are attached to the string at equal distances as there are men who offered their souls to be captured.

In the afternoon the Kwakiutl held a meeting at the assembly place in the woods, in which they laid out the plan for the ku’e’xalak⁵, which was to take place on the same evening. The Koskimo intended to have a festival on the same day, but finally gave it up on account of the one to be held by the Kwakiutl. The people assembled in the evening. The Kwakiutl sat in the rear of the house—the Koskimo on the right hand side on entering, the Na’q’oaqtōq on the left hand side on entering. The last to enter were the members of the seal society, who took their seats in the last row in the rear of the house. The singers sat in front of them, while the old chiefs occupied the front row. When all had assembled, the speaker of the Kwakiutl arose and said: “Welcome, friends, on both sides of the house. We are all in our dancing house.” And turning to the members of the seal society: “Do not go too soon, great friends.” Now turning to the Kwakiutl, he said: “Now be ready with your batons.”¹ As soon as he had finished his

¹ Wā! ke’lag’a wā’waxsōte’walil nēnemō’ku. G’ā’xniens wē’ltsō lā’xniens Oh! come on both sides in the house, friends. We all inside in our
tsūq’atsēx. K’e’sles pak’ā’lalol nēnemōktso’kus. Wā ya’lawilol
dancing house. Not you you hasten to go, great friends. Oh! take care in the house
nōs nēnemō’kuq’as daxlą’lilalag-nōs sax Ts’umiyuq’os, my friends and you take at their your batons. ends
speech, the two messengers who stood in the doorway said: "K'ëx_and his sisters are coming." Then the door opened, and the members of the killer whale society entered, surrounding the dancer, whose name was K'ëx. He represents the Mink, and performs the dance which, according to the legend, Mink danced after having killed the son of the wolves. He had a red circular spot surrounded by a black ring painted on each cheek. He danced holding his palms downward and raising them alternately to his eyes, as though he was hiding his face behind his blanket. Another man, whose name was also K'ëx, who was sitting in the rear of the house, began dancing when the singers commenced K'ëx's song:

That is, "Mink put on his head the middle of the face of NöLq'ölslas." With the word "Qapama'lo" of the song the dancer put his palms vertically to his nose, indicating the long nose of the fool dancers. They inserted in the song first the name of the fool dancer NöLq'ölslas, who, as soon as his name was mentioned, tried to strike the dancer and to stop his song. After his name they inserted those of Nö'L'it and of Wä'xsepmlis.

Then Që'lqëxála, speaker of the Gë'xsem, arose and said: "This is done in rivalry with what the Nä'q'oqtóq did last night. They showed us their legends; these are our legends. I do not need to tell them to you: you all know how K'ëx, the Mink, killed the son of the wolves."

Now the door opened, and four men dressed as policemen entered. They were Kule'm, Messx-a'q, xe'lpatösel, and G'ö'koya. The last of these acted the judge and carried a book. He sent the

---

1Gänxlig'än K'ëx'ik lö'gwas wis'waqoa-k. He comes Mink with his sisters.
policemen around asking if everybody was present, and Kule'm asked, “Are all here?” The people replied, “Yes.” Then the two other policemen went around, looked at everybody, and stated that one person was missing. They went out, and soon returned leading the old woman Gudö'yö, whose hands were fastened with handcuffs. Then they pretended to hold court over her on account of her absence. The judge pretended to read the law on the case, and fined her $70. She replied that she was poor; that she was able to pay in blankets, but had no ready money. Kule'm, who acted the interpreter, pretended to translate what she said into English, and the payment of 70 blankets was accepted. Then the friends of Gudö'yö turned against the judge and said: “That is always your way, policemen. As soon as you see anyone who has money, you arrest him and fine him.” She was unchained, and the policemen went back to the door.1

They called K'ux and his friends, the killer whales, and told them to fetch the 70 blankets. The cousin of the old woman, who was the speaker of the Maa'mtaq'ila, told them where to go, and soon they returned. Gudö'yö's sister, Lë'mëlx'ilag'ilis, followed them, dancing. All the people were singing a hâmshamtsës song for her. The blankets were distributed in her name. The mâmqa'a of the Nâ'q'oaqtqöq received his share first; then the other members of his tribe, and afterwards the Koskimo, beginning with the hâmats'a. While this was going on, button blankets and bracelets tied to sticks were being carried into the house. A G'ë'x'sëm, whose daughter had married Lë'Le'lilak, a G'è'gilqam of the Kuë'xa, was going to repay the purchase money of his daughter. This ceremony is called “the brief quantë'xa.” The speaker of the G'ë'x'sëm, Që'lqëx'ala, arose and shouted: “Get ready, Lë'Le'lilak,” 2 and called all the chiefs of the clan G'è'gilqam. Lë'Le'lilak was sitting at the left-hand side of the door. He arose and said: “Did I hear you call my name?” “Yes,” replied the speaker, “your father-in-law is going to repay you.” “I wish it were true what you said,” remarked Lë'Le'lilak.

Then the speaker counted 39 button blankets and gave them to him, saying that the fortieth was not quite finished yet; and he added: “Here are 120 blankets; if your button blankets should not be enough for all the guests, you may use these.” After he had spoken, K'â'qotè, a speaker of the G'è'gilqam, arose, holding the speaker's staff in his hands, and said: “I will go and take the blankets.” With quick steps he ran around the fire, turning in the rear and in the front of the house. That meant that he was treading on all the tribes, because the Kwakiutl rank highest of all. Then he struck the pile of blankets with his

1This performance was first introduced in 1865, and has been kept up since that time.

2Wë'g'a  Ñoø'liłx  Lë'le'lilak'.

Go on, stand in the house, Lë'le'lilak.

3Wë'xën. Álanes las ne'k'a.

I wish it were true what he said.
staff. That meant he broke the canoe in which the blankets were stored so that they fell into the sea, the sea meaning the other tribes. Now he turned angrily to the Naq'oq'toq, and said: "I am Lé'Lélilak¹, who promised to give blankets to the Naq'oq'toq." After he had finished, Qe'lxq'ala spoke again and gave Lé'Lélilak¹ the name which was promised to him at the time of his marriage by his father-in-law. He said: "Your name shall be G'qEl'emalis;² your name shall be Qemóta'yalis³ (howling over all the tribes), and your name shall be L'EmelxElag-ilis³ and Sede'lxagal-ilis."

Then Ne'msqEmüt, an old chief of the Gxiq'gilqam, spoke: "Now you will be Walas'axa'ak." Immediately x'i'xq'tala, chief of the G'i'q'gilqam, interrupted him: "I am the only one who has the Walas'axa'ak. Do you want to know where I obtained it? Walas Nemogwis and Ó'maxt'ā/lalē lived in K'ā'qa. There he first came down from heaven, there he had his dancing house, and since that time it is called 'K'ā'qa,' or built on a rock. Come! Wa'xsqEmis, that we may express our joy." Wa'xsqEmis is a fool dancer, and as soon as he was called he became excited, and ran around the fire in the fashion of the fool dancers, crying "hi, hi, hi." Then the people sang his song. Now x'i'xq'tala continued, turning to the other tribes: "I will tell you how strong my clan is: Here is the copper Mā'xts'ōlēmtsewuł lying dead in the water off our beach. Here is the copper Ya'xaxaqua'x'ola lying dead in the water off our beach. Here is the copper Ya'xaxaqua'x'ola lying dead in the water off our beach. Here is the copper Qoay'lmk'in lying dead in the water off our beach. Here is the copper Qa'wi'g'a lying dead in the water off our beach. Here is the copper Ne'nqamala lying dead in the water off our beach."³⁵

When the name of the copper Qa'wi'g'a (meaning raven) was called,

¹Nine years ago Lé'Lélilak¹ had promised blankets to the Naq'oq'toq; but as he had not fulfilled his promise so far, he was much ridiculed. Whenever a festival was held, they said they heard him crying in the woods because he was not able to gather a sufficient number of blankets.
²A Walas'axa' name.
³A hamshamtses name.
⁴La'ams Walas'axa'ak¹ lō
Now you Walas'axa² you.
⁵G'胺'am laq'ok: Mā'xts'ōlēmtsewuł ya'xstalis la'xoa l'emā'is. G'amē's
This is the copper Mā'xts'ōlēmtsewuł it is dead on this beach. This is in the water.
Ya'xaxaqua'x'ola lyung dead in the water off our beach.
Ya'xaxaqua'x'ola it is dead on this beach.
Ya'xaxaqua'x'ola in the water.

The expression, "lying dead in the water off our beach," means that the clan had broken it.

The first of these coppers is valued at 4,000 blankets, the next at 3,500 blankets. It is counted twice, because it was broken twice by the clan. The Qoay'lmk'in copper is valued at 1,500 blankets.
everybody expected that the hā'mats'a would get excited, and looked at him anxiously, but everything remained quiet. X'i'vēqala continued: "That is the strength of my clan. None among all the other Kwakiutl clans ever broke as many expensive coppers as we did." With every copper that he named he put his staff down violently, bending his knees at the same time. Then he turned to the Gē'x̱sem and said: "I thank you for the button blankets and for the 2,000 bracelets," and promised at once to distribute the blankets among the Nā'q'oaqt'qo.

After he had spoken, Le'Le̓lilālak'st asked his brother-in-law, "What became of the 40 blankets which I gave you at the time of my marriage to your sister? If you do not want to pay them, say so; but if you do intend to pay them, let me know. Do as you have a mind to; I do not care." Then his brother-in-law replied that he was going to pay in course of time. Le'Le̓lilālak'st then promised to give the 40 blankets to the Koskimo.

Now Hō'Le̓lelité arose and said: "You have finished. Now let us take up the object of our convention." The blankets were put aside. As was stated before, the festival was to be a kuū'xalak"—that means the initiation into one of the lower ranks of the secret societies. The person to be initiated was the son of Se'gag'ila, who had arranged this feast. He gave his membership in the fool dancer society to his young son. The people began to sing a fool dancer's song. Then suddenly a fool dancer rushed out of the right hand rear corner of the house carrying his young son in his arms and crying, "wie', wie'." At the same time he cleaned his nose and put the mucus on the boy's face. This is done because it is supposed that the power of the fool dancer is seated in the mucus. After he had run around the fire once he disappeared again behind the curtain which was drawn in the rear of the house. Hō'Le̓lelité arose again and said: "This is Nul't'caq'alaq'ilaq'ilis," thus naming the place which the boy was to occupy. The people sang again, and a woman wearing the headdress of the Nā'naqa/nalil came out. Another woman danced backward in front of her. A man carrying a rattle accompanied her. This dance was not an initiation, but only a representation of the dance which X'i'vēqala had obtained from his wife by marriage. After this dance was finished, a young boy was to perform another Nā'naqa/nalil dance. He came out and danced once around the fire, accompanied by one man carrying a rattle and three others who watched him. He wore a head ornament with four horns. After this dance he disappeared behind the curtain, and when the second song commenced, a large mask representing the sunrise Nā'x̱naik-e'm̕il appeared in the rear of the house, coming from behind the curtain. It was a double mask, which in the course of the dance was to open. When the wearer of the mask opened it, one side of the cover broke. Although the attendants rushed up to the mask immediately, trying to cover it, the hā'mats'a had seen what had happened
and became excited at once, crying "hāp, hāp, hāp." The fool dancers and the bears joined him. The hā'mats'a rushed down into the middle of the house, the fool dancers struck and stabbed the people and pelted them with stones, and the bears scratched them. The greatest excitement prevailed. After a very short time the members of the secret societies of the other tribes became excited too. The hā'mats'a of the Koskimo jumped up trembling and crying "hāp, hāp." The Nā'q'oaqtōq hā'mats'a followed, and so did the pa'xala, who jumped about the fire squatting and crying "mamamamamama," which is the cry of the ghosts. He took burning coals and firebrands and threw them among the people. The women ran screaming into the bedrooms. The Koskimo accompanied their hā'mats'a out of the house, and the Nā'q'oaqtōq were driven out by their hā'mats'a. While this was going on, some of the Kwakiutl were trying to rearrange the fire. According to the rules, the members of the seal society ought to have broken the right-hand side of the house first, the left-hand side next, and ought to have driven out the people in this manner, the hā'mats'a biting the people, the fool dancers striking, and the bear dancers scratching them. But it seems that there was some misunderstanding in this case, and the house was not broken, although the excitement which prevailed was very great. While the Kwakiutl were trying to rearrange the fire, Tētēsumux'tsana, uncle of the Nā'q'oaqtōq pa'xala, ran around the fire shouting "nanalakwai!"1 drawing the word out as long as his breath would allow. As the people left the house, the noise subsided, although the members of the seal society continued to rave in the house.

After a while the Koskimo returned into the dancing house, four men going first, each carrying a staff held in a horizontal position, and each singing his own song.

They were Wină'lag'ilis. They led a young girl, who wore a head ring. She was just initiated into a secret society.2 Then two of the speakers spoke at the same time. So far as it was possible to make out what they said, they spoke about as follows: "This girl has been the game of Wină'lag'ilis, who is hunting novices." They led her around the fire once and guided her behind the curtain. While she was going around the fire, the Nā'q'oaqtōq pa'xala pointed his staff at the Koskimo. This, it is said, meant that he would kill them if they did not bring a novice.

Now the Nā'q'oaqtōq entered, first a hā'mats'a and two tō'X'úit, who held each other by the hand. When they came, the pa'xala, who was all the time standing with bent knees, dropped down still lower. Next, two mā'maq'as entered carrying a dead child in their arms. Tō'pēwa, speaker of the Nā'q'oaqtōq said: "Nā'q'oaqtōq and Kos-

1Spirit of the winter dance.
2People who are initiated for the first time are called wā'tanem. After they have been wā'tanem four times they become members of the higher societies, the lā'xša.
kimo, you have a hard task; you must kick against a high mountain.\(^1\) Winālag'iliš or Hai'aliqaq has killed this boy, the son of Xe'xu'ne'loq'ala, the pa'xala. The supernatural power came and took him away. He is dead. We will try to resuscitate him.\(^2\)

As soon as he said so, the mà'maq'a tried to throw the body into the fire.\(^3\) T'é'tésumxtsana and T'o'pēwa pushed them back and asked for assistance. Now they put the body down on top of a box and T'o'pēwa asked the highest pa'xala of the tribe to try to resuscitate the boy. Lō'Xoaxstaak\(^4\) came and sang his secret song. Then he spoke to the Kwakiutl: “Friends, if you have a mask for the winter ceremonial which you want to show, do not let a stranger use it; teach your own people to show it, that no mistake may occur. Only because a stranger showed your mask a mistake happened and brought about our great difficulty. I say so, T'o'pēwa.”\(^5\) Then he went around the fire singing. After he had made one circuit, the women joined his song and a deep sounding whistle was heard, which represents the breath of the pa'xala. He sang four songs, and after every song the whistles were heard. Every time it sounded the Kwakiutl beat time and cried “hä, hä, hä, hä.” Then the boy began to move again and pretended to come to life. This was the end of the festival.

When all was over, the hà'mats'a of the Koskimo appeared once more and ran around the fire, followed by his assistants. Then he disappeared again.

November 23.—Early in the morning the Koskimo dressed themselves to meet their novice. Two messengers went through the village and asked the people to clear the floors of the houses and to sweep them. They arranged themselves in two groups—first the wi'xsā, then the lā'xsā. One of the former carried a skin drum. The men walked first. They were followed by the women, among whom was the new wā'tanem, who was initiated the preceding night. The men were singing while the women were dancing. The wā'tanem danced, raising her hands alternately, her elbows close to her sides, the palms of the hands upward. She had four feathers on her head ring. She did not dance with the first song, but joined the dance during the second, third, and fourth songs. The lā'xsā followed the wi'xsā at a short distance. The men were singing, a woman beat a skin drum, and others, among them another wā'tanem, were dancing. Thus they walked from one house to the other. A few hours after this the hà'mats'a was heard all of a

\(1\) Meaning that they had to strive against the Kwakiutl.

\(2\) As all of this was quite unprepared, the ceremony was not carried out as it is in other cases. If the performance has been planned beforehand, the mà'maq'as would have provided themselves with a skeleton, which they would have carried in their arms instead of the child. They would have thrown the bones into the fire, and after the charred remains had been seen by the people they would have made them disappear in a ditch made for the occasion, and the boy would have risen at the place where the charred bones had been seen before.

\(3\) He spoke in behalf of the latter and therefore used his name.
sudden on the beach west of the village, but soon he disappeared again. Then the Koskimo walked behind the village, where the "breathing hole" of the hā'mats'a is supposed to be. During this time he is believed to be in the underworld. They went behind the village, thinking that he might come up from underground. About 11 a.m., a man who had gone into the woods west of the village to gather alder bark, was attacked by the hā'mats'a of the Koskimo. In order to save himself from the attack, he ran into the sea and walked home in the salt water, pursued by the hā'mats'a. His cries soon attracted the attention of the people. They ran up to the hā'mats'a and surrounded him. He was naked, except that he wore a head and neck ring of hemlock branches and a belt and apron of the same material.

After he had been caught, the Koskimo sat down, and the song maker taught them his new songs. After they had learned the songs, they arose. The men took a long plank and beat time on it, while one was carrying the skin drum. They sang the first two of the new songs. The women went ahead, dancing in honor of the hā'mats'a, who was dancing in a squatting position. Thus they approached the village slowly, going along the beach.

Finally they entered the dancing house, where the hā'mats'a danced, accompanied by the first and second songs. Then he disappeared in his bedroom with his attendants.

Now Lō'XoaXstak" arose and said: "Now, friends, I will ask you to help me and dance to-night with the new hā'mats'a which was given to you, Tōqoamalis, chief of the Koskimo, by the giver of the winter ceremonial. I follow his law. All the hā'mats'as shall dance with our new hā'mats'a. I do not know yet what his name is going to be. I ask you, Ts'ā'qoalag'ilis; and you, Tā'nisk'asō; and you, Qoā'ts'amya; and you, Lēmēk'xalag'ilis; and you, Nā'nuqois; and you, Wēqoamiila'lag'ilis. Now you all must go and wash in the water of Baxbakūlanu Xsi'waē and put on the dress of the Baxbakuūlanu Xsi'waē. That is all."

Then Tōqoamalis arose and said: "O my children. I am glad to see that you are obeying the laws that were given to our ancestors. You know that if we make a mistake in this ceremonial, it means that our lives will be cut short. When I was a young man, I have seen my grandfather kill a man who broke the rules of the red cedar bark. Thus I tell you Ā'labala, and you Lō'XoaXstak". That is all.

Most of the people now left the dancing house. All day whistles were heard proceeding from the room of the hā'mats'a. The people prepared for the dance that was to be celebrated that night.

The members of the seal society of the Kwakintl had remained in their dancing house since the preceding night. They were not allowed to leave it until the approaching k-ik-i'lnala. The fool dancers and bears however, were sent out every now and then to get food. At other times they ran out of the house with their lances and struck and scratched the people or threw stones at them. Some-
times the hā'mats'a, accompanied by some of the fool dancers and bears, would leave the house and attack the people. In the afternoon all the members of the seal society appeared on the roof of the house. Every society howled its peculiar cries, the fool dancers throwing stones at the people. During all this time the people were forbidden to pass in front of the house. Whenever anyone approached the house, the members of the seal society frightened him away. While they were on the roof of the house, all standing at the front edge of the roof, a man approached. Immediately the hā'mats'a and bears jumped down and pursued him. The fool dancers climbed down the sides of the house, and all went in hot pursuit until the man escaped into one of the neighboring houses. Whistles of the different societies were heard in the house all day long.

About half past six in the evening, Lāgulā'galīl and Lō'Xuals blackened their faces, put on blankets and belts, head rings and neck rings of red cedar bark, and strewed eagle down on their heads. Then they left the dancing house and opened the door of the neighboring house. There they stood, and Lāgulā'galīl cried: "Now, quē'qutsa men and women, let us go into the house;" and Lō'Xuals added: "We will pacify our cannibal." Thus they went from house to house. When they had returned from the round, four young men went and called the people, saying: "Now we come to make you rise." While they were still going around, some of the Koskimo gathered in the dancing house, beat the boards, and cried "yu" twice, giving a short final rap with each cry. As soon as the Kwakiutl heard the beating, they all went to the dancing house. There the beating and the cries were repeated twice.

About 8 p.m. all had assembled in the dancing house. The men of the Koskimo tribe were sitting in the rear portion of the house. Then LoXuaxstaak', a Koskimo, arose and spoke: "Come, friends, that you may see the manner in which I perform the winter ceremonial. This was given to us by the creator of our ancestors. Your ways, Kwakiutl, differ greatly from ours. They were given to you in the beginning of the world. Take care and do not change your old customs, Kwakiutl!" Then he turned to his tribe and asked them to hold their batons in readiness. While he was speaking he held his staff in a horizontal position. Then Ho'Lelitė, chief speaker of the Kwakiutl, replied: "Your speech is good, friend. It is true what you said. I am glad to see that you are adhering to the customs that were given to you;" and, turning to the Kwakiutl, he continued, "We must answer our friends."

Now the rest of the quē'qutsa of the Koskimo entered—first G'a'loīl, the chief speaker of the dancers. He held a speaker's staff in his hands and carried a number of blankets over his shoulder. He was singing his secret song while the others were singing outside the house. He sang as follows:

1. I tried to tame them by the power of my magic, friends.
2. I blew water upon them to tame them, friends.
A second speaker followed, carrying his staff. His name is Mā'a. He is the highest in rank of all the qe'qutsa. When he entered, G'a'loít stopped singing and Ma'a commenced his secret song. At the same time G'a'loít addressed the people and said: "Now look at me and at my friend. Look at us, friends, at the other side of the house" (meaning the Kwakinintl). And, turning to his own tribe, he continued: "Now take care, friends!" To which A'labala, another speaker, who stood next to LōXuaxstaak\(^{\text{a}}\), replied: "Yes, friends, let us keep in readiness. If we should make a mistake, we shall not escape the power that will kill us." During these speeches Mā'a sung his secret song, as follows:

1. Ah, I have everything; I have all the dances of my enemy.
2. Ah, I have all the death bringers of my enemy.

Now a third man, a wolf dancer, entered. Two white feathers were attached to his head ring of red cedar bark and his head was strewn with white eagle down. His name was NaqwaLa'yč. As soon as he entered, Tō'qoamalis and Lāgulag-alīl, the chiefs of the Koskimo, who had been sitting in the rear of the house, arose, and with them their speaker, Qoa'lx-ala.

NaqwaLa'yč's head ring belongs to the descendants of Ya'xstal of the Naqó'mg'ī lisala. According to tradition, the Xōyā'les (see also p. 332) had killed all the G'ig-e'lem, except Lōo'lexmut and his three sons, the eldest of whom was Ya'xstal. In order to make his sons strong, Lōo'lexmut dragged them over the beach around the island of G'ig-e'lem, so that the sharp shells cut their backs. Only Ya'xstal survived this ordeal, and came to be of supernatural strength. Then they went to make war upon the Xōyā'les. When they had reached Ta'tsolis, a wolf came to their camp while they were asleep, threw Ya'xstal on his back, and carried him away. From time to time he put him down, in order to see if he was still alive. When he felt his breath, he took him up again and continued his course. Finally he reached the village of the wolves. He threw Ya'xstal down in front of the chief's house and, having assumed human shape, he whistled. Then many people came out of the houses to see who had come. They mistook Ya'xstal for a sea otter, carried him into the house, threw him down, and began to cut him up. When they had cut down his chest and were about to open his belly, he jumped up and asked: "Will you help me to take revenge upon the Xōyā'les?" The wolves promised to help him, and asked him: "What did you come for? Do you want to have this wedge? It will help you to build canoes in which you can reach your enemies." Ya'xstal did not reply, but merely thought he did not want to have the wedge. Wiłaqā'latit, chief of the wolves, knew his thoughts at once. He asked: "Do you want the harpoon? It will enable you to kill seals enough at a time to fill your canoe." Ya'xstal thought that he did not want to have the harpoon, and Wiłaqā'latit knew his thoughts. Then the wolves offered him the water of
life and the death bringer. He thought: "That is what I came for." Wiłaqałatit knew his thoughts and gave them to him. Then he ordered the wolves to devour Ya'xstal. At once they tore him to pieces and devoured him. They vomited the flesh, and when Wiłaqałatit sprinkled it with the water of life, Ya'xstal arose hale and well. He had become exceedingly strong. Then they carried him home. He was standing on the back of the largest of the wolves.

After he had come back, he and his father continued their journey. While they were traveling, Ya'xstal tried his death bringer. He moved it in the direction of the woods. At once they began to burn. Now they met the Xôya'les, who were coming up to them, many canoes full. Lëó'leXmut said to Ya'xstal: "Now use your death bringer, but do not kill them outright; burn them." Then Ya'xstal pointed the death bringer at the Xôya'les while his father was singing. They were stricken with terror and jumped into the water, their canoes caught fire, and they were all transformed into stones.

The two feathers on the head ring of the dancer represented the death bringer of Ya'xstal.

Next two couples entered, each couple hand in hand. The first couple were Gâ'la (a man) and Pô'wig'ílis (a woman); the second couple were Gän'sa (a man) and Gô'quadê (a woman). Gän'sa was carrying a copper. The faces of these four persons were painted red."

When they had reached the rear of the house, Gän'sa spoke as follows: "Oh, friends! turn your faces this way. Look at me! Treat me and my cedar bark ornaments in the right manner. In former times I and my people have suffered at your hands, Kwakiutl. We used to fight with bows and arrows, with spears and guns. We robbed each other's blood. But now we fight with this here" (pointing at the copper which he was holding in his hands), "and if we have no coppers, we fight with canoes or blankets. That is all."

To this the speaker Qoa'lx-ala replied: "True is your word, friend Gän'sa. When I was young, I have seen streams of blood shed in war. But since that time the white man came and stopped up that stream of blood with wealth. Now we are fighting with our wealth. That is all." Then he said, turning to his tribe. "Now, my singers, take your batons and be ready to sing."

Then they all began to beat time and cried "he." They continued with a song, for two women. Më'xas and Tsã'ulala, came in dancing:

Ah, magician, ah, ah, magician, magician, magician. (Repeated ad infinitum.)

When the dance ended, Gän'sa spoke again: "You have seen our two friends dancing on account of this copper. Its name is 'Killer Whale.' It is the property of my tribe, of the Koskimo. Now I will sell it to

1Up to this year the Koskimo, Na'q'oaqtog, and Ta'asiiqala never used red paint during the winter ceremonial. The que'quets of the Kwakiutl have been using red paint, and this has been imitated by the other tribes.
you, Kwakiutl. I promise to give its value to you Guć’tela, and to you Qöímoyé, and to you Walas Kwakiutl, and to you Qö’mkútis. This is ‘Killer Whale.’ I want to sell it at once.” Thus speaking, he gave it to Qö’q’anqoala and said: “Go on! Place this copper before our friends.” He did so. Then a Kwakiutl chief, No’lq’aulela, arose and spoke to Qö’q’anqoala: “Bring the copper to me.” He did so, and No’lq’aulela continued: “Oh, my tribe! my friends! Look at me. I, No’lq’aulela, took the copper for the sake of your name, Kwakiutl, because your name is above those of all other tribes and I do not want to see it derided. Now, brother-in-law Nu’xnémis, look at me. I have nothing with which to pay for this copper to which I have taken a liking. Therefore I ask you and my wife La’msitasò to buy the copper for me. That is all, friends!”

To this speech Mā’a, the Koskimo, replied: “There is no chief like you, No’lq’aulela. You are the first one to treat us well. You carry your tribe on your back by the strength of your wealth.”

When he had finished, Tö’qoamalis, chief of the Koskimo, took a pair of blankets and spoke: “True is your word, Mā’a! No’lq’aulela is our chief, for he gave us more property than any other chief of the Kwakiutl. Go on, No’lq’aulela! buy our copper,” and, turning to his tribe, he concluded: “Thus I speak for our chief, Koskimo.” Now he held up the pair of blankets and said: “Look at this, friend! This is our good will to our friends on the other side” (meaning the Kwakiutl). “I want you to do as our friend Gö’qoadé did who brought the copper into our dancing house. Sell it for blankets and give them away! This pair of blankets served to keep our copper warm. I took it off in order to put it onto some of our friends on the other side. This is for Ya’qois, Sc’ix, and Hō’lelitē. It is given by Gö’qoadé, the daughter of Ko’kwilala. That is all.”

Then Mā’a and G’alōl went out, and immediately the que’qutsa began to beat time and cried “yû!” all at the same time. When they had done so, the whistles of the há’mats’a were heard on the roof of the house. Then Mā’a returned, carrying a staff to which an imitation of a scalp was attached. He was followed by G’alōl. Both remained standing at the door, one on each side, and Mā’a said: “Friends, did you hear that noise? If I am not mistaken, something dangerous is near us. Keep your batons in readiness.”

While he was speaking the door opened and the há’mats’a Ya’xya’kalag’ilis appeared, crying “hâp, hâp, hâp.” His face was blackened. He wore a head ring and a neck ring of red cedar bark. His neck ring was thin and set at two places with long fringes, indicating that this was the first initiation of the new há’mats’a. He wore no blanket. He was accompanied by two attendants, who carried rattles. One of them wore a large head ring of red and white cedar bark, the ring of the mà’maq’a of the helig-ilioqala of the La’tasiqoala tribe.¹

As soon as he entered the Koskimo began to sing:

1. Your dance does not equal mine, for I am the giver of magic, hame.
2. I have been in the secret room of Baxbaku'alänuXsi'wac, the giver of magic, hame.
3. In high ecstasy was Baxbaku'alänuXsi'wac, the giver of magic, hame, when I was near him and uttered his cannibal cry, Baxbaku'alänuXsi'wac, the giver of magic, hame.

The second song was as follows:

1. I am known here and all over the world, I the supernatural one.
2. I am renowned here and all over the world, I the supernatural one.
3. You are the great one who gives coppers, who gives property, the supernatural one.

While the people were singing, the ha'mats'a danced in the doorway in a squatting position, turned around, and danced toward the rear of the house. Two women danced for him, one to the right, one to the left of the door. When he had reached the left hand rear corner of the house, Ma'a and G-a'loil stepped forward and followed him, saying now and then: "Great is your magical power. Do not be too violent in your fury," and the attendants cried "hoip, hoip." Whenever the singers came to the end of a line, the ha'mats'a stopped dancing and cried "hap." The attendants gathered around him while the sound of whistles was heard.

After these two songs had been sung, Ma'a spoke: "Friends, we can not pacify the great ha'mats'a with these two songs and by means of the dance of these two women. Now arise, women, and dance with him. If we should not succeed in pacifying him, we should always be troubled by him. We should not be able to eat in our houses on account of him. Therefore, friends, sing again." While he was speaking, the sound of the whistles continued to be heard. The ha'mats'a was crying "hap." Then A'labala stepped up to him and dressed him with a black blanket and an apron and strewed eagle down on his hair.

Now the singers commenced the third song:

1. You are looking for food, great magician, you are looking for men, ma ha.
2. You are trying to eat as much as you desire, great magician, you tear off their skins, ma ha.
3. You go close to the secret room, great magician, you have been inside the secret room, ma ha.

During this song the ha'mats'a was dancing in a standing position. His movements were becoming less violent and the sounds of the whistles were becoming lunter. The cries "hoip" of his attendants, the singing of the men, and the dances of all the women were beginning to pacify him. At the end of the song the women took a rest. They had been dancing, their backs turned toward the fire, with the exception of two who were standing at the sides of the door and who stood turned toward the fire.

Now the speaker G-a'sa joined Ma'a and G-a'loil, who were standing near the door. Then the singers began the fourth song:

1. The chief cannibal of the whole world cried hap; me, hamä.
2. Now eat, chief cannibal of the whole world, me hamä.
3. Do not try to hide from me, me hamä.
The hā'mats'a was dancing still more quietly, first to the right and then to the left in the rear of the house, then around the fire. In front of the fire he squatted down, crying "hāp." His attendants gathered around him and shook their rattles, crying "hōip." Then, with the beginning of the next line of the song, he continued his dance, and after four circuits he disappeared behind the curtain which was stretched in the left-hand rear corner of the house.

Then Mā'a, who was still standing near the door with his two companions, spoke: "Friends on the other side of the house! Now our great friend is pacified." While he was speaking, Kō'kwilala, the helper in the winter dance, swept the floor with hemlock twigs, in order to prepare it for the following dances.

Then A'k'labala, who was standing in the right-hand rear corner of the house, spoke: "Take care, friends on the other side of the house. Watch my customs, for they were given to my tribe, the Koskimo, and to the Lā'sq'enōx and Gō'p'enōx, and to you Gua'ts'enōx, by the Maker of the world. Your customs, friends on the other side of the house, differ from ours. They were given to you. I am glad to see that you as well as we are observing our old laws. Now Tabala, Ha'unk'ala, Tsī'xis, and Lo'xuals, go and fetch our chief's blankets."

The four men left the house, and soon they returned carrying the blankets. Gā'sa took one pair and said: "Hō'ilelitē and Nu'xnēmis, look at these blankets. That is the power of our winter dance. The hā'mats'a who just finished dancing is Ya'xyak'a'lāg'alis, and these blankets will be given away in honor of his name and of his dance." Then he gave the first blanket to Ya'qois, the chief hā'mats'a of the Kwakiutl, and then to the other men in order. When all were distributed, Hō'ilelitē spoke: "Friends, did you hear what Gā'sa said? Everything he said is true, except one remark, in which he is mistaken. You said that your customs in regard to dances and festivals differ from ours; remember, we are all of the same name. That is all. Thank you for this red cedar bark that you gave us (meaning the blanket). Now I have finished."

Then Qoa'qoaxst'ala walked around the fire, apparently without any purpose, but in fact as a signal for the dancers, who were standing outside the house, to enter. The door flung open, Mā'a, Gā'lo'il and Gā'sa, who remained standing near the door, gave a signal to the singers, who began to beat time very rapidly. A song was heard outside the house, and now a dancer, Ku'nu'daqala by name, entered with quick, short steps, his hands stretched backward under his blanket, his face blackened. He was both ma'maq'a and ha'mshamtsēs. As soon as he had come to the rear of the house, the singers ceased beating the boards. Mā'a said: "Thank you, friend, for coming to this dance."

Then Gā'lo'il gave another signal, and a female dancer, Te'la by name, entered, her hands stretched forward. Again the singers stopped
beating the boards. G-a'loîL gave another signal, and a second woman, G-a'lg'anaqas by name, entered, and danced in the same manner. She stepped up to Tö'la, and the singers stopped beating the planks.

Then G-a'sa spoke: "Friends, look at these two women. They are the mothers of my tribe. They carry all the winter dances. Whenever these two appear, we must be on the alert, for they are always followed by other dancers." When he had finished, Lo'xoaxstaak\(^6\) told the people to be careful, because he had heard the voice of Q'c'q'anqoala, the Bā'baqoayūL (soul catcher).\(^\dagger\)

As soon as he entered, all the dancers stooped down as though they were trying to hide, for fear that Bā'baqoayūL might take their souls. His aunt, Pō'sqaas, took a position to the left of the door, and while he was walking around the fire she danced the ha'mshamtsēs dance. When he came back to the place in front of the fire, all the people arose and he lifted his hands, the palms being held close together. This was repeated four times. When he stopped the fourth time in front of the fire, he opened his palms and the "soul" was seen between them. The speaker told the singers to stop beating the boards, and Mā'a went about among the people in order to find whose soul the dancer had caught. After a short while he turned to the people and said: "My friend Q'c'q'anqoala has captured the soul of our chief Lā'qolag'īlīs." Then the latter stepped forward and asked the singers to sing the song of Q'c'q'anqoala and of his aunt Pō'sqaas.

They sang as follows:

1. I go to obtain your cedar bark ornaments, hâ, your cedar bark ornaments, hamē me, hamē, hamē, hamē hē hamā hē hē hamā.
   
2. Now your dance will shine throughout the world wherever a winter dance is held; Giver of light, hamē me, hamā.

During this song the Bā'baqoayūL was dancing on one spot in the rear of the fire in a bent position. Pō'sqaas was dancing the ha'mshamtsēs dance to the left of the door, and G-a'sa and G-a'loîL, the greatest mā'maq'a among the Koskimo, danced around the fire, their elbows held close to their sides, forearms held forward, hands closed, and thumbs stretched upward.

At the end of the dance Lā'qolag'īlīs spoke to Q'c'q'anqoala: "Come, my son! I thank you for bringing back my soul, for I am saved now." Then he called the two chief speakers, Ā'Labala and Lō'xoaxstaak\(^6\). They followed his summons, and he gave them a stick about 2 feet long. Lo'xoaxstaak\(^6\) held it up and said, "Oh, friends on the other

\(^{\dagger}\)This is a t'o'X'uit dance of the G'o'p'enōx. The dancer is supposed to be able to catch the absent souls of people. He dances, his palms held close to the body, like the mā'maq'a. (See p. 560.) A string is fastened to his middle finger and a small ball of eagledown is fastened to the middle of the string. When he opens his hands, the ball is seen in the middle between them, the ends of the string being tied to the middle fingers. It represents the soul that the dancer has captured. The details of this dance are described in the text. (See also p. 561.)
side. I am glad that we have someone who can catch our souls when they fly away from us. Now I will pay you, Kwakiutl. Thus I speak for Lā'qōlag-īlis. Here are blankets for you, Guē'tēla. Here are blankets for you, Q'ō'moyuc; blankets for you, Walas Kwakiutl; blankets for you, Q'ō/mk-ūtis. This is a canoe worth 100 blankets, given by Qē'q'anaqoala, the son of Lā'qōlag-ilis.

To this Lā'mg-āla, a Walas Kwakiutl, replied: "Thank you for your good words, Ā’Labala. Did you say that you have someone who understands to catch the souls of men?" "Yes," shouted many of the Koskimo. He continued: "Thank you. We might need your help." Then, turning to the Kwakiutl: "Friends, I ask you to keep yourselves in readiness, for the Koskimo are like to a vast mountain of wealth, from which rocks are rolling down all the time. If we do not defend ourselves, we shall be buried by their property. Behold, friends! They are dancing and making merry day after day. But we are not doing so. Remember, this is our village and our battlefield. If we do not open our eyes and awake, we shall lose our high rank. Remember, Kwakiutl, we have never been vanquished by another tribe. That is all."

Now a loud clapping was heard outside the house. The walls were beaten with sticks, and Mā’a gave a signal to the singers to beat the boards. The door opened and a man entered, the chief guē’so, followed by four other members of the group. They hopped into the house holding their feet close together. When they had reached the rear of the house, Mā’a, who was holding a gun in place of a speaker’s staff, spoke: "Friends, why should you not come to join our dance?" and, turning to the Kwakiutl, he continued: "Friends on the other side, these are our friends the ‘Pigs!’ Formerly they were ‘Sea Lions.’ This is to inform you." Next, LōXoaaxstaak gave to the chief singer, Qoā’qoaaxst’ala: "Look out! Our friends are very merry and they wish to dance." The maa’myaenōx commenced a song, which was taken up by the singers:

1. What is on the enemy’s blanket? Wiēe.
2. War is on the enemy’s blanket. Wiēe.

The women arose and danced, raising their forearms and holding up their first fingers. This song and dance were repeated four times. At the end of the song the singers beat time very rapidly and then the ħā’mats’a’s cry "ḥāp" was heard in the secret room.

This song and dance were given by the wolves to Ya’xstal, and are used by his descendants to excite the ħā’mats’a and warriors who go out to battle.

When the singers commenced the song for the third time, Gā’dōoīl, who

1This is one of the quē’qutsa groups of the Koskimo. Their present name is guē’gusō (pigs) while formerly they were called 1ś1 Bailen (sea lions).
2Another of the quē’qutsa societies of the Koskimo, embracing the daughters of the chiefs—those who must not be maltreated.
represented Ya'xstal himself, joined the dance of the women. He jumped about in a circle in the wildest fashion. Then the ha'mats'a's cries "hāp," and the quieting calls of his attendants, "hōip," were heard.

After the song and dance had been repeated a fourth time, Xule'qulels, a G'é'pënóx, and his speaker, Hē'gilaxse'k'ka, arose. The latter took up some blankets and spoke: "Yes, friends on the other side! Kwakiutl! I have my ways of celebrating the winter ceremonial, and you have your own, different from mine. Thus it was given to you by the Giver of Dances. I should like to have your dances, but I am afraid to change my ways, for they were given to me in the beginning of the world. This song which we just sang was given by the wolves to Ya'xstal at qa'yail when he received the death bringer with which he was to burn his enemies or to transform them into stone or ashes. We are of Ya'xstal's blood. But instead of fighting our enemies with his death bringer, we fight with these blankets and other kinds of property." Then he distributed the blankets among the Kwakiutls.

Next, two young men whose faces were blackened stepped forward, and one of them said: "I am going to look for my friend." He went out and brought an old woman to the middle of the house, where she sat down. Qoa'qoaqst'ala said: "Take care, friends! this woman is going to dance. Prepare to sing her song." Then the singers beat the boards rapidly and cried "yū." The beating and the cry were repeated at a given signal. As soon as the second cry died away, another ha'mats'a was heard outside the house.

A'Labala, who had left the house a short while ago, reentered, stood in the doorway, and spoke: "Look at me, friends! Now take care! I have seen something outside the house that looks as though it was not going to have mercy upon anybody. Thus I tell you. Now beat the boards!" Then the singers began to beat time, the door opened, and the ha'mats'a entered crying "hāp, hāp, hāp." At once everybody commenced to sing his or her secret song. A'Labala went up to the ha'mats'a with short quick steps and then back again, saying: "Come friend, that this great tribe may see you." Then he turned around and said: "This is Tsä'qoalag-ilis, our chief ha'mats'a. Take care, friends; he devours property, not flesh of men."

Now the ha'mats'a came down to the middle of the house. He wore a head ring of red cedar bark, to the back and front of which branches of balsam pine about six inches long were attached crosswise. His neck ring was worn over the left shoulder and under the right arm. It was made of red cedar bark wound with branches of balsam pine. The women began to dance for him. He danced, squatting, toward the rear of the house, and was joined by the old ha'mats'as, Tā'nisk:asō, Qoats'eynya, Lenelxa'lag-ilis, Nā'naqois, and Weqoamila'lag-ilis, who entered one by one, crying "hāp." Finally they reached the rear of the house, where they remained standing in a row, their backs turned
toward the fire. Then the door opened and the new hâ'mats'a, who
had been brought back in the morning, entered, crying "hâp, hâp,
hâp." He wore a head ring made of balsam pine, to which a long
plaited trail of the same material was attached. The trail reached
down to the small of the back. Three white rings about one inch in
diameter, made of cedar withs, the bark of which had been stripped
off, were attached to the ring over his forehead and one on each side,
all on the same level. Another ring of the same material was attached
to the trail. He wore an apron made of balsam pine; his neck ring,
arm rings, and anklets were made of the same material. He was held
by one assistant.

As soon as he entered, the singers began to beat the boards, and con-
tinued until he had come down to the floor. Then they began to sing
his first song:

1. He cried hap for me, the only great being in our world.
2. BaxbakanaluXsi'wae cried hap for me, the great cannibal of our world.
3. BaxbakanaluXsi'wae taught me to devour lives, the great cannibal of our world.

He danced to this song, and Tsâ'qoalag'lis, the chief hâ'mats'a,
danced forward to meet him, cried "hâp!" and attacked the people.

After this song Loxuxstaakâ arose in the rear of the house, holding
a copper, and a woman named Ñyaqa, brought a strip of calico about
40 yards long, which was unrolled and spread in a circle around the fire.

Then the singers began the second song:

1. I give you to eat, I give you to eat, good cannibal.
2. I pacify you with property, I pacify you with property, good cannibal.
3. I push down your wildness, I push down your wildness, good cannibal.
4. I give you lives to eat, I give you lives to eat, good cannibal.

The hâ'mats'as were dancing between the calico and the fire in a
squatting position. Their attendants tried to pacify them with cries of
"hoipt," and women danced for them. Then A'labala stepped forward
and asked the singers to wait before beginning the third song. He
called his speaker, Tô'qoamalis, who took his position in the rear of the
house, and addressed the people as follows:

"Yes, my children, I am the storage box of your thoughts, for I
remember all the old tales, and in my young days I have seen things
which you young people never heard of. It is good that there is one
old man who can show you all these things. Now I will go to this
hâ'mats'a and take off the dress that BaxbakanaluXsi'wae put on
him." He stepped up to the hâ'mats'a, who was standing in the rear
of the house, and took off his head ring first, then his neck ring. He
cut off the arm rings and anklets and gave them to lamâla. Then he
asked Nau'aqala to bring blankets and ornaments made of red cedar
bark. Nau'aqala went to fetch them from his bedroom, and when he
had returned, Tô'qoamalis proceeded to dress the hâ'mats'a. He put the
blue blanket over his back and cedar bark ornaments on his head,
his neck, his arms, and around his ankles. He also tied a dancing
apron around his waist and strewed eagle down on his head. Then he said, "It is done."

The young hą'mats'a cried "hąp, hąp, hąp," and attacked the people. Now the singers began the third song:

1. The cedar bark of the winter dance is all around the world.
2. The eagle down of the winter dance is all around the world.
3. The songs of the winter dance are most powerful all around the world.
4. For me cried hąp, BaxbakułanuXsi'wae, the great magician.

During this song all the hą'mats'as were dancing in standing posture and the women were dancing for them. At the end of the song they all stood in the rear of the house.

After a short while the singers beat time again and commenced the fourth song of the hą'mats'a:

1. Nobody can imitate your cries, great BaxbakułanuXsi'wae, great magician, hamă ma.

Nobody can imitate your dance, great BaxbakułanuXsi'wae, great magician, hamă ma.

2. I was taken into the room of BaxbakułanuXsi'wae, the great magician, hamă ma.

I received the red cedar bark of BaxbakułanuXsi'wae, the great magician, hamă ma.

3. I he put into me all the dances, BaxbakułanuXsi'wae, the great magician, hamă ma.

3. The cannibal pole is shaking, the pole of BaxbakułanuXsi'wae, the great magician, hamă ma.

When the song was nearly ended, the hą'mats'as disappeared in their secret room, led by Ts'a'qoalag-ilis.

Then Lo'xuxaxstaak" stepped forward, still holding his copper, and spoke: "Now that is the end, friends. You have seen my way. This is my way." With this he pointed to his copper. "This is the price of a hą'mats'a. I do not mean you, Kwakiutl; I mean my rivals in my own tribe. They all want to have hą'mats'as, but they want to show them cheaply without giving away a copper." The Kwakiutl interrupted him now and then with cries: "That is true! your words are true, chief!" Lo'xuxaxstaak" continued: "Our hą'mats'a touched some of you, Kwakiutl, in his excitement and hurt you. This copper, the face of which is engraved with the design of the grizzly bear, is worth 500 blankets. It is to pay those whom our great friend has bitten. You, La'msitaso, were bitten this morning. Here are 50 blankets of this copper for you; and you, Ilō'xelīte, 50 blankets of this copper for you; and you, G'a'lg'alXōla, 50 blankets of this copper for you; and you, Nō'q'auīlela, 50 blankets of this copper for you; and you, Kēx:, 50 blankets of this copper for you; and you, Qā'wiqam, 50 blankets of this copper for you; and you, Nu'xēmis, 50 blankets of this copper for you; and you, Mu'qoadaxstała, 50 blankets of this copper for you; and you, Kā'qolō, 50 blankets of this copper for you; and you, La'mgala, 50 blankets of this copper for you. That is all. Now, Qō'yuqoalag-ilis, I will ask you to come and tell the story of the
hā'mats'a, for the tribes say we own neither hā'mats'a nor other dances. That is all."

Then Qo'yuqoalagilis came forward. The Koskimo placed a box for him in the rear of the house. He sat down and began:

"Be quiet and listen to me, for I am going to tell you the story of this hā'mats'a, which will show you that we, Koskimo, G-o'p'enôx, L'a'sq'enôx, and Gua'ts'enôx, do not steal winter dances from you, Kwakiutl, nor from other tribes. All the winter dances were given to us by the Maker of Man in the beginning of the world. The hā'mats'a whom we have seen to-night comes from Hai'alik-awê. All the clans Hahai'alik-awê of all the tribes in the whole world have a right to a hā'mats'a with raven whistle, for Hai'alik-awê had a hā'mats'a with a raven whistle at the place which we name lalâ'tê, and his hā'mats'a's name was Qa'yuL and Qalamâ'lag-ilis. We may use either of these names for our hā'mats'a. We will call him now Qa'yuL, and if he should be taken away again by BaxbakuâlanuXsi'wae, we will call him Qalamâ'lag-ilis. You, Kwakiutl, you always use hemlock branches for your hā'mats'a, for it was given to you in this manner by the Maker of Man. It was given to us to use balsam pine for our hā'mats'a and for all other dances. The white rings you saw on the head ornaments of our hā'mats'a are the same as worn by BaxbakuâlanuXsi'wae when he was excited. The attendants passed ropes through these rings to tie him down, that he might not leave his house and devour his people; and the trail of his ornament served for his attendant to hold him. You also saw the streaks of blood running from the corners of his mouth to the lobes of the ears. They indicate that BaxbakuâlanuXsi'wae lives on nothing but blood. That is all."

He had hardly finished when Lo'Xoals, a Koskimo, came forward from the rear of the house holding a single blanket. He spoke: "Look at me. See this single blanket! I am tired of waiting so long at this place for one solitary single blanket. Now I will show you that I do not care for a single blanket." He tore it, threw it into the fire, and continued: "Now you who saw it in the fire take good care to keep it warm. All single blankets will go there hereafter. We are too great a tribe to receive only a single blanket each." Then lamaLa went up to him and stopped him. He held six button blankets and said:

"Friends on the other side! Each of us has something to say. Lo'Xoals has had his way when he wanted to burn this blanket. Kwakiutl, he did not mean you. Do not feel offended by it. I have rivals in my own tribe and I must wake them up from their sleep, for they do not see that it is hard work for us to fight you with property. We are the Koskimo, who have never been vanquished by any tribe, neither in wars of blood nor in wars of property. Now I will ask you one thing: Treat me well. Of olden times the Kwakiutl illtreated my forefathers and fought them so that the blood ran over the ground.
Now we fight with button blankets and other kinds of property, smiling at each other. Oh, how good is the new time! That is all. Now to these button blankets. Son-in-law, come and stand where I can see you." Then Na'aqala stepped to the front of the house and said: "Here I am." LamaLa continued: "I understand that you have no button blankets. Therefore, I thought I might bring you some. Here are six button blankets. I took them from your wife's back. Now come and take them, and do with them as you please."

Na'aqala asked: "What did you say, my father-in-law?" Then LamaLa repeated: "I told you, son-in-law, that I had taken six button blankets from the back of your wife and I give them to you. Now come and take them." Na'aqala spoke: "I will go, for I am not afraid to go and take them. I have given away button blankets three times, and this will be the fourth time. Now I will go and take them." Then he went back to his place and said, turning toward the people: "Oh, my tribe! look at these button blankets and see what I am going to do with them. One of you shall tell me what to do with them."

To this the old woman who was standing near the door replied: "My tribe. I want to say a few words to you, and particularly to my son, who asked to be told what to do with these blankets. Friends, you all know my name. You knew my father and you know what he did with his property. He was thoughtless and did not care what he did. He gave away or killed slaves; he gave away or burnt his canoes in the fire of the feast house; he gave away sea-otter skins to his rivals in his own tribe or to chiefs of other tribes, or he cut them to pieces. You know that it is true what I say. This, my son, is the road your father laid out for you and on which you must walk. Your father was no common man; he was a true chief among the Koskimo. Do as your father did. Either tear up these button blankets or give them to our rival tribe, the Kwakiutl. That is all."

Lo'Xoaqstaak arose when she had finished and asked: "Did you hear what our aunt said? I will not block the road my father laid out for me. I will not break the law that my chief laid down for me. I will give these button blankets to my rivals, the Kwakiutl. The war that we are having now is sweet and strong." Then he gave the button blankets to the Kwakiutl; first to Ya'qois, then to the old chiefs. After they had been distributed, Lo'Xoaqstaak said: "These button blankets are the red cedar bark that I have taken from the head of my hā'mats'a. Next the men brought him 40 white blankets, and he said: "These white blankets are the red cedar bark that I have taken from the neck of my hā'mats'a and I am going to give them to you, Kwakiutl." He distributed them among the next in rank. Then he took the calico and said: "This is the red cedar bark that I took from the arms and from the legs of my hā'mats'a. I will give it to the women and children of the Kwakiutl." They tore it up, and gave the pieces to the Kwakiutl—first to Ya'qois, then to the others.
With this the festival ended, and the people went home. It was about 1 a.m. when the calico was distributed.

About 7 p.m., November 23, Hó'lelité sent two messengers, Nōlelag-ilis and Kule'm, to call all the men of the Kwakiutl tribe to a secret meeting to be held in his house. The messengers went into all the houses and called the Kwakiutl, whispering into their ears. They slipped out at once and went to Hó'lelité's house. Great care was taken that the Nā'q'oaqtōq and Koskimo should not know what was going on. As soon as the men were assembled, Hó'lelité arose and spoke: "Indeed, friends, you have gratified my wishes, for you all have come as soon as I sent for you. I am glad that you are keeping the laws that were handed down to us from the times of our grandfathers. You will have observed that the Koskimo are likely to beat us in our war with property. Therefore I ask you not to be asleep, else the Koskimo will surely walk right over us, friends! Wake up and open your eyes. Do not let the wealth of our rivals blind you. Our ancestors have never been vanquished. I do not want to see the Koskimo vanquish us now. I have called you in order to inform you that my chief Sē'gag'ila is going to give a winter dance, and I will ask you, my friends, how we shall begin it. I want you to decide in regard to the manner of beginning the ceremonial. That is what I wanted to say to you, wa, wa."

The men remained silent for about twenty minutes. Then Nu'xṇēmis, the chief of the winter dance of the Kuē'xa, arose and said: "Indeed, Hó'lelité, you are always keeping the rules laid down in the times of our ancestors, for instead of beginning the ceremonial without notifying us, as others might do, you tell us of your plans and secrets as our forefathers used to do; and that is the right way." Then he turned to his own tribe the Kuē'xa and said: "Don't you feel glad that my friend Hó'lelité, the great magician, was kind enough not to keep his secrets, but let us share them! You also, Lā'ng'ala, ought to feel proud that he invited us to know of his plans. Do you not think that it would be best if the clothing of Wīnā'lag-ilis were brought out by this secret meeting? You all know what I mean. The clothing of Wīnā'lag-ilis consists of hemlock branches, and his play is Āme'lkʷa or Nūlanūldels. The Āme'lkʷa must be shown at daybreak, and the Nūlanūldels may be shown at any time of the day. I think it would be best to surprise our rivals, the Koskimo. Let us call all the men and women before daybreak to-morrow and go to the meeting place which our forefathers used for the Āme'lkʷa. You all know the rules of the Āme'lkʷa. That is all. Now I have finished."

Then Hó'lelité replied: "Thank you, my friends. Thank you, Nu'xṇēmis, for what you said. You are the only one who wants to keep the rules that were given to us by our ancestors. Friends, I want to ask you one favor: Arise before daylight. Tell me now if you are willing to do so and to follow our friend Nu'xṇēmis's advice. Let the
women of your households know about this secret meeting and keep it from our rivals, the Koskimo. I will send two messengers in the morning to call you by tapping at your bedrooms. That is all. Now go home and have a short sleep." After this speech all went home.

November 21.—Early in the morning Hô'lelitê sent Nôlelag-ilis and Kule'm to call all the Kwakiutl. They went around and tapped at the outside walls of the bedrooms. The people arose at once and went out to the place where the Amélkâ is held. This place is about 150 yards from the east end of the village at the edge of the woods. The men went into the woods and cut off hemlock branches, from which they made head rings and neck rings; with these they adorned themselves, as well as the women. Then Nu'xnêmîs told the people to get ready for the first cry, and he himself sang out "hô" as loud as he could. Then all the people beat the boards, which were laid down at the place of meeting, and cried "hê." Next all the ha'mshamtsês dancers—all of whom are women—were tied to a rope which was held by a man. The bear dancers were tied together in the same manner, and led by another man, one of the old bear dancers. Then the ha'mshamtsês began to cry "wip wip," and the bears began to growl. Now Nu'xnêmîs sang out again, "hô;" the people beat the boards and responded by the cry "hê." The ha'mshamtsês began to cry "wip," the bears began to growl "wo hâ," and the fool dancers cried "wili." After a short interval, Nu'xnêmîs sang out "hô" for the third time, and the people and the dancers responded in the same manner. Then, while the men were still beating time and while the various cries were being uttered, Ya'qois, the chief há'mats'a, rushed out of the woods, followed by his six attendants, and crying "hâp, hâp, hâp, hâp." He ran about among the people in a state of great excitement.

Nu'xnêmîs spoke: "Let me ask you what has happened that Ya'qois should be so much excited?" Hô'lelitê replied: "We have not been in the house of BaxbakualamXsù'waē. But our friend Ya'qois has passed through it eight times. He knows all that belongs to the winter dance, and he knows all the mistakes that may be made. Ya'qois has seen that we have no chief tō'X'uit among us to throw the supernatural power among our friends here, and that has made him wild. Therefore I will call someone who has been tō'X'uit four times to be our chief in the Amélkâ." Then he called a woman, saying: "Come, Wilanqoa'lag-ilis! Take your place, for you were made tō'X'uit by your father four times, so that you are not afraid of anything." Then he called all the people to stand in a square, and the woman took her position in the middle. Upon Hô'lelitê's command, the men commenced to beat the boards. He asked Kêx' to step inside the square, and to show the woman what to do. He obeyed, and while the people were beating the boards Kêx' began to dance in a stooping position. He looked up and down and trembled while he was running backward and forward with short steps. Finally he turned to the right and
caught the supernatural power of the winter dance between his palms. Four times he ran backward and forward, swinging his hands, the palms of which were pressed together, then he threw it upon the people, who began to laugh, while some cried "hāp" and "wih". Now the woman was told to try to catch the supernatural power. She went through the same motions, and when she caught the spirit, the sound of whistles which she had hidden in her mouth was heard. Four times she ran backward and forward, then she threw the supernatural power among the people, who stooped down at once. Then they began to laugh and to utter their cries. This continued for a few minutes, then she caught the spirit again, whereupon Nu'xnémis sang out "hō" for the fourth time. The people responded "hē."

Meanwhile the day had broken. The people arranged themselves in procession, which was led by Ya'qois and his attendants. They were followed by the bear dancers; then came the fool dancers and the ha'mshantsees, and finally, as a fourth group, the people surrounding the t'o'X'uit who had thrown the supernatural power into them. Ya'qois first entered the house of Nu'xnémis, followed by the rest of the procession. Wilanqo'lag-īlis was the last to enter. She was accompanied by Ho'Lelīte and Nu'xnémis, who remained standing, one on each side of the doorway. As soon as she had entered, she commenced singing her secret song:

1. O friend! I have been made to set everything to rights. O friends! yo, yo, yo, yēi, friend! yo, yo, yo, yēi, friend.
2. O friend! I carry in my hands the dances of my rivals. O friends! yo, yo, yo, yēi, friend! yo, yo, yo, yēi, friend.
3. O friend! They tried to strike me with the death bringer. O friends! yo, yo, yo, yēi, friend! yo, yo, yo, yēi, friend.
4. O friend! And the fire of death has been put into my hands. O friends! yo, yo, yo, yēi, friend!

She sang this song standing in the doorway, and during this time Ga'lg-axōla, who was standing among the people, said: "I am glad that you have come, and that you compel us to follow the laws of our ancestors; but sing louder, that we may know who you are." Then he turned to his people and continued: "Take care! Sometimes the t'o'X'uit will come to a house in which there are many people and will benefit them, but generally they do harm to them." Then the woman stopped singing. Ho'Lelīte gave a signal to the people to beat time, and Nu'xnémis cried "hō," as before. The people responded "hē," but kept on beating the boards. Then the t'o'X'uit went forward to the rear of the house, leaving the fire to her left. She moved in a stooping position, looked up and down, and finally caught the supernatural power. Then the whistles were heard again. She threw it among the people, who first cried "yā," as though she had missed them; but then they began to utter their various cries. After a few minutes she took the spirit back again and all were quiet.

Then Ga'lg-axōla said: "What was the matter just now? I told you
to take good care and not to yield, and you seemed to have lost your senses. Take better care the next time."

Then they walked out of the house in the same order, the t'o'X'uit with her two attendants being the last. When Nu'xnemis left the house, he cried again "hō," and all the people responded "hō," but the hā'mats'a cried "hāp, hāp, hāp, hāp," the bears cried "wo, hā," the fool dancers "wihī," and the hā'mshamtses "wip, wip." In this manner they visited four houses. In each house the t'o'X'uit caught the supernatural power and threw it upon the people, as described heretofore. Every time she threw it the uproar increased. The people shook their blankets to indicate that the power had entered them. They laughed and cried, and kissed each other's wives, for during this time there is no jealousy and no quarreling.

After they had visited four houses, Nu'xnemis led them back to the winter dancing house of Sē'g'ag'ila. They were marching in the same order as before. Just before they entered, Hō'lelite spoke: "Friends, I missed one of our number." The people asked who it was, and he replied: "It is the son of our friend Sē'g'ag'ila. The spirits have taken him away. Let us go into the house and see what we can do for our friend." Then the people entered. As soon as all were in, the whistles were heard in the hā'mats'a's room. Then Hō'lelite spoke: "Enter this house of our ancestors and observe the rules that were laid down for the winter ceremonial. Now be happy. I thank you that you all have come to this morning's ceremonial, for I do not like to have the Koskimo or other strangers laugh at us. If any of you should have gone home before we finished, they might have had cause for doing so. We have done well, and the spirit of the winter dance is pleased with our work, else he would not have taken one of our number with him. Therefore I myself and my friend Nu'xnemis are pleased with you. We can not do anything without you, for what is the power of a chief without the help of his tribe? You call me and Nu'xnemis as chiefs of the winter ceremonial, but we have no power without you. Now I have finished." Then Nu'xnemis sang out once more "hō," the t'o'X'uit repeated her secret song, and when she had finished Hō'lelite gave the signal for the people to beat the boards. She stretched her hands forward and caught the supernatural power in the same manner as described before, and threw it upon the people, who cried again. Three times she caught it and threw it upon the people. The fourth time after she had caught it she threw it up into the air. Then she sat down.

Now Hō'lelite arose and spoke: "O friends! Do you see how I look? I am almost ready to run away from this house of the supernatural power. I was standing near the post and next to me was standing K'ex's son. As soon as our friend Wilanqo'lag'ulis caught the supernatural power the fourth time and threw it upward, it came and took the son of our chief K'ex along. Friends, there was one taken away this morning,
and a second one was taken just now, so there are two of our number missing to-day. If the supernatural power continues in this manner, we shall have no children left. Therefore I think I will go home and hide." When the people heard this, they cried: "Oh, do not go! What shall we do without you, the only one who can speak with the spirit of the winter dance."

G'a:l'g'axola said: "Indeed, Hô'lelelo, your words are true. But why do you want to run away and leave us in the dark? Your name was given to our ancestors as a light by which to see the spirit of the winter dance, and you also, Nu'xnêmis, were made chief of the winter dance of the Kwe'xa. If you run away, what can we do, for none of us can speak to the spirits as you two friends do. Take care, and let us stand our ground. Let us face the spirit of the red cedar bark. Now pass around the batons and let us sing the songs that our grandfathers used in order to drive away the birds of the red cedar bark, for I am afraid of the way in which our people are disappearing to-day. Now I have finished."

Then Nu'xnêmis called all the men together, struck the board once, and cried "wo wô aî." Then all the people struck the boards together and cried "wo wô aî aî a k'as aî," beating time rapidly for a few minutes. Then Nu'xnêmis struck the board with one sharp stroke and cried "wô." Then all the people did the same, all striking the boards at the same time with one short, loud rap. Immediately following this rap they beat the boards rapidly, crying "he," drawn out very long. Then they were quiet, but the whistles continued to be heard.

G'a:l'g'axola said: "You have failed to drive away the spirits with this song." Then Nu'xnêmis gave another rap and cried "hama ma ma." Then all the people began to strike the boards rapidly, and cried "hama ma ma ma ma," continuing to beat the boards for a few minutes. This cry is intended to drive away the grizzly bear. Then Nu'xnêmis gave a short rap, crying at the same time "hamam," and all the people gave a short rap and cried "hama ma ma," and then ceased beating. The whistles were still heard.

Then G'a:l'g'axola said: "You have missed the spirit of the cedar bark again. Nu'xnêmis struck the boards as before and cried "yihî i i i." Then the people took up the cry in the same manner as before, crying "yo hi i i hû uû uû," and again Nu'xnêmis gave the signal to stop, as before, by the cry "yihî," and the people finished, crying "yihî i i i hû uû uû." Still the whistles continued to be heard.

Again G'a:l'g'axola said, "You missed the spirit again, for the whistles continue to sound. Now try to find a song that will drive them away." Now Nu'xnêmis cried "wup," as before, and the people repeated "wup, wup, wup." Nu'xnêmis gave the signal to stop, as before, crying "wup," to which the people responded by crying "kux, wup, wup, wup." Now the sounds of the whistles began to grow a little weaker.

Then G'a:l'g'axola said: "Now you have hit the birds of the ceremo-
nial, for you hear that their cries have changed. Look out, Nu'xnēmis and Ho'lelitē, and you members of the seal society, and you quē'qutsa." Then Nu'xnēmis gave a new signal and began to sing, accompanied by all the people, who were beating time very rapidly. The song was as follows:

Slide, Slide, Slide, etc.

Clapping.

Wō wō ai ā ai

a kyas ai - kyas mē - la ai . . .

Slide.

ai - kyas mē - la ai . . . ē hai ē.

At the end of the song the master of ceremonies cried "hū;" and when he had finished, all the people sang

hā hē.

This song was repeated four times, and all this while the sound of the whistles was growing less and less. Finally, at the end of the last song, the people cried in response to Nu'xnēmis's cry, "wo hā'hē, wa wā" and with this the sound of the whistles ceased altogether.

Then G'a'lgaxōla said: "Wa, wa! I can not say much now, for we are surely all very hungry. But I will thank you for driving away the birds. I am afraid of the way in which our children were taken away this morning. Our friend Kēkēx has asked me to invite you, Ya'qois, to stay and to have something to eat, and all you, members of the seal society, and you, quē'qutsa. Now take your seats." Then all the people sat down in their proper places, while Ya'qois retired to the secret room of the hā'mats'a in the rear of the house. Then Kēkēx and his friends brought dry salmon and roasted it. They sent a piece to Ya'qois, and then distributed the rest among the members of the seal society and the quē'qutsa. They sent a dish of grease to Ya'qois, and then gave the others in order, one dish to every four persons. After they had eaten, Kēkēx asked them to keep their seats, as he intended to give another feast. Ho'lelitē, who acted as Kēkēx's speaker, said: "Now friends, my chief Kēkēx is going to give another feast. Let us sing and let the world know that we are feasting. Pass the batons.
We have much to do before this night." One man distributed the batons, and now Nu'xnēmis began the song of the hā'mats'a Bu'bago-layu of the Kue'xa, and the latter tribe sang as follows:

1. You are looking for food, great magician, hamai.
2. Sweet is what you will eat, great cannibal, hamai.
3. You will swallow men alive, great cannibal, hamai.

After the first song was finished, Nu'xnēmis began another song of the same hā'mats'a, which was also sung by the Kue'xa:

1. BaxbakuulanuXsi'wae was looking for food for me, hamai.
2. BaxbakuulanuXsi'wae was looking for men for me, hamai.
3. BaxbakuulanuXsi'wae was looking for corpses for me; therefore you are feared by all, as you will devour men, hamai.
4. Yes! all are afraid of you, eldest brother! You who empty the houses, great magician.

After these two songs of the Kue'xa, the song maker of the Walas Kwakintl commenced the following song:

1. I want to eat you; I am a great magician.
2. Your dance is getting greater all the time, you true dancer.
3. Your dance is growing greater all the time, you true dancer.

The second song of the Walas Kwakintl was as follows:

1. He cried ḥāp for me, the great magician, hamamai.
2. He sang the songs of the winter dance for me, the great magician; hamamai.
3. I went through BaxbakuulanuXsi'wae's house, the great magician's; hamamai.
4. I went to the far end of our world. I am liked by all as far as the edge of our world. All try to imitate me; hamamai.

While the last song was being sung, Kvéx' and his friends were preparing the berries. The dishes were placed in four rows, and two men were sent around to count the people by threes, while a third one distributed the spoons. Then Kvéx' called Ho'Lelite to come. He took up a dish and said: "Now friends, we are ready to eat. But I do not want to have any trouble. I want to keep the weather calm for our great friend Ya'qois, for if I do not give to him first he will grow as wild as the storm. This dish is for you, Ya'qois." Then he took up another dish and said: "Thus is for you, seals, and for your friends." Thus the dishes were all distributed, one being given to each three persons. Before they began to eat, a man was sent to Ya'qois, to see if he had commenced eating. Soon he came back carrying the empty dish and laughing. He said: "Look at me, friends. Our great friend Ya'qois must have been hungry, for his dish was emptied before I came to see him. Now eat, for you must be hungry also." Then all began to eat.

Ho'Lelite arose, holding his speaker's staff, and said: "Friends, I feel happy on account of this day's work. It seems to me I am seeing our grandfathers, and that pleases me much; and it must please you too, La'mg'ala; and you, Lālaq'em; and you, Neh'msq'emut; and you, Kvé'qalē; and you, Ts'il'gaxsta. I know you all feel very happy to-day. Only do not forget the laws of our grandfathers. But I must not say
that again, for you are keeping them well." While he was saying so, some of the old people remarked: "Yes; it is true." And he concluded: "I know we are glad today. Now eat, for our chief's food is sweet."

Now the people ate, and when they had finished, most of them went home. The hā'mats'a's whistles were heard during this time in his room.

About 2 p.m. the people came to fetch blankets, which were to be given away in honor of Ya'qois, in payment of his last ecstasy. When the blankets were being brought into the house, the tally keeper of the Grö'p'énokx came in to look after the proper distribution of the blankets. He gave the names of the clans and the number of blankets which were to be given to each name in each clan. The blankets were arranged in such a manner that those intended for each clan were laid in the same direction, while those of the next clan were placed crosswise on top of the preceding lot. Wherever a man was to receive blankets who still owed some to the giver, a number of sticks corresponding to the number of blankets due were placed in the pile, which were given to the debtor as canceling the debt, according to the number of sticks. After the pile intended for the Grö'p'énokx was arranged, the tally keepers of the other tribes came in and looked after the blankets which were to be given to them. In the evening a feast was given, the blankets were distributed, and shortly after the beginning of the feast the hā'mats'a Ya'qois came in and danced three times; the first and the second time in a squatting position with an ordinary blanket, but the third and fourth time in a standing position and wearing a Chileat blanket. As everybody was tired on account of the long ceremonies of the preceding nights, the feast closed early.

November 25.—Early in the morning Tō'kuiL, chief of the Koskimo, sent his two speakers, Ā'Labala and Walkatsemt, to the chiefs of the Kwakiutl, to inform them that on this day the Koskimo intended to perform their ceremonies, and requesting them to postpone their festivals to another day. They also asked them to keep the matter a secret from the young men. At the same time the speakers invited the Koskimo to come quietly to the house of their chief. At 8 o'clock they were assembled. Then a hā'mats'a was placed at the entrance, in order to prevent outsiders from coming in, and members of the tribe from leaving the house. Ā'Labala, the first speaker of the Koskimo, arose and spoke in a low voice so that he could not be heard outside the house:

"Koskimo, you have assembled in the dancing house of our grandfathers. Thank you, friends, for having followed the first call of our chief Tō'kuiL. Listen to me, men, women, and children! You have the largest cedar bark in the whole world, and you keep the laws of your grandparents more strictly than anyone else. We have two chiefs in our tribe, and therefore we can not be vanquished in our strife with property. Look out! Do not let the Kwakiutl vanquish you, for they
are few only. See, how many you are! There are enough Koskimo in
this house to fill the seats all around the walls. The Kwakiutl could
not fill one-half of the seats in this house. Therefore they can not
vanish us. Take care, friends! As I said before, we have a good
tradition to follow. Therefore we can afford to laugh at them. The
Kwakiutl say that we have no tradition, but our chief T'o'kuiL, who is
giving to give the ceremonial, belongs to the family of G'é'x'den. You
know that he had a ha'mats'a whose name was Nauayolis (the only
one in the middle of the world). Who has a name as great as that?
And if I should mention all the traditions and the great names of
our grandfathers, the people would run into the woods, for they have
no names like ours. Therefore, take care, friends! It is not my office
to let you know the plans of our chief. I have said enough."

All were quiet for about half an hour. Then T'o'qoamalis, the chief
keeper of the red cedar bark of the Koskimo, arose. He looked up to
the roof and down to the floor, and then said:

"A'Labala, your words are true. You have seen part of my younger
days, for you have seen my father. But you have not seen my grand-
father. I have seen him. His rules were strict, but those of my father
were a little less rigid. Our rules of the winter dance are much less
strict than those of olden times. Thank you, A'Labala, for your speech.
I paid close attention and found that you did not make a single mis-
take. Now, friend A'Labala, look out and take notice of all I say in
the speeches that I make during the winter ceremonial, at marriages,
when the marriage money is refunded, and at summer festivals: for all
these were learned from my great-grandfather. They were given to
my father and to my great-grandfather at the beginning of the world
by the Maker of Dances. Thus I obtained the large box in my house,
in which I keep all the dances and the red cedar bark and the names
and traditions of our great-grandfathers. After I am dead, I want you,
A'Labala, to take my house and the large box in which I am keeping
the laws of our grandfathers. Next winter we shall have the greatest
winter dance that has ever been known, but I do not want to direct it,
for I will give all my rights to you, friend A'Labala. After this winter
you will have to ask his advice about everything, not mine.

"Now I will speak about our present meeting, for I know you all wish
to know its object. You can not know, for it is the office of the chief
of the winter ceremonial to inform you. You know that I am the chief
of the winter ceremonial. My name is T'o'qoamalis. It is renowned
among all the tribes all around the world, for I have given blankets to
all of them, and whenever I speak they all hear me. The spirit of the
winter dance even hears me, and you also, my tribe, hear me. This is
a secret meeting of our winter dance. You are aware that the grand-
son of our chief T'o'kuiL has been taken away by the spirit, and that
T'o'kuiL's sister was taken away at the same time. Last night Bax-
baku'ilannuksi'waç came to me and told me that these two have passed
through all his customs and rules, and that they are on their way home. Therefore I have called you into our winter dance house, that you may prepare for them. They will make their appearance to-day. Keep yourselves in readiness. The spirit never lies, and Baxbaku'ala'nuXs'i'wa'es does not keep the novices longer than four days, and it is four days to day since our children have disappeared. Now I have finished."

Every now and then the old men would interrupt him, saying: "Your words are true," or "Your words are good, chief," or "Go on! teach your children how to speak." He remained standing a short while without speaking.

Then T'o'kui'l came forth from behind a curtain that was stretched along the rear of the house, and said: "O Koskimo! I am pleased that you have come to this house. I did not put it up for myself; I did so for the greatness of your name. How glad I am, for I believe I heard our chief T'o'qoamalis say that Baxbaku'ala'nuXs'i'wa'es came and told him that my grandson and my sister are on their way home. Is that true?" T'o'qoamalis replied: "It is true." Then T'o'kui'l continued: "Let them come, for I have my property in readiness." T'o'qoamalis said: "I did not finish. Let our leaders prepare to meet the two new ha'mats'as who are on their way home from Baxbaku'ala'nuXs'i'wa'es, for they will be excited, and we must not call upon the qu'ê'qu'tsa to be the first to meet them. We must ask some who have greater powers. I will ask our friend the great P'o'Xuiyalas, and her friend the great G'a'loî, and the great Kôkûjuala, and the great Qê'q'anqoala, our four mä'maq'as who have passed through the t'o'X'uit ceremonies to be our leaders. Next shall follow the Hê'ekelk, the old ha'mats'as. I will ask you, Nâ'noqois, and you, great Nan'algi's, and your friend the great Qoi't's'âmya, and your friend the great Qoa'yuqoa'lagi'lis, and your great friend Qoaxku'ê'k, and your great friend LênëElxa'lagi'lis, to follow the mä'maq'as to defend us from the wildness of the new ha'mats'as. Next I will ask you, Maa'myaank; you will form the third group. Dress yourselves as nicely as you can. You have heard the Kwakintl that we do not know how to arrange a winter ceremonial properly. Send someone to fetch button blankets from your houses and put them on. Last of all, I will ask you, qu'ê'qu'tsa. Two of you shall carry a plank on which the Maa'myaank shall beat time to accompany their song. Two others shall carry a plank on which the mä'maq'as shall beat time to accompany their song, and you shall also carry a plank on which you shall beat time to accompany your own song. And one of you shall carry a skin drum. Our friends the great ha'mats'as shall not sing, because they have to look after their whistles. There shall be four attendants for each of the new ha'mats'as, and I will name them now. You, Hê'lekats'ê, K'ê'qôle, Álanudala, and your friend Hê'lekanimagalis, keep ready to attend the new ha'mats'a, who is going to come back to us to-day. You, Qoa'gis, Nalulala, X'i'x'éqala, and your friend, Lela'asnuk, keep ready to attend the
other hā’mats’a, who is going to come back to us to-day. That is all. These are the rules of G-ē’xden, who came down from heaven. My grandfather was of the blood of G-ē’xden, according to the tradition. Be very careful, for the Kwakiutl tribes will watch us closely. They will try to find fault with our laws, for they have ways of their own which differ widely from ours. They have no winter ceremonial of their own, and they will try to learn from us. I am not ashamed to show our winter ceremonial, for it is derived from tradition. That is all.”

With this he sat down and A’Labala arose. He said: “O Koskimo! you have heard the rules of our grandfathers. Try to remember them, and do not forget what our chief has said, for he might die and I might die as well, and then one of you must take my place. That is all, my grandchildren.”

Next Lā’gulag-ilis, the chief of the painting, arose and said: Tō’qoamalis, it is true what you said. We have traditions which teach us our laws. We are not like our rivals, the Kwakiutl. I tried to discover the origin of their names which they use in the winter ceremonial, but no one could tell me, for they have no traditions. Therefore you, Koskimo, my tribe, may laugh at the little Kwakiutl; for each of our clans has a tradition, or even two, and we may justly be proud of it. Look at me and my name. According to the tradition that was told me by my grandfather, the first Lā’gulag-ilis was the chief of the paintings for the winter ceremonial. That is now my name. It belongs to the tradition of my clan, the G-ē’xsem. And my name has existed from the beginning of the world. When the Kwakiutl desire to discover the true history of our ceremonials, tell them the tradition of G-ē’xden, for our chief, Tō’kuti, is giving his winter ceremonial. Now take care, my tribe. You are aware that I am the chief of the paintings and of the ornaments of the quē’qutsa. We are all prepared now, for we are painted with charcoal that we obtained from Ya’xstał, according to the legend of the Naqē’ng-ilisala. You know how he obtained the fire of death from the wolves at gāyail. You also remember how he burnt his enemies to ashes and transformed them into stone by means of his fire of death. Our paint is that of Ya’xstał, therefore we use only black paint and no red paint. The other tribes use very little charcoal and much red paint, because they have no traditions to guide them. I do not allow any red paint to be used in the winter ceremonial, because our traditions do not say anything about the use of red paint. Only the clan Naē’msx-a are allowed to use red paint, for their chief, Nēna’laats’ēqa, used red paint in the dance nō’nlēm, to indicate the blood of the tribes whom he had killed. Therefore they use no charcoal, but red paint only. They also use white paint in the nō’nlēm dance, because Nēna’laats’ēqa brought this ceremonial down from heaven, and the white paint symbolizes the white clouds. All our ceremonials are founded on traditions which our ancestors were careful to preserve. Now I have finished my speech.” (See p. 410 and figs. 129–133, pp. 484–486.)
Then Gā'īsa arose and said: "Did you hear the speech of our old chief? It made me feel proud and happy, for I am a young man and did not know how we obtained our winter ceremonial. Let us remember the speeches and traditions of our ancestors. Take care, mā'maq'as, hā'mats'as, maa'myaank", and you, quē'qutsa of the Koskimo, Gua'tsē'nōx and L'a'sqēnōx, for we are all one tribe now. Do not fall and do not laugh, that the Kwakiutl may not sneer at us. I am going to watch you carefully, and if I should see anyone breaking the laws of the winter ceremonial, he will be made a wā'tanem. He will have to wear a long white feather and dance in all the houses of the Kwakiutl. After his dance he will have to distribute at least one hundred blankets. This will be the punishment for any transgression of the rules of our ancestors."

When he had finished, two men, Na'kuale and Walxaltsamt, entered, and the latter spoke: "Be quiet, slaves of the red cedar bark! I have seen our two chiefs who were taken away by Grē'xden's Baxbakuulanuxsi'wac. They look dreadful, dressed in ornaments of balsam pine. I narrowly escaped them." Gā'īsa asked, "Is that true?" When he said so, a man who was standing on the roof of the house secretly gave a signal to the two new hā'mats'as, who were waiting in the woods at the west end of the village. They rushed down to the beach, crying "hāp, hāp." When the people who were assembled in the house heard them, Tō'qoamalis sent Gā'īsa to the roof of the house to look around. He came back and said: "Slaves of the red cedar bark, prepare to meet our two new hā'mats'as."

Then the people left the house, the four mā'maq'as first. They were followed by the six hā'mats'as, who wore ornaments of red cedar bark and eagle down on their heads. Cedar bark was wound in four turns around their arms and legs. Next followed the maa'myaank", the young women, who also wore rings of red cedar bark, but no arm rings or leg rings. They had a belt of cedar bark and wore button blankets. Their faces were painted black, with three horizontal lines (one over the eyebrows, one over the lower part of the nose, and one just under the mouth) and four vertical lines (one downward from the middle of each lower eyelid, and one from the middle of each temple). When these three groups had left the house, the remaining quē'qutsa shouted "yū" four times. Then they all rushed out of the house, and followed, in a separate group, the three preceding groups. The mā'maq'as were singing. The hā'mats'as walked on silently. Their heads and arms were held downward. The maa'myaank" were singing and dancing, and the quē'qutsa cried "yū" every few minutes.

When they had reached the new hā'mats'as, the four mā'maq'as surrounded them. The six old hā'mats'as formed a circle around the mā'maq'as. They in turn were surrounded by the maa'myaank", who held each other's hands. The quē'qutsa surrounded the last in a half circle, also holding each other's hands. Only the four speakers, Mā'a,
Gr̓a̓la, A̓l̓a̓labala, and Ló'Xoaxstaak", remained standing outside the circle. The last named shouted from time to time "wé'i, wé'i," stretching his left hand upward, while with his right hand he held the speaker's staff. The people responded by the cry "yû."

Then Mā'a spoke: "Friends, we have caught the grandson and the sister of our chief, who were taken away by Baxbakul̓ałamnX̱si'wac. We thought they might be dead and they might never return. What in the whole world can vanquish us? Even Baxbakul̓ałamnX̱si'wac is unable to overcome us. I thought the Kwakiutl might have killed these two young people, because they can not overcome us in our war of property. I am glad that they were taken away by the spirit of the winter ceremonial. We are a long way from our village, and I believed that the spirit of the winter ceremonial had stayed behind, but he is following us wherever we go. Now let us return to the woods and learn the song of our novices. Baxbakul̓ałamnX̱si'wac gives four songs to all the novices who go to his house, and certainly he has given songs to these two."

The two novices now ran back to the woods, crying "hûp," and the people ran with them. Here they sat down. Gr̓a̓lo̓il and Qoaqoax-st'ala took their seats in the middle of the whole group. Then Mā'a said: "Now listen, Koskimo! I will ask our singing masters to sing four new songs for these hámats'as. Try to learn them as quickly as you can. Sing! singing masters; and put some words against the Kwakiutl into your songs, Gr̓a̓lo̓il."

The first singing master of the tribe commenced his song, and after he had sung one line, he began to beat time. The people joined him, and after he had sung through the whole song, they tried to sing it. Next Qoaqoax-st'ala sang his song in the same manner. Then Gr̓a̓lo̓il sang the third song, and finally Qoaqoax-st'ala the last one. The two singing masters asked the people if they liked the songs, and T'okui̓l thanked them, saying that they were just what he had wished for. Then the people arose, and started to return to the village in the order indicated in fig. 188.

Before starting they all put on head rings and neck rings made of hemlock branches. As soon as they reached the village, Ló'Xoaxstaak resolved "wé'i, wé'i," and all the qu'eqtsa responded "yû." Then the hámats'as began to run about and to dance in the circle, and the people struck up the new songs, beating time on boards that were carried by some of the qu'eqtsa. The maa'myaank also began to dance, and thus they proceeded until they reached the dancing house (Plate 45). The novices were the last to enter the house. There they danced around the fire. The maa'myaank danced in their honor, and the old hámats'as joined their dance. After the second dance they were clothed by Mā'a, and then they began to dance more quietly. After the fourth dance they disappeared into their secret room.

Now the Koskimo, Nā'q'eaqtqoq, and the Kwakiutl assembled on the beach and sat down in a square. A grandson of Wa'las, the Koskimo,
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was going to buy a copper. A number of speeches were made, and a woman danced for Wā'las, for whom the people sang a song of joy. During the feast that followed this purchase, the hā'mats'as of the Koskimo sat on a platform with blackened faces, behind the quē'qutsa. (Plate 46).

The members of the seal society of the Kwakiutl were still confined to the dancing house, but every now and then they rushed out of it and knocked the people down. The hā'mats'as hit them, and they broke canoes, dishes, and other things.

In the evening the Koskimo had their tē'emse'la. When the four messengers were sent out to invite the people, the host blew four times upon them, and their head rings were strewn with down. At this time the hā'mats'a rushed out of his secret room, ran around the fire, and out of the door. As soon as he appeared, all the people who happened to be in the house took up sticks, or whatever they could lay their hands on, and beat time rapidly. In the evening the people assembled. The Kwakiutl and Nā'q'oaqtoq took up the front corners.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 188.**

Order of procession: (a) The novices; (b) the old hā'mats'as; (c) the mā'maq'as; (d) the speakers; (m) the maa'nyaanks; (q) the quē'qutsa; (s) the singing masters.

When all were assembled, the speakers of the Koskimo came in, their faces blackened. They were followed by a man carrying a ring to which many small horns were attached. As soon as they entered, the people beat time and sang while they were going to the rear of the house. Then the man who carried the ring went to the rear of the house singing and beating time for himself. Another person, who held two lances wound with cedar bark, made a speech, which was followed by another song of the man wearing the head ring. After this the speaker took off the head ring and explained the meaning of the horns. He said: "These seven horns have been put on to the ring by BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē. They belong to the ring of Nō'aqala, the hā'mats'a. He obtained it from G'ē'sxēn. He had two neck rings which were held by the kī'ŋqalałala of BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē. The white rings which are fastened to his hemlock rings are the stars and the one in front is the sun. The red lines on his cheek are the blood
which flowed down where BaxbakułanuXsi'waë rubbed Gë'xdë. White cedar bark is flowing down from the rear part of his ring."

Now people were heard singing outside, but before they entered some blankets were distributed. Three or four speakers who carried lances stepped into the doorway. Then a dancer entered singing; his whole face was blackened. The speaker closed his mouth with his hands, compelling him to stop singing, and spoke to him. The dancer replied: "Nothing is heard." The speaker left him. He continued his song. Then he danced forward and raised his hands alternately. His song was not accompanied by any beating of time. His head ring had a horn in front. During this time the speakers were talking. Finally the dancer was taken to the rear of the fire by the speaker who held the lance. Now the singers began to sing again. Qe'ldëtseëm and another old man performed a dance, and blankets were given away. Some blankets were held around the fire while the distribution was going on. During this time the speaker who carried the lances went to the door and four women went out.

Now the speaker ordered the people to sing, and a hà'mats'ä, accompanied by one assistant, entered. The beating of time continued for some time before the singing began. When the hà'mats'ä had reached the rear of the house, seven women entered dancing. One of them remained standing near the door, while the others danced around the fire. In the dances of the Koskimo, one woman, whose duty it is to sing all the secret songs, remains standing in the doorway during the whole ceremony. At the end of the second dance of the hà'mats'ä some of the women danced out of the house again. After his first circuit the hà'mats'ä danced once to the right and once to the left, in the rear of the house, and disappeared behind the curtain.

Now blankets were again distributed in honor of the preceding dance. Again the women were heard singing outside. They entered, dressed in blankets, and imitating the motions of birds, and thus they danced to the rear of the house, where they remained standing. They were followed by the speaker, who carried the lance. One of them sang, while the others danced in the rear of the house. Then blankets were distributed among the Nå'q'oaqtóq. Next a speaker whose face was blackened went out.

Then the mä'maq'ä entered, wearing a blanket. Men and women were talking to him. He put his hands on a baby that was sitting in the lap of its mother, and blew on it. Then he spoke in front of the curtain, and the people replied "wo." Next Qe'ldëtseëm appeared from behind the curtain, dancing. He was followed by the speaker carrying a lance and a man who carried his child on his arms. The child wore a hà'mats'ä head mask. After they had gone around the fire once, the singers began their song and the women danced. Some speeches followed.

Now the arrival of new dancers was announced. A hà'mats'ä entered
with his assistants. The people sang for him. After he had danced around the fire once in a squatting position, he danced a second circuit standing. He wore a short blanket and dancing apron, a thin round neck ring, and a flat head ring with small white rings on the front and sides. During his dance he squatted down every now and then and danced a few steps in long leaps. Finally he disappeared behind the curtain. His mother remained standing in the doorway and danced for him. Again the speaker delivered a speech and began to distribute blankets. By this time it was half past eleven.

The women had become hungry, and were eating in the rear of the house, and uttering the calls of their societies every now and then.

A new dancer was announced. The singers began to beat time, and a woman, a t'o'X'uit, entered dancing, her palms stretched forward and upward. A second woman, and two men who carried guns and blankets, followed her. She was painted black in the following manner: Her right cheek was all black, while on the left cheek two vertical lines extended down the whole face near the nose. Two horizontal lines ran from the lips to the ear, one a little above, the other a little below, the mouth. A long conversation developed between herself and the speaker. The people beat time twice. They divided into two parties and discussed how they would try her. One party went to the door and fetched weapons, saying that they would kill her, to see if her guardian spirit would protect her. Others said they would much rather split her. Then the mother-in-law of the t'o'X'uit stepped between the two parties and asked them rather to kill her; but when she was beginning to strip off her blanket and shirt they ridiculed her, asking if she was not ashamed to strip in front of so many people, and led her away. The young woman spoke again. Then the men went out. The speakers who held their lances talked, and after a short time the three men returned. Some men holding paddles and staffs were standing in the front row in the rear of the house. Then a woman and a girl ran out of the door and great excitement prevailed among the people in the rear of the house. One man cried: "I am the si'siul." Now the t'o'X'uit took off her blanket and shirt and sat down. Then they led a girl around the fire to the rear of the house. The girl carried a knife. During this time one of the Koskimo women was singing. Now the speaker, whose face was blackened, took a paddle out of the hands of one of the men. The woman sat down in the rear of the fire, in front of the singers. He stepped up to her while the other woman was dancing, her hands raised and trembling. Four times the man went around the woman. Every time he stood behind her he raised his paddle as though he was going to strike her. The fourth time he really struck her and the paddle entered deeply into her shoulder and blood was seen to flow down. Now grease was poured into the fire, so that the house was lit up, and the woman arose and turned slowly, that everybody might see the paddle sticking in her
shoulder. The singers were beating time, and she sat down again. The paddle was pulled out, apparently with great difficulty. The shamans stepped up to her and cried “hoi, hoi, hoiiff,” and blew upon her. Now the people began a song, during which the shamans continued to sing over her. Qel'detsem also put his hands on her head and chest and shoulders, crying “hoi, hoi, hoiiff.” While this was going on, some of the women arose from their places and danced. Then the two shamans who had been working over her, raised her to her feet, and led her around the fire. The blood had ceased to flow, but a deep cut, beginning at the right breast and going across her shoulder far down the back, was clearly visible. Then all the people cried “hū,” and she went out. Now a Nā'q'oaqtōq spoke, and blankets were distributed.

At 12.30 a new dance began. The girl who in the preceding dance had carried a knife came from behind the curtain and danced. A number of women danced in her honor, and the same old woman who had stayed in the doorway continued dancing there. One old woman was dancing, holding her pipe in her mouth. A song was sung, and then one of the Koskimo delivered another speech, holding a short staff in his hands. Whenever a name was called, he raised the staff high and held it so that the ends rested against his palms.

As the people became hungry by this time, a woman threw dried salmon among the people, first to the members of the secret society of the Koskimo, then to the others. When they were eating, the societies again uttered their calls.

Now a new dance was announced. A woman entered, wearing a flat ring, the front of which was set with feathers. She carried a bundle of red cedar bark in her hands. Her eyes and cheeks were painted black. When she was shaking the bundle of bark, it gave a rattling noise. The people gave her a pipe, a stick, and other things, and whatever she carried gave a rattling noise. The people took it from her again, but were unable to produce the same sound. Then they beat time again. She went once around the fire, looking upward and shaking her bundle of bark, and holding it as though she was going to throw it. Then she stood in the rear of the fire and sang her song. She gave her cedar bark to one of the messengers and took a staff in its place, which she carried around the fire and made it rattle; another person tried it, but it did not give a sound. Next she took a pipe of one of the Nā'q'oaqtōq and made it rattle in the same manner. Then she disappeared behind the curtain. After some speeches, four young men went out, and several old people followed them, bringing food.

Then members of the Wā'tanem danced. After their dance more blankets were distributed. While the people were still eating, whistles imitating the raven's cry were heard outside. This was about 1.30 a.m. The speaker asked the people to beat time. Then the hā'mats'a entered

1 See page 492.
with four assistants, who, however, had no rattles. Two women danced in his honor. During the second song a great many women were dancing for him. Two bloody lines were painted on each cheek, running in a wide circle downward from the corners of the mouth to the eyebrows. He came in, in a great state of excitement, and attacked his assistants, who were in front of him. After three songs he was led out of the house. This dance ended at 2 o'clock, and more blankets were distributed.

A new dance was announced, and a hā'mats'a entered, his face painted all black. A hemlock branch was fastened in front of his head ring. The front of his blanket was adorned with small white rings. Qe'ldetsem pointed out the blanket and said that it was the blanket of G-e'dden. He danced four times. At his third dance he wore a blanket which showed the sī'sīulp around its border. In the middle of the back was painted a squatting man whose palms were represented by carved wooden skulls which were sewed onto the blanket. The knees and the head were represented in the same way. One carved skull was also sewed onto the blanket on each side, outside the figures. He also wore a carved skull in front and one in the back of his cedar bark head ring. When he came in, five old hā'mats'as danced for him, while three stood in the door in order to prevent people from going out. Six songs were sung for him. During the first and second songs one woman was dancing for him. After his dances he was led out of the house. The speaker addressed the people, who beat time and said "hū." Now the sound of whistles and the cries of a hā'mats'a were heard outside. The same hā'mats'a reentered, and danced one circuit and a half around the fire, while the women were dancing in his honor. His kī'nqalala danced in front of him. When they stopped in the rear of the house, both squatted down, and their attendants stood around them. After the fourth dance they disappeared behind the curtain. Then more blankets were distributed.

At 3.15 women were heard singing outside. A man entered singing, followed by a woman. Two pairs of bloody lines were drawn on her cheeks, running downward in a wide circle from the mouth to the ear. She sang her secret song. She danced as Tō' X'uit, trying to catch her supernatural power. As soon as she moved her hands upward, trying to catch it, the women began to dance in her honor. Now she caught it between her hands and threw it forward. At once a flying sī'sīulp was seen in the rear of the house, moving rapidly to the right and to the left and trembling all the time. As soon as the sī'sīulp disappeared again, all the dancing women put their palms together as though they had caught the supernatural power. Then blankets were distributed.

At 4 o'clock a woman came from behind the curtain, singing. She was followed by a ghost dancer, who had a large thick ring of cedar bark with an enormous horn in front, set with feathers, which were
waving to and fro on long shafts. It had a long trail behind. The speaker followed her. The people sang and women danced in her honor. She disappeared behind the curtain, and blankets were distributed again.

Now a song was heard outside. The speaker asked the singers to beat time. A man entered singing. His body was naked, but he wore a dancing apron and had cedar bark rings around his arms and wrists. He was a Bå'bakunaula, a t'ô'X'uit. After some speeches there was singing, and a woman and a man danced. They held their elbows close to their sides, stretched their hands forward, the palms upward, and moved the hands up and down in jerky motions. The Bå'bakunaula was then placed on a seat behind the fire in front of the singers and the speaker was asked to pierce him with his lance. The singers beat time, the speaker took up the lance and threw its point against the floor, to show that the lance was solid, and showed it around among the people. Then he took up the lance and walked around the Bå'bakunaula. After each circuit he put the point against the left side of Bå'bakunaula, and then continued his circuit. After he had gone around him four times, he once more put the lance against his left side and began to push it in. Apparently the point entered the body, blood was streaming out of his side, and as the point penetrated farther the Bå'bakunaula apparently collapsed. Finally the whole length of the lance had pierced the body and the point was seen to come out on the right side a little below the arm pit. He was raised so that the people could see his body. Then the lance was pulled out again slowly. The shamans were called, and blew and sang over his body, while the singers continued their song. Then he was led behind the curtain. After this, cloths were distributed among the women; the singers beat time and cried "hû."

This was the last dance of the night. The Koskimo did not allow their guests to go home, but invited them to stay for a feast. The hâ'mats'a still remained sitting in front of the door, preventing anyone from going out. They continued to eat and to make speeches until 10 o'clock, when everybody went home to take a rest.

On the 26th of November everything was quiet, as the people were exhausted by the preceding festivals.

In the afternoon of the 27th, the Kwakiutl held a secret meeting in order to determine what to do. The seal society was still confined to the dancing house. K-x̱-, whose mask had broken a few days ago during the dance, was going to initiate his son in atonement for this mishap. His elder son had died a few years before, after he had been made a member of the hâ'mats'a society. Referring to this, he spoke

3The Bå'bakunaula had a small hook attached to his right arm ring by means of which he pulled up the skin of his chest below the right arm pit, piercing at the same time a small bag filled with blood which was fastened to the skin, so that the blood was seen flowing down his side. This scene seems to be the same as that of the dance described on p. 575.
in the secret meeting about as follows: "Kwakiutl, give my son long life! Once I tried to make my son a há'mats'a, but the deadly Bax-bakunalam Xsi'wae struck him and he died. When he died, I resolved not to make another child há'mats'a, but now since the mask broke you all request me to initiate my younger son. I shall do so, but do give him long life." At this point Sí/witê, an old blind man, interrupted him, saying: "Don't be overbearing and don't let him have more than two songs," meaning that if he gave him four songs the boy should die. Then all the people scolded and blamed him on account of his merciless words. Now it was arranged what dances were to be shown and who was to pay for them. In the evening of this day, Kvéx's wife disappeared all of a sudden. Her clothing was found on the beach, and it was announced that she was to return as q'ó'mínóqa on the following day. In the evening the Kwakiutl held their kíkí'l'nala in order to bring back their novices. I will give only a brief description of their festival, as the details resemble that of the Koskimo. In the beginning the societies came in one after the other—first the killer whales, then the birds, etc. One man came in alone carrying a staff as though he was shooting with it, and crying "hû." The people sang when he came in. Then they tore blankets and distributed the strips. About 11 o'clock in the evening Kvéx appeared carrying several spread tongs, while others followed him carrying staffs which they held stretched forward. They wore plain head rings. The spread tongs were given away. They designated gifts of canoes. At this time Lág'us delivered a speech. Now all had assembled except the members of the seal society. They came in last and stepped to the rear of the house, while Hó'lelitê made a speech.

Now began the dances. The fool dancers were heard outside, and they entered wearing masks and enormous noses. One of them had his face painted black and red. The people sang and the women danced. After this dance Há'misilkú gave away a gun and blanket. A man carrying a rattle was stationed in the doorway, and announced with his rattle the arrival of every new dancer. After every dance, blankets were distributed or other presents were made, but I shall not describe this every time. The distribution of blankets occupied by far the greater portion of the night.

The next dancer was an old woman, bent by age, who came in. Her face was painted red and black.

After a speech, made by Lág'us, a bear dancer came in. His face was all black. He wore an enormous head ring. Two men followed him and carried the blankets which were given away after his dance. As soon as these blankets were distributed, a young bear dancer appeared from the corner of the house and scratched the ground while the people were singing and women were dancing for him. Then he disappeared again.

About midnight a new fool dancer entered, led by a blanket which
was tied around his waist, and the people sang. After his circuit he disappeared behind the curtain. Hā'masaqa delivered a speech for him. He said: "The time of fighting has passed. The fool dancer represents the warriors, but we do not fight now with weapons; we fight with property." These words referred to the fact that the man whose place this dancer had taken had killed a chief of the Nanaimo and many others. Then Hā'masaqa turned to the Koskimo and said: "It is not right that in your kik-íhuła you distributed many blankets. It is not customary to do so, but now I will show you what we can do."1

Next a bear dancer entered, wearing a copper around his neck. He was followed by two men who carried blankets. Women danced for him. Now E'wanuXts'è took the copper and spoke. He gave it to the Na'q'oaqtoq. This copper had been given by a Na'q'oaqtoq to his Kwakiutl wife. Now the Na'q'oaqtoq had to redeem it by a payment of 700 blankets. In his speech E'wanuXts'è held it by its lower end, thus indicating that he was going to take not more than half the price of the copper as payment in full. After this Lā'g-us, who was now standing in the doorway, delivered a speech. He said: "What is the matter with our house? It is shaking."2

Next another bear entered. Ho was caught by K'∞x and led to the rear of the house while the people were singing. After a speech made by Hā'masaqa, another bear dancer entered, followed by a woman who carried a copper. Her mother danced, and during her dance a fool dancer was heard outside. Lā'g-us spoke, holding the copper. Then he gave it to Hō'lelītē, who replied. K'∞x handed a number of bundles of sticks to Hō'lelītē, who spoke about them and distributed them. Then he returned the copper to Lā'g-us, who took it to a fool dancer.

About 1 o'clock another fool dancer entered, who was brought to the rear of the house by K'∞x.

By this time a man carrying his baby appeared as fool dancer, coming from the rear corner of the house.

Next another fool dancer entered, and then a bear, who was led by a blanket which was tied around his waist. The man who led him wore a large neck ring of hemlock branches, which represented a copper that was to be given away for the bear dancer. A speech was made, and the ring was thrown into the fire.

At this moment the whistles of the hā' mats'a were heard. All of a sudden Ya'quis became excited and jumped down from his seat. His assistants and two k'í'nqalalala rushed after him, and after he had danced around the fire once they all went out of the house.

At 2 a.m. another fool dancer wearing a large nose entered. After one circuit he ran out and came back without a mask while the people were singing.

Next a boy who was to be a pa'xala dancer was brought forward

---

1 Meaning that the Kwakiutl were going to distribute still more property.
2 Meaning that the weight of the blankets which were piled up in it made it shake.
from the rear of the house. The man who carried him turned once in the rear of the house, and once in front. The boy was said to see something supernatural coming, and was carried out of the house.

After blankets were distributed the ха́мats'а reentered, the к’и’н-
quлатла dancing before him.

Next a bear dancer entered, dressed in a complete bear skin, to which a mask was attached. The women danced for him, holding their hands close to the body, not raised, as is usually the case. After one circuit the bear left the house again.

About 3.30 a.m. two women entered, the first wearing a wide ring of cedar bark. The following dancer was ха́мшамтсё, who danced with short, quick steps without moving her body. She wore a head ring set with ermine, and a button blanket ornamented with a thunder bird and a killer whale. She had two heavy black lines running down her face, and two horizontal ones crossing them. She left the house after one circuit.

The next dancer was a girl, who was ushered in by her father. The people were singing and the girl’s mother stepped up to her, encouraging her to dance, but as she could not induce the child to do so, she danced herself, wearing a red blanket. Now ха́мсааqa made a speech.

About 5 o’clock in the morning two ха́мшамтсё entered. They were followed by the ха́мats’а, accompanied by four assistants.

The next dancer was ха’алик-ilaL. She cried “sh, hoop, hoop.” She wore a large ring of red cedar bark having four vertical horns, which extended downward in long tassels of bark. She had a large round neck ring. Her blanket was set with tassels made of red and white bark. Attached to the back part of her rings was a tie looking like a cross. The two messengers who stood at the door led her around the fire once. Then she went out again. After a short time she reentered.

At 5.15 a.m. a ха́мшамтсё, wearing a round neck ring set with four tassels, danced. The two messengers led her around the fire, then she went out again. They returned and spoke to Ho’lelité. After this the people beat time and the dancers disappeared.

At 5.30 a new dancer appeared, wearing hemlock branches around his head and neck. He danced with short, quick steps, and was led by the two messengers to the rear of the house. He wore a blue blanket and a dancing apron set with shells. He was the па’xалалаL. He danced in the rear of the house without moving from his place; his whole body was shaking. Two songs were sung for him and the women danced. After a speech made by Ho’lelité he left the house again.

The next dancer was a Ts’о’м ’оqa, who entered dressed in a bearskin, which was attached to her mask. She rubbed her eyes and shouted “ou, ou.” Then the people sang, and she went out again.

A new song which was heard at the door, was taken up by the
singers in the rear of the house. A t'o'X'uit woman, wearing a head ring of hemlock branches, but no neck ring, appeared. She held her elbows to her sides, and her hands forward, palms upward. She raised them and lowered them alternately. The song was in a three-part rhythm, and she walked limping, one step being on the quarter mora of the rhythm, the second step on the half mora of the rhythm, while she was singing her secret song. After each line of her song the chorus continued it. She sang: "Yā, yā, yō."

Now Hō'lelīte stepped up to her and spoke. She replied with the exclamation "up, up," pointing to her chest, meaning that the people should split her. Then she moved her hands in the same way along her neck, meaning that they should cut off her head. Hō'lelīte proposed to throw her into the fire, but after some talk this idea was abandoned. The people beat time again. She began to dance, and caught her supernatural power between her palms. After she had done so twice, she said again "up, up," touching her stomach with her palms several times, meaning "take out my intestines." Then she tried again to catch her supernatural power, and during this time Hō'lelīte walked around her, shouting "up." Now she tried the fourth time to catch her supernatural power. At once whistles were heard. A bird was seen flying down from the roof, and a nō'lemgīla figure arose from underground. The fourth time a feather, which represents the horn of the sī'sī'il, came up from underground and moved trembling along the rear of the house. She went up to it, and all of a sudden she began to disappear in the ground. One man took hold of her, trying to rescue her, but his hands and forearms disappeared in the ground down to his elbows. Several men took hold of him in order to rescue him. Then he was apparently dragged through the whole house by the t'o'X'uit, who had disappeared underground. He passed by circuitous movements through the whole house, plowing up the ground. Finally he seemed to lose the woman, and fell backward.

After the t'o'X'uit had disappeared in the ground, a second one commenced to dance. The underground motions of the first were led by the dancing woman, who, with the movements of her hands, tried to bring her up again. This second t'o'X'uit was followed by one man. Finally she left the house, and blankets were distributed while Hō'lelīte delivered a speech. Now a song was heard on the beach outside.

This performance had been prepared during the preceding days, when the members of the seal society kept everybody away from the house. A deep ditch had been dug in the rear of the house, in which the t'o'X'uit disappeared. A shallow ditch had been dug all through the house. A heavy rope had been placed in this ditch, which was filled with loose dirt. The man who seemed to hold the t'o'X'uit pulled himself along this rope. Unfortunately the rope had been laid too near the fireplace and was burnt. Thus it happened that the man had to let go. The original plan was to pursue the t'o'X'uit to the front right corner of the house, where she was to appear again from out of another ditch which was connected with the ditch in the rear of the house where she had disappeared.
the house. A messenger ran around the fire, went out of the house, and returned.

Next Lā'gus entered, holding a broken copper in his teeth. He was followed by a girl. Then one man entered who wore a neck ring. He had two companions who carried rattles. Another man carrying a copper plate, and two more men, followed. The people sang a hā'mats'a song. The girl wore a head ring with ermine trimmings and large abalone shells. She moved her hands like a hā'mats'a. She was clad in a button blanket with ermine trimmings. Now Lā'gus broke off a piece of the copper and threw blankets into the fire. All this time her mother carried the rattle. The girl went out again.

Next Ho'Lelíte took a rattle, turned, and went around the fire twice. Then he listened to see if the new hā'mats'a was coming back. He listened three times. Now whistles were heard, and the noise of a man running round the roof of the house. Suddenly the roof boards were pushed aside. A boy jumped down with a head ring of hemlock and quartz crystals attached along the median line of his head. He had an apron of hemlock branches. He jumped first upon the roof of the bed rooms in the rear of the house, and from there down to the floor. He danced, his hands close to the rear side of his thighs, running with short quick steps and bending rhythmically. Then he ran out. He was the Mā'tem. As soon as he left the house the hā'mats'a cried "hāp." Nu'xnēmis then made a speech. The whistles of the hā'mats'a were heard in the door, where the k'ínqalala appeared singing. The assistants surrounded the hā'mats'a and ran with him around the fire. Then they went out. Now blankets were carried into the house, and the new hā'mats'a appeared naked, and danced. His k'ínqalala were singing and dancing before him. This ended the festival.

December 3.—The Kwakintl gave the dance Walas'axa'. The people assembled in the evening in the dancing house of the Kwakintl. A curtain was drawn right across the rear of the house, behind which the members of the seal society first disappeared. After one of the Koskimo had given away some blankets, a fool dancer came out at the rear right-hand corner of the curtain and danced around the fire. A few women danced for him. Then he disappeared again behind the curtain. E'wannXts'ē and his speaker remained standing during this dance and the following ones, facing the curtain in front of which the singers were sitting. The next dancer was a bear, who also appeared from behind the curtain. Then the people sang and an old woman danced for him.

After some blankets had been distributed, a ha'mshamts'es song was struck up, and a woman, accompanied by two assistants, appeared from behind the curtain. She wore the ha'mshamts'es head ring and neck ring. The same old woman who had danced before and several others danced for her. Her movements were similar to those of the hā'mats'a, but she did not tremble. During the first line of the song
she raised her hands and danced in the same manner as the other women do. She disappeared, and after some speeches a new song was sung and she came out again with three assistants.

Now the Walas'axa', the dance of the clan G'i'gilqam, commenced. Nu'xnemis and two messengers stood at the right-hand rear entrance of the curtain. He gave a signal for the singers to beat time and to sing, and out came a great many of the members of the Kwakiutl tribe, wearing wolf headdresses. They were about fifty in all, and as soon as they had stepped out from behind the curtain they turned around and began a procession around the fire. In front of the fire they turned again and continued their circuit. They held their fists in front of their bodies, the thumbs turned upward. While they were walking, they cried "yôn, hôn." After they had gone around the fire they disappeared again behind the left entrance of the curtain. Lâ'g-us made a speech, and then they began a second circuit in the same manner as before. When they had made their fourth circuit, they stopped before entering the partition again. They kneeled around the fire, resting on their fists and knees. Now Nu'xnemis began a song, which was accompanied by rhythmical motions. They made another circuit and disappeared behind the curtain (Plate 36).

XI. CEREMONIALS OF THE OTHER TRIBES OF KWAKIUTL LINEAGE.

The winter dance of the Koskimo begins in the month of November. In the evening, before the ceremonies are to begin, a number of boys are sent out to gather kelp. They return during the night and enter the village at the south end, blowing on the tubes of kelp, and producing a noise like that of large horns. At the same time a drum is placed in the river so that the wooden band is in the water while the skin is held just above the surface. The beating of this drum produces a very loud sound. As soon as the young men have passed through the village, they stop blowing their kelp horns and the drum stops at the same time. Then all the people in the houses begin to sing their secret songs, and continue to sing until the morning, when they come out of the houses. Then the chiefs go from house to house and ask the people if they know what produced the noise of the preceding night. Some will reply that they did not hear it, others that they heard it, and still others that they had seen one of their dead relatives, who told them that he and the other ghosts came to take the son or the daughter of one of the inhabitants away. The chiefs continue to go from house to house until they come to that of the young man or young woman who is to be initiated during the following ceremonies. When they enter his room, they see that he has disappeared. Only his shirt and blanket remain. These are covered with blood. The chief seizes the garments, takes them out of the house, and calls all the people together, asking for the murderer of the youth. A great commotion ensues, all the people running about. At
last they begin to blacken their faces and take their weapons, ready to fight among themselves.

Now all of a sudden a person is heard to cry on the point of land at the west end of the village, “hamamamama.” The people at once go to see who is there. Now the master of ceremonies of the winter dance, whose name is Amā’k, rises, and begins to call all the people by their winter names. The people are surprised at his doing so, and object. He, however, does not listen to them, and merely warns them not to be bitten by the Hā’maa. Then he calls four men whose names are Łoakwaxstaok, Walkatsumt, Ḵ’labala, and Henā’wa, and asks them to go in a canoe to the point of land where the sound was heard, in order to ascertain what produced it. The four men rise and enter the house, in which the hā’mats’a assemble at the same time. Soon they come out again, their faces blackened, rings of red cedar bark around their heads and around their necks, and paddles in their hands. The people inquire why they are dressed up in this manner, to which they reply that it is a protection against the lurking danger at the point of land to which they are going. They go down to a canoe and paddle slowly to the point of land. As soon as they approach it, the sound “hamamamama” is heard again. The men pretend to be scared, and paddle back to the beach. They ask some of the lolo’lalal, or ghost dancers, to go with them.

Then the master of ceremonies asks four of the lolo’lalal to accompany the four men. The lolo’lalal dress up and sit close together in the middle of the canoe while the four men are paddling toward the point. As soon as they approach it the same sound is heard. Then the men in the bow of the canoe paddle backward while the steersman paddles forward and brings the canoe up to the point of land. As soon as they touch the land the four lolo’lalal jump ashore and run into the woods, where they stay for a few minutes. Then they come back to the canoe and sit down in the same place as before. The other four men appear to be scared, but not a word is said. They paddle back to the village, and when they come to the shore, they inform the master of ceremonies that they shall not go back again, because they are too much scared. Upon a question of the master of ceremonies they say that they did not see anything, but that the sound scared them. He compels them to return and to investigate the cause of the noise. The lolo’lalal have stayed in the canoe all this time, waiting for the other four men to return. They paddle back to the point of land, and the four lolo’lalal jump ashore again and run into the woods, where they stay a few minutes. They come back, sit down in the middle of the canoe, and the four men paddle back again to the village. Now the four lolo’lalal jump ashore and go into the house of the father of the young man who had disappeared. The four paddlers rise and say that they have seen the missing youth among the ghosts at the point. The people all go into the house of the master of ceremonies
and take their seats. The master addresses them, asking them to get ready to fight the ghosts. He calls four yu'łakunënök (men who have secret songs), and bids them to stand in their places—that is, one in each corner of the house. Now the master of ceremonies takes a raven rattle and steps to the singer standing in the right-hand front corner of the house. He gives him the rattle and asks him to sing the ghost song: "Lo ho ho ho ho ho ho ho hé hama ma." When he has finished this song, the singer turns to the right, says "hamamamama," and returns the rattle to the master of ceremonies, who goes diagonally across the house to the left-hand rear corner. He gives the rattle to the man standing there, who repeats the same song, turns around, says "hamamamama," and returns the rattle to the master of ceremonies, who goes to the left-hand front corner of the house and repeats the same ceremony there. Last he goes across to the right-hand rear corner of the house and gives the rattle to the fourth singer, who repeats the same song, singing, however, louder and turning faster than the others. After this has been done, the four men sit down again. Now the master of ceremonies requests the people to get their ornaments of red cedar bark and to dress up. The people take them out from under their blankets and put them on. Then he asks the father of the novice to get some eagle down and to strew it on the heads of the people. After this has been done, he orders the lolo'LalaL to assemble in one place in the house. He makes the hā'mats'a assemble in another place; the hai'lik-ìlaL, pa'xalaL, ya'yataL, na'nanalaq, sê'ilis, ts'e'kois, xo'o'kalawataLaL, hâ'winataLaL, lō'kwasóla (or lâlaxsóla) all assemble.

Then he asks the people to prepare to fight the ghosts. All of them leave the house and go down to the canoes, each society in a canoe by themselves. Only the hâ'mats'a and the he'líg-a stay ashore. They paddle toward the point where the cry of the ghosts was heard, and as soon as they reach there, they hear again somebody calling "hamamamama." The people look frightened. Some jump into the water, others faint, and all pretend not to know what they are doing. Only the canoe in which the lolo'LalaL are assembled goes on undisturbed. They go ashore and take the novice, who had disappeared, from among the ghosts. They bring him down to their canoe and paddle slowly back toward the village. During this time all the other canoes are drifting with the tide, as the people have not recovered from their fright. As soon as the lolo'LalaL land, the hâ'mats'as, who are expecting them, begin to get excited and run down to the beach. Then the master of ceremonies orders a man, whose name is lâlilqotsastala, to bring the other canoes back. He takes a small canoe, paddles out toward the canoes, and brings them back one by one. As soon as they land, the lolo'LalaL go down and carry the people up to the house as though they were dead. Then the lolo'LalaL shamans try to restore them to life, while at the same time the hâ'mats'as are running from house to house excited, driving the people out as soon as they have
been restored by the efforts of the shamans. This continues until the ma'maq'a rises and sings his song, dancing around the fire. He is considered more powerful than the ha'mats'a, and by his song compels him to leave the house.

Then all the people go to their houses and have their breakfast. In the evening the ye'wix-ila invites the tribe to his house. Then they begin to sing the song of the ghosts, as follows: "Lo ho ho u, lo ho ho u, lo ho ho a lu omama." This song is repeated four times. As soon as they stop, the master of ceremonies addresses the people, saying that they will try to restore the youth who had been taken away by the ghosts. While he is talking, somebody is heard to cry "hamamamama" outside the house. They look about as though they were frightened, and ask each other what may be the cause of the noise. The sound is heard four times; then an old man jumps into the door and informs the people that the lolo'Lalal are approaching, and requests the people to have their batons ready to beat time. As soon as he has finished speaking, the door opens and the lolo'Lalal enter crying "hamamamama." The people repeat the cry and begin to beat time. The ghost dancers enter and dance in a stooping position. They wear rings of cedar bark on their heads, from which a veil of split white bark is hanging down over their faces. They go around the fire until they come to the left-hand corner of the house. Here they sit down in a circle crying again "hamamamama." When they become silent, the master of ceremonies asks la'liQtotsastala to see if the ghosts have come with the dancers. As soon as he approaches them, they begin to cry again "hamamamama," but he does not stop. He steps up to them, sits down among them and looks for the ghosts. After a short while, he returns to the master of ceremonies and says that he has seen some of his dead relatives in a hole in the ground, and that the lolo'Lalal were sitting around the hole and talking to the ghosts. He asks the master of ceremonies for a strong rope. The latter calls a man whose name is Tsakstá/laqoals to get the rope which his grandfather left him. This means that this office is hereditary. Tsakstá/laqoals goes and brings the rope into the house. He also brings twenty blankets, which are called the weight of the rope of the ghosts. The master of ceremonies gives one end of the rope to one of the lolo'Lalal. The latter pretends to tie the end of the rope around the waist of the new lolo'Lalal in order to prevent his being taken away by the ghosts.

As soon as this is done, the tribe divide into two groups, the clan of the ye'wix-ila and their rivals. The latter sit close to the door. Then the master of ceremonies gives the twenty blankets to the rivals. After this he calls up all the bā'akwas—i. e., those who belong to the clan of the ye'wix-ila. As soon as they take hold of the rope, the ye'wix-ila distributes blankets among his rival clan. Then he calls upon the people of his clan to touch the rope. They come one after the other and distribute blankets among the other clan. Last of all the
chief comes, who gives away twenty blankets. The blankets which are
given away are supposed to be a weight attached to the rope, and the
last gift of twenty blankets breaks the rope.

Then one of the members of the rival clan jumps up. He takes hold
of the broken rope, and while he is holding it calls the chief of his own
clan to fetch the rope which he inherited from his grandfather. The
chief returns with the rope and twenty blankets. He ties the two broken
ends together with his rope and says that he will be able to bring the
ghost out of the ground. He calls his clan to leave the door and to come
to the rear of the house. Now the ye'wix ila's clan take their seat near
the door. The other clan goes through the same ceremony, and last of
all the chief brings forty blankets, which cause the rope to break. This
means that the clan whose rope did not break until forty blankets were
attached to it is more powerful than the other one. After the rope
breaks, the whole tribe sings as follows:

Look up to our world, look up to our world! Chief! Procurer of wealth!

This song is repeated four times. The ye'wix ila distributes more
blankets among the people, who then go home. On the following day
the lolo lalal are seen to walk about the village with rough rings of
cedar bark on their heads, the latter being strewn with down, and their
faces blackened. About midnight of this day a number of men secretly
climb the roofs of the houses of the village and begin to whirl the whirring
sticks (fig. 189). The noise of these sticks is supposed to be
the voice of Hai'atlilahuqas or Wina'lag-lilis, who comes to take away
another novice. This noise is repeated four times, each time for about
ten minutes. Then the people must sing their secret songs in the
houses. When the noise stops, a ha'mats'a is heard to shout in the
bush, and on the next morning a blanket is found in front of one of the
houses. The people gather around it and try to discover whose
blanket it is. After they have ascertained the owner of the blanket,
they say, "It was certainly he whom we heard in the woods," and his
father adds that Hai'atlilahuqas probably came and has taken his son
to BaxbukalumXsi'wač. The people request him to clean his house
and prepare for the return of the novice. The man goes into his house
at once, cleans it, and as soon as he is ready, the people enter. He asks
them to be ready for the return of the ha'mats'a, as he might come back
unexpectedly. The master of ceremonies asks the singing master to
sing the new songs for the ha'mats'a, of which there are four. After
the singing master has sung these songs, the master of ceremonies
requests the new ye'wix ila to prepare a feast. The people take their
places and begin to sing the four songs of the old ha'mats'a. After
these are sung, the feast is spread. When the people have entered, the
old ha'mats'a comes out of his room and drives them out of the house

1 Appendix, page 728.
2 These are used for the ha'mats'a, ma'maq'a, hai'ali-ku-a, t'o'X'ut, and ha'winalal. The kelp trumpets are used for the lolo lalal only.
and into the water, where he keeps them until the ma'maq'a appears and drives the ha'mats'a back into the house.

During these days the second ye'wixila is collecting all the debts which are due him, and on the following morning the new ha'mats'a is seen on the same point of land where the first one was recovered. The people go up to him, catch him, and bring him to the singing house (kekoala'hsé). Then they all begin to sing the four new songs, the first two accompanied by fast beating, the last two by slow beating. After these songs the ha'mats'a is led back into his bedroom. About 8 o'clock in the evening he leaves the house, returns to the woods, and stays there until his father has invited all the people to his house to sing for him. As soon as they are assembled they begin to beat time. After they have done so for about five minutes, one man cries "yau." The people repeat this cry four times. They have hardly done so when the ha'mats'a enters and they begin to sing. The ha'mats'a dances around the fire and at the end of the last song disappears in his bedroom. This night all the dances are shown in a festival similar to the k'ik'î'nala of the Kwakiutl.

On the following morning the ye'wixila invites all the people to his house, and gives a feast to the men, women, and children. At the end of the feast everybody receives a blanket "to wipe the mouth with." After this the ha'mats'a is allowed to bite four times, once every fourth day. During this time he is purified in a way similar to that of the ha'mats'a of the Kwakiutl.

After the last night of the winter dance, the ye'wixila calls all the people to his house and asks them who is willing to keep the red cedar bark until the next year. No one responds. All of a sudden the door is opened and about twenty men rush into the house. They are covered with balsam pine branches, and blood is dripping from their bodies. They are called the Winnlagilis or qumqmxde (land otters). They run around the fire and suddenly take the cedar bark rings from the heads of several men. They then leave the house again as suddenly as they entered. The men whose cedar bark rings they have taken will give a winter dance the following year. After this, the rest of the people take off their cedar bark ornaments, tie handkerchiefs around their heads, and begin to sing summer songs.

The following is a description of the ceremonies corresponding to the knexalak of the Kwakiutl, called by the La'Lasiqoala, Lé'xalak.1

---

1 See page 595.
During a feast the young man who is to be initiated suddenly faints. At once a number of newly initiated shamans are called to investigate the cause of his sickness. They are unable to ascertain what ails the young man, and send for the older shamans. They feel all over the body of the youth, and finally declare that the spirit Winál'lagílis has taken possession of him. Then a sail is stretched across the rear of the house and the patient is placed behind it. The house is cleaned, and everybody is invited—men, women, and children. Henceforth this house will be the dancing house. The qā’qanas, who correspond to the mē’émqoat of the Kwakiutl, must stay in this house after they have once entered it until the end of the whole ceremonial. The profane are not allowed to pass the front of the house above high-water mark.

The master of ceremonies asks the people to sing the following song, which is supposed to have the power of restoring the patient to life:

Hayas áhonó lalá ya honó haná hāu.
Do not cry, you will come back safely.¹

An old shaman stands by the patient, feeling his body. The song has no effect upon the young man, and the master of ceremonies requests the people to try another means of restoring him to life. Boxes are placed in front of all the assembled people, and at a signal they beat time rapidly with their batons, ending with a loud rap. This is repeated four times.

The above song belongs to the clan Na’iínqacínóx (always staying at home), while the beating of time belongs to the clan La’lanoiilela, who obtained it from the Awík’cínóx. The shaman says that the beating of time had the desired effect upon the patient. After this the people assume their winter names and rearrange themselves in groups as enumerated on page 419.

On the same night the festival called qap’r’kʷ is celebrated. In the morning of this day a number of young men were sent out to collect alder bark and to make red cedar bark, which is distributed among the people in the evening. In payment for their services they receive a special allotment of food. When the people assemble for the qap’r’kʷ, the highest hā’mats’as is first led to his seat. The other hā’mats’as are placed at his side. They are followed by the ts’k’kois and by the hǎ’lalík’alal. The que’qutsa take their seats last. They sit on each side near the door. As many que’qutsa as there are hā’mats’as are charged with the making of the head rings of the latter. These que’qutsa all stand on the right-hand side of the door, each holding his ring. They have a leader, whose office is hereditary. They walk around the fire four times, singing. Then they step in front of the hā’mats’as, and on a signal they all put the neck rings around them. At a second signal they put the head rings on the heads of the hā’mats’as, and finally they strew their heads with down. Then the hā’mats’as’s whistle is heard, and the people distribute quickly the red cedar bark

¹ Appendix, page 728.
among the others. The queq'outsa blacken their faces. The hā'mats'a
begins to get excited and bites the people. He must bite a certain
man first, whose duty it is to offer himself to the hā'mats'a when he
gets excited for the first time. This office or duty is hereditary. The
hā'mats'a carries a stick and drives the people around the fire. During
the ensuing excitement another novice disappears, leaving his blood-
covered blanket behind. It is found, and under great excitement
inquiries are made as to who is missing, until finally the father exclaims
that his child has disappeared. Then the ha'mshamtses dances.

Sometimes the disappearance of the novice takes place in a different
way. Four men go on the roof of the house during the night and,
running about, cry "hm hm hm." This noise is taken by the people to
signify the approach of Wīna'lagilis. On the following morning it is
found that one of the young men has disappeared, leaving his blanket
behind, which is covered with blood.

Still another way of beginning the lō'xalaku is the following: The
ma'maq'a dances in his house, and suddenly throws his magic stick,
which is believed to fly through the walls of the house and to hit the
person who is to be initiated and who lives in another house. The
youth falls down, and then the parents call the shaman to cure him.
The ceremony continues as described above.

To return to the festival. After the ha'mshamtses has finished his
dance and has bitten a person, the people begin eating. They do not
feed the hā'mats'a first, as is done by the Kwakiutl. Then they sing
four times the song of the Naa'nqaenox; three times they sing the
burden only, the fourth time they sing the words:

Do not cry, you will come back safely.

This is the end of the ceremonies of the first night. On the second
and third night the same songs are repeated. Every night the shaman
visits the novice, who is hidden behind the curtain. He reports that
he is feeling better, and the third night he says that he is shaking
violently.

The fourth night the same songs are repeated. The shaman visits
the novice again, and when he returns, he says, "Listen; he is singing
his secret song." Now nobody is allowed to speak or to cough. Then
they hear, as though from a great distance, the sound of a new song,
which is growing louder and louder. The secret song is sung four
times. The singing master must listen attentively, because after the
fourth time he must repeat it. Two new songs are heard that night.
On the following night the same ceremony is repeated, and two more
songs are learned by the people. Twelve queq'outsa women dance this
night. Their faces are blackened and they wear red cedar bark.
Their dance is accompanied by the beating of batons. One man and
one woman are stationed at the entrance to the secret room in which
the novice is lying, in order to watch it. Their offices are hereditary.

1 See page 612.
When the twelve women are about to finish their dance, the novice is seen to come out of his secret room. He does not wear any ornaments of red cedar bark.

He dances on the four following nights. On the following day there is an intermission of the ceremonies. The next day the ye'wix-ila invites all the people to his house and asks them to prepare for the purification of the novice, which will take place on the fourth day. He also requests three officers whose offices are hereditary to prepare themselves for this ceremony. These officers are the man who makes the tongs, his name is Q'aqi'a's; the one who uses the tongs, his name is NE'msq'emgala; and the one who calls the people to the washing. Early in the morning of the fourth day the last-named officer must go to every house, and, beating the doors with his baton, he must cry, "Yau, yau, listen, listen. There is food for you from (Qoa'yukolax-ilis), from (y'a'xus'Em)\(^1\). The first is the q'a'q'anas name, the second the ye'wixqutsa name, of the novice. In the evening all the people assemble in the dancing house. Then the first of these men makes a pair of tongs, which are wound with red and white cedar bark and put up on the west side of the house. A ladder which has only four steps is placed against one of the rafters on the left-hand side of the fire (that is, to the left when facing the rear of the house). The man who made the ladder climbs it and puts his head through the roof. When he comes down, the people beat the boards and the drum. At midnight he ascends the ladder again. He goes up a third time between midnight and dawn, and the fourth time when the day begins to dawn. This is to secure good weather. Every time when he comes back, he sings:

Ha, ha! you do not give me a favorable answer, you who are to bring the southeast wind by washing our novice.\(^2\)

The officer who made the ladder is given a dish in payment for his work. The one who made the tongs receives a knife and a hammer. The one who carries the tongs receives a belt; another belt is given to the officer who invited the people. Sometimes paddles, canoes, or blankets are given to them, but these are always called dish, knife, or belt, as the case may be.

After the man has come down the ladder the fourth time, NE'msq'emgala takes the tongs down and goes around the fire four times, holding the tongs stretched forward. He calls a man to open the door, and strikes the stick which is spreading the tongs four times. The fourth time he hits it so that it flies out of the door. Then he takes two stones out of the fire, one after the other, repeating the motion three times in each case before actually taking them up. He throws them into the water in the same way, and dips them up also after having repeated the motion.

\(^1\)Yau, yau, yauxtaxolai yauxtaxolai', hamayilai qa (Qoa'yukolax-ilisa?) le (t'axus'emlai').

\(^2\)Appendix, page 729.
three times, really dipping up the water the fourth time. The novice sits right next to the bucket in which the water is kept. He has no rings of red cedar bark. Then he is washed.

Then Ne'msqemg'ala places the tongs vertically into the fire, the open end downward. The cedar bark with which they are wound catches fire, and then he lets them go. It is expected that the wind will blow in whichever direction they fall. Then the officer who made the tongs makes head rings of red cedar bark for all the people, who put them on. The singing master makes a new song, and singing it they go around the fire, and leave the house, led by the yiia'atalaL, who carries a small rattle. This office is also hereditary. They go through the whole village, and inform the people that the purification of the novice has been performed that morning. The people put their masks in order, and gather the property which they are going to give away at the festival which is to be held that evening. This night the people are not arranged according to the groups described above, but according to their clans. In the morning a man is sent around to call the people. He says, "Let us go into the house and beat the boards, for we have purified him. Let us go at once."1

First the boys enter the house and begin to beat time. Then the various groups enter one after the other, each carrying the property which they are going to give away during the festival. Whenever a group enters, the boys beat time. They imitate the movements of the animals which they represent. Then each group gives presents to the others, and at this time the ha'matsu'a, mā'maqa'a, and the other qā'q'amans, pay for the damage they have done. Next, three men are called up,—Me'lxmek'a, a Naqo'mg-ilisala; Ts'e'le, a G-e'xsem; and Tsan'xstālq-g'ilis, a G-e'q'g'ilqam,—who each sing a song, accompanied by the people. Me'lxmek'a's song is as follows:2

I will listen to the old tale to which this refers.  
I will listen to what is told about it.

After they have finished their songs, a man named Wiyo'tsem is called up. He puts on a canoe sail like a blanket, and goes around the fire dragging the sail behind him. This means that he is sweeping the house for the dancers, who will enter next. The first dancer to enter is the wa'tanēm. He is followed by the ghost dancer, the o'dala, ha'ilika'auč, ts'e'kois, wi'x-sā ha'mats'a (= hamtsetsōc), and hā'mats'a.

While the hā'mats'a is biting the people, the mā'maq'a enters and drives the hā'mats'a away. Then the new dancer comes out of his secret room. If he has a mask, he returns to his secret room and dances again. Four women dance with him, two in each corner in the rear of

1La mens lag'altsal'at, gims ku'naxalq'äli', xgims ku'xasaxteg'äli'. Halagri-
We will go in, we will beat boards, for we have washed him. We will
llensai! nā'x̣na lau'ilLensai!
go at once all we will go!

2Appendix, page 729.
the house, while the novice is dancing in the middle of the rear of the house. The dance is accompanied by two new songs and by the two songs that were used at the ceremonial of purification. While he is dancing, the ye'wix-xila distributes his presents among the people. On the following day another man gives a feast in the house of the ye'wix-xila. When all the people have entered the house, the novice is called to come out of his secret room. The people sing one song, and he dances alone and sits down. Again his father distributes presents among the other clans. The novice is allowed to take part in the feast. During the four following days the novice wears head rings of red cedar bark. After four days, another man gives a feast in the same house. When all have entered, the novice is called out of his secret room. He wears a smaller head ring now. Two more feasts are given in the same way at intervals of four days. Every time the dancer wears a smaller head ring.

At the end of the last night the q'a'q'anäs, who have stayed in the dancing house right through the whole ceremonial, are led home by their wives.

It will be noticed that in these ceremonials the festival corresponding to the kik'i'lnala of the Kwakiutl is celebrated after the return of the novice. Among the La'Lasiqoala when the novice has disappeared in the woods (being a la'xsa), his whistles are suddenly heard on the roof of the house or behind the houses. At night, while the people are assembled, he is heard on the roof of the house, but disappears again. On the following morning he is seen on a point of land. Four canoes are lashed together and connected by planks. Thus the people paddle up to him and bring him back. The same night all the dances are performed.

The winter dance ceremonies of the Ts'a'wat'enox differ from those described heretofore. I have received from Mr. Hunt detailed information only in regard to the closing ceremonies, while the progress of the ceremonial seems to be much like that of the Kwakiutl. The beginning is as follows:

The ye'wix-xila invites all the people to his house, where they sit down according to their clans. Then he asks his wife to bring food. While the food is being prepared, the people sing. In the middle of the third song the whistles are heard on the roof of the house. The people stop singing. They group themselves at once according to their dances and societies. They burn the salmon, because it was prepared before the beginning of the winter dance. That night they begin their ceremonies.

On March 14, 1895, they concluded their ceremonies as follows:

Pa'xalats'ë, chief of the T'ena'xtax, gave away blankets during the winter ceremonial. At night two men went into every house, and said at the door: "Now we will tame your dancer, Ts'a'mqoagalë. Now
we will tame your dancer, Na'nts'ë. Now we will see the dance of Laqonaslag'ilis. Now we will see the dance of Yakamansa'lag-ilis."

Then the other one said, "Be quick now, dancers! We will assemble, friends, while it is day," and they went back to the dancing house.

After some time the two men went again to every house, and the first one said: "We come back to call you." The second one said: "Now let us go to the house, dancers. It is late in the evening. We have no fuel, friends. Let us all go together." Thus they said at every house, and went back to the dancing house.

Then the two men went again and looked about in the house and said: "Now all our friends are in:" and when they discovered that some one was missing they went to him and said: "You are the only one who is still missing."

When they were all in, Pa'xalats'ë arose and spoke: "I thank you, my great friends, that you have come to our dancing house. Remain here in the dancing house of qa'mtalat, the great shaman, who vanquished our Master, Q'aniqilak', at Ts'a'watë. This is the winter dancing house of Na'a'lagumqa, the great shaman at Ts'a'watë. This is the winter dancing house of Ba'lag'ilak, who gained victory over We'qarë of the Lë'kwiltōq (see p. 416). Those whom I named had large cedar bark ornaments. Thus we say, La'mgal; thus we say, Nu'xnēmis. Therefore I gain the victory over the chiefs of all the tribes, for in the beginning they were vanquished by qa'mtalat and Na'a'lagumqa and Ba'lag'ilak. Now take care, my friends!" He turned to his tribe and said to them, "I say so, Ta'mXuak'as; I say so, Nu'gamsila; I say so, Pa'xalasqam; I say so, Lë'na; I say so, my friends. Now take care, my great friends: give me my rattle that I may call the spirit of the ceremonial. Therefore I tell you to be careful, friends." They gave him the rattle; he shook it and sang "hoip, ôp, ôp, ôp." He stopped and looked upward as though he was expecting the spirit. The chiefs said: "Take care, friend, else you might not get the spirit of the winter ceremonial." Again he shook his rattle and sang the secret song of Ts'awatā'lalis:

1. Now listen! ya, ya, ya, greatest of all dancers! Hawō.
2. Now sing! ya, ya, ya, greatest of all dancers! Hawō.
3. Now sing your song, ya, ya, ya, greatest of all dancers! Hawō.
4. Now he comes to me, ya, ya, ya, greatest of all dancers! Hawō.

Then he ended his song, and the cries of many ha'mats'as were heard among the trees. They cried "wip, wip, wip, wip," like the ha'mashamts'ës.

As soon as the cries ceased, Ta'mXuak'as spoke: "Friends on the other side of the house, did you hear what we obtained from our grandfathers? You heard that it belongs to the earliest legends of the world. Now take care, friends, we do not need to be frightened of anything, because, as you heard, my great cedar bark ring came to me from my grandfather." Then Pa'xalats'ë shook his rattle again and
sang the same song as before. When he stopped singing, the cry of the ha'mshamtses was heard again near the house.

Now Pa'xalats'ë shook his rattle again and sang his secret song. When he stopped, the cry "wip, wip, wip" was heard just behind the dancing house. He sang his secret song a fourth time. Then the cry "wip, wip, wip" was heard at the door of the house. The first of the dancers entered and sang his secret song. They were all dressed in hemlock branches, which were wound around their heads and necks. This is the secret song of their leader:

1. Now listen, anā' anā' to my shaman's song. Anā', anā' hamānamā, hamānamā'.
2. Now listen to the cry of the ha'matl'sa, because I am a cannibal, because I am a shaman, anā', anā', hamānamā, hamānamā, hamānamā.

Then the leader, Tsè'k'oa by name, stopped singing. When he came near the fire, to the middle of the house, he turned, and at the same time said "hoi'p, hoi'p, hoi'p." Thus forty men came into the house, while the old men who were sitting in the rear of the house began to beat time. They went around the fire in a squatting position. Next, a woman came. Her name was Yā'kun'alagilis. She had hemlock branches around her neck. She sang the secret song of Nau'alagunqa:

1. Hamā! I was made a magician by the greatest of the dancers.
2. Hamā! I was filled with magic by the greatest of the dancers.

When she stopped singing, she turned and all cried "wip, wip, wip." Forty women were standing in the house. The old men began to sing the song of łya'mtalal, which he sang in his contest with Qä'niqilak at Tsä'watè, according to the tradition, when he gained the victory over Qä'niqilak', at the time when they tried each other. This is the song which he made against Qä'niqilak:

1. A small magician was he as compared to me.
2. The small magician was afraid of me.
3. I called his name, the name of the small magician.
4. And he tried to tame this greatest of all dancers.

When she stopped singing, Tsè'k'oa repeated his secret song. After this song all the men and women turned to the left and cried "wip, wip, wip." Then the old men repeated łya'mtalal's song. When they stopped, Tsè'k'oa repeated the song of Bā'Lalag'ilak, the same which he had sung when entering the house. When he had finished his song, all the men and women turned to the left and said "hoi'p, wip, wip, wip." Once more the old men sang the song of łya'mtalal. After their song, Tsè'k'oa repeated Bā'Lalagilak's song. All the men turned to the left. The old men repeated the song which łya'mtalal sang in his contest with Qä'niqilak.

Then all the men and women who had danced went out of the house, and Ta'mNu'ak'as spoke: "Wā, wā, friends. Did you see this? What you have seen, friends, on the other side of the house, that is what we are afraid of; that is what makes life short; that is our Lord; that
is what we inherited from our grandfathers; that is our history; that is the great magician; that is Ḥa'antalat, the great magician; the woman is Nau'alagumqa. That is Bā'Lalag-ilak; that is Ḥa'antalal, who gained the victory over Qā'niqilak at Ts'ā'watē, and that is the cause why all the tribes are vanquished by us, wā, wā. That is what I say, friends, for Pa'xalats'ē. The songs which you have heard are those of Ḥa'antalat. That is his dance. The secret song of the leader is the secret song of Bā'Lalag-ilak, and the secret song of the woman is that of Nau'alagumqa. I do not use new ways. The other tribes may invent new things, wā, wā."

Now the boards of the house front were struck, and the people said: "The cormorants are going to dive!" Then Xu'gamsila entered the house and said: "Beat the boards, friends." The old men beat the boards, and the young chiefs entered. As soon as they had come in, Xu'gamsila spoke: "These are the cormorants of Ts'ā'watē. That is the only place where they eat nothing but oulachon. Therefore they are fat.¹ Now beat the boards, friends." The old men beat the boards, and the women came in, spreading their blankets. They had red cedar bark ornaments on their heads, the same as the men. Then Xu'gamsila spoke: "They are the sawbill ducks; they dive for property." Now Ta'mXuakas spoke: "Friends, what do you think? Shall we discard the use of the red cedar bark which makes us happy? We shall only be downhearted if we should discard it. We shall be asleep all the time. Now, friends, we will finish this night. We will have the last dance of this season. You, Pa'xalats'ē, shall change our names this night. That is what I say, Pa'alxalasq'em.

Now Hō'kélite arose and spoke: "This is your speech, Ta'mXuakas. You said we would finish this night. Did you hear the speech of our friend La'mg'ala? He says they will take off the red cedar bark. I will not take it off. That is what I say, Kule'm; that is what I say, Ts'ālgaxsta. I must accept the words of all our friends."

Then arose Yu'x'yukwamas, chief of the Nimkish: "These are your speeches, friends. You wish to throw away the red cedar bark. Now answer my speech, Ta'mXuakas."

Then the latter answered: "It is true. I said so because our friends here do not treat in the right way the cedar bark of which we are afraid, which we inherited from our grandfathers. It is our master, it makes our life short. It is true I said we would finish to-night."

Then Yu'x'yukwamas spoke again: "Did you hear, friends? Did you hear it, La'qoasq'em? Let them finish now. You finish to-night. But I am waiting for the repayment of the marriage money to my friends. Therefore I do not want to take off the cedar bark to-night. You may change your names to-night, wā, wā. I say this, Nu'xnēmis; I say this, Hō'kélite; I say this, La'mg'ala; wā. It is a great thing that

¹That means that they had each given a grease feast.
we are talking about, my tribe." Then Nu'xnêmis arose and spoke:
"That is your speech, Ta'mXuak-as; we are all afraid of your speech,
great tribe! It is better that you finish to-night. Keep on in the old
ways of our grandfathers! I thank you, great tribe, keep on in this
way, my children! Do not abuse what we inherited from our grand-
fathers. Your words are true. This cedar bark will make life short
if it is not used in the right way. Now take care, friends! I say this,
Kwakiutl, Ma'malêleqala, Ximkish, Ts'a'mas." Then all the chiefs said
"wâ, wâ.”

Now Ta'mXuak-as arose again and spoke: “Thank you, friends, for
your words. Now I will take off the red cedar bark to-night. Come,
friends, and you women, and let us dance. Let the tribes listen to us
and watch our customs.” Then the men and the women assembled and
sang the old song. Xû'gamsila carried a long notched pole about 7
feet long. This is his song:

1. Now dance! take off by means of your dance the great head ornament, the head
ornament that you inherited from the mask of the winter ceremonial worn by
the first of our tribe. Wô, ô, ô, ô, hûwaia, hûwaia, wô, ô, ô, ô. (Here
all the people lifted their cedar bark ornaments.)

2. O let us now put away our great head ornaments. The head ornament that you
inherited from the mask of the winter ceremonial worn by the first of our
tribe. Wô, ô, ô, ô, hûwaia, hûwaia, wô, ô, ô, ô. (Here the people lifted
the head ornaments again.)

3. O let us now put down our great head ornaments, the head ornaments that you
inherited from the mask of the winter ceremonial worn by the first of our
tribe. Wô, ô, ô, ô, hûwaia, hûwaia, wô, ô, ô, ô. (Here they lifted the orna-
ments again.)

4. O now dance and take off this our great head ornament, the head ornament that
you inherited from the mask of the winter ceremonial worn by the first of
our tribe. Wô, ô, ô, ô, hûwaia, hûwaia, wô, ô, ô, ô.

With this they lifted the ornaments again and put them in the notch
of the staff which Xû'gamsila was carrying. The song is the same as
the one which ña'mtalal. used when taking off his cedar bark orna-
ments. As soon as they had finished their song, they changed their
names. Now he whose name had been Xû'gamsila was called Ha'mts'it.
Then Negê', whose name had been Pa'xalats'ê, spoke: “My tribe,
now let some one rise who wants to take these red cedar bark orna-
ments for next winter.”

Then Yá'qólas arose and spoke: “I come, Negê', in answer to your
speech. I will take this red cedar bark.” Then he spread his blanket,
the cedar bark ornaments were thrown into it, and he hid them in his
bedroom. Then all the members of the T'ena'xtax tribe tied handker-
chiefs around their heads. They had finished their winter dance.
Walas Negê' distributed blankets. They did not give first to the
hâ'mats'a, but to the head chief.
XII. The Lao'laxa.

I pointed out at a former place that the La'lsiqoala group the dances in two classes—the ts'ep'tsa'eqa and the nö'älem. The nö'älem dances are closely connected with the clans, and during their performance the ordinary social system remains in full force. The Kwakiutl have only a few of these dances which they call Lao'laxa, which name is also sometimes used by the La'lsiqoala. It is difficult to establish any fundamental difference between a Lao'laxa dance and a ts'ep'tsa'eqa dance, as in both cases a hereditary genius initiates the novice, and as in both ceremonial membership is obtained in the same manner—through marriage, or by killing a person who is entitled to the ceremonial. The distinction is comparatively clear among the La'lsiqoala and the affiliated tribes. Only those dances which derive their origin from Baxbaku'alamun Xi'wa'e and his following, or from Wina'lag-ilis, are ts'ep'tsa'eqa; all others are nö'älem. To this class belong all the animals, and we find that they are much more clearly clan deities than the former class. At the same time it is stated distinctly that the whole ceremonial was introduced through intermarriage with the northern tribes, particularly the Hë'iltsuq. This consciousness of an entirely foreign origin of all the Lao'laxa dances is still stronger among the Kwakiutl, while many dances which undoubtedly had the same origin have been incorporated by them in the ts'ep'tsa'eqa.

The La'lsiqoala use in the nö'älem ceremonial cormorant down in place of eagle down, white cedar bark in place of red cedar bark, red paint in place of black paint. They sing both profane songs and ts'ep'tsa'eqa songs. The celebration takes place in November and December.

Among the Kwakiutl the Lao'laxa may be celebrated at any time of the year. The man who desires to give the festival calls his clan or tribe to his house and informs them of his plans. I am obliged to Mr. George Hunt for the following description of such a meeting:

Otséstalis, a man whose mother was a Hë'iltsuq, was about to give a Lao'laxa. He invited his clan and spoke as follows:

"Now come, my tribe, come Ha'mutsit, come Yë'qawite, come G'o'soyaygilis, come Läqoqálila, come Tsö'palis; come to hear the words of our chief. Come Gne'tele, come Q'omoyue, Walas Kwakiutl, Q'o'mkutsis. Thank you, my tribe, for coming. I must tell you about my plans. I will show the dance which came down from heaven, the Lao'laxa, the coming night. Take care, my tribe, take care all of you, you second class chiefs. I do not mean you, Chief Ha'mutsit. I mean Ma'Xua and Wa'nuk and Ötséstalis and Ma'mXua and L'vakuntsa and you third class young chiefs. Now take care, the supernatural power will come to dwell among the tribes that are assembled at our camp, great Kwakiutl! Now I will tell you what I carry in my hands. I will give away my copper Wa'nung-ilila to the Na'oq'é'qótoq, Koskimo, G'o'pénox,
and L'a'sq'enóx. Its price is 800 blankets. I think that will be enough for these eight tribes here, and my other copper Mā'mukoalila shall fall on the Ma'malélcqala, Qoč'xwot'enóx, and Nimkish, and the Lau'itsis and Matilpē and T'ena'xtax and A'wa-itala and Ts'a'wateenóx and Háxuanis. I think that is enough! Mā'mukoalila's price is 6,000 blankets. This will be enough for the nine tribes, and I will sell for food my copper Man'taga, for which I paid 2,400 blankets at the time when Lalak'uts'a wanted to sell it quickly at Mō'mk-umulis. Else the tribe might say that they are starving in this great country. But this way they can find no fault when they come." Sometimes one of the other Chief said "yes, yes," during his speech, and he continued: "Furthermore, such is my pride, that I will kill on this fire this my copper, Dandalayū, which is groaning in my house. You all know how much I paid for it. I bought it for 4,000 blankets. Now I will break it in order to vanquish our rival. I will make my house a fighting place for you, my tribe, wā. Now you know it all, my tribe; be happy, chiefs! for this is the first time that so great an invitation has been issued. There are 9,200 blankets, besides the 4,000 blankets for the copper that I am going to break. Now count all that the invitation will cost. It is 13,200 blankets, and besides 250 button blankets, 270 silver bracelets, and 7,000 brass bracelets, 240 wash basins, and I do not count the spoons, abalone shells, and the Lā'o'laxa head mask, and the numerous kettles which I am expecting from my wife. Now you know all my plans!"

Then Wā'kus arose and spoke: "Wa, my tribe! Did you hear what our Chief counted up? Are you not afraid of the various kinds of property which he is expecting? Now long life to you, O'ts'ëstalis, you who were made a Chief by your fathers. Take care of our Chief, my tribe. Take care, Guč'tela, Qo'moyuč, Wałas Kwakiutl, and Qo'mk-utis. He is vomiting everything that he has in his mind. My tribe, are you not also glad of our Chief? I think you are proud in your hearts. Thank you, O'ts'ëstalis. Thank you from my heart, Chief. I wish you long life. You will be the first of all the Chiefs of all tribes. So I say, Ts'o-palais, thus I say, Hā'masaqa, G'esoyag-lis, Ma'koyaialisamē, Dā'dants'it, Lā'lakanx'it, wā, wā. So we say, our whole tribe."

Then arose Mā'muxna: "That is your speech, Chief O'ts'ëstalis; that is your speech, Wā'kus. Thank you, Chief. How pretty is my Chief! Thank you, friend. Now my heart is alive, for I was afraid when I heard the news of our rival. Ho, ho, ho. Now I lift the heavy weight of your speech, Chief. Thank you, brother. So I say for my whole tribe." Then O'mx'it arose and said: "Thank you for your speech, O'ts'ëstalis. Long life to you for your speech. How well you stand on our earth. You will be the only post of our world. The chiefs of all the tribes will be jealous of you, you overhanging mountain, you Chief who can not be equaled. You do not need to fear anything. How
great is your name, chief. Now you made my back strong. Take care, my tribe, and wish long life to our chiefs." Everybody applauded his speech. Then O'mux'-it sat down.

Next Há'mesk'inis arose and spoke. He said: "My tribe, are you not ashamed of this young man? He will be your chief, Kwakiutl! I am half ashamed myself on account of the amounts counted. Go on, my son, be proud of what you said." Then he lifted his right hand and shouted: "Hide yourselves, tribes! never was seen such an amount of property as our chief has called. Ya, ya, my tribe, do you not consider the great mountain of property of O'ts'éstalis dreadful? He is still a young man. Take care, my children, that you may have two men who will give away blankets to the whole world. That is what I say to the chiefs of the Kwakiutl, wā, wā."

Now it was growing dark, and O'ts'éstalis arose and spoke: "Look at me, my tribe! Pretty is this young man; he is growing up well. Now I will sing the secret song and try to call the spirit of my dance."

The people said: "Go on." And he sung his secret song, calling down the spirit of the Lao'laxa:

1. I am the greatest magician, O hihiihi, i, the greatest magician.
2. I alone am full of magic, O hihiihi, i, the greatest magic.
3. I am the only one who makes life short by means of his magic, the greatest magic.
4. I am the only one who knows to call down the magical power, the greatest magic.

Come now, magical power, O hihiihi, i, greatest magic.

As soon as he had finished his song the noise of whistles came down to the roof of the house. Then they called all the women and children. They came to the dancing house for the Lao'laxa. O'ts'éstalis arose. He
was glad that the people had come quickly, and said: "Yes, my tribe, you have done right that you have come to this large house. Make yourselves comfortable. Don't be in a hurry to go home to your houses. Thus I say, Wà'k-as. Thus I say, Òm'x'it, wà, wà." Then the songmakers sang, and the people sat around them learning the songs of the dancer. When all knew the song, Òts'éstalis arose and sang:

Ya, I am the first, hei, ya, ha.
Ya, my speech is the highest, hei, ya, ha.

He stopped singing and said: "Ho, ho, ho! Yes, my tribe. Thus I lift the heavy weight of my wealth. Now we will call all the tribes that they may come in the morning. Now go to sleep. That is all, friends." Then all the people, men, women, and children, left the house. The following morning the Kwakiutl went out in their canoes to invite all the tribes.

As this festival was to be given to a number of tribes, all the Kwakiutl took part in this meeting. When only the Kwakiutl are to be present, the host announces his intention to his clan alone. Then, after the meeting is over, he sends word to the chiefs of all the clans, advising them that the Lao'ílaxa whistles will be heard that night. Then all those who have celebrated a Lao'ílaxa before may go to ask him what masks he intends to show, in order to make sure that he will not infringe upon their rights. In the evening the whistles are heard to blow behind the house of the man who is going to give the Lao'ílaxa. After about ten minutes they stop, and then blow again. This is repeated four times. For four nights the whistles are heard in the woods behind the house. The fourth night, after they have been blown in the woods three times, they are heard on the roof, and finally in the bedroom. Then the man begins to sing his secret song.
After finishing his songs he steps out of the door and calls all the people, the Guō'tela first, then the Q'o'moyne, Walas Kwakiutl, and Q'o'mk-utis, in the order of their rank. He informs them that the spirit of the Laô'laxa has come to his house, and requests them to wash and to keep clean. At the same time he invites all the young men to come to his house and sing. Then the young men enter the house and sing, and some of them dance, one after another. After the dance a feast is given by the Laô'laxa dancer, who distributes about one hundred NAT MUS 95—10.
blankets among these young men. This signifies a promise to distribute food to all the people.

The young men put on the blankets and go from house to house saying: "This is food which you will receive to-morrow. It belongs to ————."

They go back to the host's house and return the blankets to him. On the following morning all the young men assemble again. They are given red paint to adorn their faces, and they are sent to call the people to the promised feast. Only the men are invited. After two calls all assemble and arrange in groups according to their clans. As soon as all have assembled, the messengers join their clans. Before the feast begins, four songs are sung, as is customary, two by the Guë'tëlah and two by the Q'o'moyuë. Then the host fills a ladle with grease and sends it to Jáwaxalagilis, who is the highest in rank, and to the others in order. During all this time the Laõ'laxa whistles are heard to blow in the bedroom. When the grease has been eaten, the relative of the host who is to be initiated comes out of the bedroom in which the whistles are sounding and begins to dance around the fire. He wears a beautiful carved headdress with long ermine trail (Plate 47). All of a sudden he throws his mask off and runs out. After a short while a dancer wearing the Laõ'laxa mask comes in. His arrival is announced by a relative of the host who is stationed at the door, and who as soon as the dancer approaches shouts "wôî!" It is supposed that when the first dancer threw down his headdress, he became possessed by the spirit of the Laõ'laxa and was transformed into the spirit which is personated by the mask. Actually another dancer wears the mask. After one circuit of the fire the mask disappears again, and the novice, for so we may call him, comes forward and continues the dance which was interrupted before. The people accompany the dance by the Laõ'laxa song. After he has finished, a few women dance in honor of the new Laõ'laxa. The host joins them, carrying a pole about 6 feet long on his shoulder. The pole indicates that on the next day he will give another feast, to which he invites the people, after ending his dance.

In the evening the whole tribe, men, women, and children, assemble in the host's house to witness the dance, and the performance of the morning is then repeated.

On the following morning the messengers go out again, dressed up and having their faces painted red, to call the people to the second feast. The ceremony of the preceding day is repeated, but another Laõ'laxa dance may be shown. This is repeated again in the evening, when the

---

1Hamé'laqasâ' le usla qasêx (WâlasLâla). (Here they introduce the name of that relative of the host who is made Laõ'laxa.)
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whole tribe witness the performance. At the end of the performance the host announces that on the following day he will distribute his blankets.

The next morning the nā'qatē (the counter and tally keeper) arranges the blankets in piles, one for each clan, placing those intended for the chief of the clan on top. Thus the bundles are tied up. In the evening
the whole tribe assembles, and when all are seated in the house, the host sings his secret Laō'łaxa song. He is followed by the novice, who also sings a secret song, and dances, wearing the headdress with ermine trail. Again he throws off his headdress, runs out, and a dancer appears who wears the Laō'łaxa mask. After his dance the novice reap-

Fig. 195.

LAO'LAXA MASK REPRESENTING THE KILLER WHALE.

Scale 4; black, red, white.


ears and continues his dance. Then the host steps forward, and in a speech gives the dancer the name belonging to the mask. This is the end of the Laō'łaxa proper, and the whistles are heard no longer. At some festivals a number of masked persons, who represent speakers, come in at this moment and take hold of the host. Upon being asked
what they want, they praise his liberality, saying that he made all the tribes fat by the amount of grease he had given. Finally they are taken out of the house. Then the blankets are placed on top of a drum, which is laid down on its side. The man whose office it is to distribute blankets in the potlatch (dà'qemayačnóx = taking the blanket at its top edge), of whom there is one in each clan, sits on top of the drum. His office is hereditary in the male line and considered as very important. He calls the people's names, and throws the blankets upon a mat lying in front of the drum. A man standing next to him carries the blankets to those who are to receive them. As soon as the blankets intended for one clan are distributed, he calls, "Let us change!"

This is the end of the Laółaxa.

The rattles used by the Laółaxa dancer differ from those used in the winter ceremonial. While most of the latter are round (figs. 51–60, pp. 435–440), the former have the shape of birds which carry a number of figures on their backs (figs. 190, 191, pp. 623, 624). Most of these rattles represent the raven with upturned tail. The face of a hawk is carved on the belly of the raven. A reclining figure is placed on its back. The knees of this figure are raised and grasped by the hands. A bird's head is represented on the tail of the raven. These rattles are undoubtedly copies of similar ones that are used by the Haida and
Tsimshian. The primary idea underlying the form of rattle seems to have been lost, since the only explanation that has ever been given by the northern Indians is to the effect that it was given to their ancestors by a supernatural being. The KwakiuLt state that they obtained these rattles, with the lao'laxa ceremonies, from the He'iltsuq.

A few lao'laxa masks are shown in the illustrations on pp. 625 to 630 (figs. 192-197). Following are some of the songs:

**SONG OF THE DEER, BELONGING TO THE LA'LAUHELA OF THE LA'TASIQOALA.**

1. We will drive away the great deer, who comes standing on his forelegs over-towering all the people, covering the tribes, the great deer, said by all to be foolish.

2. We shall all be thin-faced, and dry in our mouths. We will go and cause him bad luck staring at him, staring at him until he gets sleepy, the great deer, said by all to be foolish.

---

1. Fig. 192, page 625. Appendix, page 729.
2. Because he gives away blankets all the time so that the people have no time to eat.
3. He was the first to make everything beautiful again, lighting the world by his glare, by the highness of his body, by the copper of his body. His antlers are pure, unbroken, solid copper. The speakers (chiefs) of all the tribes take off his antlers. Now let us drive him away. Let him jump far over the highest chief, the one who is famous among all the tribes, the great deer, said by all to be foolish.

**SONG OF Nū'NEMASEQÁLIS OR QŌ'ÀLYAKOLÁL, BELONGING TO THE GĒ'XSEM OF THE NAQŌ'MG'ILISALA.**

1. Long life to you, No'mas.
2. For you will give a feast, No'mas.
3. For you will build a fire and heat stones in it. No'mas.

This mask and song are used in both La'ólaxa (viz, no'nlém) and ba'nxüs feasts.

**MASKS AND SONG OF AY'lKóoa (speakers).**

These masks are used in the dance called Adixaue'se'elal (Tongass dance). According to the legend, a La'áLa'siqla canoe drifted ashore in the north and they received the masks as presents (Lo'kuc) from the Tongass. They are used by the La'á-uíilela in the no'nlém. The masks represent speakers; all sing and dance together. The names of the individual masks are not known.

1. Slowly we walk a race through the world.
2. Slowly we walk a race through the world.
3. Ha! I am the one who made the sky cloudy, when I came from the north end of the world.
4. Ha! I am the one who brought the fog, when I came from the north end of the world.
5. Ha! I am the one who brought the aurora, when I came from the great copper bringer.
6. Ha! I am the one who brought the warmth, when I came from the great one who brightens the world (the sun).
7. Ha! And then he will dance like a Tongass, your successor whom we praise.

**SONG OF THE KILLER WHALE.**

A mask of the Kwakiutl, obtained by marriage from the Há'iltsuq.

1. Praise the great killer whale, the great chief, when he emerges in our house.

**SONG OF THE RAVEN.**

1. Qaq'am qa qau. You are soaring through the world, great raven.
2. Qaq'am qa qau. You know how to obtain property, great raven.

**SECRET SONG OF A LÁO'LAXA DANCER.**

1. O, you small chiefs, yiyaña.
2. You small ones are speaking to me, yiyaña.

---

1Fig. 193, page 626; Appendix, page 729.  
2Fig. 194, page 627; Appendix, page 730.  
3Fig. 195, page 628; Appendix, page 730.  
4Fig. 196, page 629; Appendix, page 731.  
5Appendix, page 731.
The Ts'o'noqoa is also used in La'olaxa dances. When she enters, she wears a large basket on her back, in which she carries coppers. These are given to the host, who gives them away. In the legend, she carries a basket into which she puts children, whom she takes to her house.

As stated before, a number of the songs given in Chapter VIII, so far as they belong to the La'lasiqoa, must be counted in this group.

In another dance the sun mask (fig. 197, p. 630) is used. The outer mask represents the cloudy sky, while the inner mask represents the clear sunshine.

XIII. The Religious Ceremonials of Other Tribes of the North Pacific Coast.

THE NOOTKA.

The Nootka speak a dialect distantly related to the Kwakiutl. They have two ceremonial, which are analogous to the winter ceremonial of the Kwakiutl. Good descriptions of the customs connected with these ceremonial have been given by Sproat, Swan, Jewitt, and Knipping. I will repeat here what I have said on this subject in another place.¹ The name of the ceremonial among the Nootka is Ło'koala, a Kwakiutl word, which designates the finding of a manitou. The ceremonial corresponds very nearly to the Walas'axa and to the Ło'koala of the Kwakiutl (pp. 477, 478). Certain features are, however, embodied in it, which correspond to other dances, mainly to the màtem and the hâ'mats'a. The Ło'koala are a secret society who celebrate their festivals in winter only. They have a chief whose name is Yaqsyaqsté'tq. Anyone who wishes to join the Ło'koala can do so, or the society may invite a man to become a member. Then the friends of this man make a collection in his behalf and turn over the property collected to the chief of the Ło'koala, who distributes it during a feast among the members. Those who are not Ło'koala are called wieta'k'ũ, i. e., not being shamans. The Ło'koala is believed to have been instituted by the wolves, the tradition being that a chief's son was taken away by the wolves, who tried to kill him, but, being unsuccessful in their attempts, became his friends and taught him the Ło'koala. They ordered him to teach his people the ceremonies on his return home. They carried the youth back to his village. They also asked him to leave some red cedar bark for their own Ło'koala behind, whenever he moved from one place to another; a custom to which the Nootka tribes still adhere. Every new member of the Ło'koala must be initiated by the wolves. At night a pack of wolves—that is, Indians dressed in wolf skins and wearing wolf masks—make their appearance, seize the novice, and carry him into the woods. When the wolves are heard outside the village coming, in order to fetch the novice,

¹ Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1890, page 47.
the members of the Ło'koala blacken their faces and sing the following song:\footnote{Appendix, page 731.}

Among all the tribes is great excitement because I am Ło'koala.

On the following day the wolves return the novice dead. Then the Ło'koala must revive him. The wolves are supposed to have put the magic stone häîna\footnote{Xu'ila, Kwakiutl. The x of the Kwakiutl is, in the Ts'ecl'aath dialect of the Nootka, from whom I obtained the word, always changed into h; n and l alternate constantly, for instance, Ło ku'ila and Ło ku'ane.} into his body, which must be removed in order to restore him to life. The body is left outside the house and two shamans go to remove the häîna. It seems that this stone is quartz. The idea is the same as that found among the Kwakiutl, where the Ma't'em is initiated by means of quartz, which is put into his body by the spirit of his dance. The returning novice is called ü'cenak.

After the novices have been restored to life, they are painted red and black. Blood is seen to stream from their mouths, and they run at once down to the beach and jump into the water. Soon they are found to drift lifeless on the water. A canoe is sent out and the bodies are gathered in it. As soon as the canoe lands, they all return to life, resort to the dancing house, to which none but the initiated are admitted, and stay there for four days. At night, dances are performed in the house, which the whole population is allowed to witness. After the four days are over, the novices leave the house, their heads being wound with wreaths of hemlock (?) branches. They go to the river, in which they swim, and after some time are fetched back by a canoe. They are almost exhausted from the exertions they have undergone during the foregoing days. Novices must eat nothing but dried fish and dried berries.

Each Ło'koala lasts four days. It is only celebrated when some member of the tribe gives away a large amount of property to the Ło'koala, the most frequently occurring occasion being the initiation of new members. Sometimes it is celebrated at the time of the ceremonies which are practiced when a girl reaches maturity. The house of the man who pays for the Ło'koala seems to be the taboo house of the society. As soon as the Ło'koala begins, the ordinary social organization of the tribe is suspended, as is also the case among the Kwakiutl. The people arrange themselves in companies or societies, which bear the names of the various Nootka tribes, no matter to which tribe and sept the persons actually belong. Each society has festivals of its own, to which members of the other societies are not admitted, although they may be invited. These societies are called ü'pal. Each has a certain song, which is sung during their festivities.\footnote{Appendix, pages 731, 732.}

At night, when the whole tribe assemble in the taboo house, the societies still keep together. They are hostile to each other, and railleries between the various groups are continually going on. It
seems that there are no separate societies for men and women, but a certain division must exist, as they seem to have separate feasts. When a man, during a Lō'koala, brings in any game, and he does not give half of it to the women, but retains the whole for the use of the men, the former will attack him and wrest the share due to them from the men. In the same way the women must share all they get or cook with the men.

Originally each dance belonged to one family, and was transmitted from generation to generation. Mother as well as father had the right to transfer their dances to their children. Thus dances which belonged to one tribe were transmitted to others. The dance was given to the novice at the time of his or her initiation, and no more than one dance could be given at a time. At present these restrictions are becoming extinct. Whoever is rich enough to distribute a sufficient amount of property may take any dance he likes. I was even told that the chief of the Lō'koala at the beginning of the dancing season distributes the various dances among the members of the order, and that he may redistribute them at the beginning of the following season.

It is a peculiarity of the dances of the Nootka that two masks of the same kind always dance together.

Among the dances belonging to the Lō'koala I mention the aai'Lqē (feathers on head). He is supposed to be a being living in the woods. The dancer wears no mask, but a head ornament of cedar bark dyed red, which is the badge of the Lō'koala. His badge consists of a ring from which four feathers wound with red cedar bark rise, three over the forehead, one in the back. The face of the dancer is smeared with tallow and then strewn with down. The ornaments of each dancer of the aai'Lqē, as well as of all others, must be their personal property. They must not be loaned or borrowed. The song of the aai'Lqē will be found in the Appendix (p. 732).

Another dance is that of the hi'nemix, a fabulous bird-like being. The dancer wears the head mask shown in Plate 48. In the top of the mask there is a hole in which a stick is fastened, which is greased and covered with down. When the dancer moves, the down becomes loose, and whoever among the spectators catches a feather receives a blanket from the chief of the Lō'koala. The song of the hi'nemix is given in the Appendix (p. 732).

The A'Lmaxkō is a dance in which two men wearing two human masks appear. The masks are called A'Lmaxkō. When they appear, the spectators sing:

\[ \text{Kwai - as kwai - as A'Lmaxkō} \]

I. e., Back out, back out, A'Lmaxkō.

Then they leave the house and run about in the village. The A'Lmaxkō is a being living in the woods. The first to see him was a Netecum'asath, and ever since this sept dances the A'Lmaxkō dance.
Mask of the Nootka, representing the Hi'Nemix.
MASKS OF THE NOOTKA.
Nos. 222 and 223, K. K. Hofmuseum, Vienna.
RATTLE OF THE NOOTKA.

British Museum.
The sā'nek (panther) corresponds nearly to the nūlmal of the Kwakiutl. The dancer wears a large head mask, like that of the hi'ne'mix', and a bearskin. He knocks everything to pieces, pours water into the fire, and tears dogs to pieces and devours them. Two canine teeth in the mouth of the mask are its most characteristic feature. A rope is tied around his waist, by which he is led by some attendants. The hi'ttaq, self-torture, corresponds to the hāw'T'ualal of the Kwakiutl. The dancers rub their bodies with the juice of certain herbs, and push small lances through the flesh of the arms, the back, and the flanks.

Other dances are the pu'kmis dance, in which the dancer is covered all over with pipeclay; the hūlmis dance—the hūlmis is another being which lives in the woods and is always dancing—performed by women only, who wear ornaments of red cedar bark and birds' down and who dance with one hand extended upward, the other hanging downward; the a'yeq dance, in which the dancer knocks to pieces and destroys in other ways household utensils, canoes, and other kinds of property; and dances representing a great variety of animals, particularly birds. The masks are all much alike in type (fig. 198). Head rings made of red cedar bark are worn in these dances.

Plate 49 shows an old bird mask and an old mask representing a human face. They are from the west coast of Vancouver Island, and were probably made before the beginning of this century. Plate 50 represents the type of rattle used by the Nootka. The present specimen was probably collected on Cook's journey around the world.

The tribes north of Barclay Sound have a dance in which the performer cuts long parallel gashes into his breast and arms. The hā'mats'a dance, which has been obtained by intermarriage from the Kwakiutl, has spread as far south as Nuteā'lath. The killing of slaves, which has been described by Sproat and Knipping, may belong to this part of the Lō'koala.

Sproat describes the following events:

In December, 1864, the Seshaht Indians, then occupying their village close to Alberni, put one of their women to a violent death. The day before they commenced
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1 "Scenes and Studies of Savage Life," page 155.
a celebration of a peculiar character, which was to last several days, and the
murder of the woman formed, no doubt, a part of this celebration. The woman
was stabbed to death by an old man in whose house she lived, and who probably
owned her as a slave, and offered her for a victim. The body was then laid out,
without a covering, by the water side, about 150 yards from the houses. There
appeared to be no inclination to bury the body, and it was only after the chief had
been strongly remonstrated with that the poor victim's remains were removed, after
two days' exposure. I observed that, even after this removal, certain furious rites
took place over the very spot where the body had been exposed. The chief feature
of the celebration, apart from the murder, was a pretended attack upon the Indian
settlement by wolves, which were represented by Indians, while the rest of the
population, painted, armed, and with furious shouts, defended their houses from
attack. The horrid practice of sacrificing a victim is not annual, but only occurs
either once in three years, or else (which is more probable) at uncertain intervals;
always, however, when it does happen, the sacrifice takes place during the Klooh-
quahn-nah (Lo'koala) season, which lasts from about the middle of November to
the middle of January. The Klooh-quahn-nah or Klooh-quel-lah is a great festival,
observed annually by all the Aht tribes, after their return from their fishing grounds
to the winter encampment. It is generally a time of mirth and feasting, during
which tribal rank is conferred and homage done to the chief, in a multitude of
observances which have now lost their meaning, and can not be explained by the
natives themselves. I was not aware, until this murder was committed under our
eyes, that human sacrifices formed any part of the Klooh-quahn-nah celebration.
I should think it likely that old worn-out slaves are generally the victims. The
Seshuat Indians at Alberni represent the practice as most ancient, and the fact that
the other tribes of the Aht nation (about twenty in number) observe it, favors this
supposition. Their legends somewhat differ as to this practice, some saying that it
was instituted by the creator of the world; others that it arose from the sons of a
chief of former times having really been seized by wolves.† To some extent it is a
secret institution, the young children not being acquainted with it until formally
initiated. Many of them during the horrid rites are much alarmed; the exhibition
of ferocity, the firing of guns and shouting being calculated, and probably intended,
to excite their fears. Part of a day is given up to an instruction of those children
who are to be initiated, and it is impressed upon them that the Klooh-quahn-nah
must always be kept up, or evil will happen to the tribe. The tendency, no doubt,
and probably the intention of this human sacrifice, and the whole celebration, is to
destroy the natural human feeling against murder, and to form in the people
generally, and especially in the rising generation, hardened and fierce hearts. They
themselves say that their "hearts are bad," as long as it goes on. In the attendant cere-
monies their children are taught to look, without any sign of feeling, upon savage
preparations for war, strange dances performed in hideous masks and accompanied
by unearthly noises, and occasionally, at least, upon the cruel destruction of human
life. Although I have no direct evidence of the fact, I believe that part of the
course of those to be initiated would be to view, howl over, and perhaps handle or
even stick their knives into the dead body of the victim, without showing any sign
of pity or of horror.

†These Indians imitate animals and birds extremely well, such as wolves or
crows. At this Klooh-quahn-nah celebration they had their hair tied out from their
heads, so as to represent a wolf's head and snout, and the blanket was arranged
to show a tail. The motion of the wolf in running was closely imitated. More ex-
traordinary still was their acting as crows; they had a large wooden bill, and
blankets arranged so like wings that, in the dusk, the Indians really seemed like
large crows hopping about, particularly when, after the manner of these birds, they
went into the shallow water, and shook their wings and "dabb'd" with their long bills.
The following description may also refer to part of this ceremonial: 1

During the song and dance, which at first seemed to present nothing peculiar, a well-known slave (one, however, who was in a comparatively independent position, being employed as a sailor on board the steamer Thames), suddenly ceased dancing, and fell down on the ground, apparently in a dying state, and having his face covered with blood. He did not move or speak, his head fell on one side, his limbs were drawn up, and he certainly presented a ghastly spectacle. While the dance raged furiously around the fallen man, the doctor, with some others, seized and dragged him to the other side of the fire round which they were dancing, placing his naked feet very near the flames. After this a pail of water was brought in, and the doctor, who supported the dying man on his arm, washed the blood from his face; the people beat drums, danced, and sang, and suddenly the patient sprang to his feet and joined in the dance, none the worse for the apparently hopeless condition of the moment before. While all this was going on, I asked the giver of the feast whether it was real blood upon the man's face, and if he were really wounded. He told me so seriously that it was, that I was at first inclined to believe him, until he began to explain that the blood which came from the nose and mouth was owing to the incantations of the medicine man, and that all the people would be very angry if he did not afterwards restore him. I then recalled to mind that in the early part of the day, before the feast, I had seen the doctor and the slave holding very friendly conferences; and the former had used his influence to get a pass for the latter to be present at the entertainment, to which, probably, he had no right to come.

In Jewett's narrative 2 the following description of part of the Lō'koala occurs:

On the morning of December 13, another strange ceremony began, by the king's firing a pistol, apparently, without a moment's warning, close to the ear of Satsat, who dropped down instantly as if shot dead on the spot.

Upon this all the women set up a most terrible yelling, tearing out their hair by handfuls, and crying out that the prince was dead, when the men rushed in, armed with guns and daggers, inquiring into the cause of the alarm, followed by two of the natives covered with wolf skins, with masks representing the wolf's head.

These two came in on all fours, and taking up the prince on their back, carried him out, retiring as they had entered. * * *

The celebration terminated with a shocking and distressing show of deliberate self-torment.

These men, each with two bayonets run through their sides, between the ribs, walked up and down in the room, singing war songs, and exulting in their firmness and triumph over pain (p. 187). * * *

The religious ceremonies (in another village) were concluded by 20 men who entered the house, with arrows run through their sides and arms, having strings fastened to them, by which the spectators twisted, or pulled them back, as the men walked round the room, singing and boasting of their power to endure suffering (p. 192).

Another description of the ceremonial has been given by James G. Swan: 3

The Dukwally (i.e., Lō'koala) and other tama nawas performances are exhibitions intended to represent incidents connected with their mythological legends. There
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1 Sprout, "Scenes and Studies of Savage Life," page 68.
3 "The Indians of Cape Flattery," page 66.
are a great variety, and they seem to take the place, in a measure, of theatrical performances or games during the season of the religious festivals. There are no persons especially set apart as priests for the performance of these ceremonies, although some, who seem more expert than others, are usually hired to give life to the scenes, but these performers are quite as often found among the slaves or common people as among the chiefs, and excepting during the continuance of the festivities are not looked on as of any particular importance. On inquiring the origin of these ceremonies, I was informed that they did not originate with the Indians, but were revelations of the guardian spirits, who made known what they wished to be performed. An Indian, for instance, who has been consulting with his guardian spirit, which is done by going through the washing and fasting process before described, will imagine or think he is called upon to represent the owl. He arranges in his mind the style of dress, the number of performers, the songs and dances or other movements, and, having the plan perfected, announces at a tama'awas meeting that he has had a revelation which he will impart to a select few. These are then taught and drilled in strict secrecy, and when they have perfected themselves, will suddenly make their appearance and perform before the astonished tribe. Another Indian gets up the representation of the whale, others do the same of birds, and in fact of everything that they can think of. If any performance is a success, it is repeated, and gradually comes to be looked upon as one of the regular order in the ceremonies; if it does not satisfy the audience, it is laid aside. Thus they have performances that have been handed down from remote ages, while others are of a more recent date.

The ceremony of the great Dukwally or the thunder bird originated with the Hesh-kiwi-et Indians, a band of Nittinats living near Barclay Sound, Vancouver Island, and is ascribed to the following legend:

Two men had fallen in love with one woman, and as she would give neither the preference, at last they came to a quarrel. But one of them, who had better sense than the other, said: "Don't let us fight about that squaw; I will go out and see the chief of the wolves, and he will tell me what is to be done. But I cannot get to his lodge except by stratagem. Now they know we are at variance, so do you take me by the hair, and drag me over these sharp rocks which are covered with barnacles, and I shall bleed, and I will pretend to be dead, and the wolves will come and carry me away to their house." The other agreed, and dragged him over the rocks till he was lacerated from head to foot, and then left him out of reach of the tide. The wolves came, and, supposing him dead, carried him to the lodge of their chief, but when they got ready to eat him, he jumped up and astonished them at his boldness. The chief wolf was so much pleased with his bravery that he imparted to him all the mysteries of the thunder-bird performance, and on his return home he instructed his friends, and the Dukwally was the result. The laceration of the arms and legs among the Makahs, during the performance to be described, is to represent the laceration of the founder of the ceremony from being dragged over the sharp stones.

A person intending to give one of these performances first gathers together as much property as he can obtain, in blankets, guns, brass kettles, beads, tin pans, and other articles intended as presents for his guests, and procure a sufficient quantity of food, which of late years consists of flour, biscuit, rice, potatoes, molasses, dried fish, and roots. He keeps his intention a secret until he is nearly ready, and then imports it to a few of his friends, who, if need be, assist him by adding to his stock of presents of food. The first intimation the village has of the intended ceremonies is on the night previous to the first day's performance. After the community have retired for the night, which is usually between 9 and 10 o'clock, the performers commence by hooting like owls, howling like wolves, and uttering a sharp whistling sound intended to represent the blowing and whistling of the wind. Guns are then fired, and all the initiated collect in the lodge where the ceremonies
are to be performed, and drum with their heels on boxes or boards, producing a sound resembling thunder. The torches of pitch wood are flashed through the roof of the house, and at each flash the thunder rolls, and then the whole assemblage whistles like the wind. As soon as the noise of the performers commences, the uninitiated fly in terror and hide themselves, so great being their superstitions belief in the supernatural powers of the Dukwally that they have frequently fled to my house for protection, knowing very well that the tama nawas performers would not come near a white man. They then visit every house in the village, and extend an invitation for all to attend the ceremonies. This having been done, the crowd retire to the lodge of ceremonies, where the drumming and singing are kept up till near daylight, when they are quiet for a short time, and at sunrise begin again. The first five days are usually devoted to secret ceremonies, such as initiating candidates, and a variety of performances, which consist chiefly in songs and choruses and drumming to imitate thunder. They do this part very well, and their imitation of thunder is quite equal to that produced in the best equipped theatre.

What the ceremony of initiation is I have never learned. That of the Chilkans, which I have witnessed, consists in putting the initiates into a mesmeric sleep: but if the Makahs use mesmerism, or any such influence, they do not keep the candidates under it for any great length of time, as I saw them every day during the ceremonies, walking out during the intervals. The first outdoor performance usually commences on the fifth day, and this consists of the procession of males and females, with their legs and arms, and sometimes their bodies, scarified with knives, and every wound bleeding freely. The men are entirely naked, but the women have on a short petticoat. * * * [The wounds are made as follows:] A bucket of water was placed in the center of the lodge, and the candidates squatting around it washed their arms and legs. The persons who did the cutting, and who appeared to be any one who had sharp knives, butcher knives being preferred, grasped them firmly in the right hand with the thumb placed along the blade, so as to leave but an eighth or quarter of an inch of the edge bare; then, taking hold of the arm or leg of the candidate, made gashes 5 or 6 inches long transversally, and parallel with the limb, four or five gashes being cut each way. Cuts were thus made on each arm above and below the elbow, on each thigh, and the calves of the legs; some, but not all, were likewise cut on their backs. The wounds were then washed with water to make the blood run freely. * * * When all was ready, the procession left the lodge and marched in single file down to the beach, their naked bodies streaming with blood, presenting a barbarous spectacle. A circle was formed at the water's edge, round which this bloody procession marched slowly, making gesticulations and uttering howling cries.

Five men now came out of the lodge carrying the principal performer. One held him by the hair, and the others by the arms and legs. He, too, was cut and bleeding profusely. They laid him down on the beach on the wet sand, and left him, while they marched off and visited every lodge in the village, making a circuit in each lodge. At last the man on the beach jumped up, and seizing a club laid about him in a violent manner, hitting everything in his way. He, too, went the same round as the others, and after every lodge had been visited, they all returned to the lodge from which they had issued, and the performances outdoor were closed for that day. In the meanwhile a deputation of fifteen or twenty men, with faces painted black and sprigs of evergreen in their hair, had been sent to the other villages with invitations for guests to come and receive presents. They went in a body to each lodge, and after a song and a chorus the spokesman of the party, in a loud voice, announced the object of their visit, and called the names of the invited persons. Anyone has a right to be present at the distribution, but only those specially invited will receive any presents.

Every evening during the ceremonies, excepting those of the first few days, is devoted to masquerade and other amusements, when each lodge is visited and a
The masks are made principally by the Clyoquot and Nittinat Indians, and sold to the Makahs, who paint them to suit their own fancies. They are made of alder, maple, and cottonwood; some are very ingeniously executed, having the eyes and lower jaw movable. By means of a string the performer can make the eyes roll about, and the jaws gnash together with a fearful clatter. As these masks are kept strictly concealed until the time of the performances, and as they are generally produced at night, they are viewed with awe by the spectators; and certainly the scene in one of these lodges, dimly lighted by the fires which show the faces of the assembled spectators and illuminate the performers, presents a most weird and savage spectacle when the masked dancers issue forth from behind a screen of mats, and go through their barbarous pantomimes. The Indians themselves, even accustomed as they are to these masks, feel very much afraid of them, and a white man, viewing the scene for the first time, can only liken it to a carnival of demons.

Among the masquerade performances that I have seen was a representation of mice. This was performed by a dozen or more young men who were entirely naked. Their bodies, limbs, and faces were painted with stripes of red, blue, and black; red bark wreaths were twisted around their heads, and bows and arrows in their hands. They made a squeaking noise, but otherwise they did nothing that reminded me of mice in the least. Another party was composed of naked boys, with bark fringes, like veils, covering their faces, and armed with sticks having needles in one end; they made a buzzing noise and stuck the needles into any of the spectators who came in their way. This was a representation of hornets. These processions followed each other at an interval of half an hour, and each made a circuit round the lodge, performed some antics, sang some songs, shouted, and left. Another party then came in, composed of men with frightful masks, bear-skins on their backs, and heads covered with down. They had clubs in their hands, and as they danced around a big fire blazing in the center of the lodge, they struck wildly with them, earing little whom or what they hit. One of their number was naked, with a rope round his waist, a knife in each hand, and making a fearful howling. Two others had hold of the end of the rope, as if to keep him from doing any harm. This was the most ferocious exhibition I had seen, and the spectators got out of their reach as far as they could. They did no harm, however, excepting that one with his club knocked a hole through a brass kettle; after which they left and went to the other lodges, where I learned that they smashed boxes and did much mischief. After they had gone, the owner examined his kettle, and quaintly remarked that it was worth more to him than the pleasure he had experienced by their visit, and he should look to the man who broke it for remuneration.

On a subsequent evening I was present at another performance. This consisted of dancing, jumping, firing of guns, etc. A large fire was first built in the center of the lodge, and the performers, with painted faces, and many with masks resembling owls, wolves, and bears, crouched down with their arms clasped about their knees, their blankets trailing on the ground and fastened around the neck with a single pin. After forming in a circle with their faces toward the fire, they commenced jumping sideways round the blaze, their arms still about their knees. In this manner they whirled around for several minutes, producing a most remarkable appearance. These performers, who were male, were succeeded by some thirty women with blackened faces, their heads covered with down, and a girdle around their blankets, drawing them in tight at the waist. These danced around the fire with a shuffling, ungainly gait, singing a song as loud as they could scream, which was accompanied by everyone in the lodge, and beating time with sticks on boards placed before them for the purpose. When the dance was over, some five or six men, with wreaths of seaweed around their heads, blackened faces, and bear-skins over their shoulders, rushed in and fired a volley of musketry through the roof. One of them then made a speech, the purport of which was that the ceremonies had progressed favorably thus far; that their hearts had become strong, and that they felt ready to attack their
enemies or to repel any attack upon themselves. Their guns having in the mean-
while been loaded, another volley was fired, and the whole assembly uttered a shout
to signify approval. The performances during the daytime consisted of repre-
sentations on the beach of various kinds. There was one representing a whaling
scene. An Indian on all fours, covered with a bearskin, imitated the motion of a
whale while blowing. He was followed by a party of eight men armed with har-
poons and lances, and carrying all the implements of whaling. Two boys, naked,
with bodies rubbed over with flour, and white cloths around their heads, represented
cold weather; others represented cranes moving slowly at the water's edge and
occasionally dipping their heads down as if seizing a fish. They wore masks resembling
a bird's beak, and bunches of eagles' feathers stuck in their hair. During all of
these scenes the spectators kept up a continual singing and drumming. Every day
during these performances feasts were given at different lodges to those Indians who
had come from the other villages, at which great quantities of food were eaten and
many cords of wood burned, the giver of the feast being very prodigal of his winter's
supply of food and fuel. The latter, however, is procured quite easily from the for-
est, and only causes a little extra labor to obtain a sufficiency.

The final exhibition of the ceremonies was the Thnikloots representation, after
which the presents were distributed. From daylight in the morning till about 11
o'clock in the forenoon was occupied by indoor performances, consisting of singing
and drumming, and occasional speeches. When these were over, some twenty per-
formers, dressed up in masks and feathers, some with naked bodies, others covered
with bear skins, and accompanied by the whole assembly, went down on the beach
danced and howled in the most frightful manner. After making as much uproar
as they could, they returned to the lodge, and shortly after every one mounted on
the roofs of the houses to see the performance of the Thnikloots. First, a young
girl came out upon the roof of a lodge, wearing a mask representing the head of the
thunderbird, which was surmounted by a topknot of cedar bark dyed red and stuck
full of white feathers from eagles' tails. Over her shoulders she wore a red blanket
covered with a profusion of white buttons, brass thimbles, and blue beads; her hair
hung down her back, covered with white down. The upper half of her face was
painted black, and the lower red. Another girl, with a similar head dress, was naked
except a skirt about her hips. Her arms and legs had rings of blue beads, and she
wore bracelets of brass wire around her wrists; her face being painted like the
other. A smaller girl had a black mask to resemble the ha-he k-to-ak. The masks did
not cover the face, but were on the forehead, from which they projected like horns.
The last girl's face was also painted black and red. From her ears hung large orna-
ments made of the haikwa or dentilium, and blue and red beads, and around her neck
was an immense necklace of blue beads. Her skirt was also covered with strings of
beads, giving her quite a picturesque appearance. A little boy, with a black mask
and headband of red bark, the ends of which hung down over his shoulders, and
eagles' feathers in a topknot, was the remaining performer. They moved around in
a slow and stately manner, occasionally spreading out their arms to represent flying,
and uttering a sound to imitate thunder, but which resembled the noise made by
the nighthawk when swooping for its prey, the spectators meanwhile beating drums,
pounding the roofs with sticks, and rattling with shells. This show lasted half an
hour, when all again went into the lodge to witness the distribution of presents and
the grand finale. The company all being arranged, the performers at one end of the
lodge and the women, children, and spectators at the other, they commenced by
putting out the fires and removing the brands and cinders. A quantity of feathers
were strewn over the ground floor of the lodge, and a dance and song commenced,
every one joining in the latter, each seeming to try to make as much noise as possible.
A large box, suspended by a rope from the roof, served as a bass drum, and other
drums were improvised from the brass and sheet-iron kettles and tin pans belonging
to the domestic furnishing of the house, while those who had no kettles, pans, or
boxes banged with their clubs on the roof and sides of the house till the noise was
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almost deafening. In this uproar there was a pause; then the din commenced anew. This time the dancers brought out blankets, and with them beat the feathers on the floor till the whole air was filled with down, like flakes of snow during a heavy winter's storm. Another lull succeeded, then another dance, and another shaking up of feathers, till I was half choked with dust and down. Next the presents were distributed, consisting of blankets, guns, shirts, beads, and a variety of trinkets, and the whole affair wound up with a feast.

I presume the following custom belongs here as well. When the incantations and practices of the shaman are of no avail, the patient is initiated in a secret society called ts'a'yēq. Evidently this name is derived from the Kwakiutl word ts'a'eq, thus suggesting that this ceremony also was borrowed from the winter ceremonial of the Kwakiutl. I obtained the following description of these ceremonies: The members of the ts'a'yēq assemble and make a circuit through the whole village, walking in Indian file and in a circle, so that their left hand is on the inner side (opposite the hands of a clock). Nobody is allowed to laugh while they are making their circuit. The ts'a'yēq of the Hopetcia'shth and Ts'eca'ath sing as follows during this circuit:

Ha, bā, hā', he is not a shaman.1

When dancing, they hold the first fingers of both hands up, trembling violently. They enter all houses and take the patients and all the other people who desire to become members of the ts'a'yēq along, two members of the society taking each novice between them and holding him by his hair, while they continue to shake their free hands. The novice must incline his head forward and shake it while the society are continuing their circuit. Thus they go from house to house, and all those who desire to become members of the society join the procession. The circuit finished, they assemble in a house in which during the following days none but members of the ts'a/yēq are allowed. They sing and dance for four days. After these days the novice obtains his cedar bark ornament (fig. 199 and Plate 51). Small carvings representing the crest of his sept are attached to the front part of the head ring. The dress of the uctā'qyu, the shaman, who is the most important member of the society, is larger than that of the other members.

1 Appendix, page 733.
HEAD RING OF THE TSA’YEQ, ALBERNI.

Swan has described the ceremony as follows:

The other performance is termed Tsiahk, and is a medicine performance, quite as interesting, but not as savage in its detail. It is only occasionally performed, when some person, either a chief or a member of his family, is sick. The Makahs believe in the existence of a supernatural being, who is represented to be an Indian of a dwarfish size, with long hair of a yellowish color flowing down his back and covering his shoulders. From his head grow four perpendicular horns, two at the temple and two back of the ears. When people are sick of any chronic complaint and much debilitated, they imagine they see this being in the night, who promises relief if the ceremonies he prescribes are well performed. The principal performer is a doctor, whose duties are to manipulate the patient, who is first initiated by secret rites into the mysteries of the ceremony. What these secret rites consist of I have not ascertained, but there is a continual singing and drumming during the day and evening for three days before spectators are admitted. From the haggard and feeble appearance of some patients I have seen, I judge the ordeal must have been severe. The peculiarity of this ceremony consists in the dress worn alike by patients, novitiates, and performers. Both men and women assist, but the proportion of females is greater than of males. On the head of the female performer is worn a sort of coronet made of bark, surmounted by four upright bunches or little pillars made of bark wound round with the same material, and sometimes threads from red blankets, to give a variety of color. From the top of each of the four pillars, which represent the horns of the tsiahk, are bunches of eagles' quills, which have been notched and one side of the feather edge stripped off. In front is a band which is variously decorated, according to the taste of the wearer, with beads, brass buttons, or any trinkets they may have. From each side of this band project bunches of quills similar to those on the top of the head. The long hair of the tsiahk is represented by a heavy and thick fringe of bark, which covers the back and shoulders to the elbow. Necklaces composed of a great many strings of beads of all sizes and colors, and strung in various forms, are also worn, and serve to add to the effect of the costume. The paint for the face is red for the forehead and for the lower part, from the root of the nose to the ears; the portion between the forehead and the lower part is black, with two or three red marks on each cheek. The dress of the novitiate females is similar, with the exception of there being no feathers or ornaments on the bark headdress, and with the addition of black or blue stripes on the red paint covering the forehead and lower portion of the face. The headdress of the men consists of a circular band of bark and colored worsted, from the back part of which are two bunches of bark, like horses' tails. Two upright sticks are fastened to the band behind the ears, and on top of these sticks are two white feathers tipped with red; the quill portion is inserted into a piece of elder stick with the pith extracted and then put on the band sticks. These sockets give the feathers the charm of vibrating as the wearer moves his head; when dancing or moving in procession, the hands are raised as high as the face and the fingers spread out.

The doctor or principal performer has on his head a dress of plain bark similar to the female novitiate. He is naked except a piece of blanket about his loins, and his body is covered with stripes of red paint. The outdoor performance consists of a procession which moves from the lodge to the beach; the principal actor or conductor being at the head, followed by all the males in single file, the last one being the doctor. Immediately behind the doctor the patient follows, supported on each side by a female assistant. The females close up the procession. All parties, male and female, have their hands raised as high as their faces, and the motion of the procession is a sort of shuffling dance. They move in a circle which gradually closes around the patient, who, with the novitiate, is left seated on the ground in the centre; songs with choruses by the whole of the spectators, drumming, shaking rattles, and firing of guns wind up the performance, and all retire to the lodge, where

---

1 "The Indians of Cape Flattery," page 73.
dancing and singing are kept up for several days. Finally, presents are distributed, a feast is held, and the friends retire. The patient and novitiates are obliged to wear their dress for one month. It consists of the bark headdress, having instead of feathers, two thin strips of wood, feather-shaped, but differently painted. Those of the patient are red at each end and white in the center, with narrow transverse bars of blue. Those of the novitate have blue ends and the center unpainted. The patient's face is painted red, with perpendicular marks of blue on the forehead and the lower part of the face. The novitate's forehead and lower portion of face is painted with alternate stripes of red and blue, the remainder of the face blue; the head band is also wound with blue yarn and yellow bark. The head band of the patient is wound with red. The tails of bark of both headdresses are dyed red. The patient carries in his hand a staff which can be used as a support while walking; this has red bark tied at each end and around the middle.

The Dukwally and Tsiahk are the performances more frequently exhibited among the Makahs than any others, although they have several different ones. The ancient tama nawas is termed Do-thlub or Do-thlum, and was formerly the favorite one. But after they had learned the Thulkoots, or Thunder bird, they laid aside the Do-thlub, as its performance, from the great number of ceremonies, was attended with too much trouble and expense. The origin of the Do-thlub was, as stated to me by the Indians, in this manner: Many years ago an Indian, while fishing in deep water for codfish, hauled up on his hook an immense haliotis shell. He had scarcely got it into his canoe when he fell into a trance, which lasted a few minutes, and on his recovery he commenced paddling home, but before reaching land he had several of these trances, and on reaching the shore his friends took him up for dead, and carried him into his house, where he presently recovered, and stated that while in the state of stupor he had a vision of Do-thlub, one of their mythological beings, and that he must be dressed as Do-thlub was and then he would have revelations. He described the appearance, as he saw it in his vision, in which Do-thlub presented himself with hands like deer's feet. He was naked to his hips, around which was a petticoat of cedar bark dyed red, which reached to his knees. His body and arms were red; his face painted red and black; his hair tied up in bunches with cedar twigs, and cedar twigs reaching down his back. When his friends had dressed him according to his direction, he fell into another trance, in which he saw the dances which were to be performed, heard the songs which were to be sung, and learned all the secret ceremonies to be observed. It was also revealed that each performer must have a piece of the haliotis shell in his nose, and pieces in his ears. He taught the rites to certain of his friends, and then performed before the tribe, who were so well pleased that they adopted the ceremony as their tama nawas, and retained its observance for many years, till it was superseded by the Dukwally. The haliotis shell worn by the Makahs in their noses is a custom originating from the Do-thlub. Other ceremonies are occasionally gone through with, but the description above given will serve to illustrate all those observed by the Makahs. Different tribes have some peculiar to themselves, the general character of which is, however, the same. It will be seen that the public part of these performances are rather in the nature of amusements akin to our theatrical pantomimes than of religious observances, though they are religiously observed.

THE LKU'NGEN.

My information on the ceremonials of the Coast Salish is very meager. I obtained the following information from the Lku'ngen, the tribe which occupies the territory near Victoria, British Columbia. They have two secret societies, the teiyi'wan and the xenxanu'tel (dog howlers).

1 This is clearly the Kwakintl word n'o'nlem.
Any member of the tribe may join the teyi'i'wan. When desiring to do so, he retires into the woods and stays there for some time, bathing in ponds and washing his body with cedar branches. The intending novice is called xansa'a'lokul. Finally he dreams of the dance which he will perform and the song which he will sing. In his dream his soul is led all over the world by the spirit who gives him his dance and his song. Then he returns to the village. According to what he has dreamed, he belongs to one of five societies which constitute the teyi'i'wan: (1) The sqē'iep, who dance with elbows pressed close to the body, the arms extended forward and moving up and down; (2) the nuxso'a'wēqa, who jump about in wild movements; (3) the sqī'qoal, who dance in slow movements; (4) the sqōī'lec, whose dance is said to be similar to that of the sqē'iep; and (5) the tcilqte'hen (derived from tcā'loq woods). The general name of the dances of the teyi'i'wan is mē'ilə, which word is borrowed from the Kwakiutl. When the novice returns from the woods, he teaches for two days his song to the members of the society to which he is to belong. Then the dance is performed and henceforth he is a regular member of the society.

The xenxa'nitel, the second society, are also called Lo'koala and nō'ulem, although the first name is the proper Lku'ngen term. The Lku'ngen state that they obtained the secrets of this society from the Nootka, and this is undoubtedly true. It appears that the secrets of these societies spread from the Nootka to the Lku'ngen, Clallam, and the tribes of Puget Sound. The Tc'nitelp, a sept of the Salish tribe, also have the nō'ulem, while the Snuana'mu'X, the Cowichan, and the tribes of Fraser River have hardly a trace of it. The Comox and Pentlatch obtained it through intermarriage with both the Kwakiutl and the Nootka.

The right to perform the nō'ulem is jealously guarded by all tribes who possess it, and many a war has been waged against tribes who illegitimately performed the ceremonies of the society. Its mysteries were kept a profound secret, and if a man dared to speak about it he was torn to pieces by the quqq'lec, about whom I shall speak presently. Only rich people can become members of the xenxa'nitel, as heavy payments are exacted at the initiation. If the father of the novice is not able to pay them, his relatives must contribute to the amount required. The initiation and the festivals of this society take place in winter only. When a young man is to be initiated, his father first invites the xenxa'nitel to a feast, which lasts five days. During these days mask dances are performed, which those who are not members of the society are also permitted to witness. They occupy one side of the house in which the festivities take place, while the xenxa'nitel occupy the other. The latter wear head ornaments of cedar bark and have their hair strewn with down. The faces of all those who take part in the festival are blackened. At the end of three days the father of the novice invites four men to bathe his son in the sea.
One of them must wash his body, one must wash his head, and the two others hold him. In return they receive one or two blankets each. During this ceremony the quqq'ēleūn, who are described as wild men, dance around the novice. They have ropes tied around their waists, and are held by other members of the society by these ropes. Then the x̱enxani'tel lead the novice into the woods, where he remains for a long time, until he meets the spirit that initiates him. It seems that during this time he is secretly led to the house in which the x̱enxani'tel continue to celebrate festivals at the expense of the novice's father, and there he is taught the secrets of the society. During this time, until the return of the novice from the woods, the house is tabooed. A watchman is stationed at the entrance, who keeps out uninitiated persons. During the absence of the novice, his mother prepares cedar bark ornaments and weaves mountain goat blankets for his use. One afternoon he returns, and then his father gives a feast to let the people know that his child has returned. The latter performs his first dance, in which he uses masks and cedar bark ornaments. This dance is called nuxneäh'meūn. On this day the father must distribute a great number of blankets among the x̱enxani'tel. The initiated are permitted to take part in the feast, and sit on one side of the house. The new member spends all his nights in the woods, where he bathes. In the spring the new member, if a man, is thrown into the sea, and after that is free from all regulations attending the initiation. One of the principal regulations regarding novices of the x̱enxani'tel is that they must return from the woods in the direction in which the sun is moving, starting so that the sun is at their backs. Therefore they must sometimes go in roundabout ways. They must go backward through doors, which are slāléqam (supernatural) against them. Frequently the siō'na (a female shaman) is called to bespeak the door in their behalf before they pass through it. Before their dance the siō'na must also address the earth, as it is supposed that else it might open and swallow up the dancer. It is also slāléqam against the novice. The expression used is that the earth would "open its eyes" (k'u'nalasēn); that means, swallow the novice. In order to avert this danger, the siō'na must "give a name to the earth," and strew red paint and feathers over the place where the novice is to dance.

THE BĪ'LXULA.

The social organization, festivals, and secret societies of the Bī'lxula are still more closely interrelated than they are among the Kwakiutl, and must be considered in connection. We have to describe here the potlatch, the sisan'k', and the kū'siut. The sisan'k' corresponds to the Lao'dla×a of the northern Kwakiutl tribes, the kū'siut to the ts'é'ts'ačqa. The Bī'lxula believe that the potlatch has been instituted by ten deities, nine brothers and one sister, the foremost among whom is Xē'mtsioa, to whose care the sunrise is intrusted. He resides with the others in a beautiful house in the far east, and cries "ō, ȶ,"
every morning when the sun rises. He takes care that he rises properly. The first six of these deities are grouped in pairs, and are believed to paint their faces with designs representing moon, stars, and rainbow. In the ki'sint these deities make their appearance, and are represented by masks. Xé'mtsioa and Xënxémalà'ola wear the design of the full moon, indicated on the mask of Xé'mtsioa by a double curved line in red and black, the black outside, passing over forehead, cheeks, and upper lip. Xënxémalà'ola has a double curved line in red and black, the red outside, which passes over forehead, cheeks, and chin. Aïumkàlik'a and Ainmalà'ola wear the design of the crescent, drawn in red and black, with differences similar to those between the first and second masks. The fifth Q'ömq'ömki'lik'a and Q'o'mtsioa have designs representing stars, both wearing the same style of mask. The seventh is Qula'xawa, whose face represents the blossom of a salmon-berry bush. The next in order, Kulelias (who wants to have blankets first), wears the design of the rainbow in black and blue. The ninth, A'ćama'k, wears on the head a mask representing a kingfisher, and is clothed in a bird-skin blanket. The last of the series is a woman called L'etsa'aplèlāna (the eater), the sister of the others. Her face is painted with the design of a bladder filled with grease. She figures in several legends as stealing provisions and pursued by the people whom she has robbed.

The sisau'k, which is danced at potlatches and other festivals of the clans, is presided over by a being that lives in the sun. A man who had gone out hunting met the sisau'k and was instructed by him in the secrets of the dance. When he returned, he asked the people to clean their houses and to strew them with clean sand before he consented to enter. Then he danced the sisau'k and told the people what he had seen. He said that the being had commanded them to perform this dance and to adorn themselves when dancing with carved headdresses with trails of ermine skins, and to swing carved rattles. The man, later on, returned to the sun. Ever since that time the Bi'lxula dance the sisau'k. Besides this, it is stated that the raven gave each clan its secrets. Each clan has its peculiar carvings, which are used in the sisau'k only, and are otherwise kept a profound secret, i.e., they are the sacred possessions of each clan. All clans, however, wear the beautiful carved headdresses and use the raven rattles, regardless of the carving they represent. Every time the sacred objects of a clan are shown to the people a potlatch is given. The sacred objects, although the property of the various clans, must nevertheless be acquired by each individual—that is to say, every free person has the right to acquire a certain group of carvings and names, according to the clan to which he or she belongs. Slaves and slaves' children, also illegitimate children, can not become sisau'k. A person can not take a new carving, but must wait until it is given to him by his relatives—father, mother, or elder brother. Nusk'Eln'sta, the Indian, to whom I
owe my information regarding the clans, and who is a member of the gens Ialö'stimöt of the Taliö'mx, stated that he had received the raven when he gave his first potlatch. At his second potlatch he received the eagle. He hoped that his mother would give him the whale at his next potlatch, and would at the same time divulge to him the secrets connected with it. In course of time, he said, he might get even others from his brother; but if the latter's children should prove to be very good, and develop very rapidly, his brother would probably give his secrets to his own children. At festivals, when a person acquires a new secret, he changes his name. Each person has two names, a ku'siut name, which remains through life, and a Xe'mtsioa name, which is changed at these festivals. Thus, Nusk'晚年'sta's (which is his ku'siut name) Xe'mtsioa name was Al'ileme'nus'aix, but at his next potlatch he intended to take the name of Kalia'kis. These names are also the property of the various clans, each clan having its own names. When a man possesses several sisau'k- secrets, he will distribute them among his children. When a girl marries, her father or mother may, after a child has been born to her, give one or several of their sisau'k- secrets to her husband, as his children make him a member of her clan. If a person grows old, he gives away all his sisau'k- secrets. After any secret has been given away the giver must not use it any more. The crest and the sisau'k- carvings must not be loaned to others, but each person must keep his own carvings. The only exceptions are the carved headdresses and the raven rattles, which are not the property of any particular clan. The laws regarding the potlatch are similar to those of the Kwakiutl. The receiver of a present becomes the debtor of the person who gave the potlatch. If the latter should die, the debts become due to his heirs. If the debtor should die, his heirs become responsible for the debt. Property is also destroyed at potlatches. This is not returned, and serves only to enhance the social position of the individual who performed this act. It is not necessary that all the property given by a person in a potlatch should be owned by him. He may borrow part of it from his friends, and has to repay it with interest. I was told, for instance, that a man borrowed a large copper plate and burnt it at a potlatch. When doing so, he had to name the price which he was going to pay the owner in its stead. Since that feast he died, and his heirs are now responsible for the amount named at the potlatch. The ku'siut is presided over by a female spirit, called Anauitablekiuts'-ai'x. Her abode is a cave in the woods, which she keeps shut from February till October, remaining all the while inside. In October she opens the door of her cave and sits in front of it. A woman is said to have been the first to find her. Anauitablekiuts'ai'x invited her into her cave and taught her the secrets of the ku'siut. She wore ornaments of red cedar bark around her head, waist, and ankles; her face was blackened, her hair strewn with eagle down. She commanded the
woman to dance in the same way as she saw her dancing. The people should accompany her dance with songs, and, after she had finished, they should dance with masks. She said, "Whenever a person sees me, your people shall dance the ku'siut. If you do not do so, I shall punish you with death and sickness. In summer, while I am in my house, you must not dance the ku'siut."

Ever since that time the B'lxula dance the ku'siut. When a man has seen Anaulikuts'ai'x sitting in front of her cave, he will invite the people to a ku'siut. A ring made of red and white cedar bark is hung up in his house, and the uninitiated are not allowed to enter it. Only in the evening, when dances are performed, they may look on, standing close to the door. As soon as the dances are over, they must retire from the taboo house. Each ku'siut lasts three days.

The various dances performed by members of the ku'siut are also property of the clans, and the right to perform them is restricted to members of the clan. They must not be given to a daughter's husband, as is the case with the sisau'k dances, but belong to the members of the clan, who have a right to a particular dance, but who do not own it. Permission to use a mask or dance is obtained from the owner by payments. The owner may reclaim the dance or the borrower may return it at any time. Membership of the ku'siut is obtained through an initiation. At this time the novice is given his ku'siut name, which is inherited by young persons from their parents or from other relatives. Thus a young man who had the name of Pō'pō until he was about seventeen years old, obtained at his initiation the name of l'akō'ol. I have not reached a very clear understanding of the details of the initiation; it seems that the dance is simply given to the novice in the same way as the sisau'k, this initiation being connected with a potlatch. But still it seems possible that he must "dream" of the dance which he is to perform. Only the highest degrees of the ku'siut have to pass through a religious ceremony of some importance. The highest degrees are the Elaxo'la (the hā'mats'a of the Kwakiutl), the o'lex (the nū'lmal of the Kwakiutl), and the ā'tia (the nū'ntsistala of the Kwakiutl). These grades are also hereditary. A ku'siut novice may acquire them at once at his first initiation.

When the Elaxo'la is initiated, he goes into the forest, where he encounters his guardian spirit. It is believed that he goes up to the sun, and formerly he had to take human flesh along for food. The chiefs held a council the night preceding the beginning of the ceremonies, and anyone who wanted to show his liberality offered one of his slaves to be killed in order to serve as food for the Elaxo'la. The offer was accepted, and a payment of from ten to twenty blankets was made for the slave. The latter was killed, and the members of the Elaxo'la order devoured one-half of the body before the departure of the novice to the woods. There the latter was tied up and left to fast. He may stay there for twenty or thirty days until the spirit appears
to him and takes him up to the sun, where he is initiated. Early one morning he returns, and is heard outside the houses. He has lost all his hair, which, it is believed, has been torn out by the strong breeze blowing in the higher regions. He is quite naked, and bites everyone whom he can lay hold of. If he can not catch anyone he will bite his own arm. It is believed that he has lost his soul, which fled from the body when the spirit came to him. Therefore the shamans must try for four days to recapture his soul. The night after they have recovered it the Elaxö'la dances, clothed in a bear's skin and wearing a large head ring, heavy bracelets and anklets, all made of red cedar bark. Sometimes he appears wearing the mask of the S'à'ltsta (fig. 200), the spirit which initiated him. This mask corresponds exactly to that of Baxbakuñálanux'si'wáe of the Kwakiutl. Some Elaxö'la do not bite people, but merely devour raw salmon or tear dogs to pieces and devour them. Those who bite people will also devour corpses. The Elaxö'la has to observe a number of regulations. For four years after his initiation he must not gamble. He must stay away from his wife for one year, but this period is being reduced to one month. For two or three months he must not leave his house.

The o'lex (the laughers) and the dá'tia (the thrower) do not go into the woods to be initiated, but both must fast three days before their first dance. The o'lex "makes fun of everything" and scratches people with his nails. The dá'tia carries stones and sticks and breaks household goods and canoes. If he has destroyed some object during the day, he pays for it at night when he dances. The o'lex and the dá'tia, after they have danced, must stay in their houses for one month.

If a person transgresses the laws of the kú'sint, for instance, when the Elaxö'la gambles, or when a man performs a dance to which he has no right, also when a person derides the ceremonies or makes a mistake in dancing, his punishment is death. The chiefs assemble in council and the offender is called before the court. After his offense has been proved, he is asked whether he is willing to suffer the penalty of death. If he is not willing and one of his relatives is found willing to take the penalty on himself, the guilty party is spared and the substitute killed in his stead. The execution of the judgment is intrusted to the shaman, who bewitches the condemned person by throwing disease into him or by poisoning him in some other (supernatural?) way. The object thrown by the shaman is a shell, bone, or finger nail, around
the middle of which objects a human hair is tied. If this object strikes the offender, he will fall sick. Blood is believed to collect in his stomach, and if it so happens that he vomits this blood, and with it the disease-producing object, he will recover, and is not molested any further. The masks (not the whistles and other ornaments) used in the ku'siut are burnt immediately at the close of each dancing season. Novices must wear a necklace of red cedar bark over their blankets for a whole year. The masks (not the whistles and other ornaments) used in the ku'siut are burnt immediately at the close of each dancing season.

The tribes of this group learned the ceremonial avowedly from the He'iltsuq. Although I have not witnessed any part of their ceremonials, the descriptions which I received bring out with sufficient clearness its similarities to the winter ceremonial of the Kwakiutl. The ceremonials seem to be almost identical among all these tribes. It is most complete among the southwestern Tsimshian tribes, particularly the G-itxa'la, but has been adopted by all the tribes of the coast. It is said that it reached the Haida not more than a hundred years ago.

I will tell here what I learned from the Nisqa'. They have six societies, which rank in the following order: The Semhalai't, Me'ila', lol'ém, Clala', Nanéstát, hōnana'L, the last being the highest. The Semhalai't is really not confined to the winter ceremonial, but is obtained when a person acquires the first guardian spirit of his clan and performs the ceremony belonging to this event. The tradition of the origin of these ceremonies localizes the events at Bellabella, and it

---

is added that the G·itx̱á·lə, after having acquired the ceremonial from the Hé·l̓ıłtsuq, transmitted it to the Nisqa'. This report is corroborated by linguistic evidence. All the names of the societies, with the sole exception of the first, are of Kwakiutl derivation. (mēiLa', teasing; lōle'm, Kwakiutl nō'ulem; ōlala', name of a Kwakiutl dance; nānestā', Kwakiutl nōntsistsā'la; honana', dance of ———). The cry of the ōlala', "hāp," is also a Kwakiutl word meaning eating, and is the same as the cry of the hā'mats'a. The original tradition mentions three societies only—the second, third, and fourth. This shows that the first one is not a secret society, properly speaking, and that the fifth and sixth are later importations. The Nisqa' state that with the ceremonies came the use of large whistles. I will give the Nisqa' tradition of the origin of the secret societies:

A Wutsda' (Hé·l̓ıłtsuq), named S̓ašaítla·ben (a Nisqa' or Tsimshian name), went hunting. He saw a bear, which he pursued. He shot it several times, but was unable to kill it. Finally the bear reached a steep cliff, which opened and let him in. When the rock opened, the hunter heard the voices of the ōlala' crying "hāp," and he fainted. Then his soul was taken into the house. In the rear of the house he saw a large room partitioned off. The partition was hung with red cedar bark. It was the secret room of the ōlala'. To the right of the door, on entering, was a secret room for the mēiLa', and to the left of the door one for the lōle'm. The chief, who was sitting in the rear of the house, ordered a fire to be made, and spoke: "Those here are the mēiLa'; they did not bring you here. Those are the lōle'm; they eat dogs; they did not bring you here. But these are the ōlala'; they eat men; they brought you here. You shall imitate what they are doing." The chief had a heavy ring of red cedar bark around his neck, a ring of the same material on his head, and wore a bear skin. He said: "You must use the same ornaments when you return to your people." He took a whistle out of his own mouth and gave it to S̓ašaítla·ben. He gave him his small neck ring of cedar bark, which
instilled into him the desire of devouring men (therefore it is called q'atsx em lôk', cedar bark throat), and he gave him large cedar bark rings and a small bearskin, which enabled him to fly. He told him: "You shall kill men, you shall eat them, and carry them to my house." And he opened the door. The singers sang and beat time, and Saântlâ'ben flew away. He flew from town to town over the whole world, crying "hap" all the time. He went from the country of the Wutsda' to Skeena River, and then to Nass River. Sometimes he was seen on high cliffs. He killed and devoured people whom he found in the woods.

After three years he was seen near the village of the G-it'amâ't. They attempted to catch him. They killed dogs and threw them into a hole, and a number of shamans hid under a canoe near by. Soon he was heard to approach. He alighted on the top of a dry cedar. He lay there on his stomach, and the point of the tree was seen to penetrate his body and to pierce it. But it did not kill him. When he saw the dead dogs, he flew down, and after he had eaten, the shamans rushed up to him, caught him, and took him up to the house. They tried to cure him, and the people sang ölala' songs (all of which have a five-part rhythm). He tried to fly again, but was unable to get out of the house. Finally he was tamed and became like other men. Then the G-it'amâ't took him back to his friends and received in return many slaves, cop- pers, and canoes.

The ceremonies take place in the month called lôk's em gunâ'k (cold month, or December).

In his dances the ölala' of all the northern tribes use headdresses which represent a corpse (figs. 201-204). The whistles which are used to imitate the cries of the spirit are large and give a deep, hollow sound. They are all carved or painted with the design of the head of a corpse, either with hollow orbits or with closed eyes. Some of these whistles (figs. 205-207) are attached to bellows. They are carried under the arms, hidden by the blankets, and thus blown without being seen. The rattles which are carried by the companions of the dancer show also the same design.
The löle'm dance in a two-part rhythm; their call is a sharp "h, h;" their movements sudden jerks of the forearms, first the left moving up to the shoulder while the right moves down, and vice versa.

The meiLa' dance in a three-part rhythm. Their headdress is a heavy ring of red cedar bark, with a beaver tail standing up in its middle. The ring is studded with small sticks, which represent arrows (fig. 208).

The nänestä't and hōnanä'L correspond to the no'ntsistalal of the Kwakintš. When the members of these societies are in a state of ecstasy, they throw firebrands about and destroy canoes, houses, and anything they can lay their hands on. They carry lances like the nū'lmat. The rattles used by all these societies are round, and correspond to those of the Kwakintš (figs. 209-213).

The insignia of these societies are made of cedar bark dyed red in a decoction of alder bark. For each repetition of the ceremony a new ring is added to the head ornament of the dancer. Those of the löle'm and olala' consist of rings placed one on top of the other. The meiLa' receives first a red ring, the second time a white ring, and so on, alternating. His rings are twisted together.

There are only a limited number of places in the societies, and a new member can be admitted only when he inherits the place of a deceased member, or when a member transfers his place to him. If such a transfer is to take place, the consent of the chiefs of the clans must first be obtained. Then one evening the chiefs, during a feast, surround the youth and act as though they had caught the spirit of the society in their hands and throw it upon the novice. If
he is to be a lōLE’m, a noise, “ḥōn, ħōn,” is heard on the roof of the house, and the youth faints. The lōLE’m (or the members of the society in which he is to be initiated) are called to investigate why the youth fainted. They enter singing, their heads covered with down. They place him on an elk skin, carry him around the fire, then they throw the youth upward and show the people that he has vanished. After some time, when the novice is expected back, the people assemble in the house, and all the members of the nobility try to bring him back by the help of their spirits. In order to do this, they dance with the head ornaments of their clans, their rattles, dancing blankets, aprons, and leggings, or they use the head ornament representing two bears’ ears, which is made of bearskin set with woman’s hair, dyed red. This ornament is used by all clans, or they wear masks representing their guardian spirits.

As an example of these, I will describe the spirit of sleep, which belongs to the Grispawadnuwē’da. The owner of this spirit appears sleeping, his face covered with a mask, the eyes of which are shut (fig.
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Then a chief steps up and tries to awaken him by hauling the drowsiness out of him with both his hands. Then the eyes of the mask are opened and roll, while the man who wears the mask rises. The chief who took the drowsiness out of the sleeper asks if he shall try to put the people to sleep, and on being asked to do so he opens his hands. The spirit is supposed to enter the people, and all close their eyes. After some time he gathers the drowsiness again, and the people awake and sing:

Oh, how sleepy we are; oh, how sleepy we are,
When the heat of the heaven strikes me, drowsiness comes upon me,
Brought by the husband of the sleep.
Oh, how sleepy we are; oh, how sleepy we are. ¹

In this manner the spirit of sleep proves his presence and is asked to try to bring back the novice.

Figure 215 (p. 660) shows another mask, which is used in a similar way. It represents the cold. The staring eyes, the chattering mouth, express the extreme cold from which the wearer is suffering.

One dancer after another tries to bring back the novice. If he does not return by midnight of the first night, the ceremony is interrupted, and continued the following night. On one occasion a member of the lōle'm was the last to try. He took his supernatural helper, a small, carved human image, held it up, and asked it to bring back the novice. Then he poured a spoon of grease into the fire and threw the carving after it. At once the whistles of the novice were heard on the roof. All the lōle'm rushed out of the house, but soon they returned, saying that they had seen him, but lost him again. They cried, "î" (drawn out very long). Then all the people left the house.

After the novice is lost in this manner, he is expected back on the following day. Early in the morning a killer whale or some other animal is seen on the river, carrying the novice on its back. He is crying "mâ, mâ, mâ, mâ," all the time, and the people go to see him. The lōle'm take a canoe and paddle singing toward the novice. When they have almost reached him, one of their number, who stays ashore clad in a bear skin, drives all the people into the houses. The lōle'm take the novice into their canoe and destroy the whale float which carried him, and which is manipulated by means of ropes. Then he runs up and down the street like one wild, and the ōlala' follow him and bite any of the profane who dare to leave the house. The novice catches a dog, tears it to pieces, and eats it while he is going from house to house.

¹ See Appendix, page 733.
When he thus returns, he is entirely naked. From the time when he enters his house it becomes tabooed. A rope hung with red cedar bark is stretched from the door of the house to a pole erected on the beach, preventing the people from passing in front of the house and compelling them to go behind. A large ring of red cedar bark is fastened to the pole in front of the house. These remain on the house for a day after the return of the novice. On the following day four men put on bearskins and place rings of red cedar bark on their heads. Thus attired, they go from house to house inviting the people to see the dance of the novice and to learn his songs. When the people have assembled, the uncle of the novice spreads blankets on the floor, on which the youth dances. Then his uncle pays the chiefs who tried to bring him back, and distributes blankets among the other people also. He gives a feast, in which two kinds of berries are served, each mixed with grease. Chiefs are given large spoons filled with grease. Their people help them to eat the contents, as they must not leave any of the food that they receive. After the ceremony the novice is called Laamg-a't (a perfect man).

People who want to become members of the olala' must have been shamans first.

The following description of the initiation of an olala' was given by a man who had gone through the ceremony himself, but who is a Christian now. It is a question to my mind whether the ceremonies at the grave, about which he told me, were actually performed, or whether he reflected only the dread in which the olala' were held.

During a festival when he was to be initiated, his friends pretended to begin a quarrel. They drew knives and pretended to kill him. They let him disappear, and cut off the head of a dummy, which had been skillfully introduced. Then they laid the body down, covered it, and the women began to mourn and to wail. His relatives gave a feast, distributed blankets, slaves, canoes, and coppers, and burnt the body. In short, they held a regular funeral.

After his disappearance, the young man resorted to a grave. He took the body out of the grave and wrapped the blanket about himself and the body. Thus he lay with the corpse for a whole night. The other olala' watched him from a distance. In the morning he put the body back into the grave. He continued to do so for some time, in order to acquire courage. All this time and for a whole year after he was not seen by any member of the tribe except by the olala'.
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A year after his disappearance, his nephew invited all the tribes to bring him back. This was done in the same manner as described above in the case of initiation of the lôle'm. Finally his whistles were heard, and he appeared on the roof of the house crying "à lalahalala!" He disappeared again, and in the following night, after prolonged dances, he was seen on the hills dancing in a fire, which he had built in such a manner that when he danced behind it he appeared from the village to be standing in the fire. The following day he appeared, carried by his totem animal.

The Gispa wadin- we'da are brought back by a killer whale, as described above; the Laxki'bo' by a bear, the Lazski'yek on the back of an eagle which rises from underground, the Qanha'da on the back of a frog. Sometimes the novice appears on a point of land some distance from the village, carrying a corpse in his arms. Then he is said to walk over the surface of the water and to come ashore in front of the village. This is accomplished by means of a raft which is covered with planks, and burdened so that it floats a short distance under the surface of the water. It is pulled by means of a rope by some of the other olala' while the novice is dancing on it, so that the impression is conveyed that he is approaching on the surface of the water. When he reaches the village, he eats of the body which he is carrying, and one or other of the chiefs kills a slave and throws the body to the olala', who devour it. It is said that before eating human flesh the olala' always use emetics, and that afterwards they tickle their throats with feathers to insure vomiting.

In all feasts which take place during the dancing season the olala' receives his share first, and nobody is allowed to eat until after he has
begun. He has a spoon and a dish of his own. These are wound with red cedar bark. Those who have formerly been olala' are the servants of the new member of the society and bring him food. When he hears the word lo'leek (ghost), he grows excited and begins to bite again. After he ceases to bite and to devour human flesh, a heavy ring of red cedar bark is placed around his neck, and he is led slowly around the fire. The ceremony is called "making him heavy" (sep'ə'lyix), and means that he is by this weight prevented from flying away and growing excited again. After his initiation he must stay in his room for a whole year. After biting, he must chew the bark of "devil's club" (wōō'mst), which acts as a purgative.

I received the following description from the Tsimshian. It seems that their customs and those described before are practically identical.

During the dancing season a feast is given, and while the women are dancing the novice is suddenly said to have disappeared. It is supposed that he goes to heaven. If he is a child, he stays away four days; youths remain about six days, and grown-up persons several months. Chiefs are supposed to stay in heaven during the fall and the entire winter. When this period has elapsed, they suddenly reappear near the beach, carried by an artificial monster belonging to their crest. Then all the members of the secret society to which the novice is to belong gather and walk down in grand procession to the beach to fetch the child. At this time his parents bring presents, particularly elk skins, strung upon a rope as long as the procession, to be given at a subsequent feast. The people surround the novice and lead him into every house in order to show that he has returned. Then he is taken to the house of his parents, and a large bunch of red cedar bark is fastened over the door to show that the house is tabooed and nobody is allowed to enter. The chief sings while the cedar bark is being fastened. In the afternoon the sacred house is prepared for the dance. A section in the rear of the house is divided off by means of curtains: it is to serve as a stage on which the dancers and the novice appear. When all is ready, messengers, carrying large carved batons, are sent around to invite the members of the society, the
chief first. The women sit down in one row, nicely dressed up in button blankets and their faces painted red. The chief wears the amhalait—a carving rising from the forehead, set with sea-lion barbs, and with a long drapery of ermine skins (see Plate 47)—the others, the cedar bark rings of their societies. Then the women begin to dance. After a while a prominent man rises to deliver a speech. He says: "All of you know that our novice went up to heaven; then he made a mistake and has been returned; now you will see him." Then he begins the song; the curtain is drawn and masked dancers are seen surrounding the novice and representing the spirits which he has encountered in heaven. At the same time eagle down is blown into the air. After the dance is over the presents which were strung on the rope are distributed among the members of the secret society.

The novice has a beautifully painted room set apart for his use. He remains naked during the dancing season. He must not look into the fire. He must abstain from food and drink, and is only allowed to moisten his lips occasionally. He wears his head ring continually. After the ceremonies are all finished the festival of "clothing the novice" is celebrated. He sits in his room quietly singing while the people assemble in the house. His song is heard to grow louder, and at last he makes his appearance. He has put off his ring of red cedar bark. Then the people try to throw a bear skin over him, which they succeed in doing only after a severe struggle. All the societies take part in this feast, each sitting grouped together. The uninitiated stand at the door. This ends the ceremonies.

The initiations are repeated from time to time, and the rank of a person becomes the higher the more frequently he has gone through the ceremony; but nobody, chiefs excepted, can be a member of more than one secret society. The Semhalai't are in so far a preparatory step to the societies, as everybody who wants to enter them must have acquired the Semhalai't first. A member of one of the other societies, namely, the meila', nonle'm or olala', can not enter any other society, but remains in the society in which he has been initiated. Those who have passed twice through the Semhalai't ceremonies are called ts'e'ik.

XIV. THE GROWTH OF THE SECRET SOCIETIES.

The secret societies of the Kwakiutl, as we know them nowadays, are undoubtedly a complex growth. We will endeavor to elucidate, so far as possible, the history of their development by means of the material presented in the preceding paper.

A comparison of the ceremonials of the various tribes of the North Pacific Coast, which were briefly described in the last chapter, does
not leave any doubt that they are in the main derived from the same source. Not only are the ceremonials much alike, but even their names are identical. Among all the tribes, the badges of the ceremonials are made of cedar bark, which is dyed red in the juice of the alder. Head rings, neck rings, and masks are worn by the dancers. The performances themselves are essentially the same from Alaska to Juan de Fuca Strait. But the most certain proof of their common origin lies in the identity of name among the various tribes: Among the Haida, Tlingit, and Tsimshian we find the names ölala, me'ila, and nō'lem, which belong to the ceremonial of the Kwakiutl as well. Among the Bilxula the names can not be derived from the same words as among the other tribes, but there the ceremonial itself is almost identical with that of the Kwakiutl. It certainly does not differ more from the ceremonial as described here than that of other tribes of Kwakiutl lineage differs from the ceremonial of the Kwakiutl proper. Besides this, the names of the dancers, if not those of their dances, are very often borrowed from the Kwakiutl. Turning to the south, we find the Nootka as well as the Salishan tribes who practice the ceremonial, terming it by the two names Lo'koala and nō'lem, both of which are names used for portions of the ceremonial of the Kwakiutl.

The following table exhibits the terms that are used to designate parts of the ceremonial among various tribes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nō'lem.</td>
<td>me’ila’ (p. 651).</td>
<td>me’ila’ (p. 651).</td>
<td>me’ila’ (p. 645).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As all the words which I have enumerated belonged originally to the Kwakiutl language, there can be no doubt that the ceremonial of the Kwakiutl has influenced those of the neighboring tribes to a very great extent. It does not follow necessarily that no secret societies existed before the Kwakiutl exerted their influence over the people of the coast. On the contrary, the wide distribution of secret societies and the general similarity of the underlying principle all over North America make it probable that such societies did exist. But there can be no doubt that their present character was attained among the Kwakiutl, from whom the societies in their present form spread over a vast territory.  

The question then arises, How did the societies acquire their peculiar characteristics among the Kwakiutl? I may be allowed at this place to

---

1It can not be proved that any connection exists between the hawi nalat ceremonaries described on page 495 and the sun-dance ceremonies of the Sioux and Blackfeet, but their analogy is quite striking.
refer to what I stated previously (pp. 332, 336) in regard to the growth of the clan system of the Kwakiutl tribes. I pointed out that this system probably attained its present development under the impetus of the clan system of the northern tribes; that the social distinction connected with the possession of a clan legend gave a sufficient suggestion to the mind of the Indian to turn his imagination in this direction, and that the hereditary manitou probably became the totem of the clan.

The close similarity between the clan legends and those of the acquisition of spirits presiding over secret societies, as well as the intimate relation between these and the social organizations of the tribes, allow us to apply the same argument to the consideration of the growth of the secret societies, and lead us to the conclusion that the same psychical factor that molded the clans into their present shape molded the secret societies.

If this argument is correct, we must expect that the legends of the secret societies, although belonging to the most sacred myths of the tribes, show indications of foreign influences, as these must have offered the material for the suggestions which gave rise to the myths. I will not at this place enter into a detailed discussion of these traditions as I have done so in another publication. I have shown that all legends of this region are of complex origin, and that they must have been carried over enormous distances from tribe to tribe. This is true as well of the more insignificant tales as of the most important myths, such as creation legends, and the legends of the origin of the secret societies. To give only one or two examples: In the tale of the origin of the cannibal society of the Heiltsuq (p. 401), it is told how a woman gave birth to a number of dogs, who attained the secrets of the cannibal society. This tale is found over the whole of the northwestern portion of North America, among all the Athapascan tribes, among the Eskimo, and all along the North Pacific Coast. Only in this single instance is it connected with the origin of the secret societies, and I conclude, therefore, that a foreign story has been embodied in this myth.

While here the foreign portion of the myth forms only a slightly connected incident of the tale, foreign material is much more closely interwoven with the whole fabric in the most important one of all the legends of secret societies, viz, the tale of BaxbakuulanaXsi'wac: When we compare this myth with the creation myth of the Chinook we find a remarkable resemblance in certain parts of the legends. The grandmother of the divinity of the Chinook, when a child, was carried away by a monster. Their child became the mother of the culture hero, and by her help the monster was slain. Among the Kwakiutl, the cannibal spirit carries away a girl, and is finally slain by her help. In one version, their child becomes the new cannibal spirit. There exist several stories on the west coast of Vancouver Island which form

probably the connecting links between these two legends. Furthermore, the important incident of the magic flight which figures in the Kwakiutl legend (p. 400) has so wide a distribution, not only on the Pacific Coast but also in the Old World, that we must consider it a foreign element in this myth.¹

These instances show that the myths referring to the ceremonial are of complex origin.

I will point out another peculiarity of these traditions: When we compare the legends as told by the various tribes of the coast, we find that the ceremonial is derived from a variety of myths. Some men obtained it from BaxbakuålammuXsi'wač, others from the wolves, still others brought it down from heaven. The legend of the Tsimshian tells that a hunter obtained it from a bear who took him into his lodge in the interior of a rock (p. 652). Traditions which are entirely distinct in character and origin are brought forward to explain the origin of the same ceremonial.

What does this prove? We have seen that none of the tales referred to can be considered as a growth of the genius of any of these tribes uninfluenced by any foreign sources. All the traditions are full of foreign elements which can be traced, step by step, to distant regions. When we see, therefore, that the same ritual is explained by a variety of traditions, we must conclude that in this region at least the ritual is older than the tradition referring to the ritual; that the former must be considered as primary, the latter as secondary.

I believe the source of the ritual, as well as of the legends which are connected with it, must be looked for in the advantages and the prerogatives which the membership of secret societies gives. This must have caused a desire to possess such membership, which either led men to acquire memberships in existing societies, or, where these were not sufficient, for the people to invent new ones. Of course, I do not mean to say that the Indian invented traditions consciously and intentionally, but that the desire excited his fancy and his whole state of mind, and that in this manner, after appropriate fasting, the opportunity was given for hallucinations, the material for which was necessarily taken from the existing ideas, or from the ideas of neighboring tribes. These are the peculiar phenomena which were set forth by Stoll in his book on Suggestion, and I think in a deeper manner by Tarde in his book on the Laws of Imitation.

It is easily understood how the exciting aspect of the ceremonial of the cannibal society caused a young man who had gone fasting to believe that he saw in his hallucinations the same spirit under new conditions, and to tell of his experience after his return. As the notion had become established that the spirit, after having been seen, had a tendency to reappear to the descendants, an opportunity was given for the formation of a new place in the secret society. We may

¹For a remarkable analogue of this tradition collected among the Golds of Amoor River, see "Globus," LXXI, page 92.
therefore assume that the psychological explanation for the development of the complicated system of the membership in secret societies lies in the combined action of the social system on the one hand and the method of acquiring manitous on the other.

While these considerations explain the variety of forms of the secret societies and prove that the myths on which the ritual is apparently founded are probably secondary in character, they do not give a clew to the origin of the secret societies and of the peculiar customs connected with them. There are, however, indications which allow us to conclude that these customs had their origin in methods of warfare. First of all, the deity Wina/lag-ilis is considered the bringer of the ceremonial. This name means "the one who makes war upon the whole world," and he rules the mind of man at the time of war as well as during the period of activity of the secret societies. For this reason, also, the secret societies are in action during times of war, in winter as well as in summer (see p. 429). All the oldest songs of these societies have reference to war; the cannibal, the bear dancer, and the fool dancer, are considered as chief warriors, and fall into ecstasies as soon as they have killed an enemy. All this seems to indicate that the origin of the secret societies has a close connection with warfare.

But one thing more must be considered. The customs which we observe nowadays are evidently a modern development of more ancient forms. The ceremonial of cannibalism, which nowadays is the most important part of the whole ceremonial, is known to have been introduced among the various tribes recently, although its foundation, the idea of the existence of a spirit who is killing people, is present among all the tribes. The Kwakiutl state uniformly that the custom of devouring men was introduced among their tribe about sixty years ago, and that it was derived from the He'iltsuq. We also have conclusive evidence that the custom was acquired by the Tsimshian not more than seventy years ago, and that they also obtained it from the He'iltsuq. Therefore there is no doubt that the custom originally was confined to the small territory of the He'iltsuq. Among the southern tribes the action of the cannibal was confined to his taking hold with his teeth of the heads of enemies, which were cut off in war.

The form in which the ceremony of cannibalism of the He'iltsuq appeared first was the following: A slave was killed by his owner, and then was torn and eaten by the cannibals, or pieces of flesh were torn with the teeth from the arms or the chest of people, or, finally, corpses which were prepared in a particular manner were devoured by the cannibal. The first of these customs shows clearly its close connection with warfare. The slave is the booty of the cannibal or of his relatives, and by slaying him the victory is once more brought before the eyes of his admiring friends. It is hardly possible to prove definitely that the secret societies have developed exclusively from customs relating to warfare, but I believe my remarks have made clear the close connection between the two phenomena.
THE ORIGIN OF THE CLAN Ö'MANITS'ENOX OF THE LÁSQ'ÉNOX.

Gá'x'amlae Dz'í'lqoalólela Lawis sá'sëmë yix Së'paxæs Ló Yá'q'-. Came he it is said Dz'í'lqoalólela and his children that Shining down and.

Ent'mama xà ts'Eda'q Ló G'é'xden Lewa a'Lé xonó'ksë Dá'dóqonamäqë-

First speaker that woman and G'é'xden and last his child. Seeing from one cor-

sela. K'él'slae gá'xé qá'ñemas Dz'í'lqoalólela yix L'esëlaqa qa oth-

er. Not it is said came the wife of Dz'í'lqoalólela that sun woman for

hë'ënë màs qá'samase L'esëlaqa xa L'esëla. He'lat'a neqá'xa her being who makes walk sun woman the sun. But he came down Ö'manis yix Dz'í'lqoalólela lawis sá'sem. He'x'îda am lawis G'é'x-

Ö'manis that Dz'í'lqoalólela and his children. Light away it is said G'é-

den la qá's'îda là/xà Wa'k'ëqësla. La dó'x'øalela xa neqá'ts'aqë
dënu went he walked to the Bent Bay its name. He discovered the ten went

Xuá'k'una mëxë's laq. La'lae wunwi'k'aq, laam lawis lax a'lae sa
canoes spread on there. Then he bid from them, he went it is said at inland of
the beach it is said the

Xuá/Xuak'una. Laë G'é'xden dëxwult'â'išis laq. La'lae yá'q'ëgalâ
canoes. Then G'é'xden jumped out of the there. Then he spoke
woods

da nêmõ'/k'ë begwâ'ñem: "Må'sös yàlag'ilisex, G'é'xden?" nêx-
the one man: "What you working for, G'é'xden?" he was
solæ G'é'xden. La'lae nà'nuaxmäya: "ñàqoosta'uyin lol." La'lae I
told G'é'xden. Then he replied: "I am trying to get a from Then it
magical treasure you." is said

wulë'G'é'xdenâ xa begwâ'ñemë: "Maë'ñoxas?" La'lae nà'nuaxmäyë
asked G'é'xden the man: "Of what tribe are then it answered
you?" is said

da begwâ'ñemax: "Må'x'enóxu'mux. Hau'xwidox alëwats'â'xsnôx
the man: "We are killer whales. He broke it our hunting canoe
gu'qamayëx." La'lae wulë'sâuwe G'é'xden lax t'ëmyosë xës Xuá'k'
this chief." Then it he was asked G'é'xden at sewing for ca-
munësx hau'xwidâë. La'lae në'/la sa dò'ëx. "Hàg'â ax'é'dex dò'ëx, xà
ne it was broken. Then it he said of cedar "Go take cedar is said the twigs: "Twigs,

nënxo laë G'é'xden. La'lae qa's'îda. K'él'slaat'a qitätxs gá'xëc dâ'la I
he was it is said G'é'xden. Then it he walked. Not he went long he carry-
told said is said ing

xa dawë'x qà's tsa'wës laxa begwâ'ñem. La'lae da begwâ'ñem aartsâla the
cedar to give them to the man. Then it the man broke to is said pieces

taxá dò'wëx: "Må'së xà/alela gíilá/sík' té'lqoa?" La'lae da begwâ'ñem
the cedar "What makes it weak?" Then it the man is said

yà'laqa xa nêmõ'k'ë begwâ'ñem qà lax axé'dex se'bsë. La'lae da
sent the one man to go take twisted on Then it the beach (?) is said
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La'lae da begwâ' nem te'mx' it xa Xua'k'una. La'lae dzi'xsem'tsa
Then it the man sewed the canoe. Then it is said
qoäl'k'a laxis t'emä'i'y'e. Lâam gô'la. La'lâa gî'qamaya sa mâ'x'énox
gun on his scan. That was finished. Then the chief of killer whales
the
yix He'lilalag'ilis, hôi'êm lê'q'em sa gî'qamaya sa mâa'mx'énox:
that He'lilalag'ilis. That was the name of the chief of killer whales
the
5 "La'môx laë'm xuwilbalax mâ'stô la'xôx Gô'x'den qa sek'i'lasôx xa
"This our will go quartz harpoon to this Gô'x'den to spear the
qoây'i'm. Hê'mis te'lleqem s Me'nIôselas to Menmenléqâlas, taws
whale. And it the names of Me'nIôselas and Me'nmenléqâlas, and it
gô'k'laão. Gî'xné'sk'ilà Lès gôk'laís. Lâlê mâ'a'mx'énoxlôs lô'qulê-
your future killer whale will your future It will killer whale will whale house.
house. be house, he be your dish.
laös. Hê'mis halâ'yu Lô q'ulâ'sta lewa xu'il'xex xuta'yu qa s saX-
your. And the death and the water and the quartz knife for utter
edge of life knife
x'a'ë's. Lâlê wî'Xsténdô da maa'mx'énox Lâ'xís âlè'watsë. Lâlê
Then they launched the killer whale at their hunting canoe. Then
10 Lëx'ë'de da mâa'mx'énox. Gâ'xlaë Gô'x'den ni'makë laxis goke.
they started the killer whales. He then came Gô'x'den home to his house.
La'am sek'â' xa qoây'i'm lewa q'as'a. Lâg'îltsë gî'qamex'ida.
Then he speared the whale and the sea otter. Therefore he became a chief.
La'lâa e'tët qa's'idê Gô'x'den. Lâlê do'xoa'ëlæ xa wîwa'ôq.
Then again he walked Gô'x'den. Then he discovered the wolves.
Wâ'xse'qem lae da nem. Lâlê mâ'lemê da ne'âmê wî'wa'ôq. Lâlê
A head at each it was the one. Then it is two heads the other wolf. Then
end said
Gô'x'den lâx qa s yâ'yaq'entamë xa wî wa'ôq: "Mâ'sös axsewâ'qôs?"
Gô'x'den there to speak to the wolves: "What you doing you?"
15 nêx'lae Gô'x'den la'xa wî wa'ôk. Lâlê lê'dëlæ da wî'wa'okuax
he said Gô'x'den to the wolves. Then they called the wolves
Gô'x'den qa lès lax gô'kuas. Lâlê Gô'x'den xuëlîgä'nô sa mâ'Iemê
Gô'x'den to go to their house. Then Gô'x'den he was out of two
his back the headed
wî'wa'ok. Lâlê la'g'aa la'xa ñ'ëlah'g, gô'kula sa xu'mdë. Lâlê
wolf. Then they at the lake, the village of land otter. Then
arrived said the
yâ'q'ég'alë da wî'wa'ok: "Lâams li'dënoxëlès xu'mdë." Lâlê
he spoke the wolf: "Now you this will be land otter." Then
your dance
Gî'lx'ë'de da wî'wa'ok: "Lâlê la'g'aa lâx gô'k'oa sa gî'la. "Lâams
he trotted the wolf. Then they at his house of grizzly Now you
arrived bear.
20 li'dënuXMslis gî'la." Gô'x'tâla sa Lâ'qs'ênôx li'dënoX sa gî'Ila xe
this will be your grizzly Therefore the Lâ'qs'ênôx having of grizzly and the
dance bear. Lâlê la'g'aa la'xa gô'k'ua land otter. Then walked by wolf. Then they at the house
arrived the bear.
Lëqadës gô'zô'gôlaq. Lâlê wułâ'sawa: "Mâ'sös yâ'lag-ilisax?"
his name Howling woman. Then he asked, "what you working?"
G'e'xdEn: "La'lokoasdayim." La'lae dz'ı'so sa 1
Then he answered G'e'xdEn: "I came to get a magical treasure."
Then he was given the
mā'istō te'wa xumtxunmtag'ıla te'wa halayu te'wa leč'ı'da xa haman'harporn and the making everything and the death and the dances, the laugliing
xola'ı te'wa qaği'x'lelał. La'laaxa ma'k'ę'q̓o't̓so'gołaqa qas le wi'na
dance and the mosquito dance. Then again said Howling Woman that they
go war
xa Qał'qegwą'dexla la'uxla'yas sa le'lqoalalaye. La'lae Ts'oku-
the Masters their name their name of the tribes. Then 'Canoe
lag'ıla lae da qaği'qamaayas. He'x'ida am lawis la wi'ne da wi'waakn. 5
Breaker' it is their chief. Right away it is said they mak-the wolves,
went war
La'lae qa'x'ide xa qa'qamęx'de. Mop'enkim lae da qa'gikn. G'a'x
Then they cut off their chief past. Four fatihone his it is the head cut They
was said, face
lae ts'a'yi da qa'gunkn lax G'e'xdEn. Lāam t'e'kuet'edayu lax G'e'xdEn,
said the it is the heads to G'e'xdEn. Then they were hung on to G'e'xdEn,
said
hina
He'x'ida amlawis dz'ędzas'ıł da qeqa'gikunax. La'ı'nakuč
At once it is said they squeaked the heads. Then he went home
G'e'xdEn. Lāa'm ṕ'o'kunalaxies. He'x'ida amlawis qa'qo'qeka x a
G'e'xdEn. It was his magical treasure. At once it is said he went whaling the
qoayim. La'lae G'e'xdEn ya'laqax Dzi'łqaolalela qa lęs goaň läx 10
whale. Then it is G'e'xdEn sent Dzi'łqaolalela to go sit on at
said
Do'q'ux'đema xa twa'ila lax lă'sqas qa dā'dqoalase xa qoayim. 'Watching place' the standing at lăsqas to watch the
qoayim. Therefore the la'sqenox at the whales and the dances. That
axno'gu'daqgil sa la'sq'enoxnas. Lāam la'pa.
was obtained by the la'sqenox. That is the end.

[To page 355.]

NEQAT'ENK'-EM'S SONG.

1. Ts'ęłwułentsę'sa sens qa'alasowa läx lā'sotewalēts nā'la.
Famous great our known at outside of world.
Awā'le da qa'qama wulqamā'ıllii qa'qama'ya ḥokuq̓esla? (1) läx 15
Real the chief highest of all chief by himself 1 to
gā'qiqama is le'lqoalalē. "Nō'gua'am lae a'lllanox as gā'giqama'ya
the chiefs of the tribes. "I am it is having ser- of chiefs
is le'lqoalalai. Nō'gua'am lałe ayi'kóades gā'giqama'ya is
of tribes. I am it is said having for chiefs of
le'lqoalalai. Nō'gua'am lałe lełaxs'amolax q'e'lgā'tisisalax gā'gī-
tribes. I am it is said pieces of copper broken coppers the
qama'ya is le'lqoalalai." qo'ł ts'ola sens gā'qamaeç xa'unlelag'ılis
chiefs of tribes." Do not let our chief here get worse
Lōmalag-ılis mō'masila yaixle'na sens qa'gamaeç le'lqoalai, a'lałai 20
overdoing hurting property our chief here tribes, else
Lens xa'ulułekas lex-łam xā'la'laqoa xä'lelxas'amıña qa'łatqi-
we shall get worse only being at the coppers at the broken pieces of pieces of
copper

(1) One word missing.
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1. sawe laks'entâ'atltsê q'alq'alte'laltse saptendâ'atltsê, hêwiyakilitse, copper copper breaker great copper breaker great who throws cop- great to whom great per into water climb up

k'e'soyakilitse, gi'gi'qama'ya. XôXslatséyayûléx q'óâlñosômas
the highest one great chiefs. You went long ago

xâ ñe'msqémaX wulô lêqoalalaii: XôXslatséyayûléx gi'qama'ya
the long tribes. You went long ago

lêqoalalaii, qu'um'ida'mâs xâ lâ/laxsâlôla q'óâqumXsâlamas yâ'gi-
tribes, making them run the going to and making them run to and you away fro in a hole fro in a hole

5 LEXTSEMÔL gîns mó'qumè gîns lêqoalalaii. XôXslatséyayûléx
were enraged with our loaded canoe our tribes. You went long ago

ôxoa'ya ts'ô'nóqumnun Xsós ts'e'ts'elwâ'laôla guä'pa'lis lêqoalalaii,
oh sound ts'ô'noqoa sound the famous one north end tribes.

XôXslatséyayûléx gi'qama'ya mâ'XuaxilayûX gi'qama'ya is
You went long ago chief giving away blankets chief of

lêqoalalaii wôo'ô ya.

tribe wôo'ô ya.

2. qoa'l tsô sens ê'waqamê qens qâ'lasowa lâ'lasotialâts nâ'la.
Don't let us our going in front our the one who at outside forehead of him is heard

10 A k'eslala lens lêqoalalaii, bâ'xswalalaii gîlôlayala xens mó'qumê
Ah! not let us, tribes, steal steal from loaded canoe

ôxoa'la yâ lâ'laxsâlôla wulasolâxà mó'koaso lâxà our tribes, else we he will be at the hands will be will be hanged at the

mó'qumaëx, lêqoalalaii. "K'es laxa'owis lens wax'a'mlaxa wâx-
loaded canoe tribe. "Never mind us do not mind it mind

tse'em laxa. Nêmô'X'a'mlaxa gîn nenô'xîtsë/yak lô ne'msqemakâ
great is at it. I alone I as great as this and one

lêqoalalaii. Nêmô'xîtsë/yà gîn lô mó'sqamâkâ lêqoalalaii. Nô-
tribe; as great as I and four tribes, I

15 guaqâ'amaas gi'xtowësô Xusë'la gi'xtowësô sens gi'qumayëx
am the one placed on top of fighting placed on top of our chief

lêqoalalaii. Nó'guqâ'amaas Lâ'qoqaqamlis, Negë'atsë, K'o'kûig-aliso,
tribes. I am the one Copper face, Great mountain, Supporter,

Wâ'wala'las, gîn gi'qôtëyatsë gîn lêqoalalaii. Wôa wâ.
Obstacle, my having me for my tribes. Wôa wâ.

[To page 355.]

NEQÁ'P'ENK'EM'S SONG.

1. qoa'la me'mseleraXdoxô'l, lêqoalalaii! qoa'la sa me'msel-
Do not look around. Do not indeed look

seladaaqôl lêqoalalaii, â'ôlala lens da'doxkwimala lâx laXôX
around, tribes, else we shall see something at our

20 qô'ôxtsëax sa â'hax gi'qama'ya.
house great of real chief.

1 A distorted Chinook jargon word for kapsiwa'la.
THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS.

1. Go'a'la do'doXsəistalaXdaóxol, lēlqoalalai! Go'a'la sa do'doXse-
 Do not look forward and backward, tribes, do not in-
deed look forward

stałaXdaóqol, lēlqoalalai! ə'la'la lens di'doxkwimala lax laXóX
and backward, else we shall see something at our
terrible

g'o'Xtsëax sa á'laX gi'qama'ya. Ts'ó'noqoamaNtsé laloX g'o'xtseax
house great of real chief. Ts'ó'noqo having our house great

sa á'laX gi'qama'ya. La'g'il tse snoX hā'manékwilalatsé sa do'lmuxiti-
of real chief. Therefore our making unable to great making numb

move

latséa, k'ēs qu'laXLagíra, k'ēs pe'uléxlagíra aixOx g'o'xtseax sa 5
great, not life making, not breath making our house great of the

wá'waxsqeqmg-ilaxtséa á'laX gi'qama'ya.

double chief great real chief.

2. Go'a'la hā'yu telàXdaóXol, lēlqoalalai! Go'a'la sa hā'yu te-
 Do not make noise, tribes! Do not make

daóqol, lēlqoalalai! ə'la'la lens lā'aqalayútséa sa la'quamNtséa
noise, tribes! else we overturn great of the

overhanging great

gi'qama'ya. "No'quaq'a'mas gā'ya xalasa qi'laXalasa gi'g-éqama'ya
chief. "I am the one from whom comes from whom is

down untied

s lēlqoalalai.

of tribes.

3. Go'a'la dendélix-ilàXdaóxol, lēlqoalalai! Go'a'la sa dendélix-
 Do not grumble, tribes! Do not grum-

laXdaóxol, lēlqoalalai! laXóX g'o'xtseax sa wá'waxsqeqmgilaXo-
ble, tribes! in our house great of the
tséa gi'qama'ya. Wá'wane'meqalagíla gi'g-esnéqalagíla lai a'la.
great chief. Making all expect to die frightening blood

kwisawé sa wá'Xwula gā'xéla'lisem má'meleya laXóX g'o'x-
on body of those who to enter to eat at chief's in our house

tséax sa wá'waxsqeqmgilaXoxtséa á'laX gi'qama'ya." HaiXa'me gin 15
great of the double great real chief. Only that it is me
tse'ukumná'xua ha'lstalag'ilala gi'xésta lag'ilala laXóX má'menlayú
angers eating a little only eating like a chief in our food given
tséax sa wá'waxsqeqmgilatséa á'laX gi'qama'ya.
great of the double great real chief.

[To page 356.]

HENAK'ALASÖ (=ENVIED).

1. WuLmé'gin nēx-qē ogwu'la kwà'nesélamas xanā'la. K'ē'sailen
I thought I said another one made smoky the weather. No I am
nemógu'lág-ilil am hē'galag'ilil am kwa'kuxálatséa wóxspéndalatséa
the only one in the world the only one on earth making smoke great at both ends of the year

le'lanem axa wùlwulq'emak'u lēlqoalalai; wo ho ho.
called all tribes; wo ho ho.

2. WuLdémg'a'ñem la s yāq'endémg'-ñemlas yā'yaqé'té'nēqá;
What will be his word of what will he say again the spider woman:
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1. k'čslait'č amō'sayala waileqayala wáldełns yá/yaqet'čněq; k'čs-not will he brag going in zigzag his words the spider woman; not lines

2. laid'č amō'sayala sagēlęxə'čala Xa'ná/kul'čxə'čala q'e'ltabuł'a'yala will he brag he will give away carryin g canoe s in his mouth pretending to break coppers

3. k'oqonbul'a'yala k'uč/lasbul'čyala l'ę/nagilabuł'a'yala wáldełns pretending to break pretending to give feasts pretending to give grease the words of feasts

4. yáyaqet'čněqą ngəq'it'čamàsila lé/mlemXunilsa qué'quxalamisila the spider woman thus he turned dry in his face moldy in his face

5. he'nak'acute Lambil'sé sens g'į'gíqama'ya, standing in front standing in our chief's of their belly standing in front of him

6. K'č'osk'čí/sowa čx čamgnalas. Lambil'čxu'čmek' wáx' wá'nexsilα Nothing at all is enough for you. Sometimes this tried maltreating a'naq'ila lamX'das haiq'čx's mā'sla wá'y'ila yá/yalalgiwert qanłò making you will be like what old dog open your legs be- (future) when I shall make myaliló, he'íṃl'sxaas qe'x'side layo'Łg-in laxs'Endey ôl xa léq'em-get excited in thus you did when I did break copper the named

7. noXTsea a'nuqolatsča 70 má'xts'ōlemntsča sens yáxleń leqεmnọXTsča great 'Cloud great' and 'Of whom all are great our property named great ashemed

8. hai'matsča 70 máx'čnōXTsča 70 léqεmnọXTsča opalaat'sča 70 léqam-'Chief great' and 'Killer wild great' and named great 'Point of great and named land'

9. nuXTsča k'intseγumnuXTsča 70 léqamunuXTsča quánomatsča. Hai'men great 'Of whom all are great and named great 'Beaver great.' That is mine

10. ne'nuXemx'itayu g'ın yá/la'swa má/masasowa xa té'istós, pęḷpaXsčówa what is thrown into my vanquished ill treated the limp one limp when eaten when I eat, xá'daak'menex wa'wíľala xoá g'į'qama'ya, slim small ones trying to van- this quish

11. vé'g'a xoá g'á/xélelaox má'menleýa lá xoá lawu'lqamáyx, Go on! the poor one who en- entered 15q'alé'Xléyatsč kuá/xistálatsc kuá/xilano'kumetsč g'į'qama'ya, whose own name great smoke around great smoke ahead great chief.

12. WáXe'nuła wáleXm'ida qe'k'ı'samas naX'édámásła yę'xtśõeselaitšox Never mind endeavor to give them making drink qualmish much food ho'g'ı'olaletsox wí/laq'o lö'yewinoΧoa g'į'qema'ya, vomiting never goes back from chief, the middle

[To page 358.]

1. YǎnanóXlai wá'ya sa yá'lag-ilis sa ná'la. There is a it is the river of traveler around of world, bear said the the world the

2. Yalā/wiselai ná'na sa wá'ya sa yá'lag-ilis sa ná'la. He is wild it is the bear of river of traveler around of world, said the the the world the

3. Yá'xsem hálalai ts'čx'ılxaya xa wá'ya sa má/mensilalisax gims Badness then it is going up the the river of measuring life of man our said river the le'ilqoalač.

tribes.
4. Ya! si'siyul lae ts'e'lx:aya wá'ya sa mā'mensilalisax g'inis 1
Ya! si'siyul it is going up the river of the measuring life of man our
lo'Elqoolalé.

5. Ya! lá'm lá'lae awá'wustalék' la'qostalék' ayiya xens no'laqamae
Ya! they it is great things going copper going up ayiya our oldest brother
are said up the river the river
aya xg'ins lo'Elqoolalé.
aye of our tribes.

[To page 358.]

1. Halioqoa'g'a'nEmt ana lé's'ala g'ā'ñe'mla gē'qama'ya'ya le'Elqoolalai
He will not have mercy heat it will be the chief tribes.

2. L'atsek-as g'ā'ñemlē halio'qula l'é's'ala g'a'ñemla t'eqoapisitca
Thus great will be not having the heat it will be great fire with stones in it
sens gi'qama'ye le'Elqoolalai.
of our chief tribes.

3. Mōtna'no's'a qi'é'qak'is mōtnadég'e'xoa k'ô'el'silalt séx t'ai'qoa-
You eat all the rest eating much who eats the rest this great one who this great
of the feast always gives feasts
palâlt séx gi'qama'ya'ya le'Elqoolalai.
one who chief tribes, always performs the fire dance

4. Lo'malag'ilitsé wist'ens gi'qama'ye'x le'Elqoolalai. Wiq'ana'koei
Too great is what he is this chief tribes. Who is like to him
heistalaen k'ô'el'tat séstila xens gi'qama'ye'x le'Elqoolalai.
going around giving feasts all our this chief tribes around.

5. Yo'emxent c'é'qemôl hé'wexalê n'em'p'ânâla k'ô'el'uilatse-
This must be put into him he never once gave a small
mala gê'qapoe sens gi'qama'ye le'Elqoolalai.
feast lower chief of our chief tribes.

TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.
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á... hó ő-ő ő yé-hé ya hó halio

qo-a-ga-némt ana... L'é-s'a la... g'a-némla

g'é qa-ma-yé ha yó ya há... á...

há á á á yé-hé

Lát-sé k'as g'a-némlé é-yoko-la-tse

L'é-s'a la g'a-némla tá-qoa-pá-tsé

k'oé-la-sí-la-tse gí qa-ma-yé
The three part beats are syncopated, the sticks being raised at each quarter and therefore falling nearly on the second eighth of the three part bar. The four part rhythm is syncopated in the same manner. The rhythm of the tune of the second line, Lâtsëk'as gânemlé, is not quite certain. I counted the f of the second bar almost three eighths, and also in the seventh bar of this part, but there seemed to be throughout slight irregularities in rhythm of the first seven bars of this part of the song, though the beating is perfectly regular, five eighths against three of the tune. The text as sung by my informant differs slightly from the dictated text.

[To page 374.]

Nû'yampalisa Lai laôx, nû'yampalisa Lai Lôx, gâ'xaöstöa Lai Lâu 1
Tale from the beginning, tale from the beginning.
q'â'mok'ustâalaôL qô'manakulâk'as, q'o'môx's'âlak'-a's'o, q'ô'mX-
your Qâ'môqua house real wealth moving, real wealth coming ashore, wealth on
his back making a mountain of property
q'ôm-gîlîgë' negîsilâsk'-a's'o uê'g'iyatsêk'-a's'o. Nû'yampalisa Lai Lôx.
Tale from the beginning your.

[To page 382.]

NÔMASE'NXÉLIS.

Qo'â'lela a'm lae No'mase da bêguâ'neum lax Á'g'îwa'laa lax meku-
In the beginning it is No'mas the man at Á'g'îwa'la at in front
ma'ya Tsa'xis. Gô'guat sis gô'kuê lax Á'g'îwa'la. Xu'ngînkîlala el 5
of Fort He had a his house at Á'g'îwa'la. Father and son is said
râwis xonô'kuê L'â'qoag-ilâqëmë. Nêma'gu'estâlis ai'mlae No'mas
with his son "Copper maker face." They came up together it is said No'mas
NAT MUS 95—13
1. Lawis Tā'qo'n. Qo'q'a'lela a'm'lae t'ẹ'g-its'a'llel xa Lā'a'qo'n. Lā'g'ilas and his copper. In the beginning it is said he lay on it with the copper. Therefore knees drawn up.

2. Qo'q'a'lelam Lā'a'qo'ng-ilaxaunx Lāx xonok'na. Gā'xlae Yix-a'qemaec in the beginning. "Copper maker face" its name the child. He came it is Yix-a'qemaec said.

3. It is said hū'elax No'mas. Nē'xlae Yix-a'qamayaxs q'ul'nok'na as No'mas, and to Xo'mas. It is said Yix-a'qemahe his uncle having of No'mas, do something for him.

4. Nā'la'em hai'lamemala le Yix-a'qamayax No'mas qa es qaqak'ānē'nce. Then he was asked to by Yix-a'qemahe No'mas that he took a wife.

5. Hai'lae g'o'kula Yix-a'qamaec Lāxsi'waec. Lā'am mā'wōde Yix-a'qaya.

6. It was the town Yix-a'qemaec Lāxsi'waec. Then he caused him Yix-a'qemaec to move his camp.

7. Max No'mas qa s lé qap'ā'laalam Lāx Lāxsi'waec, qa qēgra'tāenēlas maec No'mas that he went to live together at Lāxsi'waec, for he wanted to marry with him.

8. xonok'na s Yix-a'qamayaxs g'i'delasi Sā'g'i'ye. ME'Xula lae Yix-a'qamaec his child Yix-a'qemahe his princess Sā'g'i'ye. He desired it is Yix-a'qemaec said.

9. Mayax g'o'kuna Sā'g'i'ye yaxs Lāxsi'wan'k'oc. Lā'g'ilas nē'x qa s maec his house Sā'g'i'ye his carvings. Therefore he that he qig-a'de laq. Mā'x'enox lae k'ā'ntama'ya sa g'oko. G'utsē'g'ilae da married her there. Killer whale it is the painting on of the house. Sitting on its back the said the front.

10. ts'e'k'oce. K'ē'ós el k'ēs gō'la'alats aw'īnakula sa g'oko. La'am gulls. Not it is not it all around of the house. Then said floor.

11. Lāe No'masē g'i'g'ilaxel Lāl g'i'dzaqoaq dal'a xes gōk'aqano, qa es it is No'mas first out of the he will he will speak first taking his staff, for it said go he'g'ilael gō'la se'k'aqanoš a'yasōxai'lag-ilas se'k'aqanoš seyq'āl-t therefore it is thus his staff hand on top of it his staff because he qat'ilalas lax g'i'sg'i'dela sa g'i'g'i'qama'ya sa lēlqolahalai. Lā'am carried on his there princesses of the chiefs of the tribes. Then he hands said.

12. Dal'a xis yā'qantpeq qe s se'k'aqano. Lāa'mlae Lōlx g'i'delasi he took his speaker's staff for his staff. Then it is he got the princess of said.

13. Sā'g'i'ye. Lāa'mlae a'me No'mas la nemā'el to Yix-a'qamē. Lā'am Sā'g'i'ye. Then it is only No'mas was together in and Yix-a'qemahe. Then said house.

14. Lāe la'mēlētsenx lax Ts'ā'watē. Lāla'c xoamal'ēdexdaopl qa s lē lax it is it was time in to Ts'ā'watē. Then they prepared that he went to said enter.

15. Ts'ā'watē. Lā'am k'ōlalats'exsdé No'masē sēs Lā'a'qo'n. Lāxdaopl lae Ts'ā'watē. Then he wanted to give No'mas with copper. There they it is his said sō'x'uit. Lā'am lawis ha'hantala lax Lā'a'qoaqelisis. Lāa'mlae padded. Then it is said they stopped at 'Copper under rock.' Then it is said tāl'tētsa qa s tē'selil. Lāla'c wax: lā'lōl a'xa tē'sem qa s lāxse they wanted for stone in house. Then it is they try that stone for it to take to take the stone into said.

16. 20 qa s lé lax Ts'ā'watē. Lāla'c wē'ldaopl. A'm la wē'sla laits' ex for to go to Ts'ā'watē. Then they were not Only he then he put un-said strong enough.
of the copper to the stone. That is only then the name of the stone
l'a'qua'x'tst'elis. L'a'm'en'k'ixs l'a'laax l'a'qua'x'tst'elis and La'nae
'Coppper under rock.' Then he said he got the stone for his going
o'ma'yüü'la sa l'a'qua'x'tst'elis. L'a'lae l'a'graax l'a'qua'x'tst'elis. L'a'm
payment made of the copper there. Then it is he arrived at Ts'a'wate. Then
said
sé'k'a'qanónox sés l'a'qua'x'tst'ala sé'k'a'aquno, atséta'laa'sx'éla sé'k'a'qanó.

then he gave a the to many tribes. Then he his name.

L'a'men l'a'é Ku'äl'išxilax'mux'xla, l'a'qua'x'aqem'aXl'a'læ Lawu'l-
Then it is 'Having smoke' on him, 'Copper maker face' on him his
qamayas. Ts'a'nal'xla'lat'a nemó'kué xunu's. L'a'men xl'al'a.

successor. 'Giving in the morning' but one his second That is all.

[To page 384.]

O'MAXT'A'LALE.

G'onai's lae da ts'é'kumel'kul'aX Ta'negis. L'a'lae l'a'wódxést'sé'kumul.
Sitting on it is the bird headdress at Ta'negis. Then it is he took it his bird mask.
said the beach said
Wu! l'a'm la'wódxél xés tsé'kumul, l'a'men lé'qadés Nemó'guis. L'aé
Wu! then he took it off his bird mask, then his name Nemó'guis. Then
ba'xus'it. L'a'lae lé'x'uit qa si mú'wa láx K'a'aq. L'a'men xun'gra-10
he became a Then it is he moved that he went carrying to K'a'aq. Then he had a
natural man said

dix'it és O'max't'a'lahégalakü. Há'ló'tés'alalal q'oá'xé'dé da ga'ma'némé
son of O'max't'a'lahé to be. Growing fast it is growing the child
said
xuno'ku as Nemó'guis. L'a'lae héitats'ax'ida, l'a'men lo'k'unémas'ida.
the son of Nemó'guis. Then it is said

L'a'maXu'a lae qa's'it q'a'wis qulé'ë lo'la'awatsaxl'a'læ qulé'/ya s O'max't-
He went walked with his uncle lala'awatsa on him it is the uncle of O'max't-
(his name) said
a'lahégalakü qa si le ku'x'a xà má'guat lax Lemà'is as Ts'a'xís. Á'ma
à'ata to be, that he went clubbing the seals at the beach of Ts'a'xís. Only
Wislal'a lae á'wag'ílisela kuex'xà lala'awatsa'ís as Ts'a'xis la'xà má'guat.15
there it is walking to and fro clubbing at the beach of Ts'a'xís at the seals.
said on the beach

"A'dé," ne'x'xata Nemó'guis laxis ts'a'ye lo'la'awatsa; "xó'a'lela sens
"Friend," he said Nemó'guis to his younger lo'la'awatsa; do not us
let
heqüá'le yá'wix'idaga xinus qa yá'yatsé'le sens xuno'k'ó'xé." L'àe
going in this let act us to go on the our son this." Then

awulX'etex yá'nenama sés xuno'k'á xés kuex'á'némé da q'ása tó má'guat
he desired more game of his son his what he clubbed the sea and seal
l'a'xà Lemà'is as Ts'a'xis qa láxak'ala gël'tsóx l'a'xà da ma'm'k'åla.
at the beach of Ts'a'xís to go repeatedly for him to the the islands.
L'a'lae Nemó'guis tevis ts'a'ya k'umel'ts'ot xi welkà. L'àa'lae lal'k-20
Then it is Nemó'guis and his younger burnt inside the cedar. Then it is they burnt
said

1 Sun giving light to the world in the morning.
1. Bent yës lë'qa. Lii'lae sëo'tlamásëq, lae wi'uxstendaq yës lë'qa. Then it was they finished, then they launched it its canoe building. it's own. Lii'lae me'ns'ala'yode da gíná'ñemas is alé'watsël.

2. Then he tried it on the the his child canoe of the son. hunting canoe was at Deer Island. He was angry a little. He came home it is full he made said xës Xua'k'una yisa q'ësa tewa mé'guat. Xua'Xuilaquit'åla amlaad'é his canoe those sea otters and seals. He continued to go out it is said

5. Do'qoalaga'a, ade'qëns gu'n'k'ílsalagi q'ëq'ok'lë'ëlaa xox wä'xaásaq'a. "Look, friend, we will try to discover the how many sens g'o'lg'okulo'ta qa lá'lag'ilísë lé'ëlaasót. Lii'lae së'xënide tá'sa'yës our tribes that some one go to invite them. Then it is he paddled his younger brother yix Lë'lawás. Lii'lae la'la'tè Le'la lax Hái'likauwaé. Gá'xlae that will go Lë'lawás. He to la'la'té to invite at Hái'likauwaé. He came lax Qag'axste'ls, Lë'la lax Mät'ág'illa. Gá'xlae lax G'o'taqa'la Lëla to Qag'axste'ls, he in- vited at Mät'ág'illa. He came to G'o'taqa'la he invited

10. Then he went to the town at Deer Island that he invite ou. Wä'xap'álasó. Lii'lae ne'lbent lax À'gíwa'laa'qá aq s Lë'lae'x Nú'mas. Wä'xap'álasó. Then he went up to À'gíwa'la that he invite Nú'mas, the river to a point

15. Lë'lae ne'lgítle aq s le lax LiXsí'wae. Lii'lae Lëla lax Sá'gíyë. Then he went up that he go to LiXsí'wae. Then he in- vited

Gá'xlae lax Xutsetsá'lis aq s Lë'lae'x YìXà'qemàe; Lii'lae lax ne'k'. He came to Xutsetsá'lis that he invite YìXà'qemàe; then at the right utas LiXsí'wae qa s Lë'lae'x Se'nlae. Lii'lae së'xñit qa s le lax Ò's'éq side of LiXsí'wae that he invite Se'nlae. Then he paddled that he went to Ò's'éq died of a'xwa'sta'yas qa s Lë'lae'x Yä'xlon. mouth of inlet that he invite Yä'xlon.

20. Lii'lae la'laa xoxo'k'as Nëmó'guís yà'la kue'xa ale'Xuà qa Lë'lanemla Then he was the child of Nëmó'guís always clubbing sealing for guests (future) going sës ömp. Lii'lae la'laa quat'a g'o'kù asè-xa q'ësa Xoa nà'Xuà of father. Then he was full house his the sea otters the all his going
Xahai'p'om qa NEX'nu'ne sa gal.' Hai'em q'a'q'anöle. NEMmxsaem 1 furs for blankets of first the ones. One lae nöle g'n'temasa lë'iqolalaq qap'ëx'it. La'lae Lë'dëlala xës it is day they came tribes gathered. Then it is his invitation his said met them Lë'lanem. Lë'lae yö'qumagaliqa xa me'g'nuatë hëxis Lë'lanem, guests. Then it is he distributed the seals to his guests, said La'lae q'a'q'alelem ye yaai'qoemalà sa gi'g'iqamaye. Laa'm g'i'qèla Then it is he gave them and their gifts of the chiefs. Then he kept for them Le NEmo'gunsà sa haq'ou'yù. La'lae sa ts'ë/koayû lax gi'qemà'ya sa 5 NEmo'guns of the belly part. Then it is of hind legs to chief of the ne'm'usqemakuë lë'iqolala. La'lae sa që'luqayû lax gë'leleà sa other one tribe. Then it is of flippers to second rank of the gi'qemà'ya. Laam la lé da o'guidà'ya sa me'g'nuat la'xa begnà'ne'm. Then it is he took the belly part that he give it to the men qa'laam. Wà! Laa'm g'a'la xa gi'laq qa qà'taxnu'me sa common. Wà! Then first the made for standing first of the nà'lu'me'ma's. La'lae dàx'id xa haq'ou'yù qa s ya'X'uídes la'xa clans. Then it is he took the belly part that he give it to the said kwe'kù. La'lae q'ix'idà da laq qa s ts'òwë's la'xa t'sa'ts'òwe'mël. Haiem 10 eagle. Then he bit off there that he gave it to who passed it to the Then it is those guests in the house. said qo'o'g'ëlalè qo'âlt xo a'mlaq qix'idà na'Xu'a xës ya'X'uídayû. Laa'm he did every it said he bit all his what he gave. Then Le'qades Wà'las NEmo'guns. Laa'm xaë'wis lé'x'ët xës lawu'lyama'ya, his name Wà'las NEmo'guns. Then also he named his successor. Laa'm O'maxt'â'lalëXla. La'lae ya'X'uítsa qà'iqëmûl. Laa'm lae then it O'maxt'âlalè on. Then it is he distributed sewed together (fur said nà'lu'me'maxelà tëx'idà qa tëx'idà sa a'la begnà'ne'm. Laa'm the clans making for road (law) of later men. Then xakè'ida wa'o'kwë Lë'lanem. Laa'm g'o'kùlòdadas. 15 they stayed some his guests. Then they became his tribe. "Lamen làl qo'o'qöesgilts'â'lal," në'x'alà O'maxt'âlalà xis ömp. "I go shall go farther this time," said O'maxt'âlalè to his father. "K'ësles nà'muXlò. La mawë'slälën la'ste'x'ëdèl. " Ha'gà!" " Not you shall you expect me I will go first I will go to bathe." "Go on!" Là'lae qà's'idè O'maxt'âlalàya xa qa'la. Laa'm la'wis xo'wisitët laë Then it is he walked O'maxt'âlalè the morning. Then it is said he bathed it is said wùla'X'alela xà k'ëmbù. La'lae O'maxt'âlalà xà dö'x'ualàla xà he heard the sound of adz- ing. Then it is O'maxt'âlalè saw the said qòs wàp. Là'lae k'nu'g'naals qa s xo'sëtëtë laq. Ga'x'alà ne'X'ua'ì 20 a of water. Then it is he sat down that he bathed there. It came the sound pond said xstix'idè da k'ëmbù. Là'la'xàa qa's'idè O'maxt'âlalè laa laxaas came nearer the sound of adzing. Then again walked O'maxt'âlalè then it
1. A canoe is being paddled. La’la’e was seen on the canoe. The sound of the paddles repeated. Then, again, the sound came nearer. The canoe was seen to be closer. Then again, the sound moved to the nearest canoe. The sound was repeated. Then, again, the sound came nearer. La’la’e was seen. The sound of the paddles was heard. He paddled there. It came the sound of the canoe near a little. Then, he walked towards two.

5 O’makt’alalaya. La’la’e do’x’uulela xa ga’ñló. G’o’a’xtso’sa begna”. O’makt’alate. Then, he beheld the canoe. He was sitting a man adzing. It lay in the bow the harpoon and paddles two.

10 do’x’uulela xa sio’nakula gëg’ilaal lax YaaixNgizwanu. La’am to’kuanle O’makt’alate. He paddled the canoe. Then he disappeared. Then, he found a magical treasure.

15 k’i’mqannakula le’wëc lax Sa’lóts’e. La’la’e qu’Sqepox’uit. “Që’lak-asla they met and at Sa’lóts’e. Then, it is each held the sides said of the other’s canoe. Thank you said.”

nemnó’t,” ne’x’lalay O’makt’alalaya yax Qi’watilqala. “K’ë’sen ne’x’lalay O’makt’alale yax Qi’watilqala. “K’ë’sen brother,” said O’makt’alate to that Qi’watilqala. “Not I

wule la’gë’ila,” ne’x’lalay O’makt’alalaya. “La’laqemem la sen o’mpë qen nothing on account of,” said O’makt’alate. “I was sent by my father that I

g’i’xelol q’axs he’x’aenë m’a’laos he’ñló lax qëg’àtaas,” “Që’laga!”

k’i’mqannakula le’wëc lax Sa’lóts’e. Then, it is each held the sides said of the other’s canoe. Thank you said.”

nemnó’t,” ne’x’lalay O’makt’alalaya yax Qi’watilqala. “K’ë’sen ne’x’lalay O’makt’alale yax Qi’watilqala. “K’ë’sen brother,” said O’makt’alate to that Qi’watilqala. “Not I

wule la’gë’ila,” ne’x’lalay O’makt’alalaya. “La’laqemem la sen o’mpë qen nothing on account of,” said O’makt’alate. “I was sent by my father that I

g’i’xelol q’axs he’x’aenë m’a’laos he’ñló lax qëg’àtaas,” “Që’laga!”

k’i’mqannakula le’wëc lax Sa’lóts’e. Then, it is each held the sides said of the other’s canoe. Thank you said.”

20 qa s lá’os lá’xen go’ñkua, “La’lalax’i’grín q’al’laxñé don lól nem’ñmut,” that you go to my house.” “Go this my harpoon line my to brother, past you, ne’x’lalay O’makt’alalaya yax Qi’watilqala. “Yi’ixa su’k’ik’in q’al’k’aax said O’makt’alale to Qi’watilqala. “That my nettle line bark

tawis má’stuXné tawis Lë’wiXaax.” La’la’e Qi’watileqala au’guqua and his harpoon past and his mat past.” Then Qi’watilqala also
Ka'watilEqala came around tribe. O'maxt'a'laLe marmot, blankets house go us place door. Everything you Then K-'a'qa is it of the brother: le brother. for then Qa'watilEqala its K-'a'qa. Wi'lx'stasilayuqoa (its Qii'watilEqala. only my said "^aid goon tribes. Wi Wi'laam Gua'c. house for it side house take the Qa'wati- Then house. raven its Qa'watilEqala. posts, brothers. to brother. its Tlierefore Then Then "Let food long had said raven. you lynx, dressed me," his O'niax-home your Qa'watilEqala's. then a'Emlis us earth of marriage, build law house. Gua'c. the of a'Emlis, la'xa uEgu'mp sa they, ho'x'usdes La'lae T'e'p'axLaXsItse (la Giia'e. La'lae Laa'm Le wa'xsaqEm, iiil'xua liama'Lts'aqala. Therefore K'a'qa on it (its name) of the land for long ago legs placed all around K'a'qa for place of house go'kulXLXExd. Laa'um le'ltse'stalisa O'maxt'a'dalayas ces qeg'a'danem house obtained in then he invited all O'maxt'a'dalate with what he had re-marriage, hisceived from his wife l'a'xa ga'le le'dqolale. to the first tribes.
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HO'XKOK.

1 Ne'sa lae da ts'e'daq lax Yu'laye xa ts'a'k'us. La'lae ts'exc'lad'a xa Pull out it is the women at Yu'lay the fern root. Then it is they put it the said mu'mXse'mak. G-a'xlae da o'qo'ane xá'pa xa mu'mXse'm xá q'e'nek dried whale meat. They came the owls picking the dried whale the many lae da o'qo'ane. La'lae do'xo'alela xa ho'xhok G-a'x gu'a'x'tot xa it is the owls. Then it is they discovered the ho'xhok. It came sitting on the said top Lós; g-a'xlae ba'nú'lela te'ula xa o'gwéné sa wilk. G-a'xlae lax tree; it is downward pecking the trunk of the cedar. It is at the same said 5 o'xlaya sa wilk. Lác waxla'x'unmx'ide da ho'xhok lóxoa xés butt of the cedar. Then it found it difficult the ho'xhok for its x'i'ndzas. La'lae qá'x'side da ho'xhok qa s lé' laxa ts'e'dax. beak. Then it is it walked the ho'xhok that he went to the women. said Na'wilbè lafè da ho'xhok, la beguá'nemxs gá'xáe là'xa ts'e'daq. It covered its but the ho'xhok, it a man he came to the women. nose was Lá'lae axlende sa mó'mXsem. Lá'lae lipa'miletá sa lé'waé. Then it is they put of the dried whale Then it is they put of the meat. said on fire meat. said before him Lá'lae g'esnde sa mó'mXsem l'a'xa lé'waé. Lá'lae ya'q'égaré da Then it is they put on of dried whale on the mat. Then it is he spoke the said to it the meat. 10 ho'xhok: "K'e'sen há'x'mapa Xoa mó'mXse'méX. Yu'den ho'xhok: "Not I eat the dried whale meat. This my hámá'yxn da le'qoax sa beguá'neméX. A'émáe nék' da food the brain of the men." Only it is he said the ho'xhok, la'lae le'má'ide da ho'xhokua ts'é'daxde. Nemók' ho'xhok, then it is he pecked the ho'xhok the women past. One said lat'e'da wu'nx'ide. G-áx ne'nak qa s ts'ék'a'taláes. La'lae da but hid. She home that she reported. Then it is he came said Naqó'mg'ilisala nék' qa s lé wi'na xa ho'xhok. La'lae Naqó'mg'ilisala said that they make war the ho'xhok. Then it is said upon 15 Qó'mk'ustáls to Wá'xalalaa ax'é'ida xa é'd'em sa ts'é'daq qa Qó'mk'ustáls and Wá'xalalaa took the menstrual of woman that s kwá's'idés. La'lae wi'na xa ho'xhok. La'lae lax ax'á'sdè sa they washed. Then it is they the ho'xhok. Then it is they went to the of said made war - place the ts'é'daqde. La'lae la'xla'la sa mó'mXsem. G-a'xlae da o'qo'ane. women past. Then it is they put of dried whale They it is the owls. said over fire meat. came said La'lae do'xo'alela xa ho'xhokuaxs gá'xáe gu'a'x'tut xa wil'kúe. Then it is they discovered the ho'xhok came sat on top the cedar. said G-a'xlae ba'nú'lela te'ntelane' xe wil'kúe. La'lae laka ó'xlae. It came it is downward pecking the cedar. Then it is to the butt of the said tree. 20 La'lae xak'á' x'i'ndzasdès láq. La'lae dze'bx'uidé Qó'mk'ustáls to Then it is it its nose past there. Then it is they ran Qó'mk'ustáls and said
Wá'xalalaa qa s k'ú'x'idex x'i'ndzasdés. Laa'm k'o'x'uidé x'i'n-1
Wá'xalalaa that it struck its nose past. Then it broke its nose
dzasdés. Gá'xlae lá'xlandés lá'xa la'q'us. Laa'm lá'la.
past. They it is pushing into the fire. Then it was
came said
dead.

[To page 408.]

THE GHOSTS.

Gó'kula lae K'o'ala qawis sá'sém lá'xa a'í'k'é awínakuisa. Hé'im
Living in it is K'o'ala and his children at the above country. That was
a house said
xonó'Xsé yix Q'o'masdaX xa nólha, hémísé Hái'á'qolal má/k'ilax lo
his son that Q'o'masdaX the eldest, that Há'á'qolal next one and
Nólak-as he'émísé A'nqolak-as. Lá'lae hayutála tó Ts'i'lqoalólela
Nólak-as and that one A'nqolak-as. Then it is they were and Ts'i'lqoalólela
said rivals
he'émis sá'sémsén S'é/paxis ló Yá'q'entemayé tó Gé'xden. Lá'lae
that his children S'é/paxis and Yá'q'entemayé and Gé'xden. Then it is said
Ts'i'lqoalólela nék qa s gá'x'ée lá'xoa bá'néx awínakuisa. Lá'lae
Ts'i'lqoalólela said to come to the lower world. Then it is said
c'é'axela xa lá'qoak'en laa'm t'ex'i'deng'ilax qa s sélbel'anésó t'éwis
using the copper post that was making a ladder to climb down and his
sá'sém. Lá'lae nék qa s hálá'qaséwi sés hayót. Lá'lae qa'lalacó 10
children. Then it is said to be played with his rival. Then it is he it is said knew said
K'o'alaX wál'démas Ts'i'lqoalólela. Lá'lae qa's'ide K'o'ala. Lá'lae
K'o'alaX his word Ts'i'lqoalólela. Then it is he walked K'o'ala. Then it is said
móq'en'xnas qa'sa. Lá'laé do'X'oc'alela xa nég'éi' qoa'xanakula
four days he walked. Then it is he discovered the mountain growing
qé'x'it lá'xo'a ba'néx awínakuis. Lá'naXua lats'ót xans a'í'k'é
from the lower world. Going some times reaching our upper
awínakuis. Lá'laé né'nak'qa s né'i'lé xés sá'sém. Hé'íx'idá am
world. Then it is went to tell his children. Right away
lawis xo'a'nalé da qawis sá'sém. Gá'xlae lá'xés a'x'a'sdé k'í'slat'a
it is they prepared and his children. They came to the place not however
said
qá'laxs gá'x'ae da nég'éi' a'í'k'óléla cít'et da gí'lem lawis la'dzót 15
long came the mountain upward again the as soon it is reached said
xen's má'xal. Lá'laé K'o'ala nék xés sá'sém: "K'é'slen la'sqamélól
our sky. Then K'o'ala said to his children: "Not I follow you.
Há'g'aa laams leAxá'lalalex Pépá'wilénóx. A'tem les g'áx má'Xuál
Go you the name of your Pe'pa'wilénóx. Only you come sometimes
tribe will be
axlála xen k’é'k’Es'éx’óx, "néx'laé xés sá'sém. Gá'xléq Q'o'masdaóx
take my earings," he said it is his to children. They it is Q'o'masdaóx
came said
tó Há'aqolá Xó Nólak-as he'émísé A'nqolak-as. Gá'xléq lax 20
and Há'aqolal and Nólak-as also A'nqolak-as. They it is to
came said
Q'óale'mísis. Lá'laé qá'x'ida ál'íaXwa lá'xa lá'xés ál'abála-
Q'óale'mísis. Then it is they looking for there at the walking in

1. They said: "Bringing child. E'wala. said they brought E'wala.

2. Lâ'lae ma'ng-a. He it is said Q'o'masdox and Hî'aqoqal coming back. Then it is said keeping Laxstâlela'xsa gâ'xâe nê'nak. Lâ'lae là'gaa la'xa òtsâ/îs, close to the beach came home. Then it is said they arrived at the bay.

3. Lâ'lae là'axlâle'saq. Lâ'lae dô'x'oa'lela xa ko'x'ila. Lâ'lae là'gaa then it is going to its head. Then it is said they discovered the smoke. Then it is said arrived 5laq. Lâ'lae là'êl là'xa gô'ku. Ma'tôk la'tê da ts'ê'daq tsê'sa xa there. Then it is they at the house. Two how the women roasting the ever gâ'weq'ânem. Lâ'lae ya'q'é-gâ'alaé Q'o'masdox tô Hî'aqoqal. Wulâ'ê clans. Then it is they spoke Q'o'masdox and Hî'aqoqal. They asked xà tsê'daq wes gè'x'idê. Nê'xso laç da tsê'daqas Q'o'masdox, the women where they came. They were it is the women by Q'o'masdox, from, told by said Lâ'lae nà'maxmayé da tsê'daq: "He'damu X gè'x'idê da aîk'ê Then it is they replied said: "We came came from the above awû'makuis. Kê'ë'osunuX bëgu'nëma. Lâ'lae nê'la Q'o'masâxâx là'xa world. None we have men." Then it is said Q'o'masdox to the said 10 tsê'daq: "Kê'ës amxaanux tsê'da'qua. Wix'id أس يxs gà'xâëx gà'xâ-hq. women: "Not we having women. How did you come when you axa?" Lâ'lae ya'q'agâlaë Wi'yoleńeqâ; hîeëm që'qem sa nêmô'kue came. Then it is she spoke troublesome that was the name of one the tsê'daq. Wi'olosâxgâ'laë da nêmô'kue: "Hame'naXunux woman. "Making tired' on the other one: "Bringing us (?) la'xa nexâ'q. He'ëmis g'axtaot gâ'xenôx là'xoa." "Qe'dag'a qanôX to the geese. That brought us here. "Come now to us to be our wives." Glad were it is the women of word of brothers. They is said the the the 15 Gâ'xâëx nâmâdôxle da nêmô'kma tawis sa'ganë'm. Gâ'xâëx. They it is they home they the brothers, with wives. They it is came salt said fixed Hâlalaalad qô'xët da gînå'ñemë, Lâ'lae amle da gînå'månemë lax Quick it is said grew the child. Then it is they played the children at said wî'balisâs Qo'ale'mdzis. Lâ'lae hë'âde Lâ'qo'asqem láx ògwû'qâ'ya river in corner of Qo'ale'mdzis. Then it is he fainted Lâ'qo'asqem at that side said 20 sa wa'. He'ëx'ida am lawis la nê'la xa nêmô'kue gînå'ñemax of the river. At once it is said he told the other boy went Qômasdox. Gâ'xâëx Qômasdox dô'x'îida xës xunô'Xde â'la am Qômasdox. He came it is Qômasdox he saw his child past really it is said lawis le'la. He'ëx'ida am lawis wunëmt'ê'deq xës xunô'Xde, Le'âm said dead. At once it is said he buried it his child past. Then
lawis ša'nal'ida. Łal'lae da gînâ'nem q'ula/x'idâ qa wî'x'idâs 1
it is said it grew night. Then it is the child revived to unable to do
said anything qâx xâq'tsa'xâ la'xa xtsëm. Kx'xîl'ada qâ'la ša'nal gâ'xâne wâulela
because was inside in the box. Not then long dark he came he heard
he ya'q'e'ntâle. Łal'lae ax'o'dax yikwaya'ya sa dek'â't'sen. Hê'ix'ida
the talking. Then is it he took it the cover of grave. At once
am lawis Łelâlaxasâwi da lâxde Łe'la. Łal'lae qâ'sidayô lâlae lâ'xa
it is said he was called the one who had dead. Then is it they walked then to the
been said with him
Łê'xk'alâ. Łal'lae q'aq'a'q̣è'nasâwi da gînâ'nêma sa yû'dokwë 5
beating of the head. Then is it he was asked to be careful the child by three
bè'begwanâma xa le'la/le'no'xôxâxîl. Łal'lae lê'al lâ'xa kuc'exalatse, 6
men the ghosts. Then is it they at the dancing house, said entered
kê'kîl'sâta la'g'xîlî lâ'xa gô'kî. Hê'lae gô'xâq'x'idê neqô'yâilha sa
not how they went to the house. There they sat the middle rear of the middle
the heilô'xâdâ'hê'su'la sa gô'kî. Wê'ga ya/'lâlax xu'nxolâc la'q'onasqêm.
right side of house. Go out! take care he was told la'q'onasqêm.
Nâm'xuamâles a'xelâna'kûla xês do'qè'su'loya lewa qê'muq'emdem.
Everything you will keep in your mind your what will be seen and the songs.
Kê's'emlaxa'wa wis ha'nx'ida xa ha'ng'ilayôlalôl. qa'xôye lâe da 10
Not then you eat the your foot. He stood it is the said
begmâ'nem dâ'la xa qô'qè'sâyû. Łal'lae yâ'qè'galê gê'qama'ya sa
man holding the rattle. Then is it he spoke the chief of the
lešlâ'lenôx. Leq'adôs Hamâ'maxayâls: "Gâxît'sâxî'go'we'sax la'g'galôsa.
ghosts his name Hamâ'maxayâls: "Let him come this boy to the rear of the
said house." qa'la," nek'la'tie da nêmô'k'nu'e lâ'xa yû'dukue bè'begwanem. Łal'lae
"Don't," said however the one at the three men. Then is it said
soâ'o'larâlê la te'msêla Xdôc. Łal'lae ô'dzaq'âle da gînâ'nêm.
he finished the dancing. Then is it uneasy the boy.
Łal'lae Hamâ'maxayâls hayâ'lo lâ'xîs gô'kulôt: "La'mens lâl 5
Then it is Hamâ'maxayâls told to his tribe: "Let us go
taan't lexoa gînâ'nemôx lâ'xîs gô'ko'a. Łal'lae da lešlâ'lenôx
take that this boy to his house. Then it is the ghosts said
axô'ida xa p'âè'ms, qa s lexaxlâla Xda'nxêq. Łal'lae o'guqasâwa sa
took the moss that they put on their heads. Then it is also it was done the said
gînâ'nêm axaxlâla xa p'âè'ms. Gâxîlae gô'gâ'gâlê sà da gînâ'nêm
boy put on his the moss. He is sitting on the the boy
head came said ground
lâ'xôa nô'saqëns awî'nak'ëns. Lâam'xdôlalâ te'x'salâsô sa pa'xala
to the our own world. He was already told to take care by shaman the
yix He'liili'lag'ilis qa axô'îsê qa kuî't'sê qa ês gô'kulôt, łâlae 20
that He'liili'lag'ilis to take the urine for his tribe, then is it said
hà'mâma'xè awî'x'estâs k'oa'ê'tsasas. Łal'lae Q'o'masâdxôx Lewis qenen'm
they cried all around to wash with. Then it is Q'o'masadxôx and his wife
hamama.
1 ha'ma'p. Lae wulax'alela xa há'mamaxá'. Lá'dláe dzí'lx-'wulís láxis ate. Then he heard the sound hamama. Then it is said they ran out of his gúko'o qa s dó'X'uídeq. He'em dox'oa'leleatsé xos xonó'kuaxs house that they saw. Him they discovered his son's g'osas'vé lá'xa awi'namuis. Lá'dláe né'la xís qene'm. Gá'xlae qene'-sitting on on the ground. Then it is he said his son. She it is his the ground said to mas dó'X'uídeq. Lá'dláe mállég'oa'lela xós Xonó'kuu. He'x'ida am lae wife she looked. Then it is they recognized their child. At once it is said 5 qúg'ál lá'qo'asqem xís ómp: "Há'ga axt'ax'idax k'útsáí qa s xós'ela shouted Lá'qo'asqem to father: "Go take urine that you sprinkle his laxs gó'kúlótaq'ós. Lá'dláe dzí'lx-'uíde Qó'masådxó. Gá'xlae dá'l'a xa on tribe. Then it is he ran Qó'masådxó. He it is took the came his son said kúá'ts'é. Wi'la am lae gá'xé gó'kúlótas. Gá'xmaalaxol né'lexstels chamber. All it is said came his tribe. They had come showing their months na'xné da lelalé'nóx. Gá'Tem lawis hai'aqé da wao'kúne be'bégunanem all the ghosts. As soon it is passed the some men said lax se'ns sa lelalé'nóx, lae hamá'maxé da lelalé'nóx. He'x'ida am at the of ghosts, then they cried the ghosts. At once it is said the mouth the hamama 10 lawis Le'Láe da be'bégunanemXde xa hai'aqa xa se'nsa sa lelalé'nóx, said dean the men past the passed the mouth of the ghosts. Lá'dláe lá qúg'a'lé Lá'qo'asqem, xós'idas kuá'tsé lá'Xua Then it is shouted Lá'qo'asqem, sprinkle urine on the became bégunanemox. Lá'dláe hé'guix'idé. He'x'ida am lawis S'é'-men Then it is he did so. At once it is said they 3ulax'idé da Le'lxde. Gá'xlae lael lax gó'koaa seis ómp. Gá'x'am recovered the dead past. He it is entered at the house of father. He it came is said his lae da laé'lénóx he'k'ala lá'xa gó'kuas ómpas. Lá'dláe yá'laqaláe is said the ghost sounding to the house of father. Then it is he sang his secret song 15 da giná'ñemasi q'ej'ämudamas yelalé'nóx. Lá'dláe de'nxega gó'ku- the boy his song of ghosts. Then it is they sang his his said with him lótas. Hai'em lawis q'a'lag'ilax q'emdemas lélalénóx. We'g-a tribe. That it is they learned their song the ghosts. Go on! hö'lelalax q'emtema sa giná'ñem. Láam tê'qádes N'é'lleqstáls listen to the song of the boy. Then was his name N'é'lleqstáls lxís l elo'lalalétnaye. K'éós k'és gáx lá'xa na'Xua ts'é'qénya at the Ghost dance. Nothing not came to the all dances tawa k'é'k'ías'o. Ga'am q'a'mdéms N'é'llexstáls xa giná'ñem: and carvings. This is his song N'é'llexstáls the boy:

1. Yaxamamai, yaxamamai, yaxamamai ya.
    Yaxamamai, yaxamamai, yaxamamai ya.

We'gaxós wílg'estálisax laxés ék'ats'élisax ná'la yúl
Go on! you go up to the upper country day your
lelowóálanaXde.

Chief of ghosts past.
2. Yaxamamai, yaxamamai, yaxamamai ya.

Yaxamamai, yaxamamai, yaxamamai ya.

Ya qa wòlasqu'eméstois yaiqesawilos yul lèloalamàndé.
Ya, to heap up in ground property you you chief of ghosts past.

3. Yaxamamai, yaxamamai, yaxamamai ya.

Yaxamamai, yaxamamai, yaxamamai ya.

Ya qa wòlasqu'eméstois yaiqesawilos yul lèloalamàndé.
Ya to great your fire great you stones in your fire fire good your

chief of the ghosts past.

[To page 416.]

LÈLAXA.—LÀ'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

Begnà'ndem gò'kula làx K'ék'élem. Làlæc làkoala wà'xa.
A man lived in a house at K'ék'élem. Then it is finding a super-
said natural helper

Si'sin láe wà'xì Lò'ko'ya's. Làlæc ò'tsaxa, laa'm à'èm LE'lx-ida.
Si'sin. it is try his magic said helper. Then it is he failed, then only he died.

Làlæc a'késtaxol. Làlæc gò'külodès wù'lisilax'it qaé qà'lxas
Then it is he tried. Then it is his tribe made a false grave for indeed
said for him

nè'k'axà à'læm LE'la. À'maalahoxol gà'koala là'xis qòc'x-ìdhasaxs
they said really he was dead. Only he found a at his what he had done

lae a'késsta. Elgunsik'èla làe da gè'tse'wasblòs. Lè'lxasèxega 10
it is he went up. Blood on its side it is the coffin pretended. Sun on its
said said

his làe gè'tsewasbòlès. Mò'p'enXua a'mlae làe ku'ògàl là'xa
side it is coffin pretended. Four days it is said he had It began to at the
gone thunder

a'kkè. Ha'maalahoxól Lè'lxalè Lè'lxà ku'ògàl. Gù'lxàc g'a'xaxàlis
above. He had gone Lèlaxa to be the thundering. He came it is coming down said to the beach
then

xa qa'íla qa à'xalis làe'ss gà'xaë. Laa'm tsê'k'oa là'xo ku'nXoa.
the morning that early he went coming Then a bird there thunder bird. down.

Laa'm làe qòoxwults'òt xès ku'n'xumul Lèlxà. Laa'm qa'í Lèallelxs Then it is he took it off his thunder bird. Lèlxà. Then he was recognized

hà'e Lèlxà yîis gò'kùlót. Làlæc a'ml'idè Lèlxà sès Lò'lekuàe. 15
he Lèlxà by his tribe. Then it is he played Lèlxà his magical treaus-
said said

Hè'ëm'èl Lò'ku'isè da ku'nXumul, wàxqemèlaè Le'wa nà'xàk'qenàml. His it is said magical the thunder bird both sides face and
treasure mask
dawn mask.

Hè'ëm làwìse da mà'màq'a; hè'imìse da wà'lasè yè'qoáè màqà'yù,
His it is said the thrower; his was the great wood worm implement for

throwing,

tsê'kuXLà. Hè'ëm làwìse da sè'ilìs. Làlæc da wòq'ì's, qà'mXpa-
bird in head. His it is said the snake in Then it is the frog, carrying spear

belly said

lenkula mà'màq'a. Hè'ëm làwìse da hà'mats'a. Hè'ëm làwìse da point the thrower. His it is said the camibul. His it is said the

shaman dance. His it is said the tè'nuqa. That was it is his magical Lèlxà.
said treasure
His going from one Lełaxa the thunderbird mask. One only among all going from one house to the other

to the no'ñlem and ts'ë'tsaeqa.

[To page 447.]

SONG OF THE RAVEN MASK.

1. Wa! kik'a'leqalag-ilak'asLe ts'aeqwe'x'des Baxbaku'ananxsit'.
   Wa! Everybody is frightened by his winter mask Baxbaku'ananxsi'-wac.

2. Wa! kik'a'leqalag-ilak'asLe ha'msiwex'des Qoa'qoaxu'ananxsit'-wac.
   Wa! Everybody is frightened by his cannibal mask Qoa'qoaxu'ananxsi'-wac.

3. WE'lwElq'eqalag-ilak'asLe qalo'kwex'des.
   Causing real palpitations his hooked beak.

4. WE'lwElq'eqalag-ilak'asLe han'xhowex'des.
   Causing real palpitation his han'xhok.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE.

1. That is, from the no'ñlem dancing house to that of the ts'ë'tsaeqa.
SONG OF THE MASK OF BAXBAKUALANUXSI'WAE.

Ha'msiwala hamsiwalag'iliskas'owai lax BAXBAKUÑLANUXSI'WAE
Carrying the carrying the ha'matsa mask in from BAXBAKUÑLANUXSI'WAE
kas'owai lax owistalitsis na'la.
real good to all around your world.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE.
REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1895.

Third sometimes doubtful.

[To page 457.]

HÁMATS'A SONG.

1 1. la laXden laistai'sešla iu hamtséstaisela ius BaxbakuūlanuX-

si'wač.

2. la nōguæ'm wiśukoahtlelaXla wiśuwistaililaXlas Baxbakun-

si'wač.

lanuXsi'wač.

3. la laXden ha'txamxāyag'is BaxbakuūlanuXsi'wač, lax naqau-

lax qā'pataweis lö'wa.

la I have been all around the world with BaxbakuūlanuX-

give no time to escape give no time to go around Baxbakuū-

lanuXsi'wač.

the house with

dle of the world; I have been where you cry láp for me BaxbakuūlanuXsi'wač, at the mid-

at the post of world world.
THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS. 689

[To page 458.]

HA'MATS'A SONG.

1. Hamhamā'mai. He'ilix'se hā'mats'Elā'qum qai hā'mats'Elāqum 1
Hamhamā'mai. Take it the hap sound his hap sound
qai taō'wisk'asōwas qai gua'paalisk'astśes lo'uaiak'asauXs Lo'kua-
his standing really good his northern part real his of the world real the super-
lak'as'owē.
natural real good.

2. Hamhamā'mai. He'ilix'se bā'xbakulaqum qai bā'xbakulaqu'mx'tē
Hamhamā'mai. Take it the Baxbakualanux' his BaxbakualanuXsi'wae sound
qai taō'wisk'asōwas qai gua'paalisk'astśes lo'uaiak'asauXs Lōkua-
his standing really good his northern part real his of the world real the super-
lak'as'owē.
natural real good.

3. Hamhamā'mai. He'ilix'se hau'xhok'uālaenē k'as'owēs qai hau'x-
Hamhamā'mai. Take it the hau'xhok sound real good his hau'xhok
hok'uālaenē qai taō'wisk'asōwas qai gua'paalisk'astśes lo'uaiak'asauXs
sound his standing really good his northern part real his of the world
auXs Lō'kualak'as'owē.
real the supernatural real good.

4. Hamhamā'mai. He'ilix'se qā'loqoalaenēk'as'owēs qai qā'loqoa-10
Hamhamā'mai. Take it the raven's cry real good his raven's cry
laenēk'as'owēs qai taō'wisk'asōwas qai gua'paalisk'astśes lo'uaiak'as-
real good his standing really good his northern part real his of the world
auXs Lō'kualak'as'owē.
real the supernatural real good.

TUNE, RECORDED BY H. E. KREHBIEL.

Fine.

D.C. al Fine.

NAT MUS 95—44
1. Ha'masemeyayaxdosxa no'gua ha la no'gua; ha'masemeyayaxdosxa
   Food is always being put into my mouth.
   nö'gua Ló'kualag'ila.
   I therefore am supernatural.

2. Q'ula mensäyaxdosxa no'gua, ha la no'gua; q'ula mensäyax-
   Life is always swallowing.
   dösa no'gua qö'ë'q'ulaXde ha'msayaXde.

3. Yä'qamemelayaxdösa no'gua; ha la no'gua yä'qamemelayaxdösa
   Property is always being put into my mouth.
   nö'gua yäiqawe'Xde ha'msayaXde.

4. Ha'masa'yala lax ö'wistála lak'asde nö'gua.
   Going to get food for me at around the world.

5. Ba'ba'koayalag'elde nö'gua lax ö'wistála lak'asde nö'gua.
   Ba'ba' going to get men for me at around the really your world.

6. Xä'xaqoayalag'elde nö'gua lax ö'wistála lak'asde nö'gua.
   Xä'xoqoayala lax ö'wastalisk'ä'tsés löwa.

7. La'loLayalag'elde nö'gua lax ö'wistála lak'asde nö'gua.
   La'loLayala lax ö'wastalisk'ä'tsés löwa.

8. Q'alaSoalag'ilis a hais grä'ñemlöl; q'alaSoalag'ilis a hais
   Will be known later on you; will be known everywhere.
   grä'ñemlöl ö'wanxelis na'la. He'iL'rdistsek'as. Na'qestalistsek'as
   later on you edge of world world. Right one in great real. Safely returned great real
   öup'eqas Yalag'ilisk'asa. chief of Yalag'ilis real.

[To page 459.]

HÄ'MATS'A SONG.

1. Ha'masemeyayaxdösa no'gua ha la no'gua.

[To page 459.]

HÄ'MATS'A SONG.

1. Hämäsa'yala lax ö'wastalisk'ä'tsés löwa.
   Going to get food at around the really your world.

2. Ba'ba'koayalag'elde nö'gua lax ö'wistála lak'asde nö'gua.
   Ba'ba' going to get men for me at around the really your world.

3. Xä'xaqoayalag'elde nö'gua lax ö'wistála lak'asde nö'gua.
   Xä'xoqoayala lax ö'wastalisk'ä'tsés löwa.

4. La'loLayalag'elde nö'gua lax ö'wistála lak'asde nö'gua.
   La'loLayala lax ö'wastalisk'ä'tsés löwa.

5. Q'alaSoalag'ilis a hais grä'ñemlöl; q'alaSoalag'ilis a hais
   Will be known later on you; will be known everywhere.
   grä'ñemlöl ö'wanxelis na'la. He'iL'rdistsek'as. Na'qestalistsek'as
   later on you edge of world world. Right one in great real. Safely returned great real
   öup'eqas Yalag'ilisk'asa. chief of Yalag'ilis real.
2. Ḫq’lešoililis a hais gʷə’niml̓ ɬ; Ḫq’lešoililis a hais ɬ
Will be known later on you; ɬ will be known everywhere
later on you ɬ edge of world ɬ world. They made you eat first
bā’kwastea haiḵ-ā’sas Baxbakuulənuxsi’wač.

3. Haip’eqalətsem Xtənai lax ḥa’msp’eqas nā’qauləwalits nā’la.
Being led right to the pole to his cannibal pole in the rear of the world.

4. Haip’eqalətsem Xtənai lax ḥa’msp’eqas q’a’nq’aqwə’waləits nā’la.
Being led right to the pole to his cannibal pole the milky way of the world.

5. Haip’eqalətsem Xtənai lax ḥa’msp’eqas hē’ilk’ətəwaləits nā’la.
Being led right to the pole to his cannibal pole the right-hand side of world.

TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.

Rapid beating.

Ya, wuné’nasu’xsìya qa ès ha’msayak’asde. We’qas nō’gua
Ya, go you for his food real past. Nothing I
qoé’q’ulaqemlət’kəsde ha’msayasoləs Baxbakuulənuxsi’wač’asde.
living face real past food that will be obtained from Baxbakuulənuxsi’wač real past.

[To page 459.]
HÄ'MATS'A SONG.

1. Hailaiqoe'x'sé a hailaiqoe'x'sé awála BaxbakułamuXsi'waë

That is the way! That is the way! BaxbakułamuXsi'waë

Aswá'la, aswá'lai? awála BaxbakułamuXsi'waë.
Is that you, is that you? BaxbakułamuXsi'waë.

FEAST SONG OF HÄ'MATS'A.

1. G'á'xg'æstæn qoeyô'lelak'as'a mä'menlëyak'as'a ts'ä'eqëlask'as'ös

I came near the place really to fill my stomach really your real house of the
mä'menlëyask'as'ös.

filling stomach real.

5 2. K'é'lelag'ialak'as k'é'k*aliqagalag'ilak'asë haaì/lelask'as L'ë's'ala-

Making scared really making reluctant to go really to go right in really the heat
k'as'a k'ï'lopalak'as'a ts'ä'eqëlask'as'ös ta' ya'ts'ësk'as'ös waha hai, waiya
real the whirling real of your real house of where all warm real waha hai, waiya
flames the winter ceremonial their hands
wai.

wai.

FEAST SONG OF HÄ'MATS'A.

1. G'á'xg'æstæn qoeyô'lelak'as'a mä'menlëyak'as'a lax ts'ä'eqatsë.

I came near the place really to fill my stomach really at your real house

ysaqös mä'menlëyä hai dai.
of the winter ceremonial

filling stomach hai dai.

10 2. Wàx'amlenøX yilXsanálag'ilai hoxsanálag'ilil lax më'ulmen-

Never mind if we are hurt (by the fire) if we vomit at the kinds of food

Låliltsës ts'ä'eqatsëaqsös mä'menlëyä hai dai.

in your house house of the winter filling stomach hai dai.

ceremonial

HÄ'MATS'A SONG.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1. Há'okhok'ona'lae stamx'ti owësta'Xtis ló'wa.

Hó'xhok's voice is all around the world.

Hó'xhok's voice is all around the world.

2. Há'uxaunakulasLas ts'ë'tsa'qañxelisk'astses ló'wa.

Assemble at your places edge of ts'ë'tsa'aq'a real your world.

Assemble at your places edge of ts'ë'tsa'aq'a real your world.

3. Qoa'qoxo'lae stamx'ti owësta'Xtis ló'wa.
The raven's voice is all around the world.

The raven's voice is all around the world.

15 4. K'ñmqñañákułásas bë'bëkmuxélis ló'wa.

Assemble at your places lower edge of world world.

Assemble at your places lower edge of world world.

5. Há'mats'elaqolai stamx'ti owësta'Xtis ló'wa.
Há'mata'a's voice is all around the world.

Há'mata'a's voice is all around the world.
THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS.

[To page 460.]

HĀ'MATS'A SONG.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1. Laistaisələgəlisəkəsəhəwə lō'koalə hamai am. Ha'msaialəgəlisə.

He goes around the world haəwə the super- hamai am. He looks for food around the world

He truly haəwə the super- hamai at both sides of the world world.

tələgəlisəkəsəhəwə la̱x waxə'nxələsəkətəsɨs lə'wə.

La'lasiqoala dialect.

1. Laistaisələgəlisəkəsəhəwə lō'koalə hamai am. Ha'msaialəgəlisə.

He goes around the world haəwə the super- hamai am. He looks for food around the world

He truly haəwə the super- hamai at both sides of the world world.

tələgəlisəkəsəhəwə la̱x waxə'nxələsəkətəsɨs lə'wə.

La'lasiqoala dialect.

2. Q'aq'əciq'atsələgəlisəkəsəhəwə tō'koalə hamai am. Nā'naX'əq'ə.

He always wants to eat much truly haəwə the super- hamai am. Trying to eat alone

He truly haəwə the super- hamai at the food which he did not his at the far obtain
tənəxelis lə'wə.

La'lasiqoala dialect.

3. Waxəmqsəələgəlisəkəsəhəwə lō'koalə hamai am, la̱x nā'naX.

He eats from both sides truly haəwə the super- hamai am, hai, at trying to

He truly haəwə the super- hamai at the food which he did not his at the far obtain
lə'wə.

La'lasiqoala dialect.

K-'INQALALALA SONG.

1. La nə'guwə owəmaxəlisəyułə tə'nisk'əsə'ō awamai.

I press down your madness cannibal real good.

2. La nə'guwə yələxaxəlisəyələ tə'nisk'əsə'ō awamai.

I press down your cannibal real good.

3. La nə'guwə suwəmaxəlisəyułə tə'nisk'əsə'ō awamai.

I press down your hunger cannibal real good.

4. Ha'laiaqai hə'masə'yələqəmələsoi tə'nisk'əsə'ō awamai.

Indeed you your face looking for food cannibal real good.

5. Ha'laiaqai xəxəqəyə'laqəmələsoi tə'nisk'əsə'ō awamai.

Indeed you your face looking for skulls cannibal real good.

6. Ha'laiaqai yə'qamənsəyəqəmələsoi tə'nisk'əsə'ō awamai.

Indeed you your face devouring property cannibal real good.

[To page 461.]

K-'INQALALALA SONG.

1. Qo'a'lelaamXdə qə'k'ults'ə'llisə qamqa'mXulayəsə tsə'n'eqənəkəlua 15

Begin crowded in the house feathers all over you moving to one place

sa əyis'owai'əstəsə na'le yə'yə.

all around the world yə'yə.

2. Qo'a'lelaamXdə wə'iləxələsə məmənəl'yułəs me'umənələləg'ətə

Begin weak from her tempting food for oversatiated through one who is satiated you

əyis'owai'əstəsə na'le yə'yə.

all around the world yə'yə.
3. Q̓aʔlelaamx̣de aik’exalṣea yǔknisawayoʔ ʰoxonakulaʔda
begin through the roof burnt stones you all running into the house

20 yis’owais’astas nālə yēye.
all around the world yēye.

[To page 461.]

K̓I’NQALALALA SONG.

1 1. Ha hą’px̣ayag’iłk’asde ʰa’matElaqoaq’iłdeis BaxbakuulənuX.
he cries hāp for me he cries the hā’matəs sound for me
si’waék’asde qa haux Lō’koalak’as.
si’wac̣ real past for this super-
around the world past for this supernatural real.

2. Lá’mXdewé’sen me’ns’alisáyax̣ max’alisá’yax̣ s q̓a’q’elaqulaXdè
I have been shown thrown into me of many sounds of
nau̲ałak’oaləg’ilisems őwulqələg’ilis ʔo BaxbakuulənuXsí’waék’asde
sound of magic of the companion and BaxbakuulənuXsí’wac̣ real past
5 qa haux Lō’koalak’as.
for this supernatural real.

3. ÁmXdowé’sen la’laaqag’iłis hāiq’enXolag’iłis lāx őgoaq’ə/lag’iłis
Only I going reaching in front of him at different sound.
ne’mxqEln̓g’i̲ləg’i̲lna nōləmEg’i̲ləg’i̲lsə naunalə’oaləg’ilisems őwulqə’l-
only sound making foolish sound of magic of the com-
lag’i̲ls ʔo BaxbakuulənuXsí’waék’asde qa haux Lō’koalak’as.
panion and BaxbakuulənuXsí’wac̣ real for this supernatural real
past for this supernatural real.

[To page 461.]

K̓I’NQALALALA SONG.

1. Ts’ā’tsaeqalaqoleistamLeis naualaX’unək’asλös, ts’etsaeq̓alaqg’i-
Winter dance sound everywhere magic your body real your body is all
10 t’aya hayéma ma mai.
winter hayéma ma mai.

dance

2. Hamats’ElaqolestamLeis naualaX’unək’asλös, hā’matsElaqut’aya
Hamats’a sound everywhere magic your body real, your body cries hāp
hayéma ma mai.
hayéma ma mai.

3. Tā’yugulislak’asa lailaos aix̣a’lalelələisk’as lāx me’lsElag’i-
You go near really you go right up to him really to turning neck
Təsmk’asLə lā’lahawuləq̓uayəłös qə’q̓oa̲xn̓lag’itaya hahé.
(raven) real raven’s war cry you raven’s cry on body hahé.

15 4. Tā’yugoi̲selak’sa lailaos aix̣a’lalelələisk’asla qa’ımkułəg’i-
You go near really you go right up to him really shutting beak
Təsmk’as haux̣x̣nkułəlag’itaya hahé.
real haux’kohə sound on body hahé.

5. Tā’yugoi̲selak’sa lailaos aix̣a’lalelələisk’asla waxsenqoləg’ila
You go near really you go right up to him really carrying (a skull) in
q̓a’q̓’alelag’i̲lələłə məkułəg’ila hahé.
carrying (a corpse) on your moved for you hahé.

arms for you
K'UNQALALALALALE SONG.

1. Ts'a'tseqalaqoalag'ildox lokoalak:as'owama.
   Winter song for me the super-real good.

2. Ha'mats'elaqulaqoalag'ildox lokoalak:as'owama.
   Hat'mas'a song for me the super-real good.

3. Ba'bakuulaqoalag'ildox lokoalak:as'owama.
   Baxbakuulanunsi'wac's song for me super-real good.

   (I) destroyed really your magic the super-real.

KUNQALALALALA SONG.

1. H'elik-ilaleles d'o'qula qoa'nask-as'de'las.
   Taming see (me) the wildness real past of BaxbakuulanuX-
   siwaedc d'o'qula!

2. Ha'yaselelele'lis d'o'qula qoa'nask-as'de'las.
   Cutting the veins see (me) the real wildness past of monster at north end of world past
   d'o'qula!

Q'OMINOQA SONG.

1. LaistaiselayuXdoh Q'aominooqaXdex lax owaistas nala.
   Going around the world (past) Q'ominooqa past to all around world.

2. TowistaiselayuXdoxs Q'aominooqaXdex lax owaistas nala.
   Walking around the world (past) Q'ominooqa past to all around world.

3. La'yag'ilaqoil'doxs yex'siwalag-ilsde
   Prophesying from bad side (left hand) of Q'ominooqa past.

4. Aai'g'ilaqoil'doxs aix-k'ol'anik-as'des Q'o'minooaqaxde.
   Prophesying from good side (right hand) of Q'ominooqa past.

TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Lais-tai-se-la-yu} & \text{ Q'aominooqaX} \\
\text{Beating} & \text{ d'o'qula Q'aominooqaX} \\
\text{d'e'la} & \text{ o-wais-tas nala ai ai ai a}
\end{align*}
\]
REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1895.

[To page 463.]

SONG OF Q'OMINÔQA.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1. Ia ha ha na. He'ik'asmis ts'atsacqênoaig:îlā'na.
   La ha ha na. Truly, therefore they are joining your dance.

2. Qais ye'heguilus ts'eloaqênoaiyêida.
   Because you carry a rattle they join in your praise.
   In your hands

3. Qais wi'languilus amiaxê'noaiyêida.
   Because you carry all they join in your praise.
   In your hands
SONG OF HA'MSHAMTSES.

1. Hamasa'yă'lag'ila baisai ye hamamamai.
   Trying to look for food all around ye hamamamai.

2. Bă'bakuyă'lag'ila baisai ye hamamamai.
   Looking for men all around the ye hamamamai.

3. Q'ula' mensäyag'ila baisai ye hamamamai.
   Life swallowing all around the ye hamamamai.

4. Xa'xanquayă'lag'ila baisai ye hamamamai.
   Looking for heads all around the ye hamamamai.

TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Hamasa'yă'lag'ila baisai ye hamamamai.} \\
&\text{Trying to look for food all around ye hamamamai.} \\
&\text{Bă'bakuyă'lag'ila baisai ye hamamamai.} \\
&\text{Looking for men all around the ye hamamamai.} \\
&\text{Q'ula' mensäyag'ila baisai ye hamamamai.} \\
&\text{Life swallowing all around the ye hamamamai.} \\
&\text{Xa'xanquayă'lag'ila baisai ye hamamamai.} \\
&\text{Looking for heads all around the ye hamamamai.} \\
\end{align*}
\]
SONG OF HA'MSHAMTSES.

1. Ts'a'ts'aq'elaqólistsé Lelá'lans ná'naxtsowai da xaux Ló'koala.
   Singing great ts'aq'eqa song will our imitated one the that supernatural one.

2. Há/matselaqólistsé Lelá'lans q'tq'atséwaidea xaux Ló'koala.
   Great hámats'a cry will be our imitated one that supernatural one.

3. Lans do'quala'i xaux ts'aq'elmélá'ya há/mseemélá'ya i'lag'ilis xaux Ló'koalaya.
   We shall see it his mask the hámats'a mask what makes that supernatural one.

   (j = 126.)

   TUNE,Recorded by F. Boas.
THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS.

699

hee yé-é hé yé ha-mai ha ma-mai

ha-ma-mai ha-a-mai hé é yé e ha-mé

yé-hó ha ma-ma-mai ha-ma ha mai

Ha-matse la-ya qólístó le lá-lans qa-qatsu

aide-a xaux tó koa la yé yé hé yé yé yé-yé:

Ha-mai ha ma-mamai hamamai ha ma-mai ha-mai ha-

ma a ma hé éyé é yé yé ha-mai ha ma-ma-mai

ha-mai ha-ma-mai hé yé é ha-mé
SONG OF HA'MSHAMTSES.

1. Ts'elwalag'ilisaye, ts'elwalag'ilisaye waxsenxelis ló'wa.
   Famous everywhere, famous everywhere at both ends of the world.

2. Q'a'q'atsuuwa'haide, q'a'q'atsuuwa'haide waxsenxelis ló'wa.
   Tried to be imitated, tried to be imitated at both ends of the world.

3. Laus do'qula'ax gi'wil'lené hásó yá'yaxolag'itaya.
   We shall see him (dancing) in his house.
   We shall see him dancing.

TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.
THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS.

701

mai yē mai yē hē ma mē mē ha mànī hē

ye. Ts'ēl-wa-lag'i-lā'yē ts'ēl-wa-lag'i-

la yē wax-seuxē-lis lō gua-yē hē ma mē mē

hā mē mē ye Ts'ēl-wa-lag'i-lā'yē

ts'ēl-wa-lag'i-lā'yē wax-seuxē-lis lō gua-yē

hē ma mē mē ha mē mē yē. Hā ma

ma ama yē ha ama ama ma mai yē ha ama

mai yē mai yē hē ma mē mē ha mē.
REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1895.
SONG OF HA'MSHAMTSES.

1. To'yuqawalag'ila'm xta'elala na'mualak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'as'o.  
   Going between mountains on earth magic in your body real your supernatural real,
   he was.

2. To'xtokolag'ila alai'ks'as'lelax'is na'mualak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'
   he is going farther real your magic in your body real your supernatural k'as'o.  
   Togulésilaus togulésk'as'o.  
   Togulésilaus togulésk'as'o.  
   Therefore you walking farther real.

3. Qo'eq'sqo'éks'lag-ila'k'as'selax'is na'niialak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'
   Going still farther real your magic in your body real your supernatural k'as'o.  
   Qo'eq'sqo'éks'las'qo'éks'as'o.  
   Therefore you going farther real.

4. Tsá'ts'qalag'ula'alsk'as'selax'is na'nak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'
   Tsa'ts'eqElaqulaahaisk'as'lelax'is na'nak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'
   Ha'mats'ElaciolaitseLElalai na'txelsdaide.  
   He/x-atsemoLlai g-i'ltsa-one you are the one the first
   qolisa Ha'mats'Elakólisk'as'c Lo'koalak'as'o.  
   Heix-a-one to utter the cannibal cry magic in you supernatural real.
   You are the one first in you thrown into you magic in you supernatural real.  
   Ha'mats'a cry will be imitated one.  
   You are the one the first qolisa Ha'mats'Elakólisk'as'c Lo'koalak'as'o.
   Heix-a-one to utter the cannibal cry magic in you supernatural real.  
   You are the one first in you thrown into you magic in you supernatural real.
   Qo'eq'sqo'éks'lag-ila'k'as'selax'is na'niialak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'
   Qo'eq'sqo'éks'las'qo'éks'as'o.  
   Therefore you going farther real.
   Qo'eq'sqo'éks'lag-ila'k'as'selax'is na'niialak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'
   Qo'eq'sqo'éks'las'qo'éks'as'o.  
   Therefore you going farther real.
   Therefore you walking farther real.

5. Tsa'ts'eqElaqulaahaisk'as'Lax'is na'nak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'as'o
   Ho will sing his tsá'oqa song real your imitated by all real your supernatural real.
   You are the one the first qolisa Ha'mats'Elakólisk'as'c Lo'koalak'as'o.
   Heix-a-one to utter the cannibal cry magic in you supernatural real.
   You are the one first in you thrown into you magic in you supernatural real.
   Tsa'ts'eqElaqulaahaisk'as'Lax'is na'nak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'as'o.
   Ho will sing his tsá'oqa song real your imitated by all real your supernatural real.
   You are the one the first qolisa Ha'mats'Elakólisk'as'c Lo'koalak'as'o.
   Heix-a-one to utter the cannibal cry magic in you supernatural real.
   You are the one first in you thrown into you magic in you supernatural real.
   Tsa'ts'eqElaqulaahaisk'as'Lax'is na'nak'uenék'as'os Lo'koalak'as'o.
   Ho will sing his tsá'oqa song real your imitated by all real your supernatural real.
   You are the one the first qolisa Ha'mats'Elakólisk'as'c Lo'koalak'as'o.
   Heix-a-one to utter the cannibal cry magic in you supernatural real.
   You are the one first in you thrown into you magic in you supernatural real.

TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.
koalakas hamamai hai-mai hamama

hamama mai. Tōgūlislaus hamamai
Tōgulōs kasō

hamama mai hai-mama hamama ha-mama

hamé mamé mamé mai hamamae ha-hama

mamaie hamama hai-mai hamé

hama mamai hama mai hama hama

hama hea hea hāma mamai haima

hai mamai haima hama hama mamai
SONG OF HA'MSHAMTSÉS.

1. LaistaisélayuXdōX dō'xdequiselak-ásxen na'noalakulalílk-asa 1
   We went all around the world looking around on my beach magic in house real
   lax owé/stras ná/la.
   there all around the world.

2. Lā'mXdowisen qax'usai'ásó'kuas Lā'Laquulak-ásdé. Me/tsxét-
   There I went it was put upon me the red cedar bark on his body.
   that is derived
gīlaus le̱u̱nxt'sówétk-ástó yis owé/stras ná/la.
   from you you can not be imitated all around the world.

3. Qoe'qoaXulak-áldEn, qoe'qoaXulak-áldEn, qoa'qoaXuLaXstaig-ilis-
   The raven cried for me, the raven cried for me, the raven's cry came to my
   mouth of Qoe'qoaXoa'lanuXsiwék-ásdē lax owé/stras ná/la.
   mouth of Qoe'qoaXoa'lanuXsiwék real past at all around the world.

[To page 466.]

SONG OF NO'NTSÍSTALAL.

1. Kik-ā'Lelag-ilak-ás owaē/lax gāXalō/dayūk-ás owaē/lax nō/n-
   Making them afraid real good this what he gave you real good this making
   tsitag-ilak-ás owaē/lax s Lō/koka.la.
   crazy real good this of the supernatural one.

2. Qoe'qoapakel'ilak-ás owaē/lax gāXalō/dayūk-ás owaē/lax no'n'tsís-
   Scattering them in the real good this what he gave you real good this making
   house tag-ilak-ás owaē/lax s Lō/koka.la gria yahē.
   crazy real good this of the supernatural gria yahē.

[To page 467.]

SONG OF BEAR.

1. Wi'g'ila tsens we'nênelâns wunX'naits'êñe Lqaux nā'na.x sa
   How shall we hide we hide on the beach before the bear this terrible
   yālag-ilisax nā'la ó'wae hô.
   moving around world ó'wae ho.

2. Einselens qans lenbêta/lesê qans tsemtsêk-â'lisê? Qe'val
   Better we we go under ground we cover our backs with Yes
   qo weyôlæn'uxnâX laxô sa nā'na sa se'mtsoyôwalits'êiax sens nā/la.
   we might not be found by the bear terrible of the mouth great this of our world.

[To page 468.]

SONG OF BEAR.—LÀ'LÁSIGOALA DIALECT.

Haiá'á, le'qatsilahtaid na'naxatsilahtaid, la'nulâX hai'qamayalâqê lax 15
Haiá'á, take the great name say bear that, he is going right to the highest to
le'leqamnâX sâ'è'ialela. Sâ'xaulelasens xō'malelalâsca, sa'xau-
having name of enslaved tribes We shall have a battle, we shall
lasens tsê'naXulalâsca.
   have trouble.
   NAT MUS 95—45
1. Wai'ga, wai'ga, wai'gatsëlaxus sa haya haya ha. Säs dô'qualtâ
Go on, go on, go on great you ha! haya haya ha. Do not look
xaha tân'ekoamâkâ ha ha aë'îkoamâkâ ha ha sêyâNsîlax'den sa
the curled blood on the ha ha blood on the water ha ha those whom I cut of the
nû'nalôlôswudtenla.
Sol dancer's companion I shall be.

SONG OF FOOL DANCER.
1. Sa s hex'êk'â'ya hex'êk'â'ya xans nêmô/xtse'xwë hawai'kâ's
Ha! disturbing disturbing our great friend greatest
nêmô/lo lamâ'sil gâ'x'âlelax'êxtse',
madness came on to him great.
2. G'in grâ'êx q'â'me g'in tsö'ënskwâyasös he'yuwa Lâx yâ'la'yuwa
To me came, to me it was given into my the tool the tool
Lâx k'wâ'waqayô Lâx xû'sutalayû Lâx yâ'lag'ilisa yâ'la xëns
instrument for severing heads instrument for cutting off heads going all around crazy our
nêmô/kuix hawai'kâ's nêmô/lo lamâ'sil gâ'x'âlelax'êxtse'. La'mus
friend greatest madness came on to him great. He
gë'gîn'lelklâ'lahisîla wa hâiya.
killed all old and young wa hâiya.

SONG OF FOOL DANCER.
10. 1. Kuë'qaya kuë'qayatsëa qa nanoalâksëk'as tsô'noqoatsëk'as.
Mad mad great that magic great real tsô'noqa great real.
2. Ai qa q'âlân'a q'aq'âl'â'ya la'xa beguâ'nêm qas kuë'qayatsëk'as.
Ah that torments carries on his at the man that madness great real.
3. Wi'tlaya haia tlâhamqô'wa që'mq'akô'wa lâx beguâ'nêm qas
Eating all haia crushing bones eating skin and at man that
kuë'qayatsêk'as ya.
knâqayatsêk'as ya.
madness great real ya.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE.

\[\text{Tune, recorded by J. C. Fillmore.}\]
SONG OF FOOL DANCER.—LA/'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

Waié ai'tsik-asól! Léaaná/lag-ilitsumk-asó!  
Watch! oh wonder! he makes a turmoil on the earth!
Oh wonder! he makes the noise of falling objects on the earth, he makes the noise of breaking objects on the earth.

SONG OF NÄ'NAQUALIL.

1. Tsë-tsëqauslélá hæ Ló/koala.   
   All gather around you supernatural one.
   while you are dancing in the house.

2. Që'q'aqauslélá hæ Ló/koala, dö'daquaaslélá hæ Ló/koala.   
   Many gather around supernatural one, they gather to see you supernatural one, in the house.

3. Q'an'tiselaslélá hæ Ló/koala, mä'mehi'saslélá hæ Ló/koala.   
   Walking right up to supernatural one, asking you for food in supernatural one, the house.
SONG OF NAYNAQUALIL.

1. **Heyaqowilala ynu'yakowellila les tsa'its'aqaelaqlum laus ts'aqel.**
   Across the middle rows of property this is your winter dance song q'ya.

2. **Hayalbaadasilalé mamubalasilalés ts'aits'aqaelaqlum laus ts'aqel.**
   Everybody will take property from her this is your winter dance song q'ya.

SONG OF NAYNAQUALIL.

5. **G'ajxkaslen hā'matselaqollilo lō'koala.**
   I shall come saying láp on the beach the supernatural one.

SONG OF HAMA.

1. **Hā'maoxda la'g'anesmens qulal'laqē.**
   There is hama we shall not live for he is there.

2. **Wi'ne'lsā yu'moxdaxsā' la'g'anesmens qulal'laqē.**
   Where on there it is danger we shall not live for he is groundous.

3. **Wi'nëslesns wumā'la'sōxsa?**
   Where shall we hide?

4. **We'g'a xás wu'ax'ideq la'betaqlisla qens tse'mtsek'ilalis qa.**
   Let us hide go underground that we cover our backs with for hama sa' yulag-ilisax nā'la.

   TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.

   Allegro.

   ![Musical notation image]

   Beating 4-3 5-4 6-5 etc.

   lā g'anemq'u-lāl-la-qē lā g'anemq'u-lāl-la-qē.
SONG OF SALMON.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1. G'īg'a'xs'aisEla yūxdenō'guas mē'meōXo'anak'asde.
   Many coming ashore they with me salmon real past.
2. Hā'laqas gā'gāx'alag'ilisēlōl qa'doyōwē's lō'wa. HāiuXs'aisē-
   For they come ashore to you post in middle of heaven. Dancing from the
   lag'ilitsēmXtem no'guas mē'meōXo'anak'asde.
   outside to the shore me the salmon real past.
   with
3. Hā'laqais haixoanōmagailōlai hēl'grōtmē is lō'wa. Lē'Laxoya
   For they come to dance to you at the right side of heaven. Overtowering
   mā'yūlas aix-ts'umk'eyalēXdēs mē'meōXo'anak'asde.
   surpassing outshining the salmon real past.

SONG OF SALMON.

1. Q'ā'q'eXs'alisela sa q'ā'nomalag'ilisēa mēyōXuā'nē.
   Many came to find on the world salmon.
2. Hā'la mē'yoXuānak'asde nō'n'Xuag'ilak'asde nau'alakulīla
   That salmon real past approached him real past magic in the house
   nau'alakwas'o nau'alakwas'o hayō hayō yi yi.
   your magic your magic hayō hayō yi yi.
3. Nau'alakwas'o hai'a g'ax'ēltē gā'gāx'salis qas mē'aisilak'asde
   Your magic that they came for coming ashore for chief of salmon
   real past qāxs wīwēilemlitsema amiixa'laXelōl nau'alakwas'o nau'alakwas'o 10
   for property too heavy to those who praise you your magic
   hayō hayō yi yi.
   hayō hayō yi yi.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE.

Beating.
SONG OF SALMON WEIR.

1. La'xden layahan'gué, la'xden layahan'gué hamamai guá'gol-
   I go layahan'gué, I go layahan'gué hamamai working at
tsewalag'iliskás'owasqai golayúguliskás'owaiqai menaháxaiskás'owai-
my salmon trap real good salmon trap on beach picking up ont real good
qai, ō'weya'xé ló/upstüts'ówilsmkás'owai hamamamé,
the raven empty orbits in trap real good hamamamé.

2. Láxoix-láxoik'-ámxšlé láxse'má'xde yá'yaxoyóqaxdé lé/las-
   Stand still stand still who stands on top past who make the past whirl-
tide rise

5 táxleXde, ts'nesta'laXde wá/wiyak-ilaXde yá'yaxoyóqoXdái.
pool past, where the tides his skirt past who makes the tide past.

3. Há'matsalaqólámXs lá'koala há'matselaqoak'ásdé.
   Crying háp supernatural crying háp real past.

[To page 476.]

SONG OF WASP.

Ha soa'nosens ná'xide xoá ha'mtsats'ca sa há'matselats'ca; hawa-
Ha do not let us approach the wasp nest of wasp dancer great; it is great
kasá'muxlái
danger.
SONG OF K'URNULAL.

SONG OF K'URNULAL.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

K'u'nXulalk'asl'exai'. Sák'aslo'le Ku'nXulalk'asl'exai'.

Thunder bird dance this will be. Wonderful it will Thunder bird dance this will be.

[To page 476.]

SONG OF QO'LÓC.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

Qoa'la x'ins hawinalela tsèle'kocáxílens gá'qemayé.

Don't let us drive him away our bird our chief.

Qan'losk'as'o K'oá'laLele ná'qolóci's sens ná'la.

The real eagle sitting on top the middle of our world.

SONG OF WOLF.

SONG OF WOLF.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1. Lá'Xden ga'g'galal gíwalisgí'liása nún, yi hi hi a ha hi.

I go to the standing place of the wolf, yi hi hi a ha hi.

2. Lá'Xden naqóleolitseñ lax gró'kuas nún, yi hi hi a ha hi.

I go to the middle of the at his house the yi hi hi a ha hi.

3. Grá'xmüseñ wiloleleísna na'u'alak'utünës nún yi hi hi a ha hi.

Thus I all for me the magic on the the yi hi hi a ha hi.

[To page 477.]
2. Awila q’alualai wâ’ldemâ sa sâ’lanemâ sens gi’g’iqama’ye.

Wonderful against you the word of the wolves our chiefs.

Yêhe: né’xalaq qants gi’leqek-âleila p’â’p’aya’yal láx p’â’sagilaya

Yêhe: he said we children with us asking him to give to give blankets

mâ’xoag’ilaya maoxistâlisax lê’lqoalaLai. Yihêi.

to give blankets to give blankets to tribes. Yihêi.

to each tribe the whole world

3. Haia,wâ’sealai an’i’lemal, xens gi’g’iqama’ya, âloya gua’yêg’ilisa

Let us try to tame his face, our chiefs, else you will go too far

5 Xua’Xucqalisa wâ’lag’ilaya nêmâlisilaya q’amôteqag’ilaya nöng’caX-

swinging making life short shortening life making fall highest

towe: Yihêi.

wolf Yihêi.

[To page 479.]

SONG OF WOLF.

Yahé yahé.

Yahé yahé.

Qapamâ’lo Ke’x-â’ neqamâi yaxs Nölt’aqâlagilis.

He put on his Ke’x: the middle of the Nölt’aqâlagilis.

TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.

\[\text{\(J = 72\)}\]

Ya há . . . há . . . a ya - a ya há . . . ha

\[\text{Beating.} \]

a ya - a qapamâ’lo Ke’x’a xox ne-qa-

ma-yaxs Nölt’aqâlagilis ya há . . . há

. . . aya - a ya há . . . ha a ya - a.
SONG OF TS'ONOQA,—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1. La' halselamXden wits'emg'ilisa a'igulmaig'ilisa q'aboqolahisa 1
   La! I was a little behind not on time the blood of murderer where a heap had become putrid
   hai'amöta ha'amöyt yâ'lag'ilis g'ax nâ'la,
   whom he had rest of food warrior of this world, killed
   hai'amöta ha'amöyt yâ'lag'ilis g'ax nâ'la.

2. Haitseg' amaxoL, la'wisilaya wai'adig'ilaga kuëxag'ilola gäxlëx
   You great one made angry not to take pity made to kill to come
   wi'wung'ilalaX le'qolalë.

SONG OF TS'ONOQA.

1. Q'a'qTiLElitsatseaTs'o'uoiioatsea
   Trying to carry on arms Ts'onoqoa great haio making numb making dead

2. Ha'maiiekuilatst'a dO'lEinx-itElatsGa
   Causing nightmare great making numb great dreadful Ts'onoqoa.

SONG OF IA'K'IM.

1. Q'a'xolitseLalalai ia'g-imas g-a na'la.
   He will rise the ia'k'im of this world.

2. P'o'liqolamasei ia'g-imas g-a na'la.
   He makes the sea boil the ia'k'im of this world.

3. Ia'qamg'ustalaLlai ia'g-imas g-a na'la.
   He will throw up blankets the ia'k'im of this world.

4. Ia'qamg'ustalaLlai q'a'Xulaënelas ia'g-imas g-a na'la.
   He will throw up blankets out of the sea the ia'k'im of this world.

5. Ia'yakilaLax le'qolalë ia'g-imas g-a na'la.
   He makes the face of tribes the sea ugly
   We shall be afraid of the ia'k'im of this world.

6. La'nsk'ilalaL a ia'g-imas g-a nâ'la.
   The sea will be of our chief.

SONG OF SISIUL.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

Satsës laidëa sens g'iqamëk'as'o. Sisiul laidëa sens g'iqamëk'as'o.
Oh great the dance of our chief real. Sisiul dance of our chief real.
La'mëlawësoX mâ'xsalë'salax ne'msqamak'ua le'qolalai laidëa 15
He will, it is said, cut in two one tribe the dance
sens g'iqama'ya.

SONG OF CHIEFTAINNESS DANCER.

1. AömalaLaNegëns namökum'alisa owanxelis nâ'la.
   Chieftainness dance we who stands far ahead edge of world,
   are told our (the chief)

2. Aömalaqulatsëlalai hâmats'elagól-Isl la o'mayatsëlai le'koala.
   Chieftainness song great will be hâmats'a song will be chieftainness great supernatural.
   will be
La'wulq'alag-ilisa L'eyanalag-ilisa aô'maXdeméisöô'mayatsélai Lô'koalatsélai.

Sound of copper ringing of copper place of your chieftains great will be supernatural great will be.

[To page 483.]

SONG OF GHOST DANCER.

1. Lô'koalag-ilisa Lô'koag-ilisa Lô'koalagaama. We went down I chief of the ghosts real thus I became supernatural.

2. Lô'koalag-ilisa Lô'koalag-imaama Lô'koala. I was made to walk down by the chief of the ghosts thus I became supernatural.

3. Ais'ak-köttsóXde nó'guas aís'ak-kwek-asó'wa qai le'laalának-asde Put pretty things on forehead the chief of the ghosts real (past)

Lô'koalaga'ila. making supernatural.

[To page 483.]

SONG OF GHOST DANCER.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

Grà'xkx-alileialo lèlealanóx. Mâ'sôxs leg-itelayos lèlealenóx Lâ'na? I come to you ghosts. Why do you make noise of ghosts sense takers!

Mâ'sôxs lê'lomütele'lûys lèlealenóx Lâ'na? Grà'xk-elselâ'nu gâ Why do you make the house reverberate ghosts sense Coming from the beach sense takers?

Lê'leqâilealanai Lâ'na. Grà'xk-elselâ'nu ts'at's'êlwailêamai Lâ'na. Calling sense Coming from the beach to be famous sense takers.

[To page 483.]

SONG OF GHOST DANCER.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1. Wi'lg-qutâlitltsô Lâ'naXdos lèlealenóx Lâ'na. They come out of from you ghosts sense takers.

2. Po'ek'-alaso Lâ'naXdos lèlealenóx Lâ'na. The voice of hunger comes from you ghosts sense takers.

3. Mâmêlêatsô Lâ'naXdos lèlealenóx Lâ'na. We come to get enough from you ghosts sense takers.

[To page 484.]

SONG OF NA'XNAK'AQEML.

1. Lâ'xolislailaux q'a'laqlitsos ha wa'nXelîtîses lô'wa. You will rise you known by all ha around the edge of world the world.

2. Lâ'xolislailaux ts'êlwalalqilis lôx òwà'nxelîtîses lô'wa. You will rise famous everywhere at edge of the world world.

3. Lâ'xolislailaux waila'xalqilîtsû'sô wî'nalalqilîtû'sô lô'wa. You will rise being vanquished rival chief of the world.

4. Nôxsovaix'tig'en âiyei'ka'lag-ilîtsasas wî'nalagîltû'sô lô'wa. They say that I beg food from the rival chief of the world.
THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS.

[To page 487.]

SONG OF M'A'MAQ'A.

Wa'eg'a dá'doxsémé ai xés nauahá/lakué hāiya ha ha, ha hāi hāi 1
Go on! look around for your magic hāiya ha ha, ha hāi hāi ya'ha a a hai xés nauahá/lakuá.
y'ha a a hai for your magic.

[To page 487.]

SONG OF M'A'MAQ'A.—LA'TALISOQOALA DIALECT.

1. Waik-asla! do'qoalayal-gas nau'alakua haus lé'qaléaigilis-
Go on! see your magic you whose name is over all others in the
kas'ai.

2. Waik-asla! dá'doxsémélg-gas qá'minayol lé'sqaléaigilisk'as'ai.
Go on! look after your sacred implement you whose name is over all
all others in the tribe.

Ya, truly it is making that they have your magic you whose name
is above all others gilisk'as'ai.
in the tribe.

4. Ya, hēik-ayasmis ts'é'ltsguial-gas qá'minayal-gausyol lé'qalé-
Ya, truly it is shortening life your sacred implement you whose
name is Léaqgilisk'as'ai.
above all others in the tribe.

[To page 487.]

SONG OF T'O'X'UIT.

1. We'g'a x-ins é'x'uideya. We'g'a x-ins é'x'uideya á sins wí'na-10
Let us take (?) Let us take (?) with our what we
nentsçyaqens yā.
gained in war ya.

2. K'eslaxten qo'éqEmsal alax nó'lemaksē wí'nalaxdæaxlōl
I did not turn my face back to those who bothered padding for you
qā'sta.
friend.

3. Weix-us màx'e'dea, we'g'ax-us màx'e'dea s haisis qaqlqoalagí-
Go on throw it go on throw it yours that kills every
layós xu'mtxumtag-ilayós la'læx'ili'ts'ayos wí'nalaxdæaxqol qā'sta.
body that burns everything that turns the world paddling for you face downward
friend.

4. ÁmlaXden hé'yaqala sõ'xoaqala lax bō'bēnæaquailslai.
Only I passed them paddled past at the lowest ones under the earth.

5. ÁmlaXden nö'xamxsela wá'tamxsela gā'xesé xä'xosila lax
Only I pulled them into hauling a string of them into the canoe
yí'nasela wí'налaxdæaxqol qā'sta.
war canoe padding for you friend.
SONG OF TO'X'UIT.

1. Qo'enxalaiitsem Xdan laxe sa'laqalaitsema' iia'omi. I have been at the far side of the world true magic I have been on the far side of the world.

2. Wilolelisa Xden wilolelisa' naunalakwena' c'asa. I got all getting all kinds of magic on body real.

3. Na'xolaleisa Xden; gaa'xden na'xolaleisaq'aa ai'k'as naunalakwene' wé wé. Gaa'xden wiloleleisayaq'ia ai'k'as naunalakwene' wé wé. I came getting all real magic we.

SONG OF O'LALA.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1. Q'a'laxetsimasi Laya laix-dek' lagalelai laxe ts'exp'eqts'ea lax. The world knows me when I reach at the pole of the at winter ceremonial.

2. Qelititsimasi layawi Xos qelititsiyolai qeltoyowais lowa. Hold up your great one your post post in the middle world of the.

3. Alomitsimasi Laya heyahe weixos alomitsiyolai al'nayem's. You who keeps solid heyahé you keeping solid who holds firm ló'wa. the world.

4. Qalaxetsimasilai laxe qalaxécasos qalaxéams ló'wa. You are interlocked like to who is inter-locked world.

5. Q'autitsimasi layawi Xos qautitsiolai qau'toyowais lowa. You keep from falling down keeping from support of the world.

SONG OF TS'E'K'OIS.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1. Ömatala lagila qalmatsëts'eqos ii! Make silent the sacred implement inside.

2. Léléxqal'lag ilitsuq temiyalokala Xus naunalatsëqos iia. Everybody names you, let it be quiet your great whistle, ii.

3. Léléxka'lag ilitsuq hai'aliqas. Everybody names you shaman woman.

SONG OF SÍTÍS.—LA'LASIQOALA DIALECT.

Hei' i'a'nai heye. Hei' i'a'nai heye.

1. Ya'satsëa sens qalaiteya! How great our famous one!
2. Yə’satsè wɪst’ens Lə’qalaîdea!
   How great our named one!
3. Gə’xaxsalailə gə’lems nə’noalək. Yə’satsè wɪst’ens Lə’qalaîdea!
   He comes in his the magician. How great our named one!
4. Yə k’əskəməsəs nə’nəcəqala kə’əkələqalaqəs Lə’koets’əkəs
   Ya not be troubled be afraid of the great supernatural one
qə’laitə. the famous one.
5. Gə’gə’qə’eməyəlgəs sə’sįul’gəs Lə’koets’ələgəs.
   Go to the head chiefs sə’syntax the great supernatural one.
6. Yə’satsè wɪst’ens Lə’qalaîdea!
   How great our named one!
7. Gə’nə’XsoaiXdeX gua’gualəns’aləg’əl hai’iləlaqəs.
   She said to me gave me advice the shaman woman.
8. Gə’nə’XsoaiXdeX hama’nənəsolts’ens hai’iləlaqəs.
   She said to me we treat each other the shaman carefully woman.
9. Yə’satsè wɪst’ens Lə’qalaîdea!
   How great our named one!

[To page 497.]

SONG OF HAI’ALIK-İML.
1. Tsə’eqaueda ts’eqə’eqaneda yə ya haa.
   To whom all go for to whom all go for the yə ya haa.
   the winter ceremonial winter ceremonial
2. He’ilik-aueda hai’ilik-aueda.
   To whom all go for to whom all go for the he’ilik’a the he’ilik’a.
3. Ha goa’LEla amo’Llai qə’uexləiyə’g’¼ltəs’ p’a’LpaLEms yə’laLya-
   In the beginning you spread wings over your head which you used for flying the one who always
lisa. travels.

[To page 498.]

SONG OF HAI’ALIG-İLAL.—LA’LASIQOALA DIALECT.
Ai au aia au Lə’koalalai ya ai ya.
Ai au aia au supernatural ya ai ya.
1. Hai’alig-ilaqule’skəsLəla Lə’koalalai tsə’tsə’equləquələsLəLəla Lə’- 15
   Hai’alig-İlat song real supernatural winter ceremonial song real supernatural
   koala one.
   2. A’lakə’sə’ləisə’Ləs qə’ləxəLəskə’sLəLə Lə’koalalai a’lakə’sə’ləisə’Ləs
   You truly will be the one you will be untied supernatural you truly will be the one
   ə’yayə’ləskə’sLəLə Lə’koalalai.
   you to whom they speak supernatural about their wishes one.
   3. A’lakə’sə’ləisə’Ləs mə’menLəskə’sLəLə Lə’koalalai.
   You truly will be the you whom they will ask for supernatural plenty of food one.

717
SONG OF WÁTANEM.—LA’LASIQOALA DIALECT.

1.
WixséltéslóX ts’élwumé’stalis.
Not go into (Winélala-gúllis’s) canoe you who is known everywhere.

2.
WixséltéslóX ts’élwumé’stalitséxá’na.
Not go into canoe whose name is known everywhere.

3.
G’i’lemk’asaxs na’noalaXuá’na.
Feared by all magicians.

4.
Á’tsoak’asa g’i’lemk’asaxs na’noalaXuá’na.
Great real feared by all magicians.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE AND F. BOAS.

[To page 502.]

5.
1. Gáxaix’téx* g’a’xaitwaitsós ya a hé hé hú ya ya a hé hé hú.  
He comes here he comes down ya a hé hé hú ya ya a hé hé hú.

2. Gáxaix’téx* wá’latwaitsós ya a hé hé hú ya ya a hé hé hú.  
He comes here he rests at the foot of the precipice ya a hé hé hú ya ya a hé hé hú.

Sola’s qastaya, sola’s qasta yaiyi ya ya a ya yaa.  
You friend, you friend ya ya a ya yea.

Naualaxs qastá’ya naualaxs qastá yaiyi ya ya a ya yaa.  
Magician friend magician friend ya ya a ya yaa.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE AND F. BOAS.

Rapid beating.
Só-las qas-ta ya-a só-las qas ta yai yí

ya ya a ya ya a ya ya a ya yá i
1. Nex'ana's ya ha ya a hai a yē a a yaak'ala yiya ha hagila Lelē'.
   You said that ha ya a hai a yē a a bad weather yiya ha hagila capsize
   you yiya ha qeyōltenōx g'ax hēi hēe hā'nmēni yē ya hagilela a hai a
   size hai we a long time here hēi hēe canoe in front yi ya capsize in a hai a
   qastē.
   friend.

2. Nex'anas ya ha ya a hai a yē a a yaak'ila yiya ha hagila
   You said that ha ya a hai a yē a a bad weather yiya ha hagila
   Lele'yiya qeyōltenōx g'ax hēi hēe mēxayayi'ya hagilela a hai a 5
   capsize we a long time here hēi hēe sleeping capsize in a hai a
   qastē.
   friend.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE AND F. BOAS.

Rapid beating.

Nex' a-nas ya ha ya. . . . . . a hai a yē a
   a ya a kya layiya ha ha gī-la. . . ye ya ha
   qiōl-tenōx-g'ax hē. . . . . . hē. . . hē.
   (Flourish.)

han-qemā yi ya ha gī-ela a hai a qastē. . .
REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1895.

[To page 505.]

Néx-soai'k'qan halahai'yú Xuyaitseyas nau'alauxtselé.
He told me means of killing by his teeth magic great.

TUNE, recorded by J. C. Fillmore, 1892.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Néx'-soai'k'-qan halahai'yú xuyatseyas} \\
\text{naulalaux - tslé yi ai yi hé.}
\end{array} \]

TUNE, recorded by F. Boas, 1894.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Na-nulexl'etgila héya ná'nuulexl'etgila heimx-lai qoayá/laqíla.} \\
\text{They make us confused héya they make us confused that is that causes it.}
\end{array} \]

TUNE, recorded by J. C. Fillmore and F. Boas.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Na-nulexl'etgyila hé yé ya é ye.....} \\
\text{Rapid beating, } \uparrow \uparrow \uparrow \uparrow \text{ etc.}
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{yé é-élx' etgyila a ha a hé-wux é lai é yé é} \\
\text{hégyil-sé qoa-its-tan a ai ha ai hé-qoa-yé la hé i yé...........}
\end{array} \]
Hesaid to me he was going to make with magic poor me.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE AND F. BOAS.

Nex'sowaiXqan lalaXsawamatsō hôs nau'alalaq ô nô'gua.

He, I am the only ts'a'eqa yi'ya, ha nêmô'Xmën ts'a'eqa yi'ya.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE AND F. BOAS.
REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1895.

1. LálaXse'wamátsóXdenó'guas BaxbakuánalamuXsi'wae láxsówagíla
   He makes me ts'a'eqa me
   BaxbakuánalamuXsi'wae he makes me enter

2. Q'oa'q'ulx-se'wamatsówámo q'ulx-sewagíla q'ulx-sewagíla wa.
   He makes me pure

3. Ha k'cohóslán'ñoa ai'a'mé'alá q'alahaq-ihéelawo.
   Ha, not I spoil (life)

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE AND F. BOAS.
1. Halau wowii'L'etialaiyi, halau wiwiiL'eqalaiyiye halanwē halawōiya.
   My mind is not strong enough my mind is not strong enough halawōiya.

2. Halan kikā'layeyai, halan kikā'leqalaiyiye halanwē halawēya.
   My mind is afraid of it, my mind is afraid of it halawēya.

3. Halan doxuatalayeyai halait'saihahaq'enesia.
   I have seen it his winter ceremonial.

**TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE AND F. BOAS.**

1. Halan we' wä - lē - qa - lē yē eye ye 
2. Halan k'i - kā - lē - qa - la yai iyī ye 
3. Halan do - xuä - a - lē - la ye eye ye 

**TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE AND F. BOAS.**

Wō wō ai a ai a kyas

ai kyas mē - la ai........... ai........... ai - kyas

mē - la ai........... ō........... hai ō
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[To page 525.]

1. A a nāuālā'q, aāa nāuālā'q hū.
A a magic aāa magic hū.

TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.

Intervals throughout doubtful.

[To page 527.]

K'INQALALALA SONG.

1. Yiya ham ham ham ham ham ham ham ham hiya ha.
Nō'gua ahaik'as haiลำgila q'ōa'yag'il k'as BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē.
I say for BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē.

5. Yiya ham ham ham ham ham ham ham ham hiya ha.
Nō'gua ahaik'as mā'numsēg'ila q'ōa'yag'il BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē.
I say for BaxbakuālanuXsi'waē.

[To page 527.]

SONG OF THE HÉ'LIQ'A.

Hama maiē qā s laix'dēa haiลำgik'maxalisaiyasōxdoXs Lōkoalagí-
Hama maiē for he goes to press down his wildness for me superna-
lawō; hāma.

[To page 535.]

10. Nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya
Old, old, old, old.
NumēstaliselayuXdoXs nā'noalakoā. Nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya'nómeya
Old going all around the world with magician.

TUNE, RECORDED BY J. C. FILLMORE AND F. BOAS.

Nó-meya, nó-meya, nó-meya nó-meya. NúmēstaliselayuX-dōXs
Beating etc.

Slide down.

L'ëselag'ila qô alôp'lenôx.  
Mink and wolf.

Lá'wayóguila laè L'ëselag'ila à'îlêga-aas Qalogwis g'o'xdemsa sa 1
Salmon trap made it is mink back of Crooked village site of
Kwakiul.  Ts'ê'çê'têga laè da ná'Nua qa is g'â'yimolas a'me'niqawak'.
Kwakiul.  Winter dance it is all of different picked out from
each village.
Laams lá'wis xisâ'lé Lôlacleqâmâ'yas alô'ëlenôx.  Lâ'laè më'îlé da
Then it is they had the chief's sons of the wolf.  Then it is doing mis- the
said disappeared chief.
xisâ'läx Lâ'wayós L'ëselag'ila.  Lâ'laè yudux'penXoas me'ilax
those who had the salmon said disappeared trap of
Lâ'wayós L'ëselag'ila.  Ts'êx'ila laè ná'qaya s L'ëselag'ila qa ès 5
the salmon mink.  Sick it is the heart of mink for his
said trap of
Lâ'wayós me'ilasewâc.  Lâ'laè L'ëselag'ila a'ë'xelsax'it xës nâ'qâ'te
salmon trap being done mis-
said chief.
Lâ'wayós me'ilasewâc.  Lâ'laè L'ëselag'ila a'ë'xelsax'it xës nâ'qâ'te
salmon trap being done mis-
said chief.
Lâ'wayós me'ilasewâc.  Lâ'laè L'ëselag'ila a'ë'xelsax'it xës nâ'qâ'te
salmon trap being done mis-
said chief.
Lâ'wayós me'ilasewâc.  Lâ'laè L'ëselag'ila a'ë'xelsax'it xës nâ'qâ'te
salmon trap being done mis-
said chief.

L'ëselag'ila: Sá'èl yâ'la xen Lâ'wayó; la'âms k'ëlax-ileq nèn-
to himself mink: You did so to my salmon then you struck with he said
trap.
k'ëx'ëdalat'a L'ëselag'ila ã'ëma.  Lâ'laè k'us'ëlsi da Lôlæ Lqamâ'yas's
to himself however mink only.  Then it is they sat on the said ground
alôp'lenôx qa s ha'm'x'idè xà melë'k'ì k'ëlk-à'xîq.  Lâ'laè Lâ'xulsè
wolf and they ate the sockeye raw.  Then it is he arose said
alôp'lenôx qa s ha'm'x'idè xà melë'k'ì k'ëlk-à'xîq.  Lâ'laè Lâ'xulsè
wolf and they ate the sockeye raw.  Then it is he arose said

Q'a'x'ideq.  Wi'læ'èm laè q'a'x'ideqëxës mó'kua.  Lâ'laè nê'naknê L'ë'sè.
he cut their All it is he cut their four.  Then it is he went mink
heads off.  said heads off said home
lagi'ila dala xà mó'sëm xawë'qum.  K'ës qa'alé's k'ëlak'ënayâ; k'ës
taking the four skulls.  Not it was he clubbed them; not
known
qâ'lis ab'e'mp.  Lâa'm laè kîk'-înalâle da alôp'lenôxoa'xa hai'lôxsâl,
she his mother.  Then it is they were going the wolves at two days hence.
lâ'laè laastôt lâx kîk'-înalaxdêm lâsa lêl'qolalâe.  Ná'Nua qa s
Then it is the time for bringing back these tribes.  All to
said came

Qu'liagoadés K'ëknuaxâ'waè.  K'ë'samXdё nà'x'idaxs
from different Old man was K'ëknuaxâ'waè.  Not it was daylight
tribes.
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16x'des L'e'selagila. Lex'it qa s le lax Me'nkumulis L'awayoguila he went mink. He started for to go to Me'nkumulis he made salmon trap.

L'a'laqe qoa'le L'awayoguila p'a'o's lae L'awayo's. L'a'laqe qa'side there. Then it is done making salmon weir stone it is his salmon dam said weir. Then it is he walked said.

L'e'selagila qa s ko'a'gaale la'xa te'sem. D'o'qoala xe's L'awayo: mink to sit on rock on the stone. He looked at his salmon trap: "Ma'sos mats'oweq'os L'awayow'e?" "Qa'mau'spets'aaowesek' kumal- "What fish in your trap salmon trap?" "What little little 5 pets'ook'X. L'a'laqe qu'le't xe's x'e'mis: "Ye'koasoe'm skum L'aux-bull head." Then it is he his head: "O, that is pretty I work said scratched.

Malagaliselen L'a'lawawuxisalagilo. Ts'exstee'nda'xlelaq'n." L'a'laqe hard on the beach looking after the salmon Throw it into the water. Then trap for it.

e'etsaq: "Ma'sos mats'oweq'os L'awayow'e?" "Qa'mau'spets'aaowesek. again: "What your fish in your trap salmon trap?" "What little p'a'ets'ook'X, etc. It catches in turn: ts'e'mqoapets'ok', xu'a'qumpets'ok', little flounder. (etc. It catches in turn: little cel. little dogfish, L'amopets'ok', gr'omapaqets'ok', ts'e'wun'pets'ok', qoa'xnispeets'ok', little perch, little silver perch, little coho salmon, little dog salmon, 10 hanu'pets'ok', g'ixoapets'ok', sa'tsempets'ok', si'julpets'ok'. Then little humpback salmon, little steel head little spring salmon, little s'i'sil. Then salmon, mink says:) "Yu'wis, yu'wis, yu'wis, yu'wis." Aix'ite na'qaes mink says:) "That is it, that is, that is it, that is it." Good was his heart.

L'e'selagila. L'a'laqe ku'le'setax qa s axseme'is'e s'a s'i'sil l'a'laqe mink. Then it is he took it out to put it on the the s'i'sil on the rock te'sem. L'a'laqe L'e'selagila L'exui't xa qoa'x qa ta'g'ix ts'e's stone. Then it is mink broke off the hemlock for layer for his y'a'num. Laam neunXL laxis gr'oku'e Qa'dlogwis. L'a'laqe lang'alik game. Then he went to his house Qa'dlogwis. Then it is he went ashore.

15 qa s lo'ltoc. Ko'alel am lawise abe'mpas. L'a'laqe yaq'eg'a'lhe to go out of the canoe down. She lay it his mother. Then it is he spoke said.

L'e'selagila: "Qoa'ltso's he qoa'le h'ats'o qoa s lao's qaxs mink: "Do not stay here grand mother for you go to x'i'xa xen y'a'ne'me'x." L'a'laqe abe'mpas le'nts'es. L'a'laqe la'g'eqelisa carry in its my this game." Then it is his mother went down. Then it is she went along side the canoe. Then it is in vain she looked the canoe. Only lawise abe'mpas L'e'selagila se'lseluxs'alik la'a'legemuls x'omste. it is said his mother mink became twisted on it turned backward her past head.

20 Na'xua le'x'itena o'guitac. L'a'le d'o'x'olela xa si'siul. L'a'laqe All it turned over her body. It is she looked at the s'i'siul. Then it is said nanokulcel L'e'selagila abe'mpas xe'xlelae la qila. L'a'laqe he became tired mink his mother staying too long. Then it is said.
Lá'xólelé le'selag'ila qa s'le do'xuie xés abé'mp. Lá'lae dó'x'na-
he arose from mink to go look for his mother. Then it is he be-
said.
Lela xés abé'mpaxs ámae se'isélux'sális. "A ha ha ha ha," nó'x'la'ta
held his mother only twisted on the beach. "A ha ha ha ha," said however
le'selag'ila dá'lela xés abé'mp. "yaü'yáde's há't'sawé. Átem
mink laughing at his mother. Just so grand mother.

mó'melq'o." Átem lawisé le'selag'ila dá'x'it xés abé'mp qa s
you are too glad. Only it is said mink took his mother to
ná'qame'stendex sóč'la'séles xa lá'x'de sel'qoamésta. Hátem lawisé 5
set them aright her limbs the there twisted around. He it is said
le'selag'ila qáx'sála xa sísíul; la bóstits. Lá'lae k'éqay'int'sés
mink carried at the sisitu; he went up from Then it is he put it on a box
gills the beach said
yá'ne'nu làxa xat'sém. Lá'lm laé tsá'éqa,
the game on the box. Then it is it became said evening.
Láam laé kué'xala lé da kik'í'nélalaxa làxa žém'ul. Láam laé
Then it is they beat the kik'í'nala at the night. Then it is said
time were going to
kué'xalé da kik'í'nala qa éda lé'la lále k'éqag'uxs le'selag'ila,
they beat the kik'í'nala for the expected dead killed by mink.
in vain ones
"La'mens henax'alelai' pépxaxalai' lele'laalal xens q'á'lalla." 10
"We will try in house to shamans calling with music our
time tsá'éqa bring back
Lá'lae da némó'kúe lá'yu'ntsáqoa: "La'mens wütxó'laí' pépxalai'
Then it is the one replied: "We will beat the boards shamans said
in vain.
k'únelal xens q'á'lalla." Lá'lae da némó'kúe lá'yu'ntsáqoa: "Laems
they beat the kik'í'nala for the expected dead killed by mink.
bringing our tsá'éqa said" Then it is the one replied:
back xósi't'elai' némó'ko'ai!" Lá'lae yá'q'éq'alé da a'lxlae: "Lá'Tas
said wash your yourselves!
xa'q'eg*a Le le'La'lalála say
Then it is it spoke the last: "You will
nánelqem'lo'laí' yai'ilamé'xo'ai; námen'sá'áemlénsa'i."
said face the rear of the house uninitiated ones; we will go in before dark.
Láam laé nótxó'lág'ililá da kik'í'nélaxs k'éás'déxmæ wútxá'xa-15
They said then it they gave up in the kik'í'nala not there they heard
said the house
lele da hö'laq'esá xés sén-atlag'ilil. "Má'tse'nus gíqama'yaens
it the listeners theirs what they were trying "What our chief our
said to obtain.
gá'xtsó'gax'í' K'éx'á. Láam lawis qás'ets'wa. Láam lawis soa'lé
laxa'q'eg*a K'éx. Then it is it they went after Then it is done
let him come K'éx. Then it is it they went after Then it is done
said said him.
kúé'xayas K'éx'í lewis nálemu'mó't yix má'yus'salág'ilax to má'xayó
what he in K'éx and his cousins that raccoon and killer
vented tó tam'é'nas. Há'imiis wóq'o'a'sé Ts'est'á'yuqoa. Lá'lae má'yus'salág-i-
and squirrel. She his sister Ts'est'á'yuqoa. Then it is said
and squirrel
lakú qás'it qa s lé kúc'uxótsáx o'nots'éx'tstáy ka kué'xalatsé. Kústó'dé 20
went that he went pulled out (board) in the rear corner of dancing house. They sat in
the house má'yus'salág'ilax tó tam'é'nas là'xa k'úxswáká. Gá'x lae K'éx-
raccoon and squirrel at the board pulled out. He came it is K'éx-
said
yixuît nemâ’l’etbedû lâ’ta yixuît lâai Xuc’laqawuls. Gâ’x leâ he danced a short time however he danced it is said he went out. He came it is said

eîdiîle K’ëx’ qa s yixuî’dêe. Yixnûméltsösös wi’waq’oa:

again into K’ëx’ to dance. He danced with them his sisters:

Qa’qaxalâ’la Ts’Estâ’yôque.

Spread your legs Ts’esta’yôqua.

La’lae Xuc’laqawulsé K’ëx’. Ga’xlae Xuc’laqêle K’ëx’. Lâam’

Then it is he went out K’ëx’. He came it is said he went into the K’ëx’. Then

5 laê q’oala’lala xês yixu’ml. Yixnûmlâdês x’ômsas lô’laelqamex’dês it is he hid his mask. His mask the heads of the chief’s sons

alô’lênôx. Lâ’lae q’amí’tëtsös sa q’emtemëx:

of the wolves. Then it is they sang his song:

Qapamâ’lo K’ëx’axo lôlale’lqamex’dês alô’lênôx.

Put on head K’ëx’ the eldest sons past of the wolves.

Lâ’lae lâwuls ga’xlae e’téê. Lâ’lae qôlx’idux sa xawêq. Lâ’lae wax:

Then it is he went he came it again. Then it is they hung on his the skulls. Then it is they said body said tried

k’e’lax’e’tso sis gô’kulôt. Laê dô’x’malexêxs hêima’xôl hê’kulâx
to kill him his tribes. Then they discovered he it was he had done it

10 lô’laelqamë s alô’lênôx. Laam lâ’Xsö lâ’xa te’nâyi laê. Te’m’ylâle

the chief’s sons of wolves. Then he went at the door in the it is They made

through rear said. sounds

tamë’nas tôwis nemô’kuê mâ’yusustâlag’ilâkë. Gâ’x’âm e’dîél tèsë
squirrel and his friend raccoon. He brought again into his

the house

s’isînul, laa’xm yixum’âla xa s’isînul. G’î’tem lawis nëlemx’it lâ’xoa

sisînul, then his mask the s’isînul. First it is said he showed his at the face

t’ëx’i’la lâ’aslo’tèt xês yixu’ml. À’tem lawis gô’kulôtas se’lelsex’alêl,
door then he uncover his mask. Only it is said his tribe became twisted,

erd laê dô’xoal lês yixu’ml. Lâ’lae K’ëx’ dâ’dôqawa xês n’Xua lele-

then they saw his mask. Then it is K’ëx’ selected his all his relat-

said

15 lâla qa’wës lâ’xula lâ’xa n’Xua begu’n’em qa s qu’lax’itamasë.
tives and his liked among all men to make them alive.

Laam lâ’pa.

That is the end.

[To page 610.]

KOSKIMO DIALECT.

X’êtsax’ôstôwaya X’êtsax’ôstôwaya Lawu’lqamaya Lawu’lqamayas

Look up to the world look up to the world chief’s son chief’s son

Qô’misila Qô’misila.

rich maker rich maker.

[To page 612.]

LA’LASIQOA’LA DIALECT.

Hayasâ hôno lâla’yêa honô hanû hâu.

Hayasâ hôno lâliyêa honô hanû hâu.

Qoal qoasayak’ëslas wi’lal.

Do not cry you will re-

turn safely.
THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS.

La'lasiqoala Dialect.

Ha ha láganémé lac yalalaqólá mà'ílats'ës mà'mléaxtowë ha ha ha. 1
Ha ha you do not a good answer wash tub you who bring the ha ha ha.

Song of Me'exmek's.—La'lasiqoala Dialect.

Hau'lela'alants d'al'elalacqoala tlay'usa. [To page 615.]

I will listen to you having the old tale attached to it.

Hau'lela'alants a'unoguadeno xstae'da. I will listen to you what belongs to us.

Song of the Deer.

1. Wà'xalaqoala xà'la'xa qe'watsea g'ai'xtsë'ka's gïlig'ala'sa g'il-k-e.
We say wa' driving away the great deer coming great real standing on standing forelegs

ya'ls'ë h'malelësà le'lqoala'sà, qe'watse nà'noléne'kàs le'lqoala'sà wë. 5
on forelegs covering the tribes, great deer said to be fool real tribes wë.

2. Ha aix'lela'lants d'a'yè'meista le'mxumèista gaëns la'ai'lëx.'
Ha we shall be thin faced dry in mouth we shall go

au'tsaqfisë le'lqoala'sà, cause him bad staring at him getting sleepy by the great deer said to be foolish luck

le'lqoala'sà wë. tribes wë.

3. Ha aix'te'lela ai'g'il'malag'ilëisa g'laix'dë q'u'qalag'ilëisa
He shall be made good all around first lighting suddenly

g'läix'dë pe'ñqalag'ilëisa wà'la'k'i'nëg'ilëisa Là'qoak'i'nëg'ilëisa, 10
first glare all around highness on his body copper on his body.

Sà'yaxoa wàl'le'mno'guas hiiiyii'ik'ila a'm'aiik'ila hai'mosëla wàl'ldà.
Pure antlers having his unbroken not cracked that is antlers taken

lag'ilëits'ës ii'yalqunxëlis le'lqoala'sà. Há, wàig'ga xins xá'layaqa, around tribes, great deer said to be foolish tribes wë.

Song of Nò'mas.—La'lasiqoala Dialect.

1. Aix'amlës hë'ilìslël nòmàsà'.
Good you made right old man.

2. Qais k'ùlatsëné'kòs nòmàsà'.
For you will give a feast old man.

3. Qais t'eqoap'ènë'kòs nòmàsà'.
For you make a fire with old man.
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TUNE, RECORDED BY F. BOAS.

\( \frac{d}{\text{b}} = 116. \)

Há... há ám há... \{ Aix' - am-tts \\
\( \frac{Q}{\text{a}} - \) k'ue - la - \\
\( \frac{Q}{\text{a}} - \) t'é - qoap' - \}

Beating \( \frac{G}{\text{b}} \) etc.

\( \text{hëj - li} - \text{Lós nò - ma} - \) sá... ... \}

\( \text{tsë - nò - Lós nò - ma} - \) sá... ...

\( \text{c - nò - Lós nò - ma} - \) sá...

[To page 631.]

SONG OF AY'ILKOÁ.

1 Ohóya hóya hóya há, hóya hóya ha, hóya ho hya uho ho.

2. Aóyalalax grins yayax'ap'acišik' lax lo'wa.

3. Ha, nó'guam anx'anqo'amas gr'in gr'á'yulé lax guá'paale'tsés

4. Ha, nó'guam p'e'ílxp'élxámás gr'in gr'á'yulé'x lax guá'paale'tsés

5. Ha, nó'guam L'éx'l'ëxámäs gr'in gr'á'yulé'x lax Lá'qoag'ilakas

6. Ha, nó'guam ts'é'lxts'elqo'amas gr'in gr'á'yulé gr'in lax aix'ts'um-

7. Ha, lá'mla láe ʔa'daxenëselalës lawn'iqamélös amia/xalasöts'esá.

[To page 631.]

SONG OF THE KILLER WHALE.—HEILTSUQ DIALECT.

Amiaxalalaqai ha'lx'ainóxkuas'qai Lá'lt'sístailelakuas'ó laxs gō'-

'p'raise the killer whale coming up in the house real in the good

kwasowawnsqai he'maskás.

house the chief real.
SONG OF THE RAVEN.

Qañæ' staiselag'ilaisk:as'ò, qowik:as'ò.

Soaring around real raven real.

Ya'yaqayalaenoxqoasò qowik:as'ò.

Knowing to obtain wealth raven real.

SECRET SONG.

Ya'menë'X oguï'iyiha, ya'menë'X oguï'iyiha.

O you small poor ones.

Hailqoa'menë'X oguï'iyiha, hailqoa'menë'X oguï'iyiha.

Speakers small ones to me.

LÖKOALA SONG.

SONG OF THE NUTCÀ'LATH SOCIETY.
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[To page 633.]
SONG OF THE MÖ'TÇLATII SOCIETY.

He he ha ya-ë he he ha ya-ë Lô-koa'-na ya-ë he
he ha ya-ë he he ya ya-ë he he ha ya-ë.

[To page 634.]
SONG OF AAI'LQÈ.

Fine.

Ha yâ ha yâ. Hâ ya ha yâ nanu ü Lî me
hâ ya na-nu ü Lî me. na-nu ü Lî me ha-yâ.

[To page 634.]
SONG OF HÎNEMIX'.

Ha-na-i yâ i a na ha na-i yâ ha a na
Clapping. 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 etc.

ha nâ - ha nai ya ha nai yô hô nô
hê nê mix'sna a haâ nâL wêk qu-s-ta mû-
ha na-i yâ i â na ha na-i ya ha ai a
ha nâ a ha na-i ya ha na-i yô - hô nô hô.

* (1) The last note drawn down one eighth.
The following song is one of those sung by members during the initiation ceremonies in the house:

This song is repeated _ad infinitum_; in the repetitions quarters are beaten right through. The dancer jumps at the end of each quarter from one foot to the other. At each jump he lifts one hand and extends the other downward and backward.

[To page 656.]

SONG OF SLEEP.

Aiwól wóxkuá', aiwól wóxkuá'.
Oh how sleepy we are! oh how sleepy we are!

Adē gugo'ēt nōl. g'amku al ts'em laxha' ya! Lag-ix txalda'ul
Whenever strikes me the heat of heaven ya! again comes

dem wóx qa s neke em wóx, kua!
(future) sleep to the husband of sleep, kua!

Aiwól wóxkuá', aiwól wóxkuá'!
Oh how sleepy we are! oh how sleepy we are!
<p>| | | | | | |</p>
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